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Abstract 

 

The Zen monk Sesshū Tōyō (1420 - ca. 1506) is among the most lauded painters in the 

history of Japanese art, a reputation in no small part due to his unique status as the first 

professional painter of the premodern period to travel to China and the only Japanese painter to 

study at the imperial painting academy. Despite his centrality to the tradition of Japanese art, 

Sesshū’s straddling of two worlds – that of Muromachi Japan (1338-1573) and Ming China 

(1368-1644) – has rendered elusive a clear understanding of the forces that shaped his artistic 

practice. Since the seventeenth century, Sesshū’s China trip has been the interpretive touchstone 

upon which commentators based their pronouncements on his life and art. Yet, the field of 

Sesshū scholarship had not sufficiently addressed why and how the experience of travel 

fundamentally changed both the manner of Sesshū’s painting and the conceptual foundations 

upon which his artistry was based. This dissertation argues that Sesshū’s experience in China 

transformed both his approach to painting and his understanding of what it meant to be a painter 

in medieval Japan. Through a series of painting case studies, I demonstrate that Sesshū returned 

to Japan with a new array of painting techniques and conceptual approaches to his craft that 

would define his legacy and have enduring ramifications for the future of Japanese painting.  

This dissertation is divided into three parts titled The Journey, Spheres of Culture, and 

The China Legacy. In the single chapter of Part I (The Journey), I reconstruct the historical 
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circumstances of Sesshū’s travel as a member of a Japanese tribute trade delegation bound for 

the Ming court. In the two chapters of Part II (Spheres of Culture), I address the socio-cultural 

and artistic environments of the two spheres – that of the literati and the court – in which Sesshū 

spent considerable amounts of time in China. In the two chapters of Part III (The China Legacy) I 

examine two painting projects that Sesshū undertook in the year 1486 to excavate the lasting 

implications of Sesshū’s travel experience in his late career. Ultimately, this study posits Sesshū 

as one lens through which to observe how conditions of mobility in the premodern world enabled 

cultural forms to circulate beyond boundaries of country and empire and thereby to assume new 

modes of expression and contexts of meaning.  
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Source: Photograph by Steffani Bennett, March 2018.  
 
1.11 Detail: Textual label from Sesshū Tōyō, Magnificent Sites of China 唐土勝景図

巻, 15th century, ink and color on paper, handscroll, 28.2 x 735.7 cm, Kyōtō 
National Museum. 
 
Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 72, fig. 49.  
 

1.12 Detail: Scene of Shaoxing 紹興 from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of 
China (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753.  
 
Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 10, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 
 

1.13 Boats on West Lake 西湖, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China.  
 
Source: Photograph by Steffani Bennett, March 2018.  

 
1.14 Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), West Lake 西湖図, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 

hanging scroll, 47 x 105.3 cm, Seikadō Bunko Art Museum, Tōkyō. 
 
Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 125, fig. 83.  

 
1.15 Detail: Treasure Belt Bridge 寶帶橋 from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent 

Sites of China (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, 
handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, 
RES.11.5753. 
 
Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 10, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0.  
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1.16 Detail: Scene of Jinshan si 金山寺 from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites 
of China (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, 
handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, 
RES.11.5753. 
 
Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 10, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
1.17 Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), Kinzanji (i.e. Jinshan si) 金山寺図, dated 1472, ink and 

colors on paper, hanging scroll, 84.1 x 105.9 cm, private collection. 
 

Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 127, fig. 85.  
 

1.18 Detail: Scenes of Ganlu si 甘露寺 (above) and Jiaoshan si 焦山寺 (below) from 
Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original by Sesshū Tōyō), 
copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 
 
Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 10, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
1.19 The Grand Canal 大運河 in Yangzhou 揚州, Jiangsu Province, China. 

 
Source: Photograph by Steffani Bennett, May 2018.  

 
1.20 Southern Guesthouse 南會館 as located on a Wanli to Chongzhen (1573-1644) 

era map of Beijing, with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  
 
Source: Hou Renzhi, ed., Beijing lishi ditu ji (Beijing: Beijing chuban she, 1985), 
31-32.  
 

1.21 Detail: Donkeys from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink 
on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum.  

 
Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 72, fig. 39.  

 
1.22 Detail: Chinese official figure from People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink 

on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum.  
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Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 72, fig. 39. 
 

1.23 Detail: Tibetan monk figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, 
dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 

 
Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 75, fig. 50.  

 
1.24 Detail: Tibetan monk figure from Anonymous, Miracles of the Mass of Universal 

Salvation Conducted by the Fifth Karmapa for the Yongle Emperor, ca. 1407, ink 
and colors on silk, handscroll, 66 x 4968 cm, The Tibet Museum, with 
annotations by Steffani Bennett.  
 
Source: Craig Clunas and Jessica Harrison-Hall, Ming: 50 Years that Changed 
China, exh. cat. (London: The British Museum Press, 2014), 241, fig. 208.  
 

1.25 Detail: Hui figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, 
ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 

 
Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 75, fig. 50. 
 

1.26 Detail: Turpan figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 
1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 

 
Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 72, fig. 39.   
 

1.27 Detail: Tartar Mongolian figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, 
dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 

 
Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 75, fig. 50. 
 

1.28 Detail: Jurchen figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 
1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 72, fig. 39.   

 
1.29 Detail: “Person of the South” figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various 

Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National 
Museum. 

 
Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 72, fig. 39.   
 

1.30 Detail: Elephant from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink 
on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 

 
Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 72, fig. 39.  
 

1.31 Detail: Figures from Anonymous, Amusements of the Ming Emperor Xianzong at 
the Lantern Festival 明憲宗元宵行樂圖卷, ca. 1485, ink and colors on silk, 
handscroll, 36.7 x 690 cm, National Museum of China. 
 
Source: Zeng Cheng, “Cong ‘Ming Xianzong yuanxiao xingle tu’ kan Chenghua 
huangdi de xinzheng jifu,” Zijin cheng 276 (2018): 52.  

 
1.32 [Left] Imperial garment, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), The Palace Museum, 

Beijing. [Right] Detail: Eunuch figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various 
Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National 
Museum. 

 
Source: [Left] Zeng Cheng, “Cong ‘Ming Xianzong yuanxiao xingle tu’ kan 
Chenghua huangdi de xinzheng jifu,” Zijin cheng 276 (2018): 58. [Right] Tōkyō 
kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., Sesshū: 
Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 2002), 
74, fig. 50. 

 
1.33 Detail: Chinese civil official and wife figures from Sesshū Tōyō, People of 

Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto 
National Museum. 

 
Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 72, fig. 39.  
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1.34 Detail: Chinese examination candidates from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various 
Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National 
Museum. 
 
Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 72, fig. 39.  

 
1.35 Detail: Chinese military guard from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, 

dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
 

Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 75, fig. 50. 

 
1.36 [Left] Photographs of the precincts of Da Xinglong si 大興隆寺 from the early 

20th century. [Right] Da Xinglong si as located on a Wanli to Chongzhen (1573-
1644) era map of Beijing, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. 

 
Source: [Left] Zhongguo wenhua yichan yanjiu yuan, ed., Beiping yanjiu yuan 
Beiping miaoyu diaocha ziliao huibian (nei er qu juan) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban 
she, 2016), 45, 47. [Right] Hou Renzhi, ed., Beijing lishi ditu ji (Beijing: Beijing 
chuban she, 1985), 31-32.  

 
1.37 Lu’an Chunzhuo 魯庵純拙, Parting Preface and Poem for Xuezhou (i.e. Sesshū)

送雪舟詩並序,dated 1468, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 35.4 x 82 cm, Eisei 
Bunko Museum, Tōkyō.  

 
Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, ed., Sesshū e no tabi (dai nijūichi kai 
kokumin bunka matsuri Yamaguchi 2006 tokubetsu kikaku ten Botsugo 500 nen 
ki’nen), exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 2006), 60, fig. 21.  

 
1.38 Rubbing of stele from Da Xinglong si 大興隆寺, erected in 1524.  
 

Source: Beijing tushu guan jinshi zu, ed., Beijing tushu guan cang lidai shike 
taben huibian, vol. 54 (Henan: Zhuzhou guji chuban she, 1997), 121.   

 
1.39 Rubbing of funerary pagoda inscription for monk Zhigong Lu’an 智公魯菴, 

erected in 1369 or 1429, with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  
 

Source: Beijing tushu guan jinshi zu, ed., Beijing tushu guan cang lidai shike 
taben huibian, vol. 51 (Henan: Zhuzhou guji chuban she, 1997), 59.  

 
1.40 Anonymous, Water Moon Guanyin 水月觀音 from Fahaisi 法海寺, completed in 

1443, mural painting, Beijing.   
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Source: Beijing shi shijing shan qu wenhua weiyuan hui, ed., Fahai si bihua 
(Beijing: Zhongguo wenlian chuban she, 2004), 9, fig. 8.   
 

1.41 Details: Figures and architecture from Anonymous, Pleasures in the Imperial 
Garden 御花園賞玩圖卷, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, handscroll, 36 x 
670 cm, Baoli Art Museum, Beijing. 

 
Source: Li Songxue, ed., Rijin qingguang: Mingdai gongting yuanti huihua zhan, 
exh. cat. (Beijing: Baoli meishu bowu guan, 2014), 81-82, fig. 13.  

 
1.42 Diagram of Sesshū’s portable Buddhist shrine from Zusho kōryaku ki 図書考略

記.  
 
Source: Isshi Kenbaisen, Zusho kōryaku ki, vol. 1 (1701 print edition, National 
Diet Library, Japan), 18a-b. 

 
1.43 Detail: New Year scene from Anonymous, Amusements of the Ming Emperor 

Xianzong at the Lantern Festival, ca. 1485, ink and colors on silk, handscroll, 
36.7 x 690 cm, National Museum of China.  
 
Source: Zeng Cheng, “Cong ‘Ming Xianzong yuanxiao xingle tu’ kan Chenghua 
huangdi de xinzheng jifu,” Zijin cheng 276 (2018): 52.  

 
 
Part II: Chapter 2: Sesshū and the Literati  
 
 
2.1 Sesshū Tōyō, God of Longevity 壽老図, 1467-69, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 

99.5 x 29.7 cm, private collection. 
 
 Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, ed., Sesshū e no tabi (dai nijūichi kai 

kokumin bunka matsuri Yamaguchi 2006 tokubetsu kikaku ten Botsugo 500 nen 
ki’nen), exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 2006), 61, fig.  23.    

 
2.2 Detail: Signature from Sesshū Tōyō, God of Longevity, 1467-69, ink on paper, 

hanging scroll, 99.5 x 29.7 cm, private collection. 
 
 Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 

“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 95, fig. 13-1.  

 
2.3 Detail: Face from Sesshū Tōyō, God of Longevity, 1467-69, ink on paper, 99.5 x 

29.7 cm, hanging scroll, private collection. 
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 Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, ed., Sesshū e no tabi (dai nijūichi kai 
kokumin bunka matsuri Yamaguchi 2006 tokubetsu kikaku ten Botsugo 500 nen 
ki’nen), exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 2006), 61, fig.  23.    

 
2.4 Jin Shi 金湜, Outlined Bamboo 雙鉤竹圖,15th century, ink and colors on silk, 

hanging scroll, 151.3 x 83.3 cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing.  
 
 Source: Zhongguo gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo huihua quanji, vol. 

11 (Ming 2) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 2000), 16, fig. 18.  
 
2.5 Qian Xuan 錢選, Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains 浮玉山居圖, 13th 

century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 29.9 x 98.7 cm, Shanghai Museum.  
 
 Source: Zhejiang daxue Zhongguo gudai shuhua yanjiu zhongxin, ed., Yuanhua 

quanji, vol. 2.1 (Hangzhou: Zhejiang daxue chuban she, 2012), 2-11, fig. 1.  
 
2.6 Detail: Jin Shi’s frontispiece from Qian Xuan, Dwelling in the Floating Jade 

Mountains, 13th century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 29.9 x 98.7 cm, 
Shanghai Museum.  

 
 Source: Zhejiang daxue Zhongguo gudai shuhua yanjiu zhongxin, ed., Yuanhua 

quanji, vol. 2.1 (Hangzhou: Zhejiang daxue chuban she, 2012), 2, fig. 1.  
 
2.7 Wu Zhen 呉鎮,Eight Views of Jiahe 嘉禾八景圖, dated 1344, ink on paper, 

handscroll, 42.6 x 706 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
 
 Source: “Jiahe Bajing tu,” National Palace Museum, Taipei, accessed March 10, 

2020, https://www.npm.gov.tw/exh95/painting9501/pic.htm.  
 
2.8 Detail: Jin Shi’s frontispiece from Wu Zhen,Eight Views of Jiahe, dated 1344, 

ink on paper, handscroll, 42.6 x 706 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
 Source: “Jiahe Bajing tu,” National Palace Museum, Taipei, accessed March 10, 

2020, https://www.npm.gov.tw/exh95/painting9501/pic.htm. 
 
2.9 Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫, Content in Poverty甕牖圖, late 13th-14th centuries, ink and 

colors on paper, handscroll, 27.1 x 100.5 cm, National Place Museum, Taipei.  
 

Source: Lin Yuzheng, “Pin er wuchan, fu er wujiao: Zhao Mengfu ‘Wengyou tu’ 
yanjiu,” Zijin cheng 271 (2017): 94-95.   
 

2.10 Detail: Jin Shi’s frontispiece from Zhao Mengfu, Content in Poverty, late 13th-14th 
centuries, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 27.1 x 100.5 cm, National Place 
Museum, Taipei.  
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Source: Lin Yuzheng, “Pin er wuchan, fu er wujiao: Zhao Mengfu ‘Wengyou tu’ 
yanjiu,” Zijin cheng 271 (2017): 94.  

 
2.11 Detail: Painter’s inscription on Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape in the Manner of Gao 

Kegong 倣高克恭山水図巻, inscription dated 1474, ink on paper, handscroll, 
23.6 x 402.5 cm, Important Cultural Property, Yamaguchi Prefectural Art 
Museum. 

 
 Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 

“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 50, fig. 17-1.  

 
2.12 Detail: Painter’s inscription on Sesshū Tōyō, Splashed-ink Landscape, inscription 

dated 1495, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 148.8 x 32.7 cm, National Treasure, 
Tōkyō National Museum. 

  
 Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 

“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 67, fig. 34-2.  

 
2.13 Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), Magnificent Sites of China 唐土勝景圖, 15th century, 

ink on paper, handscroll, 28.2 x 735.5 cm, Kyōtō National Museum. 
 
 Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: 

“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 
2006), 70, fig. 38.  

 
2.14 Detail: Opening scene from Sesshū Tōyō (attributed, traditionally attributed to 

Shūgetsu Tōkan秋月等観), Yangzi River 揚子江圖,  15th -16th centuries, ink and 
color on paper, handscroll, 22 x 770.3 cm, Freer Gallery of Art, Charles Lang 
Freer Endowment, F1970.29.  

 
 Source: “Panoramic Landscape of the Yangzi River in China,” National Museum 

of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://asia.si.edu/object/F1970.29/.  

 
2.15 Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original by Sesshū Tōyō), 

copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753.  

  
Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 
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2.16  Detail: Figures from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original 
by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 

  
Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.17 Detail: Architectural features from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of 

China (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753.  

 
Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.18 Detail: Landscape elements from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of 

China (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 

 
Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.19   Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), Aiōji (i.e. Ayuwang si) 阿育王寺図 (left) and Kinzanji 

(i.e. Jinshan si) 金山寺 (right), dated 1472, ink and colors on paper, hanging 
scrolls, each 84.1 x 105.9 cm, private collection. 

 
Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 126-127, fig. 85.  
 

2.20 Detail: Jinshan and Jiaoshan from Anonymous (formerly attributed to Ju Ran 巨
然), Ten-Thousand Li Along the Yangzi River 長江萬里圖卷, mid-12th- early 13th 
centuries, ink on silk, handscroll, 43.5 x 1656 cm, Freer Gallery of Art, Gift of 
Charles Lang Freer, F1911.168.  

 
 Source: “Ten Thousand Li Along the Yangzi River,” National Museum of Asian 

Art, Freer Gallery, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.168/. 

 
2.21 Detail: One scene from Wu Zhen,Eight Views of Jiahe, dated 1344, ink on paper, 

handscroll, 42.6 x 706 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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 Source: “Jiahe Bajing tu,” National Palace Museum, Taipei, accessed March 11, 

2020, https://www.npm.gov.tw/exh95/painting9501/pic.htm.  
 
2.22 Illustration of the county seat of Gong’an 公安縣, Hubei Province, from the 1480 

edition of the Gong’an xianzhi (Gong’an County Gazetteer) 成化重刊公安縣志.  
 
 Source: Liang Shan and Wei Qi, Chenghua chongkan Gong’an xianzhi, vol. 1, in 

Yuan guoli Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 370 (Beijing: Guojia tushu 
guan chuban she, 2013), 5 (9a-b). 

 
2.23  Detail: City wall from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original 

by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 

 
Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.24 [Above] Illustration of the county seat of Zhenjiang 鎮江府, Jiangsu Province, 

from the 1597 edition of the Zhenjiang  fuzhi (Zhenjiang Prefectural Gazetteer) 
萬曆重修鎮江府志, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Below] Detail: Scene 
of Zhenjiang from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15), with 
annotations by Steffani Bennett.   

 
Source: [Above] Wang Qiao and Wang Yingqi, Wanli chongxiu Zhenjiang fuzhi, 
prefatory vol., in Nanjing tushu guan cang xijian fangzhi congkan 47 (Beijing: 
Guojia tushu guan chuban she, 2012), 324-325 (2b-3a). [Below] “Copy of a Scroll 
by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 
11, 2020, https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-
of-scenes-in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.25 [Above] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo 寧波府, Zhejiang Province, 

from the 1560 edition of the Ningbo fuzhi (Ningbo Prefectural Gazetteer) 嘉靖寧

波府志. [Below] Detail: Scene of Ningbo from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of 
China (see 2.15).  

 
Source: [Above] Zhang Shiche, Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 1, in Mingdai Ningbo 
fuzhi, vol. 5 (Ningbo: Ningbo chubanshe, 2014), 64-65 (3b-4a). [Below] “Copy of 
a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, accessed 
March 11, 2020, https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-
sesshu-of-scenes-in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.26 [Left] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo (see 2.25), with annotations by 

Steffani Bennett. [Right, above] Detail: Tianfeng pagoda 天奉塔 from Sketch of 
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Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15), with annotations by Steffani Bennett. 
[Right, below] Tianfeng Pagoda in Ningbo, Zhejiang Province, China. 

 
Source: [Left] Zhang, Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 1, 64-65 (3b-4a). [Right, above] 
“Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
accessed March 11, 2020, https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-
scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-
d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. [Right, below] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, March 
2018.  

 
2.27 [Left] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo (see 2.25), with annotations by 

Steffani Bennett. [Right] Detail: Sun Lake 日湖 from Sketch of Magnificent Sites 
of China (see 2.15), with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  

 
 Source: [Left] Zhang, Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 1, 64-65 (3b-4a). [Right] “Copy 

of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
accessed March 11, 2020, https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-
scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-
d2d50c0c5837&idx=0.  

 
2.28 [Above] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo (see 2.25), with annotations by 

Steffani Bennett. [Below] Detail: Scene of Ningbo from Sketch of Magnificent 
Sites of China (see 2.15), with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  

 
 Source: [Above] Zhang, Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 1, 64-65 (3b-4a). [Below] 

[Right] “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0.  

 
2.29 [Above] Detail: Scene of Ningbo from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 

2.15), with annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Below] Illustration of the county seat 
of Ningbo (see 2.25), with annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Right] Three River 
Junction 三江口, Ningbo, Zhejiang Province, China.  

 
 Source: [Above] “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of 

Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. [Below] Zhang, 
Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, 64-65 (3b-4a). [Right] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, 
March 2018.  

 
2.30 Detail: Japanese boat harbor 日本船津 from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China 

(see 2.15).  
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 Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.31 [Above] Detail: Tianning si 天寧寺 from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China 

(see 2.15). [Below] Pagoda at Tianning si, Ningbo, Zhejiang Province, China. 
 
 Source: [Above] “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of 

Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. [Below] 
Photograph by Steffani Bennett, March 2018.  

 
2.32 [Left] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo (see 2.25), with annotations by 

Steffani Bennett. [Right] Detail: Siming Station 四明驛 from Sketch of 
Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15), with annotations by Steffani Bennett.   

 
 Source: [Left] Zhang, Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 1, 64-65 (3b-4a). [Right] “Copy 

of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
accessed March 11, 2020, https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-
scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-
d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.33 Illustration of the county seat of Xinchang 新昌縣, Zhejiang Province, from the 

1477 edition of the Xinchang xianzhi (Xinchang County Gazetteer) 成化新昌縣

志.  
 
 Source: Mo Dan and Li Ji, Chenghua Xinchang xianzhi, vol. 1, in Yuan guoli 

Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 372 (Beijing: Guojia tushu guan 
chuban she, 2013), 274 (3a-b). 

 
2.34 [Left] Detail: Rooftops from illustration of the county seat of Xinchang (see 2.33). 

[Right] Detail: Rooftops from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15).  
 
 Source: [Left] Mo Dan and Li Ji, Chenghua Xinchang xianzhi, vol. 1, in Yuan 

guoli Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 372 (Beijing: Guojia tushu guan 
chuban she, 2013), 274 (3a-b). [Right] “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in 
China,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.35 [Left] Detail: Mountains from illustration of the county seat of Xinchang (see 

2.33). [Right] Detail: Mountains from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 
2.15).  
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 Source: [Left] Mo Dan and Li Ji, Chenghua Xinchang xianzhi, vol. 1, 274 (3a-b). 
[Right] “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.36 [Above] Illustration of the Descending Rainbow Bridge 垂虹橋 from the 1488 

edition of the Wujiang xianzhi (Wujiang County Gazetteer) 弘治呉江縣

志.[Below] Detail: Descending Rainbow Bridge from Sketch of Magnificent Sites 
of China (see 2.15).  

   
Source: [Above] Mo Dan, Hongzhi Wujiang zhi, vol. 1, in Zhongguo fangzhi 
congshu: Huazhong difang 446 (Taipei: Chengwen chuban she, 1983), 30-31 (4b-
5a). [Below] “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.37 Detail: Scene of Jinshan si 金山寺 from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 

2.15).  
 

Source: “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.38 [Above] Illustration of Jinshan si from the 1600 edition of the Jingkou sanshan 

quanzhi (Complete Gazetteer of the Three Mountains of Jingkou) 萬曆京口三山

全志. [Below] Jinshan si from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
 

Source: [Above] Gao Yifu and Xu Guocheng, Jingkou sanshan quanzhi, vol. 1, in 
Zhongguo fangzhi congshu: Huazhong difang 459 (Taipei: Chengwen chuban she, 
1983), 26-27 (13b-14a). [Below] “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in 
China,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.39 [Above] Illustration of a military garrison and watchtower from the 1563 edition 

of the Dinghai xianzhi (Dinghai County Gazetteer) 嘉靖定海縣志. [Below] 
Detail: Scene of Dinghai from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15).  

 
Source: [Above] He Yu and Zhang Shiche, Jiajing Dinghai xianzhi, vol. 1, in 
Tianyige cang Mingdai fangzhi xuankan xubian 29 (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 
1990), 476-477 (4b-5a). [Below] “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in 
China,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
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https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.40 [Above] Detail: Illustration of a military watchtower in Dinghai (see 2.39). 

[Below] Detail: Illustration of a military watchtower in Dinghai from Sketch of 
Magnificent Sites of China (2.15).  

 
Source: [Above] He Yu and Zhang Shiche, Jiajing Dinghai xianzhi, vol. 1, 476-
477 (4b-5a). [Below] “Copy of a Scroll by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum 
of Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 11, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-of-scenes-
in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 
 

2.41 [Above] Shen Zhou (attributed), “Yangzhou” from Famous Sites Along the Two 
Rivers 兩江名勝圖冊, 15th- 16th centuries, ink and colors on silk, album leaf, 42 x 
23.8 cm, Shanghai Museum. [Below] Detail: Urban scene from Sketch of 
Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15).  

 
Source: [Above] Lin Jiazhi, Shenzhou (Ming si dajia: Yanjiu yu yishu jianshang) 
(Shijiazhuang: Hebei jiaoyu chuban she, 2011), 108. [Below] “Copy of a Scroll 
by Sesshū of Scenes in China,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 
11, 2020, https://collections.mfa.org/objects/279122/copy-of-a-scroll-by-sesshu-
of-scenes-in-china?ctx=5682becc-08e5-4706-8110-d2d50c0c5837&idx=0. 

 
2.42 Kano Tsunenobu, Chinda Waterfall 鎮田滝図 (original by Sesshū Tōyō), ca. 17th- 

early 18th centuries, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 39.8 x 87.6 cm, Kyōto National 
Museum. 

 
 Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 

Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 120-121, fig. 80.  

 
2.43 Kano Tsunenobu, Yōki Hermitage 楊岐庵図 (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy 

dated 1672, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 121.2 x 39.6 cm, Tōkyō National 
Museum.  

 
Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 124, fig. 82.  

 
2.44 Sesshū Tōyō, Grounds of Tōfukuji 東福寺伽藍図, inscribed by Ryōan Keigo 良

庵桂悟, inscription dated 1505, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 83.4 x 
153 cm, Tōfukuji, Kyōto.  
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 Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 122-123, fig. 81.  

 
2.45 Sesshū Tōyō, Amanohashidate 天の橋立図, after 1501, ink and colors on paper, 

hanging scroll, 90.2 x 169.5 cm, National Treasure, Kyōto National Museum.  
 
 Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 

Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 118-119, fig. 78.  

 
 
Part II: Chapter 3: Sesshū and the Court  
 
 
3.1 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons 四季山水図, 1468-69, ink and 

colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important Cultural Property, 
Tōkyō National Museum.  

  
 Source: Nakajima Junji, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū (shōgakukan 

gyarari), vol. 14 (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 1991), 15-17,19, figs. 5-7, 9.  
 
3.2 Shōkei 松谿, Small Scene of Lakes and Mountains 湖山小景図,ca. 1464-65, ink 

and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 121.1 x 43.6 cm, Kyōtō National Museum. 
 
 Source: Kanazawa Hiroshi, Nihon no bijutsu 3, no. 334 (Suiboku ga: Josestu, 

Shūbun, Sōtan) (Tōkyō: Shinbundō, 1994), 10, fig. 13.  
 
3.3  Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape 山水図, pre-1467,  ink and colors on paper, hanging 

scroll, 57.6 x 34.7 cm, Nezu Art Museum, Tōkyō. 
 

Source: Nezu bijutsukan gakugei bu, ed., Wakaki hi no Sesshū: Sho kōkai no 
“Royō Daruma zu” to Sessō no suiboku ga (The Brilliant Artist Sesshū in his 
Youth: Japan Premier of Bodhidharma Crossing the Yangtze River on a Reed), 
exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Nezu bijutsukan, 2016), 29, fig. 6.  

 
3.4 Three locations of the imperial painting academy on a diagram of the Forbidden 

City, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. 
 
 Source: Shan Guoqiang and Zhao Jing, Mingdai gongting huihua shi (Beijing: 

Gugong chuban she, 2015), 41, fig. 1.3.1  
 
3.5 Xia Kui 夏葵, Visiting Dai Kui on a Snowy Night 雪夜訪戴逵圖 (left) and 

Watching the Waterfall  觀瀑圖 (right), ca. mid-15th century, ink and colors on 
silk, hanging scrolls, each 195.6 x 101.6 cm, Art Institute of Chicago, Purchase 
from R.A. Waller Fund.   
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 Source: Photographs by Steffani Bennett, November 2018.  
 
3.6 Anonymous, Facing the Moon 對月圖, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 

hanging scroll, 149.7 x 78.2 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
 Source: Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 66, fig. II-8.  
 
3.7 Zhou Wenjing 周文靖, Zhou Maoshu Gazing at Waterlilies周茂叔望蓮圖,dated 

1463, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, collection unknown.    
 
 Source: James Cahill, Parting at the Shore: Chinese Painting of the Early and 

Middle Ming Dynasty, 1368-1580 (New York: Weatherhill, 1978), 42, fig. 18.  
  
3.8 Zhou Wenjing, A Celebration of the New Year 歳朝圖, ca. mid-15th century, ink 

and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 137.7 x 71.7 cm, Shanghai Museum. 
 
 Source: Zhongguo gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo huihua quanji, vol. 

10 (Ming 1) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 2000), 126, fig. 117.  
 
3.9 Ni Duan 倪端, Liu Biao Inviting the Recluse Pan Degong to Leave the Mountain 

聘龐圖, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 163.8 x 92.7 cm, The 
Palace Museum, Beijing.  

 
 Source: Zhongguo gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo huihua quanji, vol. 

10 (Ming 1) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 2000), 135, fig. 124.  
 
3.10 Zhou Quan 周全, Shooting Pheasants 射雉圖, 15th century, ink and colors on 

silk, hanging scroll, 137.6 x 117.2 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
 
 Source: Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 92, fig. III-1.  
 
3.11 Yin Xie 殷偕, Flowers and Birds 花鳥圖,15th century, ink and colors on silk, 

hanging scroll, Nanjing University.  
 
 Source: Image provided by Professor Zhao Jing of Zhejiang University.  
 
3.12 Sesshū Tōyō, Birds and Flowers of the Four Seasons四季花鳥図,post-1469, ink 

and colors on paper, pair of six-panel folding screens, each 181.6 x 375.2 cm, 
Kyōto National Museum.  

 
 Source: Scanned from miniature screen facsimile in author’s personal collection.  
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3.13 [Left] Detail: Crane and pine tree from Sesshū Tōyō, Birds and Flowers of the 
Four Seasons, post-1469, ink and colors on paper, pair of six-panel folding 
screens, each 181.6 x 375.2 cm, Kyōto National Museum. [Right] Yin Xie, 
Flowers and Birds,15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, Nanjing 
University. 

  
 Source: [Left] Scanned from miniature screen facsimile in author’s personal 

collection. [Right] Image provided by Professor Zhao Jing of Zhejiang University.  
 
3.14 [Left] Detail: Crane and pine tree from Sesshū Tōyō, Birds and Flowers of the 

Four Seasons, post-1469, ink and colors on paper, pair of six-panel folding 
screens, each 181.6 x 375.2 cm, Kyōto National Museum. [Right] Yin Hong 殷
宏,Flowers and Birds 花鳥圖,late 15th- early 16th centuries, ink and colors on 
silk, hanging scroll, 129 x 68.1 cm, Yabumoto Kōzō collection, Japan.  

  
 Source: [Left] Scanned from miniature screen facsimile in author’s personal 

collection. [Right] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: 
Nezu bijutsukan, 2005), 125, fig. 62. 

 
3.15 Li Zai 李在, Ma Shi 馬軾, and Xia Zhi 夏芷, Homecoming Ode 歸去來辭 (seven 

of nine total scenes), dated 1424 or 1484, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 
27.7 x 736 cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum.  

 
 Source: Zhongguo gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo huihua quanji, vol. 

10 (Ming 1) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 2000), 104-117, figs. 104-110.  
 
3.16 Shi Rui 石鋭, Landscape with Buildings and Figures 樓閣人物山水圖, ca. mid-

15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 142.8 x 74.8 cm, private 
collection, Japan.  

 
 Source: James Cahill, Parting at the Shore: Chinese Painting of the Early and 

Middle Ming Dynasty, 1368-1580 (New York: Weatherhill, 1978), 9, color plate 
1.  

 
3.17 Shi Rui, Searching for Flowers 探花圖, ca. 1469, ink and colors on silk, 

handscroll, 32.7 x 122 cm, Hashimoto Taitsu collection, Japan. 
 

Source: Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Nezu 
bijutsukan, 2005), 76-77, fig. 26.  

 
3.18 Rubbing of a stele listing court painters involved in the mural projects for Zhenwu 

miao真武廟, erected in 1447, Beijing, with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  
 
 Source: Beijing tushu guan jinshi zu, ed., Beijing tushu guan cang lidai shike 

taben huibian, vol. 51 (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chuban she, 1997), 149.  
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3.19 [Above] Li Zai, Cloudy Landscape in the Mi Family Style 米氏雲山圖, ca. 1446, 

ink on paper, album leaf, 28.2 x 116.2 cm, Huaian County Museum, Jiangsu 
Province. [Below] Li Zai, Daylily 萱花圖, ca. 1446, ink on paper, album leaf, 
28.2 x 51.2 cm, Huaian County Museum, Jiangsu Province. 

  
 Source: [Above] Jiangsu sheng Huaian bowuguan and Zhongguo gudai shuhua 

jianding zu, eds., Huaian mingmu chutu shuhua (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 
1988), fig. 5. [Below] Jiangsu sheng Huaian bowuguan and Zhongguo gudai 
shuhua jianding zu, eds., Huaian mingmu chutu shuhua (Beijing: Wenwu chuban 
she, 1988), fig. 6. 

 
3.20  Zhang Jin 張錦, Daoist Immoral Han Xiangzi Walking Across the Ocean 韓湘子

渡海圖, late 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 136.4 x 88.6 cm, 
Cincinnati Art Museum, Gift of the Duke and Duchess of Talleyrand-Perigord, by 
exchange, 2001.70. 

 
 Source: “Daoist Immortal Hang Xiangzu,” Cincinnati Art Museum, accessed 

March 12, 2020, https://www.cincinnatiartmuseum.org/art/explore-the-
collection?id=23202258.  

 
3.21 Rubbing of a stele listing court painters involved in the mural projects for Zhenwu 

miao, erected in 1447, Beijing, with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  
 
 Source: Beijing tushu guan jinshi zu, ed., Beijing tushu guan cang lidai shike 

taben huibian, vol. 51 (Zhengzhou: Zhongzhou guji chuban she, 1997), 149.  
 
3.22  [Left] Sesshū Tōyō, God of Longevity Amid Plum Blossoms 梅潜寿老図, 1468 or 

later, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 127.7 x 62.5 cm, Tōkyō National 
Museum. [Center] Zhang Jin, Daoist Immoral Han Xiangzi Walking Across the 
Ocean, late 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 136.4 x 88.6 cm, 
Cincinnati Art Museum, Gift of the Duke and Duchess of Talleyrand-Perigord, by 
exchange, 2001.70. [Right] Anonymous, Somachattra月盖老人 from Fahai si, 
completed in 1443, mural painting, Beijing.   

 
 Source: [Left] Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, 

eds., Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun 
sha, 2002), 168, fig. 111. [Center] “Daoist Immortal Hang Xiangzu,” Cincinnati 
Art Museum, accessed March 12, 2020, 
https://www.cincinnatiartmuseum.org/art/explore-the-collection?id=23202258.  
 [Right] Beijing shi shijing shan qu wenhua weiyuan hui, ed., Fahai si bihua 
(Beijing: Zhongguo wenlian chuban she, 2004), 19, fig. 22.  
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3.23 Anonymous, Landscapes of the Four Seasons 四季山水圖,ca. late 13th-14th 
centuries, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 118 x 54 cm, Klaus F. 
Naumann collection.  

  
 Source: Richard Barnhart, with essays by Mary Ann Rogers and Richard Stanley-

Baker, Painters of the Great Ming: The Imperial Court and the Zhe School, exh. 
cat. (Dallas: Dallas Museum of Art, 1993), 257, cat. 75a-d.  

 
3.24 Detail: Figures from “Spring” of Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 

1468-69, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important 
Cultural Property, Tōkyō National Museum.  

 
 Source: Nakajima Junji, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū (shōgakukan 

gyarari), vol. 14 (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 1991), 14, fig. 4.  
 
3.25 Detail: Figures from “Summer” of Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 

1468-69, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important 
Cultural Property, Tōkyō National Museum. 

 
 Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 

Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 69.  

 
3.26 Detail: Village from “Autumn” of Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 

1468-69, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important 
Cultural Property, Tōkyō National Museum.  

 
 Source: Nakajima Junji, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū (shōgakukan 

gyarari), vol. 14 (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 1991), 17, fig. 7.  
 
3.27 Detail: Figure from “Winter” of Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 

1468-69, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important 
Cultural Property, Tōkyō National Museum.  

 
 Source: Nakajima Junji, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū (shōgakukan 

gyarari), vol. 14 (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 1991), 18, fig. 8.  
 
3.28 Guo Xi 郭熙, Early Spring 早春圖,dated 1072, ink and colors on silk, hanging 

scroll, 158.3 x 108.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
 
 Source: Wen C. Fong and James C.Y. Watt, eds., Possessing the Past: Treasures 

from the National Palace Museum, Taipei, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1996), 129, plate 60.  
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3.29 Fan Kuan 范寬, Travelers Among Streams and Mountains  谿山行旅圖, ca. 
1000, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 206.3 x 103.3 cm, National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. 

 
 Source: Wen C. Fong and James C.Y. Watt, eds., Possessing the Past: Treasures 

from the National Palace Museum, Taipei, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1996), 126, plate 59.  

 
3.30 Tang Di 唐棣,Travelers in the Autumn Mountains, after Guo Xi 仿郭熙秋山行

旅圖, late 13th- mid-14th centuries, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 151.9 x 
103.7 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 

 
 Source: Wen C. Fong and James C.Y. Watt, eds., Possessing the Past: Treasures 

from the National Palace Museum, Taipei, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1996), 287, plate 146.  

 
3.31 Cao Zhibai 曹知白,Clearing After Snow in the Mountains 群峰雪霽圖, ca. 1350, 

ink on silk, hanging scroll, 129.7 x 56.4 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
 
 Source: Wen C. Fong and James C.Y. Watt, eds., Possessing the Past: Treasures 

from the National Palace Museum, Taipei, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1996), 296, plate 150.  

 
3.32 Detail: Landscape screen painting from Lu Xinzhong 陸信忠, Ten Kings of Hell 

十王圖, ca. 13th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, Eigenji, Japan.  
 
 Source: Suzuki Kei, Mindai kai shi kenkyū: Seppa (Tōkyō daigaku tōyō bunka 

kenkyū jo, 1968), 105, fig. 61.  
 
3.33 [Left] Li Zai 李在, Landscape 山水圖, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 

hanging scroll, 138.8 x 83.2 cm, Tōkyō National Museum. [Right] “Summer” 
from Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 1468-69, ink and colors on 
silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important Cultural Property, Tōkyō 
National Museum. 

 
Source: [Left] Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, 
eds., Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun 
sha, 2002), 57, fig. 36. [Right] Nakajima Junji, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: 
Sesshū (shōgakukan gyarari), vol. 14 (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 1991), 16, fig. 6.  

 
3.34  [Left] Li Zai, Mountain Village 山村圖, 15th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 

135 x 76 cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing. [Center] Li Zai (attributed), Wide Islet 
and Distant Peak 闊渚遙峰圖, 15th century, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 165.2 x 
90.4 cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing. [Right] Li Zai (attributed), Elegant and 
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Lofty Mountain Villa山莊高逸, 15th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 188.8 x 
109.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  

 
 Source: [Left] Shan Guoqiang, ed., Yuanti Zhepai huihua (Gugong bowuyuan 

cang wenwu zhenpin daxi) (Shanghai: Shanghai kexue jishu chuban she, 2007), 
21, fig. 10. [Center] Shan Guoqiang, ed., Yuanti Zhepai huihua (Gugong 
bowuyuan cang wenwu zhenpin daxi) (Shanghai: Shanghai kexue jishu chuban 
she, 2007), 22, fig. 11. [Right] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. 
cat. (Taipei: Guoli gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 76, fig. II-14.  

 
3.35  “Winter” (left) and “Spring” (right) from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 

3.1). 
 
 Source: Nakajima Junji, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū (shōgakukan 

gyarari), vol. 14 (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 1991), 15, fig. 5; 19, fig. 9.  
 
3.36 [Outside pair] Dai Jin 戴進, Winter 冬景山水圖 (left) and Spring 春景山水圖 

(right), early 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, Kikuya 
collection, Japan. [Inside pair] “Winter” (left) and “Spring” (right) from 
Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1). 

 
 Source: [Outside pair] Richard Barnhart, with essays by Mary Ann Rogers and 

Richard Stanley-Baker, Painters of the Great Ming: The Imperial Court and the 
Zhe School, exh. cat. (Dallas: Dallas Museum of Art, 1993), 140, figs. 64a-b. 
[Inside pair] Nakajima Junji, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 15, fig. 5; 
19, fig. 9.  

 
3.37 [Left] Dai Jin, Fishing on the Shores of Wei 渭濱垂釣圖, early-mid 15th century, 

ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 139.6 x 75.4 cm, National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. [Right] Dai Jin (attributed), Landscape 山水圖, early-mid 15th century, 
ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 121.3 x 59.6 cm, private collection, Japan.   

 
 Source: [Left] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 56, fig. II-1. [Right] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai 
kaiga to Sesshū, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Nezu bijutsukan, 2005), 80, fig. 25. 

 
3.38 Dai Jin, Landscape畫山水, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 

hanging scroll, 184.5 x 109.4 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
 
 Source: Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 60, II-4.  
 
3.39 [Left] Dai Jin, Landscape, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging 

scroll, 184.5 x 109.4 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] “Summer” 
from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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 Source: [Left] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 
gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 60, II-4. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no 
bijutsu: Sesshū, 6, fig. 6 

 
3.40 [Left] Li Zai, Snowy Landscape 雪景山水圖,ink and colors on silk, hanging 

scroll, 121.3 x 59.6 cm,  private collection, Japan. [Right] “Spring” from 
Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  

 
 Source: [Left] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: 

Nezu bijutsukan, 2005), 78, fig. 27. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no 
bijutsu: Sesshū, 15, fig. 5.  

 
3.41 [Left] Ma Shi 馬軾, Valley Village in Spring 春塢村居圖, ca. mid-15th century, 

ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 178.6 x 112.1 cm, National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. [Right] “Autumn” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 
3.1).  

 
 Source: [Left] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 78, fig. II-16. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon 
no bijutsu: Sesshū, 17, fig. 7.  

 
3.42 [Left] Zhou Wenjing, Visiting Dai on a Winter Evening 雪夜訪戴圖,mid-15th 

century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 161.5 x 93.9 cm, National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. [Right] “Winter” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 
3.1).  

 
 Source: [Left] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 80, fig. II-17. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon 
no bijutsu: Sesshū, 19, fig. 9.  

 
3.43 Xia Gui (attributed), Snowy Landscape 雪景山水圖, ca. 13th century, ink on silk, 

hanging scroll, 47.6 x 32.6 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
 
 Source: Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 31, fig. I-3.  
 
3.44 [Left] Zhou Wenjing, Visiting Dai on a Winter Evening, mid-15th century, ink 

and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 161.5 x 93.9 cm, National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. [Center] Xia Gui (attributed), Snowy Landscape, ca. 13th century, ink on 
silk, hanging scroll, 47.6 x 32.6 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] 
“Winter” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  

 
 Source: [Left] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 80, fig. II-17. [Center] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, 
Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 31, fig. I-3. 
[Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 19, fig. 9.  
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3.45  Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape, pre-1467, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 57.6 

x 34.7 cm, Nezu Art Museum, Tōkyō.   
 

Source: Nezu bijutsukan gakugei bu, ed., Wakaki hi no Sesshū: Sho kōkai no 
“Royō Daruma zu” to Sessō no suiboku ga (The Brilliant Artist Sesshū in his 
Youth: Japan Premier of Bodhidharma Crossing the Yangtze River on a Reed), 
exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Nezu bijutsukan, 2016), 29, fig. 6.  

 
3.46  Sesshū Tōyō, Winter Landscape 冬景山水図, post-1469, ink on paper, hanging 

scroll, 47.7 x 30.2 cm, National Treasure, Tōkyō National Museum.  
 
 Source: Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 41, fig. 29.  
 
3.47 Shang Xi 商喜, Laozi Passing the Barrier 老子過關圖,early 15th century, ink 

and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 61 x 121.3 cm, Atami Art Museum, Japan.  
 
 Source: James Cahill, Parting at the Shore: Chinese Painting of the Early and 

Middle Ming Dynasty, 1368-1580 (New York: Weatherhill, 1978), 33, fig. 6.  
 
3.48 Dai Jin, Searching for the Dao 洞天問道圖, early-mid 15th century, ink and 

colors on silk, hanging scroll, 210.5 x 83 cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing. 
 
 Source: Zhongguo gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo huihua quanji, vol. 

10 (Ming 1) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 2000), 78, fig. 82.  
 
3.49 [Left] Detail: Hanging cliff from Sesshū Tōyō, Birds and Flowers of the Four 

Seasons, post-1469, ink and colors on paper, pair of six-panel folding screens, 
each 181.6 x 375.2 cm, Kyōto National Museum. [Center] Detail: Hanging cliff 
from Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape 山水長巻, dated 1486, ink and colors on 
paper, handscroll, 39.8 x 1580.2 cm, National Treasure, Mōri Family Museum, 
Yamaguchi Prefecture. [Right] Sesshū Tōyō, Winter Landscape, post-1469, ink 
on paper, hanging scroll, 47.7 x 30.2 cm, National Treasure, Tōkyō National 
Museum. 

 
Source: [Left] Scanned from miniature screen facsimile in author’s personal 
collection. [Center] Shimao Arata, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no 
sekai de asobō (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 2001), 34. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō 
Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 41, fig. 29.  

 
3.50 [Left] Sheng Mou 盛懋, Pleasant Summer in a Mountain Retreat 山莊夏景圖, 

14th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 121.3 x 57.8 cm, Nelson-
Atkins Museum of Art. [Center] Dai Jin, Landscape, early-mid 15th century, ink 
and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 184.5 x 109.4 cm, National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. [Right] “Summer” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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 Source: [Left] James Cahill, Hills Beyond a River: Chinese Painting of the Yuan 
Dynasty, 1279-1368 (New York: Weatherhill, 1976), 9, color plate 3. [Center] 
Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli gugong 
bowuyuan, 2008), 60, II-4. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: 
Sesshū, 16, fig. 6 

 
 3.51 [Left] Ma Yuan 馬遠, A Banquet by Lantern Light 華燈侍宴圖, late 12th-early 

13th centuries, ink and some colors on silk, hanging scroll, 111.9 x 53.5 cm, 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] Anonymous, A Banquet by Lantern 
Light 華燈侍宴圖, ca. 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 125.6 x 
46.7 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 

 
 Source: [Left] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 32, fig. I-4. [Right] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo 
Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 33, fig. I-5.  

 
3.52  “Autumn” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1), with annotations by 

Steffani Bennett. 
 
 Source: Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 17, fig. 7.  
 
3.53 “Winter” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1), with annotations by 

Steffani Bennett.  
 
 Source: Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 19, fig. 9.  
 
3.54 [Left] Li Zai, Mountain Village, 15th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 135 x 76 

cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing. [Right] “Autumn” from Landscapes of the 
Four Seasons (see 3.1).  

 
 Source: [Left] Shan Guoqiang, ed., Yuanti Zhepai huihua (Gugong bowuyuan 

cang wenwu zhenpin daxi) (Shanghai: Shanghai kexue jishu chuban she, 2007), 
21, fig. 10. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 17, fig. 7.  

 
3.55 [Left] Detail: Calligraphy screen from Li Zai, Mountain Village, 15th century, ink 

on silk, hanging scroll, 135 x 76 cm, The Palace Museum Beijing. [Right] Detail: 
Calligraphy screen from “Autumn” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  

 
 Source: [Left] Shan Guoqiang, ed., Yuanti Zhepai huihua (Gugong bowuyuan 

cang wenwu zhenpin daxi) (Shanghai: Shanghai kexue jishu chuban she, 2007), 
21, fig. 10. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 17, fig. 7.  

 
3.56 Dai Jin, Evening Return from a Spring Outing 春遊晚歸,early-mid-15th century, 

ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 167.9 x 83.1 cm, National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. 
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 Source: Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 
gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 58, fig. II-2.  

 
3.57 Li Zai (attributed), Elegant and Lofty Mountain Villa, 15th century, ink on silk, 

hanging scroll, 188.8 x 109.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
 
 Source: Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 76, fig. II-14 
 
3.58 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape 山水図, inscribed by Ryōkō Shinkei 龍崗真圭, pre-

1467, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 101.2 x 33.5 cm, Kyōto National 
Museum. 

 
 Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 

Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 38, fig. 16.  

 
3.59 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape, pre-1467, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 57.6 

x 34.7 cm, Nezu Art Museum, Tōkyō.   
 
 Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 

Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 38, fig. 17.  

 
3.60 [Left] Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape, pre-1467, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 

57.6 x 34.7 cm, Nezu Art Museum, Tōkyō. [Right] Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), 
Gazing from a Lakeside Pavilion in Spring 湖亭春望圖, inscribed by Tenyo 
Seikei天與清啓,15th century, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 84 x 36.4 
cm, Kikkawa shiryōkan, Yamaguchi Prefecture.   

 
 Source: [Left] Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, 

eds., Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun 
sha, 2002), 38, fig. 17. [Right] Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto 
kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. 
(Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 2002), 90, fig. 62. 

 
3.61 Detail: Wash from “Summer” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
 
 Source: Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 16, fig. 6.  
 
3.62 Detail: Texture strokes from “Spring” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 

3.1).  
 
 Source: Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 15, fig. 5.  
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3.63 Detail: Texture strokes from Li Zai, Homecoming Ode, dated 1424 or 1484, ink 
and colors on paper, handscroll, 27.7 x 736 cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum.  

 
 Source: Zhongguo gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo huihua quanji, vol. 

10 (Ming 1) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 2000), 104, fig. 104.  
 
3.64 Detail: Rockery from Shi Rui, Xuanyuan Seeking the Dao 軒轅問道圖, ca. mid-

15th century, ink and colors on silk, handscroll, 32 x 151.7 cm, National Palace 
Museum, Taipei.  

 
 Source: Zhongguo gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo huihua quanji, vol. 

10 (Ming 1) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 2000), 122, fig. 115.  
  
3.65 [Left] Detail: Mountain top from “Summer” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons 

(see 3.1). [Right] Detail: Mountain top from Dai Jin, Evening Return from a 
Spring Outing, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 
167.9 x 83.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 

 
 Source: [Left] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 16, fig. 6. 

[Right] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 
gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 58, fig. II-2.  

 
3.66 Xia Gui (attributed), Landscape 山水図,13th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 

22.5 x 25.4 cm, Tōkyō National Museum.   
 
 Source: “Sansui zu,” Tōkyō National Museum, accessed March 13, 2020,  

https://webarchives.tnm.jp/imgsearch/show/C0098923.  
 
3.67 Detail: Rock and cliff from Xia Gui (attributed), Pure and Remote Views of 

Mountains and Streams 溪山清遠圖,ca. 13th-14th centuries, ink on paper, 
handscroll, 46.5 x 889.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  

 
 Source: Xia Gui, Xishan qingyuan tu (facsimile publication of the painting in the 

National Palace Museum, Taipei) (Tianjin: Tianjin renmin meishu chuban she, 
2007).  

 
3.68 Sun Junze 孫君澤, Pavilions Amid Landscape 樓閣山水圖, ca. first half of 13th 

century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 141.4 x 59 cm, Seikadō 
Bunko Art Museum, Tōkyō.  

 
 Source: Yamato bunkakan, ed., Tokubetsu ten: Gen jidai no kaiga – Mongoru 

sekai teikoku no ichi seiki, exh. cat. (Nara: Yamato bunkakan, 1998), 51, fig. 21.  
 
3.69 [Above] Detail: Texture strokes from Sun Junze, Pavilions Amid Landscape, ca. 

first half of 13th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 141.4 x 59 
cm, Seikadō Bunko Art Museum, Tōkyō. [Below] Detail: Texture strokes from 
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“Spring” (left) and “Summer” (right) of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 
3.1). 

 
Source: [Above] Yamato bunkakan, ed., Tokubetsu ten: Gen jidai no kaiga – 
Mongoru sekai teikoku no ichi seiki, exh. cat. (Nara: Yamato bunkakan, 1998), 
51, fig. 21. [Below] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 14, fig. 
4; 16, fig. 6.  

 
3.70 [Left] Detail: Texture strokes from Zhou Wenjing, Zhou Maoshu Gazing at 

Waterlilies, dated 1463, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, collection 
unknown. [Right] Texture strokes from “Spring” of Landscapes of the Four 
Seasons (see 3.1).  

 
Source: [Left] James Cahill, Parting at the Shore: Chinese Painting of the Early 
and Middle Ming Dynasty, 1368-1580 (New York: Weatherhill, 1978), 42, fig. 
18. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 15, fig. 5.  

 
3.71 [Left] Detail: Texture strokes from Zhou Wenjing, Visiting Dai on a Winter 

Evening, mid-15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 161.5 x 93.9 cm, 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] Detail: Texture strokes from “Winter” 
of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1). 

 
 Source: [Left] Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 80, fig. II-17. [Right] Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon 
no bijutsu: Sesshū, 19, fig. 9.  

 
3.72 [Above] Details: Brushwork from Xia Kui, Watching the Waterfall, ca. mid-15th 

century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 195.6 x 101.6 cm, Art Institute of 
Chicago, Purchase from R.A. Waller Fund. [Below] Details: Brushwork from 
“Summer” (left), “Autumn” (center), and “Spring” (right) of Landscapes of the 
Four Seasons (see 3.1). 

 
 Source: [Above] Photographs by Steffani Bennett, November 2018. [Below] 

Nakajima, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū, 15, fig. 5; 17, fig. 7.  
 
3.73 Zhong Li 鍾禮, Scholar Viewing a Waterfall學士觀瀑圖,late 15th-early 16th 

centuries, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 177.8 x 103.2 cm, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, from the P.Y. and Kinmay W. Tang Family 
Collection, Gift of Oscar L. Tang, 1991, 1991.438.4.   

 
 Source: “Scholar Looking at a Waterfall,” Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 

York, accessed March 13, 2020, 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/44703?searchField=All&amp;s
ortBy=Relevance&amp;ft=Zhong+Li&amp;offset=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=1. 
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3.74   Zhong Li, Spring 春景山水圖 (left) and Winter 冬景山水圖 (right), late 15th-
early 16th centuries, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, Konchi’in, Kyōto. 

 
  Source: Richard Barnhart, with essays by Mary Ann Rogers and Richard Stanley-

Baker, Painters of the Great Ming: The Imperial Court and the Zhe School, exh. 
cat. (Dallas: Dallas Museum of Art, 1993), 254, figs. 136a-b.  

 
3.75  Zhong Li (traditionally attributed to Ma Yuan), Snowy Landscape 雪景山水圖, 

late 15th-early 16th centuries, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, National 
Palace Museum, Taipei.  

 
  Source: Richard Barnhart, with essays by Mary Ann Rogers and Richard Stanley-

Baker, Painters of the Great Ming: The Imperial Court and the Zhe School, exh. 
cat. (Dallas: Dallas Museum of Art, 1993), 255, fig. 138.  

 
3.76  Wang E 王諤, Snowy Peaks and High Wind  雪嶺風高, late 15th-early 16th 

centuries, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 187 x 98.8 cm, Idemitsu 
Museum, Tōkyō.  

 
  Source: Richard Barnhart, with essays by Mary Ann Rogers and Richard Stanley-

Baker, Painters of the Great Ming: The Imperial Court and the Zhe School, exh. 
cat. (Dallas: Dallas Museum of Art, 1993), 261, cat. 76.  

 
3.77  Wang E, Crossing a Stream to Visit a Friend 畫溪橋訪友, late 15th-early 16th 

centuries, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 172.1 x 105.8 cm, National 
Palace Museum, Taipei.  

 
  Source: Chen Jiejin and Lai Yuzhi, Zhuisuo Zhepai, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 

gugong bowuyuan, 2008), 114, fig. III-18.  
 
3.78  Detail: Texture strokes from Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape, dated 1486, ink and 

colors on paper, handscroll, 39.8 x 1580.2 cm, National Treasure, Mōri Family 
Museum, Yamaguchi Prefecture.  

 
  Source: Shimao Arata, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō 

(Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 2001), 37.  
 
3.79  Li Tang 李唐, Wind in the Pines Amid Ten Thousand Valleys 萬壑松風圖, dated 

1124, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 188.7 x 139.8 cm, National Palace 
Museum, Taipei.  

 
  Source: Wen C. Fong and James C.Y. Watt, eds., Possessing the Past: Treasures 

from the National Palace Museum, Taipei, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1996), 132, plate 61.  
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3.80   Detail: Luohan from Zhou Jichang 周季常, Luohan in Meditation Attended by a 
Serpent 洞中入定 (from set of Five Hundred Lohan), ca. 1178, ink and colors on 
silk, hanging scroll, 111.5 x 53.1 cm, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Denman 
Waldo Ross Collection, 06.288.   

 
  Source: “Luohan in Meditation Attended by a Serpent,” Museum of Fine Arts, 

Boston, accessed March 13, 2020, 
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/24229/luohan-in-meditation-attended-by-a-
serpent?ctx=e1907e95-3e44-4591-8399-f224c5045a9a&idx=5. 

 
3.81  [Upper left] Detail: “L” shaped strokes from Shang Xi, Laozi Passing the Barrier, 

early 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 61 x 121.3 cm, Atami 
Art Museum, Japan. [Upper right] Detail: “L” shaped strokes from Xia Zhi, 
Homecoming, dated 1424 or 1484, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 27.7 x 736 
cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum. [Below] Detail: “L” shaped strokes from Shi 
Rui, Xuanyuan Seeking the Dao, ca. mid-15th century, ink and colors on silk, 
handscroll, 32 x 151.7 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 

 
 Source: [Upper left] James Cahill, Parting at the Shore: Chinese Painting of the 

Early and Middle Ming Dynasty, 1368-1580 (New York: Weatherhill, 1978), 33, 
fig. 6.  [Upper right] Zhongguo gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo huihua 
quanji, vol. 10 (Ming 1) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 2000), 110, fig. 107. 
[Below] Zhongguo gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo huihua quanji, vol. 
10 (Ming 1) (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 2000), 122, fig. 115.  

 
3.82 Detail: “L” shaped strokes from landscape scenes from Fahai si, completed in 

1443, mural painting, Beijing. 
 

Source: Beijing shi shijing shan qu wenhua weiyuan hui, ed., Fahai si bihua 
(Beijing: Zhongguo wenlian chuban she, 2004), 17, fig. 21.  

 
3.83 [Left] Detail: “L” shaped strokes from Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape, dated 

1486, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 39.8 x 1580.2 cm, National Treasure, 
Mōri Family Museum, Yamaguchi Prefecture. [Right] Detail: “L” shaped strokes 
from Copyist unknown, “Falling from Mount Sumeru” from Thirty-three Kannon 
(original by Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, ink, 
colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Yamaguchi Prefectural 
Art Museum.  

  
 Source: [Left] Shimao Arata, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de 

asobō (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 2001), 20. [Right] Egaitsu Michihiko, Sesshū no 
butsuga: Sho kōkai no “Kishi Monju, Kō Shohei, Chō Karō zu” wo chūshin ni 
(Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan kaikan 40 shūnen ki’nen tokubetsu ten), exh. cat. 
(Yamaguchi: Myūjiamu taun Yamaguchi jikkō iin kai, 2019), 32, fig. 18.  
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3.84 Detail: Signature and seals from Hu Cong 胡聰, Spring Hunting 春獵圖, ca. early 
-  mid-15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 191 x 122 cm, Baoli Art 
Museum, Beijing.  

 
 Source: Li Songxue, ed., Rijin qingguang: Mingdai gongting yuanti huihua zhan, 

exh. cat. (Beijing: Baoli yishu bowu guan, 2014), 31, fig. 4.  
 
3.85 [Left] Detail: Signature and seals from Hu Cong, Spring Hunting, ca. early to 

mid-15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 191 x 122 cm, Baoli Art 
Museum, Beijing. [Right] Detail: Signature and seal from “Spring” of Landscapes 
of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  

 
Source: [Left] Li Songxue, ed., Rijin qingguang: Mingdai gongting yuanti huihua 
zhan, exh. cat. (Beijing: Baoli yishu bowu guan, 2014), 31, fig. 4. [Right] 
Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai, ed., Sesshū Tōyō: “Sesshū e 
no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 95, fig. 
12-1.  

 
3.86 Detail: Signature and seal on Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape, dated 1486, ink and 

colors on paper, handscroll, 39.8 x 1580.2 cm, National Treasure, Mōri Family 
Museum, Yamaguchi Prefecture. 

 
 Source: Shimao Arata, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō 

(Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 2001), 73.  
 
  
Part III: Chapter 4: The Politics of Prayer  
 
 
4.1 Copyist unknown, “Drowning in a Turbulent River” from Thirty-three Kannon 三

十三観音図 (original by Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 
1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, previously in 
Mōri Family Museum (whereabouts currently unknown).  

 
 Source: Tajima Shiichi, Sesshū gashū (Tōkyō: Shinbi shoin, 1909), pg. 33.  
 
4.2 Copyist unknown, “Falling from Mount Sumeru” from Thirty-three Kannon 

(original by Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, ink, 
colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Yamaguchi Prefectural 
Art Museum.  

 
 Source: Egaitsu Michihiko, Sesshū no butsuga: Sho kōkai no “Kishi Monju, Kō 

Shohei, Chō Karō zu” wo chūshin ni (Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan kaikan 40 
shūnen ki’nen tokubetsu ten), exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Myūjiamu taun Yamaguchi 
jikkō iin kai, 2019), 32, fig. 18.  
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4.3 Copyist unknown, “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” from Thirty-three Kannon 
(original by Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, ink, 
colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Kyūshū National 
Museum.  

 
 Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyūshū kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 

“Kyōto gozan Zen no bunka” ten: Ashikaga Yoshimitsu roppyaku nen ki’nen, exh. 
cat. (Tōkyō: Nihon keizai shinbun sha, 2007), 219, fig. 180.  

 
4.4 Kano Tsunenobu 狩野常信, “Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana” from Thirty-three 

Kannon (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy dated 1677, original dated 1486, ink, 
colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Tōkyō National Museum.  

 
 Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, ed., Sesshū e no tabi (dai nijūichi kai 

kokumin bunka matsuri, Yamaguchi 2006 tokubetsu kikaku ten: Botsugo 500 nen 
ki’nen), exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 2006), 106, fig. 
39.  

  
4.5  Kano Yoshinobu 狩野美信, “Avalokiteśvara as Landlord” from Thirty-three 

Kannon (original by Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, 
ink, colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, private collection.  

 
 Source: Egaitsu Michihiko, Sesshū no butsuga: Sho kōkai no “Kishi Monju, Kō 

Shohei, Chō Karō zu” wo chūshin ni (Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan kaikan 40 
shūnen ki’nen tokubetsu ten), exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Myūjiamu taun Yamaguchi 
jikkō iin kai, 2019), 34, fig. 21.  

 
4.6 Yamamoto Shōgetsu 山本勝月, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Thirty-three 

Kannon (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy dated 1900, original dated 1486, ink, 
colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Tōkyō Fine Arts 
University Museum.  

 
 Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, ed., Sesshū e no tabi (dai nijūichi kai 

kokumin bunka matsuri, Yamaguchi 2006 tokubetsu kikaku ten: Botsugo 500 nen 
ki’nen), exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 2006), 107, fig. 
40.  

 
4.7  Kano Tan’yū 狩野探幽, “Falling from Diamond Mountain” from Tan’yū shukuzu 

探幽縮図 (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy dated 1667, original dated 1486, ink 
on paper, handscroll, 28.4 x 3578 cm, private collection.  

 
 Source: Sasaki Moritoshi and Sagawa Michiko, eds., Chūgoku shōkei: Nihon 

bijutsu no himitsu wo sagure, kaikan 20 shūnen ki’nen ten, exh. cat. (Machida: 
Machida shiritsu kokusai hanga bijutsukan, 2007), 33, fig. 11.  
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4.8  Kano Tan’yū, “Attack by Brigands” from Tan’yū shukuzu (original by Sesshū 
Tōyō), copy dated 1666, original dated 1486, ink on paper, handscroll, 28.4 x 
3578 cm, private collection.   

 
 Source: Sasaki Moritoshi and Sagawa Michiko, eds., Chūgoku shōkei: Nihon 

bijutsu no himitsu wo sagure, kaikan 20 shūnen ki’nen ten, exh. cat. (Machida: 
Machida shiritsu kokusai hanga bijutsukan, 2007), 33, fig. 11.  

   
 
4.9 [Left] Kichizan Minchō 吉山明兆, “Drowning in a Turbulent River” from Thirty-

three Kannon 三十三観音図, set dated 1412, ink and colors on silk, hanging 
scroll, 118.3 x 54.5 cm, Tōfukuji. [Right] Anonymous, “Drowning in a Turbulent 
River” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra 出相觀音經, dated 1395, woodblock-
printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown.  

 
 Source: [Left] Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, Iwai Tomoji, and Fukushima 

Tsunenori, eds., Zenji no eshi tachi: Minchō, Reisai, Sekkyakushi, exh. cat. 
(Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 1998), 33, fig. 9-1. [Right] Henmi 
Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: Maruzen kabushiku 
kaisha, 1944), 21, fig. 26.  

 
4.10 [Left] Kichizan Minchō, “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” from Thirty-three 

Kannon, set dated 1412, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 118.3 x 54.5 cm, 
Tōfukuji. [Center] Anonymous, “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” from Illustrated 
Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion fold book, 
collection unknown. [Right] Copyist unknown, “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” 
from Thirty-three Kannon (original by Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, 
original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, 
Kyūshū National Museum. 

 
 Source: [Left] Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, Iwai Tomoji, and Fukushima 

Tsunenori, eds., Zenji no eshi tachi: Minchō, Reisai, Sekkyakushi, exh. cat. 
(Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 1998), 38, fig. 9-29. [Center] 
Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: Maruzen 
kabushiku kaisha, 1944), 55, fig. 60. [Right] Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and 
Kyūshū kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., “Kyōto gozan Zen no bunka” ten: 
Ashikaga Yoshimitsu roppyaku nen ki’nen, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Nihon keizai shinbun 
sha, 2007), 219, fig. 180.  

 
4.11 Anonymous, Avalokiteśvara Sutra, late 9th or early 10th centuries, ink and colors 

on paper, booklet, The British Museum.  
 
 Source: Miyeko Murase, “Kuan-Yin as Savior of Men: Illustration of the Twenty-

Fifth Chapter of the Lotus Sutra in Chinese Painting,” Artibus Asiae 33, no. 1/2 
(1971): 46, fig. 4.  
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4.12   Anonymous (calligraphy by Sugawara Mitsushige), “Universal Gateway,” 
Chapter 25 of the Lotus Sutra 妙法蓮華經觀世音菩薩普門品, dated 1257, ink, 
colors, and gold on paper, handscroll, 24.6 x 934.9 cm, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, Louisa Eldridge McBurney Gift, 1953, 53.7.3.   

  
Source: “‘Universal Gateway,’ Chapter 25 of the Lotus Sutra,” The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, accessed March 14, 2020, 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/44849?searchField=All&amp;s
ortBy=Relevance&amp;ft=illustrated+guanyin+sutra&amp;offset=0&amp;rpp=2
0&amp;pos=9.  

 
4.13 Anonymous, Illustrated Guanyin Sutra 出相觀音經, dated 1432, woodblock-

printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown.  
 
 Source: Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: 

Maruzen kabushiku kaisha, 1944), 68, fig. 72.  
 
4.14 [Left] Anonymous, “Falling from Mt. Sumeru” from Guanyin Chapter from an 

Illustrated Lotus Sutra (Miaofa lianhua jing Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin) 妙法蓮

華經觀世音菩薩普門品, dated 1432, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, accordion-
fold book, 33.9 x 1377.6 cm, Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum, 
Gift of Alan Priest, 1926.46. [Right] Anonymous, “Falling from Mt. Sumeru” 
from “The Guanyin Chapter” from the Lotus Sutra 妙法蓮華經觀世音菩薩普門

品, dated 1432, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, accordion-fold book, National 
Palace Museum, Taipei.  

 
 Source: [Left] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 2020. [Right] Guoli 

gugong bowu yuan, ed., Miaofa lianhua jing tezhan tulu, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 
gugong bowu yuan, 1994), 131, fig. 31-11.  

 
4.15 Anonymous, Frontispiece from Guanyin Sutra with an Illustrated Frontispiece 

(Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing) 觀世音菩薩菩門品經, dated 1423, woodblock-
printed ink on paper, handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler 
Museum, Gift of the Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 1984.374.   

 
 Source: Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 2020. 
 
4.16 Anonymous, Skanda from Guanyin Sutra with an Illustrated Frontispiece 

(Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed ink on paper, 
handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of the Hofer 
Collection of the Arts of Asia, 1984.374.   

 
 Source: Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 2020. 
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4.17 Detail: Guanyin figure from Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from 
Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, 
accordion-fold book, collection unknown.  

 
 Source: Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: 

Maruzen kabushiku kaisha, 1944), 40, fig. 45.  
 
4.18 [Left] Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Guanyin Chapter with an 

Illustrated Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, 
woodblock-printed ink on paper, handscroll, Harvard Art Museums / Arthur M. 
Sackler Museum, Gift of Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 1984.374. [Right] 
Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 
1471, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, accordion-fold book, Anhui Prefectural 
Museum.  

 
 Source: [Left] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 2020. [Right] Zhongguo 

gudai shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhongguo gudai shuhua mulu, vol. 12 (Beijing: 
Wenwu chuban she, 1993), 209.  

 
4.19  [Left] Anonymous (calligraphy by Sugawara Mitsushige), “Avalokiteśvara as 

Isvara” from “Universal Gateway,” Chapter 25 of the Lotus Sutra, dated 1257, 
ink, colors, and gold on paper, handscroll, 24.6 x 934.9 cm, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, Louisa Eldridge McBurney Gift, 1953, 53.7.3.   
[Right] Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Isvara” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, 
dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection 
unknown.  

 
 Source: [Left] “ ‘Universal Gateway,’ Chapter 25 of the Lotus Sutra,” The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 14, 2020, 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/44849?searchField=All&amp;s
ortBy=Relevance&amp;ft=illustrated+guanyin+sutra&amp;offset=0&amp;rpp=2
0&amp;pos=9. [Right] Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 
8 (Tōkyō: Maruzen kabushiku kaisha, 1944), 33, fig. 38.  

 
4.20 [Left] Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Guanyin Chapter with an 

Illustrated Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, 
woodblock-printed ink on paper, handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. 
Sackler Museum, Gift of Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 1984.374. [Right] 
Yamamoto Shōgetsu, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Thirty-three Kannon 
(original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy dated 1900, original dated 1486, ink, colors, and 
gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Tōkyō Fine Arts University Museum. 

 
 Source: [Left] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 2020. [Right] 

Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, ed., Sesshū e no tabi (dai nijūichi kai kokumin 
bunka matsuri, Yamaguchi 2006 tokubetsu kikaku ten: Botsugo 500 nen ki’nen), 
exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 2006), 107, fig. 40.  
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4.21 [Top, left to right] Details: Kannon figures from “Falling from Mount Sumeru,” 

“Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana,” and “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Thirty-
three Kannon (originals by Sesshū Tōyō), see figs. 4.2, 4.3, 4.4. [Bottom, left to 
right] Details: Guanyin figures from “Falling from Mount Sumeru,” 
“Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana,” and “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from llustrated 
Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold 
book, collection unknown. 

 
 Source: [Top, left to right] See figs. 4.2, 4.3, 4.4. [Bottom, left to right] Henmi 

Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: Maruzen kabushiku 
kaisha, 1944), 50, fig. 55; 36, fig. 41; 40, fig. 45.  

 
4.22 [Left] Anonymous, “Falling from Mount Sumeru” from Illustrated Guanyin 

Sutra, dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, 
collection unknown, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Center] Copyist 
unknown, “Falling from Mount Sumeru” from Thirty-three Kannon (original by 
Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold 
on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum, with 
annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Right] Anonymous, “Falling from Mount 
Sumeru” from Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated Frontispiece (Guanshiyin 
pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed ink on paper, handscroll, 
Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of Hofer Collection of 
the Arts of Asia, 1984.374, with annotations by Steffani Bennett.   

 
 Source: [Left] Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 

(Tōkyō: Maruzen kabushiku kaisha, 1944), 50, fig. 55. [Center] Egaitsu 
Michihiko, Sesshū no butsuga: Sho kōkai no “Kishi Monju, Kō Shohei, Chō Karō 
zu” wo chūshin ni (Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan kaikan 40 shūnen ki’nen 
tokubetsu ten), exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Myūjiamu taun Yamaguchi jikkō iin kai, 
2019), 32, fig. 18. [Right] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 2020.  

 
4.23 [Left] Anonymous, “Falling from Diamond Mountain” from Illustrated Guanyin 

Sutra, dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, 
collection unknown, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Center] Kano Tan’yū, 
“Falling from Diamond Mountain” from Tan’yū shukuzu (original by Sesshū 
Tōyō), copy dated 1667, original dated 1486, ink on paper, handscroll, 104 x 54 
cm, private collection, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Right] Anonymous, 
“Falling from Diamond Mountain” from Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated 
Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed 
ink on paper, handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift 
of Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 1984.374, with annotations by Steffani 
Bennett.  

 
 Source: [Left] Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 

(Tōkyō: Maruzen kabushiku kaisha, 1944), 51, fig. 56. [Center] Sasaki Moritoshi 
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and Sagawa Michiko, eds., Chūgoku shōkei: Nihon bijutsu no himitsu wo sagure, 
kaikan 20 shūnen ki’nen ten, exh. cat. (Machida: Machida shiritsu kokusai hanga 
bijutsukan, 2007), 33, fig. 11. [Right] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 
2020.  

 
4.24 Anonymous, Dedicatory texts and images from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 

1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown.  
 
 Source: Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: 

Maruzen kabushiku kaisha, 1944), 60, fig. 65.  
 
4.25 Anonymous, Dedicatory text from Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated 

Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed 
ink on paper, handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift 
of Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 1984.374. 

 
 Source: Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 2020.  
 
4.26 Anonymous, Dragon stele cartouche from Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated 

Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed 
ink on paper, handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift 
of Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 1984.374. 

 
 Source: Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 2020. 
 
4.27 Anonymous, Frontispiece image and dragon stele cartouche from Platform Sutra 

of the Sixth Patriarch 六祖壇經, 1368-1402, Southern Tripitaka 南藏 edition, 
woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown.  

  
 Source: Zhou Xinhui, Ma Wenda and Cai Wenping, eds., Zhongguo fojiao 

banhua, vol. 3 (Hangzhou: Zhejiang wenyi chuban she, 1996), plate 132.  
 
4.28 Anonymous, Frontispiece and dragon stele cartouche from Nianfo famen 

wangsheng xifang gongju 念佛法門往生西方公據, dated 1416, published by the 
Monks Registrar僧錄司, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, 
collection unknown.   

 
 Source: Zhou Xinhui, Ma Wenda and Cai Wenping, eds., Zhongguo fojiao 

banhua, vol. 3 (Hangzhou: Zhejiang wenyi chuban she, 1996), plate 148.  
 
4.29 Anonymous, Frontispiece and dragon stele cartouche from the Perfection of 

Wisdom Sutra般若波羅蜜多經, 1403-35, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, 
accordion-fold book, 40.5 cm high, private collection.  
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 Source: Craig Clunas and Jessica Harrison-Hall, eds., Ming: 50 Years That 
Changed China, exh. cat. (London: The British Museum Press, 2014), 218-219, 
fig. 188.  

 
4.30 [Left] Anonymous, Dragon stele cartouche from Guanyin Chapter from an 

Illustrated Lotus Sutra (Miaofa lianhua jing Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin), dated 
1432, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, accordion-fold book, 33.9 x 1377.6 cm, 
Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of Alan Priest, 1926.46. 
[Right] Anonymous, Dragon stele cartouche from “The Guanyin Chapter” from 
the Lotus Sutra, dated to 1432, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, accordion-fold 
book, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  

 
 Source: [Left] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, February 2020. [Right] Guoli 

gugong bowu yuan, ed., Miaofa lianhua jing tezhan tulu, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli 
gugong bowu yuan, 1994), 120, fig. 31-1.  

 
4.31 Anonymous, Frontispiece and dragon stele cartouche from the Flower Garland 

Sutra 大方広佛華嚴経, dated 1419, Northern Tripitaka 北藏 edition, 
woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, 35.5 cm high, Muban 
Foundation Collection transferred to the British Library.  

 
 Source: Craig Clunas and Jessica Harrison-Hall, eds., Ming: 50 Years That 

Changed China, exh. cat. (London: The British Museum Press, 2014), 217, fig. 
187.  

 
4.32 Anonymous, Frontispiece and dragon stele cartouche from the Lotus Sutra 妙法

蓮華經, dated 1476, with preface composed by the Chenghua emperor, 
woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. 

 
Source: Song Zhaolin, ed., Jiangxin biyun: Yuan cang Ming Qing banhua tezhan, 
exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli bowuguan yuan, 2015), 22-23, fig. 1-2.  

 
4.33 [Left] Anonymous, Bodhisattva Mañjuśrī 文殊菩薩, ca. 1402-24, gilded bronze, 

19 cm high, British Museum. [Right] Detail: Avalokiteśvara from Anonymous, 
“Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, 
woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown.  

 
 Source: [Left] Craig Clunas and Jessica Harrison-Hall, eds., Ming: 50 Years That 

Changed China, exh. cat. (London: The British Museum Press, 2014), 229, fig. 
199. [Right] Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: 
Maruzen kabushiku kaisha, 1944), 36, fig. 41.  

 
4.34 Anonymous, Bodhisattva Myōken 妙見菩立像, dated 1330, wood, Horiuchi jinja, 

Chiba Prefecture. 
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 Source: Marui Keishi, “Myōken shinkō to bushi dan keisei: Chiba shi no ba’ai,” 
in Nihon no bijutsu (Myōken bosatsu to hoshimandara) 10, no. 377, ed. Hayashi 
On (Tōkyō: Shibundō, 1997), 96, fig. 14.  

 
4.35 Anonymous, Myōken Bosatsu妙見菩薩図, 16th century, ink and colors on silk, 

hanging scroll, 79.3 x 49.6 cm, Kōryūji, Yamaguchi Prefecture.   
 
 Source: Kita Kyūshū shiritsu shizen shi, rekishi hakubutsu kan, ed., Ōuchi bunka 

to Kita Kyūshū, exh. cat. (Kita Kyūshū: Kita Kyūshū shiritsu shizen shi, rekishi 
hakubutsu kan, 2011), 85, fig. 76.  

 
4.36 Anonymous, Xuantian shangdi 玄天上帝圖, 15th-16th centuries, ink and colors on 

silk, hanging scroll, 123.6 x 59.1 cm, Nosemi Myōken Shinjoji, Ōsaka.  
 
 Source: Saitō Ryūichi, ed., Dōkyō no bijutsu, exh. cat. (Ōsaka: Ōsaka shiritsu 

bijutsukan, 2009), 195, fig. 239.  
 
 
 
Part III: Ch. 5: The Political Landscape  
 
 
5.1 Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape山水長巻 (formally known as Handscroll 

Landscape of the Four Seasons 四季山水図巻), dated 1486, ink and colors on 
paper, handscroll, 40.8 x 1602.3 cm, National Treasure, Mōri Family Museum. 

 
Source: Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, eds., 
Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 
2002), 34, fig. 10.  
 

5.2 Detail: Signature from Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape (formally known as 
Handscroll Landscape of the Four Seasons), dated 1486, ink and colors on paper, 
handscroll, 40.8 x 1602.3 cm, National Treasure, Mōri Family Museum. 

 
 Source: Shimao Arata, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō 

(Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 2001), 73.  
 
5.3 Xia Gui 夏珪, Sailboat in Rainstorm 風雨行舟圖, ca. 1189-94, ink and colors on 

silk, round fan, 23.9 x 25.1 cm, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Special Chinese 
and Japanese Fund, 12.891.   

 
 Source: “Sailboat in Rainstorm,” Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, accessed March 

14, 2020,  https://collections.mfa.org/download/28132.  
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5.4 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui 倣夏珪山水図 (Spring春), 
15th century, ink and colors on paper, 30.1 x 30.8 cm, hanging scroll, private 
collection. 

 
Source: Egaitsu Michihiko and Kawano Michitaka, eds., Sesshū hakken! Ten: 
Sesshū Tōyō hitsu “Hō Kakei sansui zu,” exh. cat (Yamaguchi: Sesshū hakken! 
Ten jikkō iinkai, 2017), 19, fig. 1.   

 
5.5 Sesshū Tōyō, Small Landscape 山水小巻 (formally known as Handscroll 

Landscape of the Four Seasons 四季山水図巻), 15th century, ink and colors on 
paper, handscroll, 21.5 x 1151.5 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 

 
 Source: Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Nezu 

bijutsukan, 2005), 46-51, fig. 8.  
 
5.6  Unkoku Tōji 雲谷等爾, Landscape 山水図巻 (original by Sesshū Tōyō, referred 

to in this chapter as Tōji Copy), inscription by Seigan Sōi 清巖宗渭 dated 1658, 
ink and colors on paper, handscroll, about 30 cm x 1365 cm, Kikuya family 
collection. 

 
 Source: Matsushita Taka’aki, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” Museum 

75 (1957): 18-21.  
 
5.7 [From top to bottom] Details: Inverted “V” shaped cave opening from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
 
 Source: [Top] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 

55. [Middle] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 49, fig. 8. [Bottom] 
Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 19.  

 
5.8 [From top to bottom] Details: Donkey, rider, and attendant(s) from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
 
 Source: [Top] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 

56-57. [Middle] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. [Bottom] 
Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 21. 

 
5.9 [From top to bottom] Details: Valley temple amidst pines from Long Landscape 

(see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
 
 Source: [Top] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 

16-17. [Middle] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 48, fig. 8. [Bottom] 
Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 21. 

 
5.10 [From top to bottom] Details: Snow-covered mountain range from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
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 Source: [Top] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 

64-65. [Middle] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 51, fig. 8. [Bottom] 
Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 21. 

 
5.11 [From top to bottom] Details: Open-air pavilion on a promontory from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1) and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
 
 Source: [Top] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 

44. [Bottom] Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 19.  
 
5.12 [From top to bottom] Details: Two figures seen through the window of a house 

from Long Landscape (5.1) and Small Landscape (5.5).  
 

 Source: [Top] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 
28. [Bottom] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 47, fig. 8. 

 
5.13 [From top to bottom] Details: Rice paddies from Long Landscape (5.1) and Small 

Landscape (5.5).  
 

 Source: [Top] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 
50-51. [Bottom] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. 

 
5.14 [From top to bottom] Details: Large protruding rock that bookends the painting 

from Long Landscape (see 5.1) and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
 
 Source: [Top] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 

72-73. [Bottom] Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 20-21.  
 
5.15 [From top to bottom] Details: Texture strokes from Long Landscape (see 5.1), 

Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6).  
 
 Source: [Top] Shimao Arata, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de 

asobō, 15. [Middle] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. 
[Bottom] Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 18. 

 
5.16 [From top to bottom] Details: Vegetal dots from Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small 

Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6).  
 
 Source: [Top] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 

22-23. [Middle] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. [Bottom] 
Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 21. 

 
5.17 [From top to bottom] Details: Rock and mountain forms from Long Landscape 

(see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6).  
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 Source: [Top, left to right] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no 
sekai de asobō, 43, 55, 16, 45. [Middle, left to right] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai 
kaiga to Sesshū, 47, 47, 47, 48. [Bottom, left to right] Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui 
zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 20, 20, 19, 18. 

 
5.18 [From top to bottom] Details: Tree forms from Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small 

Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
 
 Source: [Top, left to right] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no 

sekai de asobō, 17, 23, 16-17,14, 28, 62. [Middle, left to right] Nezu bijutsukan, 
ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, 49, 47,48, 46, 46. [Bottom, left to right] 
Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 19, 18, 20, 19, 21, 20. 

 
5.19 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui 倣夏珪山水図 (Autumn 秋), 

15th century, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 28.3 x 31.2 cm, Okayama 
Prefectural Museum.  

 
 Source: Egaitsu Michihiko and Kawano Michitaka, eds., Sesshū hakken! Ten: 

Sesshū Tōyō hitsu “Hō Kakei sansui zu,” exh. cat (Yamaguchi: Sesshū hakken! 
Ten jikkō iinkai, 2017), 27, fig. 6.  

 
5.20 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui 倣夏珪山水図 (Winter 冬), 

15th century, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 28.3 x 31.2 cm, Okayama 
Prefectural Museum.  

 
 Source: Egaitsu Michihiko and Kawano Michitaka, eds., Sesshū hakken! Ten: 

Sesshū Tōyō hitsu “Hō Kakei sansui zu,” exh. cat (Yamaguchi: Sesshū hakken! 
Ten jikkō iinkai, 2017), 27, fig. 6.  

 
5.21 Kano Tsunenobu 狩野常信, Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui 倣夏珪山水図 

(Summer 夏) (original by Sesshū Tōyō) from Ryūgaki tekagami 流書手鏡, 17th 
century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 32 x 392.5 cm, Tōkyō National 
Museum. 

 
 Source: Egaitsu Michihiko and Kawano Michitaka, eds., Sesshū hakken! Ten: 

Sesshū Tōyō hitsu “Hō Kakei sansui zu,” exh. cat (Yamaguchi: Sesshū hakken! 
Ten jikkō iinkai, 2017), 38, fig. 8-1.  

 
5.22 Anonymous, Grand View of Rivers and Mountains 江山勝景圖卷, before 1421, 

ink and colors on silk, handscroll, 64.5 x 1282 cm, Freer Gallery of Art, Gift of 
Charles Lang Freer, F1911.169a-c.  

 
 Source: “Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, 

Freer Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/. 
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5.23 Anonymous, Ten Thousand Li of the Yangzi River 長江萬里圖卷, 15th century, 
ink and colors on silk, handscrolls, 59.4 x 521.7 cm and 59.4 x 487.7 cm, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, John Steward Kennedy Fund, 1913, 
13.220.1/13.220.18.  

 
 Source: “First half of Ten Thousand Li of the Yangzi River,” Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, accessed March 14, 2020, 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/36011?searchField=All&amp;s
ortBy=Relevance&amp;ft=Ten+Thousand+Li+of+the+Yangzi+River&amp;offset
=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=1, and Second half of Ten Thousand Li of the Yangzi 
River, Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 14, 2020, 
“https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/45674?searchField=All&amp;
sortBy=Relevance&amp;ft=Ten+Thousand+Li+of+the+Yangzi+River&amp;offs
et=0&amp;rpp=20&amp;pos=2. 

 
5.24 Xia Gui 夏珪 (attributed), Pure and Remote Views of Streams and Mountains 溪

山清遠圖, 13th-14th centuries, ink on paper, 46.5 x 889.1 cm, handscroll, National 
Palace Museum, Taipei.   

 
 Source: Wen C. Fong and James C.Y. Watt, eds., Possessing the Past: Treasures 

from the National Palace Museum, Taipei, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1996), 188-189, plate 87.  

 
5.25 Dai Jin 戴進, High Mountains and Long Rivers 高山長江圖卷, 15th century, ink 

and colors on paper, handscroll, 50 x 2073 cm, Guangzhou City Art Museum.  
 
 Source: Images provided by the Guangzhou City Art Museum.  
 
5.26 Anonymous, Rivers and Mountains Without End 江山無盡圖卷, 15th century, ink 

and colors on silk, handscroll, 46.2 x 1631.5 cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum.  
 
 Source: Images provided by the Liaoning Prefectural Museum.  
 
5.27 Anonymous, Superior Views of One Thousand Peaks 千岩竟秀圖, 15th century, 

ink and colors on silk, 54.6 x 1514 cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum.  
 
 Source: Images provided by the Liaoning Prefectural Museum.  
 
5.28 Shen Zhou 沈周 (attributed), Clear Distance of Rivers and Mountains 江山清遠

圖, 16th century, ink and colors on silk, handscroll, 60 x 1586.6 cm, National 
Palace Museum, Taipei.  

 
Source: He Yanquan, Chen Jiejin, and Chen Yunru, eds., Ming si dajia tezhan: 
Shen Zhou, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli gugong bowu yuan, 2014), 94-95, fig. 25.  
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5.29 Anonymous, Copy of a Xia Gui Landscape 仿夏珪山水図巻 (original by Sesshū 
Tōyō, referred to in this chapter as 1471 Sesshū Copy), original ca. 1471, ink and 
colors on paper, handscroll, collection unknown.  

 
 Source: Shimao Arata, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 

Bijutsu kenkyū 367 (1997): 148-150, fig. 5.  
  
5.30 Oguri Sōtan 小栗宗湛 (attributed),Landscape 山水図巻 (referred to in this 

chapter as Sōtan Scroll), 15th century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 19.5 x 
548.6 cm, private collection.  

 
Source: Tokugawa bijutsukan, ed., Muromachi shōgun ke no shihō wo saguru, exh. 
cat. (Nagoya: Tokugawa bijutsukan, 2008), 96-97, fig. 77.   

 
5.31 Xia Gui, Twelve Views of Landscape 山水十二景圖卷, late 12th-13th centuries, 

ink on silk, handscroll, 27.94 x 293.37 cm, The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, 
William Rockhill Nelson Trust, 32-159/2.  

  
 Source: “Twelve Views of Landscape (shan-shui shih-erh-ching),” The Nelson-

Atkins Museum of Art, accessed March 14, 2020, https://art.nelson-
atkins.org/objects/29474/twelve-views-of-landscape-shanshui-
shiherhching?ctx=683349fc-64d0-456b-9c8e-058292eb502c&idx=0. 

 
5.32 Geiai芸愛, Landscape 山水図巻 (referred to in this chapter as Geiai Scroll), 16th 

century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 39.3 x 1002.7 cm, Agency for 
Cultural Property, Japan.  

 
 Source: Tokugawa bijutsukan, ed., Muromachi shōgun ke no shihō wo saguru, 

exh. cat. (Nagoya: Tokugawa bijutsukan, 2008), 94-95, fig. 76.  
 
5.33 [From top to bottom] Details: Red-colored motifs from Small Landscape (top 

image, see 5.5) and Long Landscape (bottom two images, see 5.1).  
 
 Source: [Top] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. [Bottom] 

Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 63, 59.  
 
5.34  Detail: White-colored motifs from Small Landscape (see 5.5).  
 

Source: Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8.    
 
5.35 [From top to bottom] Details: Coloration of motifs from Dai Jin, High Mountains 

and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25) and Long Landscape (see 5.1).  
 
 Source: [Top] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, December 2016. [Bottom] 

Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō, 43. 
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5.36 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Boats with wind-filled sails from Long 
Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). [From 
top to bottom, right column] Details: Boats with wind-filled sails from High 
Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25) and 1471 Sesshū Copy 
(template three, see 5.29).  

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

33; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 48, fig. 8; Matsushita, “Sesshū 
sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 21. [From top to bottom, left column] 
Photograph by Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: 
Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 149, fig. 5-2.  

 
5.37 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Valley temple amidst pines from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From 
top to bottom, right column] Details: Valley temple amidst pines from Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and 
Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 
5.29).  

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

16-17; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 48, fig. 8; Matsushita, 
“Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 21. [From top to bottom, right column] 
“Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer 
Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; 
Photograph by Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: 
Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 149, fig. 5-2. 

 
5.38 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Inverted “V” shaped cave opening 

from Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 
5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] Details: Inverted “V” shaped cave 
opening from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High 
Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy 
(template three, see 5.29).  

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

55; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 49, fig. 8; Matsushita, “Sesshū 
sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 19. [From top to bottom, right column] “Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, 
accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Image 
provided by Guangzhou City Art Museum, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan 
kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1. 

 
5.39 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Group of pines with a leaning tree 

from Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 
5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] Details: Group of pines with a leaning 
tree from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High 
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Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy 
(template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

22; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 48, fig. 8; Matsushita, “Sesshū 
sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 18-19. [From top to bottom, right column] 
“Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer 
Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; 

 Image provided by Guangzhou City Art Museum; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: 
Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 149, fig. 5-2. 

  
5.40 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Two figures in the window of a 

dwelling from Long Landscape (see 5.1) and Small Landscape (see 5.5). [From 
top to bottom, right column] Details: Two figures in the window of a dwelling 
from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22) and 1471 
Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

27; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 47, fig. 8. [From top to bottom, 
right column] “Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of 
Asian Art, Freer Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, 
https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no 
Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1. 

 
5.41 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Open-air pavilion on a promontory 

from Long Landscape (see 5.1) and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, 
right column] Details: Open-air pavilion on a promontory from Grand View of 
Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22) and High Mountains and Long 
Rivers (template two, see 5.25).  

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

44; Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 19. [From top to 
bottom, right column] “Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum 
of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, 
https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by Steffani Bennett, 
December 2016.  

 
5.42 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Rice paddies from Long Landscape 

(see 5.1) and Small Landscape (see 5.5). [Right] Detail: Rice paddies from Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

51; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. [Right] “Grand View 
of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, 
accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/. 
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5.43 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Large protruding rock that bookends 
the painting from Long Landscape (see 5.1) and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top 
to bottom, right column] Large protruding rock that bookends the painting from 
High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25) and 1471 Sesshū Copy 
(template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

72-73; Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 20. [From top to 
bottom, right column] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, 
“Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 150, fig. 5-3. 

 
5.44 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Grove of pines growing on rocks from 

Long Landscape (see 5.1) and Small Landscape (see 5.5). [From top to bottom, 
right column] Details: Grove of pines growing on rocks from High Mountains and 
Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25) and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 
5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

23; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 47, fig. 8. [From top to bottom, 
right column] Photograph by Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan 
kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1. 

 
5.45 Detail: Merchant ship with cargo from Long Landscape (see 5.1).  
 
 Source: Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 29.  
 
5.46 [Left] Detail: Mountain temple at the peak from Long Landscape (see 5.1). [From 

top to bottom, right column] Details: Mountain temple at the peak from Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22) and High Mountains and 
Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25).  

 
 Source: [Left] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 54. [From top to bottom, 

right column] “Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of 
Asian Art, Freer Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, 
https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by Steffani Bennett, 
December 2016.  

 
5.47 [Left] Detail: Cave scene with figures from Long Landscape (see 5.1). [Right] 

Detail: Cave scene with figures from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains 
(template one, see 5.22).  

 
Source: [Left] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 34. [Right] “Grand View of 
Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, accessed 
March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/. 
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5.48 [Left] Detail: Rush hat and raincoat on a pole from Long Landscape (see 5.1). 
[From top to bottom, right column] Details: Rush hat and raincoat on a pole from 
Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22) and 1471 Sesshū 
Copy (template three, see 5.29).  

 
 Source: [Left] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 29. [From top to bottom, 

right column] “Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of 
Asian Art, Freer Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, 
https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no 
Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 150, fig. 5-3.  

 
5.49 [Above] Detail: Willow-shaded bridge from Small Landscape (see 5.5). [Below] 

Detail: Willow-shaded bridge from 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29).  
 
 Source: [Above] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. [Below] 

Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1.   
 
5.50 [Above] Detail: Wine shop amid blossoming fruit trees from Small Landscape 

(see 5.5). [Below] Detail: Wine shop amid blossoming fruit trees from 1471 
Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29).  

 
 Source: [Above] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. [Below] 

Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1.   
 
5.51 [Above] Detail: Pass through the mountain from Small Landscape (see 5.5). 

[Below] Detail: Pass through the mountain from 1471 Sesshū Copy (template 
three, see 5.29).  

 
 Source: [Above] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. [Below] 

Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 149, fig. 5-2.    
 
5.52 [Above] Detail: Water buffalo from Small Landscape (see 5.5). [Below] Detail: 

Water buffalo from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 
5.22).  

 
 Source: [Above] Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8. [Below] 

“Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer 
Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/. 

 
5.53 [Above] Detail: Fishing shelter with suspended net from Tōji Copy (see 5.9). 

[Below] Detail: Fishing shelter with suspended net from Grand View of Rivers 
and Mountains (template one, see 5.22).  

 
 Source: [Above] Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 20. 

[Below] “Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, 
Freer Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/. 
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5.54 [Left] Detail: Meandering stream and mist-shrouded trees from Tōji Copy (see 

5.9). [From top to bottom, right column] Details: Meandering stream and mist-
shrouded trees from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 
5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 
Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29).  

 
 Source: [Left] Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 21. [From 

top to bottom, right column] “Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National 
Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, 
https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by Steffani Bennett, 
December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 
148, fig. 5-1.  

 
5.55 [Left] Detail: Merchant ship from Long Landscape (see 5.1). [Right] Detail: 

Merchant ship from Geiai Scroll (see 5.32). 
 
 Source: [Left] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 29. [Right] Tokugawa 

bijutsukan, ed, Muromachi shogun ke no shihō wo saguru, exh. cat. (Nagoya: 
Tokugawa bijutsukan, 2008), 94, fig. 76.  

 
5.56 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Gentleman and attendant on a 

mountain path from Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and 
Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [Right] Detail: Gentleman and attendant on a mountain path 
from 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29).  

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

14; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 48, fig. 8; Matsushita, “Sesshū 
sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 19. [Right] Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu 
no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 150, fig. 5-3.  

 
5.57 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Rock forms from Long Landscape (see 

5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, 
right column] Details: Rock forms from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains 
(template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 
5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui 

chōkan,”15; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46, fig. 8; Matsushita, 
“Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 18. [From top to bottom, right column] 
“Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer 
Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; 
Photograph by Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: 
Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 149, fig. 5-2.  

 
5.58 Detail: Large axe-cut strokes from Long Landscape (see 5.1).  
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 Source: Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 14-15.  
 
5.59 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Pinwheel pines from Long Landscape 

(see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to 
bottom, right column] Details: Pinwheel pines from Grand View of Rivers and 
Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template 
two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

17; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 46 ; Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui 
zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 19. [From top to bottom, right column] “Grand View 
of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, 
accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by 
Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō 
sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1.  

 
5.60 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Feathery pines from Long Landscape 

(see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to 
bottom, right column] Details: Feathery pines from Grand View of Rivers and 
Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template 
two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

23; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 49; Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui 
zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 18. [From top to bottom, right column] “Grand View 
of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, 
accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by 
Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō 
sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1. 

 
5.61 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Bottle-brush pines from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From 
top to bottom, right column] Details: Bottle-brush pines from Grand View of 
Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers 
(template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui 

chōkan,”16-17; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 47, fig. 8; 
Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 20. [From top to bottom, 
right column] “Grand View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of 
Asian Art, Freer Gallery, accessed March 14, 2020, 
https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by Steffani Bennett, 
December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu kan,” 
148, fig. 5-1. 
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5.62 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Broad-leaf deciduous trees from Long 
Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From 
top to bottom, right column] Details: Broad-leaf deciduous trees from Grand View 
of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long 
Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

14; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 48, fig. 8; Matsushita, “Sesshū 
sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 19. [From top to bottom, right column] “Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, 
accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by 
Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō 
sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1. 

 
5.63 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Plateau rocks with planar tops from 

Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). 
[From top to bottom, right column] Details: Plateau rocks with planar tops from 
Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains 
and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, 
see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

43; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 47, fig. 8; Matsushita, “Sesshū 
sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 20. [From top to bottom, right column] “Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, 
accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by 
Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō 
sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1. 

 
5.64 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Large, upright angular boulders from 

Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). 
[From top to bottom, right column] Details: Large, upright angular boulders from 
Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains 
and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, 
see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

55; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 47, fig. 8; Matsushita, “Sesshū 
sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 20. [From top to bottom, right column] “Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, 
accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by 
Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō 
sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1. 

 
5.65 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Mountain silhouettes from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From 
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top to bottom, right column] Details: Mountain silhouettes from Grand View of 
Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers 
(template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

45; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 48, fig. 8; Matsushita, “Sesshū 
sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 18. [From top to bottom, right column] “Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, 
accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by 
Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō 
sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1. 

 
5.66 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Hanging cliff from Long Landscape 

(see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to 
bottom, right column] Details: Hanging cliff from Grand View of Rivers and 
Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template 
two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 

 
 Source: [From top to bottom, left column] Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 

16; Nezu bijutsukan, ed., Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 49, fig. 8; Matsushita, “Sesshū 
sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 19. [From top to bottom, right column] “Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains,” National Museum of Asian Art, Freer Gallery, 
accessed March 14, 2020, https://asia.si.edu/object/F1911.169a-c/; Photograph by 
Steffani Bennett, December 2016; Shimao, “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō 
sansui zu kan,” 148, fig. 5-1. 

 
5.67 Sesshū Tōyō, Winter Landscape 冬景山水図, 15th century, ink on paper, hanging 

scroll, 47.7 x 30.2 cm, National Treasure, Tōkyō National Museum. 
 
 Source: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, ed., Sesshū e no tabi (dai ni jū ichi kai 

kokumin bunka matsuri Yamaguchi 2006 tokubetsu kikaku ten Botsugo 500 nen 
ki’nen), exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 2006), 110, fig. 
42. 

 
5.68 Isshi Kii 一枝希維, Landscape 山水図巻,inscription dated 1476, ink on paper, 

handscroll, 20.5 x 462 cm, Kyōto National Museum.  
 
 Source: Shimada Shūjirō and Iriya Yoshitaka, eds., Zenrin gasan: Chūsei 

suibokuga wo yomu (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 1987), 338-339, fig. 108.   
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Epilogue  
 
 
6.1 Copyist Unknown, Self-portrait 雪舟自画像 (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy 

undated, original dated 1490, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 59.1 x 28.2 
cm, Fujita Art Museum, Ōsaka. 

 
 Source: Nara kokuritsu hakubutsukan, ed., Kokuhō no dendō: Fujita bijutsukan 

ten – Yōhen Tenmoku chawan to bukkyō bijutsu no kirameki, exh. cat. (Nara: 
Asahi shinbun sha, 2019), 39, fig. 13-2.  

 
6.2 Detail: Chinese monk from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 

1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum.  
 

Source: Nakajima Junji, Shinhen meihō Nihon no bijutsu: Sesshū (shōgakukan 
gyarari), vol. 14 (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 1991), 32, fig. 22.   
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Introduction 
 
 
I. The Paradox of Travel 

 
 

In the spring of 1495 (明応 4), the Japanese monk-painter Sesshū Tōyō 雪舟等楊 (1420-

ca. 1506) put brush to paper and composed a succinct narrative of his life. This narrative took the 

form of an inscription for a painting that Sesshū would give to his pupil Josui Sōen 如水宗淵 

(act. 15th – 16th centuries) to commemorate Sōen’s painterly achievement under his tutelage (Fig. 

0.1). In his narrative, Sesshū related the exchange between master and pupil, as Sōen pleaded for 

a painting from his teacher, while Sesshū declined with self-effacing protestations that he was 

too old and blind to produce a work worthy of heirloom status. Sesshū finally relented and 

fulfilled the request. Having established the impetus for the painting and its accompanying 

inscription, Sesshū began his story: 

I once went to the Great Country of Song (i.e. China), traveling northward across the 
Great River (i.e. the Yangzi River) and through the outlying regions of Qi and Lu (i.e. 
Shangdong Province), until I reached Luo (i.e. the capital, Beijing), where I sought out 
painters. However, [I found] that those who were truly skilled at painting were rare. At 
that time, Chang Yousheng and Li Zai were famous. I studied with [them] and [they] 
transmitted the techniques of color and ink to [me]. After several years I returned home. I 
was deeply aware of the fact that when my painting teachers Josetsu and Shūbun created 
their models they always followed the way of those who had come before them, not 
daring to alter [the paintings of their predecessors]. Having seen and traveled through 
China and Japan I have come to especially respect the lofty talent of these two 
gentlemen.1  
 
余曾入大宋國，北涉大江，經齊魯郊，至于洛，求畫士。雖然揮染清抜之者稀也。

於茲長有聲，李在二人得名。相隨傳設色之旨，破墨之法兮。數年而歸本邦也。熟

 
1 For my complete and annotated translation of the 1495 preface see Appendix I.10. I have rendered the term 
“broken ink 破墨” from the preface as “ink.” As Yukio Lippit has noted, the term is not to be confused here with the 
technique of “splashed ink 潑墨,” which was sometimes referred to as “broken ink.” In this context, Sesshū seems 
to have used the expression “broken ink” to simply refer to painting in ink, as opposed to painting in colored 
pigment. See Yukio Lippit, “Of Modes and Manners in Japanese Ink Painting: Sesshū’s Splashed Ink Landscape of 
1495,” The Art Bulletin 94, no. 1 (2012): 55. 



 

 
2 

知吾祖如拙、周文兩翁，製作楷模，皆一承前輩作，敢不增捐也。歷覽支矮之間，

而彌仰兩翁心識之高妙者乎。 
 
Sesshū’s authoring of this preface (Fig. 0.2) marked a landmark moment in the history of 

Japanese art, for he would be the first professional Japanese painter to write self-reflectively 

about his craft and life on the surface of his painting.2 This quality alone distinguishes the 1495 

preface as an important historical artifact. Moreover, it is of equal significance that Sesshū chose 

to frame his narrative, and the attendant advice for Sōen, within the episodic parameters of his 

sojourn to China. As in the 1495 preface, Sesshū’s journey to Ming China between 1467 and 

1469 (応仁元年-文明元年) is the story around which this dissertation is built. I argue that 

Sesshū’s experience of traveling to China transformed not only his approach to painting but also 

his conception of what it meant to be a painter.  

Unlike the legacies of earlier and later artists, Sesshū’s legacy was not institutionalized 

by his leadership or membership in a formal workshop or school of painting. Rather, painting 

and textual evidence points to a loose orbit of painters who studied with him, sometimes, as in 

the case of Josui Sōen 如水宗淵 (act. late 15th century) and Shūgetsu Tōkan 秋月等観 (act. 15th 

century), traveling from great distances to seek his mentorship.3 Sesshū’s base in Yamaguchi 

seems to have exerted a centripetal force, which attracted painters from throughout Japan to his 

studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting. Some of these painters, such as Shūgetsu and Joki 

Choya 如奇樗屋 (act. late 15th century), would literally tread in the master’s footsteps, roaming 

 
2 There are two instances before 1495 of Sesshū inscribing his paintings. These examples are from 1471 (文明 3) 
and 1474 (文明 6). Both paintings (Copy of a Xia Gui Landscape and Landscape in the Manner of Gao Kegong) are 
considered, at least in part, to be copies of the painter’s original work and their inscriptions are less biographical and 
terser than the lengthy inscription Sesshū composed in 1495. Thus, although these paintings may represent the first 
examples of Sesshū’s inscriptive tendencies, the 1495 preface is the most firmly authentic and self-reflective case in 
his oeuvre.  
 
3 Sōen hailed from Kamakura in eastern Honshū, while Shūgetsu came from Kagoshima in southern Kyūshū.  
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as far as the banks of West Lake and the guesthouses of Beijing in pursuit of Sesshū’s legacy.4 

Sesshū’s pupils would go on to transplant his models of painting and painter-hood to other 

regions, thus engineering a legacy for the painter that was simultaneously unmoored and yet 

pervasive.5  

In the early modern period, Japanese painters of the primary painting ateliers – the 

Unkoku 雲谷派, Kano狩野派, and Hasegawa 長谷川派 schools – would simultaneously lay 

claim to Sesshū’s artistic legacy. These claims, sometimes contentious, took various forms, from 

the possession of Sesshū’s paintings, to the adoption of his pictorial vocabulary, and even 

invocation of genealogical descent from the master, which they included in their signatures. The 

imperative among early modern painters to appropriate part of Sesshū’s legacy hinged upon his 

identity as the first professional painter to have traveled to China. Formally and ideologically, 

Sesshū would have an outsized effect on the future of painting in Japan. The various modes of 

painting that Sesshū pioneered became the central repertoire of all subsequent ink painting and 

the locus of a remarkably heterogeneous “Sesshū style.” 6 Even in modern times, the relevance of 

 
4 Shūgetsu and Joki both made paintings of West Lake modeled after Sesshū’s West Lake in the Seikaodō Bunko Art 
Museum. Shugetsu’s painting bears an inscription stating that it was painted in the third intercalary month of 1496 at 
the guesthouse in Beijing. Shūgetsu was a member of the Meiō 明応 delegation that arrived in Ningbo in 1495. Joki 
was also a member of this delegation. He even used a seal that read “traveler to Ming 大明遊人” and was the 
recipient of a prose preface by Yan Duan 巖端, a member of the Lofty Age Society, which I discuss in Chapter 
Two. See Sugimura Yūzō, “Gajin Joki ni tsuite,” Museum 173 (1965): 10-12.   
 
5 In 1492, Shūgetsu left Yamaguchi, where he had been studying with Sesshū, and returned home to Kagoshima. 
There, Shūgetsu would train many pupils who continued Sesshū’s legacy in Kyūshū. See Watanabe Yūji, “Kyūshū 
kara mita Sesshū,” in Kyūshū kara mita Sesshū ten: Botsugo gohyaku nen, ed. Fukuoka shi bijutsukan, exh. cat. 
(Fukuoka: Fukuoka shi bijutsukan, 2006), 9. After his apprenticeship with Sesshū was complete in 1495, Sōen 
similarly left Yamaguchi to return home to eastern Japan. Although it is uncertain whether or not Sōen ever made it 
back to Kamakura, there is reason to believe that Sesshū’s artistry was known to later painters in the Kamakura 
region. For further information about Sōen’s life see Fukushima Tsunenori, “Josui Sōen kenkyū josetsu,” Miura 
kobunka 55 (1994): 60-79.  
 
6 In Japanese art history “ink painting 水墨画” is a traditional, albeit problematic, artistic genre. This is due to the 
ambiguous definition of what constituted “ink painting” in history. In this context, I use the term to refer specifically 
to the realm of Sinitic painting in medieval Japan, that is, painting that was based upon themes, techniques, and 
styles closely associated with Chinese painting. After Sesshū’s time, “ink painting” became one of the central pillars 
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Sesshū’s painting has endured. More so than that of any other historical Japanese painter, 

Sesshū’s work has served as the visual anchor in modernist discourses concerning abstract 

expressionism and Zen philosophy.   

The authenticity of Sesshū’s status as an ink painter was unrivaled among his peers, for 

he alone had gone to China and witnessed the state of painting there with his own eyes. Not only 

had Sesshū traveled to China, but he had also trained in the imperial painting academy and was 

in a position to acquire “modern” paintings and other art objects. This experience fundamentally 

changed both the manner of Sesshū’s painting and the conceptual foundations upon which his 

artistry was based. While prior scholarship has not failed to note the fact that this experience was 

inherently significant, the field of Sesshū research has not sufficiently addressed why and how 

this transformation occurred. The central goal of this study is to elucidate and interpret the 

driving forces and subsequent manifestations of Sesshū’s artistic transformation. If Sesshū’s 

singular identity as a Japanese ink painter with first-hand knowledge of a wider world was that 

which generated the auratic appeal of his legacy in later times, then to understand the 

implications of the China years in Sesshū’s career is to apprehend the essence of his entire legacy 

and, by extension, to comprehend the forces that determined the future course of Japanese 

painting.  

Sesshū’s 1495 preface, the text in which he wrote self-reflectively about his travel, has 

been the subject of much interpretive debate, with scholars analyzing its production context, 

rhetorical structure, and grammatical nuance in attempts to interpret Sesshū’s intent in crafting 

 
of the painting practice of the leading ateliers, including the famous Kano school. Contrary to its name, however, 
“ink painting” did not imply a field of monochromatic artistry. In fact, Sesshū’s paintings, often heralded as iconic 
examples of “ink painting,” employed vibrantly colored pigments.  
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such an inscription.7 What is problematic about the preface, however, is that it embodies a 

paradox that lies at the heart of this study. If Sesshū’s first-hand experience in China was so 

transformative, why does his 1495 preface disavow this notion in both subtle and obvious ways? 

We will observe that in his preface Sesshū invoked China not as the contemporaneous geo-

political entity across the ocean, but as the idealized China of the medieval Japanese imagination 

when he referred to traveling to the “Great Country of Song  大宋國 (960-1279)” rather than to 

the “Great Country of Ming 大明國 (1368-1644).” Sesshū persisted in this archaicizing manner 

when he wrote of arriving at “Luo 洛,” a reference to the ancient capital of Luoyang 洛陽, as 

opposed to the Ming capital at Beijing, the city to which the painter actually traveled.  

Such stylistic choices could be understood merely as whimsical expressions of nostalgia 

were it not for what can be construed as the overarching sentiment of the preface. One obvious 

reading of the text suggests that Sesshū used the pretext of his journey to China as a rhetorical 

foil to highlight the profound skill and wisdom of his Japanese painting masters, Josetsu 如拙 

(act. early 15th century) and Shūbun 周文 (act. ca. 1423-54). In combination with Sesshū’s 

comment regarding the scarcity of accomplished painters in China, the concluding statement 

suggests that rather than returning home a changed man and painter, Sesshū was unimpressed by 

his foreign experience and felt a newfound appreciation for native talent.  

The stylistic idiom of the Splashed-ink Landscape 破墨山水図 (Tōkyō National 

Museum, Fig. 0.3), the painting for which Sesshū originally wrote the 1495 preface, sustains the 

notion that Sesshū venerated the artistic framework of a China past. In the painting, two figures 

 
7 The two most important interpretations of the 1495 preface are those put forth by Shimao Arata and Watada 
Minoru in their respective articles on the subject. See Shimao Arata, “‘Haboku sansui zu’ no ga to shi,” Tenkai toga 
3 (2000): 32-46, and Watada Minoru, “Sesshū jijo wo yomu,” in Sesshū Tōyō: “Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū 
zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 258-
264. 
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glide on the surface of the water in a boat, the entire figuration formed of a few simple lines and 

dots. The boat bobs in the shadow of a precipitous landmass, crowned with a wild grove of trees 

and backed by towering mountains. Sesshū rendered the landscape in the splashed-ink technique, 

applying diluted tonalities of ink in quick succession before prior layers had time to dry, thus 

allowing the shades of black and grey to bleed into one another in a vision of moisture-laden 

abstraction. In the Muromachi period (1338-1573), this technique was closely associated with the 

Chinese Southern Song monk-painter Yujian 玉澗 (act. 13th century), a figure relatively 

unknown in China today and who is represented only by a handful of paintings preserved in 

Japan.8  

The art historian Shimao Arata has contextualized Sesshū’s 1495 preface and 

accompanying painting in relation to the series of poems by eminent members of the 

ecclesiastical community in Kyōto that occupy the space above Sesshū’s text.9 As Yukio Lippit 

has commented, this interpretation of the preface is in keeping with Shimao’s larger 

characterological framing of Sesshū, which portrays the monk-painter as the “self-fashioned 

artist par excellence.”10 According to Shimao’s theory, Sesshū harbored an inferiority complex 

 
8 Ten’in Ryūtaku 天隱龍澤 (1422-1500), one of the six monks to inscribe a poem above the 1495 preface, explicitly 
states that Sesshū modeled his brushwork on that of Yujian. Yujian Ruofen 玉澗若芬 hailed from Jinhua, Zhejiang 
Province. He was a monk of the Tiantai Buddhist sect and lived at Shang Tianzhu si 上天竺寺 in Hangzhou. For a 
study of Yujian see Suzuki Kei, “Gyokkan Jakufun shiron,” Bijutsu kenkyū 236 (1964): 79-92. Three sections from 
what was presumably a handscroll of the Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang by Yujian survive in Japanese 
collections. These are Autumn Moon at Lake Dongting (Bunkachō), Mountain Market in Clearing Mist (Idemitsu 
Museum), and Returning Sails from a Distant Shore (Tokugawa Art Museum). These paintings likely represent the 
works attributed to Yujian in the Gomotsu on’e mokuroku (Inventory of Paintings in the Shogunal Collection), 
compiled in the mid-1460s. Mention of these paintings in the Muromachi dono gokyō okazari ki (Record of the 
Muromachi Palace Décor for the Imperial Visitation) of 1437 indicates that they were already in the shogunal 
collection during the tenure of Ashikaga Yoshinori 足利義教 (r. 1429-41) and that they had been cut into eight 
individual paintings prior to the 1437 imperial visitation. The three extant paintings bear poetic inscriptions by 
Yujian. In addition to the scenes of the Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang, a fragment of what was once a larger 
painting titled Mount Lu (Okayama Prefectural Art Museum) also represents Yujian’s limited extant oeuvre.  
 
9 Shimao, “‘Haboku sansui zu’ no ga to shi,” 32-46.  
 
10 Lippit, “Of Modes and Manners in Japanese Ink Painting,” 52. 
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due to his inability to successfully forge a career for himself as a professional artist in the 

capital.11 Frustrated with the pretentious cultural climate of Kyōto, Sesshū left the capital for 

Yamaguchi, where he would find his life-long patrons in the Ōuchi clan 大内氏 and obtain the 

chance to travel to China.  

Putting these benefits aside, however, Shimao contends that Sesshū never overcame his 

desire to be accepted among the Zen elite in Kyōto. The 1495 preface, composed in the artist’s 

twilight years, provided the perfect arena in which to make a final ingratiating appeal for 

membership in their lofty circle.12 Knowing that Sōen would solicit these poems from the Kyōto 

monks, Sesshū crafted his preface and painting to appeal to their intellectual predilection for 

Song dynasty poetry, philosophy, and art.13 Furthermore, rather than emphasize his claim to the 

painting lineages of those with whom he trained in China, Sesshū situated himself firmly within 

the Sinitic painting tradition that was most familiar to the Five Mountain monks. This tradition 

was represented by none other than Josetsu and Shūbun, the two Japanese painters whom Sesshū 

identified in his preface as his venerable masters.  

Shimao’s analysis has significantly contributed to our interpretation of the 1495 preface 

and the Splashed-ink Landscape in de-universalizing their implications for our understanding of 

Sesshū’s modus operandi. In other words, one need not take Sesshū’s discursive rejection of 

contemporary China as generally reflective of his attitude toward the experience of his travel, but 

rather as the outcome of a pointed attempt to project himself as a worthy participant in the elite 

 
11 Shimao, “‘Haboku sansui zu’ no ga to shi,” 43.  
 
12 Ibid. 
 
13 Shimao notes that although a paper seam divides the painting from the preface and poems, the quality and 
treatment of the paper ground is the same for both sections. This observation suggests that Sesshū and Sōen 
anticipated the appending of the poems in the area of space left blank above Sesshū’s preface. Shimao also argues 
that the delicate execution of the Splashed-ink landscape reflected Sesshū’s desire to accommodate the refined 
aesthetic taste of the Five Mountain temple community. See Shimao, “‘Haboku sansui zu’ no ga to shi,” 35.  
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cultural environment of his own country. While Shimao views this behavior as part and parcel of 

Sesshū’s self-fashioning strategies, I believe that this phenomenon is more fruitfully interpreted 

as an index of the artistic negotiation that Sesshū had to navigate as the result of his movement 

between different cultural spheres.  

Sesshū’s 1495 preface and accompanying painting are thus emblematic of the 

implications of Sesshū’s transcultural exposure. With regards to the concept of artistic travel, 

David Young Kim, in his insightful account of the Traveling Artist in the Italian Renaissance, 

analyzes the concept of mobility and its significance in early-modern Italy. Kim focuses on 

historical commentators’ reception and evaluation of mobility as a cultural phenomenon. In his 

introduction, Kim situates his interpretation as one that “posits mobility as a locus of meaning, 

an epicenter of a network of cultural references rather than simply as the uncomplicated 

movement from point A to point B as is often posited in art historical works adamantly 

positivistic in their orientation.”14 This definition of mobility aids the art historian in casting off 

what Kim calls the “misguided use of influence” in favor of a dynamic and interdisciplinary 

characterization of the relationship between an artist’s displacement and his artistic production.15  

Importantly, the ramifications of mobility thus defined are not limited to pure 

catalyzation of creativity and innovation. Upon return to one’s homeland, the “network of 

cultural references” that had constituted the “places” through which an artist moved could also 

prove to be disruptive stumbling blocks when these references confronted the parallel network of 

the local environment’s cultural references.16 In this sense, the act of mobility is a process of 

 
14 David Young Kim, The Traveling Artist in the Italian Renaissance: Geography, Mobility, and Style (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2014), 5.  
 
15 Ibid.  
 
16 Ibid.  
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self-realization, for only in relativizing one’s self and one’s experience through such an act as 

travel is it possible to perceive the nature of the status quo and one’s new relation to that 

standard. As Kim writes, “By implication, mobility repositions works of art from exclusively 

representing the end product of patronage and artistic labor to mediating ideas about the physical 

self in the world, standards of behavior between that self and others, and the function of art 

within a natural environment.”17 This dissertation argues that Sesshū did indeed return from 

China as a changed artist, but it would be naïve to assume that this transformation was made 

unproblematically manifest through the agency of unidirectional “influence.” Upon his return 

from China, Sesshū’s artistic practice would become a constant performance of negotiation 

between the constellation of cultural references that had made up his experience at home and 

abroad.  

A series of fan-shaped paintings that Sesshū produced in the stylistic manners of various 

Chinese painters is a prime example to demonstrate how Sesshū navigated disparate networks of 

reference in forging his new painting practice. Preserved in seven originals and in a series of 

copies by Kano Tan’yū 狩野探幽 (1602-74) and Kano Tsunenobu 狩野常信 (1636-1713), these 

fan-shaped compositions present a total of twelve examples of six different stylistic modes that 

Sesshū was capable of reproducing.18 Sesshū inscribed the name of the Chinese painter whose 

 
17 Kim, The Traveling Artist in the Italian Renaissance, 6.  
 
18 All twelve compositions are preserved in Tsunenobu’s series titled Ryūgaki tekagami 流書手鑑 (Tōkyō National 
Museum). Nine of Tsunenobu’s twelve copies are also included in Kano Tanyū’s Ringajō 臨画帖 (private 
collection). In 2017 another fan-shaped painting resurfaced and was determined to be a Sesshū original. This work is 
one of the four landscapes in the manner of Xia Gui that are preserved in Tsunenobu’s copies. The Yamaguchi 
Prefectural Art Museum held an exhibition in 2017 centered around Sesshū’s fan series to commemorate the 
“discovery” of the seventh original painting. A small catalog produced for this occasion offers an excellent overview 
of these works, including the copies by Kano Tanyū and Kano Tsunenobu. See Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, ed., 
Sesshū hakken! Ten: Sesshū Tōyō hitsu “Hō Kakkei sansui zu,” exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Yamaguchi kenritsu 
bijutsukan, 2017).  
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mode is represented outside the fan-shaped frame and brushed his own name inside the frame to 

indicate his identity as the painter. A review of the represented painters – Li Tang 李唐 (ca. 

1070s-1150s), Mi Youren米友仁 (1074-1151), Xia Gui 夏珪 (act. ca 1195-1230), Liang Kai 梁

楷 (act. first half of 13th century), Muqi 牧谿 (act. mid-13th century), and Yujian 玉澗 (act. 13th 

century) – confirms the overwhelming primacy of historical Song dynasty (960-1279) painters in 

the cultural universe of fifteenth-century Japan.19 Unsurprisingly, this trend also characterized 

the painting collection of Japan’s ruling military warlords, the Ashikaga 足利氏. The nature of 

the Ashikaga painting collection is glimpsed in such contemporaneous records as Muromachi 

dono gokyō okazari ki (Record of the Muromachi Palace Décor for the Imperial Visitation) 室町

殿行幸御餝記 (dated 1437),20 Gomotsu on’e mokuroku (Inventory of Paintings in the Shogunal 

Collection) 御物御絵目録 (compiled ca. mid-1460s),21 and Kundaikan sōchōki (Manual of the 

Attendant of the Shogunal Collection) 君台観左右帳記 (compiled early 16th century).22   

 
19 The paintings of the Northern-Southern Song transitional painter Li Tang appear to have been little known in 
Japan, as was the case for the paintings of the Northern Song scholar-official painter Mi Fu and his son, Mi Youren. 
Nevertheless, Sesshū’s decision to include these artists among those represented by his fan paintings is in keeping 
with the general adoration of Song artists in the Muromachi period.  
 
20 This record relates details concerning the interior decoration of the shogunal residence for the imperial visitation 
of emperor Go Hanazono 後花園天皇 (r. 1428-64) in 1437. Nōami 能阿弥 (1397-1471), a curatorial monk in 
service to the shogunate, composed the record. The complete text of a manuscript version of this record in the 
collection of the Tokugawa Art Museum is transcribed in Satō Tōyōzo, “Shōgun ke no ‘onari’ ni tsuite (ni): 
Ashikaga Yoshinori no Muromachi dono to shin shiryō ‘Muromachi dono gyokō okazari ki’ oyobi zakka shitsu in,” 
Kinko sōsho 2 (1975): 463-490. Richard Stanley-Baker also discusses this record in his article, “The Ashikaga 
Shōgunal Collection and Its Setting: A Matrix for 15th Century Landscape Painting,” in Influence in Oriental Art 
(Tōyō bijutsu ni okeru eikyō no mondai)  (International Symposium on Art Historical Studies 7), ed. International 
Symposium on Art Historical Studies, Kokusai kōryū bijutsushi kenkyūkai, Kyōto daigaku (Kyōto: Kokusai kōryū 
bijutsushi kenkyū kai, 1990), 87-100.  
 
21 This record was also compiled by Nōami and enumerates 279 paintings in the shogunal collection. Like the 
Muromachi dono gokyō okazari ki this record reveals the prominence and popularity of paintings that were believed 
to be by the hands of Song painters, including 109 compositions attributed to Muqi. For a transcription of the record 
see Tani Shin’ichi, “Kenkyū shiryō Gomotsu on’e mokuroku,” Bijutsu kenkyū 58 (1936): 21-29.  
 
22 This connoisseur record comprises a group of documents that were compiled by Sōami 相阿彌 (d.1525) in the 
early sixteenth century. The section most germane to this discussion is the “Section on Painters,” which, as Yukio 
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Examination of the pictorial content of the twelve fan-shaped compositions, however, 

complicates our understanding of Sesshū as a master of historical Song-style painting. For 

example, Kano Tsunenobu’s copies of Sesshū’s fan paintings, contained in Ryūgaki tekagami 流

書手鑑, include two compositions that Sesshū attributed to the inspiration of the Southern Song 

painter Muqi (Figs. 0.4 and 0.5). These paintings depict mountainous scenery with conical-

shaped peaks, dense fog banks, and striated landmasses. To an eye familiar with Muqi’s extant 

landscape paintings, Sesshū’s fan-shaped compositions are distinctly uncharacteristic.  

Seven paintings attributed to Muqi on the themes of the Eight Views of the Xiao and 

Xiang 瀟湘八景圖 remain in Japanese collections, bearing witness to this monk-painter’s 

elegant expositions in the landscape genre (Fig. 0.6). Sublime atmospheric effects of fog and 

mist achieve natural integration into the landscapes precisely because Muqi conjured them from 

the areas of un-painted paper ground. The solid forms of the paintings – the mountains, rocks, 

and trees – are instantiated through Muqi’s masterful and restrained manipulation of gradations 

of ink wash. There is little evidence of linearly defined contours or texture strokes, indicating 

that the painter preferred a planar treatment of ink resulting in a “boneless 沒骨”effect.  

In contrast, the two compositions that Sesshū self-identified as representing the Muqi 

manner project an alternative aesthetic and stylistic approach. Unlike the rolling hills or craggy 

peaks of Muqi’s works, Sesshū’s mountains resemble a layered series of tall, rounded cones. In a 

complete departure from Muqi’s paintings, Sesshū made explicit the boundaries of the billowing 

clouds that encircle his mountains. Sesshū’s inclination toward linear brushwork is further 

 
Lippit describes, came to take on a life of its own as the Kundaikan Painters’ List. For a discussion of the record’s 
composition and transmission history see Yukio Lippit, “The Birth of Japanese Painting History: Kano Artists, 
Authors, and Authenticators of the Seventeenth Century” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 2003), 214-233, 
ProQuest (3067157).  
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reflected in the short threads of ink, interspersed with blunt dabs of the brush, that articulate the 

surface of his mountain forms. With regards to Sesshū’s landscapes in the Muqi mode, we are 

left to wonder why there is a discrepancy between picture and label and, consequentially, what 

qualified Sesshū as a master of the so-called “Muqi mode.”  

Sesshū’s impulse to include Muqi in his catalog of Chinese painters was no doubt related 

to the system of modal painting 筆様制作 that was taking root in late fifteenth-century Japan. 

According to contemporary textual sources, painters in the sphere of the Ashikaga shogunate 

were commissioned to paint compositions by relying upon the stylistic vocabularies of various 

Song (960-1279) and Yuan (1279-1368) painters. Paintings attributed to these Chinese artists 

were retrieved from the shogunal collection as inspiration for painting projects.23 Regrettably, 

material evidence like that provided by Sesshū’s fan series is scarce for his contemporaries in 

Kyōto, making it difficult to know how Japanese painters conceptualized and realized the system 

of modal painting.24 Nevertheless, the prevalence of this system as a means of systematizing and 

executing official painting projects suggests that Sesshū’s fan series was a personal response to 

this trend, perhaps intended to facilitate painting commissions from his regional patrons.25  

 
23 The most well-known reference point for the discussion of modal painting is the 1485 entry in Inryōken nichiroku 
(Diary of the Inryōken Cloister) 蔭涼軒日録 concerning Kano Masanobu’s 狩野正信 (1434-1530) commission to 
paint the subject of the Ten Patriarchs 十僧 on the interior sliding door panels of the Tōgūdō Hall of Ashikaga 
Yoshimasa’s 足利義政 (r. 1449-73) residence. Lengthy consultations between patron and painter ensued regarding 
the appropriateness of various modes, including those of Xia Gui, Ma Yuan, and Li Gonglin. See Takeda Tsuneo, 
“Shōhekiga ni okeru gatai,” Bigaku 76 (1969): 5, Gail Capitol Weigl, “The Reception of Chinese Painting Models in 
Muromachi Japan,” Monumenta Nipponica 35, no. 3 (1980): 261-262, and Shimao Arata, “Jūgo seiki ni okeru 
Chūgoku kaiga shumi,” Museum 463 (1989): 29.  
 
24 The only direct correspondence in contemporary textual records between the modal system and an extant painting 
to demonstrate the “Xia Gui mode” are the fusuma panels that once belonged to Yōtokuin sub-temple of Daitokuji. 
These paintings are believed to be among the works that resulted from a 1490 (延徳 2) commission for Oguri Sōkei 
to paint in the manner of Xia Gui. This episode was recorded in the Inryōken nichiroku. See Shimao, “Jūgo seiki ni 
okeru Chūgoku kaiga shumi,” 32.  
 
25 For further discussion of the system of modal painting see Takeda, “Shōhekiga ni okeru gatai,” 1-13, Weigl, “The 
Reception of Chinese Painting Models in Muromachi Japan,” 257-272, and Shimao, “Jūgo seiki ni okeru Chūgoku 
kaiga shumi,” 22-34. 
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Muqi was arguably the most admired Chinese artist throughout the Muromachi period. 

Of the 279 paintings enumerated in Gomotsu on’e mokuroku, a selective catalog of the Ashikaga 

shogunal collection that was compiled by the curatorial monk Nōami 能阿弥 (1397-1471) on the 

eve of the Ōnin War (1467-77), 109 works are attributed to Muqi.26 Therefore, it is unsurprising 

that Sesshū would feel it necessary to include a sample of his own painting in the Muqi mode for 

his fan-painting series. The nature of Sesshū’s Muqi renditions suggests, however, that behind 

the binary encoded by the modal system– a binary that draws an uncomplicated equivalency 

between pictures and proper nouns– there lay submerged an unaccounted-for matrix of images 

and experiences.  

Fortunately, Sesshū himself provides us some clues to decipher this matrix. In 1474 (文

明 6) Sesshū gave Landscape in the Manner of Gao Kegong 倣高克恭山水図巻 (Yamaguchi 

Prefectural Art Museum, Fig. 0.7) to his pupil Tōetsu 等悦 (act. 15th century). Comparison of the 

two landscape sections in this handscroll with Sesshū’s Muqi mode fans indicates their common 

points of stylistic departure in the conical silhouettes of the mountains, the plasticity of cloud 

formations, and the fibrous treatment of texture strokes. The colophon that Sesshū inscribed for 

this painting reveals that the stylistic inspiration for the work was that of the Chinese Yuan 

dynasty official and amateur painter Gao Kegong 高克恭 (1248-1310).  

Gao’s family had come to China from East Turkestan to serve the Mongols at the 

beginning of the Yuan dynasty. A friend of the famed literati artist Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫 (1254-

1322), Gao Kegong practiced painting in a manner that amalgamated the styles of Dong Yuan 董

 
26 Five of the seven landscapes on the theme of the Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang by Muqi bear Ashikaga 
Yoshimitsu’s 足利義満 (r. 1368-94) “dōyū 道有” collector seal, indicating their provenance in the shogunal 
collection.  
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源 (d. 962), Mi Fu 米芾 (1052-1107), and Zhao Lingran 趙令穰 (act. ca. 1080-1100). As James 

Cahill has observed, “New and particular to the Yuan period in Kao K’o-kung’s style is the 

oppressive heaviness and plasticity of the forms….[Kao] insists on the palpable presence of his 

materials, refusing to relieve in any way their unidealized earthiness.”27 These qualities are 

evident in a work by Gao titled Clouds Encircling Luxuriant Peaks 雲橫秀嶺圖 (National Palace 

Museum, Taipei, Fig. 0.8). From the morphology of the mountains to the articulation of clouds 

and trees, the affinity between Gao’s painting and Sesshū’s Muqi mode fans is striking.  

What remains ostensibly unexplained is how and why Sesshū adopted the Gao Kegong 

manner in his post-China work. Again, Sesshū’s colophon for his 1474 landscape for Tōetsu 

supplies the answer. Here, Sesshū wrote, “I once traveled south (i.e. to China) and saw paintings 

by well-known masters. Those painters that took Yanjing (i.e. Gao Kegong) as their teacher were 

many. Since then, I have also followed this trend and painted my landscapes in imitation of 

Yanjing予嘗南遊，看中朝名手畫，以彦敬為師者多矣。爾來予亦從一時之好，凡畫山水

則為効顰于彦敬.”28 Sesshū’s candid testimony regarding his exposure to the Gao Kegong 

manner during his travel in China is the concrete bridge spanning the geographical and temporal 

chasm between the thirteenth-century amateur Chinese painter and the fifteenth-century Japanese 

monk-painter. 

Indeed, there is material evidence to demonstrate that the cloudy mountain genre of 

landscape, associated with the Mi-family tradition of the Northern Song (960-1127) and Gao 

Kegong’s inheritance of that tradition in the Yuan, enjoyed popularity among amateur and 

 
27 James Cahill, Hills Beyond a River: Chinese Painting of the Yuan Dynasty 1279-1368 (New York: Weatherhill, 
1976), 49.  
 
28 For my complete annotated translation of this colophon see Appendix I.5.  
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professional painters alike in the decades prior to Sesshū’s travel in China. The painting 

collection of the Ming dynasty merchant Wang Zhen 王鎮 (1424-95), excavated from his tomb 

in 1982, contains four paintings in this style. Two of these are by the lesser known Ming painters 

He Cheng 河澄 (act. ca. 1403-after 1472) and Huang Xigu 黃希穀 (act. ca. 1439) and the 

remaining two are by the well-known Ming court painters Li Zai 李在 (act. 15th century) and Xie 

Huan 謝環 (ca. 1360 -after 1452) (Figs. 0.9, 0.10, 0.11, 0.12).29 As one will recall from the 1495 

preface, Sesshū identified Li Zai as his teacher in Beijing. This fact posits Li Zai as a primary 

candidate through whose instruction Sesshū mastered the cloudy mountain landscape.  

All four of the cloudy mountain landscapes excavated from Wang Zhen’s tomb, rendered 

by painters who were Sesshū’s contemporaries in China, bear stylistic resemblance to Sesshū’s 

Muqi mode fan paintings and his Landscape in the Manner of Gao Kegong. This resemblance is 

evident in the rounded land masses, the bottle-brush trees, and the palpable ring of clouds that 

bifurcate the central mountains in each painting. Sesshū’s treatment of the hillsides in his Muqi 

mode fans, however, is different from that in Gao Kegong’s Clouds Encircling Luxuriant Peaks 

and the Ming-dynasty renditions from Wang Zhen’s painting collection. Whereas the hillsides in 

the latter two groups are distinguished by their employment of the laterally oriented “Mi dot,” 

the hillsides in Sesshū’s Muqi fans display greater use of a hybrid “hemp-fiber” stroke that 

points to a more eclectic array of source models. In the context of the early Ming, Sesshū’s 

choppy hemp-fiber texture stroke likely originated in the oeuvre of the great Dai Jin 戴進 (1388-

1462), a painter who will feature prominently in later chapters. Comparison of the brushwork in 

Sesshū’s Muqi mode fans with that in Dai Jin’s Spring Mountains in Layered Verdure 春山積翠

 
29 For a study of the Wang Zhen tomb collection see Kathlyn Liscomb, “A Collection of Painting and Calligraphy 
Discovered in the Inner Coffin of Wang Zhen (d. 1495),” Archives of Asian Art 47 (1994): 6-34.   
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圖 (Shanghai Museum, Fig. 0.13) or Parting at the Golden Terrace 金臺送別圖卷 (Shanghai 

Museum, Fig. 0.14) highlights the similar form of the texture strokes in these works, and speaks 

to Sesshū’s encounter with paintings by Dai, who died just five years before Sesshū arrived in 

China.  

As this case study of Sesshū’s Muqi mode fan paintings suggests, behind the modal 

painting binary embodied by the fan series there existed a community of painters and historical 

contingencies that determined the way that Sesshū apprehended and executed his modal 

compositions. In the extreme case of the Muqi mode paintings, Muqi himself was irrelevant as a 

point of pictorial reference. This was likely due to the asymmetrical artistic reception of Muqi in 

East Asian history. Whereas Muqi was only a minor figure in his homeland, he gained an 

immense reputation in Japan, reflected in the high rate at which his paintings were imported to 

the archipelago. Muqi’s outsized importance in the world of fifteenth-century Japanese painting 

necessitated Sesshū’s inclusion of the painter in his catalog. Yet, for Sesshū, Muqi was no longer 

(if he had ever been) the primary point of stylistic reference for the cloudy mountain landscape. 

Rather, Sesshū’s approach to the Muqi mode consisted of a combinatory exercise informed by 

“modern” trends in the Chinese painting world of Sesshū’s lifetime. The pictorial complexity 

that characterizes the fan painting series is precisely the visual “disorder” Shimao Arata has 

identified as a reflection of the diversity of Sesshū’s source paintings.30 

The fan painting series may thus be understood as a pictorial counterpart to the 1495 

preface. In both forms of self-expression, one textual and the other visual, Sesshū sublimated the 

messy reality of experience and knowledge in an attempt to project himself as the painting 

 
30 Shimao Arata, “Sesshū to Mindai kaiga: Kiretsu to dōchō,” in Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, ed. Nezu bijutsukan, exh. 
cat. (Tōkyō: Nezu Bijutsukan, 2005), 13.  
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master that fifteenth-century Japan expected him to be.31 The ideal painter was not one who had 

traveled to the “Great Ming” or who had mastered the mode of Li Zai, but was instead one who 

had traversed the land of the “Great Song” and immersed himself in the manner of Muqi.32   

 It is the slippage between surface and substance that compels us to excavate through 

other means the process of Sesshū’s transformation and thereby expose the various agents of this 

transformation that lie hidden beneath the surface. Both the 1495 preface and the fan painting 

project precipitated acts of repackaging and rebranding, a reconciliation of the native and the 

foreign, the self and the other, that ultimately distinguished Sesshū as a painter of unsurpassed 

status in the history of Japanese art. The examples of the 1495 preface and the fan painting 

project, far from qualifying the significance of Sesshū’s China trip in the context of his life or, 

 
31 There is textual evidence to indicate that Sesshū’s contemporaries viewed him as a broadly skilled painter of 
various historical Chinese modes. For example, Kōshi Ehō’s 翺之慧鳳 (d. ca. 1465) preface and poem for Sesshū 
cast him as a painter who emulated Muqi and Yan Hui. See Kōshi Ehō, Kōshi Ehō zenshi bunshū, vol. 1 (1914 
tracing copy of Tōfukuji Reiun’in manuscript, University of Tōkyō Historiographical Institute), 11a. Baifu Ryōshin 
呆夫良心 (d.1477) also spoke at length in his record of Sesshū’s first Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting of 
Sesshū’s adeptness in the styles of Wu Daozi, Liang Kai, Ma Yuan, Xia Gui, Yujian, Muqi, etc. For my translation 
and transcription of Baifu’s record see Appendix I.6.  
 
32 The issue of Muromachi Japan’s infatuation with Song dynasty culture is complex and multi-faceted. The Song 
dynasty was the object of much interest and study, especially by the community of Five Mountain monks in Kyōto. 
In other phases of Japanese history, one witnesses a similar “time lag” in the transmission of cultural forms from the 
continent to the archipelago. For example, the apogee of the Heian period (794-1185) in Japan, contemporaneous 
with the Northern Song dynasty (960-1127), saw the great popularity of the preceding era of Chinese poets, most 
prominently those of the Tang dynasty (618-907), as well as the introduction of landscape idioms based upon the 
Tang blue-and-green style. This time lag may be partially explained by the suspension of diplomatic ties between 
Japan and China at the end of the Tang. Despite the lack of official channels, however, there continued to be 
unofficial travel between Japan and China that flourished into the Kamakura (1185-1333) and Muromachi (1336-
1573) eras. Moreover, for the military potentates and Five Mountain monks of the Muromachi period, the Song 
imperium was a legitimizing cultural model upon which to craft their own public image as enlightened and 
artistically inclined rulers. In the realm of intellectual history, the Neo-Confucian teachings of the seminal Song 
dynasty figure Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) had a profound influence on Five Mountain scholarship in the fifteenth 
century. Furthermore, the large-scale disruption of the Chinese system of the Chan Five Mountain temples during 
the Yuan-Ming transition led to disenchantment among the Zen communities in Japan as to the value of pursuing 
religious training in China. The reestablishment of diplomatic relations between Japan and China in the early 
fifteenth century restricted the nature of China-Japan relations by confining it to the parameters of the tribute trade 
system. The learned monks who served as the representatives of the shogunate on these diplomatic missions no 
longer had the opportunity to engage in long-term immersive study with Buddhist masters in China. All of these 
factors contributed to a widespread nostalgia for the Song dynasty, a period that was symbolically conceived of as a 
golden age of religious, artistic, and intellectual prowess in China.  
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indeed, in the history of Japanese art, are rather the call to scholarly arms. These artifacts 

exemplify the productivity of assessing how Sesshū’s movement in and between cultural spheres 

imprinted itself upon his work and identity. Anyone who has enjoyed the experience of travel 

can attest that, consciously or subconsciously, we return home with new eyes to see the world 

differently than we had before. Sesshū was no different and this is the story of his journey.  

 

II. Sesshū’s Travel in History  

 

 As a subject of scholarly inquiry, Sesshū Tōyō has accrued an immense historiographical 

trail. Any attempt to treat this legacy in its entirety would be unwieldly, and that is not the goal 

of this study. Nevertheless, the methodological and interpretive arc that has characterized the 

historiography of Sesshū’s China sojourn has also characterized the much larger body of 

literature on the painter. This observation corroborates the notion that the China trip featured as a 

crucial interpretive touchstone in Sesshū’s biography and was the single most significant episode 

upon which commentators hinged their pronouncements on his life and art.  

 Sesshū was born in 1420 (応永 27) in Akahama 赤浜, Bicchū Province 備中国 (modern-

day Sōja City, Okayama Prefecture) to a family of the Ōda clan 小田氏. The Sesshū scholar 

Kumagai Nobuo has speculated that Sesshū was not the first-born son in his family, thus 

accounting for his admission at a young age to Hōfukuji 宝福寺, a local temple.33 In the 1430s 

or 1440s Sesshū left Bicchū for Kyōto, where he entered the temple Shōkokuji 相国寺 and 

continued his religious training under the monk Shunrin Shūtō 春林周藤 (d.1463). At Shōkokuji 

 
33 Kumagai Nobuo, Sesshū Tōyō (Nihon bijutsu sōsho 4) (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigaku shuppan kai, 1958), 8.  
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Sesshū pursued his artistic career under the tutelage of the monk and painter-in-attendance 

Tensho Shūbun 天章周文 (act. ca. 1423-54). As I will discuss in Chapter One, it is quite certain 

that during his formative years in Kyōto Sesshū also fraternized with the ecclesiastical 

community at the temple Tōfukuji 東福寺 and may even have studied painting there with the 

professional monk-painter Kichizan Minchō 吉山明兆 (1351-1431). 

 By at least 1457 (長禄元年) Sesshū had relocated to Suō Province 周防国 (modern-day 

Yamaguchi Prefecture) where he found patronage with the Ōuchi clan. Sesshū’s relationship 

with this influential regional family secured his passage on the Ōuchi vessel of the Ōnin 

diplomatic mission, which departed Japan in 1467 (応仁元年). After Sesshū’s return home in the 

fall of 1469 (文明元年), his immediate whereabouts amidst the violence of the Ōnin Civil War 

are unknown. Some ten years later, in 1476 (文明 8), Sesshū established his first Studio of the 

Heavenly Revealed Painting 天開図画楼 in Ōita大分, northern Kyūshū, but he would not 

remain there for long. Throughout the late 1470s and early 1480s Sesshū traveled around 

northern Kyūshū, where he is said to have designed a number of gardens, and also embarked on 

a longer journey east to Mino Province 美濃国 (modern-day Gifu Prefecture). 

By 1486 (文明 18) Sesshū had returned to Suō and appears to have settled into life there 

at his second Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting. Sometime after 1501 (文亀元年), 

Sesshū made what was likely his final sojourn, this time to the famous sandbar in Miyazu Bay, 

north of Kyōto, known as Amanohashidate 天の橋立. This journey would result in one of 

Sesshū’s most acclaimed landscape paintings, the eponymous Amanohashidate 天の橋立図 

(Kyōto National Museum), clear testimony of his fortitude and commitment to his craft even in 

his final years. Sesshū died shortly before 1507 (文正 4), though the exact date and place of his 
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passing are matters of debate. After a life of incessant wandering, Sesshū left this world at 

eighty-seven years of age.  

Broadly speaking, Sesshū’s historiographical tradition, from its modern inception in the 

early twentieth century to the present day, has witnessed a gradual but forceful demystification 

of the artist from the status of a virtual painting saint 画聖 to that of a common artisan 絵師. 

This trajectory has followed the course of the discipline of art history as a whole throughout the 

course of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, which has seen the dismantling of both the 

trope of the genius artist and the notion of the artistic canon. In this sense, Sesshū provides an 

ideal case study through which to chart intellectual trends in the field of art historical scholarship 

in modern Japan.  

 The seeds of Sesshū’s heroization were not sown in the modern period. Their roots can be 

traced back to the early modern era and even to Sesshū’s lifetime. Sesshū is distinguished from 

any other painter of his time in that he was the subject of various of his contemporaries’ writings. 

It is this phenomenon that has led scholars like Shimao Arata to conceptualize Sesshū as the 

architect of his own image and legacy. Shimao contends that Sesshū actively solicited this 

commentary from erudite acquaintances with an eye to self-promotion.34 Baifu Ryōshin’s 呆夫

良心 (d. 1477) and Ryōan Keigo’s 了庵桂悟 (1425-1514) commemorative essays on Sesshū’s 

Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting, from 1476 and 1486 respectively, illuminated and 

praised aspects of the painter’s biography, pictorial repertoire, and heavenly-bestowed talent. 

These texts are inherently flattering and effusive, as inscriptive practice of this nature in the 

Chinese tradition dictated, but they are also valuable repositories of information about the 

 
34 Shimao Arata’s most important article to sustain this line of argumentation is “Sesshū Tōyō no kenkyū (ichi): 
Sesshū no imeji senryaku,” Bijutsu kenkyū 351 (1992): 16-33. 
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painter. Each monk’s encomium cast Sesshū as an individual of remarkable life experience and 

painting skill and thus laid the foundation for his virtual apotheosis in the hands of later authors.  

 The seventeenth-century Kano-school painters Kano Ikkei 狩野一渓 (1599-1662) and 

Kano Einō 狩野永納 (1631-97) secured Sesshū’s ascension into the highest echelons of artistic 

mastery in their texts on the history of Japanese painting. As Yukio Lippit has discussed, Sesshū 

was an integral figure in the Kano school’s formulation of their artistic genealogy and they 

afforded him special treatment in their systematic accounts of Japanese painting history.35 The 

biographical entries on Sesshū in Tansei jakuboku shū (Collection of Japanese Painters) 丹青若

木集 (compiled between 1624 and 1662) and Honchō gashi (History of Japanese Painting) 本朝

画史 (published in 1693), by Kano Ikkei and Kano Einō respectively, touted Sesshū as the 

champion of domestically cultivated talent precisely because he went to China and found the 

painting scene there to be inferior to that at home. Ikkei wrote: 

[Sesshū] went to Ming (i.e. China) to pursue Buddhism and traveled to Tiantong shan, 
where he was invested with the office of the First Seat. The era was that of the Ming 
dynasty and Chang Yousheng and Li Zai were masters of equal excellence, yet [Sesshū’s] 
training far exceeded these two teachers.36 
 
為法入明，到天童山，任于第一座位。明朝而長有聲與李在二人並馳，師習超過二

師遠甚畢。 
 

Ikkei heralded Sesshū as not only a consummate master of painting, but also as a proxy for the 

supremacy of Sinitic painting in Japan over its continental counterpart in the Muromachi period. 

 
35 In his dissertation, Yukio Lippit has discussed how Kano Tan’yū sought to emulate and overcome the legacy of 
Sesshū, as well as the central role that Sesshū played in the Kano’s conceptualization of the history of Japanese 
painting. See Lippit, “The Birth of Japanese Painting History,” 138, 434, 451.  
 
36 For my complete annotated translation and transcription of Ikkei’s biography of Sesshū see Appendix I.11. Ikkei’s 
text is transcribed in Sakazaki Shizuka, ed., Nihon garon taikan, vol. 2 (Tōkyō: Arusu, 1929), 925-926.  
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 Kano Einō’s Honchō gashi further framed Sesshū as triumphing over the tradition of 

authentic Chinese painting, the study of which was the impetus for his travel. The contours of 

Einō’s biographical account recall the narrative structure of the “hero’s journey,” as the 

protagonist, in the words of Joseph Campbell, “ventures forth from the world of common day 

into a region of supernatural wonder: fabulous forces are there encountered and a decisive 

victory is won: the hero comes back from this mysterious adventure with the power to bestow 

boons on his fellow man.”37 In his lengthy entry for Sesshū, Einō related the following 

fictionalized dialogue between Sesshū and an anonymous Chinese figure whom Sesshū had 

supposedly consulted regarding outstanding painters of the time: 

Tōyō looked at the work of these painters (i.e. Li Zai and Chang Yousheng) and said, “I 
have traveled a great distance to come to the Country of Ming (i.e. China). My intention 
was to find painting teachers. Upon seeing the work of these two men, [I feel] that they 
are not sufficient for study. Therefore, there are no painters with whom to train in Ming. 
Only the famous sites of China, the mountains, rivers, pastures, and trees are my teachers. 
This being the case, [I realize that] the greatest master is to be found within myself, and 
not within another. Where else can I search?”38 
 
等楊見其所畫曰：“我遠遊明國，其志在求畫師。今見二氏跡不足學。然則大明國

裏無可師之人。唯明國名勝之地，山川草木，是我師也。然則師在我，而不在人，

豈他求乎？”  
 
According to Einō, Sesshū departed Japan with the noble goal of finding a Chinese painting 

teacher but, upon arrival, he confronted the dilemma of scarce talent in an unfamiliar place. 

Although the arduous journey seemed for naught, Sesshū transcended this crisis in the 

Buddhistic realization that what he had been searching for all along was, in fact, all around him 

in mother nature and indeed already residing in himself. Like Ikkei, Einō thus characterized 

 
37 Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces (Bollingen Series XVII) (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1949), 30.  
 
38 For my complete annotated translation and transcription of Einō’s biography of Sesshū see Appendix I.12. Einō’s 
text is transcribed in Kano Einō, Honchō gashi: Yakuchū, ed. Kasai Masaaki, Sasaki Susumu, and Takei Akio 
(Kyōto: Dōshōsha, 1985), 203.  
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Sesshū as the Japanese painter who definitively overcame the historical weight of the Chinese 

tradition and paved a new path for Sino-Japanese painting, a suitable sentiment for an author 

whose raison d’être was the championing of a local, and Kano-centric, narrative of art.39  

 Examination of Kano Ikkei’s and Kano Einō’s entries clearly reveals that their 

biographical accounts relied on the content of the 1495 preface.40 In doing so, they 

overgeneralized the message of Sesshū’s text in characterizing the painter’s psychology as it 

related to the experience of foreign travel. The impulse to establish Sesshū as the most 

authoritative representative of the Sinitic painting tradition in Japan, combined with the selective 

interpretation of his preface, thus formed the crucible in which Sesshū’s formative historical 

identity as a cultural hero was born.41 This interpretation of Sesshū’s sojourn, and its 

implications for his career, would hold sway for many years, even as modern scholars began to 

apply more rigorous methodologies to the subject. The first monograph on the painter, published 

by Numata Raisuke in 1912, embodied the heroic image of the artist in its very title – The 

Painting Saint Sesshū 画聖雪舟.  

 
39 As Yukio Lippit argues, Einō’s biographical entry also frames Sesshū’s achievements through the prism of his 
positive evaluation by Chinese figures, further underscoring Sesshū’s identity in Honchō gashi as the painter who 
secured the reputation of Japanese painting on the continent. See Lippit, “The Birth of Japanese Painting History,” 
547. This technique mirrored the larger methodology of Honchō gashi, in which “the presence of Chinese textuality 
and opinion evident throughout the History both anchors it within a tradition of Chinese texts, lending it 
considerable prestige, and provides Einō’s publication with a lens through which the artistic prowess of Japanese 
painters can be refracted.” Lippit, “The Birth of Japanese Painting History,” 527.  
 
40 For a discussion of Einō’s diverse source material in compiling his biography for Sesshū see Igarashi Kōichi, 
“Honchō gashi Sesshū den ni tsuite,” Tenkai toga 4 (2001): 18-29.  
 
41 As Shimao Arata and Watada Minoru have pointed out, the notion that Sesshū found no suitable masters with 
whom to train in China was earlier articulated in a long inscription written in 1489 by the monk Genryū Shūkei 彦龍

周興 for a set of hanging scrolls by Sesshū on the theme of the four seasons. See Shimao, “Sesshū kenkyū (ichi),” 
205, and Watada, “Sesshū jijo wo yomu,” 261. Genryū had borrowed this notion (i.e. the notion of there being no 
masters in China) from a separate passage contained in the Blue Cliff Record 碧巖錄 and may have used the idea in 
his inscription for Sesshū as an expression of his own literary erudition. See Watada, “Sesshū jijo wo yomu,” 261. 
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 Like Kano Ikkei and Kano Einō, the authors of what one might call Sesshū’s “proto-

historiography,” Numata identified the China experience as a seminal episode in the monk-

painter’s career. Numata’s treatment of the topic, while more thorough than that offered by the 

Kano painters, still resembled a series of anecdotes about the journey, loosely woven together 

and lacking a solid historical foundation.42 Numata’s introduction of the topic reflects the 

difficulty faced by early scholars in establishing the historicity of the subject. His discussion 

concerning the various and conflicting dates that were possible benchmarks for Sesshū’s journey 

left the issue of when the painter sailed to China unresolved. In Tansei jakuboku shū Kano Ikkei 

had omitted a chronological time frame altogether, while Einō, in Honchō gashi, had referred 

ambiguously and erroneously to Sesshū’s departure in the Kanshō 寛正 era (1460-65).  

The foundational matter of dating would prove to be the first frontier for Sesshū scholars 

tackling this pivotal moment in the painter’s biography. Numata proposed that Ryōan Keigo’s 

stated departure date of 1468 and return date of 1470 was most reliable and noted that this time 

frame overlapped with the twelfth Ashikaga diplomatic tribute mission led by Tenyo Seikei 天與

清啓 (act. 15th century). Although Ryōan’s dates would prove to be wrong, Numata’s 

observation importantly elucidated the notion that Sesshū’s travel to China was undertaken in the 

context of a tribute trade delegation.43 Ultimately, Numata inherited the interpretive framework 

established by the biographical entry in Honchō gashi, perpetuating the notion that Sesshū’s 

greatest gain from the experience was the grand instruction of nature.44 The subsequent phase of 

historiography, while largely maintaining this hero narrative, would witness a gradual 

 
42 Numata Raisuke, Gasei Sesshū, rev. ed. (1912; repr., Tōkyō: Ronsōsha, 2002), 29-42.  
 
43 Ibid., 30.  
 
44 Ibid., 34.  
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demystification of Sesshū’s sojourn by articulating in ever more concrete and verifiable ways the 

historical parameters of the monk-painter’s experience. 

 It was the historian Watanabe Yosuke, a native son of Yamaguchi, who would make the 

first important contribution of this nature. While working at the historical archives of Tōkyō 

Imperial University (the precursor to the University of Tōkyō) Watanabe had the opportunity to 

conduct systematic research into primary sources. The fruits of his research were subsequently 

published in a Kokka 国華 article from 1913 aptly titled “Regarding Sesshū’s Travel to Ming 

雪舟の入明に就いて.” Providing an overview of preceding theories and ultimately citing the 

mutually corroborating dates recorded in the two most reliable primary sources for Sesshū’s 

sojourn – the literati Xu Lian’s 徐璉 (act. 15th century) preface and poem and the monk Lu’an’s 

魯庵 (act. 15th century) preface and poem – Watanabe confirmed that as a member of the Ōnin 

diplomatic delegation Sesshū departed in 1467 and returned in 1469.45 In addition, Watanabe 

collated a range of contextualizing historical information regarding the preparations for the 

delegation in Japan and the circumstances of the itinerary in China, thus laying the foundation 

for more than a century of future scholarship.  

 The increasingly crystallized contours of the China sojourn as a topic worthy of scholarly 

attention are reflected in a volume of the art journal Gasetsu 画説 from 1937 that was devoted in 

its entirety to scholarship on Sesshū. Tanaka Toyozō, an art historian who specialized in Chinese 

 
45 Watanabe Yosuke, “Sesshū no nyūmin ni tsuite,” Kokka 279 (1913): 37-38. Puzzlingly, Einō’s entry in Honchō 
gashi cited Xu Lian’s departure poem for Sesshū, yet the Kano compiler did not use the internal evidence of Xu 
Lian’s preface to propose Sesshū’s arrival date of 1467. In a similar vein, Numata Raisuke was evidently aware of 
Xu Lian’s preface and poem but did not take this information into consideration when discussing the time frame of 
Sesshū’s travel. Watanabe pointed out that only Kindō Kiyoshi, a Yamaguchi-based scholar who devoted himself to 
the study of his home region, had used Xu Lian’s preface as evidence of Sesshū’s arrival and departure dates. 
Furthermore, a historian named Sasakawa Taneo had first introduced Lu’an’s preface and poem in an article from 
the preceding year (1912), which also contained internal evidence to support these dates. See Watanabe, “Sesshū no 
nyūmin ni tsuite,” 40. 
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painting and literature, authored the headline article regarding Sesshū and the Ming literati. 

Tanaka’s article is a clear indication of the perceived importance of the China experience in 

Sesshū’s biography and the growing interest in this sub-topic among Japanese scholars in the 

field of Chinese studies.46 Tanaka attempted to flesh out information regarding such figures as 

the literati Xu Lian and Jin Shi 金湜 (1411-after 1491), both of whom Sesshū likely met, as well 

as the historical background of sites he had visited, such as the temples Tiantong si 天童寺 and 

Da Xinglong si 大興隆寺. Although Tanaka made several misidentifications, he paved a path for 

contextualizing research in Chinese sources that had the potential to bestow a finer texture to the 

narrative.47   

 In 1938, the art historian Tani Shin’ichi imparted unprecedented clarity and substance to 

what had previously been an amorphous understanding of Sesshū’s itinerary in China in his 

article for the journal Bijutsu kenkyū美術研究. Tani achieved this by mapping Sesshū’s 

movements onto the chronological and geographical coordinates of the preceding Hōtoku 

diplomatic delegation, which departed Japan in 1453.48 The monk Shōun Zuikin 笑雲瑞訢 (act. 

15th century) left a succinct but complete account of the Hōtoku delegation’s itinerary, allowing 

scholars like Tani to speculatively calculate departure dates and periods of stay at given stops 

 
46 Tanaka Toyozō, “Sesshū to Min no bunjin,” Gasetsu 9 (1937): 247-263. 
  
47 In the following year (1938), Tanaka published a subsequent article in Gasetsu in which he amended several 
points from his previous article, notably his misidentification of Da Xinglong si as a temple in Ningbo Prefecture. 
See Tanaka Toyozō, “Sesshū nyūmin zatsuji: ‘Sesshū to Min no bunjin’ wo hoseisu,” Gasetsu 24 (1938): 1087-
1094. In his 1937 article, Tanaka had also curiously stated that Sesshū’s commission to paint for the Ministry of 
Rites in Beijing was not in the central administrative hall, but rather in the examination hall managed by the 
Ministry of Rites. This statement would have a long-lasting influence on the historiography and has led to 
considerable confusion among scholars as to the location of Sesshū’s painting project in Beijing. I discuss Sesshū’s 
painting commission from the Ministry of Rites in Chapter One.  
 
48 Tani Shin’ichi, “Sesshū Tōyō den shūi: Nyūmin to kichō go no ichi shiryō,” Bijutsu kenkyū 81 (1938): 405-410.  
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along the journey for Japanese delegations in the fifteenth century.49 Tani’s research thus offered 

a more historicizing interpretation of the romanticized notion, which had prevailed in prior 

scholarship, that Sesshū traveled to China and searched widely for a master to instruct him in 

painting. By emphasizing the strict protocol that governed visiting diplomatic delegations to 

China, Tani clarified the spatial parameters and controlled nature of Sesshū’s experience. In so 

doing, Tani lent the field a modern sense of academic rigor.50  

On the eve of the United States’ entrance into the Pacific War with Japan, an American 

woman by the name of Jon Ella Hastings Carter Covell authored the first, and to this day only, 

monograph on Sesshū in the English language.51 Covell’s book, Under the Seal of Sesshū, was 

published in 1941. Though now dated in its prose style, Covell’s work was nonetheless 

groundbreaking for the range of primary materials consulted and translated into English. Her 

sweeping treatment of Sesshū as a historical figure and as a painter was remarkable given that 

the field of Sesshū scholarship in Japan was still relatively young. 

 In the wake of World War II, Sesshū appears to have offered the defeated and weary 

Japanese nation a consoling reminder of their cultural heritage and humanity. In 1956, landmark 

exhibitions at the national museums in Kyōto and Tōkyō displayed Sesshū’s most important 

works, including Landscapes of the Four Seasons 四季山水図 (Tōkyō National Museum) and 

the Long Landscape 山水長巻 (Mōri Family Museum), in commemoration of the painter’s 450th 

 
49 For the edited and annotated text of Shōun’s travel diary cited throughout this dissertation see Shōun Zuikin, 
Shōun nyūmin ki: Nihon sō no mita Mindai Chūgoku (Tōyō bunko 798), ed. Murai Shōsuke and Suda Makiko 
(Tōkyō: Heibonsha, 2010).  
 
50 The main shortcoming of Tani’s research was his insistence, despite the evidence of Xu Lian’s and Lu’an’s 
testimonies, on the idea that Sesshū sailed on the Ashikaga vessel rather than on the Ōuchi vessel, thus leading him 
to determine that Sesshū departed Japan in 1468 instead of 1467. For a detailed discussion of the delegation’s 
constituents and their differing times of departure see Chapter One.  
 
51 Jon Ella Hastings Carter Covell, Under the Seal of Sesshū (1941; repr., New York: Hacker Art Books, 1975). 
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death anniversary. The catalogs that accompanied these exhibitions provided an opportunity for 

new research on the painter, as did a special volume of the journal Museum that was devoted to 

Sesshū studies. The anniversary of the painter’s death, and its attendant events and festivities, not 

only brought a newfound awareness and knowledge of Sesshū as a historical figure to the non-

academic world, but also inspired intellectual communities in regions with historical ties to the 

painter, such as Okayama, Yamaguchi, and Ōita, to pick up the mantle of local scholarship.52  

In 1956, the World Peace Council, an organization founded in 1948 by the communist 

government of the Soviet Union, selected Sesshū as a historical personage of outstanding cultural 

significance. Stamps bearing the image of Sesshū’s self-portrait were even circulated throughout 

the Soviet Union in honor of this distinction. In a phenomenon that deserves its own follow-up 

study, Sesshū was also embraced by the Soviet Union’s fellow communist regimes. In August of 

1956, the People’s Republic of China held a grand ceremony to celebrate the painter, staging an 

exhibition of life-size photographic replicas of works that had been gifted by the Sesshū 

Commemorative Society in Japan. The communist government of North Vietnam also hosted 

events to honor Sesshū that year.53  

The most significant contribution of the era, however, came in the form of Kumagai 

Nobuo’s 1958 monograph on the painter, a work that remains one of the most important sources 

of Sesshū scholarship in the field.54 While Kumagai’s book devoted a chapter to Sesshū’s China 

sojourn, it was the two-part article that he had published in the journal Bijutsushi 美術史 in the 

 
52 Kumagai Nobuo provided an overview of the Sesshū-related events of 1956 in a column for the journal Bijutsushi 
in 1957. See Kumagai Nobuo, “Gakkai tenbō: 1956 nen no Sesshū kenkyū,” Bijutsushi 26 (1957): 69.  
 
53 Ibid., 69.  
 
54 Kumagai Nobuo, Sesshū Tōyō (Nihon bijutsu no sōsho 4) (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigaku shuppan kai, 1958).  
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previous year (1957) that has had the most lasting ramifications for the historiography of 

Sesshū’s China years. Kumagai’s articles deftly synthesized the preceding works of scholarship, 

while also crafting a consolidated presentation of primary sources from Japan and China, to paint 

what was, at that time, the most complete picture of Sesshū’s sojourn.55  

For the first time, one perceived Sesshū not merely as the lone protagonist of his story, 

but rather as a historical entity who was part of a far-reaching network of people, places, and 

events that together constituted the experience of the Ōnin diplomatic delegation. Kumagai also 

pointedly addressed certain ambiguities, such as the separate arrival of the Ashikaga and Ōuchi 

vessels (to be discussed in detail in Chapter One), and thereby laid the groundwork for scholarly 

consensus in later decades. Kumagai’s strictly chronological structure and exhaustive approach 

were extremely commendable, but his narrative thread rode on the back of block-citations of 

dense primary texts accompanied by little interpretation or explanation. This fact has lent his 

work an arcane and impenetrable quality.   

 Despite these various accretions of scholarship regarding Sesshū’s China trip during the 

first half of the twentieth century, the paradigm of Sesshū’s disappointment with the painting 

masters of the continent and his resulting artistic education from nature persisted as the central 

current of exegesis in the work of the aforementioned scholars. At the heart of this paradigm still 

stood the heroic painter of the Kano painting histories. One senses, however, that by the post-war 

period Sesshū was no longer simply hailed as the standard-bearer of the Sinitic painting tradition 

but embraced as an emblem of Japan’s metaphorical redemption and rebirth. The hero’s cloak 

had changed, if not his spirit. This lingering historiographical legacy became fodder for two 

 
55 Kumagai Nobuo, “Boshi nyūmin to Sesshū (jō),” Bijutsushi 24 (1957): 21-34, and Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to 
Sesshū (ge),” Bijutsushi 25 (1957): 24-33. 
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subsequent monographs on the painter in the 1960s and 1970s that signaled the dawn of a new 

era of Sesshū scholarship.  

 Hasumi Shigeyasu’s A Theory of Sesshū 雪舟等楊論 and Yoshimura Teiji’s Sesshū雪舟 

both inaugurated what may be referred to as the humanizing phase in Sesshū scholarship, as each 

author strove to understand the painter’s motivations and actions in terms of his elusive 

psychology. Hasumi Shigeyasu’s monograph, while providing a sensitive and insightful 

evaluation of the painter, veered in the direction of essentialism, portraying Sesshū as an 

inherently “Japanese” painter whose work needed to be liberated from the sphere of Chinese 

influence. Like so many before him, Yoshimura fell back on the narrative of disillusionment. To 

the Sesshū of Hasumi’s narrative, the homeland of the historical Song painters had changed and 

was utterly lacking in equivalent talent. In the face of this situation, Sesshū had no option but to 

bury his past self, immerse himself in the world of “Zhe School折派” painting, and thus forge a 

new path forward.56 This process of transformation was, according to Hasumi, inflected with the 

Buddhist philosophy of non-duality, manifested in Sesshū’s self-proclaimed realization that the 

inspiration he sought was residing within all along.57  

In his book Sesshū, Yoshimura Teiji tended even further toward over-psychologizing his 

subject, casting Sesshū as a wanderer and an almost tragic figure, spurred to self-discovery 

amidst the violent upheaval of late fifteenth-century Japan. Yoshimura explains that although 

Sesshū was lauded in China for his superior skill in painting, he was crestfallen that the world of 

the Song painters was not to be found in the “real” China. Instead, Sesshū sought solace in the 

 
56 The “Zhe School” refers to an ill-defined stylistic category in the Ming dynasty that includes much professional 
and court painting, especially that by painters who hailed from Zhejiang (hence the name) and Fujian provinces.  
 
57 Hasumi Shigeru, Sesshū Tōyō ron: So no ningen zō to sakuhin (Tōkyō: Chikuma shobō, 1966), 62-63.  
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principles of nature and it was therein that he was reborn as an artist. In Yoshimura’s telling, 

Sesshū’s reaction to the state of painting in contemporary China was akin to an existential crisis, 

a crisis that, once weathered, allowed Sesshū to reinvent himself anew.58  

  Thus, Hasumi’s and Yoshimura’s studies converged on the trope of rebirth, whether 

artistically or spiritually conceived. In both cases it was the China experience that provided the 

crucible of change and, in this sense, the narrative of the “hero’s journey” had changed little 

from the inception of Sesshū’s “proto-historiography” in the seventeenth century. Yet, Sesshū 

was a thoroughly mortal hero now, a man for whom the experience of travel was a process of 

self-discovery culminating in the ineffable “Sesshū-ness 雪舟らしさ” that would characterize 

his mature paintings. This theoretical bent inadvertently steered the ship of study further away 

from the consideration of contemporary China as Sesshū had encountered it, and instead sought 

answers to his life and art in the inverse direction, that is, in factors that were eternal and 

historical.  

 In the later 1970s, the scholar Ōnishi Hiroshi made one of the most important 

interventions in Sesshū’s historiography. Between 1976 and 1978, Ōnishi published a twenty-

four part series of articles in the journal Nihon bijutsu kōgei 日本美術工芸 in which his goal 

was to reexamine all of the primary sources, textual and pictorial, relating to the painter and to 

reevaluate their significance for our understanding of Sesshū within the broader socio-historical 

context of the painter’s lifetime. Ōnishi’s methodology was to restore each primary artifact to the 

set of cultural contingencies that had characterized its original “place” in history. In so doing, 

Ōnishi directed the spotlight away from Sesshū and his interiority to illuminate the world that 

 
58 Yoshimura Teiji, Sesshū Tōyō (Tōkyō: Kodansha, 1975), 88. Yoshimura’s chapter on Sesshū’s China experience 
is, in fact, titled “The Crisis of an Absence of Art 芸術不在の危機.”  
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enveloped him – from the erudite milieu of Chinese intellectualism in the Five Mountain 

temples, through the diverse religious cohort in Kyōto, and to the close-knit network of friends in 

Yamaguchi. Ōnishi thus provided a robust historical framework for Sesshū and brought his story 

vividly to life.59 

 From 2000 to 2006, Ōnishi published another impressive series of articles, this time 

focusing on the primary materials that had direct bearing on Sesshū’s China years.60 As had been 

the case in his commentary from the late 1970s, Ōnishi’s aim was to lay bare the cultural, social, 

religious, and political forces that lurked behind each artifact or text. In this process, Ōnishi 

diversified the body of contextualizing historical information concerning various people and 

places that Sesshū encountered on his sojourn. Moreover, Ōnishi proposed innovative themes 

through which to examine Sesshū’s travel experience, such as the rise of regional urban centers 

in East Asia, the role of power dynamics and cultural ideologies in China’s tribute trade system, 

and the revolution in print technology in the premodern world. The confined spatial parameters 

of the journal article format and the breadth of Ōnishi’s approach, however, meant that no 

individual topic could be treated in a sustained or penetrating fashion.  

 In contrast to Ōnishi, the art historian Shimao Arata set about in the 1990s and early 

2000s to craft a more integrated reappraisal of Sesshū’s life and practice.61 Like Ōnishi, Shimao 

furthered the inexorable drive to remove the painter from the lofty pedestal of artistic genius in 

 
59 Ōnishi Hiroshi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu (1-24),” Nihon bijutsu kōgei 448-453, 455, 456, 460-475 (1976-1978).  
 
60 Ōnishi Hiroshi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu (1-32),” Gekkan hyakka 467-469, 471-473, 475-477, 479, 481, 483, 485-
487, 489, 491, 493, 495, 497, 501, 503, 505, 507, 511, 513, 515, 517, 523, 525, 527 (2000-2006).  
 
61 Shimao’s reassessment of Sesshū is laid out in four articles published in the journal Bijutsu kenkyū between 1992 
to 2002. Shimao Arata, “Sesshū Tōyō no kenkyū (ichi): Sesshū no imeji senryaku,” Bijutsu kenkyū 351 (1992): 16-3, 
Shimao, “Sesshū Tōyō no kenkyū (ni): ‘Gozan bungaku’ no naka no gaka tachi,” Bijutsu kenkyū 356 (1993): 24-37, 
Shimao, “Sesshū Tōyō no kenkyū (san): ‘Shūtō sansui zu’ no jōhō gaku (jō),” Bijutsu kenkyū 372 (1999): 1-19, and 
Shimao, “Sesshū Tōyō no kenkyū (yon): ‘Shūtō sansui zu’ no jōhō gaku (chū),” Bijutsu kenkyū 376 (2002): 1-17.   
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an attempt to arrive more soundly at historical reality. More so than Ōnishi, however, Shimao 

edged toward the humanizing paradigms of Hasumi and Yoshimura in orienting Sesshū’s 

motives and behavior by way of the painter’s psychology. Shimao’s trope of the inferiority 

complex, touched upon at the beginning of this introduction, cast Sesshū as a disheartened figure 

whose idiosyncratic painting style and poor grasp of literary composition effectively disqualified 

him from a career as a painter in the refined cultural environment of the capital. According to 

Shimao, it was this lingering and critical self-consciousness that led Sesshū to exert himself in 

the arena of self-promotion.62   

 Shimao’s writings concerning Sesshū’s China trip have been targeted at integrating the 

episode into the broader trajectory of Sesshū’s life.63 Shimao’s most important contribution to 

the historiography of this subject has been his insistence upon applying a pragmatic lens to 

history, advocating that we should first and foremost understand Sesshū’s role in the diplomatic 

delegation of which he was a member. In this vein, Shimao has compellingly argued that Sesshū 

likely functioned as a pictorial recorder of information in an era long before the advent of 

photography. Sesshū’s training as an artist made him an ideal addition to the Ōuchi team, for 

whom he could gather novel, and potentially useful, intelligence about the Ming world.64  

 
62 Shimao has pursued this line of argumentation in multiple articles. See Shimao Arata, “Sesshū Tōyō no kenkyū 
(ichi): Sesshū no imeji senryaku,” Bijutsu kenkyū 351 (1992): 16-33, Shimao, “Hiyaku e no tabi: Sesshū no 
Chūgoku kō,” in Sesshū (Shinchō Nihon bijutsu bunko 1) (Tōkyō: Shinchōsha, 1996), 73-85, Shimao, “‘Haboku 
sansui zu’ no ga to shi,” Tenkai toga 3 (2002): 32-46, and Shimao, “Shiteki Sesshū zō,” in Sesshū: Botsugo 500 nen 
tokubetsu ten, ed. Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi 
shimbun, 2002), 218-225.   
 
63 Two excellent representatives of Shimao’s contribution to this historiography are Shimao Arata, “Hiyaku e no 
tabi: Sesshū no Chūgoku kō,” in Sesshū (Shinchō Nihon bijutsu bunko 1) (Tōkyō: Shinchōsha, 1996), 73-85, and 
Shimao, “Imaju no naka no Kōnan: Sesshū ga kaita Kinzanji wo chushin ni,” Chugoku: Shakai to bunka 23 (2008): 
38-65.  
 
64 Shimao, “Imaju no naka no Kōnan: Sesshū ga kaita Kinzanji wo chushin ni,” 38.   
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Nevertheless, in his scholarship on the subject Shimao has also emphasized the restrictive 

nature of the Ming tribute trade system and warned against investing Sesshū with too much 

agency in the course of his travels. Overall, although Shimao acknowledges the significance of 

the China years for Sesshū’s artistic maturation, he is wary of granting this experience overdue 

weight in explaining the larger path of Sesshū’s life and career.65 This perspective has not, 

however, diminished Shimao’s abiding interest in the circulation of imagery and styles in 

medieval Japan that originated in contemporary Chinese paintings, and the relationship between 

this material and Sesshū’s first-hand experience in China.  

In 2000, Miyajima Shin’ichi published a monograph on the painter, Sesshū: A Wandering 

Artist 雪舟:遊逸の画家, which broadly followed in the tradition of Shimao’s interpretive 

stance. Although targeting a popular audience, Miyajima’s text is peppered throughout with 

scholarly insights and information. Like Shimao, Miyajima understood Sesshū’s departure from 

Kyōto as the result of deep discouragement surrounding his future prospects in the capital. 

Miyajima rejected the notion that the desire to travel to China factored into Sesshū’s relocation 

to Suō, going so far as to state that it did not matter where he went as long as it was a fresh 

start.66 With regards to Sesshū’s experience in China, Miyajima inherited the rhetoric of Hasumi 

and Yoshimura in emphasizing Sesshū’s disappointment at the state of painting in contemporary 

China.67  

In contrast to the focus placed on Sesshū’s motivations and psychology by such scholars 

as Shimao and Miyajima, a younger generation of Sesshū scholars have redirected the field in a 

 
65 Shimao, “Hiyaku e no tabi: Sesshū no Chūgoku kō,” 80-81, 85.  
 
66 Miyajima Shin’ichi, Sesshū: Yūitsu no gaka (Tōkyō: Seishi shuppan, 2000), 52.  
 
67 Ibid., 89.  
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direction that has deemphasized the identity of Sesshū himself as a crucial framework of 

meaning in his painting. Hata Yasunori, for example, has analyzed the political functions of 

Sesshū’s paintings for his regional patrons.68 Egaitsu Michihiko has made several significant 

contributions in identifying the Chinese pictorial and conceptual inspiration for paintings in 

Sesshū’s oeuvre.69 Yukio Lippit has argued for the technique and materiality of Sesshū’s ink 

paintings as vehicles for a complex and sometimes self-negating subjectivity.70  

 It was, however, Watada Minoru’s 2013 monograph, Chinese-style Painting Master: 

Sesshū’s Profession 漢画師：雪舟の仕事, that has constituted the most recent and radical 

approach to reframing the figure of Sesshū.71 Watada’s prolific publications on Sesshū represent 

the extreme swing of the historiographical pendulum from the hero paradigm that persisted 

through much of the twentieth century to the ultimate re-assessment of Sesshū as a figure 

undistinguished from other professional painters, or eshi 絵師, of his time. In this framework, 

Watada views the China experience as a series of “extraordinary circumstances 特殊な事件” 

that Sesshū could neither have orchestrated nor predicted.72 He envisions Sesshū as a decidedly 

 
68 See, for example, Hata Yasunori, “Bunmei jūhachi nen no Ōuchi shi to Sesshū,” in Sesshū Tōyō: “Sesshū e no 
tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron shuppan, 
2006), 250-251, and Hata, “Sesshu no Kannon hensō zu wo megutte,” in Ronshū - Tōyō Nihon bijutsushi to genjo: 
mitsumeru, mamoru, tsutaeru, ed. Tōyō Nihon bijutsushi to genjo henshū i’in kai (Tōkyō: Chikurinsha, 2012), 106-
107.  
   
69 See, for example, Egaitsu Michihiko, “Sesshū no Chūgoku shinkei gakan ni tsuite,” Tenkai toga 1 (1997): 18-36, 
and Egaitsu, “Mindai no hōko to Sesshū,” Tenkai toga 8 (2009): 21-41.  
 
70 Lippit, “Of Modes and Manners in Japanese Ink Painting,” 50-77. 
 
71 Watada Minoru, Kangashi: Sesshū no shigoto (Tōkyō: Bürcke, 2013).  
 
72 Watada’s most systematic and detailed examination of Sesshū’s China trip is Watada Minoru, “Sesshū nyūmin: 
Hitori no gasō ni okotta tokushu na jiken,” Bijutsu kenkyū 381 (2004):1-24.  
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passive witness to his own life and contends that one must glean the substance of that life strictly 

within the textual parameters of extant primary sources.  

While Watada acknowledges that Sesshū’s opportunities in China were unique, he argues 

that the experience had minimal implications for his post-China career or for the history of 

Japanese art.73 Watada’s systematic and analytical approach to the primary material is 

commendable, but the rigidity of his methodology has resulted in a reactionary and 

decontextualized treatment of the subject. Watada’s insistence on literal interpretations of the 

primary texts, and his marginal consideration of the visual qualities of Sesshū’s paintings, has 

rendered his study of Sesshū’s sojourn inherently limited.  

Such has been the dramatic arc of Sesshū’s historiographical reception in the modern era. 

The inexorable momentum to divest the painter of heroic aura and human agency has perhaps 

reached its culmination in an interpretation that threatens to make of the painter a non-entity. The 

field of Sesshū scholarship has reached the outer boundaries of its philological potential, for few 

new textual materials directly concerning Sesshū or his trip to China have emerged since the 

seminal period of research conducted by scholars like Kumagai in the mid-twentieth century. 

The future of Sesshū scholarship, like its recent past, will proceed ever more along the vectors of 

interpretation and contextualization.  

A host of other scholars in Japan, including Ebine Toshio, Toda Teisuke, Fukushima 

Tsunenori, Takahashi Noriko, Itakura Masaki, Hashimoto Yū, and Itō Koji, among others, have 

made valuable contributions to the historiography in ways that have directly or indirectly 

enriched the subject of Sesshū’s sojourn. Their work will be cited throughout the chapters of this 

 
73 Watada argues this point most forcefully in the following publications: Watada Minoru, “Sesshū ga motarashita 
mono,” Bijutsu foramu 21 (2004): 23-29, Watada, “Sesshū nyūmin hoi: Shinpojiumu hōkoku to ‘Haboku sansui zu’ 
no koto,” Tenkai toga 6 (2006): 23-40, and Watada, Kangashi: Sesshū no shigoto (Tōkyō: Bürcke, 2013).  
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dissertation under the relevant subjects. Their omission from this introductory historiographical 

review is due solely to considerations of length and I encourage readers to take note of their 

work in the pages that follow. Additionally, the field has also benefited from two English-

language master’s theses on Sesshū by Ng Yuk Lan and Hui Fang.74 While these studies 

represent important steps in the introduction of Sesshū to non-Japanese audiences, the sheer 

depth and breadth of study that has characterized Sesshū scholarship in Japan vis-à-vis his 

limited scholarly treatment outside of Japan remains a striking asymmetry that this dissertation 

has attempted to remedy and which must continue to be addressed going forward.  

 

III. Retelling Sesshū’s Travel  

 

This study enters the historiographical field at the juncture of philological limitation and 

contextualizing potential. As the above historiographical review has made clear, much of the 

prior scholarship on Sesshū’s sojourn has addressed the significance of this episode in the 

painter’s career, but the perspectives have diverged on what exactly constituted that significance. 

The question remains as to where we locate the origins of Sesshū’s transformation, how we chart 

its effect, and why it was significant for Sesshū’s story, and for the story of Japanese art writ 

large.  

I have employed three methods, which distinguish my study of Sesshū’s sojourn from 

prior research, to address these central questions. First, I have allowed Sesshū’s paintings to 

dictate the structure of this dissertation and to constitute the primary evidence and explanation 

 
74 Ng Yuk Lan, “Sesshū and Chinese Academic Painting” (master’s thesis, University of Hong Kong, 1997), and 
Hui Fang, “Sesshū Tōyō’s Selective Assimilation of Ming Chinese Painting Elements” (master’s thesis, University 
of Oregon, 2013). ProQuest (1538562).  
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for the transformative nature of his experience. While previous studies have primarily introduced 

paintings as illustrative companions to the narrative of Sesshū’s travel, I excavate the 

significance of Sesshū’s transcultural experience from the visual information contained within 

paintings that span the early, middle, and late phases of his career. Chapters Two through Five 

are anchored in painting case studies, which serve as the loci around which I construct the 

historical, social, and political context of their creation and meaning. 

My focus on objects has thus expanded the realm of interpretive possibility by situating 

Sesshū within the broader world of his experience, illuminating the cultural infrastructures and 

geographic networks through which he moved and to which he responded in heretofore under-

appreciated ways. This methodological approach has also led me to select some case studies, 

notably Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites of China 唐土勝景図巻 and the Thirty-three Kannon 三十三

観音図, that have been comparatively neglected in the historiography due to their perceived 

status as works of only tangential or secondary importance in Sesshū’s oeuvre. When repurposed 

as windows into Sesshū’s China experience, however, these paintings demonstrate the range of 

visual culture to which Sesshū was exposed. Furthermore, these case studies enable us to 

transcend the confined realm of “Ming art” to engage with the broader world of Ming material 

culture in understanding the forces that shaped Sesshū’s artistic creation. 

In this way, my study unites two primary strands of research methodology commonly 

found in Japanese-language scholarship. The first of these strands is the “Creator Discourse 作家

論,” dealing with the accumulation and synthesis of biographical or contextualizing data related 

to a particular historical figure. The second strand is the “Object Discourse 作品論,” or the study 

of particular works of literature and art as discrete objects with strong emphasis, in the case of art 

history, on style, meaning, materiality, and methods of production. My dissertation is the first 
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work of scholarship to thoroughly interweave these two approaches in a study of Sesshū’s China 

trip. In combining historical narrative with painting case studies, I contribute insight both to 

Sesshū’s biographical profile and his oeuvre.  

The second method I have employed is that, in reconstructing the narrative of Sesshū’s 

travel and in interpreting the painting case studies, I have utilized an extensive array of Chinese 

textual sources and visual material. While scholars like Kumagai conducted meticulous research 

in Chinese primary texts, their purview was largely limited to official historical records (e.g., the 

Veritable Records of the Ming 明實錄 and the History of the Ming 明史) that contain 

information pertaining to the Ōnin mission, of which Sesshū was a member. In my dissertation, I 

have drawn widely upon court records, private literary anthologies, gazetteers, stele inscriptions, 

travel diaries, Buddhist texts, artistic treatises, and painting inscriptions to contextualize the 

circumstances of Sesshū’s travel and to shed light on the paintings that emerged during his China 

years and beyond.  

I have similarly leveraged a diverse corpus of Chinese visual material in this study to 

enliven the narrative and, more importantly, to identify the pictorial universe in which the seeds 

of Sesshū’s artistic transformation germinated. As Craig Clunas has observed, what is at stake in 

the Ming is “a history of images, as opposed to a history of art, a form of historical enquiry 

which would not start from an a priori privileging of certain works as masterpieces, but would 

range more widely across the entire ‘field of cultural production.’”75 Prior studies of Sesshū’s 

China trip have tended to focus primarily on so-called “Zhe School” paintings in discussing the 

purely artistic dimension of Sesshū’s experience abroad. Here, I have expanded the visual cast to 

consider imperial genre painting, maps, gazetteer illustrations, murals, printed and painted sutras, 

 
75 Craig Clunas, Pictures and Visuality in Early Modern China (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1997), 9.  
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and even Buddhist sculpture in assessing the breadth of forms and media that informed the visual 

and conceptual dimensions of Sesshū’s paintings.  

Third, rather than perpetuating anachronistic frameworks, this study emphasizes 

contemporaneous contexts. In the Japan of Sesshū’s lifetime, there existed multiple “Chinas.” 

There was the historical China of the past, the romanticized China of the imagination, and the 

actual China across the sea. It is a central tenet of this dissertation that it was the conditions of 

China as Sesshū encountered it, that is, the conditions of the “real” contemporaneous China, that 

provided the crucible in which Sesshū forged the methods and manners of painting for which he 

would become known to history. While modern scholars have acknowledged this fact in one way 

or another, discussion of Sesshū’s artistry tends to hold fast to artistic precedent rather than 

artistic present.  

This fact is observable, for example, in the characterization of Sesshū as a painter who 

had mastered Song dynasty styles of painting. Scholars may be quick to qualify that these were 

Song styles wielded by Ming painters, but such explanations do little to address the substance of 

difference and preserve the primacy of past traditions, past artists, and past styles over 

consideration of why these phenomena were also inherently “modern.” My emphasis on 

contemporaneity has enabled me to delve deep into the textual and visual world of fifteenth-

century China, for I believe that it is within those proximate temporal coordinates that one finds 

the most compelling answers to the query of how and why Sesshū changed as an artist.  

Although not a methodological approach, the status of this dissertation as an English-

language resource for information about Sesshū also merits characterization as a contribution to 

the field. In its depth and breadth, this dissertation constitutes the most comprehensive 

examination of Sesshū in the English language to date. While Covell and Ng achieved admirable 
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breadth of treatment, the monographic nature of their studies placed fundamental limitations on 

their consideration of any individual period of the artist’s career, particularly his seminal journey 

to China. Furthermore, since the periods of their publications much new research has been 

conducted in Japan and remains largely unknown to audiences in the West. To the best of my 

ability, I have incorporated the findings and insights of this research into my study such that it 

might reflect the state of the “Sesshū field” as it thrives today. I have also created an appendix of 

complete and annotated translations of the main historical texts related to Sesshū in the hopes 

that these will be resources for students and scholars in the future.     

*** 

This dissertation is structured in three parts, titled The Journey, Spheres of Culture, and 

The China Legacy. In Part I (The Journey), which is composed of one chapter titled “The 

Historical Stage,” I recreate the historical circumstances of Sesshū’s sojourn from the inception 

of the Ōnin diplomatic delegation in Kyōto, through the delegation’s travels in China, and ending 

in the delegation’s return to the port of Akamagaseki in Suō. This chapter is the most thorough 

account of Sesshū’s China travel in the historiography of the painter.  

The Journey begins with a discussion of Sesshū’s social connections in the circle of Neo-

Confucian study in Kyōto. In elucidating Sesshū’s formative immersion in the culture of Chinese 

intellectualism at the Five Mountain temples in the capital, I reframe Sesshū’s motivations for 

relocating to Suō and his attraction to securing passage on a China-bound vessel. In a 

chronological narrative style, the chapter leads the reader through the various geographical 

points of the itinerary, introducing the people and events that the Ōnin delegation met along the 

way. This chapter is woven with a plethora of historical sources, from earlier diaries of 

diplomatic delegations to stele inscriptions and official records of the Ming court, to reconstruct 
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the tangible fabric of the delegation’s journey. In addition to these textual sources, I also use 

Sesshū’s paintings, notably his People of Various Countries 国々人物図巻, to glean insight into 

Sesshū’s experience of travel and his encounter with the unfamiliar.  

Part I thus establishes the armature onto which the two subsequent chapters that make up 

Part II (Spheres of Culture) graft the sociocultural environments of the two distinct spheres in 

which Sesshū spent considerable amounts of time while in China. The first of these chapters is 

titled “Sesshū and the Literati.” In this chapter I map the network of literati personalities with 

whom Sesshū possibly had contact based upon his association with the Ningbo calligrapher and 

painter Jin Shi 金湜 (1411–after 1491). I argue that it was in this milieu that Sesshū was 

emboldened to assert his artistic agency in the form of self-reflective inscriptions on his painting. 

Moreover, in analyzing Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites of China I demonstrate how Sesshū’s 

exposure to Ming literati society catalyzed his lifelong interest in depicting places to which he 

traveled. This experience furnished Sesshū with the pictorial vocabulary and conceptual 

framework to pioneer a new genre of “place painting” in Japan.  

The second chapter of Part II, “Sesshū and the Court,” addresses Sesshū’s interaction 

with artists of the imperial painting academy at the Forbidden City in Beijing. In this chapter, I 

elucidate the heretofore hazily defined coterie of painters who were active at the court during 

Sesshū’s residence in Beijing and explore the stylistic and thematic relationships between their 

extant work and paintings in Sesshū’s oeuvre. In analyzing Sesshū’s painting quartet Landscapes 

of the Four Seasons 四季山水図 through a tripartite stylistic rubric of composition, motifs, and 

brushwork, I reveal how these paintings encapsulate habits of artistry that were employed by the 

painters that populated the fifteenth-century Ming academy of Sesshū’s time. I ascertain the 

origins of the stylistic techniques that would define Sesshū’s painting for the remainder of his 
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career and which would live on as the essential pictorial vocabulary of ink painting in Japan. 

Sesshū’s use of elaborate signatures on his paintings was also, I argue, a new means of 

expressing his artistic identity that was inspired by the practice of Ming court painters.  

Part III (The China Legacy) of this dissertation departs from the historical context of 

Sesshū’s sojourn and casts a spotlight on a landmark moment in Sesshū’s professional life, the 

year 1486. In this year, the Ōuchi clan of western Japan, who had acted as Sesshū’s patrons since 

before his departure for China, commemorated the investiture of a new heir and the 

consolidation of their family genealogy. By examining two artistic projects that Sesshū 

undertook in this year, I uncover the enduring ramifications of his travel experience, specifically 

as that experience informed Sesshū’s promotion of the Ōuchi clan’s cultural and political status 

through the medium of his art.  

In the first chapter of part III, titled “The Politics of Prayer,” I investigate a little-known 

painting commission that Sesshū completed in 1486 on the subject of the thirty-three 

manifestations of the bodhisattva Kannon (Ch. Guanyin) from the Lotus Sutra. Sesshū modeled 

his Thirty-three Kannon on illustrations from a Ming dynasty Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, a visual 

source that Sesshū most likely obtained during the course of his travels. In examining the 

potential patronage and ritual use of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in contemporary China, I 

argue that Sesshū leveraged the imagery and symbolism of the Chinese sutra to enhance the 

political authority and cultural legitimacy of his patrons in the increasingly decentralized 

political environment of late fifteenth-century Japan.  

  In the second chapter of Part III, “The Political Landscape,” I explore another major 

project upon which Sesshū embarked in 1486. This was the Long Landscape, a handscroll that is 

frequently heralded as Sesshū’s magnum opus. The Long Landscape, at about sixteen meters in 
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length, exemplifies Sesshū’s most iconic painting style, or mode, traditionally associated with 

the Song painter Xia Gui. Through a comparison of the Long Landscape, and two other “Xia Gui 

mode” paintings in Sesshū’s oeuvre, with contemporary Chinese paintings alike in style and 

format, I demonstrate that Sesshū’s Xia Gui style was based on four painting templates that were 

associated with Xia Gui in fifteenth-century China. Moreover, I contend that the Ming 

imperium’s political harnessing of the Xia Gui mode as an expression of territorial sovereignty, 

conveyed through the medium of the handscroll landscape, enabled Sesshū to create the Long 

Landscape as a powerful expression of the Ōuchi clan’s hegemony, cast in the mold of Ming 

kingship. 

Ultimately, Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon and the Long Landscape are evidence to 

suggest that in his post-China career Sesshū performed a hybrid role that combined two 

paradigms of professional painting in Muromachi Japan, that of a temple atelier icon painter and 

a shogunal painter-in-attendance. In the capital, each of these types of professional painter served 

the ruling potentates in ways that enhanced their claim to political power and cultural 

sophistication. Upon his return from China, Sesshū was equipped with the skills and knowledge 

to act as a multi-functional domanial painter for the Ōuchi. In this respect, Sesshū was a painter 

to rival the professionals in the capital. Moreover, with the disintegration of the political and 

cultural institutions in Kyōto in the wake of the Ōnin Civil War, Sesshū established a new model 

for the professional painter in Japan. This new model of painter-hood was peripatetic, multi-

affiliated, and possessed of a strong consciousness of artistic identity.  

Sesshū’s success in embodying a model of painter-hood that would allow the professional 

painter to survive the period of political instability in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 

was enabled by the transformation wrought upon his work and identity as a result of the China 
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years. The China years equipped Sesshū with fresh perspectives, updated techniques, and a 

fundamentally new awareness of how to inhabit the identity of a painter. Unlike his 

contemporaries in Kyōto, Sesshū approached his artistic projects with an eye and mind that was 

inherently conditioned by a differentiated, diversified, and “modern” constellation of visual and 

conceptual references. It was in leveraging this constellation in relation to his own past and 

future that Sesshū forever altered the course of his craft and the tradition of painting in Japan.  
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Part I – The Journey  
 
Chapter 1: The Historical Stage 

 

I. Introduction  

 

By the time the ship on which Sesshū travelled successfully set sail from Kyūshū in the 

fall of 1467 (応仁元年), this Ming-bound delegation had been ten years in the making. It would 

be the twelfth diplomatic mission dispatched under the auspices of the Muromachi shogunate 

after stable relations had been established with the court of the Yongle emperor 永樂皇帝 (r. 

1402-24).1 The fleet was composed of three vessels and some three-hundred members, including 

sailors, administrative staff, and merchants. The Ōnin delegation, as it would be known, came 

about at a significant historical juncture.2  

As the Ōnin fleet made preparations for what would be their second-attempted departure, 

civil war between the Hosokawa 細川氏 and the Yamana 山名氏 clans had already erupted in 

the capital. In the fifth month of 1467, Ōuchi Masahiro 大内政弘 (1446-95) marshalled his 

troops and headed for Kyōto to join the Yamana’s Western Camp. By the fall of that year, when 

the Ōuchi vessel likely caught the northeasterly winds bound for the Zhejiang coast, Japan was in 

the midst of what would be a ten-year conflict that pitted the constituents of the Ōnin delegation 

– the Ashikaga and Hosokawa, on the one hand, and the Ōuchi, on the other – against one 

another in fierce rivalry.  

 
1 For a chart enumerating the China-bound delegations during the Muromachi period see Murai Shōsuke et al., 
Nichimin kankei shi kenkyū nyūmon: Ajia no naka no kenmin sen (Tōkyō: Bensei shuppan, 2015), 32-33.  
 
2 The delegation was thus named because its fleet departed during the Ōnin era (1467-68). 
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The Ōnin mission established the Ōuchi clan’s position of power within the Chinese 

tribute trade arena, for this regional daimyō effectively controlled two of the three vessels in the 

fleet. Although political machinations on the part of the Hosokawa would prevent Ōuchi 

involvement in the three subsequent delegations, the Ōuchi would go on to dominate the arena 

from the dawn of the sixteenth century until the final Muromachi mission in 1547 (天文 16). 

Recognition of the Ōuchi’s political clout in the Ōnin mission also highlights the importance of 

Sesshū’s involvement in the mission, as he was a member of the Ōuchi staff. Sesshū had been 

residing in Suō Province周防国, and likely acting as painter-in-attendance to Ōuchi Norihiro 大

内教弘 (1420-65), for at least ten years when he was selected to join the delegation.  

 In this chapter, I trace the delegation’s route from Kyōto to Beijing and home again to 

reconstruct the historical backdrop against which Sesshū’s encounters with Ming people, places, 

and culture unfolded. This narrative sets the stage for the following two chapters, which address 

in greater depth and breadth Sesshū’s interactions with the realms of the literati and the court. 

Before embarking on the historical narrative of Sesshū’s sojourn, however, a brief overview of 

the history of Ming-Japanese tribute trade contextualizes the significance of the Ōnin mission in 

the history of Sino-Japanese relations.  

 

II. Ming-Japan Relations and China-bound Delegations  

 

From the inception of diplomatic ties between Ming China and Muromachi Japan, the 

political forces that shaped the Japanese delegations, known as kenmin sen 遣明船, mirrored the 
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domestic state of affairs in Japan.3 When the Hongwu emperor 洪武皇帝 (r. 1368-98) 

established his new regime in 1368 (洪武元年), he set about immediately to solicit the 

participation of China’s neighboring states in the traditional tributary system. In this system, 

China nominally enfeoffed surrounding countries as vassals, who were obligated to pay tribute to 

the Ming court, in exchange for the right to conduct a strictly regulated, though highly lucrative, 

form of official trade. Japan was among the first polities to which the Ming ruler sent envoys. 

Nevertheless, Ming China’s successful incorporation of Japan into the tributary system proved 

challenging.  

For the new Ming regime, the healthy functioning of the tributary system was an 

imperative act of political legitimization. The tributary system validated the emperor’s status as 

the Son of Heaven within the East Asian region and beyond. In the case of Japan, however, it has 

been widely recognized that the founding emperor’s primary motivation in establishing relations 

was the need to suppress the pirate bands 倭寇 that had long besieged China’s coastline. Modern 

scholarship has clarified that these pirate bands, though historically referred to as “Japanese 

pirates,” were composed of various people from countries that bordered the East China Sea, 

including Chinese. These motley groups sought harbor in the islands off Kyūshū, situated in the 

inter-sea region between Japan, China, and the Korean peninsula, from whence they carried out 

illegal trade.4  

 
3 For an excellent historical overview of Ming-Japan relations, along with a multitude of entries related to more 
specialized subtopics, see Murai Shōsuke et al., Nichimin kankei shi kenkyū nyūmon: Ajia no naka no kenminsen 
(Tōkyō: Bensei shuppan, 2015). Classic studies of the subject that have also informed this discussion include 
Kimiya Yasuhiko, Nikka bunka kōryū shi, 2nd ed. (Tōkyō: Fuzanbō, 1965), Kobata Atsushi, Chūsei Nisshi tsūkō 
bōeki shi no kenkyū (Tōkyō: Tōkō shoin, 1969), and Murai Shōsuke, Ajia no naka no chūsei Nihon (Tōkyō: Azekura 
shobō, 1988). For an English-language study see Wang Yi-t’ung, Official Relations Between China and Japan 1368-
1549 (Harvard-Yenching Institute Studies IX) (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1953).  
 
4 For one seminal study on the history of pirate activity see Tanaka Tateo, Wakō: Umi no rekishi (Tōkyō: Kyōiku 
sha, 1982).  
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The Hongwu emperor hoped that the prospect of tribute relations, and its attendant trade 

privileges, would compel Japan’s potentates to control the pirate situation. In 1369, the Ming 

court’s initial delegation arrived in Dazaifu太宰府 in Kyūshū, the historical entre port for 

delegations to Japan. They misapprehended, however, the fact that at this time Dazaifu was 

controlled by Prince Kaneyoshi 懐良親王 (1329-83), the son of emperor Go-daigo 後醍醐 (r. 

1318-39) and commander of the seiseifu 征西府, the headquarters of the Southern Court’s forces 

in Kyūshū. For over thirty years, the Southern Court had been engaged in competition for 

political control with the Northern Court, represented by the Ashikaga shogunate in Kyōto. Thus, 

the Ashikaga shogunate was completely excluded from this first phase of diplomatic overtures, 

which courted Prince Kaneyoshi as the rightful sovereign of Japan. In the beginning, Prince 

Kaneyoshi treated the Ming delegations with hostility, going so far as to kill five Chinese 

envoys. By 1371 (建徳 2), however, Kaneyoshi had begun to feel the mounting threat of his 

rivals in the north and determined it prudent to engage with China in exchange for military 

support. This adroit calculation resulted in the first Japanese delegation to Ming China, under 

which Kaneyoshi proclaimed himself the “King of Japan 日本国王懐良.”5  

Kaneyoshi’s delegation was well-received by the Hongwu emperor in Nanjing. The 

emperor subsequently dispatched a delegation led by two monks to accompany the Japanese on 

their return. Upon arriving in Japan, they found that the political winds had shifted and Imagawa 

Ryōshun 今川了俊 (1326-1420), a military commander for the Northern Court, now occupied 

northern Kyūshū. Through the mediation of high-placed monks in Kyōto, the Chinese delegation 

 
5 Murai Shōsuke and Hashimoto Yū, “Kenminsen no rekishi: Nichimin kankei shi gaisetsu,” in Nichimin kankei shi 
kenkyū nyūmon: Ajia no naka no kenminsen, 4, and Ma Guang, “Tributary Ceremony and National Security: A 
Reassessment of Wakou Diplomacy between China and Japan during the Early Ming Dynasty,” Journal of Asian 
History 51, no. 1 (2017): 30-32  
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succeeded in obtaining their first audience with Ashikaga Yoshimitsu 足利義満 (r. 1368-94).6 

Yoshimitsu, who was eager to establish himself as the official representative of Japan in the 

Ming tributary system, sent envoys to the Chinese court, accompanied by Chinese hostages who 

had been captured by pirates.7 With this gesture, Yoshimitsu demonstrated his commitment to 

easing the piracy crisis and to engaging in a tributary relationship with China.  

Despite Yoshimitsu’s actions, the Hongwu emperor rejected the Japanese delegation on 

the grounds that they had violated tributary protocol. In the ensuing years up to 1381 (永徳元

年), both Prince Kaneyoshi and Ashikaga Yoshimitsu dispatched repeated envoys, the majority 

of whom were similarly unrecognized and sent home for what was deemed their insolent attitude 

vis-à-vis their tributary status and ineffectual management of the troublesome pirates. In 1386     

(至徳 3/洪武 19) members of the Chinese court accused Japan of being involved in the 

attempted coup d’état orchestrated by Hu Weiyong 胡惟庸 (d. 1380).8 This accusation finally 

ruptured diplomatic relations between Japan and the founding Ming emperor. 

Although Ming tribute tallies were first introduced in 1383 (洪武 16) in order to 

distinguish between legitimate and fraudulent emissaries from Southeast Asia, the true 

flourishing of the “tally trade 勘合貿易” began after the Yongle emperor’s ascension to the 

throne in 1402.9 It was in this period that relations between Japan and China were rekindled and 

stabilized in a pattern that would largely endure for the remainder of the Muromachi period. 

 
6 Ma, “Tributary Ceremony and National Security,” 41-42.  
 
7 Murai and Hashimoto, “Kenminsen no rekishi: Nichimin kankei shi gaisetsu,” in Nichimin kankei shi, 4, and Ma, 
“Tributary Ceremony and National Security,” 43.  
 
8 Murai and Hashimoto, “Kenminsen no rekishi: Nichimin kankei shi gaisetsu,” in Nichimin kankei shi, 5.  
 
9 Hashimoto Yū, “Kangō, shibun,” in Nichimin kankei shi, 484. Hashimoto has pointed out that various types of 
tallies had been used in China for diplomacy and domestic governance since the Han dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE).  
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Because of his unscrupulous rise to power, the Yongle emperor was even more invested than his 

father had been in legitimizing his reign through the establishment of tributary relations. In 1403 

(永樂元年) the Yongle emperor sent a delegation to officially install Ashikaga Yoshimitsu as the 

“King of Japan,” bestowing on him imperial robes, a golden seal, and one-hundred tallies 勘合. 

These tallies consisted of large sheets of folded paper that bore half of the hand-written character 

for ben/hon 本 and half of the official seal of the Chinese Ministry of Rites 禮部. The Maritime 

Trade Office 市舶司 in Ningbo and the Ministry of Rites in Beijing each retained an imprint of 

the other half of the seal and writing, which were then matched with the tally imprint carried by 

the Japanese delegation.10 In theory, the tallies ensured that those claiming to enter China to pay 

tribute were, in fact, the official representatives of the country to whom the official tallies had 

originally been distributed. While the late fourteenth century may be characterized as the era of 

“pirate diplomacy,” the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries represented the era of “tally 

diplomacy.”11  

The diplomatic relationship between Yoshimitsu and the Yongle emperor remained 

strong throughout the remainder of the shogun’s life, with missions between Japan and China 

occurring on an almost annual basis. At this period delegations operated in a reciprocal manner. 

Japanese delegations would accompany Chinese delegations upon their return home and vice 

versa. Yoshimitsu also upheld his obligation to the Ming court in his frequent return of pirate 

captives to the Chinese authorities.12 Because of his enthusiastic engagement in the tributary 

 
10 No extant tallies exist from the Ming dynasty. Hashimoto Yū has, however, examined several tallies from the 
Qing dynasty and created a model for a Ming version. See Hashimoto, “Kangō, shibun,” in Nichimin kankei shi, 
486-490.  
 
11 Murai and Hashimoto, “Kenminsen no rekishi: Nichimin kankei shi gaisetsu,” in Nichimin kankei shi, 6.  
 
12 Kimiya, Nikka bunka kōryū shi, 534.  
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system, however, Yoshimitsu would not escape the rebuke of his counselors and the court at 

home, who believed his actions were demeaning to Japan’s sovereignty. Under the pressure of 

these same forces, Yoshimitsu’s heir, Yoshimochi 義持 (r. 1394-1423), terminated trade with 

China altogether in 1411 (応永 18/永樂 9).  

It would not be until 1432 (永享 4/宣德 7) that Yoshimochi’s younger brother, Yoshinori 

義教 (r. 1429-41), resumed diplomatic ties. The financial gain to be reaped from involvement in 

the tributary system was no doubt appealing to the new shogun. Broadly speaking, there were 

three avenues of trade permitted in the tributary system. The first was through tributary gifts that 

were exchanged between the shogun and the emperor, with Japan frequently giving such items as 

horses and armor, and receiving, in return, a variety of lavish silks, other textiles, and copper 

coinage. The second avenue was through “public trade,” with Japanese commodities being sold 

to the Chinese government, including painted fans, screens, sulphur, and swords. The final 

avenue was through “private trade,” which was only authorized in regulated settings (primarily 

in the guesthouse precincts in Beijing) between visiting Japanese merchants and local Chinese 

merchants. In charging a fee for the passage and baggage of these merchants, as well as in 

exacting ten percent tax on imported goods upon their return to Japan, the various constituencies 

that chartered the Japanese vessels were able to turn a handsome profit.13 

Although the Ashikaga shogunate remained the nominal figurehead of the “first ship” in 

the Japanese fleet, their declining fortunes over the course of the fifteenth century highly 

constrained their actual participation in the tribute trade. By the time of the Hōtoku 宝徳

delegation (which arrived in Ningbo in 1453) the shogunate was unable to finance their own 

 
13 Hashimoto Yū, “Kenmin sen to kenchō sen no keiei kōzō,” Harukanaru chūsei 17 (1998): 35, 37.  
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vessel. Instead, they relied upon the great Zen temple Tenryūji 天龍寺 to raise funds from 

wealthy merchants.14 This money not only paid for the cost of building and supplying the 

necessary sea vessel, but also financed the supply of mandatory tribute gifts for the Chinese 

emperor. At the same time, the shogunate was able to acquire significant funds through the sale 

of the tribute tallies to interested parties seeking to charter their own ships as part of a 

delegation.15 These constituents primarily included influential daimyō and powerful temples. 

Over time, the presence and vested interest of powerful daimyō in the missions gradually came to 

supplant that of the shogunate.  

The tributary system also exacted a hefty economic toll on the Ming court, for they were 

not only responsible for gifting reciprocal tribute goods, including cash, but were also liable for 

all of the delegations’ incurred expenses, including lodging, transportation, and rations during 

their stay in China. The fleet carrying the Hōtoku mission of 1453 arrived in Dinghai 定海 with a 

total of nine vessels and over twelve-hundred members, the largest delegation Japan would ever 

send to Ming China. The sheer size of the Hōtoku delegation was an affront to the Ming court 

and ultimately resulted in the “Jingtai Treaty 景泰約條,” mandating that Japanese delegations 

were only permitted to pay tribute once every ten years with a maximum fleet of three ships and 

three-hundred members.16 The Ōnin delegation, of which Sesshū was a member, was the first 

mission to which the new regulations applied and by all accounts Japan did not violate the 

conditions of the treaty.  

 

 
14 Kimiya, Nikka bunka kōryū shi, 572.  
 
15 Hashimoto, “Kenmin sen to Kenchō sen no keiei kōzō,” 43.  
 
16 Hashimoto Yū, “Kenminsen no haiken keiki,” Nihon shi kenkyū 479 (2002): 8-9.  
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III. Kyōto to Suō and Suō to Ningbo  

 

Little is known regarding the details of Sesshū’s life before his travel to China with the 

Ōnin delegation.17 Even less is known about his life in Kyōto before he moved to Suō, a 

province in the southwestern corner of Japan’s main island and the administrative domain of the 

Ōuchi clan. Among what is known, two facets of Sesshū’s pre-China life are particularly relevant 

to this study. The first concerns the duration of Sesshū’s residence in Suō before 1467, the year 

in which the Ōuchi vessel set sail for Ningbo. The second regards the nature of Sesshū’s social 

milieu in Kyōto and Suō in the pre-China years. Examination of both facets provides insight into 

the forces that drew him on the long and winding path to China.  

The issue of Sesshū’s relocation from Kyōto to Suō is entwined with his co-identity as 

“Sessō 拙宗” and his adoption of the name “Snow Boat 雪舟,” i.e. “Sesshū,” the appellation by 

which he has become known to history.18 It is now widely accepted that Sesshū began his 

painting career under the name “Sessō,” an appellation that appears in seals imprinted on his 

early work. Although “Sesshū” and “Sessō” were long considered to have been separate 

individuals, the emergence of painting evidence in modern times has demonstrated that the two 

painters were most probably one and the same person.19 Although Sesshū adopted the name 

“Sesshū” some ten years before his departure for China, the vast majority of the paintings that 

 
17 For a discussion of Sesshū’s birthplace and his youth see Moriyasu Osamu, “Sesshū no tanjō chi to shutsuji,” 
Tenkai toga 3 (2000): 18-31.  
 
18 Although the names 拙宗 and 雪舟 were historically both pronounced “Sesshū,” it is conventional to refer to 拙
宗 as “Sessō” in order to avoid confusion.  
 
19 For an excellent overview of the historiography surrounding this long-standing debate in the field, as well as 
paintings associated with Sesshū’s “Sessō” years, see Nezu bijutsukan gakugei bu, ed., Wakaki hi no Sesshū: Sho 
kōkai no “Royō Daruma zu” to Sessō no suiboku ga (The Brilliant Artist Sesshū in his Youth: Japan Premier of 
Bodhidharma Crossing the Yangtze River on a Reed), exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Nezu bijutsukan, 2016). 
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can be attributed to Sesshū’s “Sesshū” phase date to his China years or after his return from 

China, indication of the fact it was the experience of travel that most accounted for the stylistic 

transformation of “Sessō” into “Sesshū.” 

Among the primary sources that shed light on Sesshū’s pre-China life is a name 

commentary 字説 by the Musō-lineage monk Ryōkō Shinkei 龍崗真圭 (act. at least until 1468) 

made to commemorate Sesshū’s new name of “Snow Boat,” or “Sesshū.”20  Historically, the 

only known transcription of the name commentary was that found in the Edo-period compilation 

of artist biographies known as Zusho kōryaku ki (Old Notes on Paintings and Calligraphy) 図書

古略記 (preface dated to 1696), which is the most important source for primary material related 

to Sesshū.21 According to his signature at the end of the record, Ryōkō completed the text while 

he was abbot of Rokuon’in 鹿苑院, headquarters of the Monks Registrar, at Shōkokuji 相国寺

in Kyōto. Ryōkō held this esteemed post from 1462 to 1466 (寛正 3-文正元年). It was therefore 

assumed that Sesshū must have solicited the commentary from Ryōkō during this period. This 

conclusion naturally led to the subsequent assumption that Sesshū either was still residing in 

Kyōto in the 1460s, and thus did not go to Suō until only a few years before the Ōnin mission 

departed for China, or that he must have made a journey from Suō to the capital in the 1460s, at 

which point he obtained the commentary from Ryōkō.22  

 
20 For my annotated translation and transcription of this text see Appendix I.1.  
 
21 For this study, I have consulted the 1701 (元禄 14) edition of the text in the collection of the National Diet 
Library. For the transcription of Ryōkō’s commentary see Isshi kenbaisen, Zusho kōryaku ki, vol. 2 (1701 print 
edition, National Diet Library, Japan), 2a-2b.   
 
22 Ōnishi Hiroshi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 2,” Nihon bijutsu kōgei 449 (1976): 98. 
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In 2008, however, Fukushima Tsunenori published his discovery of an alternative version 

of the commentary by Ryōkō that he had found in the literary compilation of a seventeenth-

century monk in the Imazu Archive 今津 文庫 of Hanazono University Library (hereafter Imazu 

Archive version).23 The most significant discrepancy between the Zusho kōryaku ki version and 

the Imazu Archive version concerned the date of Ryōkō’s composition of the text. Ryōkō’s 

signature on the Imazu Archive version significantly revealed that the original text was written in 

the tenth month of 1457 (長禄元年), while Ryōkō himself was living in Suō Province.24  

Therefore, it was confirmed that Sesshū was most certainly already living in Suō by 1457 

and was in possession of the name “Snow Boat” at a considerably earlier date than had been 

previously believed. In the winter of 1464 (寛正 5), the monk Kōshi Ehō 翺之慧鳳 (d. ca. 1465) 

traveled to Suō as an emissary of the Hosokawa to engage in negotiation with Ōuchi Norihiro.  

During this trip, Kōshi called upon Sesshū at his studio in Yamaguchi and composed four texts, 

all of which are found in the record Kōshi made of this journey known as Chikkyo saiyū shū 

(Compilation of the Western Journey of Bamboo Dwelling) 竹居西遊集. In the preface to a 

poem that Kōshi composed for Sesshū on this occasion he wrote, “[We] spoke much of kindred 

times some ten years ago, and could not help but be filled with feelings of friendship 頗説前十

年握手者， 不能無故人之意.”25 Kōshi’s comment indicates that his relationship with Sesshū 

 
23 Fukushima Tsunenori, “Shinshuttsu no Chōroku gannen ‘Sesshū niji setsu’ ni tsuite,” Tenkai toga 7 (2008): 3-9.  
 
24 Ryōkō’s signature on the Imazu Archive version reads: “Shinkei, recluse in Suō 西周隠納真圭.” For a 
transcription of the text of the commentary from the Imazu Archive version see Fukushima, “Shinshuttsu no 
Chōroku gannen ‘Sesshū niji setsu’ ni tsuite,” 4.  
 
25 Kōshi Ehō, Kōshi Ehō zenshi bunshū, vol.1 (1914 tracing copy of Tōfukuji Reiun’in manuscript, University of 
Tōkyō Historiographical Institute), 11b.  For Ōnishi Hiroshi’s insightful discussion of Kōshi’s records for Sesshū 
see Ōnishi Hiroshi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 9-12,” Nihon bijutsu kōgei 460-463 (1977).  
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dated back “ten years” when the two men knew each other in Kyōto. In conjunction with the new 

evidence of Ryōkō’s 1457 name commentary, Kōshi’s preface thus suggests that Sesshū 

departed Kyōto for Suō sometime between 1454 and 1456. Therefore, Sesshū likely cultivated 

his artist-patron relationship with the Ōuchi for over ten years before he joined the Ōnin 

delegation in 1467.  In light of this circumstance, and given the high degree of Ōuchi agency in 

the Ōnin mission, the Ōuchi most certainly chose Sesshū as a member of their administrative 

staff for his years of service and expertise in matters relating to art.  

The historian Hashimoto Yū has proposed that Sesshū likely acted as an assistant to the 

tokan 土官 of the Ōuchi vessel, a monk by the name of Keian Genju 桂庵玄樹 (1427-1508). As 

a central member of the delegation’s administrative team, the tokan was responsible for 

overseeing the buying and selling of goods in China.26 According to Boshi nyūmin ki (Record of 

the Boshi Era Expedition to Ming) 戊子入明記, the only extant record of the Ōnin mission, 

Keian had seven assistants, one of whom, Hashimoto believes, was Sesshū.27 This scenario 

would explain why Sesshū was permitted to travel to Beijing when so many non-essential 

members of visiting delegations had to remain in Ningbo. In this position, Sesshū would have 

 
26 The tokan position was the fourth highest ranking administrative position in the delegation. Theoretically, this 
member was selected from the layman population, but in Japan there are multiple examples of Zen monks being 
chosen instead. Keian Genju is one such example. Along with the koza 居座, the tokan were responsible for 
managing private and official trade, as well as engaging in negotiation with the court regarding financial 
compensation. See Olah Csaba, “Koza, tokan: Bōeki jimukan tachi,” in Nichimin kankei shi, 185-189.  
 
27 Hashimoto Yū, “Sesshū nyūmin saikō,” Bijutsushi ronsō 33 (2017): 6. Boshi nyūmin ki is by an unknown author. 
It is assumed, however, that Tenyo Seikei, ambassador of the Ōnin mission, was likely responsible for its 
compilation. “Boshi 戊子” is the heavenly stem of the year 1468, the year that the Ashikaga ship in the Ōnin fleet 
arrived in China. Boshi nyūmin ki is not a chronologically structured diary, but rather a loose compilation of 
documents and notes related to the Ōnin mission. All the texts contained therein pertain to the period before the 
delegation began their travels inside China. Nevertheless, the record does include important information regarding 
the preparations for the delegation in Japan that shed light on the historical circumstances and timing of the 
delegation’s departure for the continent. For more information about the record see Murai et al., Nichimin kankei shi, 
219-223.  
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presumably assisted Keian in the appraisal and acquisition of art objects. As Watanabe Yūji has 

shown, Sesshū and Keian were lifelong friends, and Sesshū’s movements after his return from 

China closely followed those of Keian.28  

Kumagai Nobuo has postulated that the Ōuchi’s participation in the Hōtoku mission of 

1453 likely spurred Sesshū’s desire to leave Kyōto and make his new home in western Japan.29 

In fact, Sesshū’s Zen master at Shōkokuji in Kyōto, Shunrin Shūtō 春林周藤 (d. 1463), had been 

the head of the Rokuon’in from 1447 until 1451 (文安 4-宝徳 3). The Rokuon’in was the 

administrative organ that was responsible for organizing foreign-bound delegations.30 Takahashi 

Noriko has proposed that Sesshū may even have known of the diary left by Shōun Zuikin 笑雲瑞

訢 (act.15th century), a monk who accompanied the 1453 delegation.31 Shōun’s text, Shōun 

nyūmin ki (Diary of  Shōun’s Travel to Ming) 笑雲入明記, is an invaluable resource for 

reconstructing the itinerary of the Ōnin mission and will be cited throughout this chapter. 

More recently, Hashimoto Yū has argued that Sesshū may have left Kyōto for Suō as 

early as the period between 1451 and 1453 because he hoped that he would be able to travel to 

China with the “reciprocal delegation 回禮の遣明船” of Chinese diplomats who he believed 

were accompanying the Hōtoku delegation on their return to Japan. The Ming court’s practice of 

dispatching “reciprocal delegations” had prevailed during the rule of Ashikaga Yoshimitsu. 

 
28 For the relationship between Sesshū and Keian Genju see Watanabe Yūji, “‘Toin gyoshō’ ni yomu Keian Genju 
no dōkō to Sesshū (zenpen),” Tenkai toga 6 (2006): 5-22, and Watanabe, “‘Toin gyoshō’ ni yomu Keian Genju no 
dōkō to Sesshū (kōhen),” Tenkai toga 7 (2008): 52-67.  
 
29 Kumagai Nobuo, Sesshū Tōyō (Nihon bijutsu sōsho 4) (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigaku shuppan kai, 1958), 61.  
 
30 For Shunrin Shūtō’s biography see Tamamura Takeji, Gozan zensō denki shūsei, rev. ed. (Kyōto: Shibunkaku 
shuppan, 2003), 302-303.  
 
31 Takahashi Noriko, “Sesshū no zenhan seiki no ichi kōsatsu: Hōtoku sannen no ‘Nyūtō ki’ ni michibikareru 
mono,” Geijutsu ronkyū 29 (2002): 23.  
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When the Hōtoku delegation returned to Japan in 1454, however, they were not accompanied by 

any such reciprocal delegation, thus dashing Sesshū’s hopes of gaining passage with the Chinese 

diplomats on their return journey. Alternatively, Hashimoto has proposed that if Sesshū departed 

for Suō between 1455 and 1457, he was likely motivated by the knowledge that Ashikaga 

Yoshimasa was preparing for an upcoming delegation in order to finance the rebuilding of the 

imperial palace to host the ceremony that would mark his designation as ukone no daishō 右近衛

大将. In the event of either scenario, Hashimoto has asserted that Sesshū’s relocation to Suō was 

explicitly driven by his desire to join a tribute trade delegation bound for China.32  

Other scholars have tended to downplay Sesshū’s desire to participate in a delegation as 

the primary motivation for his resettlement in Suō. Shimao Arata and Miyajima Shin’ichi, for 

example, primarily interpret Sesshū’s departure for Suō as the result of Sesshū’s feelings of 

social exclusion in Kyōto.33 According to this theory, Sesshū was neither intellectual enough nor 

sufficiently refined in his painting practice to assimilate into the Five Mountain temple 

community in the capital. The documentary record concerning Sesshū’s pre-China years, 

however, is inherently incompatible with the notion that Sesshū was a misfit in Kyōto. Rather, it 

was more likely Sesshū’s involvement in the community of Chinese studies in Kyōto that 

sparked his interest in moving to Suō and ultimately in finding passage to China.  

The basis for this argument is first found in the earliest documented text concerning 

Sesshū, that is, Ryōkō’s name commentary from 1457. Therein, Ryōkō wrote:  

 
32  Hashimoto, “Sesshū nyūmin saikō,” 12.  
 
33 Shimao Arata, “Hiyaku e to tabi: Sesshū no Chūgoku kō,” in Sesshū (Shinchō Nihon bijutsu bunko 1) (Tōkyō: 
Shinchō sha, 1996), 75, Shimao Arata, “Shiteki Sesshū zō,” in Sesshū Tōyō: Botsugo 500 nen tokubetsu ten, exh. 
cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun, 2002), 218-225, and Miyajima Shin’ichi, Sesshū: Ryoitsu no gaka (Tōkyō: Seishi 
shuppan, 2000), 51-52.  
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The monk whose imina is Yō mingles among the gentry by virtue of his skill in painting. 
He also delights in collecting fine calligraphy by ancient masters. He obtained the two 
large characters “Snow Boat” by the hand of Old Man Chushi (i.e. Chushi Fanqi 楚石梵

琦,1296-1370). He treasured this [calligraphy] and thus gave himself the sobriquet 
“Snow Boat.”34 
  
浮屠氏諱揚，以能畫與縉紳庶士之輩遊，亦好集昔賢墨妙，得楚石老人所書雪舟二

大字，以寶之，遂自號雪舟。 
 

Here, Ryōkō claims that Sesshū fraternized with high-placed members of the court, military, and 

Zen establishments. This assertion is partially bolstered by Sesshū’s status as Guest Prefect 知客

at Shōkokuji. Although not an advanced rank in the Zen bureaucracy, the Guest Prefect was 

responsible for greeting and hosting important visitors to the temple.35  

Furthermore, Ryōkō’s commentary also illuminates an often-overlooked element of 

Sesshū’s early life – his apparent appreciation for and collection of calligraphy. According to 

Ryōkō, Sesshū did not rely upon an elder monk or master to bestow him with the name “Snow 

Boat.” Rather, Sesshū chose the name for himself based upon a prized piece of calligraphy in his 

possession by the Chinese Chan monk Chushi Fanqi 楚石梵琦 (1296-1370).36 The seventeenth-

century compilation of Zen calligraphy transcriptions known as Bokuseki no utsushi 

(Transcriptions of Calligraphy) 墨蹟之寫 includes the characters “Snow Boat” as written by 

 
34 For a transcription of the text from the Imazu Archive see Fukushima “Shinshuttsu no chōroku gannen ‘Sesshū 
niji setsu’ ni tsuite,” 4. For my complete annotated translation and transcription of the text see Appendix I.1. 
 
35 For more information about the role of the Guest Prefect in the Zen monastic bureaucracy see Martin Collcutt, 
Five Mountains: The Rinzai Zen Monastic Institution in Medieval Japan (Cambridge, MA: Council on East Asian 
Studies, Harvard University Press, 1981), 238-239.  
 
36 Chushi Fanqi was among the most important Chan masters of the early Ming period, presiding over large-scale 
Buddhist ceremonies that the Hongwu emperor hosted outside of Nanjing on Mt. Jiang 將山. Matsushita Taka’aki 
has proposed that Sesshū obtained Chushi’s calligraphy at the Ōuchi mortuary temple Kōjakuji 香積寺, which was 
founded by the monk Shippei Shikai 石屏子介. Shippei had studied with Chushi Fanqi when he traveled to Yuan 
China in 1342 and thus may have obtained the Chinese master’s calligraphy on that occasion. See Matsushita 
Taka’aki, Nihon no bijutsu (Sesshū) 9, no. 100 (Tōkyō: Shibundō, 1974), 37.  
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Chushi Fanqi for a mysterious figure by the name of Guest Prefect Kei 濟知客. As Fukushima 

has noted, the fact that the Imazu Archive version of Sesshū’s name commentary includes this 

information as a subline at the beginning of the text suggests that an actual piece of calligraphy 

by Chushi was, in fact, the basis for Sesshū’s name. Furthermore, Chushi’s original calligraphy 

was likely passed down with Sesshū’s name commentary until at least the seventeenth century 

when it was transcribed into Bokuseki no utsushi.37 Ryōkō’s name commentary thus 

demonstrates that Sesshū engaged in calligraphy appreciation and in the solicitation of name 

commentaries, both habits of Chinese literati that characterized members of the elite sphere of 

Zen Buddhism in Kyōto.38   

Sesshū’s social milieu in the capital further substantiates his membership in that sphere. 

Kōshi Ehō, Sesshū’s old friend from Kyōto, whom he rejoiced seeing again in Suō in the winter 

of 1464, was a central figure in the realm of Neo-Confucian studies 儒学 headquartered at 

Tōfukuji 東福寺 in Kyōto.39 Kōshi had studied under the Rinzai Shōichi lineage monk Kiyō 

Hōshū 岐陽方秀 (1361- 1424), a pioneer in the pedagogical development and teaching of Neo-

Confucian theory in the Five Mountain system.40 Kōshi, in fact, had pursued this intellectual 

interest during his own sojourn to China as a member of the 1432 (永享 4) tribute trade 

 
37 Fukushima “Shinshuttsu no Chōroku gannen ‘Sesshū niji setsu’ ni tsuite,” 4.  
 
38 Ōnishi Hiroshi has pointed out that the genre of name commentaries existed in China since at least the Song 
dynasty (960-1279), but that it became especially popular among literati during the Ming (1368-1644). 
Consequentially, the name commentary also became popular in Japan during and after the Ōei period (1394-1428), 
which witnessed increased interaction between Japanese monks and Chinese literati. See Ōnishi, “Sesshū shiryō wo 
yomu 2,” Nihon bijutsu kōgei 449 (1976): 100.  
 
39 The great revival and reinterpretation of Confucian thought by such philosophers as Zhou Dunyi (1017-73), 
Cheng Hao (1032-83), Cheng Yi (1033-1108), and Zhu Xi (1130-1200) in the Song dynasty became an important 
current of study within the Five Mountain Zen temple system in medieval Japan.  
 
40 Wajima Yoshio, Chūsei no jugaku (Tōkyō: Yoshikawa kōbun kan, 1965), 82.  
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delegation.41 Ōnishi Hiroshi has suggested that Kōshi and Sesshū were likely first acquainted in 

the sphere of Neo-Confucian studies at Tōfukuji.42  

 This supposition is supported by what is known of Sesshū’s other life-long friends. Keian 

Genju 桂庵玄樹 (1427-1508), the tokan of the Ōuchi vessel on the Ōnin mission, was also a 

Rinzai monk of the Shōichi lineage. Keian’s fame in the area of “Song Studies 宋学,”  the term 

by which Neo-Confucianism was referred to in medieval Japan, was no less illustrious than 

Kōshi. Keian is credited with the revival and development of Neo-Confucian study in southwest 

Japan, the region where he settled after his return from China.43 Two of Keian’s masters at 

Nanzenji, Ishō Mintei 惟正明貞 (act. 15th century) and Keishō Zuitō 景召瑞棠 (act. 15th 

century), had both studied Neo-Confucianism with the great Kiyō Hōshū at Tōfukuji.  

As Watanabe Yūji has demonstrated, Keian Genju’s literary anthology, Toin gyoshō 

(Fisherman’s Songs of the Shaded Isle) 島陰漁唱, is the best resource for ascertaining Sesshū’s 

movements in northern Kyūshū and Suō after his return from China. The poems, which are 

arranged in chronological order, enable one to map the connections between Keian, Sesshū, and 

their mutual friends in the region. The preface to a series of poems that Keian wrote in 1494 (明

応 3) in reply to Enhaku Zenshi 延伯禪師 (act. 15th century), a friend in Yamaguchi, proves that 

Keian’s relationship with Sesshū began before their departure for China in 1467. Some twenty-

 
41 For Kōshi’s biography see Tamamura, Gozan zensō denki shūsei, 237-238.  
 
42 Ōnishi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 10,” Nihon bijutsu kōgei 461 (1977): 86. 
 
43 The school of Neo-Confucianism that Keian pioneered was known as the Satsunan School 薩南学. For Keian 
Genju’s biography see Tamamura, Gozan zensō denki shūsei, 141-144. It is believed that Keian may have stayed in 
China until 1473 (文明 5). While it is tempting to speculate that Sesshū also stayed with Keian in China beyond 
1469, it is difficult to conceive how either of the two men would have been permitted to stay within the strict 
regulations of the tribute trade system.  
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nine years later, Keian still considered the painter to be among his closest friends.44 It is thus 

most probable that Sesshū first met Keian Genju at Tōfukuji in the Neo-Confucian study group.   

 The Ōuchi clan member and monk Isan Shūshō 以參周省 (act. 15th century) was also a 

mutual friend of Sesshū, Keian, and Enhaku. Isan was the son of Ōuchi Norihiro, Sesshū’s 

patron when he moved to Suō in the mid-1450s. Like Kōshi and Keian, Isan was a student of 

Neo-Confucianism at Tōfukuji, where he studied with his uncle and master Shōgō Chōjū 勝剛長

柔 (d. 1456). 45 Isan himself befriended Kōshi Ehō at Tōfukuji. The two men would later engage 

in political negotiations on behalf of the Ōuchi and the Ashikaga shogunate.46 It was also likely 

within this sphere of intellectual study at Tōfukuji that Isan first met Sesshū, forming a 

relationship that would endure for the remainder of the painter’s life. Isan’s inscriptions appear 

on a painting from Sesshū’s “Sessō” period (i.e. pre-1457) and on a painting from Sesshū’s late 

period, likely inscribed shortly before Sesshū’s passing.47 Given their geographical proximity in 

southwest Japan in the latter half of the fifteenth century, Sesshū, Keian, Enhaku, and Isan 

established a society called the Society of Myriad Peace万安盟会 in Yamaguchi.48 Although 

 
44 Watanabe, “‘Toin gyoshō’ ni yomu Keian Genju no dōkō to Sesshū (zenpen),” 14-15. Although Enhaku’s identity 
is not well understood, he was also given a record by Kōshi Ehō and appears to have hailed from an elite family of 
the Sugi clan based in Nagato Province長門国. As Keian also came from Nagato, Ōnishi has further proposed that 
Keian was first introduced to the Ōuchi through the mediation of Enhaku. See Ōnishi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 20,” 
Nihon bijutsu kōgei 471 (1977): 90.  
 
45 For Isan Shūshō’s biography see Tamamura, Gozan zensō denki shūsei, 20. Isan also went by the name Bokushō 
牧松 and Suiseiō 水西翁.  
 
46 Ōnishi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 11,” Nihon bijutsu kōgei 462 (1977): 66.  
 
47 The former is a painting titled Landscape 山水図 (Masaki Art Museum). The latter is also titled Landscape山水

図 (private collection).  
 
48 Ōnishi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 16,” Nihon bijutsu kōgei 467 (1977): 87. Ōnishi notes that the society was likely 
headed by Enhaku and named after a bridge at the Ōuchi’s political headquarters in Yamaguchi.   
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little is known about the activities of the group, it is tempting to speculate that it was inspired by 

the Lofty Age Society, the literati cohort with whom Sesshū interacted in Ningbo.   

 Others among Sesshū’s contacts, such as Kikō Daishuku 季弘大叔 (1421-87), Ryōan 

Keigo, and Ten’in Ryūtaku 天隱龍澤 (1422-1500), had also been involved in the circle of Neo-

Confucian study in Kyōto in the years when Sesshū was residing in the capital.49 There is reason 

to believe that Sesshū’s familiarity with Neo-Confucianism was not limited, however, to his 

interaction with friends who were intellectually invested in this philosophical tradition. A record 

from Kōshi Ehō’s anthology reveals that Sesshū had a more abiding and personal interest in this 

strain of Chinese philosophy.  

In addition to “Snow Boat,” Sesshū also went by the name “Unkoku 雲谷,” meaning 

“Cloud Valley.” Indeed, this was the nickname-like appellation by which Sesshū’s friends would 

refer to him throughout his life. Sesshū chose this name in homage to the famous Neo-Confucian 

scholar Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200). Kōshi relates that the monk Shōsetsu Zenkō 松雪全杲 (act. 

15th century) had once composed a commentary for Sesshū’s “Unkoku” appellation. Regrettably 

this commentary does not survive.50 As Ōnishi Hiroshi has noted regarding the origins of this 

name, in about 1170 (乾道 6) Zhu Xi retired to Mt. Lufeng 籚峰山 in Fujian Province where he 

 
49 For Kikō Daishuku’s and Ten’in Ryūtaku’s involvement in the Neo-Confucian sphere see Wajima, Chūsei no 
jugaku, 82, 88. Miyajima Shin’ichi has noted that Ryōan Keigo studied Neo-Confucianism under Unshō Ikkei雲章

一慶 (1386-1463) at Tōfukuji and proposed that Sesshū perhaps studied with the same master. See Miyajima, 
Sesshū: Ryōitsu no gaka, 35.  
 
50 Kōshi refers to Shōsetu’s commentary in his own commentary for another of Sesshū’s adopted appellations. See 
Kōshi Ehō, Kōshi Ehō zenshi bunshū, vol. 1 (1914 tracing copy of Tōfukuji Reiun’in manuscript, University of 
Tōkyō Historiographical Institute), 50a-51a. Shōsetsu resided at the Taichi’in 大智院 of Shōkokuji, where he 
worked as a zasshō 雜掌, or representative/mediator on behalf of the Ōuchi clan in the capital. See Itō Kōji, “Ōuchi 
Norihiro, Masahiro to higashi Ajia,” Kyūshū shigaku 161 (2012): 11. Like so many others of Sesshū’s interlocuters, 
Shōsetsu had studied Neo-Confucianism at Tōfukuji in the tradition of Kiyō Hōshū. See Ōnishi, “Sesshū shiryō wo 
yomu 13,” Nihon bijutsu kōgei 464 (1977): 91. Shōsetsu also served as a tokan on the Ashikaga vessel of the Ōnin 
mission and thus his relationship with Sesshū likely persisted during the course of their shared journey.  
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built a rustic cottage. Zhu named the area “Cloud Valley” and took this poetic title for his 

personal sobriquet.51 Sesshū thus appropriated the Neo-Confucian scholar’s sobriquet as his own 

nickname.   

Kōshi reveals this information regarding the name “Cloud Valley” in a commentary of 

his own for yet another name that Sesshū adopted from Zhu Xi. This was the sobriquet 

“Hermitage of Darkness 晦庵,” a lesser-known studio-name別號 used by the Chinese 

philosopher. In Yun’gu ji (Record of Cloud Valley) 雲谷記, an account of Zhu’s life on Mt. 

Lufeng, he relates that he hung a placard 匾額 inscribed with the characters for “Hermitage of 

Darkness” at his cottage. Kōshi’s commentary indicates that, like the renowned philosopher, 

Sesshū also hung a board carved with these characters above the entrance of his residence in 

Yamaguchi. In his commentary, Kōshi wrote the following:  

How exceptional [a sage Zhu Xi was]! The vital forces of the three luminaries (i.e. the 
sun, moon, and stars) and the five sacred mountains coalesced in his person. Yet, [Zhu 
Xi] did not flaunt his shining merits, but rather abided in humility as though he was a 
person of inadequate ability. [For this reason] he referred to himself as the “Hermitage of 
Darkness” and retired to the depths of Cloud Valley. Unkoku (i.e. Sesshū) is a great 
admirer of Master Zhu and is one who has cultivated [Zhu Xi’s] teachings in his heart. 
One need not speak this to know that it is true.52 

  

異矣哉！三光五岳之氣，鍾乎是人然而不以明而自居謙謙，如不足者，以晦庵稱，

退而處於雲谷之幽。今雲谷如有慕藺於朱夫子者，其樹立於内者，不言可知也。 
  

This evidence regarding Sesshū’s habits of sobriquet adoption demonstrates that he had 

considerable knowledge of Zhu Xi’s life and naming practice, evincing more than a passing 

familiarity with the tradition of Neo-Confucianism and its most eminent representative. Sesshū’s 

 
51 Ōnishi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 13,” Nihon bijutsu kōgei 13 (1977): 88. 
 
52 Kōshi, Kōshi Ehō zenshi bunshū, vol. 1, 50b. For my complete and annotated translation and transcription of this 
text see Appendix I.2.  
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keen interest in Neo-Confucianism is further testified to in his acquisition of a printed volume of 

Zhu Xi’s writings during his time in China. In his 1486 record for Sesshū’s second Studio of the 

Heavenly Revealed Painting 天開図画楼記, Ryōan Keigo noted that Sesshū had carefully 

transported this treasured item home to Japan.53  

Thus, it is apparent that Sesshū was personally engaged in Neo-Confucian study from the 

time that he was a relatively young man. In his collection of calligraphy, adoption of names, and 

acquisition of texts, Sesshū’s behavior was akin to that of the erudite literati monks with whom 

he is known to have fraternized. Sesshū’s relationships with Kōshi, Keian, and Isan, all Neo-

Confucian scholars at Tōfukuji, transcended his period of training in the capital to become the 

social network that would sustain him until the very end. It was likely through the help and 

connections of Keian and Isan, both of whom hailed from southwest Japan, that Sesshū had the 

means and support to relocate to Suō.54 He was no doubt drawn there by these friendships and by 

his enthusiasm for Sinitic thought and culture cultivated among these same people. In this 

context, it is, as Hashimoto has similarly argued, highly likely that the anticipated outcome of 

Sesshū’s decision to relocate was the chance to travel to China. Far from being a marginalized 

individual in the capital, Sesshū appears to have partaken of one of the period’s most thriving 

cultural and intellectual currents, a current that would bring him to Suō and eventually to 

China.55  

 
53 Isshi, Zusho kōryaku ki, vol. 2, 6b. For my complete annotated translation and transcription of this text see 
Appendix I.8.  
 
54 Melissa McCormick has similarly demonstrated how other Kyōto-based figures, notably the courtier Sanjōnishi 
Sanetaka (1455-1537), relied on his personal connections in southwestern Japan to receive information about his 
son, who was residing in Suō while he waited to travel to China with a diplomatic delegation in 1510. See Melissa 
McCormick, “Genji Goes West: The 1510 ‘Genji Album’ and the Visualization of Court and Capital,” The Art 
Bulletin 85, no. 1 (2003): 62-63.  
 
55 In a similar vein, Itō Kōji has written about Sesshū’s leveraging of the Tōfukuji monk network in facilitating his 
relationship with the Ōuchi. See Itō Kōji, “Sesshū no tabi to Tōfukuji ha no nettowaku,” in Kokuhō to rekishi no tabi 
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Now that we have established a clear context for understanding the forces that led Sesshū 

to Suō, let us return to the historical circumstances of Sesshū’s journey to China.56 In the tenth 

month of 1458 (長禄 2), Ashikaga Yoshimasa sought assistance from the Joseon court to 

intercede on Japan’s behalf with China to allow the shogunate to send another delegation in the 

wake of the problematic Hōtoku delegation.57 At this time, Sesshū had been living in Suō for 

several years. In the second month of the following year (1459 [長禄 3]), an imperial edict 

arrived from the Chinese Ministry of Rites 禮部 permitting Yoshimasa’s request, provided that 

all members of the delegation be strictly selected for their upstanding moral character and with 

the assurance that they would not wreak havoc during their sojourn.58  

In the sixth month of 1460 (寛正元年) the Inryōken 蔭涼軒, an office within the 

Rokuon’in at Shōkokuji, appointed the Rinzai Taikan lineage 大鑑派 monk Tenyo Seikei 天與

清啓 (act. 15th century) as ambassador of the Ōnin delegation.59 In the following year, 1461 (寛

正 2), Ashikaga Yoshimasa ordered an emissary to proceed to the Shimazu 島津 domain in 

 
“Amanohashidate zu” wo tabisuru: Sesshū no kioku (Asahi hyakka Nihon no kokuhō bessatsu), ed. Ōmura Tetsuo 
(Tōkyō: Asahi shinbun sha, 2001), 46-49.  
 
56 For a chart outlining the timeline and itinerary of the Ōnin delegation see Appendix II.  
 
57 As Hashimoto Yū has explained, Ashikaga Yoshimasa’s impetus for organizing the Ōnin mission was to raise 
money to rebuild the imperial palace. See Hashimoto, “Sesshū nyūmin saikō,” 10.  
 
58 Tenyo Seikei, “Boshi nyūmin ki,” in Makita Tairyō chosaku shū: Sakugen nyūmin ki no kenkyū, vol. 5, ed. Makita 
Tairyō chosaku i’in kai (Kyōto: Rinsen shoten, 2016), 355. This edict is also recorded in Li Xian, Chen Wen, and 
Pengshi, Yingzong rui huangdi shilu, vol. 300 (癸酉 day) (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiu lishi yuyan yanjiu suo, 1966), 
6374 (6b). During the Hōtoku mission, the Japanese delegation severely injured a military official in Linqing 
County, Shandong. The admonition in the 1459 edict likely refers to this incident.  
 
59 Kikei Shinzui, Inryōken nichiroku, in Zōho zoku shiryō taisei, vol. 21, ed. Takeuchi Rizō (Kyōto: Rinsen shoten, 
1978), 261. Also cited in Kumagai Nobuo, “Boshi nyūmin to Sesshū (jō),” Bijutsushi 23 (1957): 22. The Inryōken 
was a sub-division of the Rokuon’in sub-temple of Shōkokuji. The head priest of this sub-division was a direct 
liaison between the shogun and the temple and also oversaw preparations for the China-bound tribute trade missions.  
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Kyūshū to arrange for the supply of sulphur 硫磺, which was among the most important items 

exchanged with China as part of the tally trade.60 Preparations proceeded smoothly until Tenyo 

received word of the death of one of his patrons in Shinano Province 信濃 in the eleventh month 

of 1461, compelling him to temporarily return home.61  

In the early months of 1464 (寛正 5), Tenyo was still absent from the capital. The 

Inryōken issued correspondence urging his swift return so that preparations for the delegation 

could resume.62 Around this same time, Zuikei Shūhō 瑞溪周鳳 (1391-1473) was appointed to 

draft the official diplomatic documents for presentation to the Chinese court.63 Itō Kōji has 

proposed that the time lag between the appointment of delegation members in 1460 and the 

drafting of the official documents in 1464 was not only due to Tenyo’s absence because of his 

obligation to tend to his dying patron, but also to the outbreak of the Kanshō famine, which 

threatened to halt the mission altogether.64  

 In the fifth month of 1464, Ōuchi Norihiro notified the shogunate through his Kyōto-

based intermediary (zasshō, 雑掌) Shōsetsu, author of Sesshū’s now-lost “Unkoku” name 

commentary, that Tenyo should depart for Kyūshū in the coming months.65 In the seventh month 

 
60 27th day of the third month. Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 21, 295. Also cited in Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to 
Sesshū (jō),” 23.  
 
61 26th day of the 11th month. Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 21, 321. Also cited in Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to 
Sesshū (jō),” 23.  
 
62 10th day of the second month. Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 21, 451. Also cited in Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to 
Sesshū (jō),” 23.  
 
63 12th day of the second month. Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 21, 451. Also cited in Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to 
Sesshū (jō),” 24.  
 
64 Itō, “Ōuchi Norihiro, Masahiro to higashi Ajia,” 9.  
 
65 28th day of fifth month. Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 21, 472. Also cited in Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to Sesshū 
(jō),” 24. For more information about the role of the Ōuchi zasshō monks, including Shōsetsu, see Kai Hideyuki, 
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of that year Ambassador Tenyo departed for Hyōgo 兵庫 en route to Kyūshū.66 The monk 

Myōzō 妙增, who had been designated as an administrative staff member, departed Kyōto for 

Kyūshū on the nineteenth day of that month. Myōzō carried an inventory, compiled by Zuikei 

Shūhō, of books and texts to be acquired in China.67  

 We can be certain that Ambassador Tenyo arrived in Suō by at least the eleventh month 

of 1464, at which point in time Sesshū had been residing in the province for about ten years. 

Kōshi Ehō, Sesshū’s friend, wrote a preface and poem for Tenyo in this month when the two met 

by a chance in Suō. During the same period, the former visited Sesshū in Yamaguchi.68 It is 

possible to speculate that Sesshū rendezvoused with Tenyo and other members of the delegation 

when they passed through Suō on their way to Hakata, the port from which the fleet would sail. 

A painting titled Gazing from a Lakeside Pavilion in Spring 湖亭春望圖 (Kikkawa shiryōkan, 

Fig. 1.1), attributed to Sesshū and bearing Tenyo’s poetic inscription, may date to this window of 

time when the delegation members had assembled in Hakata to await favorable winds.69  

Back in Kyōto, final preparations for the Ōnin delegation were underway, including the 

affixing of the golden tortoise-shaped seal to the delegation’s official dossier. Hosokawa 

 
“Chiiki kenryoku no zasshō sō to so no katsudō: Ōuchi shi no tai bakufu seisaku to Kōbun shuza,” Oryō shigaku 25 
(1999): 205-220.  
 
66 Fourth day of the seventh month. Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 21, 478.  
 
67 19th day of seventh month. Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 21, 482. Also cited in Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to 
Sesshū (jō),” 25.  
 
68 Kōshi, Kōshi Ehō zenshi bunshū, vol. 1, 14a-b. In his poem, Kōshi mentions that he saw Tenyo off from the 
capital in the fall of that year, which corresponds to the latter’s departure from Kyōto in the seventh month as 
recorded in Inryōken nichiroku.  
 
69 Itō Kōji has argued that it is also possible that Tenyo inscribed the painting for Sesshū after the Ashikaga and 
Ōuchi ships returned to Akamagaseki in 1469. See Itō Kōji, “Kikkawa shiryō kan zō ‘Kotei shunbō zu’ no chakusan 
jiki,” Shinano 63, no. 12 (2011): 957-968. For another study of this painting see Miyajima Shin’ichi, “Kikkawa ke 
shozō den Sesshū hitsu Tenyo Seikei san ‘Kotei shunbō zu’ ni tsuite,” Museum 471 (1990): 13-26.  
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Katsumoto 細川勝元 (1430-73) meanwhile oversaw the appointment of staff for the second ship 

in the fleet, which sailed under the auspices of the Hosokawa family.70 An entry from the 

Chikamoto nikki (Chikamoto Diary) 親元日記, dated to the fifth month of 1465 (寛正 6), reveals 

that the shogunate had encountered financial difficulties and was forced to borrow money from 

Ōuchi Norihiro to cover the operating expenses of their vessel.71 This is the first clue that 

Ashikaga leadership of the Ōnin delegation was true in name only. A few months later, on the 

twenty-third day of the eighth month of 1465, an entry from the Inryōken nichiroku (Inryōken 

Diary) 蔭涼軒日録 relates that prayers were conducted at Shōkokuji for the safe sea passage of 

the Ōnin fleet, intimating that their departure was imminent.72  

Suddenly, however, in the ninth month of 1465, Ōuchi Norihiro, head of the Ōuchi clan 

and Sesshū’s first Ōuchi patron, died on the battlefield in Iyo Province 伊予国 where he had 

defied shogunate orders and fought against the Hosokawa. The death of one of the delegation’s 

key constituents would further delay their departure until the following year. Finally, in the 

second month of 1466 (文正元年), the Ōnin fleet set sail from Hakata. Yet again, however, the 

Ōnin delegation was foiled by fate, for at Yobuko Bay 呼子浦 they met a violent storm. The 

crew and passengers prayed to the Buddha for salvation until the winds subsided. The third 

vessel of the fleet, the Ōuchi ship on which Sesshū traveled, sustained the most severe damage 

 
70 Second day of the fifth month. Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 22, 19. Also cited in Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to 
Sesshū (jō),” 29.  
 
71 Itō, “Ōuchi Norihiro, Masahiro to higashi Ajia,” 11.  
 
72 Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 22, 40. Also cited in Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to Sesshū (jō),” 30.  
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with its mast and oars destroyed, and more than half its cargo lost to the ocean. Miraculously, the 

Ashikaga and Hosokawa vessels were largely unharmed.73   

In the wake of this close encounter with death, Tenyo and other members of the Ashikaga 

vessel sought shelter under the protection of the Ōuchi at the island Azuchi Ōjima 的山大島 off 

the coast of Kyūshū. What transpired in the interim between the storm at Yobuko Bay and the 

eventual departure of the Ōuchi vessel in 1467 is unclear, though the fleet was likely brought 

back to harbor for necessary repairs. An entry from Boshi nyūmin ki, dated to the twenty-eighth 

day of the third month of 1467 (応仁元年), indicates that at this early point in the year the Ōuchi 

ship had not yet set sail from Japan.74  

After the storm at Yobuko Bay the Ashikaga vessel, the Izumimaru 和泉丸, was 

determined to be too large and unwieldly a ship and was discharged from the fleet. The Ōuchi 

ship, the Teramaru 寺丸, had been badly damaged in the storm and was sent back to the shipyard 

for repair. Itō Kōji has speculated that because the Teramaru was the next largest ship in the 

fleet, the Ōuchi compelled the Ashikaga delegation to wait in Kyūshū for its repair. A document 

identified by Itō in fact demonstrates that the Ashikaga ship did not leave Japan until the twenty-

second day of the first month of 1468 (応仁 2). The Ōuchi meanwhile chartered a new and 

smaller ship that would sail first in 1467 with Ōuchi administrative staff, including Sesshū, on 

board. The Hosokawa vessel likely set sail with the Ōuchi ship sometime after the third month of 

1467. This arrangement explains why, as we shall see later, Tenyo and the staff of the Ashikaga 

 
73 Second day of the fourth month. Kikei, Inryōken nichiroku, vol. 22, 124. Also cited in Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin 
to Sesshū (jō),” 32.  
 
74 Tenyo, “Boshi nyūmin ki,” 360.  
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ship did not arrive at the court in Beijing until almost eleven months after the arrival in China of 

the Hosokawa and Ōuchi representatives of the Ōnin delegation.75   

 China-bound vessels from Japan waited on the islands off the coast of Kyūshū to catch 

the seasonal winds in the fall or spring. The northeasterly fall winds blew from about the eighth 

to second months. The most advantageous point of departure for these winds was from Azuchi 

Ōjima 的山大島. The southwesterly winds of spring blew from the third to seventh months and 

were usually caught at Naru Bay 奈留浦, in the Gotō 五島 archipelago.76 An entry regarding the 

storage of sulphur from Boshi nyūmin ki, dated to the twenty-eighth day of the third month of 

1467, indicates that the Ōuchi vessel must have departed Japan after the third month, but it 

remains uncertain as to whether they eventually rode the spring or fall winds that year. Xu Lian’s 

and Lu’an’s prefaces for Sesshū both corroborate the fact that the Ōuchi vessel arrived in Ningbo 

in 1467. A poem composed by Keian Genju further clarifies that the Ōuchi group arrived in 

Beijing before the new year of 1468.77  

 Therefore, if the Ōuchi vessel set sail in the open ocean early in the fourth month of 

1467, shortly after the dated entry regarding sulphur in Boshi nyūmin ki, they may have arrived 

in Ningbo as early as later that same month.78 This would mean that Sesshū potentially resided in 

 
75 Itō, “Ōuchi Norihiro, Masahiro to higashi Ajia,” 9-10.  
 
76 Murai et al., Nichimin kankei shi, 256-260.  
 
77 Keian Genju, Toin gyoshō, in Zoku gunsho ruijū, vol. 12 (no. 2) (bunpitsu bu), ed. Hanawa Hokiichi and Futoda 
Tōshiro (Tōkyō: Yagishoten, 2013), 651. In the preface to the poem, Keian explains that he went to China in 1467 
(応仁元年) and that in the “spring 春” of the following year (i.e. 1468) he was at the court in Beijing. Because 
Keian had established the habit of composing a poem each New Year’s Day, it stands to reason that Keian, Sesshū, 
and others among the Ōuchi group were at the Chinese court for the first day of the new year in 1468.  
 
78 This calculation is based on the duration of the sea crossing for the Hōtoku delegation as recorded in Shōun 
nyūmin ki. The Hōtoku delegation left Japan on the thirtieth day of the third month of 1453 and arrived in Ningbo on 
the twentieth day of the fourth month. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 25, 27.  
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Ningbo for more than six months before proceeding to Beijing to celebrate the new year of 1468. 

If, however, the Ōuchi sailed in the eighth or ninth months of 1467, on the northeasterly winds, 

then the period of their stay in Ningbo was likely much shorter. Either scenario is plausible, 

especially given the unpredictability of the sea crossing, which could take a matter of days or 

months depending on weather conditions in the strait. Even under the best conditions, however, 

Shōun Zuikin of the 1453 Hōtoku delegation related that such a journey was not for the faint of 

heart. The waters during his crossing were so rough that the entire crew of his ship was plagued 

with severe sea sickness.79  

Like the Hōtoku delegation, Sesshū and the Ōnin delegation would have caught their first 

glimpse of China in the form of an island rising from the water off the coast of Dinghai 定海.80 

This point of disembarkation was Mt. Putuo 普陀山, worshipped as the island abode of the 

bodhisattva Guanyin.81 The Japanese delegations routinely paid their respects to the bodhisattva 

enshrined in the island’s temple before official Chinese flotillas, bedecked in colorful regalia, 

were dispatched from the marine offices in Dinghai to greet the arriving emissaries.82 The city 

walls and watchtowers of the county seat of Dinghai were among Sesshū’s fist sites of this 

foreign land. From here the Japanese delegation transferred to smaller river-going vessels in 

which they sailed up the Yin River 鄞江 to Yin County 鄞縣, home to the prefectural seat of 

Ningbo, the official port of entry for Japanese delegations.  

 
79 Ibid., 26.   
 
80 Ibid.  
 
81 Mt. Putuo is one island among the group of islands off the coast of Zhejiang known as the Zhoushan archipelago 
舟山群島. Guanyin has been worshipped there since the Tang dynasty when the Japanese monk Egaku 惠萼

installed an icon of the bodhisattva from Mt. Wu Tai 五台山 on the island. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 33.  
 
82 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 26.  
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Where the Yin River converges with the Yuyao River 余姚江 northeast of the city of 

Ningbo, the river boats veered south, arriving at the bustling east gate. In Ningbo, the Maritime 

Trade Office 市舶司, one of three prefectural-level civil government institutions established in 

the early Ming, hosted the visiting delegations.83 Although officials from the civil bureaucracy 

were the nominal managers of the Maritime Trade Office, by the mid-fifteenth century eunuch 

officials from the inner court had come to dominate its administration.84 In fact, it is likely that 

most of the Chinese with whom the Japanese delegations interacted on a daily basis in Ningbo, 

and even in Beijing, were eunuchs of the inner court, a fact perhaps reflected in Sesshū’s 

inclusion of a eunuch figure in his handscroll People of Various Countries 国々人物図巻 

(Kyōto National Museum, Fig 1.2 [full scroll], Fig. 1.3 [detail]).85  

Measuring about six meters in length, Sesshū’s People of Various Countries handscroll 

(see Fig. 1.2) offers valuable insight into the nature of Sesshū’s experience in China. The 

painting bears Sesshū’s signature, stating that he was eighty-two years at the time of its 

completion. This information enables the scroll to be dated to 1501 (文亀元年). Despite this late 

date, the content of the scroll strongly suggests that Sesshū made an original version of this 

painting during the course of his travels. The painting contains thirteen figural representations of 

 
83 In 1371(洪武 4) the founding Hongwu emperor established maritime trade offices in Ningbo (Zhejiang), 
Quanzhou (Fujian), and Guangzhou (Guangdong) to oversee tribute trade. Shortly thereafter, in 1375 (洪武 8), the 
Hongwu emperor abolished these offices. In 1405 (永樂 3), the Yongle emperor re-opened them for operation. The 
office in Ningbo would exist until 1567 (隆慶元年). Each office hosted emissaries from different geographical 
regions. Ningbo was exclusively for the Japanese, while emissaries from the Ryūkyū kingdom went to Quanzhou. 
The Guangzhou office was the port of entry for delegations from South and South East Asia.  
 
84 Wang Tianyou, Mingdai guojia jigou yanjiu (Beijing: Gugong chuban she, 2014), 265.  
 
85 Sesshū labeled this figure “內官,” a reference to the eunuchs’ offices in the inner court. Sesshū also depicted the 
eunuch with a characteristic beardless face, an effect of their castration and a common means of identifying their 
social position.  
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different categories of Chinese people, ten representations of different non-Chinese people, six 

representations of animals, and one representation of a ship.  

While one must be cautious in assuming that Sesshū painted these images strictly from 

“life,” the following discussion confirms that many of the images are historically accurate 

representations of Sesshū’s particular circumstances in China. In the absence of convincing 

pictorial prototypes or models for People of Various Countries, it is most reasonable to suppose 

that Sesshū used this visual encyclopedia-like format to document various types of interlocuters 

he had in China, as well as different types of people that he may have encountered at a greater 

distance, such as the emperor or some members of other foreign delegations.86 Like Sesshū’s 

Magnificent Sites of China, which is the painting case study for the following chapter, People of 

Various Countries is part of the artist’s visual testimony regarding his travels.  

Although it is the pictorial focus of Chapter Two, Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites of China 

will be cited throughout this chapter to illustrate aspects of Sesshū’s journey on the continent. 

Various versions and copies of Magnificent Sites exist today, a topic I will discuss further in the 

following chapter. Needless to say, in the context of the present chapter I will refer to these 

paintings as a group by the title Magnificent Sites of China with the understanding that they 

represent an original painting, or paintings, by Sesshū’s hand. Images from the copy in the 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, will be my primary pictorial references.  

 
86 Ōnishi Hiroshi, too, has noted the encyclopedic nature of People of Various Countries and proposed that 
historical paintings depicting tribute bearers to the Chinese court may have been an inspiration for Sesshū. While 
this is a compelling notion, Sesshū’s painting differs from such works in both pictorial treatment and scope. Sesshū 
not only included other tribute bearers, but also a number of different Chinese figural types, as well as animals. I 
have been unable to identify any fifteenth-century examples of tribute bearer paintings that offer a convincing model 
for Sesshū’s scroll. See Ōnishi Hiroshi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 15,” Gekkan hyakka 487 (2003): 39-43, Ōnishi, 
“Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 16,” Gekkan hyakka 489 (2003): 42-46, and Ōnishi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 17,” Gekkan 
hyakka 491 (2003): 49-53.  
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 In Ningbo, the high-ranking delegation staff members, including ambassador and vice-

ambassador, lodged at the Anyuan Station 安遠驛, the official guesthouse located in the 

northwest corner of the city. Other administrative staff and merchants were housed at the temples 

Tianning si 天寧寺 and Jingqing si境清寺, which were also located within the city walls.87 

Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites of China depicts the twin pagodas of Tianning si (Fig. 1.4), 

suggesting that Sesshū may have lodged at this location. Upon the Japanese delegation’s arrival, 

a messenger was dispatched to Beijing to report the matter. While they waited for the 

messenger’s return, the Japanese visitors filled their days with a variety of activities, including 

visits to the prefectural school 府學 and to temples inside and outside the city wall.88 The 

Japanese delegation also frequently partook in lavish banquets, often in the company of officials 

from the provincial government agencies in Hangzhou. The record of the 1453 delegation, Shōun 

nyūmin ki, conveys the exotic foods, dancing, and music that Sesshū and others in the Ōnin 

delegation likely experienced as guests in Ningbo.89 

 Two of the most important destinations for the Japanese delegations, and Sesshū in 

particular, were the monasteries of Tiantong si 天童寺 and Ayuwang si 阿育王寺. Tiantong si 

was located sixty li (about nineteen miles) east of Yin County and to the east of Mt. Taibai 太白

山 (Fig. 1.5). According to the 1468 gazetteer of Ningbo Prefecture, an ascetic named Yixing 義

興 founded the temple in the year 300 (永康元年) when he constructed a hut on the hillside in 

 
87 Tianning si was located in the western part of the city, while Jingqing si was located in the southeast. A five-story 
brick pagoda, dating to the ninth century, is all that remains of Tianning si in Ningbo today.  
 
88 Some of the temples that Shōun reported visiting in Ningbo include Huxin si 湖心寺, Baiyi si 白衣寺, Yanqing si 
延慶寺, Shouchang si壽昌寺, and Wanshou si 萬壽寺. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 42-43.   
 
89 The food that appeared at the banquets included such items as pork, lamb, duck, chicken, and dried bamboo 
shoots. Shōun notes that even the non-ordained members of the Japanese delegation did not partake of the meat 
dishes. Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 42.  
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which to practice meditation. Everyday a mysterious child brought Yixing water and firewood to 

sustain his simple life. After a while, the child announced that he was Taibai Chen 太白辰, the 

planet Venus, who had been sent by the Lord-on-High 上帝 to encourage Yixing in his faith. The 

divine child then disappeared, never to be seen again. The temple’s name, “Temple of the 

Heavenly Child 天童寺,” would immortalize the miraculous legend. The temple was destroyed 

several times in its subsequent history and had been most recently rebuilt in 1433 (宣德 8) when 

Sesshū arrived at its majestic pine-lined approach.90 In the Ming dynasty, Tiantong si was 

designated the third-ranked of the Chan Five Mountain temples. The temple’s illustrious 

reputation in the eyes of Japanese visitors was due in large part to its having played host to Eisai 

栄西 (1141-1215) and Dōgen 道元 (1200-53), the respective founders of the Rinzai and Sōtō 

Zen linages in Japan.  

 A more detailed discussion of Sesshū’s potential social contacts at the temple can be 

found in the following chapter. Here, however, it necessary to briefly address the issue of 

Sesshū’s designation as the holder of the “First Seat of Tiantong in Siming 四明天童第一座,” a 

title that the painter would adopt with pride in his later painting signatures. The “First Seat” is a 

variation in name of the position of “Head Seat首座” in the Chan monastic bureaucracy. This 

appointment was given to the monk who was at the head of the Western Group西班. The 

Western Group and Eastern Group東班 were the two main institutional bodies that made up the 

Chan monastery system. While monks in the Eastern Group oversaw the administrative 

functioning of the temple, those of the Western Group were responsible for assisting the abbot in 

 
90 Yang Shi, Siming junzhi, vol. 9, in Mingdai Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 7 (Ningbo: Ningbo chuban she, 2013), 757-758 
(5a-b).  
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religious training and education. The title “Head Seat” derived from the prominent seating 

position of this monk directly adjacent to the abbot in the Dharma Hall 法堂 of a Chan 

monastery. Monks with the title of “Head Seat” were eligible for abbotship, and thus were 

deemed promising acolytes.91  

 As Wang Ronghuang has discussed in his article on the Chan monastic bureaucracy 

during the Ming and Qing dynasties, the rank of “Head Seat” was a clearly codified appointment 

at the pinnacle of the Western Group. Together with the ranked titles of “Western Hall 西堂,” 

“Rear Hall 后堂,” and “Master of the Hall 堂主,” “Head Seat” was one of the “Four Top 

Leadership 四大班首” positions that were charged with guiding the congregation in the Dharma 

Hall. The position of “Head Seat,” in particular, assumed the important tasks of leading the 

congregation in meditation, exacting punishment for those who went against the precepts, and 

assisting the abbot in his lectures. The holder of the “Head Seat” thus acted as the right-hand 

assistant of the abbot and could be called upon to take the abbot’s place if the latter had to be 

absent from his duties.92  

 In light of this information, it is especially curious that Sesshū was bestowed with this 

title given the relatively short duration of his contact with the monastery and his modest position 

of Guest Prefect 知客 within the Western Group of the Five Mountain temple system at home. 

Despite a commonly held belief that the title was given to esteemed visitors as an honorary 

gesture, there does not appear to be any evidence that supports this assertion. In fact, as Wang 

points out, the Chan institutional hierarchy became increasingly codified during the Ming period. 

 
91 Collcutt, Five Mountains: The Rinzai Zen Monastic Institution in Medieval Japan, 236-239.  
 
92 Wang Ronghuang, “Mingqing conglin sengzhi zhidu yanjiu,” Shijie zongjiao yanjiu, no. 3 (2017): 61-62.  
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This led to a fracturing of the bureaucracy into ever more specialized positions in an attempt to 

control the large ecclesiastical community.93  

Regarding Sesshū’s attainment of the “Head Seat” title, it is possible to speculate that 

Sesshū’s period of interaction with the Tiantong si community was longer than had been 

previously thought if the Ōuchi vessel arrived in Ningbo early in 1467. Wang does note that 

despite the finely calibrated nature of the Chan bureaucratic structure in the Ming dynasty, there 

was a considerable degree of mobility within the system that allowed monks to swiftly proceed 

from low to high positions.94 The dearth of records relating to Tiantong si from the mid-fifteenth 

century has obliterated the identity of the monk who served as abbot of the temple during 

Sesshū’s residence in China. As I will explain in the next chapter, however, it is possible that a 

retired abbot of the temple, who was an associate of Sesshū’s contacts in Ningbo, facilitated his 

acquisition of the title.95  

  One of a pair of paintings attributed to Sesshū titled Aiōji (i.e. Ayuwang si) 阿育王寺図 

(private collection, Fig. 1.6), depicting a temple located between Ningbo and Tiantong si, also 

indicates that Sesshū visited this esteemed religious site.96 Founded in the Eastern Jin dynasty 

(405), Ayuwang si was named after the great Indian king Ashoka. Sesshū’s rendering of the 

temple includes three pagodas, including the famous Eastern and Western Pagodas, which are 

 
93 Ibid., 75.  
 
94 Ibid., 77.  
 
95 In 1489 (延徳元年), the monk Genryū Shūkei 彦龍周興 wrote lengthy inscriptions for a set of four paintings by 
Sesshū depicting the four seasons. In the inscription for the winter composition, Genryū related that the Chenghua 
emperor bestowed Sesshū with this Buddhist title after witnessing Sesshū’s skill in painting. Genryū’s source for 
this information is unclear, but Lu’an Chunzhuo, in his preface for Sesshū, noted that Sesshū had already received 
the title by the sixth month of 1468. It is therefore unlikely that the title was bestowed by the emperor in Beijing.  
 
96 Although these paintings bear inscriptions by Sesshū, which date them to 1472 (文明 4), they are believed to be 
later copies.  
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landmarks of the temple’s stately grounds to this day. Sesshū’s frontal depiction of the temple 

appears much like the current aspect of the monastery, nestled against low hills and mist (Fig. 

1.7). According to Shōun nyūmin ki, the journey to Ayuwang si was a half day’s distance from 

the city of Ningbo. When the delegation arrived, they were met outside the main gate 山門 by 

the abbot, at which time the temple bell and drum were struck in ceremonial greeting. Later that 

same day, the group proceeded to Tiantong si, where they lodged overnight.97  

 As I will elaborate in Chapter Two, the remainder of Sesshū’s stay in Ningbo was 

consumed with interacting with members of the literati community. One such literati by the 

name of Xu Lian 徐璉 (act. 15th century), who composed a parting preface and poem for Sesshū 

in the fifth month of 1469 (成化 5), appears to have been especially fond of the painter. Of 

Sesshū, Xu Lian wrote:  

Elder Yun’gu (i.e. Unkoku, Sesshū) from Japan is modest and contented with simplicity. 
He excels at poetry and painting, and his nature is such that he desires nothing. In the 
dinghai year of the Chenghua reign (i.e. 1467) [he] accompanied a tribute mission and 
arrived in Yin (i.e. Yin County, Ningbo) and I thus had the opportunity to interact with 
him. [We] found one another to be very congenial and were as amicable as though we 
had been friends our entire lives.98  
  
日本雲谷長老，沖淡人也，能詩善畫，而性無所嗜。成化丁亥陪貢，至鄞，予獲與

之交，情傾意洽，歡若平生。 
  

Xu Lian’s preface confirms that Sesshū arrived in China on the Ōuchi vessel in 1467. The 

nature of his comments also implies that Sesshū’s stay in Ningbo was long enough for the two to 

cultivate a friendship. In the final couplet of his seven-syllable regulated verse for Sesshū, Xu 

 
97 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 43-44.  
 
98 A transcription of Xu Lian’s preface and poem are housed, along with the Long Landscape, in the Mōri Family 
Museum, Yamaguchi. For my complete and annotated translation and transcription of Xu Lian’s preface and poem 
see Appendix I.4.  
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wistfully wonders, “where it is that we will think of one another after parting, like the moon in 

the sky and the clouds that wreath the mountains懸知別後相思,月在中天雲在山.” The 

intimate tone of Xu’s verse for Sesshū suggests that this man of letters was not merely fulfilling 

a request for an inscription, but rather that he and Sesshū shared a genuine relationship, however 

fleeting its nature.  

 In the preceding historiography of Sesshū’s China sojourn, Xu Lian has existed only as a 

hazily identified figure.99 A Qing-dynasty text, Siming tanzhu (Topics of Conversation in Siming) 

四明談助, which documents the local families and sites of Ningbo, reveals that Xu Lian was a 

member of a prominent Ningbo family.100 In 1484 (成化 20) Xu Lian was selected as a Tribute 

Student 貢生 from his hometown of Yin County, Ningbo Prefecture.101 Tribute Students were 

nominated from local Confucian schools for advanced study in the capital and eventual 

admission into the civil service. In the Ming dynasty, many such candidates did not actually go 

to Nanjing or Beijing for further study, but rather remained in their hometowns to enjoy the 

privileges that this status conferred. Xu Lian seems to have used his achievement of the Tribute 

Student title to pursue a career in education, for in 1496 (弘治 9) he took up the position of 

Instructor 教諭 at the county school in Huichang County 會昌縣, Jiangxi Province.102   

 
99 In an endnote to his article on the interaction between Japanese monks and Ningbo literati, Ebine Toshio cited a 
Guangxu-era edition of the Yinxian zhi (Yin County Gazetteer) 鄞縣志 that identified Xu Lian as a Tribute Student 
貢生 in 1484 (成化 20). See Ebine Toshio, “Ninpō no bunjin to Nihon jin,” Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsu kan kiyō 11 
(1975): 259.  
 
100 Liu Hengwu is the first scholar to have identified Xu Lian’s name in this text. See Liu Hengwu, Ningbo gudai 
duiwai wenhua jiaoliu: Yi lishi wenhua yicun wei zhongxin (Beijing: Haiyang chuban she, 2009), 189.  
 
101 Zhang Shiche, Jiajing Ningbo fu zhi, vol. 3, in Mingdai Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 1 (Ningbo: Ningbo chuban she, 2013), 
383 (93a).  
 
102 Huang Tianyang, Jiajing Ganzhou fuzhi, vol. 7, in Tianyige cang Mingdai fangzhi xuankan, vol. 12 (Taipei: Xin 
wenfeng chuban she, 1985), 107 (34b). 
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 The Xu family had, in fact, originally hailed from Jiangxi Province. In the wake of the 

Jurchen invasion that toppled the Northern Song dynasty, however, the family fled to Lin’an 臨

安 (i.e. Hangzhou) and then to Mao County 鄮縣, Ningbo Prefecture. At the beginning of the 

Ming dynasty, the Xu clan was implicated in a scandal and the family dispersed across the 

country. Xu Lian’s family branch settled in Firewood Lane 柴巷, located on the eastern bank of 

Moon Lake 月湖, in Ningbo. Xu Zuo 徐祚 (juren 舉人 1420) and Xu Qian 徐謙 (gongsheng 貢

生 1433), two of Xu Lian’s older male relatives (perhaps his grandfather and father), had served 

as a Director in the Ministry of Punishment 刑部郎中 and District Magistrate 知縣 of Dingyuan 

County 定遠縣, Anhui Province, respectively. It was not until the Wanli period (1573-1620) that 

a member of the Firewood Lane Xu clan reached the apogee of success in attaining the jinshi 

degree in the civil service examination. Nevertheless, the fact that Xu Lian’s senior relatives had 

served in government indicates that he came from a household of a sufficiently high status such 

that they that could afford to educate their sons.103  

Xu Lian’s preface and poem for Sesshū (Fig. 1.8) are known from what is believed to be 

an Edo-period transcription, mounted as a hanging scroll and stored in the same large box as the 

Long Landscape (Mōri Family Museum).104 In 2001, Watada Minoru introduced another 

transcription of the preface and poem contained in a volume from the Ōuchi ke kojitsu ruisho 

(Ōuchi Family Historical Reference) 大内家古実類書 in the Tagasha bunko 多賀社文庫, an 

 
103 Xu Zhaobing, Siming tanzhu, vol. 1, ed. Gui Xinyi et al. (Ningbo: Ningbo chuban she, 2000), 676-677.  
 
104 Watada Minoru believes that the transcription dates to the Edo period based upon the quality of the paper, which 
is embellished with mica, gold, and silver. See Watada Minoru, “Sō Unkoku ji to jo [sakuhin kaisetsu],” in Sesshū 
Tōyō: “Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō 
kōron, 2006), 133. This transcription in the Mōri family collection has been known to scholars since at least 1913 
when Watanabe Yosuke referred to it in his article on Sesshū’s China trip. See Watanabe Yosuke, “Sesshū no 
nyūmin ni oite,” Kokka 279 (1913): 38.  
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archive of historical documents from Taga Shrine in Yamaguchi (hereafter Taga Shrine version). 

Watada proposed that, compared to the version that accompanies the Long Landscape, the Taga 

Shrine version better preserves the original document that Sesshū received from Xu Lian. The 

text of the Taga Shrine version appears to have been copied from a document that was composed 

laterally across a sheet of paper (as opposed to the vertical orientation of the version in the Mōri 

Family Museum) and replicated the author’s (i.e. Xu Lian’s) semi-cursive calligraphy.105 It is not 

clear when the transcription in Ōuchi ke kojitsu ruisho was made, but Watada has suggested that 

the compilation was completed sometime in the early nineteenth century based upon clues 

internal to the record.106  

In conducting research at the Yamaguchi Prefectural Archive, I discovered yet another 

transcription of Xu Lian’s preface and poem for Sesshū in a volume from the Mōri ke monjo 

(Mōri Family Records) 毛利家文書, a compilation of historical material related to the Mōri clan 

(hereafter Mōri archive version, Fig. 1.9).107 The volume in which this transcription is included is 

titled Zacchaku shū (Anthology of Miscellanea) 雜著集. The volume collates a number of 

miscellaneous texts related to Sino-Japanese interactions. Unlike the Taga Shrine version, this 

transcription of Xu Lian’s preface and poem does not contain reproductions of any of the seals 

that appear on the Edo-period transcription that accompanies the Long Landscape. Comparison 

of the three extant transcriptions reveals, however, that the Mōri archive version and the 

transcription that accompanies the Long Landscape are alike in content. The Taga Shrine 

version, on the other hand, includes three areas of the text where the characters differ from the 

 
105 Watada Minoru, “[Shiryō shōkai] Taga sha bunko no Sesshū den,” Tenkai toga 4 (2001): 31.  
 
106 Ibid., 30.  
 
107 Compiler unknown, Zacchaku shū, in Mōri ke monjo, sōsho 16, no. 47 (1) (Yamaguchi Prefectural Archive).  
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other two transcriptions.108 These differences likely resulted from transcription errors, as the 

deviant characters in the Taga Shrine version do not conform to the meaning of the text.   

The Mōri archive version also seems to have been copied from a text that was originally 

oriented horizontally. The handwriting displays a neater semi-cursive script than that which is 

evident in the Taga Shrine version. The miscellaneous nature of the texts included in the volume 

from the Mōri ke monjo makes positing a date of transcription and compilation difficult, if not 

impossible. Examination of dated texts within the volume presents a tentative dating to the 

eighteenth century, though this issue admittedly awaits more thorough analysis.109 Here, it 

suffices to note that the transcription in the Mōri ke monjo may represent the earliest known 

transcription of Xu Lian’s original composition for Sesshū.  

It is illuminating to observe that the four seals that were assiduously reproduced in the 

transcription that accompanies the Long Landscape corroborate the information regarding Xu 

Lian that can be gleaned from Siming tanzhu. The first seal, to the upper-right of  the text, reads 

“Eastern Cottage東菴,” while the second seal to the bottom-left of the text reads “Hall East of 

Moon Lake月湖東院.” As previously mentioned, the Xu family is known to have resided in 

Firewood Lane, situated on the eastern bank of Moon Lake, a location to which both these seals 

refer. Two additional seals read “Descendants of Siming 四明世家,” and “Library of the Xu 

Family徐氏圖書.” These impressions, too, allude to the heritage of the Xu family in the Ningbo 

region and their identity as a family of learned men. On a recent visit to Ningbo, I was delighted 

 
108 The characters in question are “羨異,” “蓙寰,” and “盃遠.” In the Mōri archive transcription they are written as 
“丰姿,” “塵寰,” and “相思” respectively. 
 
109 I would like to thank Yoshida Masao, a specialist researcher at the Yamaguchi Prefectural Archive, for his help 
in determining a tentative dating for this text.  
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to find that a building from the Xu family clan hall still stands on the shores of Moon Lake today 

(Fig. 1.10).  

Given that Xu Lian did not obtain the status of Tribute Student until 1484, nor did he 

begin his career as a county instructor until 1496, it stands to reason that he was still a relatively 

young man when Sesshū met him in 1467. The disparity in age between the two men (Sesshū 

was forty-eight at the time) may account for Xu’s reference to the painter as “elder” and help to 

explain the ease of their friendship. Xu Lian did not yet have the experience or erudition of a 

figure like Jin Shi and thus he may have been a more approachable interlocutor for Sesshū.  

Sesshū likely stayed in Ningbo for several months before official permission arrived from 

Beijing, allowing the Ōnin delegation to travel to the capital.110 Once authorization was received, 

the Maritime Trade Office moved all of the tribute gifts and other trade goods to the Eastern 

Warehouse in Ningbo, where they would be inspected, inventoried, and eventually shipped to the 

capital. After a final banquet with the eunuch supervisors, the Japanese delegation arose at dawn 

and proceeded to Siming Station四明驛 where they boarded the boats that would take them 

northward on the Grand Canal.111  

 

IV. Ningbo to Beijing  

 

In 1453, only one third of the Hōtoku delegation members were permitted to travel to 

Beijing. In the case of the Ōnin delegation, for which the ambassadorial ship (i.e. the Ashikaga 

 
110 The Hōtoku delegation stayed in Ningbo for about three and a half months (from the twentieth day of the fourth 
month to the seventh day of the eighth month of 1453).  
 
111 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 60.  
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ship) arrived much later than the Ōuchi and Hosokawa groups, it is unclear what protocol 

governed this facet of the itinerary. It is nonetheless notable that Sesshū was among the 

privileged group that proceeded to Beijing.  

From Ningbo to Beijing the Japanese delegations followed the route of the water courier 

system, lodging at a series of courier stations along the way.112 The Ming courier system was 

divided into land and water routes, outfitted with horses and boats, respectively.113 Both routes 

and their attendant stations were administered by the Ministry of War 兵部, which used the 

courier system to transport important military information and supplies across the country. The 

courier stations were located at comfortable intervals of about fifty to eighty li (about fifteen to 

twenty-five miles). Officials used the courier system when they traveled from post to post or for 

various regional assignments. As Timothy Brook has noted, official travel was subject to strict 

deadlines calculated by the allocated number of days deemed necessary to travel between 

different destinations. Officials who traversed the Grand Canal between Beijing and Nanjing, for 

example, were allowed forty days for the journey.114 This information is interestingly 

corroborated by Sesshū who, in the opening section of his Magnificent Sites of China, brushed an 

 
112 In the Wanli edition of the Da Minghui dian (Great Ming Code) 萬曆大明會典 and the Huanyu tongqu (Book of 
Thoroughfares in the Realm) 寰宇通衢, I have been able to identify almost all of the water courier stations recorded 
by Shōun. For the Huanyu tongqu see Yang Zhengtai, Mingdai yizhan kao (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chuban she, 
1994). The only station I was not able to identify in either of these sources is Penglai Station 蓬萊驛,  the courier 
station that Sesshū illustrated in his Magnificent Sites of China. Although Sesshū wrote the characters 蓬木, this was 
likely a mistaken reference to 蓬萊. Egaitsu Michihiko has pointed out that the monk Sakugen Shūryō stopped at 
this station outside the prefectural seat of Shaoxing in 1539 (嘉靖 18). See Egaitsu Michihiko, “Sesshū no Chūgoku 
shinkei gakan ni tsuite,” Tenkai toga 1 (1997): 29. The Korean official Ch’oe Pu also reported having stopped there 
when he went through Shaoxing. See Meskill, Ch’oe Pu’s Diary: A Record of Drifting Across the Sea, 74.  
 
113 Yang, Mingdai yizhan kao, 4-5.  
 
114 Timothy Brook, The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press 
of Harvard University, 2010), 31. 
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annotation indicating that from Beijing to Zhenjiang 鎮江 the route was forty days, plus an 

additional day and a half to Nanjing (Fig. 1.11).115  

In light of the fact that the Ōuchi group of the Ōnin delegation likely arrived in Beijing in 

the winter of 1467, they may have sailed on the Grand Canal in the perilously icy season. 

Although water travel persisted during the winter, the freezing of the canal and rivers entailed 

more movement overland and thus a potentially much longer journey.116 From Ningbo, the 

Japanese delegation ships traveled up the Yuyao River 余姚江 (in Yin County this was called 

the Cixi River 慈溪江) through Cixi County慈溪縣 in Ningbo, and then into Shaoxing 

Prefecture 紹興府 via Yuyao 余姚縣, Shangyu 上虞縣, and Kuaiji 會稽縣 counties, eventually 

arriving at the seat of the Shaoxing prefectural government in Shanyin County山陰縣. In the 

city, Shōun of the Hōtoku delegation had reported climbing to the top of Mt. Long 龍山 to visit 

the ancient palace site of the Yue king Gou Jian 越王勾踐 (496-465 BCE).117 Sesshū’s 

Magnificent Sites of China depicts the prefectural city seat of Shaoxing with its hilly terrain, Mt. 

Kuaiji 會稽山 in the distance, and the Penglai courier station 蓬萊驛 outside the city wall (Fig. 

1.12).  Leaving Shaoxing, the delegation would have passed another station in Xiaoshan County 

蕭山縣 before crossing the mighty Qiantang River 錢塘江 into Hangzhou Prefecture 杭州府.118   

 
115 Interestingly, Ch’oe Pu was also told that the water route from Zhenjiang to Beijing was a forty-day journey, 
indicating that this was a widely known fact of travel in fifteenth-century China. See Meskill, Ch’oe Pu’s Diary, 82.  
 
116 Huang Renyu, Mingdai de caoyun, trans. Zhang Hao and Zhang Sheng (Xiamen: Haixia chuban she, 2015), 222. 
Both sixteenth-century delegations of which the monk Sakugen Shūryō was a part traveled in the winter months and 
were significantly delayed, taking upwards of four months to reach Beijing. See Murai et al., Nichimin kankei shi, 
235-236.  
 
117 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 69.  
 
118 Ibid.  
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According to Shōun’s record, the journey on these waterways, collectively known as the 

Eastern Zhe Canal 浙東運河 (connecting Ningbo to Hangzhou), took about five days. In the 

Hangzhou prefectural city seat, the delegation lodged at the Wulin Station 武林驛, located inside 

the city wall in the southeast. Over the course of a week, the delegation toured the environs of 

West Lake 西湖 (Fig. 1.13), including Gushan 孤山, home of the Northern Song poet Lin Hejing 

林和靖 (967-1028) and his beloved cranes, the six bridges of the Su Causeway 蘇堤, and the 

temple complex of Jingci si 淨慈寺.119  

Day excursions took Sesshū and the Ōnin delegation to the famed monastery of Lingyin 

si 靈隱寺 and the three Tianzhu temples 三天竺寺 west of the lake.120 Traveling through 

Hangzhou en route to Beijing in 1488 (弘治元年), the Korean official Ch’oe Pu 崔溥 (1454-

1504) observed the following of the city: “Houses stand in solid rows, and the gowns of the 

crowds seem like screens. The markets pile up gold and silver…Foreign ships stand as thick as 

the teeth of a comb, and in the streets wine shops and music halls front directly each on another. 

There are flowers that do not fade through the four seasons and the scenery of everlasting spring 

all the year round. It truly seems a different world, as people say.”121  

Sesshū’s West Lake 西湖図 (Seikadō Bunko Art Museum, Fig. 1.14), a painting of the 

lake and its surrounding attractions, testifies to his travel to this cultural center. Around 1494 (明

 
119 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 70-72. Founded in the tenth century, Jingci si had been designated the fourth of the Five 
Mountain Chan temples during the Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279).   
 
120 Lingyin si was the second ranked of the Five Mountain Chan temples. It was believed to have been founded by 
the Indian monk Huili 慧理 in the year 326 (咸和元年).  
 
121 Meskill, Ch’oe Pu’s Diary, 88. Ch’oe Pu was caught in a storm off the coast of Jeju Island as he was attempting 
to return home to mourn his father’s death. When his sea-wrecked ship reached the coast of China, he was arrested 
and escorted to Beijing. His diary relates this harrowing journey.  
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応 3), when Hangzhou was but a nostalgic memory, Sesshū rendered another image of West 

Lake, which his friend and fellow monk Ten’in Ryūtaku 天隱龍澤 (1422-1500) inscribed. 

Ten’in wrote the following inscription on the painting:   

When the monk-painter Sesshū traveled south (i.e. to China) he visited West Lake on 
multiple occasions. Wielding his brush, Sesshū painted the dynamic conditions [of the 
lake] with clear skies and wondrous rain. I relied on an intermediary to request a painting 
of the lake, whereupon [Sesshū] painted one on plain silk and sent it from Suō. I admired 
the painting constantly in order to conjure in my [own imagination] the beautiful scenery 
of Hang (i.e. Hangzhou). Between heaven and earth, what greater joy is there than 
this?122  

  
畫僧雪舟南遊之日，屢遊西湖，執筆自寫晴好雨奇變態，予介人求一本，於是圖於

絹素，自防寄之。予起臥對之，以彷想餘杭勝概，天地之間，別有何樂乎? 
 
While Ten’in’s comment regarding the frequency of Sesshū’s visits to Hangzhou is likely 

hyperbolic, it is most certain that as a member of the Ōnin delegation the painter did see West 

Lake with his own eyes.123 Ten’in’s appreciation of the painting was immeasurably enhanced by 

the knowledge that its creator drew upon the wells of experiential insight in reproducing its 

likeness, allowing Ten’in to vicariously travel to West Lake in his mind’s eye.   

 Upon leaving Hangzhou, the Japanese delegation boats entered the waterway of the 

Grand Canal 大運河 (also known as the Jinghang Canal 京杭大運河). They proceeded northeast 

through Jiaxing Prefecture 嘉興府 to Suzhou 蘇州府. In Wujiang County 吳江縣 they passed 

the impressive Descending Rainbow 垂虹橋 and Treasure Belt寶帶橋 bridges, distinguished by 

their seemingly endless expanses of arches. Sesshū included both feats of engineering in his 

 
122 Ten’in Ryūtaku, Suichiku shinjo shū, in Gozan bungaku shinshū, vol. 5, ed. Tamamura Takeji (Tōkyō: Tōkyō 
daigaku shuppan kai, 1971), 217. For my complete annotated translation and transcription of this text see Appendix 
I.9. 
 
123 Shōun stopped at Hangzhou on both the northward and southward journeys. Therefore, it is quite possible that 
Sesshū visited West Lake twice.  
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Magnificent Sites of China (Fig. 1.15). In the prefectural city seat of Suzhou, the delegation 

visited Hanshan si 寒山寺 of Tang poetry fame, as well as Tiger Hill 虎丘, a local haunt of the 

contemporary painter Shen Zhou 沈周 (1427-1509).124   

From here the canal veered northwest through Wuxi County 無錫縣, Changzhou 

Prefecture 常州府, which lies on the bank of Lake Tai 太湖. Finally, about three days after 

departing Suzhou, the delegation arrived at the Zhenjiang prefectural city seat 鎮江府 on the 

southern bank of the Yangzi River 揚子江. This scene constitutes the opening section of 

Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites of China, crowned by the renowned island temple Jinshan si 金山寺 

(Fig. 1.16).125 Sesshū illustrated this temple on at least two other occasions. The painting Aiōji 

(i.e. Ayuwang si), mentioned previously, forms a pendant pair with a painting titled Kinzanji (i.e. 

Jinshan si) 金山寺図 (private collection, Fig. 1.17), both of which are presumed to be copies of 

Sesshū’s original compositions. In 1481 (文明 13), when Sesshū was traveling through Mino 

Province 美濃, he also painted an image of Jinshan si for his friend Banri Shūkyū 萬里集九 

(1428- ca. 1503).126 On this painting Banri wrote: 

In the autumn of the kanotōshi year (i.e. 1481), [we] happened to meet at Reiyaku 
Temple (i.e. Shōhōji, 正法寺) in Mino Province. [Sesshū] spread out a sheet of Chinese 
paper for me and painted a picture of Floating Jade (i.e. Jinshan si) with two towering 
pagodas, Guo Pu’s tomb, and the founder’s hall, each one of which he explained to me. 

 
124 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 84. Hanshan si had been celebrated in a famous poem by the mid-Tang poet Zhang Ji 張
繼 (act. mid-8th century) titled Night Mooring at Maple Bridge 楓橋夜泊.  
 
125 Jinshan si was established during the Eastern Jin dynasty (317-420). A monk by the name of Chūshin 中心, who 
traveled on the Ōuchi vessel to China with Sesshū in 1467, wrote a poem eulogizing Guo Pu’s 郭璞 (276-324) tomb, 
which was said to have risen from the waves to form a rocky outcropping next to Jinshan si. Chūshin’s poem is 
recorded in a Qing-dynasty gazetteer of the temple, and thus corroborates the fact that Sesshū’s group paid a visit to 
the island. See Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to Sesshū (jō),” 27. 
 
126 Banri was a monk of the Rinzai Issan lineage at Shōkokuji. After his sub-temple at Shōkokuji was destroyed in 
the Ōnin War, he resettled in Mino Province and returned to a layman’s life. For his biography see Tamamura, 
Gozan sensō denki shūsei, 601-613.  
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[Sesshū] further said, “The mountain has many date trees, most of which are the property 
of the temple. The lines that read, ‘The sound of oars disrupts the monks’ dreams, and the 
mighty waves startle the Buddha’ are not empty words!” Hearing this, I felt exactly as 
though I had mounted the back of a mighty golden tortoise and was drifting in the misty 
ocean [to China].127 
 
辛丑之秋，解后【邂逅】于東濃之靈藥精舍，為余展南紙，作淳【浮】玉之圖，兩

塔巍然，有郭璞之墓，有裴頭陀之場，翁一一指點，且曰: “山中多棗木，太【大】

半為寺產，櫓過妨僧夢，濤濺驚佛身之句，未為虛語也。” 余聽之，恰如跨金鰲背

上，飄飄乎浮游縹緲之間。 
 

Like Ten’in and the painting of West Lake, Banri marveled at the way Sesshū’s explanation of 

the temple and its features enlivened the painted scene, as though Banri could envision himself at 

the site.  

As they traversed the Yangzi River from west to east, the Japanese delegations passed 

Jiaoshan si 焦山寺, another island temple, and Ganlu si甘露寺,  an ancient temple perched on 

Mt. Beigu 北固山 with stunning panoramic views of the river.128 Sesshū rendered both of these 

temples in his Magnificent Sites of China (Fig. 1.18). On the northern shore of the Yangzi, the 

delegation boats reentered the Grand Canal and continued north toward the city seat of 

Yangzhou Prefecture 揚州府 (Fig. 1.19). In the bustling commercial city of Yangzhou, Shōun of 

the Hōtoku delegation had admired the architecture of the Guangling Station 廣陵驛 where they 

lodged, “a towering structure with soaring eaves 驛樓重重，簷楹飛舞.”129 Ch’oe Pu also 

recalled that “at dawn we left Kuang-ling Station and the wall of Yang-chou Prefecture. The 

prefecture was the site of the old Chiang-tu of Sui, the great market of the lower Yangtze. The 

 
127 For Banri’s text see Banri Shūkyū, Banri Shūkyū sakuhin shūi, in Gozan bungaku shinshū, vol. 6, ed. Tamamura 
Takeji (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigku shuppan kai, 1972), 1024. For my complete annotated translation and transcription of 
this text see Appendix I.7.  
 
128 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 92.  
 
129 Ibid., 85.  
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splendors of the ten li of pearled blinds, the twenty-four bridges, and the thirty-six banks were 

the greatest of all the prefectures. This was the land celebrated by the lines, ‘The spring breezes 

caress the city, and music fills the ears.’”130  

 Between Yangzhou and Huai’an 淮安府 prefectures lay an expansive region of lakes 

through which the canal wove like a needle.131 The delegation proceeded northward through the 

remainder of Jiangsu Province 江蘇 and into Shandong山東. This passage marked a distinct 

change in topography, which Ch’oe Pu would later note was “quite flat, occasionally with distant 

mountains. From the Yangtze north there had not been a single hill.”132 This stretch of water also 

included numerous locks to adjust for the differences in elevation between Xuzhou 徐州, 

Jiangsu, in the south and Linqing 臨清, Shandong, in the north. The preponderance of locks 

slowed the delegation’s journey.133  

In Shandong the delegation passed through Gunzhou 袞州府, Dongchang 東昌府, and 

Ji’nan 濟南府 prefectures, the land of “Qi and Lu 齊魯” as Sesshū had referred to the region in 

his 1495 self-preface. Sesshū’s interest, and indeed the interest of his fellow monk travelers, in 

this province was no doubt related to the fact that it was the ancestral home of Confucius. Shōun 

had also commented on distinctive local products and customs, such as large winter melons, a 

proliferation of cheap licorice root, and the tendency of local women to adorn their hair with 

chrysanthemums.134 It was in Linqing, too, that Shōun’s delegation was apprehended pillaging 

 
130 Meskill, Ch’oe Pu’s Diary, 98.  
 
131 These lakes included Shaobo 邵伯湖, Gaoyou 高郵湖, Baoying 寶應湖, and Baimai 白馬湖.  
 
132 Meskill, Ch’oe Pu’s Diary, 102.  
 
133 Murai et al., Nichimin kankei shi, 287-289.  
 
134 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 86-87. 
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from local residents, an incident that resulted in a violent confrontation and imperial 

reprimand.135  

  From Shandong the delegation entered Shuntian Prefecture 順天府, traversed the Tianjin 

Guard 天津衛, and finally arrived at Tongzhou 通州, the terminus of the Grand Canal in the 

north. At Tongzhou myriad boats bobbed in the water, tethered together and carrying everything 

from silk and grain to prisoners.136 The water courier station at Tongzhou provided horses, 

donkeys, and carts by which the delegation made their way toward the capital and entered the 

city through Chongwen Gate 崇文門 in the southeast.137 From here they hastened to the 

Southern Guesthouse 南會館. Once everyone had been registered and accounted for, they could 

finally take rest after the long journey.  

 

V. Residence in Beijing  

 

The Southern Guesthouse 南會館 was one of two official guesthouses in Beijing after 

1441 (正統 6). The original guesthouse, later known as the Northern Guesthouse 北會館, had 

been established in the capital by the Yongle emperor in 1408 (永樂 6). With six buildings, it 

encompassed a large area for visiting delegations. In 1441, the court established the Southern 

 
135 Murai et al., Nichi Min kankei shi, 303-304.  
 
136 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 87. Murai and Suda interpret the term “horse boats 馬船” to mean vessels that carried 
horses, but, as Huang Renyu has noted, the term actually referred to imperial boats that carried silk products to 
Beijing. See Huang Renyu, Mingdai de caoyun, 222.  
 
137 Shōun recorded that the Hōtoku delegation entered the Chongyang Gate崇陽門, but this does not correspond to 
any of the known gates of the capital. Rather, Murai and Suda have proposed that this was a misapprehension of the 
name Chongwen Gate崇文門, the gate through which Ch’oe Pu and Sakugen both entered the city. See Shōun, 
Shōun nyūmin ki, 99.  
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Guesthouse, located between the Ministry of Rites 禮部 and the imperial moat玉河 (Fig. 1.20). 

The new guesthouse had three buildings and was the designated lodging for emissaries from 

Japan, Korea, Oirat Mongolia, Annam, and Ryūkyū. The Northern Guesthouse remained in 

operation after 1441 and housed imperial princes and their households during visits to the 

capital, as well as the Jurchen, Tartar, Mongolian, Hui, Hami, Turpan, and Tibetan delegations, 

among others. Together, the guesthouses were staffed with four hundred employees, including 

physicians, and were supplied with over three hundred donkeys and horses for transportation.138 

In his People of Various Countries, Sesshū illustrated two types of donkey (Fig. 1.21), which 

were likely based on his observation of these animals at the Southern Guesthouse.  

Because the guesthouses in Beijing were effectively specialized courier stations, they 

were also managed by the Ministry of War 兵部. A corps of interpreters from the Court of State 

Ceremonials 鴻臚寺 (administered by the Ministry of Rites) also worked at the guesthouses to 

facilitate communications between the delegations and the court. Additionally, officials from the 

Bureau of Receptions 主客清吏司 (also under the Ministry of Rites) hosted the delegations at 

banquets and oversaw the inspection and handling of the tribute gifts.139 One such official posted 

to guesthouse duty from the Bureau of Receptions was a Vice Director 員外郎. This official, 

who regularly interfaced with the visiting delegations, may correspond to the figure in Sesshū’s 

People of Various Countries who is simply labeled as “wai lang 外郎” (Fig. 1.22), an otherwise 

cryptic reference.  

 
138 Li Yuanquan, Chaogong zhidu shilun: Zhongguo gudai duiwai guanxi tizhi yanjiu (Beijing: Xinhua chuban she, 
2004), 113.  
 
139 Murai et al., Nichimin kankei shi, 297-299.  
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The multicultural nature of the guesthouse environments meant that members of visiting 

delegations had the opportunity to meet and interact with a variety of people whom they would 

otherwise have likely never encountered. In his diary, Shōun recounted, for example, how a 

Javanese delegation requested communication with the Japanese. On another occasion, the 

Japanese delegation visited the Northern Guesthouse and observed the habits of the Uyghur 

delegation, including the novelty of their script.140 Although there are no textual accounts of this 

nature for the Ōnin mission, Sesshū’s People of Various Countries provides a compelling 

window into this dimension of his experience in Beijing. 

In Sesshū’s painting, the figure labeled “Lama monk 羅摩僧” (Fig. 1.23) is a clear 

reference to monks from Tibet, a large population of whom were in Beijing during Sesshū’s 

residence in the capital. The presence of Tibetan monks in Beijing is a topic to which I will 

return in greater detail in Chapter Four, but it is interesting to note that Shōun also commented 

upon these figures in his diary when he saw two boats carrying Tibetan monks in Huai’an 

Prefecture 淮安府 on their way south from Beijing.141 Sesshū’s accurate portrayal of the Tibetan 

monk in his painting, depicted wearing a long, hooded robe, is corroborated by the similar garb 

of Tibetan monks as they were illustrated in the painting titled Miracles of the Mass of Universal 

Salvation Conducted by the Fifth Karmapa for the Yongle Emperor (The Tibet Museum, Fig. 

1.24). Dating to around 1407 (永樂 5), this handscroll by an anonymous artist depicts the 

Buddhist service conducted by the Tibetan monk Deshin Shekpa (1384-1415) for the Yongle 

emperor.142  

 
140 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 103-104.  
 
141 Ibid., 85.  
 
142 Craig Clunas and Jessica Harrison-Hall, Ming: 50 Years that Changed China, exh. cat. (London: The British 
Museum Press, 2014), 239-240.  
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Another figure in Sesshū’s People of Various Countries is shown wearing a slightly 

pointed cap and labeled “Person of Hui Hui 回回人” (Fig. 1.25). Generally corresponding to the 

Hui  ethnic minority (i.e. Uyghur) of present-day mainland China, this term in the fifteenth-

century could refer to a broad geographical region, including Turpan, Samarkan, and other areas 

of the Arab world.143 The figure whom Sesshū labeled “Person of the Western Regions 西番人” 

(Fig. 1.26) in his painting most likely represents an emissary from Turpan (in modern-day 

northcentral Xinjiang Autonomous Region).144 From the Yongle reign (1403-24) through the 

early years of the Chenghua reign (1465-87), this region sent a constant stream of tribute 

delegations to the Ming court. Delegations from this region were frequently bestowed with 

official titles and other gifts.145 In fact, while Sesshū was in Beijing in the fourth month of 1468 

(成化 4), one such emissary from Turpan was rewarded by the Ming court with a military title.146  

Other groups represented in Sesshū’s People of Various Countries include the “Tartar 

Mongolians 噠旦人”(Fig. 1.27),  the “Jurchen 女直國人”(Fig. 1.28) and “Peoples of the 

South 南番人”(Fig. 1.29).147 The Jurchen, ancestors of the Manchus in northeast China, paid 

tribute to the Ming court multiple times during Sesshū’s stay, providing him with many 

 
143 Li, Chaogong zhidu shilun, 118.  
 
144 Ibid., 117. 
 
145 Zhang Wende, Chaogong yuru fu: Mingdai xiyu ren laihua yanjiu (Lanzhou: Lanzhou daxue chuban she, 2013), 
22. 
 
146 Liu Ji, Xu Pu, and Liu Jian, Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 53 (庚戌 day) (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiu lishi 
yuyan yanjiu suo, 1966), 1077 (7a). Shōun reported that a Hui delegation arrived at the court during his stay on the 
twentieth day of the tenth month of 1453. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 104.  
 
147 Sesshū’s label reading “女直” is another term for the tribal group known as Nüzhen女真.  
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occasions on which to observe their likenesses.148 The ambiguous term “People of the South” 

may have referred to emissaries from modern-day Thailand and Vietnam. In the context of 

Sesshū’s visit, however, this figure in the painting was perhaps intended to represent the 

delegation from Malacca that arrived in Beijing in the tenth month of 1468. Interestingly, the 

Malaccan delegation presented an elephant to the Ming court on this occasion. This elephant was 

likely the model for Sesshū’s strikingly accurate rendition of an elephant in People of Various 

Countries (Fig. 1.30).149 Ming protocol dictated that animals given as tribute, such as elephants, 

camels, and horses, be initially lodged in the guesthouse precincts before they were led into the 

palace for viewing by the emperor.150 It was thus likely in the guesthouse setting that Sesshū was 

able to view and sketch the exotic animal.  

 Members of Korean and Ryūkyūan delegations are also represented in Sesshū’s painting, 

an unsurprising fact given that these two kingdoms constituted Ming China’s most frequent and 

loyal tributary partners. In the course of 1468, there were five delegations from the Joseon Court 

and two from Ryūkyū.151 Such was the influence of Korean culture in contemporary China that 

during the Chenghua emperor’s reign an A-line pleated skirt originating in Korea was 

 
148 Entries from Xianzong shilu, volumes 53, 55, 56, 62, 63, and 64, all record the arrival of Jurchen delegations 
during the period of Sesshū’s stay in Beijing. See Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 53, 1072 (4b) (癸卯 
day); vol. 55, 1111 (1a) (己丑 day); vol. 56, 1157 (15a)(丁亥 day); vol. 62, 1274 (8b) (巳卯 day); vol. 63, 1287 
(6a) (癸卯 day); vol. 64, 1304 (5b) (癸酉 day). Shōun similarly reported their arrival at court in 1453, and 
particularly noted their dress made of horse pelts. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki,103.  
 
149 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 59 (甲辰 day), 1207 (5a).  
 
150 Li, Chaogong zhidu shilun, 115.  
 
151 For the Korean delegations see Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 50, 1021(4a) (己卯 day); vol. 56, 
1142 (7b) (己巳 day); vol. 59, 1209 (6a) (丁未 day). For the Ryūkyūan delegations see Liu et al., Xianzong chun 
huangdi shilu, vol. 51, 1043 (7a) (辛亥 day); vol. 59, 1207 (5a) (甲辰 day).   
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particularly popular among the elite classes.152 A long handscroll titled Amusements of the Ming 

Emperor Xianzong at the Lantern Festival 明憲宗元宵行樂圖卷 (National Museum of China, 

Fig. 1.31) by an anonymous artist depicts the Chenghua emperor, eunuchs, and even palace 

ladies wearing variations of this skirt.153 This fashion trend of the mid-fifteenth century is also 

reflected in the attire of many of the figures in Sesshū’s People of Various Countries, who don 

pleated skirts with a flared silhouette (Fig. 1.32).  

It was not only in the compounds of the guesthouses, however, that Sesshū had the 

opportunity to witness the appearance and behavior of other foreign peoples. At each new year 

the Ming emperor hosted a banquet in the Fengtian Hall 奉天殿 for his civil and military 

officials, as well as for members of visiting delegations.154 Sesshū passed the new year of 1468 

and 1469 in Beijing. On the morning of new year’s day in 1468, the Chenghua emperor 

completed his obligatory rites to heaven and earth and called upon his mother and the dowager 

empress in their quarters before proceeding to the Fengtian Hall for the celebrations.155 On this 

occasion, Sesshū would not only have witnessed the other foreigners in attendance, but also the 

rank and file of the Ming court, many of whom are represented in his People of Various 

Countries. These figures include a civil official 太人 and his wife 太人女子 (Fig. 1.33), along 

with two successful county-level examination candidates秀才 (Fig. 1.34) (one figure represents 

 
152 Cheng-hua Wang, “Material Culture and Emperorship: The Shaping of Imperial Roles at the Court of Xuanzong 
(r. 1426-35)” (PhD diss., Yale University, 1998), 268. ProQuest (9929761).  
 
153 For a detailed discussion of this and other sartorial trends at the Chenghua emperor’s court see Zeng Cheng, 
“Cong ‘Ming Xianzong yuanxiao xingle tu’ kan Chenghua huangdi de xinzheng jifu,” Zijin cheng 276 (2018): 51-
67.  
 
154 Shōun recorded that the Hōtoku delegation rehearsed the ritual protocol for the new year and attended the 
celebration with the other visiting delegations. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 108.  
 
155 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 50, 1020.  
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an older man and the other, a younger man) and a military guard 武者 (Fig. 1.35). The wives of 

civil and military officials attended the new year’s celebrations, and this is likely the only 

situation in which Sesshū could have encountered them.  

In light of the fact that the Ōuchi group of the Ōnin delegation arrived in Beijing prior to 

the new year of 1468, it is most likely that their attendance at the new year celebration preceded 

any other official appearance at the court. The first order of business in Beijing for all foreign 

emissaries was a three-day period of ceremonial practice held at the Court of State 

Ceremonials.156 In the meantime, the agencies of the inner court determined an appropriate day 

for the delegation to have an audience with the emperor.157 Alter tables to receive the official 

documents and tributary gifts were set up at the bottom and top of the imperial stairs leading to 

the Fengtian Hall, as well as in the hall itself. On the day of the imperial audience, drums 

sounded to inaugurate the ceremony. The Japanese delegation, donning ceremonial court attire, 

entered the central courtyard of the Forbidden City through the Wu Gate 午門. Another round of 

drumming heralded the arrival of the civil and military officials who assumed their positions 

according to rank. All fell silent for a moment before the music resumed and the cracking of a 

whip signaled the arrival of his majesty, the emperor. The music halted once again, the emperor 

took his seat on the dragon throne, and the delegation was instructed to place their dossier on the 

 
156 Li Dongyang, Zhengde Da Ming huidian, vol. 55, ed. Yamane Yukio (Tōkyō: Kyūko shoin, 1989), 27. The 
regulations for this ceremony were established in 1369 (洪武 2).  
 
157 Although the ritual protocol stipulated in the Zhengde edition of the Da Ming huidian specifies three days of 
rehearsal, the Hōtōku delegation first entered the palace after only one day of practice. It may be that the Japanese 
were permitted to go as far as the Fengtian Gate 奉天門, which marked the entrance to the central courtyard of the 
Forbidden City, before the period of rehearsal had been completed. From this vantage, Shōun reportedly saw the 
emperor enthroned in the Fengtian Hall. Only on the third day of their stay in the capital, however, does Shōun 
specify “entering” the Fengtian Gate, at which point the ambassador presented the official diplomatic documents to 
the emperor. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 102.  
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first altar. Upon returning to their original positions, the delegation prostrated themselves and 

bowed four times.158 

What ensued was a highly orchestrated ritual by which the official documents and 

inventory of tribute gifts made their way up the imperial stairs and into the Fengtian Hall, from 

whence an official proclaimed the text aloud. The emperor then dispatched an official to 

ceremoniously inquire as to the wellbeing of the “Japanese king.”  After more prostrating, 

bowing, and music-making the ceremony ended when officials from the Ministry of Rites 

retrieved the documents and gifts from the altars and the emperor retired to the inner palace. The 

day of ceremony ended with an official banquet.159 Shōun’s diary of the Hōtoku delegation 

reveals that besides the official presentation of tributary documents, Japanese delegations made 

multiple visits to the court, proceeding at least as far as the Fengtian Gate over twenty-five 

times.160 For the Hōtoku delegation this frequency was partially necessitated by the staggered 

arrival of the various ships in the fleet (there were a total of nine vessels). Nevertheless, one can 

assume that the Ōnin delegation, of which Sesshū was a participant, also entered the court 

multiple times. For the Japanese delegations, morning court audience was followed on some 

days by trips to the offices of the Ministry of Rites and the Hanlin Academy 翰林院, and by 

seemingly incessant feasting.  

 
158 Li, Zhengde Da Ming huidian, vol. 55, 27-28.  
 
159 Ibid., 28. This text notes that the banquet was held at the guesthouse, however, Shōun reports that they were 
hosted in an attached annex to the right of the Wu Gate. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 102.  
 
160 Murai et al., Nichi Min kankei shi, 214.  
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The first evidence of an imperial audience involving the Ōnin delegation is recorded in 

the Xianzong shilu (Veritable Records of the Xiangzong Reign) 憲宗實錄 for the tenth day of the 

fifth month of 1468: 

The Japanese emissary Shoujing and others have come to the court to offer horses as tribute 
and to express their gratitude. [In return] they have been treated to a banquet as well as given 
such articles as patchwork vestments and colored silks and satins. Those interpreters and 
attendants who have remained on the ships (i.e. at the port of entry) have each been rewarded 
according to their station.161  
 
日本國遣使臣居座壽敬等來朝貢馬謝恩，賜宴並袈裟彩段等物。其存留在船通事、從

人，各賞有差。 

In Boshi nyūmin ki, the record of the Ōnin mission, the Japanese delegation member “Shoujing” 

can be identified as koza 居座 (i.e. administrative member) Seikei晴敬 of the Hosokawa 

vessel.162 This entry from the Xianzong shilu indicates that by the fifth month of 1468 the 

Hosokawa group of the Ōnin delegation had arrived in Beijing. It is uncertain whether or not the 

Ōuchi group accompanied the Hosokawa group for this court appearance. In light of the fact that 

the Ōuchi group of the Ōnin delegation was in Beijing for the new year of 1468, it is perplexing 

that there is no earlier mention of the Japanese delegation in the Xianzong shilu. In the absence 

of further information, we can hypothesize that the Hosokawa and Ōuchi groups of the Ōnin 

delegation traveled together to Beijing and did not appear at court for several months because the 

Ministry of Rites held out hope that the ambassadorial (i.e. Ashikaga) group would arrive so that 

the Ōnin delegation could present their tributary items as a single group. After several months 

had elapsed, however, the Hosokawa group (likely along with the Ōuchi group) were evidently 

permitted to have an audience with the emperor to present the tribute horses. The official 

 
161 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 54, 1098 (4b).  
 
162 Tenyo, “Boshi nyūmin ki,” 352.  
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ceremony surrounding the diplomatic documents and tribute gifts would have to wait many more 

months for Ambassador Tenyo’s arrival in Beijing.  

 As in Ningbo, members of the Ōnin delegation, including Sesshū, passed a considerable 

amount of time in Beijing visiting temples. These included Da Longfu si 大隆福寺, Da Cien si 

大慈恩寺, Fahua si 法華寺, and, most importantly, Da Xinglong si 大興隆寺. Da Xinglong si is 

of particular significance to Sesshū as this is where he met the monk Lu’an Chunzhuo 魯庵純拙 

(act. 15th century). Da Xinglong si was located southwest of the imperial palace on West 

Chang’an Avenue 西長安街 between the Western Park 西苑 and Xuanwu menli Avenue 宣武門

里街 (Fig. 1.36).163 The temple was originally founded as Da Qingshou si 大慶壽寺 in 1162 (大

定 2), during the reign of the Jin emperor Shizong 世宗 (r. 1161-89). From its inception, the 

temple enjoyed the imperial patronage of the Jin emperors. After the Mongol conquest of 

Yanjing 燕京 (the precursor to Beiping and Beijing), Haiyun chanshi 海雲禪師 (1202-57) 

served as abbot of the temple and strove to restore its grounds and buildings with the continuing 

support of the new Mongol rulers. In 1275 (至元 12) Da Qingshou si underwent extensive 

renovations. Throughout this period, monks of the Linji Chan lineage presided over its 

ecclesiastical community and administration.164  

 In the early Ming, the temple was largely outside the purview of the founding emperor 

Zhu Yuanzhang, who established the seat of his dynasty much further south in Nanjing. In 1382 

 
163 The location of the temple is indicated on a map of Beijing, which represents the city as it appeared in the Wanli 
and Chongzhen reigns (1573-1644), by two pagoda symbols. Twin pagodas were, in fact, landmarks of the temple’s 
compound that stood on the site until 1955. See Hou Renzhi, ed., Beijing lishi ditu ji (Beijing: Beijing chuban she, 
1985), 31.  
 
164 Bao Shixuan, Baoweng guanyuan ji (Beijing: Beijing yanshan chuban she, 2011), 368-369.  
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(洪武 15), however, Zhu Yuanzhang sent the infamous monk Dao Yan 道衍 (1335-1418) to 

Beiping to serve his son Zhu Di 朱棣, the future Yongle emperor. Zhu Di appointed Dao abbot 

of Da Qingshou si.165 Thus, Zhu Di likely had close contact with the temple as Dao Yan would 

prove to be an instrumental councilor to him in the orchestration of his coup d’état in 1402. 

When the Yongle emperor formally transferred the Ming capital to Beijing in 1421 (永樂 19), he 

designated Da Qingshou si as the headquarters of the Monks Registrar 僧錄司, an agency 

administered by the Ministry of Rites.166 Under the highly centralized authority of the Ming 

government, the Monks Registrar oversaw the ordination of new monks into the ecclesiastical 

community and managed the building and administration of temples throughout the empire. In 

1448 (正統 13) the notorious and manipulative eunuch Wang Zhen 王振 (d. 1449) persuaded the 

Zhengtong emperor 正統皇帝 (r. 1435-1449) to expend great financial resources for the 

renovation of the temple. At that time, the Zhengtong emperor bestowed the name Da Xinglong 

si on the glistening new structure, which was reputed to be the most lavish and ornate temple in 

the capital.167  

 In the sixth month of 1468, about one month after the Ōnin delegation’s appearance at the 

court, Sesshū visited Da Xinglong si. There, Sesshū was introduced to the abbot, a monk by the 

name Lu’an Chunzhuo 魯菴純拙 (act. 15th century). Lu’an composed a preface and poem for 

Sesshū (Fig. 1.37), which he dated to the sixth month of 1468. Lu’an’s preface reads: 

 
165 He Xiaorong, Mingdai Beijing fojiao siyuan xiujian yanjiu, vol.1 (Tianjin: Nankai daxue chuban she, 2007), 155.  
 
166 See the entry for the Monks Registrar in Li, Zhengde Da Ming huidian, vol. 178, 534 (1a). In Nanjing the Monks 
Registrar had been located at Tianjie si 天界寺.  
 
167 Bao, Baoweng guanyuan ji, 372-373. Da Xinglong si would remain in the capital until it was destroyed in 1535 
(嘉靖 14). After this, the court moved the Monks Registrar to Da Longshan si 大隆善寺 and the original temple site 
of Da Xinglong si became a training ground for military exercises. 
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The Japanese monk Yang Xuezhou (i.e. Yō Sesshū) is by nature skilled in painting. 
Pictures of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Arhats, etc., spring into being when he wields the 
brush and their vitality is extremely lifelike. [Sesshū] does not at all consider profit, as he 
paints for all those who seek [his work] and declines no request. Because of this, 
everyone looks kindly upon him. Since last year (i.e. 1467) he has been traveling in 
Siming (i.e. Ningbo), where he ascended to the First Seat of Mt. Tiantong. Now [he] has 
come to the capital to pay tribute and has visited me in my quarters.168  

 
日本僧揚雪舟者，天性善畫，於佛菩薩羅漢等像，援筆立成，生意逼真。絕無計

利，凡求索者，徧應無拒，故人皆德之。自去歲游四明，陞天童山第一座，茲因朝

京，詣余丈室。 

Lu’an confirms that Sesshū arrived in China in 1467 and that he was given the title of “First 

Seat” at Tiantong si before arriving in the capital. Although Lu’an signed his text for Sesshū as 

the “abbot 住山” of Da Xinglong si, a presumably important role in the ecclesiastical community 

of Beijing, his historical identity has long eluded scholars.169 A stele erected in 1524 (嘉靖 4) by 

the then abbot of Da Xinglong si enumerates the historical abbots of the temple, beginning with 

its Jin-dynasty founder Xuan Mingyi chanshi 玄冥顗禪師 (Fig. 1.38). Unfortunately, the stele 

only lists thirty-nine generations of abbots, terminating with Kong Jiyuan chanshi 空寂遠禪師, 

who served in this position just before the 1448 renovation.170  

After the Zhengtong emperor was captured by the Oirat Mongols in 1449 (正統 14), his 

younger brother was appointed emperor (i.e. the Jingtai emperor 景泰皇帝) for an interval of 

eight years. After that duration and his eventual release by the Oirats, the Zhengtong emperor 

 
168 Lu’an’s preface and poem are preserved as a hanging scroll in the collection of the Eisei Bunko Museum in 
Tōkyō. For my complete annotated translation and transcription of this text see Appendix I.3.  
 
169 Because Da Xinglong si was the headquarters of the Monks Registrar, the abbot was also the concurrent head of 
the registrar with the official title of Left Buddhist Patriarch 左善世 or Right Buddhist Patriarch右善世.  
 
170 For the stele rubbing see Beijing tushu guan jinshi zu, ed., Beijing tushu guan cang lidai shike taben huibian, vol. 
54 (Henan: Zhuzhou guji chuban she, 1997), 121. Bao Shiquan has also transcribed the text of the inscription in his 
book Baoweng guanyuan ji (Beijing: Beijing Yanshan chuban she, 2011), 374-376.  
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regained the throne under the new reign title of Tianshun 天順. The scholar Bao Shixuan has 

noted that during this period (i.e. 1436-1464) there was a tendency for temples in Beijing to 

appoint “new founding abbots 重開山第一” with the intent of indicating a separation from the 

Buddhist lineage of preceding times. This was perhaps a means of overcoming the disgrace 

brought about by temples, such as Da Xinglong si, and monks who had been patronized by the 

ill-fated Zhengtong emperor.171 The 1524 stele relates that after 1448, the new founding abbot at 

Da Xinglong si was a monk by the name of Mo Anwang chanshi默庵旺禪師. Shōun’s diary 

further reveals that a monk known as Nan Pu 南浦 was the abbot of Da Xinglong si while he was 

in China from 1453 to 1454.172 The Buddhist historian Mano Senryū has demonstrated that Nan 

Pu was, in fact, a key figure in the decline of Da Xinglong si and of the Monks Registrar in the 

latter half of the fifteenth century.173 

 Trouble for Da Xinglong si had already begun in the wake of the Zhengtong emperor’s 

capture in 1449. Officials began to submit petitions to the court blaming heaven’s displeasure on 

the imperium’s infatuation with Buddhism, reflected in slavish adherence to zealots like Wang 

Zhen and the wanton construction of new temples like Da Xinglong si. Ironically, however, 

because the Ming government required increased funds to support military defense after the 1449 

crisis, it was forced to sanction the unscrupulous selling of Buddhist ordination certificates.174 

This culture of corruption in the Ming Buddhist institution came to a head in 1454 when Nan Pu 

and other monks of the Registrar were charged with malfeasance involving illegal ordination, 

 
171 Bao, Baoweng guanyuan ji, 376.  
 
172 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 120.  
 
173 Mano Senryū, Mingdai bunka shi kenkyū (Kyōto: Dōbōsha, 1979), 295.  
 
174 Ibid., 290-294.  
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from which Nan Pu and his accomplices personally profited. After this revelation, the court 

enforced regulations requiring that officials from the Ministry of Rites and the Imperial Censor 

oversee the ordination of new monks. The Nan Pu scandal thus marked a traumatic blow to the 

autonomy and authority of the Monks Registrar, from which the agency would never fully 

recover.175  

Nan Pu’s involvement in this matter was not exposed until some months after the Hōtoku 

delegation had left Beijing. Lu’an must have been appointed abbot sometime after Nan Pu’s 

removal from office, but it is not clear whether there were any abbots who served in the interim 

period between 1454 and 1468. Nevertheless, it is clear that when Sesshū was in Beijing Da 

Xinglong si was still mired in this atmosphere of scandal. It is these historical circumstances that 

perhaps explain the paucity of information pertaining to the temple and its elusive abbot Lu’an 

during the Chenghua reign. This explanation is corroborated by the 1524 stele, which does not 

identify the abbots of Da Xinglong si between the Tianshun and Zhengde reigns (1457-1521).  

A funerary pagoda inscription 靈塔記 (Fig. 1.39) for a monk named Zhigong Lu’an 智公

魯菴 contained in the compendium of historical stone rubbings in the Beijing Library collection 

seemed to offer a promising clue as to Lu’an’s historical existence. Unfortunately, the date of the 

stele’s dedication rules out the possibility that this figure was one-in-the same with the Lu’an 

whom Sesshū met in 1468.176 Interestingly, however, the funerary pagoda inscription for 

 
175 Ibid., 295-298. 
  
176 For the rubbing of this stele inscription see Beijing tushu guan jinshi zu, ed., Beijing tushu guan cang lidai shike 
taben huibian, vol. 51, 59. The date on the stele is 大明歲次己酉年戊辰月甲寅日. Although there are five years 
with the jiyou己酉 stem-branch throughout the course of the Ming dynasty, only 1369 (洪武 2) and 1429 (宣德 4) 
had months of the wuchen戊辰 stem-branch that include days of the jiayin甲寅 stem-branch.   
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Zhigong Lu’an lists the names of various disciples, and disciples-of-disciples, one group of 

whom carried the character “Pu普” in their names.177 

 In 2004, Watada Minoru noted that a Ming-dynasty monk named Pu Tai 普泰 used the 

sobriquet “Lu’an 魯菴.” Pu Tai’s name is associated with the text Bashi guiju buzhu 

(Annotations on Verses on the Structure of Eight Consciousnesses) 八識規矩補諸, which bears 

a preface dated to 1511 (正德 6).178 According to the preface, Pu Tai authored the text at the 

“Government Office of Da Xinglong 大興隆官舍,” an obvious reference to Da Xinglong si, 

headquarters of the Monks Registrar. The preface also indicates that Pu Tai went by the name 

“Master Lu’an 魯菴法師.”  

Another text I have identified, Dacheng baifa mingmen lunjie (Explication of the Lucid 

Introduction to the One Hundred Dharmas) 大乘百法明門論解, is also associated with “Master 

Lu’an Pu Tai  魯庵法師普泰” and dated to the first month of 1511 while Pu Tai was residing at 

the “Government Office at Flying Rainbow飛虹官舍.”179 The entry for Da Xinglong si in the 

Da Ming yitong zhi (Gazetteer of the Unified Great Ming) 大明一統志 relates that there were 

two bridges inside the temple precinct, Flying Rainbow Bridge飛虹橋 and Swift Crossing 

Bridge飛渡橋.180 The term “Government Office at Flying Rainbow” is thus likely a reference to 

a sub-temple or living quarters associated with this bridge at Da Xinglong si. These two Buddhist 

 
177 The author of the pagoda inscription was a disciple by the name of Pu Xing 普興.  
 
178 Watada Minoru, “Sesshū nyūmin: Hitori no gasō ni okotta toskushu na jiken,” Bijutsu kenkyū 381 (2004): 221.  
 
179 Takakusu Junjirō, ed., Taishō shinshū daizōkyō, vol. 44 (no. 1836) (Tōkyō: Daizō shuppan, 1940), 46-52.  
 
180 Li Xian, Daming yitong zhi, vol. 1, in Siku quanshu tiyao zhulu congshu, shibu 205 (Beijing: Beijing chuban she, 
2010), 449.  
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texts that bear Pu Tai’s name suggest that he lived at Da Xinglong si in the early sixteenth 

century.  

Further investigation sheds greater light on the figure of Pu Tai. The Qing-dynasty text 

on Ming poetry and poets, Mingshi zong (Compendium of Ming Poetry) 明詩綜, includes a poet-

monk named Pu Tai 普泰 whose courtesy name was Lu Shan 魯山. This man hailed from 

Shaanxi Province 陝西省 and is recorded as having resided at “Xinglong si in the capital 京師興

隆寺.”  His literary anthology, though no longer extant, is titled Qixian ji (Anthology of Dwelling 

in Leisure) 棲閒集.181 The Ming-dynasty compendium of Buddhist poetry known as Gujin 

chanzao ji (Compilation of Chan Verse Past and Present) 古今禪藻集 includes four poems by 

Pu Tai, testifying to his minor fame as a poet.182 

The Mingshi zong also quotes the Ming writer He Jingming 何景明 (1483-1521) in his 

complimentary appraisal of Pu Tai’s verse, which helps to establish the period of Pu Tai’s 

activity. He Jingming reports that the famous Ming poets, calligraphers, and scholars Yang Xunji 

楊循吉 (1458-1546) and Li Mengyang 李夢陽 (1473-1530) both admired Pu’s poetry, further 

confirming that Pu was most likely active in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. In 

fact, Dongjiang jiacang ji (Anthology of the Collection of the Family of the Eastern River) 東江

家藏集, by the Ming official Gu Qing 顧清 (1460-1528), contains a record of a painting made 

 
181 Zhu Yi, Mingshi zong, vol. 90, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1460 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu guan, 
1986), 841 (25a-b).  
 
182 Zheng Mian and Xing Tong, Gujin chanzao ji, vols. 22, 26, 27, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1416 
(Taipei: Taiwan Shangwu yinshu guan, 1986), 556 (11a), 626 (3a), 643 (14b).  
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by Shen Zhou 沈周 (1427-1509), the well-known painter and contemporary of Sesshū, to 

commemorate a nocturnal meeting between Yang Xunji and Pu Tai.183 

 If the monk-poet Pu Tai is the same Lu’an whom Sesshū met in Beijing, then forty-three 

years would have elapsed between the time of their encounter at Da Xinglong si in 1468 and Pu 

Tai’s composition of the Buddhist texts in 1511. Such a scenario seems only plausible if Pu was 

appointed abbot of Xinglong si at a relatively young age, perhaps at thirty or forty years old. This 

would make him about seventy or eighty years old in 1511. The recalibration of the abbot 

lineage of Da Xinglong si in 1448, combined with the temple’s implication in the Nan Pu 

scandal, brought about a period of political and administrative instability that likely explains the 

cloudy nature of the temple’s history during the latter half of the fifteenth century. The funerary 

pagoda inscription for the monk named Zhigong Lu’an, whose dharma “relatives” were named 

“Pu,” also raises the compelling possibility that the two men are somehow related and that the 

sobriquet “Lu’an” was passed down in the dharma lineage. While the exact identity of Sesshū’s 

Lu’an thus remains inconclusive, it is highly probable that Pu Tai Lu’an was the abbot who 

authored Sesshū’s parting poem and preface. 

 In the last line of his preface for Sesshū, Lu’an wrote, “[I] detect that he aspires to the 

way of the Buddha, so I have composed this gāthā verse to give to him, [in the hopes] that it 

might add some luster to his journey 察其有志于道，故以山偈為贈，聊以壯行色.” Lu’an’s 

poem is as follows: 

The great way of the Buddha is clear and unconcealed, 
What need is there to paint to interpret the Dharma? 
To transmit from mind to mind is to have already encountered the true master. 
For those who possess insight, why not investigate the great way for oneself?  

 
183 In Gu’s record the painting is titled “Painting by Shen Zhou of Yang Xunji and Monk Pu Tai in Deep 
Conversation on a Snowy Night沈石田畫楊君謙僧普泰雪夜談玄圖.” See Gu Qing, Dongjiang jiacang ji, vol. 9, 
in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1261 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu guan, 1986), 378 (14b). 
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Two trees emit fragrance to honor the venerable Laurel,  
And one branch descends in the shadows to touch the Mulberry.  
May you return home with the song of absolute awakening, 
Where the universe in all its variety will listen to your revelations.184  

 
 大道分明不覆藏 

何須描畫作商量 
傳心既遇真師範 
具眼何妨驗大方 
二樹噴香榮老桂 
一枝垂蔭接扶桑 
無生曲調回鄉去 
萬象森羅聽舉揚 

 
Lu’an’s preface and poem, mounted as a hanging scroll, are now housed at the Eisei Bunko 

Museum in Tōkyō. This artifact was first introduced to the scholarly community in 2002 on the 

occasion of the Sesshū exhibitions held that year at the Kyōto and Tōkyō national museums.185 

My analysis of the scroll with Shimao Arata in 2017 confirmed that the Eisei Bunko scroll likely 

represents the original document gifted to Sesshū in 1468.186  

 In light of the chronology of the Ōnin delegation’s stay in Beijing, it is puzzling that 

Lu’an’s preface and poem are of the “parting poem 送別詩” genre, suggesting that Sesshū’s 

departure from Beijing was imminent in the sixth month of 1468. The condescending tone and 

image of imperial munificence signified by the venerable Laurel and the demure Mulberry tree is 

in keeping with the official context of the poem’s composition and the formal relationship 

 
184 For my complete annotated translation and transcription of this text see Appendix I.3.  
 
185 For a detailed examination of the scroll see Kunigō Hideaki, “Eisei bunko shozō Roan Junsetsu hitsu sō Sesshū 
sobetsu shi to jo,” Museum 605 (2006): 7-19.  
 
186 Although there is considerable addition of ink over the original text and extensive repairs made to the paper, the 
base paper appears to be made of bamboo pulp and likely dates to the fifteenth century.  
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between author and recipient.187 Despite Lu’an’s claim to know Sesshū’s painting manner and 

his pious faith, it is most likely that the two had only a superficial knowledge of one another. 

Nevertheless, we can imagine that the abbot was sincere in wishing Sesshū well on his return 

journey and in encouraging his Buddhist practice. It is unclear, however, why the delegation 

would have visited Da Xinglong si in the sixth month of 1468, and why Sesshū would have 

received a parting poem from Lu’an on that occasion, if the delegation would not leave Beijing 

until the spring of the following year.188  

 Yet another occurrence in the sixth month of 1468 suggests that the Ōnin delegation was 

indeed preparing for their departure that summer. In this month, a group of interpreters for the 

Japanese delegation, led by Lin Congjie 林從傑, submitted three memorials to the throne 

beseeching the court to allow them to return to their native homes in Zhejiang Province. 

According to Lin’s memorial, he and his colleagues had been kidnapped by pirates as children 

and sold as slaves, whereby they eventually became professional interpreters for Japanese Ming-

bound delegations. Given that the Ōnin delegation was about to leave the capital, Lin implored 

the court to allow them to return home to see their families and to perform the obligatory 

 
187 Ōnishi Hiroshi has pointed out that Lu’an’s poem partakes of a long tradition of parting poems composed by 
Chinese authors for Japanese figures, foremost among them the poems exchanged between Wang Wei 王維 (701-
761) and Abe no Nakamaro 阿倍仲麻呂 (ca. 698-770). The Mulberry tree is a traditional symbol of Japan in 
Chinese verse due to its identification in the Shanhai jing (Classic of Mountains and Seas) 山海經 with the far 
eastern sea. In this text, the Mulberry tree is described as catapulting the suns into the sky. The symbolism of the 
Laurel tree is less clear, though it is likely a reference to the mythical Laurel tree on the moon. See Ōnishi Hiroshi, 
“Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 4,” Gekkan hyakka 471 (2002): 35-36. Dr. Huang Youhao of Sun Yat-sen University has 
also brought to my attention the image of the Laurel tree used in literary contexts to describe outstanding children or 
disciples who bring glory to their elders and mentors. In this case, the “venerable Laurel” of Lu’an’s poem may be 
understood as a dual symbol of both himself and the emperor. As Sesshū’s superior, Lu’an expressed his desire that 
Sesshū would persist in his Buddhist training and thus make Lu’an proud of his accomplishments. In the context of 
the tribute trade power dynamic, however, the “venerable Laurel” can also be understood as the Ming emperor, who 
metaphorically blessed the Japanese (signified in the image of the Laurel branch reaching down to touch the 
Mulberry) by allowing them to pay tribute.  
 
188 The abbot of Da Xinglong si gave Shōun a parting preface seven days before the Hōtoku delegation left Beijing 
in 1454. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 120. 
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ancestral rites. The court honored this request but forbade the Japanese delegation members from 

going with the interpreters to their homes.189   

 Lu’an’s poem and Lin’s memorial thus both foreshadowed an imminent departure. Why 

then did the Ōnin delegation, including Sesshū, remain in Beijing for so many additional 

months? The answer to this question remains speculative, but there are several possible 

explanations. When the Hosokawa group appeared at the court in the fifth month (likely in the 

company of the Ōuchi group), all parties may have abandoned hope that the Ashikaga group led 

by Ambassador Tenyo would ever make it to China. It may not have been until sometime in the 

sixth or seventh month of 1468, after Sesshū had received Lu’an’s poem and interpreter Lin had 

submitted his memorial, that the Maritime Trade Office in Ningbo notified the court that the 

Ashikaga ship had finally arrived. Upon receiving this news, the court perhaps requested that the 

Hosokawa and Ōuchi groups wait in Beijing so that they could participate in the presentation of 

the official tribute documents and gifts with the ambassador, as dictated by tributary protocol.  

 Sixteen days after Lin submitted his memorial, on the twenty-sixth day of the sixth month 

of 1468, however, Empress Dowager Qian, formally known as Empress Xiaozhuang Rui 孝莊睿

皇后 (1426-68), passed away.190 Empress Qian had been the principle wife of the Chenghua 

emperor’s father, Zhu Qizhen 朱祁鎮 (Yingzong 英宗, reigned as the Zhengtong 正統 and 

Tianshun 天順 emperors). Empress Dowager Qian had served Zhu Qizhen unwaveringly and 

endured much hardship during the period of his capture and subsequent house arrest in the 

palace. Although she was childless, the emperor dictated in his will that she should be interred 

 
189 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 54 (己巳 day), 1112 (1b).  
 
190 Ibid., vol. 55 (甲寅 day), 1121-1122.  
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next to him in the royal mausoleum. This decision incensed Empress Xiaosu 孝肅皇后 (1430-

1504), the biological mother of the Chenghua emperor, who demanded that Empress Dowager 

Qian be buried separately, thus allowing herself to take pride of place next to her husband in the 

afterlife.191  

The Chenghua emperor was a notoriously weak-willed and easily manipulated man and 

found himself caught between filial duty to his father’s last wishes and the demands of his 

jealous mother. Meanwhile, the Minister of Rites 禮部尚書 Yao Kui 姚夔 (1414-73), backed by 

the civil officials of the court, vehemently objected to Empress Xiaosu’s request as an 

impermissible breach of imperial code. Such was the passion of his position that Yao Kui 

marshalled a group of officials and proceeded to the Wenhua Gate 文華門 of the palace where 

they knelt and wailed in protest. The Chenghua emperor was impressed by the loyalty of his 

ministers and proceeded with Empress Qian’s rightful burial at the side of his father.192  

Mortuary rites for the deceased empress lasted for seven days and stretched into the 

seventh month of 1468. In the midst of Empress Qian’s death and the controversy surrounding 

the imperial burial, Sesshū and others of the Ōnin delegation resided in Beijing and no doubt 

witnessed the ceremonial protocol that ensued. No drums or bells were to sound throughout the 

capital, lower-ranking officials, students of the imperial college, Buddhist monks, and Daoist 

priests were to don white mourning dress, and numerous funerary rites were performed at 

 
191 Li Wenru and Song Jirong, eds., Mingdai gongting zhengzhi shi, vol. 1 (Beijing: Gugong chuban she, 2016), 456-
457.  
 
192 L. Carryington Goodrich and Chaoying Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography (1368-1644), vol. 2 (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1976), 1558. When Empress Xiao Su died in 1504 (弘治 17) she was also buried 
next to her husband, but on his right side. See Li and Song, eds., Mingdai gongting zhengzhi shi, vol.1, 458-459.  
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temples throughout Beijing.193 I would thus propose that the imperial death and its complicated 

aftermath delayed the Ōnin delegation’s departure from the capital.194  

It was not only the death of Empress Qian that threatened the equilibrium of the Ming 

court that year. In 1468 the Chenghua emperor’s lack of an heir hung like a heavy cloud over the 

capital and the court. Although he was only twenty-one years of age in 1468, the Chenghua 

emperor’s obsessive and dysfunctional relationship with Consort Wan 萬妃 (1430-87) had long 

been a source of concern to his ministers. Seventeen years his senior, Consort Wan had been a 

beloved nursemaid to the emperor when he was a boy. The Chenghua emperor’s childhood had 

been traumatic. His father was taken hostage by the Oirat Mongol Esen when he was two years 

old, and he was subsequently deposed as heir and lived under house arrest until his father was 

restored to the throne in 1457. During this time, Consort Wan had comforted and cared for him 

like a mother. As his romantic partner in adulthood, however, she was manipulative and 

controlling, securing positions and authority for her relatives and trusted eunuchs, contributing in 

no small part to the dysfunctionality of his reign.  

  In 1466 (成化 2) Consort Wan bore the emperor a son, but the baby died shortly after 

birth. Devastated that she had lost her secure path to power in the form of an imperial heir, 

Consort Wan set about to intimidate the other women in the emperor’s harem, going so far as to 

terminate their pregnancies for fear that the successful delivery of a son would compromise her 

coveted position as the emperor’s favorite concubine. In 1468 Consort Wan was already forty 

years old and reaching the end of her childbearing years. The emperor’s apparent attention to 

 
193 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 55 (甲寅 day), 1122-1124 (6b-7b).  
 
194 In 1539 (嘉靖 18) the Japanese delegation of which Sakugen Shūryō was vice-ambassador was forced to wait in 
Ningbo for 195 days because the Jiajing emperor’s mother had died and her body had to be transported south on the 
Grand Canal to be interred in Hubei Province. See Huang, Mingdai de caoyun, 222. This is one example of how an 
imperial death could disrupt visiting tribute delegations.  
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other concubines in the harem, likely spurred on by the court’s insistence on a solution to the heir 

problem, stirred up her cruel and vindictive spirit. Needless to say, 1468 was a period of acute 

tension for the emperor and his court.195  

  This heightened anxiety was also communicated in the form of a memorial submitted by 

Minister Yao Kui on behalf of the ministers of the Six Ministries 六部 to the emperor in the 

fourth month of 1468. The memorial begins: 

[We] have humbly witnessed that from spring to summer this year the weather has been 
brutally cold, dust storms conceal all, and the day is without light. In the past few days, 
yellow fog has covered the sky such that [one] does not see the sun during the day or the 
stars at night. Moreover, in the middle part of the fourth month there was lightening that 
did not make a sound. Examining these phenomena in historical records, [we find that] 
they all have evidentiary precedents. Recently, the northern barbarians have repeatedly 
attacked the border and from all corners of the empire there are daily reports of natural 
calamities and unusual occurrences. This is the way of human affairs. Heaven so loves 
your Highness that it has perchance alerted you [to problems] with these signs! We 
respectfully observe that your Highness is in the prime of life and that this is the very 
time when your Highness should produce an heir, so how is it that the place for the heir 
apparent remains empty, giving rise to such concern among all? Heaven and the ancestors 
may understand that your Highness is still waiting, but we, your humble and devoted 
ministers, cannot cease [our exhortations].196 
 
竊見今年自春徂夏天氣寒慘，風霾陰翳，日色無光。近一、二日來，黃霧蔽天，晝

夜不見星日。況今四月中旬，雷不發聲。考之傳記，各有徵應。邇者北虜屢寇邊

境，四方日報災異，人事如此。天其或者仁愛皇上有以警動之乎。伏惟皇上當春秋

鼎盛之日，正嗣續繁衍之時，柰何震位尚虛，切繫人望？天與祖宗之意，固自有

待，然臣等區區忠愛之私，有不能已。 
 

The Chenghua emperor’s officials were clearly troubled by the succession of natural 

disasters and considered them ill omens for the mandate of heaven. In the ninth month of 1468 

yet another official would memorialize about comets that had appeared in the southwest and east, 

 
195 Li and Song, eds., Mingdai gongting zhengzhi shi, vol.1, 493-494.  
 
196 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 53 (甲辰 day), 1073 (5a).  
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their “light scattering upon the palace, striking fear in people’s hearts 光拂台垣，人心恟懼.”197 

This memorial, too, saw the emperor’s inability to produce an heir as the primary instigating 

force. Yet, the Chenghua emperor continually asserted that his personal affairs were his own to 

manage, regardless of the best intentions of his court.  

In the midst of this troubled time, on the eighteenth day of the eleventh month of 1468, 

Ambassador Tenyo made his long-awaited appearance at the court bearing Ashikaga 

Yoshimasa’s official tribute documents along with horses, fans, armor, and swords as tribute 

gifts.198 It is unclear when the ambassadorial vessel arrived in Ningbo, but by the time the 

Japanese delegation was reunited in the capital, Sesshū and the other constituents of the Ōnin 

delegation had bided their time in Beijing for eleven months.199 It was during this time that 

Sesshū gained access to the Ming painting academy, where he presumably spent multiple months 

in training. Sesshū’s experience at the Ming painting academy is the subject of Chapter Three. It 

suffices to note here that Minister Yao Kui was likely an instrumental figure in facilitating this 

introduction.   

Yao Kui, a native of Yanzhou Prefecture 嚴州府, Zhejiang, obtained his jinshi degree in 

1442 (正統 7). He first served at the court of the Chenghua emperor’s father. Even in the early 

stage of his career, Yao demonstrated himself to be an earnest and ardent advocate for the 

upright character of civil officials, dissuading the emperor against the appointment of eunuchs 

 
197 Ibid., vol. 58 (己巳 day), 1176 (3b).  
 
198 Ibid., vol. 60 (甲戌 day), 1228 (6b).  
 
199 An entry from Boshi nyūmin ki indicates that the ambassadorial ship of the Ōnin delegation arrived in Beijing 
before the tenth day of the eleventh month of 1468. This entry concerns a memorial that was submitted by the 
leaders of the three vessels in the Ōnin fleet and presented to the Ministry of Rites explaining that Japan was 
currently embroiled in a civil war. For this reason, leaders of the Ōnin delegation advised that the Ming court decide 
against dispatching a return delegation to Japan. See Tenyo, “Boshi nyūmin ki,” 357.  
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and promoting public education. When the Zhengtong emperor was captured, Yao supported the 

Jingtai emperor’s ascension to the throne and tirelessly worked for the robust military defense of 

Beijing. When Yingzong successfully reclaimed the throne as the Tianshun emperor in 1457, 

Yao was briefly demoted to a position in Nanjing. The reinstated emperor was well aware of 

Yao’s prowess as a minister, however, and recalled him to the capital where he was appointed to 

a post in the powerful Ministry of Personnel 吏部.200  

In 1463 (天順 7) Yao ascended to the lofty position of Minister of Rites 禮部尚書, the 

office he held while Sesshū was in Beijing. In this position, Yao took every opportunity to 

submit memorials, such as the aforementioned memorial of the fourth month of 1468, to guide 

the course of the government toward a more effective and just future. Although many of Yao 

Kui’s suggestions ultimately went unheeded, the Chenghua emperor was evidently moved by his 

commitment to the cause of duty and the well-being of the empire. When, in 1468, jealous 

officials began to accuse Yao of preferential treatment and other offenses, calling on numerous 

occasions for his removal from the court, the Chenghua emperor ignored them all, and even 

promoted Yao to the highest position within the Six Ministries, the post of Minister of Personnel 

吏部尚書. The Chenghua emperor never lost faith in Yao’s character and indeed he was among 

the emperor’s most trusted counselors. Yao Kui remained in office until his death in 1473 (成化

9).201 

As the leader of the Ministry of Rites when Sesshū was in Beijing, Yao Kui had direct 

contact with members of the Ōnin delegation, for it was his ministry that oversaw matters 

 
200 Goodrich and Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography (1368-1644), vol. 2, 1557.  
 
201 Ibid., 1557-1558.  
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pertaining to tribute delegations. In 1476 (文明 8) Sesshū’s fellow traveler to China, the monk 

Baifu Ryōshin 呆夫良心 (d.1477), confirmed Sesshū’s interaction with Yao Kui in his Record 

for the Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting天開図画楼記, made for Sesshū’s first painting 

studio in Ōita, northern Kyūshū. Therein, Baifu wrote:  

In the past (i.e. when Sesshū traveled to China), Grand Secretary Yao (i.e. Yao Kui) 
ordered Sesshū to paint the wall of the central hall of the Ministry of Rites in Beijing. 
[Yao Kui] declared, “There are thirty-some foreign countries that now send tribute 
delegations, but I have not seen any paintings like those of this gentleman. Furthermore, 
[because] my ministry oversees the imperial examinations, there is not one of the court’s 
outstanding officials who does not ascend to this hall. On such an occasion, I will call 
everyone’s attention, point to the wall, and proclaim, ‘This is the marvelous painting of 
the Japanese monk Yang Xuezhou. Among our foreign neighbors there is a master like 
this. If you students work diligently, how can you too not obtain this level of mastery?’” 
This is the great praise that [Sesshū] received in China.202 

向者，大明國北京禮部院，於中堂之壁，尚書姚公，命公令畫之。曰：“凡今外蕃

重譯入貢者，紿到三十餘國，未見如公之所畫，況又本部司科舉事，則中朝名士，

莫不升斯堂者，及是時而召諸生，指壁上必言，‘是乃日本上人楊雪舟之墨妙也。

外夷而猶有斯絕手，二三子何各勤汝之業，以不到于斯域乎？’”方於大邦，見加賞

嘆若此也。 

 Baifu relates that during the time that Sesshū was presumably training at the court, Yao 

Kui commissioned him to paint in the Ministry of Rites so that students and officials would be 

inspired by his talent and industrious spirit.203 Unfortunately, there is no reference in Chinese 

historical material to this anecdote regarding Sesshū and the wall painting, but there is ample 

reason to believe that paintings applied directly to walls or attached to walls were a common 

feature of palace, temple, and court architectural decoration in the Ming dynasty. As early as the 

founding reign of the Hongwu emperor, the court painter Zhou Wei 周位 (act. 14th century), for 

 
202 Isshi, Zusho kōryaku ki, vol. 2, 3b-4a. For my complete and annotated translation and transcription of Baifu’s 
record see Appendix I.6.  
 
203 Baifu’s name is recorded in a list of passengers on the Ashikaga ship in Boshi nyūmin ki, confirming that he 
sailed to China as part of the same delegation as Sesshū. See Tenyo, “Boshi nyūmin ki,” 354. 
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example, was charged with painting the mountains and rivers under heaven 天下江山 on the 

walls of the emperor’s resting quarters.204 Zhou is said to have also executed many landscapes on 

the walls of other palace buildings.205  

 The later court painter Shang Xi 商喜 (act. 15th century), who is known through extant 

paintings to have specialized in figures and landscape, was also responsible for paintings affixed 

to the walls of temples in Beijing.206 One anecdote reveals that Tianwang si 天王寺 had a 

painting of the Bodhisattva Guanyin by Shang Xi that he drew on a large sheet of raw silk 

attached directly to the wall behind the pedestal of the main icon.207 The Qing official Wang 

Shizhen 王士禎 (1634-1711) also relates that a temple called Sheng’an si 聖安寺, southwest of 

the capital, had a mural by Shang Xi, as did an office that orchestrated esoteric rituals 西天經廠

in the imperial palace.208 The quality of Buddhist mural painting in the early Ming is perhaps no 

better demonstrated than in the grand project undertaken by court painters at Fahai si 法海寺, a 

temple completed in 1443 (正統 8) and still standing today (Fig. 1.40).  

 
204 Lu Shen, Jintai jiwen, in Guang baichuan xuehai, vol. 2 (Taipei: Xinxing shuju, 1970), 687 (10a). The Jiajing-era 
official Xia Yan 夏言 (1482-1548) also wrote about the wall paintings in another resting space built by the Jiajing 
emperor, which included paintings of rivers河圖, the Book of Luo洛書 diagrams, and a phoenix crying at the 
sunrise 鳳鳴朝陽.  All these subjects were metaphors for imperial sovereignty. See Xia Yan, Xia Guizhou wenji, 
vol. 16, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, jibu 75 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 1996), 53 (104a-b).  
 
205 Zhu Mouyin, Huashi huiyao, vol. 4, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 816 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu 
guan, 1986), 519 (8b-9a).  
 
206 Shang Xi served as a court painter in the Yongle (1403-1424), Xuande (1426-1435), and Zhengtong (1436-1449) 
reigns.  
 
207 Sun Chengze, Chunming mengyu lu, vol. 65, in Siku tiyao zhulu congshu, zibu 78 (Beijing: Beijing chuban she, 
2010), 354 (4b).  
 
208 Wang Shizhen, Chibei outan, vol. 14, in Siku tiyao zhulu congshu, zibu 78 (Beijing: Beijing chuban she, 2010), 
583 (19a-b). The painting in the Office of Esoteric Rituals西天經廠 was of the Dragon God 龍神. 
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 Wall decoration also graced other more official spaces in the court. The Ming text 

Pengchuang rilu (Diary of the Humble Window) 蓬窗日錄 by Chen Quanzhi 陳全之 (1512-80) 

reports, for instance, that during the Yongle emperor’s reign, the Fengtian Hall, the central and 

most important building in the Forbidden City, had images of Zhenwu 真武, the god of the 

north, between the crossbeams and columns of two of its walls.209 The Xuande emperor 宣德皇

帝 (r. 1426-35) similarly ordered that paintings of agricultural themes by the Yuan artist Zhao 

Mengfu 趙孟頫 (1254-1322) be adhered to the walls of the Wenhua 文華殿 and Wuying 武英殿

halls to function as an allegorical backdrop for discussion of political matters with his 

advisors.210 The Suzhou-based painter Xie Shichen 謝時臣 (1487-after 1567) was reportedly 

even commissioned to decorate the buildings of the three local government agencies in 

Hangzhou, for which he was handsomely compensated.211  

 It is not only textual sources, however, that point to the pervasiveness of painted wall 

decoration in the Ming imperial context. A remarkable handscroll painting, Pleasures in the 

Imperial Garden 御花園賞玩圖卷 (Baoli Art Museum, Fig. 1.41), illustrates eight scenes of the 

Chenghua emperor enjoying various leisure activities in an imperial garden. The painting 

includes renderings of pavilions, screens, and tents. The emperor is shown seated in such 

structures engaged in pleasant pastimes, visually and symbolically framed by painted walls or 

 
209 Chen Quanzhi, Pengchuang rilu, vol.1, in Gugong zhenben congkan 476 (Haikou: Hainan chuban she, 2001), 15 
(22a). The Yongle emperor worshipped Zhenwu as a personal protector. 
 
210 Wang, “Material Culture and Emperorship,” 251.  
 
211 He Liangjun, Siyou zhai congshu, vol. 29, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, zibu 103 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 1996), 
495 (5a).  
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wall-like surfaces. The subject matter of these wall paintings is diverse, ranging from five-

clawed dragons among colored clouds to monumental landscapes of the Li-Guo tradition.  

 As the above examples make clear, it is quite plausible that Yao Kui commissioned 

Sesshū to paint murals at the Ministry of Rites, and that the reference in Baifu’s record did not 

necessarily imply that he executed hanging scrolls that were only temporarily hung on the walls 

of that building. The various examples cited above also reveal the multitudinous themes and 

settings that were deemed appropriate for such a format. The presence of figural images of the 

god Zhenwu in the Fengtian Hall from the Yongle period, for example, suggests that Hashimoto 

Yū’s controversial claim that Sesshū painted the legendary demon-queller Zhongkui 鍾馗 in the 

hall of the Ministry of Rites is not as outlandish a proposal as it may seem.212 An interesting 

anecdote from the 1668 (寛文 8) Nihon kokin jinbutsu shi (Japanese Biographies of Past and 

Present) 日本古今人物史 by the Confucian scholar Utsunomiya Ton’an 宇都宮遯庵 (1633-

1707) relates that Sesshū painted a dragon in ink on the wall of the Ministry of Rites.213 Watada 

Minoru has rejected this unverified comment as merely reflecting the popularity of ink dragons 

as ceiling decoration in the Dharma Halls 法堂 of early Edo-period temples. The imperial 

symbolism of the dragon in China, however, and the presence of this subject matter on the 

 
212 Hashimoto, “Sesshū nyūmin saikō,” 17. Hashimoto’s assertion is based upon a grammatical technicality in his 
reading of Baifu’s Record for the Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting. Hashimoto asserts that the expression 
向者 does not refer to a “time before” (i.e. when Sesshū traveled to China), but rather to the last subject in a long list 
of painters and their respective subject matter enumerated by Baifu as influences on Sesshū’s painting. The final 
subject and painter are “ink demons, Zhong Kui, and such” associated with the Song painter Gong Kai 龔開. 
Hashimoto believes that the expression 向者connects the two passages of the text (i.e. the discussion of Sesshū’s 
trip to China and the discussion of his artistic inspiration) via the subject of the painting in the Ministry of Rites. In 
this interpretation, the subject of the wall painting is thus implied to be Zhong Kui. While Hashimoto’s argument is 
compelling, my own reading of the text, aided by consultation with other scholars in Japan and China, maintains that 
the expression 向者 refers to a temporal notion of relativity.  
 
213 Utsunomiya Ton’an, Nihon kokin jinbutsu shi, vol. 7 (1669 print edition, National Diet Library, Japan), 13a.  
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screens and walls in the painting Pleasures in the Imperial Garden, renders Utsunomiya’s 

identification of Sesshū’s subject matter possible.214  

 Watada Minoru has proposed that Yao Kui’s commission for Sesshū likely marked the 

final period of Sesshū’s training at the court as a public demonstration of his newly honed 

skills.215 According to the Xianzong shilu, a banquet was held on the eighteenth day of the third 

month of 1469 (成化 5) for successful students of the jinshi examination. The Ministry of Rites 

hosted this banquet in their court precincts, and this may have been the occasion on which Yao 

Kui intended to have Sesshū’s painting unveiled for the new crop of entry-level officials.216  

A mysterious clue in Zusho kōryaku ki suggests that the Chenghua emperor gifted Sesshū 

a portable Buddhist shrine 枕本尊 in reward for his completion of the wall painting.217 The entry 

for this information in Zusho kōryaku ki includes a simple diagram of the shrine and a 

transcription of a donation note made by Ōuchi Yoshioki 大内義興 (1477-1528), the son of 

Sesshū’s primary patron Ōuchi Masahiro (Fig. 1.42). The donation note reveals that Yoshioki 

presented Sesshū’s portable shrine to Seikei’in 成慶院, a temple on Mt. Koya, and that the 

object had been given to Sesshū by the Ming emperor. The central icon of the black-lacquered 

sandalwood shrine was Shakyamuni in the Treasure Pagoda, flanked by sixty smaller buddhas. 

 
214 Watada points to the dragon paintings executed by Kano Sanraku at Tōfukuji, Kano Mitsunobu at Shōkokuji, and 
Kano Tanyū at Daitokuji as examples of this trend. See Watada, “Sesshū nyūmin: Hitori no gasō ni okotta tokushū 
na jiken,” 18.  
 
215 Ibid., 16.  
 
216 Ibid. Watada notes that Tanaka Toyozō originally identified the location of Sesshū’s painting as the “examination 
hall” of the Ministry of Rites 禮部試院. Although this ministry did administer the metropolitan and palace 
examinations, the court offices of the Ministry of Rites and the examination buildings were at two separate 
locations. It is unclear why Tanaka originally associated Sesshū’s painting with the examination halls. In the 
absence of further evidence, it is most likely that Sesshū’s painting was in a central hall at the office of the Ministry 
of Rites.  
 
217 Isshi, Zusho kōryaku ki, vol. 1, 18a-b. 
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The left and right doors of the shrine were each carved with images of Mañjuśrī and 

Samantabhadra, respectively. Although the donation note includes a month and day, there is no 

recorded year. Due to the official title with which Yoshioki signed the note (i.e. third rank, 三

位), however, we can ascertain that it must have been given to the temple after 1512 (永正 9). In 

the summer of 2017, I went to Seikei’in with Professor Marushima Kazu of Keio University to 

search for the object in the storehouses of the temple. Unfortunately, no such portable shrine was 

to be found. Another portable shrine in the Mt. Koya museum collection, of Chinese origin and 

dating to the eighth century, preserves a similar iconography to Sesshū’s shrine.218  

 While Sesshū was busily engaged in his painterly study and Yao Kui’s commission, the 

other members of the Ōnin mission were preoccupied with diplomatic negotiations. Eight days 

after Ambassador Tenyo’s presentation of the official dossier and tribute gifts to the throne, an 

unfortunate event befell the Japanese delegation and strained their relationship with the court. 

According to the Xianzong shilu, a member of the Japanese delegation named Matō Jirō 麻答二

郎 became inebriated in the market and severely injured a Chinese bystander with a knife.219 

Although officials from the Ministry of Rites sought judicial punishment against Matō Jirō, the 

emperor granted him immunity and entrusted him to Ambassador Tenyo for appropriate 

punishment upon his return home. Shortly thereafter, the injured man died of his wounds and the 

 
218 I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to Professor Marushima for inviting me to join him in his 
examination and cataloging of the archival collection of Seikei’in, and for sharing with me relevant information 
regarding the portable shrine. I would also like to thank the abbot and staff of Yochi’in, the temple under which 
Seikei’in is now subsumed, for allowing me to search in their storehouse collection.  
 
219 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 60 (壬午 day), 1231 (8a). Here “market” refers to the temporary 
marketplaces that were set up inside the guesthouse precincts in Beijing for members of foreign delegations to conduct 
semi-official trade with one another and with local merchants. Although Kumagai Nobuo suggested that Matō Jirō 
was one of two figures named Mago Saburō 孫三郎, identified as merchant passengers in Boshi nyūmin ki, the person 
identified in the Xianzong shilu was clearly named Jirō and not Saburō. See Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to Sesshū (ge),” 
Bijutsushi 25 (1957): 27.  
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Ministry of Rites required the Japanese delegation to compensate the deceased man’s family for 

the expenses incurred because of his burial.220 As was common practice, the Ministry of Rites 

used this example to exhort the visiting delegations to higher standards of conduct and to 

demonstrate the magnanimity of the Ming emperor.    

 All three groups of the Ōnin mission (the Ashikaga, Hosokawa, and Ōuchi) passed the 

new year of 1469 in Beijing. Writing of his experience in 1453, Shōun recalled that on the eve of 

the new year Chang’an Avenue 長安街 was lined with so many torches that the sky shone as 

bright as midday.221 In the pre-dawn hours of the first day of 1469, the Japanese delegation 

gathered before the Fengtian Hall and, along with the court’s military and civil officials, 

performed a ceremony to pray for the emperor’s longevity. The sounds of all in attendance as 

they chanted “May you live ten-thousand years 萬歳，萬歳，萬萬歳” reverberated throughout 

the palace courtyard.222 A painting titled Amusements of the Ming Emperor Xianzong at the 

Lantern Festival (National Museum of China, Fig. 1.43) vividly illustrates the festive spirit of 

the new year season as Sesshū and the Ōnin delegation would have experienced it during the 

Chenghua emperor’s reign.  

A memorial presented by officials in the Ministry of Rites to the Chenghua emperor only 

about a week after the new year, however, sheds light on the tense reality of diplomatic 

arbitration. This memorial explained that the court would reward the Ōnin delegation for their 

gift of swords with cash and silk according to the current value of those commodities in the Ming 

 
220 Kumagai proposed that the incident in the market may have contributed to the Ōnin delegation’s prolonged stay in 
Beijing. See Kumagai, “Boshi nyūmin to Sesshū (ge),” 27.  
 
221 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 108.  
 
222 Ibid. 
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economy. Once the total value of compensation had been calculated, however, Ambassador 

Tenyo repeatedly contested the amount, claiming that it fell far short of the expected monetary 

value based upon the precedent of past missions. The exasperated officials of the Ministry of 

Rites remonstrated with the emperor that even if they were to “empty the government coffers” 

they would be “hard pressed to satisfy the insatiable greed是則傾府庫之貯，亦難滿其谿壑之

欲.” The emperor acknowledged his officials’ grievance and instructed the interpreters to caution 

Ambassador Tenyo against pursuing the matter further.223  

 

VI. Return Home 

 

It appears that Ambassador Tenyo did not succeed in increasing the compensation for the 

Japanese gift of swords. On the twenty-sixth day of the first month of 1469, the Xianzong shilu 

reveals that the ambassadorial group of the Ōnin delegation left Beijing. Perhaps in lieu of the 

cash compensation Tenyo had sought, the court provided extra gifts for Ashikaga Yoshimasa and 

his wife in the form of colored silks, gauze, brocades, and silver.224 An entry for the ninth day of 

the second month, surprisingly informs us that Sesshū and the Ōuchi members of the Ōnin 

mission were still in the capital even after the Ashikaga and Hosokawa groups had already left 

for Ningbo.225 On this day, Sesshū’s friend Keian Genju submitted a memorial seeking 

 
223 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 62 (丙子 day), 1268 (5b). Tenyo’s bargaining strategy with the 
officials of the Ministry of Rites was a common practice among the ambassadors of Japanese delegations. Shōun, for 
example, recorded that the ambassador of the Hōtoku mission submitted a petition to the throne seeking to increase 
the monetary compensation for the Japanese tribute gifts. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 117-119.  
 
224 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 62 (幸巳 day), 1275 (9a).  
 
225 Ibid., vol. 63 (甲午 day), 1280-1281 (2b-3a).  
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compensation for all the goods that had been lost from their ship when they met the storm at 

Yobuko Bay in 1466. If the Ministry of Rites could provide payment in cash for the value of the 

sunken goods, Keian believed he would escape reprimand by Ōuchi Masahiro for the financial 

loss.  

The Ministry of Rites replied that there was no precedent for the retroactive 

compensation of lost goods, and that such an action threatened to establish a risky precedent. 

Nevertheless, the Chenghua emperor authorized the bestowal of additional silks and satins for 

the Ōuchi. Keian, however, was not satisfied. He further requested currency in the amount of 

five thousand guan 貫. The emperor returned with one final concession of five hundred guan and 

urged the Ministry of Rites to hasten their departure from Beijing.226 Thus, the Ōuchi group, 

including Sesshū, presumably departed Beijing shortly after the ninth day of the second month of 

1469. In total, Sesshū’s group spent more than thirteen months in the capital, longer than any 

other Japanese delegation during the Muromachi period.   

Given his status as a monk-painter, it is unlikely that Sesshū was directly involved in the 

back-and-forth financial negotiations with the Ming court that constituted the central concern of 

Japanese diplomacy. This was the responsibility of the delegation’s other administrative staff. As 

noted earlier, in light of Sesshū’s close relationship to Keian, it is most probable that he assisted 

in the delegation’s acquisition of art objects. Indeed, the case studies of the following chapters 

suggest that Sesshū was in a position to consult and obtain various objects of cultural interest to 

the delegation, such as gazetteers, sutras, and, of course, paintings.  

 
226 Liu et al., Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 63 (甲午 day), 1281 (3a).  
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The southbound journey to Ningbo largely followed the same waterways as the 

northbound journey. In 1454, when Shōun and the Hōtoku delegation reached Yangzhou their 

party split ways, with some people proceeding directly from Yangzhou to Hangzhou and others, 

including Shōun, sailing up the Yangzi River to the southern capital in Nanjing.227 In 1489 (延徳

元年), the monk Genryū Shūkō 彥龍周興 (1458-91) wrote inscriptions for a set of four seasons 

paintings by Sesshū. In his inscriptions, Genryū noted that, “Sesshū once went to the Great 

Ming. The rivers and mountains of Qiantang (i.e. Hangzhou) and Jinling (i.e. Nanjing) are 

[forever] before his eyes and in his heart 雪舟作入大明，錢塘、金陵之江山，皆眼前之物，

而胸中之有也. ”228  Genryū’s comment thus alludes to the fact that Sesshū also visited the 

southern Ming capital at Nanjing on the return journey.   

 The Ōnin group reunited with the Ashikaga and Hosokawa groups in Ningbo by at least 

the fifth month of 1469. At the end of that month, the local literatus Xu Lian composed his 

parting preface and poem for Sesshū. It was likely not long thereafter that the Ōnin mission bid 

farewell to the eunuch supervisors of the Maritime Trade Office and their literati acquaintances 

and set sail for home. Xu Lian reminisced about his time with Sesshū, writing:  

Residing on Penglai in Gentle Water Bay, 
Your elegant demeanor transcends the mortal world. 
Long have I heard of your poetic renown, 
And your paintings too in the world abound. 

 
227 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 136. Murai Shōsuke and Suda Makiko have suggested that the Hōtoku delegation may 
have made the additional stop at Nanjing, which was not included in the northbound itinerary, in order to sell 
remaining goods that they did not want to bring back to Japan. See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 148.  
 
228 Genryū Shūkō was a younger contemporary of Sesshū. Known for his literary talent and precocious intellect, 
Genryū died of illness at only thirty-four years of age. He was mentored by such monks as Banri Shūkyū 萬里集九

and Ōsen Keisan 橫川景三, both monks who were acquaintances of Sesshū. When Genryū wrote his inscriptions for 
each of the four seasons paintings in 1489, he was living in the Rokuon’in at Shōkokuji. This is likely where Genryū 
Shūkō encountered Sesshū’s paintings. For Genryū Shūkō’s biography see Tamamura, Gozan zensō denki shūsei, 
182-184. The inscription on the winter composition relates that the Ōuchi representative in Kyōto雜掌僧, a monk 
named Tōshū Kōbun 東周興文, brought Sesshū’s paintings to Genryū for his inscriptions.  
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Having traversed the heights of Vulture Peak with your flying staff, 
You ride the cup home across myriad li of enormous waves. 
I imagine where it is that we will think of one another after parting,  
Like the moon in the sky and the clouds that wreath the mountains.229  

 
 家住蓬萊弱水灣 

丰姿瀟灑出塵寰 
久聞詞賦超方外 
勝有丹青落世間 
鷲嶺千層飛錫去 
鯨波萬里踏杯還 
懸知別後相思處 
月在中天雲在山 
 
Sesshū’s solicitation of a farewell poem from Xu Lian was part of a long-established 

practice among Japanese monks who visited China. In his diary of the Hōtoku delegation, Shōun 

similarly related that he received calligraphy and a poem from the Ningbo literatus Zhang Kai 張

楷 (1398-1460) at the latter’s home, and that members of his delegation vied for parting words 

from the abbot of Ayuwang si.230 The imagery of Xu Lian’s poem, which lyrically describes the 

vast distance traversed by Sesshū in the course of his sojourn, was no doubt a poignant reminder 

to the painter of all the personal and professional rewards that the journey had afforded him.  

When the time came to leave Ningbo, the Ōnin delegation boarded their own vessels for 

Dinghai and from there were escorted by an imperial flotilla and soldiers to Zhoushan. One final 

visit to the Guanyin of Mt. Putuo and a prayer for clear sailing marked the end of this leg of their 

travel.231 From the Chinese coast the Ōnin fleet passed Jeju Island and sailed onward toward the 

Gotō Islands from whence they had first departed. By the twenty-third day of the seventh month 

 
229 For my annotated translation see Appendix I.4.  
 
230 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 170. Zhang Kai and his family were important interlocutors with the Japanese 
delegations beginning from the time of the Hōtoku delegation. See Ebine, “Ninpō no bunjin to Nihon jin,” 226-232. 
 
231 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 171.  
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of 1469 the Ōuchi ship had docked in Akamagaseki and Sesshū set foot once again on his native 

soil.232  

 
232 Itō, “Ōuchi Norihiro, Masahiro to higashi Ajia,” 10.  
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Part II – Spheres of Culture  
 
Chapter 2: Sesshū and the Literati 

 

I. Introduction 

 

In the third month of 1486 (文明18), some seventeen years after Sesshū had returned 

from China, a Zen monk turned layman named Kinshisei 金子西 (act. 15th century) paid a visit 

to the monk Kikō Daishuku 季弘大叔 (1420 –87) at Kaieji 海会寺 in Sakai. Kinshisei had 

traveled to China on a tribute trade mission in 1483 (文明 15). Upon his return to Japan, 

Kinshisei frequently delighted in visiting Kikō to discuss with him all that he had seen and heard 

on the continent. On this occasion in 1486, Kinshisei arrived at Kikō’s quarters bearing a portrait 

of himself executed by a Chinese painter. In return, Kikō retrieved one of his own paintings by 

none other than Sesshū.1 Sesshū’s painting jogged Kinshisei’s memory of a man by the name of 

Jin Shi 金湜 (1411 – after 1491), whom he had met in Ningbo. Kinshisei proceeded to explain to 

Kikō: 

Jin Shi, who resides near the southern gate of Ningbo prefectural city, possess paintings 
by Nihon Tōyō (i.e. Sesshū) of the Three Laughers and the Four Worthies of Mt. Shang. 
[Jin Shi] hung them on the left and right sides of his wall. Shi is seventy-six years old this 
year. He is an illustrious official, and his poetry and painting are both excellent.2  

 
1 Sesshū’s painting was of Kikō’s residence, the Sugarcane Hermitage 蔗菴. See Kikō Daishuku, Tai Nihon ko 
kiroku: Shakken nichiroku, ed. Tōkyō daigaku shiryō hensan jo (Tōkyō: Iwanami shoten, 1953), 152. 
 
2 Kikō, Tai Nihon ko kiroku: Shakken nichiroku, 152. In his diary, Shakken nichiroku (Daily Record of the 
Sugarcane Pavilion) 蔗軒日録, Kikō recorded a wealth of information related by Kinshisei regarding the latter’s 
experiences in China. During his tonsured life, Kinshisei was known as Sōetsu Shoki宗悅書記 and resided at 
Tenjun’an 天潤庵 sub-temple of Kenninji 建仁寺 in Kyōto. For more about Kinshisei, see Tanaka Tateo, 
“Kinshisei no Chūgoku kenbun dan: Nichikyanto wo megutte,” Hongō 23 (1999): 19-21. Kikō Daishuku was a 
monk of the Rinzai Shōichi lineage. In 1480 (文明 12) he was appointed abbot of Tōfukuji. In 1483 (文明 15) he 
settled at Kaieiji in Sakai to escape the war-torn capital. For Kikō’s biography, see Tamamura Takeji, Gozan zensō 
denki shūsei (shinsō han) (Kyōto: Shibun kaku, 2003),73-74. Various references to Sesshū in Kikō’s writings, 
including an inscription Kikō made for a portrait painted by Sesshū, speak to the friendship between the two men. 
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寧波府南門金湜家有日本等揚所畫三咲圖、商山四皓圖，壁之左右掛之，湜今年七

十六歳也，大官人也，詩畫俱妙也。 

Kinshisei’s account provides the strongest available evidence of Sesshū’s interaction with 

the literatus Jin Shi during his stay in Ningbo. Jin Shi, courtesy name 字 Benqing 本清, was a 

native of Ningbo who first made contact with Japanese delegation members during the Ōnin 

mission.3 A record contained in the Edo-period text Rinkō chōsho (Documents of Diplomacy) 臨

交徴書 regarding a now-lost painting of the Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang 瀟湘八景図 by 

Nōami 能阿弥 (1397-1471) corroborates Jin’s interaction with other members of the Ōnin 

delegation. Shōsetsu Kenzenkō 松雪軒全杲 (act. 15th century), the author of Sesshū’s lost 

“Unkoku” name commentary and a member of the administrative staff (tokan 土官) of the 

Ashikaga ship, carried Nōami’s painting to China, whereupon he obtained a set of poems for 

each of the eight views from Jin Shi and another, as of yet unidentified, figure.4 

 
Both hailed from Okayama and it is likely that Sesshū first made Kikō’s acquaintance in the capital where the latter 
was involved in the study of Neo-Confucianism at Tōfukuji.  
 
3 The seminal study on the interaction between Japanese delegations and Ningbo literati is Ebine Toshio, “Ninpō no 
bunjin to Nihon jin: Jūgo seiki ni okeru,” Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan kiyō 11 (1976): 217-260. In this article, 
Ebine also discusses Jin Shi’s contact with members of the post-Ōnin delegations, particularly with pupils of the 
famous Daitokuji monk Ikkyū Sōjun 一休宗純 (1394-1481). Zhang Ru’an has also written about the interaction 
between Japanese delegations and Ningbo literati. See Zhang Ru’an, “Mindai ni okeru Ninpō to Nihon no bunka 
kōryū,” in Ninpō no bijutsu to kaiiki kōryū, ed. Higashi Ajia bijutsu bunka kōryū kenkyū kai (Fukuoka: Chūgoku 
shoten, 2009), 199-207. Based upon Kinshisei’s stated age of sixty-seven for Jin Shi in the year 1486 (成化 22), 
Itakura Masa’aki has calculated that Jin was born in 1411 (永樂 9). See Itakura Masa’aki, “Jūgo seiki Ninpō bunjin 
ga mita higashi Ajia kaiga: Kinshoku wo rei ni,” Bijutsushi ronsō 27 (2011): 51. Although Jin’s death date is 
unclear, he was active at least until 1491 (弘治 4) when he inscribed the painting Content in Poverty 甕牖圖, 
discussed in section three of this chapter.  
 
4 For a transcription and discussion of the poems on this painting see Itakura, “Jūgo seiki Ninpō bunjin,” 58-59. The 
second person to inscribe poems alongside those of Jin Shi has not been satisfactorily identified due to the absence 
of the character designating his surname in Rinkō chōsho. The man’s given name or courtesy name was Tianyang 天
鍚. When Shōsetsu returned to Japan in the fall of 1469 he presented the inscribed painting to Ōuchi Masahiro, 
Sesshū’s patron.  
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Jin Shi’s emergence as a central member in the group of Ningbo literati who befriended 

Japanese delegations in the post-Hōtoku 宝徳 mission era (1453-54) can be explained by his 

retirement from government office in 1464 (天順 8). Settling in his native Yin County鄞縣, the 

seat of the Ningbo prefectural government, Jin spent the remainder of his life in the pleasant 

company of fellow local retirees and scholars who together formed a poetry society called the 

Lofty Age Society 高年社. An entire volume of Yongshang qijiu shi (Poems of the Ningbo 

Sages) 甬上耆舊詩, a Qing-dynasty text (preface dated to 1675) on the poetic tradition of the 

Ningbo region, is devoted to the members of the Lofty Age Society. Li Yesi 李鄴嗣 (1622-

80),one of the authors of Yongshang qijiu shi and a descendent of a Lofty Age Society poet, 

writes, “When [they] encountered fine weather they harvested wild vegetables for simple meals 

and went out in carriages to assemble. They roamed leisurely and carefree. Locals looked upon 

them as though they were a band of immortals 每値風日佳時, 輒剪蔬供蔌, 驩共為集， 

逍游散帶，里人望之若仙.”5 Though little studied, this volume of Li’s text provides a snapshot 

of the personalities who occupied the ranks of the Ningbo literati class in the mid-fifteenth 

century, the men who walked the streets and roamed the outskirts of Ningbo when Sesshū 

resided in the city.  

The preface to volume five of Yongshang qijiu shi reveals that eighteen members formed 

the core of the Lofty Age Society. As early as the seventeenth century when Li authored the 

biographical entries, however, information was only available for eleven of its participants.6 Jin 

 
5 Hu Wenxue and Li Yousi, Yongshang qijiu shi, vol. 5, in Siku tiyao zhulu congshu, jibu 210 (Beijing: Beijing 
chuban she, 2010), 240 (2a).  
 
6 Ibid., 240-241(2b-3b).  
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Shi and a man named Hong Chang 洪常 (b. 1414) were the leading members of the group. As 

Ebine Toshio has proposed, the society may have originally coalesced around Hong Chang and 

Jin Shi when they both retired from office in 1464.7  

 Among the participants of the Lofty Age Society, Jin Shi (juren 1441, Court of the 

Imperial Stud), Hong Chang (jinshi 1448, Ministry of War), Yan Duan 嚴端  (jinshi 1454, 

Ministry of War), Lu Yu 盧瑀 (jinshi 1469, Six Offices of Scrutiny) and Zong You 宗佑 (jinshi 

1490, Ministry of Justice) held offices in the central government. The remaining six members for 

whom there exists information, including Zhou You 周祐, Zhang Zhen 章珍, Song Hui 宋恢, 

Zhang Jing 張憬, Ni Guang 倪光, and Li Duan 李端 may only have held positions at a local 

level of administration, if they served in the bureaucracy at all. The professional demographic of 

the Lofty Age Society reflects the nascent phase of a phenomenon that would become more 

pronounced in the middle to late Ming dynasty. Men who had received classical educations, such 

as those in the Lofty Age Society, often either chose to abstain from government service or 

simply failed in their efforts to advance in the increasingly competitive system of state-sponsored 

examinations.8 The milieu of the Suzhou painter Shen Zhou 沈周 (1427-1509) and his family is 

an example contemporaneous to the Lofty Age Society that similarly reflects this social 

phenomenon.  

For such men, the “literati identity” was constituted less by membership in the elite ranks 

of the bureaucracy than it was by their engagement in various intellectual, cultural, and artistic 

pursuits based in their native regions and hometowns. As J.P. Park has discussed in his study of 

 
7 Ebine, “Ninpō no bunjin to Nihon jin,” 233.  
 
8 Ho Ping-ti, Ladder of Success in Imperial China: Aspects of Social Mobility, 1368-1911 (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1962), 182.  
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painting manuals in the late Ming, the increasingly disenfranchised educated ranks of society 

searched for alternative means of enacting their social status through “display of their education, 

knowledge and social decorum” in the form of participation in learned societies or engagement 

in various art forms.9 In its invocation of Ming “literati” this study employs the definition of 

“local elites” used by Sukhee Lee in his study of Mingzhou (i.e. Ningbo) society to mean 

“people influential in their locality who draw on a variety of sources of power such as 

officeholding, examination degrees, scholarship, and landed and commercial wealth.”10 

Throughout this chapter, I will use the expression “local elites” interchangeably with the more 

familiar term “literati.”  

The social transformation of China’s educated elite from primarily national to local actors 

between the Northern and Southern Song periods (960-1279) is a well-established interpretive 

framework in the study of Chinese history.11 As Peter Bol has argued, the shift in the “center of 

gravity” from “state interests to local interests” among the educated elite in the Southern Song 

period (1127-1279) was made manifest, for example, in the emergence of the local gazetteer. 

Riding the tide of localism, the gazetteer genre became not only a repository of local history but 

also an arena in which to generate a discourse on local identity.12  

 
9 J.P. Park, Art by the Book: Painting Manuals and the Leisure Life in Late Ming China (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2012), 14.  
 
10 Sukhee Lee, Negotiated Power: The State, Elites, and Local Governance in Twelfth to Fourteenth-century China 
(Harvard East Asian Monographs 371) (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2014), 10.  
 
11 The central study to present this interpretation is that by Robert Hymes, Statesmen and Gentleman: The Elite of 
Fu-Chou Chiang-His, in Northern and Southern Song (Cambridge Studies in Chinese History, Literature, and 
Institutions) (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). For one discussion of this interpretive framework and 
a reconsideration of its applicability and limitations with regards to the dynamic between the state and society in the 
Song-Yuan transition see Sukhee Lee, Negotiated Power: The State, Elites, and Local Governance in Twelfth to 
Fourteenth-century China (Harvard East Asian Monographs 371) (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia 
Center, 2014).  
 
12 Peter Bol, “The Rise of Local History: History, Geography, and Culture in Southern Song and Yuan Wuzhou,” 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 61, no. 1 (2001): 74.  
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The case of Ningbo’s Lofty Age Society should thus be situated along a historical 

trajectory that witnessed a waxing and waning of the localist impulse among China’s literati 

class. During the early Ming, the heartland of the scholar-official in the lower Yangzi River delta 

region struggled to recover from the trauma of the Yuan-Ming transition. The early Ming has 

traditionally been seen as a period of heightened central government initiative rather than one of 

regional initiative. Yet, as Bol has observed, “a localist turn following an era of statist policies is 

something of a pattern in Chinese history.”13 The reemergence of localism as an ideology 

embraced by the literati in the middle Ming can thus be understood as “a recovery of the Song 

and Yuan pattern of development.”14 Although Sesshū’s 1467 arrival in China predated the 

middle Ming period (i.e. 16th century) discussed in Bol’s case study, my examination of the 

Ningbo literati sphere with which Sesshū interreacted indicates an early revival in localism and 

an interest among regional elites in the unique cultural and historical profiles of their native 

localities.  

By the time Sesshū arrived in China, southern cities like Hangzhou and Suzhou were 

showing signs of economic and cultural revival from the period of warfare that marked the 

Yuan-Ming transition. Indeed, the theme of revivalism colored much of early Ming political and 

cultural history. The regime of the founding Ming emperor Zhu Yuanzhang symbolized the re-

ascendance of Han rulership after the era of Mongol rule. As Edward L. Dreyer has stated, 

“Whatever the meaning of the Chinese-barbarian dichotomy, Chinese then and later felt it to be 

deeply significant…In very long-term historical perspective, then, the significance of the Ming 

 
13 Peter Bol, “‘The Localist Turn’ and ‘Local Identity’ in Later Imperial China,” Late Imperial China 24, no. 2 
(2003): 4. 
 
14 Ibid., 3. Although Bol notes the continuities in localist ideology between the Song and Ming, he does aptly 
articulate the ways in which these two periods of “localist turn” differed from one another both quantitatively and 
qualitatively.  
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dynasty appears to be that it revived the Confucian state and its supporting social order – indeed, 

that it reconstituted both so solidly that they survived a renewal of barbarian rule and endured 

until the early decades of the twentieth century. ”15 As Craig Clunas has observed of Ming 

material culture more broadly, “Within this world of goods, things of the past, things believed to 

be of the past and things believed to invoke the past by their sheer physical configuration, 

occupied a special role.”16 In the painting world, the artistic coming-of-age of Shen Zhou in this 

period signaled what has been conventionally known as the birth of the “Wu School 呉派”and 

the reinvigoration of the amateur painting scene. For local elites there was greater economic 

advantage and personal security in the orbit of their home regions than had existed before, 

especially if those places were at some distance from the capital.17  

At the same time, however, the shared identity of many of these men as one-time office 

holders in the central government meant that their social networks extended well beyond their 

home regions, to the capital in Beijing and to other provinces in which they had served. Even 

after they returned home in retirement, these men’s bonds of friendship endured, linking 

members of one local literati group to other regional groups like the overlapping circles in a 

 
15 Edward L. Dreyer, Early Ming China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1982), 2. As Dreyer and others have 
stressed, this revivalism was in large part ideological only, especially for the early Ming reigns, which were defined 
by a high degree of continuity with the Mongol Yuan government in terms of administration and institutions. Dreyer 
writes, “Although the year 1368 clearly marked the substitution of a Chinese for a Mongol ruling elite and was the 
occasion for a great deal of pious Confucian rhetoric, in most other respects the sense of continuity with the departed 
Yuan regime was intense.” More recently, Timothy Brook has conceptualized the Yuan and Ming dynasties as “a 
coherent arc of history” united in their common historical identities as periods within the Little Ice Age, among 
other factors. See Timothy Brook, The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties (Cambridge, MA: 
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2010), 1-2. Wang Tianyou, in his research on Ming institutional 
history, has also underscored the extent to which the Yuan government provided the most significant reference point 
for the early Ming emperors’ building of their empire. See Wang Tianyou, Mingdai guojia jigou yanjiu (Beijing: 
Gugong chuban she, 2014), 7.    
 
16 Craig Clunas, Superfluous Things: Material Culture and Social Status in Early Modern China (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 1991), 93.  
 
17 In the 1460s, the vast political purges that followed in the wake of the Tumu Crisis of 1449 were still within living 
memory, a fact that deterred many men from seeking positions in the government.  
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Venn diagram. A dual dynamic thus governed mid-fifteenth-century literati society, a dynamic 

that operated both locally and inter-regionally.  

In this chapter, I examine the local and inter-regional nature of the literati network within 

which Sesshū was immersed while he resided in Ningbo. Elucidation of the breadth of contacts 

enabled by Sesshū’s interaction with the Lofty Age Society reframes our perception of the 

significance of this cultural sphere in the context of Sesshū’s travel. In other words, Sesshū’s 

experience with Ming literati society was not necessarily limited to his mingling with Ningbo 

natives, but potentially encompassed a diverse and extensive social web. Reconstruction of this 

network allows us to perceive how Sesshū’s literati contacts may have facilitated other aspects of 

his journey and how the cultural practices prevalent in Ming literati society at large shaped 

Sesshū’s approach to painting.  

As I have posited above, despite the inter-regional ties that tethered disparate literati 

groups together, the increasing ideological importance of localism as a central tenant of literati 

identity in the Ming dynasty would manifest itself in the emergence of cultural societies (like the 

Lofty Age Society) that were predicated upon native origin, and in the rise of an attendant visual 

culture that celebrated individual locales. In this chapter, I employ a group of paintings attributed 

to Sesshū, which I collectively refer to as the Magnificent Sites of China 唐土勝景図, to explore 

how the visual culture of place informed Sesshū’s artistic conception and creation of these 

distinctive works. I contend that it was Sesshū’s exposure to contemporary methods of 

conceptualizing and pictorializing “place” in the context of the local gazetteer that catalyzed 

Sesshū’s lifelong interest in painting sites to which he traveled. The China experience thus 

endowed Sesshū with the conceptual framework and pictorial strategies to pioneer a new genre 

of “place painting” in Japan.   
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II. Jin Shi and the Lofty Age Society   

 

Sesshū’s Ningbo acquaintance Jin Shi was a figure emblematic of his time. At thirty 

years of age, Jin passed the provincial-level examination in Hangzhou and went north to the 

capital to serve his government. Though he enjoyed elevated rank and was honored with the 

status of ambassador on a diplomatic delegation to Korea, one senses that Jin itched to return 

home so that he could commence the life for which he felt he was destined – a life of calligraphy, 

painting, poetry, and contemplation with Buddhist masters.  

The fullest biography of Jin Shi is found in the Guangxu edition (1877 [光緒 3]) of the 

Yinxian zhi (Yin County Gazetteer) 光緒鄞縣志. According to this biographical account, Jin was 

a precocious child, capable of composing verse from a young age. In 1441 (正統 6) he passed 

the provincial-level imperial examination, from which status he entered the imperial university in 

Beijing.18 The Yingzong shilu (Veritable Records of the Yingzong Emperor’s Reign) 英宗實錄 

indicate that Jin remained a student at the imperial university until 1448 (正統 13).19 In the tenth 

month of that year Jin was recommended, on the basis of his calligraphy, to the position of 

Secretariat Drafter 中書舍人 and served the emperor in the Wenhua Hall 文華殿.20 In the first 

 
18 Zhang Shu and Dong Pei, Guangxu Yinxian zhi, vol. 33, in Zhongguo haijiang fangzhi: Guangxu Yinxianzhi 7 (Hong 
Kong: Fuchi shuyuan, 2006), 2842 (16b).  
 
19 Li Xian, Chen Wen, and Peng Shi, Yingzong rui huangdi shilu, vol. 171 (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiu lishi yuyan 
yanjiu suo, 1966), 3298 (6b). 
 
20 Zhang and Dong, Guangxu Yinxian zhi, vol. 33, 2842 (16b). Interestingly, the Wenhua Hall was one of several 
buildings in the Forbidden City to which court painters were assigned in the fifteenth century, a topic to which I will 
return in the following chapter. The Yin County Gazetteer particularly comments on Jin’s adeptness in seal, official, 
and semi-cursive scripts.  
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month of 1458 (天順 2) the court promoted Jin to Assistant Director of the Imperial Stud 太僕寺

承 stationed in Shandong and Henan provinces.21 In the second month of 1464 (天順 8), Jin was 

appointed ambassador of a diplomatic delegation bound for the Korean court to announce the 

ascension of the Chenghua emperor.22 Fellow officials at the Korean court so admired Jin’s verse 

that the poems he composed during his stay were printed and published as Jiashen huanghua ji 

(Anthology of the Imperial Envoy of the Jiashen Year) 甲申皇華集.23   

When Jin arrived back in Beijing, he requested permission to retire and returned home. 

Although the court subsequently beseeched him to resume office, he persistently declined, not 

deigning to step foot in a government office again, or so his biographer would have us believe.24 

Jin passed the remainder of his days socializing with members of the Lofty Age Society. In 

retirement he was especially fond of reading the Book of Changes 易經, and resided in a modest 

dwelling that is characterized in his biography as being “somberly sparse 蕭然四壁” in its 

decor.25 Although one would be remiss in taking this description of Jin’s abode too literally, it is, 

nonetheless, an interesting observation in light of the fact that Jin Shi evidently hung Sesshū’s 

paintings on these same immaculate walls. The paintings that Sesshū executed for Jin Shi were 

 
21 Li et al., Yingzong shilu, vol. 286, 6135 (9a). 
 
22 Zhang and Dong, Guangxu Yinxian zhi, vol. 33, 2843 (17a), and Liu Ji, Xu Pu, and Liu Jian, Xianzong chun 
huangdi shilu, vol. 2 (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiu lishi yuyan yanjiu suo, 1966), 53 (11a). 
 
23 For more information on Jin Shi’s activity in Korea see Itakura, “Jūgo seiki Ninpō bunjin,” 54-57. According to 
John Meskill the expression “Anthology of the Imperial Envoy” was a conventional title for collections of poetry 
written by Chinese envoys to foreign lands and often included poetic responses from their foreign interlocuters. See 
John Meskill, Ch’oe Pu’s Diary: A Record of Drifting Across the Sea (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 
1965), 80.  
 
24 Zhang and Dong, Guangxu Yinxian zhi, vol. 33, 2843 (17a). One frequently finds this rhetorical framework 
employed in Chinese biographical texts to emphasize the subjects’ lofty moral virtue.   
  
25 Ibid. 
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on the subjects of the Four Worthies of Mt. Shang and the Three Laughers of Tiger Ravine, both 

themes that extoll the virtue of those whose high-minded ideals led them to lives of reclusion. 

They were consummate subjects for the retired scholar official.  

A painting that may best encapsulate the manner of painting that Sesshū employed in his 

figural works for Jin Shi is God of Longevity 壽老図 (private collection, Fig. 2.1). This work 

bears the same distinctive signature as Sesshū’s Landscapes of the Four Seasons 四季山水図 

(Tōkyō National Museum), indicating its creation during the period of Sesshū’s travel to China 

(Fig. 2.2).26 The significance of the signature is even more remarkable when coupled with the 

painting’s provenance. In 1913, the art historian Watanabe Yosuke described how he came into 

possession of God of Longevity in the early Taishō period (1912-26) while he was visiting the 

Japanese Consul General to Changsha, a man by the name of Okohira Takanori 大河平隆則.27 

Egaitsu Michihiko, who discovered photographs of God of Longevity at the Historiographical 

Institute at the University of Tōkyō, has confirmed that Okohira was appointed Consul General 

to Changsha in 1911 and that he retired from office in 1914.28 This timeframe coincides with 

Watanabe’s claims about the period in which he acquired the painting. While it is remotely 

possible that after Sesshū painted God of Longevity it was brought from China to Japan and then 

subsequently made its way back to China, it is far more likely that the work represents the only 

known painting by Sesshū to have remained in China until the modern period.  

 
26 The signature reads “Tōyō, Zen Buddhist from Japan日本禅人等揚.” Watanabe Yosuke first introduced this 
painting in his 1913 article. See Watanabe Yosuke, “Sesshū no nyūmin ni oite,” Kokka 279 (1913): 51. Egaitsu 
Michihiko has also written about this painting and its provenance in his article “Nihon Zenjin Tōyō hitsu Jurō zu,” 
Bijutsushi ronsō 15 (1998): 133-149.  
 
27 Watanabe, “Sesshū no nyūmin ni oite,” 51.  
 
28 Egaitsu, “Nihon Zenjin Tōyō hitsu Jurō zu,” 134.   
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In God of Longevity Sesshū used a simple compositional layout and monochromatic 

palette to showcase the expressive linearity of his brushwork. Sesshū centered the stout figure of 

the god against a blank ground, rendering the lines of his garment in swift, jagged flourishes of 

the brush. He reserved the greatest level of detail for the god’s bulbous skull and aged face, 

accentuated with a series of fine lines to articulate whiskers and wrinkles (Fig. 2.3).29 It is 

tempting to speculate that Sesshū gifted God of Longevity to Jin Shi, or some other contact in 

Ningbo. At the very least, a work of this nature, with its emphasis on calligraphic line, would 

have appealed to Jin, known foremost in history as an accomplished calligrapher.   

Jin Shi is also closely associated with the genre of bamboo painting, a subject that shared 

aesthetic affinities with calligraphy. Jin’s biography in the Yinxian zhi proclaims that “by nature 

[Jin] adored bamboo and so he naturally excelled in painting it 性嗜竹，因善寫竹.”30 Jin’s forte 

was a particular style of ink-bamboo, executed in wiry outline and punctuated with flicked hooks 

of the brush 鉤勒竹.31 Itakura Masa’aki has identified seven extant paintings by Jin, five of 

 
29 In technique and spirit, this painting is most akin to Sesshū’s pre-China composition Bodhidharma Crossing the 
Yangzi River on a Reed  芦葉達磨図 (Smith College Museum). Egaitsu Michihiko has also noted the stylistic 
similarity between God of Longevity and a work titled The Three Creeds 三教図 (Tōkyō National Museum), a copy 
of a Sesshū painting by Kano Tsunenobu. See Egaitsu Michihiko, “Jurō zu [sakuhin kaisetsu],” in Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsu kan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron 
bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 132. Interestingly, a painting attributed to the Xuande emperor 宣德皇帝 (r. 1426-35 ) and 
also titled God of Longevity 壽星圖 (Palace Museum Beijing) is similar to Sesshū’s painting in presenting the god in 
three-quarter profile with shortened, hunched torso and an elongated, bulbous cranium. Given Sesshū’s training at 
the imperial academy, it is possible that Sesshū’s composition was inspired by the imperial painting. The inscription 
on the Xuande painting indicates that it was painted for the early Ming statesman Xia Yuanji 夏原吉 (1366-1430), 
who served three emperors and attained the position of Grand Secretary of the Ministry of Revenue. It has been 
frequently commented upon that the Xuande emperor had a predilection for less formal modes of painting that 
showcased his prowess with linear brushwork. For a discussion of the Xuande emperor’s painting activity see Zhao 
Zhongnan, Mingchao de guaidian: Yongle huangdi he tade zisun (xia) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2015), 475-476. 
For an image of the imperial painting see Zhao Bingwen, ed., Gugong bowuyuan cangpin daxi huihua bian, vol. 7 
(Beijing: Gugong chuban she, 2011), 112.  
 
30 Zhang and Dong, Guangxu Yinxian zhi, vol. 33, 2843 (17a). 
 
31 Jin’s expertise in this mode of bamboo painting is noted, for example, by the Ming-period art commentator Han 
Ang in Tuhui baojian xubian (Sequel to Precious Mirror of Painting) 圖繪寶鑑續編. See Han Ang, Tuhui baojian 
xubian, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 814 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu guan, 1986), 627 (5a).  
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which have the subject of bamboo.32 Outlined Bamboo 雙鉤竹圖 (The Palace Museum, Beijing, 

Fig. 2.4) depicts a double stalk of the grass rendered in elegant outline and accompanied by a 

gnarly rock. Jin’s acclaimed reputation as a bamboo painter can be ascertained from a comment 

in his biography stating that, in addition to his expertise in seal script, “Jin’s bamboo were also 

not inferior to those of Xia Zhongzhao湜之竹，亦不在夏仲昭之右.”33 Zhongzhao 仲昭 is the 

courtesy name of the renowned early Ming bamboo painter, calligrapher, and official Xia Chang 

夏昶 (1388-1470). Indeed, there is reason to believe that Xia Chang and Jin Shi were 

acquaintances in Beijing during their respective tenures at the court.  

One can imagine that Jin Shi’s proclivity for the brushed line would have predisposed 

him to take an interest in a fellow painter like Sesshū. Another context, however, in which to 

understand the points of commonality and potential contact between Jin Shi and Sesshū is that of 

the Buddhist monastery. In retirement, Jin frequented temples in Ningbo, particularly Yanqing si 

延慶寺 and Tiantong si 天童寺. Yongshang qijiu shi reveals that in his later years Jin repeatedly 

went to Yanqing si, where he had the habit of inscribing his own bamboo painting, which he had 

hung at the temple, with a new poetic quatrain on the occasion of each visit.34 The temple was 

located on an island in the middle of Ningbo’s south-easterly Sun Lake 日湖, in close proximity 

to the Jin family residence.35 It is quite possible that Sesshū first met Jin Shi at Yanqing si, for 

 
32 Itakura, “Jūgo seiki Ninpō bunjin,” 52. Jin’s non-bamboo subjects include a painting titled Old Pine 老松圖 and a 
handscroll titled Grapes葡萄圖卷. The only dated composition among Jin’s seven extant paintings is Old Pine, 
dated to 1458 (天順 2).  
 
33 Zhang and Dong, Guangxu Yinxian zhi, vol. 33, 2843 (17a).  
 
34 Hu and Li, Yongshang qijiu shi, vol. 5, 243 (8a-b). Volume 5 includes four poems that Jin Shi composed on the 
theme of bamboo at Yanqing si.  
 
35 The location of Jin’s residence in the vicinity of Sun Lake can be confirmed from a Qing-period text, Siming 
tanzhu (Topics of Conversation in Siming) 四明談助, which includes a wealth of information about historical 
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the monk Shōun Zuikin related in his diary of the preceding 1453 mission that the Japanese 

delegation had visited this temple as part of their itinerary in Ningbo.36  

It is also possible that Sesshū and Jin Shi met at Tiantong si, the temple from which 

Sesshū received his honorary Buddhist title of “First Seat第一座.” Historical sources reveal that 

Jin Shi maintained a friendship with a retired abbot of Tiantong si named Wuchuansi Chanshi 

無傳孠禪師 (act. 15th century). One of Jin’s poems contained in Yongshang qijiu shi, titled 

“Passing Central Peak on the Way to Tiantong si 游天童寺過中峰,” refers to Jin’s close 

relationship with the retired abbot. The poem reads as follows:   

I walk through the green pines until the mountains come into view,   
With a warm breeze, light rain, and boughs speckled with dew.  
I seek the place where the master resides, 
Until I am among the dense verdure of Central Peak. 
The untrod ground is strewn with the shadows of bamboo, 
While the fragrance of flowers and the song of birds lingers tranquilly among the eaves.  
After dinner I leisurely take my leave, 
Master you need not escort me to the gate.37  

 
行盡青松始見山 
煖風微雨露斑斑 
欲尋開士栖禪處 
直到中峰疊翠間 
滿地竹陰人跡少 
四檐花氣鳥聲閒 
素瓷傳後悠然別 
不許袈裟送出關 

 
Ningbo and its inhabitants. See Xu Zhaobing, Siming tanzhu, vol. 2, ed. Gui Xinyi et al. (Ningbo: Ningbo chuban 
she, 2000), 848, 861.  
 
36 Shōun Zuikin, Shōun nyūmin ki: Nihon sō mita Mindai Chūgoku (Tōyō bunko 798), ed. Murai Shōsuke and Suda 
Makiko (Tōkyō: Heibonsha, 2010), 43. Shōun visited Yanqing si on the seventh day of the fifth month of 1453 (景
泰 4).  
 
37 Hu and Li, Yongshang qijiu shi, vol. 5, 244 (10a). This poem is also included in Tiantong sizhi (Gazetteer of 
Tiantongsi) 天童寺志. See De Jie, Tiantong sizhi, vol. 1, in Zhongguo fosi zhi congkan 84 (Yangzhou: Guangling 
shushe, 2006), 64 (16b).  
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According to the Tiantong sizhi (Tiantong si Gazetteer) 天童寺志, Wuchuansi was the 

seventy-second abbot of the temple during the late Xuande (1426-35) and Zhengtong (1436-49) 

eras.38 Wuchuansi later retired to the area known as Central Peak 中峰 in the mountains 

surrounding the temple. It was there that Jin Shi visited him and composed verse.39 The tone of 

Jin’s poem suggests the intimate nature of their friendship and Jin’s predilection for calling upon 

the master, sometimes lingering into the evening hours. In light of Jin Shi’s relationship with the 

retired abbot of Tiantong si, it is possible to speculate that the bestowal of Sesshū’s honorary title 

was also somehow related to the mutual social connection between the three figures.40 Further 

consultation of the Tiantong sizhi reveals that other members of the Lofty Age Society also 

traveled to the temple and versified about their experiences there.41 Members of the Lofty Age 

Society may thus have been important figures in facilitating interaction between the Japanese 

delegations and the Buddhist communities in Ningbo. 

 
38 De, Tiantong sizhi, vol. 2, 105 (16a). 
 
39 Ibid., vol. 3, 264 (49b).  
 
40 Unfortunately, Tiantong sizhi does not include the name of the temple’s abbot during the Chenghua era (1465-88). 
De Jie, the gazetteer compiler, names Wuchuansi chanshi as the seventy-second abbot and a monk by the name of 
Dayongji Chanshi 大用機禪師 as the seventy-fifth abbot, but notes that after this time there was a break in the abbot 
lineage. De Jie goes on to relate that in 1464 (天順 8) an imperial edict forbade further construction at the temple or 
requests for imperial placards 額 from temples both within and outside the capital. These regulations instigated a 
period of decline for Buddhist institutions throughout the country, including Tiantong si. During this period, the 
system of abbotships at Tiantong si was also altered, such that multiple monks were summoned from various places 
to head the monastery, leading to a greater division of temple property and increasingly straightened financial 
conditions for the temple. Tiantong si began to descend into a state of corruption as desperate monks ingratiated 
themselves with wealthy families in attempts to raise funds. Pagodas and steles at the temple were desecrated or 
destroyed. Finally, in the Wanli period (1573-1615), a deluge of flood water struck the temple and decimated its 
structures. See De, Tiantong si zhi, vol. 2, 105-106. It is thus possible to speculate that the lack of information 
concerning Tiantong si from the period that Sesshū was in China is related to this series of events that marked a 
period of instability in the temple’s history.  
 
41 The first volume of the temple gazetteer includes poems written by Lofty Age Society members Zhang Jing 張憬

and Ni Guang 倪光 for various scenic spots on and around the temple grounds. See De, Tiantong si zhi, vol. 1, 
51(10a), 65 (17a).   
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Two surviving poems by members of the Lofty Age Society indicate that others among 

Jin Shi’s group had contact with representatives of the Japanese delegations. Ni Guang, courtesy 

name Yingkui 應奎, wrote a poem titled “Sending Off Japanese Vice-Ambassador Mr. Fan Miao 

送日本副使梵苗公.” According to biographical accounts, Ni Guang never held a government 

position, but was an expert in reading and interpreting the Book of Changes. These skills 

endowed him with the power of prophecy and his biographies abound with anecdotes testifying 

to his ability to predict future events. His adroit exegesis of the Book of Changes became known 

even among officials in the northern and southern capitals.42 The biographical entry for Ni 

Guang in Yongshang qijiu shi indicates that Jin Shi was among his closest confidants in the Lofty 

Age Society.43 Ni Guang’s poem for the unknown Japanese vice-ambassador reads: 

The tide swells for your journey across the sea, 
As I part from you, honorable gentleman, at the banquet.  
The sails unfurl and the hourglass runs down,  
With sweet aroma trailing after your newly bestowed gowns.44  
The luminescence of the moon belies the night,   
While the radiance of flowers harkens another spring.  
The clouds and mountains span myriad li, 
May heaven bestow us with the chance to meet again.45   

 
東渡海潮起 
瑗筵別上人 
帆開行漏盡 
香逐賜衣新 
月白元無夜 
花明別有春 
雲山于萬里 

 
42 For Ni Guang’s biography see Zhang Shiche, Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 41, in Mingdai Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 5 
(Ningbo: Ningbo chubanshe, 2014), 2973-2977 (9a-11a).  
 
43 Hu and Li, Yongshang qijiu shi, vol. 5, 249 (21a).  
 
44 The reference in Ni Guang’s poem to a trailing sweet aroma may allude to the strategist and official Xun Yu 荀彧 
(163-212) of the Three Kingdoms period, who was considered so handsome a figure that a fragrance lingered 
wherever he went. I thank Dr. Huang Youhao of Sun Yat-sen University for this insight.  
 
45 This poem is recorded in Hu and Li, Yongshang qijiu shi, vol. 5, 250 (21a-b). 
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天遣幾相親 

Ni’s poem lyrically describes the scene of the farewell banquet that was arranged by the 

Ningbo Maritime Trade Office in honor of the delegation’s departure. It is likely that local 

literati were invited to attend these events. They had, after all, served as the primary points of 

social contact for the delegations during their residence in Ningbo. Shōun’s diary also confirms 

that in the days leading up to their departure, members of the Japanese delegations vied with one 

another for parting poems like this from their monk and literati acquaintances in Ningbo.46  

At least one additional member of the Lofty Age Society, Li Duan, courtesy name 

Wenzheng 文正, also befriended members of visiting Japanese delegations.47 Like Ni Guang, Li 

Duan was a kindred companion to Jin Shi. Li’s biography relates that he was recruited by the 

local government to teach at the county school. Li Yousi, the author of the biographical entries in 

Yongshang qijiu shi, was, in fact, Li Duan’s descendent. Li Yousi notes that his ancestor, Li 

Duan, hosted Japanese delegations at the official guesthouse in Ningbo.48 The Jiajing edition 

(1560 [嘉靖 39]) of the Ningbo fuzhi (Ningbo Prefectural Gazetteer) 寧波府志 cites the 

following poem that Li addressed to an un-identified Japanese delegation member:   

At a temple in the capital I came to know your noble face,49 
With staff and bowl you are detached and carefree from the mundane word.   
You have already been to the monastery and cultivated your practice,  
And carry a full gourd as you traverse the green mountains.50  

 
46 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 170-171. 
 
47 For Li Duan’s biography see Zhang, Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 38, 2817-2818 (20a-b). 
 
48 Hu and Li, Yongshang qijiu shi, vol. 5, 252 (25a).  
 
49 “Dou Chang 鬪場” may refer to Douchang si鬪場寺, a temple in Nanjing. In this context, it could mean that Li 
Duan met the Japanese monk in Nanjing, a location at which Japanese delegations stopped on their return journey 
from Beijing.  
   
50 The reference to a gourd (“Piao shi 瓢史”) likely alludes to an anecdote in which the scholar Xiao Chen 蕭琛 
(478-529) of the Liang dynasty obtained the History of the Han Dynasty 漢書 when it was brought south by a monk 
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You depart from the bank with shadows of clouds aloft upon your shoulders, 51 
And you return with heavenly aroma suffused within your gown.  
Upon your return, if the honorable king inquires,52 
Reply that you joined delegations from all around to pay tribute at the court.53 
 

  鬪場曾得識高顏 
杖盋蕭然世外閒 
已向檀林修白業 
更攜瓢史歷青山 
肩挑雲影江頭別 
衣帶天香海上還 
到日賢王如有問 
八方職貢列朝班 

Given Li Duan’s ambiguous designation of the recipient of his poem as “Japanese 

emissary monk,” it is tempting to speculate, as the historian Xu Mengguang has done, that this 

poem may even have been written for Sesshū.54 Speculation aside, both Ni Guang’s and Li 

Duan’s poems are tinged with obsequious flattery, thinly veiling a patronizing attitude on the 

part of the Chinese literati toward their Japanese interlocutors. Both men characterize the 

Japanese delegation members as returning home fragranced by the magnanimity of the Ming 

emperor, literally embodied in the imperial robes gifted to the delegations at court. The rhetoric 

of cultural superiority, combined with flowery sentimentality, is not uncommon in the genre of 

 
who carried it in a gourd. In this context, Li Duan likely refers to the various texts that Japanese monks acquired in 
the course of their travels.  
 
51 “Shadows of clouds 雲影” may allude to the auspicious clouds 祥雲 that were said to have appeared above the 
head of emperor Gaozu of the Han dynasty漢高祖 (256-195 BCE).  
 
52 Here, “king” refers to the Japanese shogun, who was enfeoffed by China in the Ming dynasty as the “King of 
Japan.” 
 
53 This poem is transcribed in Hu and Li, Yongshang qijiu shi, vol. 5, 252 (26a).   
 
54 Xu Mengguang put forth this assertion in his presentation at the eighth convening of the Sesshū Summit 
symposium in Masuda, Shimane Prefecture. See Xu Mengguang, “Chūgoku de no Sesshū no ashiato,” (lecture, 8th 
Sesshū Summit, Masuda, Shimane Prefecture, Japan, October 2, 1999), accessed March 25, 2020, 
http://sessusummit.jp/past/no8/pdf/8_1.pdf.  
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“parting poetry 送別詩” exchanged between Chinese literati and Japanese monks. However, this 

rhetorical tendency should not invalidate the bonds of shared interest and friendship that united 

these men in the realms of literature, art, and spirituality. It was these relationships that sustained 

channels of interaction throughout the remainder of the fifteenth century.55   

A figure who has been conspicuously absent from this discussion is Xu Lian, the literatus 

from whom Sesshū did receive one such parting poem in 1469. Because Xu Lian’s family lived 

in the vicinity of Moon Lake, not far from the area of Jin Shi’s residence, I believe that it is quite 

possible that Sesshū met Xu Lian in the context of the poetry group. As I discussed in the 

preceding chapter, Xu came from a respected Ningbo family with the financial means to educate 

their sons. Judging from one of the seal impressions on Xu Lian’s parting poem, it is also evident 

that the Xu family possessed a library collection, further evidence of their status as a cultured 

family in the region. Perhaps Xu’s father, or another senior male relative, was a participant in the 

poetry group, bringing Xu Lian along with him to their gatherings.  

Unfortunately, only one literary work composed by a person associated with the Lofty 

Age Society remains extant, rendering it difficult to uncover further clues regarding the 

experiences of the Ōnin delegation and Sesshū among the literati milieu of Ningbo.56 

Nevertheless, the evidence presented here assembles a picture of a local poetry society, whose 

constituents were actively engaged in the religious and educational institutions of their home 

 
55 For further reading on the interaction between the Lofty Age Society and later Japanese delegations see Ebine, 
“Ninpō no bunjin to Nihon jin,” and Liu Hengwu, Ningbo gudai duiwai wenhua jiaoliu: Yi lishi wenhua yicun wei 
zhongxin (Beijing: Haiyang chuban she, 2010).   
 
56 The extant poetry anthology is Yunsong shilue (Poetry Collection of the Clouds and Pines) 雲松詩略 by Wei 
Cheng. See Wei Cheng, Yunsong shilue, in Yuan guoli Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 728 (Beijing: 
Guojia tushu guan chuban she, 2013). This edition, dated to 1494 (弘治 7), is the only extant version of Wei’s 
anthology. The blocks used for this early edition show considerable degradation, rendering parts of the text illegible.  
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county. These society members also played host to Japanese visitors, communicating in the 

shared language of literary Chinese and communing in a shared tradition of Chinese 

intellectualism. Sesshū’s path likely converged with that of Jin Shi, and other members of his 

group, in the realms of the painted image, the inscribed word, and the Buddhist temple.  

Before examining the painting case study of this chapter, Magnificent Sites of China, in 

the next section I address the inter-regional nature of the Lofty Age Society’s social network. 

While Sesshū’s experience in the Ningbo literati sphere has sometimes been dismissed as an 

insular one, populated by figures of only minor importance to the larger history of Ming literati 

culture, the following investigation demonstrates that this was far from the case.57 Through the 

local poetry society, Sesshū was potentially integrated into a far-reaching and erudite network of 

figures, whose roles in shaping episodes of Sesshū’s sojourn and in molding his artistic 

consciousness have not been adequately addressed.   

 

III. Networks Beyond Ningbo  

 

Three paintings by the Yuan masters Qian Xuan 錢選 (ca. 1235-before 1307), Wu Zhen 

呉鎮 (1280-1354), and Zhao Mengfu趙孟頫 (1254-1322) bear inscriptive evidence to 

demonstrate that Jin Shi and other members associated with the Lofty Age Society were involved 

with the well-known literati sphere that surrounded the painter Shen Zhou, an artistic 

 
57 Shimao Arata, for example, has rejected the notion that Sesshū encountered “first-class” literati like Shen Zhou 
during his time in China. If he had, Shimao contends, Sesshū would surely have mentioned it in his 1495 preface for 
Splashed-ink Landscape. This is a good example to demonstrate the necessity of taking contemporaneity into 
account in our evaluation of Sesshū’s experience. Although Shen Zhou is among the fifteenth century’s most well-
known painters, in the mid-1460s he had not yet achieved widespread renown. It would thus not have been unusual 
for Sesshū to omit mention of Shen Zhou from his preface. See Shimao Arata, “Hiyaku e no tabi: Sesshū no 
Chūgoku kō,” in Sesshū (Shinchō Nihon bijutsu bunkō 1) (Tōkyō: Shinchōsha, 1996), 81.  
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contemporary of Sesshū in China.58 The frontispieces and colophons by members of these two 

literati circles on the paintings, as well as other documentary information, indicates that this 

involvement was not a singular encounter, but rather a dynamic relationship sustained over time.  

The central figures through whom Jin Shi likely had contact with Shen Zhou’s milieu are 

Yao Shou 公綬 (1423-95), Zhou Ding 周鼎 (1401-87), and Shi Jian 史鑑 (1433-96). Yao Shou, 

courtesy name Gong Shou 公綬, was a respected official, amateur painter, and art collector of 

the fifteenth century. He received his jinshi degree in 1464 (天順 8), after which time he served 

as an Investigating Censor 監察御史 and oversaw the government salt gabelle in Yangzhou. In 

the first year of the Chenghua reign (1465), Yao was demoted to County Magistrate of Yongning

永寧縣, Jiangxi, but after only a short duration in this post he retired to his home in Jiaxing 

Prefecture 嘉興府, Zhejiang. In retirement, Yao sailed the waterways of the Jiangnan on his boat 

named “Rainbow Moon of the Blue River 蒼江虹月,” in the company of his beloved painting 

collection and his friends.59  

Yao Shou owned two of the three Yuan dynasty paintings for which Jin Shi composed 

frontispieces in his elegant seal script. The appending of calligraphic title frontispieces to prized 

handscroll paintings became a common practice in the Ming dynasty, and it appears that Jin Shi 

was frequently called upon to perform this task. The painting by Qian Xuan, Dwelling in the 

Floating Jade Mountains 浮玉山居圖 (Shanghai Museum, Figs. 2.5 and 2.6), begins with Jin’s 

 
58 For diagrams illustrating Sesshū’s literati network in Ming China see Appendix III.1 and III.2.  
 
59 For Yao Shou’s most reliable biography see his tomb epitaph by Yang Xunji 楊循吉 (1456-1546) in the latter’s 
literary anthology. Yang Xunji, Songchou tang ji, vol. 6, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, jibu 43 (Ji’nan: Qilu 
shushe, 1996), 257-258 (5a-6b). See also L. Carrington Goodrich and Chaoying Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming 
Biography 1368-1644, vol. 2 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976), 1560-1561.  
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undated frontispiece. Yao Shou himself composed a sprawling series of colophons that he 

attached to the end of the blue-and-green landscape composition. These inscriptions indicate that 

Yao came into possession of Qian Xuan’s painting in 1483 (成化 19). The colophons also 

vividly portray Yao’s travels with the painting aboard his boat. Yao’s inscriptions on Residing in 

the Floating Jade Mountains are interspersed with those of his close friend and fellow Jiaxing 

native Zhou Ding.60   

Zhou Ding, courtesy name Bo Qi 伯器, was a close associate of the painter Shen Zhou. 

Although Zhou never placed in the metropolitan examinations, he was recruited as a military 

strategist to help suppress bandits in Fujian sometime after 1448 (正統 13).61 Powerful eunuchs 

at court thwarted Zhou’s further promotion and he was eventually demoted to District Jailor 典

史 in Shuyang County 沭陽縣, Jiangsu. Zhou’s memorials to the throne beseeching aid during a 

period of famine were an affront to local officials in Shuyang. Stripped of his duties, Zhou 

retreated into peaceful retirement.62   

Zhou Ding’s friendship with Shen Zhou can be confirmed through various pictorial and 

textual evidence. In 1469 (成化 5),  Zhou Ding accompanied Shen Zhou to a gathering at the 

residence of a man named Wei Chang 魏昌 (1412-95). This gathering resulted in a painting by 

Shen Zhou known as Elegant Gathering at Wei Garden 魏園雅集圖 (Liaoning Prefectural 

 
60  For a complete transcription of the painting’s colophons see Wang Keyu, Shanhu wang minghua tiba, vol. 7, in 
Siku tiyao zhulu congshu, zibu 75 (Beijing: Beijing chuban she, 2010), 91-97 (1a-13a).  
 
61 Zhou Ding’s biography can be found in Liu Ying’e and Shen Yaozhong, Wanli Jiaxing fuzhi, vol. 21, in 
Zhongguo difang zhi jicheng di yi bian 67 (Nanjing: Fenghuang chuban she, 2014), 333 (26a). Zhou’s biography 
indicates that he was recruited by Jin Lian 金濂 (1392-1454), Grand Secretary of the Ministry of Justice, during the 
course of an expedition to Fujian. This expedition is recorded in Li et al., Yingzong rui huangdi shilu, vol. 172, 3303 
(2a).   
 
62 Liu and Shen, Wanli Jiaxing fuzhi, vol. 21, 333 (26a). 
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Museum).63 Zhou Ding also inscribed a poem on Shen Zhou’s Listening to a Waterfall Beneath a 

Cliff and Pines  松巖聽泉圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei).64 Moreover, Shen Zhou’s 

Shitian shixuan (Poetry Anthology of the Field of Stones) 石田詩選 also includes two poems that 

he wrote for Zhou Ding, one of which mourned Zhou’s death in 1487 (成化 23).65  

A second handscroll painting in Yao Shou’s collection, Wu Zhen’s Eight Views of Jiahe 

嘉禾八景圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 2.7), further reveals the mutual relationship 

between Yao Shou, Zhou Ding, and Jin Shi. Jin’s frontispiece for the Eight Views of Jiahe is 

dated to 1484 (成化 20) (Fig. 2.8). As with Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains, the Eight 

Views of Jiahe has a colophon by Zhou Ding at the end of the scroll. Zhou Ding’s colophon is 

dated to 1479 (成化 15) and relates that Zhou inscribed the text while he was at Yao Shou’s  

residence, known as “Village of Water Bamboo 水竹邨.”66 In light of the fact that both Residing 

in the Floating Jade Mountains and Eight Views of Jiahe were in Yao Shou’s personal 

collection, one can hypothesize that Yao ferried them around on his boat (we know he did this 

with Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains), perhaps accompanied by Zhou Ding, and sailed 

to Ningbo, where he met with his friend Jin Shi and solicited Jin’s calligraphy for the 

frontispieces.  

 
63 Shi Shouqian, Yidong de taohua yuan: Dongya shijie zhong de shanshui hua (Beijing: Shenghuo, dushu, xinzhi 
sanlian shudian, 2015), 162. 
 
64 For an image of this painting and a transcription of Zhou’s poem see He Yanquan, Chen Jiejin, and Chen Yunru, 
eds., Ming si dajia tezhan: Shen Zhou, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli gugong bowu yuan, 2014), 44-45, 309-310.  
 
65 Shen Zhou, Shitian shixuan, vol. 7, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1249 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu 
guan, 1986), 673-674 (47b-48a), 675 (50a).  
 
66 For a complete transcription of the painting’s colophons see Yu Fengqing, Shuhua tiba ji, vol. 7, in Siku tiyao 
zhulu congshu, zibu 7 (Beijing: Beijing chuban she, 2010), 432-434 (1a-6b).  
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This supposition is bolstered by the existence of two poems that testify to Yao Shou’s 

travels to Ningbo. The first volume of Yao’s Gu’an jixuan (Selective Anthology of the Hermitage 

of Grain) 穀庵集選 includes a poem in which Yao eulogized the natural beauty of Mt. Siming, 

a mountain range in the vicinity of Ningbo.67 Furthermore, Yunsong shilue (Poetry Collection of 

the Clouds and Pines) 雲松詩略, the only extant literary work by a person associated with the 

Ningbo Lofty Age Society, provides concrete evidence that Yao Shou knew members of the 

Lofty Age Society besides Jin Shi. This evidence is in the form of a poem written by Wei Cheng 

魏偁, the author of Yunsong shilue, for another of Yao Shou’s river-going vessels, a boat named 

“Abode of the Virtuous 振鷺齋.”68 Thus, Yao Shou was not only friends with Jin Shi, whom he 

sought out on multiple occasions to write calligraphy for his prized paintings, but he also 

evidently knew Wei Cheng, another member of the Lofty Age Society in Ningbo.  

A series of poems from Zhou Ding’s Tuju ji (Anthology of Dregs) 土苴集, confirms that 

Yao Shou, Zhou Ding, and Shen Zhou fraternized with one another around the period of Zhou 

Ding’s retirement in the 1460s.69 Given Zhou Ding’s relationship with Shen Zhou, it is likely 

that Jin Shi also knew Shen Zhou through his connection to Yao Shou. This relationship is 

substantiated by Zhao Mengfu’s handscroll titled Content in Poverty甕牖圖 (National Palace 

Museum, Taipei, Fig. 2.9). Not only does Content in Poverty bear two title frontispieces, one by 

Yao Shou and the other by Jin Shi, but it also has a colophon by Shen Zhou, suggesting that Jin 

 
67 Yao Shou, Gu’an jixuan, vol. 1, in Yuan Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 713 (Beijing: Guojia tushu 
guan chuban she, 2013), 438 (9a).  
 
68 Wei, Yunsong shilue, vol. 5, 5103 (59a). The term “zhenlu 振鷺” is a metaphor for a person of noble character. 
 
69 Zhou Ding, Tuju ji, vol. 3 (appended volume), in Hanfen lou miji 7, ed. Sun Yuxiu (Beijing: Beijing tushu guan 
chuban she, 2000), 545-546 (1a-b).  
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Shi knew Shen Zhou as a member of Yao Shou’s coterie. Jin Shi’s frontispiece for Content in 

Poverty is dated to 1491 (弘治 4) (Fig. 2.10).70 Content in Poverty is thus further circumstantial 

evidence to indicate that Jin was an occasional participant in Yao’s milieu, a group that included 

the up-and-coming amateur painter Shen Zhou. 

A third member of Yao Shou’s social group who most certainly knew Jin Shi personally 

was Shi Jian, a well-known art collector and member of Suzhou’s gentry class. Shi Jian, courtesy 

name Ming Gu 明古,  hailed from Wujiang County 呉江縣. Like his fellow Suzhou native Shen 

Zhou, Shi Jian never served in government. He was, however, highly respected in the region for 

his erudition, particularly in the field of history. Known for his collection of Qin and Han ritual 

implements and Tang and Song paintings, as well as his predilection for donning ancient styles 

of dress, Shi Jian is noted in his tomb epitaph as a man of serious and candid demeanor.71 Not 

only is Shi Jian mentioned in Zhou Ding’s anthology as being among the group (including Yao 

Shou and Shen Zhou) that celebrated Zhou’s retirement, but Shi Jian’s writing is also found on 

the Content in Poverty painting, alongside that of Shen Zhou, Yao Shou, and Jin Shi. Shi Jian’s 

relationship with Shen Zhou is well established. The two men were introduced around 1465 (成

化 1) and later became related by marriage when Shi’s second son wed Shen’s youngest 

 
70 For further information about the painting’s colophons and subject matter see Lin Yuzheng, “Pin er wuchan, fu er 
wujiao: Zhao Mengfu ‘Wengyou tu’ yanjiu,” Zijin cheng 271 (2017): 92-109.  
 
71 For Shi Jian’s most reliable biography see his tomb epitaph authored by Wu Kuan 呉寬 (1435-1504) in the latter’s 
literary anthology. Wu Kuan, Paoweng jia cang ji, vol. 74, in Siku tiyao zhulu congshu, jibu 268 (Beijing: Beijing 
chuban she, 2010), 471-472 (4a-5b).  
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daughter in 1483 (成化 15).72 Shi Jian and Shen Zhou are also known to have traveled together 

to Hangzhou on several occasions.73  

It can also be confirmed that Shi Jian had direct interaction with Jin Shi. The fourth 

volume of Shi Jian’s Xicun xiansheng ji (Anthology of the Master of the Western Village) 西村先

生集 contains a poem for Jin Shi, which reads: 

From youth your verse followed the styles of Ban and Yang,74 
And your years of service at the court were long. 
Court adjourned, you alone composed imperial edicts,  
Yet you returned as an envoy empty handed.75  
The ancient script of the Qi Coffin emerged before the Qin,76 
While that of the Qi Drums came to light in later times.77 
Requesting thirty li of Mirror Lake, 
Master He was a native of Siming.78  

 
少將詞賦繼班楊 

館閣周爰歳月長 

 
72 Huang Peng, Wumen juyan: Mingdai Suzhou shuhua jiancang (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chuban she, 2015), 78.  
 
73 Wu Kuan, Paoweng jia cang ji, vol. 74, 471 (4b). Multiple poems in Shen Zhou’s Shitian shixuan testify to their 
close relationship. See Shen Zhou, Shitian shixuan, vol. 2, vol. 6, vol. 7, vol. 8, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
1249 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu guan, 1986), 579 (17a); 645 (32b-33a), 649 (40a-b); 675 (50a), 678 (57b); 
699 (38b-39a).   
 
74 “Ban and Yang” refers to Ban Gu 班固 (32-92) and Yang Xiong 楊雄 (53 BCE-18 CE), respectively. Ban Gu was 
a Han dynasty poet, historian, and politician who is famous for compiling the History of the Han 漢書. Yang Xiong 
was also a Han dynasty philosopher and author. Shi’s reference to these historical personages alludes to Jin’s 
erudition in ancient scholarship.  
 
75 This comment refers to Jin’s modest desires, indicating that he did not materially profit from his position as 
ambassador to Korea.  
 
76 “Qi guan guli 齊棺古隸” refers to the burial coffin of Duke Hu 胡公 of the ancient state of Qi 齊 during the 
Western Zhou dynasty (1046-771 BCE). The coffin was found to have been inscribed with official script 隸書, 
demonstrating that this calligraphic form existed before the Qin dynasty 秦代 (22-206 BCE).  
 
77 “Qigu yiwen 岐鼓遺文” refers to a set of drum-shaped stones found near Fengxiang Prefecture (鳳翔府), Shanxi 
陝西, on which were discovered the ancient script of the Warring States period (475-221 BCE) that has come to be 
known as “Shigu wen 石鼓文.” Together, these references to ancient scripts were intended to convey Jin’s skill in 
writing and interpreting ancient calligraphy.  
 
78 “Master He” is a reference to the Tang poet He Zhizhang 賀知章 (659-744) who was a native of Kuaiji County    
會稽縣, Shaoxing, which was in in the region of Mt. Siming near Ningbo.   
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朝罷獨書天上詔 

使歸那有橐中裝 

齊棺古隸先秦出 

岐鼓遺文後世光 

乞得鑑湖三十里 

四明原是賀公郷 

Shi Jian’s invocation of the Tang poet He Zhizhang 賀知章 (659-744) in the last line of his 

poem for Jin Shi suggests that he composed this verse to commemorate Jin’s retirement from 

government office in the mid-1460s.79 The closeness of their friendship is reflected in Shi Jian’s 

knowledge of Jin’s fondness for archaic poetry and his skill in writing and interpreting ancient 

scripts.  

It is also possible to confirm that Shi Jian, like Yao Shou, was friends with other 

members of Jin Shi’s Lofty Age Society in Ningbo. Wei Cheng, the Lofty Age Society member 

whose Yunsong shilue is the only extant work of the Ningbo poetry group, wrote a poem in 

response to a verse by Shi Jian, indicating that the two men were likely friends, or at least 

acquaintances.80 Thus, in light of the fact that Shi Jian and Jin Shi knew one another, Shi is 

another point of contact through whom Jin Shi most probably met the painter Shen Zhou. It was 

not only through Yao Shou, Shi Jian, and Zhou Ding, however, that Jin Shi possibly knew Shen 

Zhou. Shen Zhou’s formative mentor and painting teacher Liu Jue劉珏 (1410-72) also appears 

 
79 According to Xin Tangshu (New History of the Tang) 新唐書, He Zhizhang once fell sick and dreamt that he had 
traveled to the emperor’s quarters. Upon waking, he requested to return home and take up the life of a Daoist. His 
request was granted, and the emperor bestowed him with land surrounding Mirror Lake in Shaoxing. Shi’s allusion 
to this figure in his poem for Jin Shi thus indicates that the verse was likely written in honor of Jin’s retirement. See 
Ouyang Xiu, Xin Tangshu, vol. 196 (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju, 1934), 7b.  
 
80 Wei, Yunsong shilue, vol. 2, 81 (14b).  
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to have been acquainted with Jin Shi in Beijing, establishing yet another connection between Jin 

Shi and the Suzhou-based painter.81  

All of these figures, including Yao Shou, Zhou Ding, Shi Jian, Liu Jue, and Shen Zhou, 

were deeply involved in the arts, and it is thus unsurprising that they should feel an affinity for 

Jin Shi, whose calligraphic talent has secured his place in history. It was perhaps through an 

initial introduction by Jin Shi that other members of the Lofty Age Society, such as Wei Cheng, 

also came to interact with this group. Shi Jian’s retirement poem for Jin Shi, dateable to the mid-

1460s, indicates that Jin Shi was already involved with Yao Shou’s social group in the period 

when Sesshū arrived in Ningbo.  

The peripatetic tendencies of those involved in these literati spheres, exemplified by Yao 

Shou’s boating lifestyle, suggests that by virtue of Jin Shi’s contacts Sesshū may have crossed 

paths with Shi Jian, Yao Shou, and even Shen Zhou in Ningbo or at some other point along his 

itinerary. It is known from Shōun’s travel diary that the Japanese delegations stopped in 

Changzhou 長洲縣, the county in Suzhou from which Shen Zhou hailed and to which he retired 

 
81 An amusing episode from the Ming-period text Gujin tangai (Anecdotes Old and New) 古今譚概 sheds light on 
the relationship between Liu Jue and Jin Shi. According to this anecdote, Liu Jue made a painting of the demon 
queller Zhong Kui 鍾馗. Liu Jue asked the official and lauded poet Liu Pu 劉溥 (act. 15th century) to inscribe a 
poem on this painting. At the New Year holiday, Liu Jue hung the painting of Zhong Kui in the central hall of his 
residence. On the first day of the New Year in the capital, court colleagues went around to one another’s homes to 
leave messages of congratulations. Liu placed a pad of paper, brush, and inkstone beneath his painting to solicit such 
messages, but was dismayed to find that by the end of the day the pad of paper was entirely used up by officials who 
had used it to copy Liu Pu’s poem to take home rather than to leave felicitous remarks for Liu Jue. On the second 
day, Liu Jue repeated the process with the same result. Jin Shi, a friend of Liu’s, reportedly said to him in jest, “It 
must be a paper-consuming Zhong Kui 此鍾馗乃耗紙鬼也.”  While only a fragmentary clue, this anecdote 
demonstrates that Jin Shi and Liu Jue may have known one another in Beijing. See Feng Menglong, Gujin tangai, 
vol. 26, ed. Le Baoqun (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2007), 327. Liu Jue passed the prefectural-level exam in 1438 (正
統 3), whereupon he was made a Secretary in the Ministry of Justice 刑部主事. He held this position until 1463 (天
順 7), when he was assigned as an Assistant Surveillance Commissioner 按察司僉事 in Shanxi. See Li et al., 
Yingzong rui huangdi shilu, vol. 349, 7032 (8b). Therefore, it is most probable that Liu Jue’s and Jin Shi’s tenures in 
Beijing overlapped in the 1440s and 1450s. 
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to a new studio, the Bamboo Manor有竹庄, in the winter of 1467.82 This was the same year 

during which Sesshū arrived in China.  

What is the significance of Sesshū’s potential contact with this extended social network? 

I propose that the relevance of Sesshū’s encounter with the Ming literati sphere was three-fold. 

First, understanding the interconnectedness between geographically distinct social groups allows 

us to situate Sesshū and the Ōnin mission within an integrated social network during the course 

of their travels. Sesshū’s access to the imperial painting academy in Beijing, for example, seems 

more conceivable if one understands how Sesshū might have leveraged this extended social 

network to that end. Rixia jiuwen kao (Old Accounts of the Capital) 日下舊聞考, a Qing-dynasty 

gazetteer of Beijing, relates that Jin Shi and the famous bamboo painter Xia Chang, to whom we 

will recall Jin was compared in his biography, once collaborated in a poetry gathering with other 

officials at Bolin si 伯林寺 in Beijing.83 This is the only known evidence of the relationship 

between these two men, one a well-known historical figure (i.e. Xia Chang) and the other less so 

(i.e. Jin Shi). Yet, the fact that Jin Shi knew members of Shen Zhou’s social milieu renders Jin 

Shi’s friendship with Xia Chang more plausible, as Xia Chang himself belonged to that milieu.84 

Xia Chang, in turn, was a good friend of the professional painter Dai Jin 戴進 (1388-1462), 

 
82 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 155. On the eighth day of the fifth month of 1454 (景泰 5), Shōun and the Hōtoku 
delegation stopped at a famous garden associated with King He Lü of Wu呉王闔閭 (r. 514-496 BCE) in 
Changzhou.  
 
83 Yu Mingzhong and Dou Guangding, Qianding rixia jiuwen kao, vol. 54, in Siku tiyao zhulu congshu, shibu 214 
(Beijing: Beijing chuban she, 2010), 26 (2b). Other verifiable members of this poetry gathering included Pan Xuan 
潘暄 (jinshi 1445 [正統 10]), Sima Xun 司馬恂 (juren 1444 [正統 9]), and Chen Zheng 陳政 (jinshi 1454 [景泰

5]). Bolin si, located to the east of the Imperial College 國子監 in Beijing, was founded in 1347 [至正 7]. Its first 
reconstruction was in 1447 [正統 12]. See Marianne Bujard and Dong Xiaoping, eds., Temples et Stèles de Pékin 
(Beijing neicheng simiao beike zhi), vol. 2 (Beijing: Guojia chubanshe, 2011), 382.  
 
84 Xia Chang, a native of Kunshan 崑山, Suzhou, was a member of the Suzhou social milieu surrounding Shen 
Zhou. Xia’s daughter married the son of the famous statesman Xu Youzhen 徐有貞 (1407-72), one of Shen Zhou’s 
most important mentors and closest friends. See Huang, Wumen juyan, 45.  
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whose pupil, Xia Kui 夏葵 (act. 15th century), was in the painting academy when Sesshū came to 

Beijing. This series of relationships, though convoluted, may have facilitated Sesshū’s entrance 

into the academy. For Sesshū, Jin Shi was not merely an individual point of contact, but rather a 

node from which multiple strands of potential engagement with other figures beyond Ningbo 

interlaced and overlapped.  

The second point of significance with regards to Sesshū’s exposure to the literati sphere 

is his adoption of the habit of inscribing his own paintings. As we have seen throughout parts 

two and three of this chapter, mobilization of the written word was immensely important in 

inhabiting the role of a literatus. Whether it was in the composition of verse or in the inscription 

of a colophon, the act of self-reflective textualizing was at the heart of the literati’s social 

identity. For the majority of the administrative members of the Japanese delegations, who were 

high-ranking members of the Five Mountain temple community, writing was an integral 

component of their lives. In their home environment of the Zen monastery, these fifteenth-

century Japanese monks routinely engaged in the behavior of Chinese literati, writing Sinitic 

verse and inscribing Chinese-style landscapes.  

For Sesshū, a professional painter, this way of being was largely outside the purview of 

his prior experience. The paintings of the professional monk-painter in fifteenth-century Japan 

served merely as the pictorial ground upon which other people textualized. The painter had no 

means by which to assert his agency in the creative act, often not even in the form of seal 

impressions on his paintings. This is precisely why the numerous poem-picture scrolls 詩画軸 

produced in the first half of the fifteenth century can only be tentatively attributed to such artists 

as Shūbun, Sesshū’s teacher. Though textual sources mention Shūbun’s name, not a single firmly 

attributed painting by his hand exists, rendering him a phantom art-historical entity.  
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One of the most significant distinctions between Sesshū’s pre-China and post-China 

paintings is the presence of inscriptions by the painter on his work. This was not only a marked 

change within the context of Sesshū’s painting practice, but a revolutionary transformation for 

the professional painter in Japan. As I noted at the outset of this dissertation, Sesshū would be 

the first professional painter in Japan to write self-reflectively about his craft and life on the 

surface of his painting. He did this in at least two extant examples, Landscape in the Manner of 

Gao Kegong (Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum, Fig. 2.11) of 1474 and Splashed-ink 

Landscape (Tōkyō National Museum, Fig. 2.12) of 1495. Xu Lian, in his parting poem for 

Sesshū, further alluded to the monk-painter’s composition of poetry, although there are 

regrettably no extant examples to prove that Sesshū wrote verse. Scholars in Japan have 

frequently commented on Sesshū’s clumsy grasp of literary Chinese grammar and his generally 

poor skill in literary composition, but these evaluations overlook the central point. The fact that 

Sesshū wrote anything is remarkable given his status as a professional painter in fifteenth-

century Japan.   

I propose that Sesshū was emboldened to write on his painting because he witnessed that 

inscriptive practice was inherent to the creative acts of figures like Jin Shi, Yao Shou, and Shen 

Zhou. Writing was an extension of picture making and artistic appreciation among the literati 

class, and, moreover, it was an expression of identity. For Sesshū, the act of inscribing his work 

was an assertion of creative agency and an enactment of his fully realized identity as an artist. To 

be a painter was to discursively exist within the parameters of one’s own painting. It was this 

impulse to exist beyond the painted image, to assert one’s creative agency, that transformed 

Sesshū into a figure who embodied the ideal model of the painter. For the professional Japanese 
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painters who followed him, Sesshū was as much an artist to be emulated for how he was a 

painter as he was for the manner in which he painted.  

 The third ramification of Sesshū’s exposure to the literati sphere was a newfound interest 

in embedding the personal experience of travel into his paintings, a characteristic of literati 

painting in the Ming that transcends traditional considerations of style. Indeed, one struggles to 

identify how the common artistic trappings of literati painting informed Sesshū’s work. Unlike 

Jin Shi, Sesshū was not drawn to the traditional subjects of monochromatic flora. Although 

Sesshū did adopt the manner of Gao Kegong, a Yuan-dynasty amateur painter, this style of 

painting, as I explained in the introduction, was widely employed by professional and amateur 

painters alike in the fifteenth century. Some scholars have noted stylistic affinities between 

Sesshū’s painting and that of his Chinese contemporary, Shen Zhou, hailed as the consummate 

literati painter of the early Ming dynasty.85 Comparison of Shen Zhou’s and Sesshū’s paintings 

does, in fact, illuminate some striking commonalities – a lively contour line, stooped, faceless 

figures, and a palpable joie de vivre in their compositions. Indeed, as I have demonstrated here, it 

is quite possible that Sesshū did see the paintings of Shen Zhou and that their meeting explains 

the observed similarities between their work.  

Nevertheless, I believe that a more interesting approach to the question of how Sesshū’s 

artistry was mediated by the literati sphere is found by returning to the theme of localism and the 

visual culture of place, both of which were integral components of literati life in the Ming 

dynasty. Below, I examine Sesshū’s paintings of China to explore how his immersion in the 

literati sphere shaped his understanding of how to render the landscape as “place.”  

 
85 See, for example, Toda Teisuke, “Sesshū kenkyū ni kansuru ni, san no mondai,” in Nihon kaiga shi no kenkyū, ed. 
Yamane Yūzō sensei koki ki’nen kai (Tōkyō: Yoshikawa kōbunkan, 1989), 158.  
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IV. Magnificent Sites of China  

 

The nineteenth-century painting text Koga bikō (Reference for Old Paintings) 古画備考 

by Asaoka Okisada contains an entry in the volume on Sesshū’s biography that mentions a “True 

View Painting of Sesshū’s Return Journey 雪舟帰路真景図.”86 This cryptic entry appears to 

refer to a painting that Sesshū made of various cities and sites through which the delegation 

passed on their travels in China. Today, a painting of this description is preserved in four 

versions. The version that is most firmly attributed to Sesshū is Magnificent Sites of China 唐土

勝景圖 (Kyōto National Museum, Fig. 2.13).87 This handscroll includes scenes of Zhenjiang鎮

江 (Jiangsu Province), Wujiang 呉江 (Jiangsu Province), Descending Rainbow Bridge 垂虹橋 

(Jiangsu Province), and Treasure Belt Bridge 寶帶橋 (Jiangsu Province). A separate fragment, 

consisting of only the Zhenjiang scene, has been traditionally attributed to Sesshū’s pupil 

Shūgetsu 秋月(act. 15th century) and is titled Yangzi River 揚子江圖 (Freer Gallery of Art, Fig. 

2.14).88  

Yamashita Yūji and Egaitsu Michihiko have astutely noted that Magnificent Sites of 

China is a redacted and refined rendition of Yangzi River, with abbreviated landscape scenery 

and condensed cityscapes.89 Egaitsu has thus suggested that the elaborated Yangzi River 

represents Sesshū’s original conception of the painting, which he later reworked into a tighter 

 
86 Asaoka Okisada, Zōtei Koga bikō, vol. 2, ed. Ōta Kin (Kyōto: Shibunkaku, 1970), 679.  
 
87 This scroll is in ink on paper and measures 28.2 by 735.7 cm.  
 
88 This scroll is ink on paper and measures 21.3 by 583.3 cm.  
 
89 Yamashita Yūji, “Muromachi kōki sansui garon: ‘Shinkei’ no wakugumi, naikai no imeji,” Kokka 120 (1995): 15, 
and Egaitsu Michihiko, “Sesshū no Chūgoku shinkei gakan ni tsuite,” Tenkai toga 1 (1997): 27.  
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and neater composition in Magnificent Sites of China.90 With its four scenes, however, 

Magnificent Sites of China appears to preserve only one segment of what was originally a much 

longer composition. The complete original is represented by two later copies. These are both 

titled Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China 唐山勝景画稿 (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and 

Tōhoku University Library, Kano Archive, Fig. 2.15).91 In addition to the scenes of Zhenjiang, 

Wujiang, Descending Rainbow Bridge, and Treasure Belt Bridge, the two later copies also 

include scenes of Dinghai 定海 (Zhejiang Province) Shaoxing 紹興 (Zhejiang Province), and 

Ningbo 寧波 (Zhejiang Province). All of these places were located along the Yangzi River or the 

Grand Canal and were destinations in the Japanese delegation’s itinerary. Throughout this 

chapter, I collectively refer to these paintings as Magnificent Sites of China (hereafter 

Magnificent Sites) based upon the premise that they represent an original painting by Sesshū.  

Throughout Magnificent Sites Sesshū inserted labels of place names and short phrases.92 

Although Asaoka’s entry in Koga bikō implies that the painting depicted Sesshū’s return journey 

from Beijing to Ningbo, the north-south sequence of the sites in the complete later copies is 

jumbled. The sites that appear out of geographical order are Wujiang, Treasure Belt Bridge, 

Dinghai, Shaoxing and Ningbo, which should be ordered in the painting as Treasure Belt Bridge, 

Wujiang, Shaoxing, Ningbo, and Dinghai. The scrambling of the geographical sequence may 

have occurred in the copying process, or the sites may never have been intended to follow their 

 
90 Egaitsu, “Sesshū no Chūgoku shinkei,” 27. 
 
91 The scroll in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, is in ink on paper. It is undated and unsigned, but likely dates to 
the nineteenth century. The painting in the Kano archive at Tōhoku University is divided into two scrolls, which 
measure 28.4 by 741.2 cm and 28.4 by 681.5 cm. The painting is also in ink on paper and is signed by an 
unidentified painter by the name Ichiju一壽 and dated to 1833 (天保 4).  
 
92 The labels across the four versions are the same, however, on Yangzi River (Freer Gallery of Art) the labels were 
written in red pigment rather than black ink.  
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geographical sequence. Furthermore, it is quite possible that Sesshū’s original painting included 

additional scenes that are now lost.93  

The cumbersome task of addressing the various versions of Magnificent Sites, and the 

uncertain status of even Magnificent Sites of China and Yangzi River as authentic works, has 

meant that these paintings have received comparatively less scholarly attention than other works 

in Sesshū’s oeuvre. In 1939, Katō Shigeru undertook a detailed examination of Yangzi River, a 

painting that Kano Yasunobu 狩野安信 (1614-85) had attributed to Sesshū’s pupil Shūgetsu. 

Based upon information in Ming and pre-Ming gazetteers, Katō determined that although the 

scene of the famous island temple Jin Shan si 金山寺 in Zhenjiang represents the site in its pre-

1446 (正統 11) state (in which two pagodas graced the island), the remainder of the Zhenjiang 

scene reflects the period between 1434 (宣德 9) and 1513 (正德 8) and thus illustrated the aspect 

of Zhenjiang that Sesshū saw with his own eyes.94 Katō speculated that Sesshū’s decision to 

anachronistically include the twin pagodas was motivated by the artist’s desire to present the 

famous site with its iconic architectural features regardless of historical veracity.95 Katō’s 

meticulous methodological approach of cross-referencing the features and labels of each scene 

with information contained in gazetteers illuminated an important feature of the scroll. 

Magnificent Sites constituted an amalgamation of reality and fiction, based both on Sesshū’s 

experience in the present and his knowledge of the past.  

 
93 The transition between the scenes of Zhenjiang and Wujiang in Magnificent Sites is non-continuous, indicating 
that there may have once been additional scenes interspersed between them.   
 
94 Katō Shigeru, “Iwayuru Shūgetsu hitsu Yōsu kō zukan,” Gasetsu 34 (1939): 986.  
 
95 Ibid., 972. The twin pagodas were built in the Song dynasty and were still in existence in the Zhishun 至順 era  
(1300-30) of the Yuan dynasty. It is likely that they stood on the island until 1446 (正統 11), when the entire 
complex burned down. They were not, however, rebuilt along with other temple structures in the following year.   
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In 1997, Egaitsu Michihiko compared all four versions of Magnificent Sites. Egaitsu 

postulated that Magnificent Sites was the result of a combinatory artistic process that involved 

inspiration from multiple Chinese painting “models” or funpon 粉本.96 The inclination among 

scholars to associate these paintings with Chinese prototypes reflects a longstanding tendency in 

the modern historiography of Sesshū to dismantle the romanticized image of the painter traveling 

to China and painting the environment that he saw. Before Egaitsu, scholars such as Nakajima 

Junji and Tsuji Nobuo had also proposed the existence of painting models that could explain the 

inspiration for the forms and style of Sesshū’s paintings without over privileging his personal 

encounter with these places.97 Indeed, Takahashi Noriko has even suggested that Sesshū was 

equipped with much of the information he would have needed to conjure these compositions 

before he left Japan due to his residence at Shōkokuji 相国寺, the center of administrative 

planning for China-bound delegations.98  

In this chapter, I position Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites at the creative intersection of visual 

imagery and first-hand encounter. With regards to visual imagery, this study departs from 

previous studies to explore how plebian images of place, namely those contained in gazetteer 

illustrations, may have informed Sesshū’s creation of Magnificent Sites. Ultimately, I contend 

that Magnificent Sites was a composition in which Sesshū encoded multiple indices of 

experience, made up of empirical observation as well as other sources of visual information. 

 
96 Egaitsu, “Sesshū no Chūgoku shinkei,” 33. 
 
97 Nakajima Junji, Meihō Nihon no bijutsu 14: Sesshū (Tōkyō: Shogakkan, 1981), 73, and Tsuji Nobuo, “Shinkei no 
keifu: Chūgoku to Nihon (jō),” Bijutsushi ronsō 1 (1984): 128.  
 
98 Takahashi Noriko, “Sesshū no zenhan seiki no ichi kōsatsu: Hōtoku sannen no ‘Nyūtō ki’ ni michibikareru 
mono,” Geijutsu ronkyū 29 (2002): 30. Takahashi proposes that Sesshū knew of Shōun’s travel diary of the 1453 
mission and that this kind of textual information would have given Sesshū considerable knowledge about the places 
he painted in Magnificent Sites.  
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Uniting varying dimensions of experience, Magnificent Sites is akin to works of the travel 

painting genre that emerged in the fifteenth century by painters such as Shen Zhou.  

 Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, is the primary 

visual reference for this study, as it represents one of the complete versions of the painting (Fig. 

2.15). With a few exceptions, such as figures crossing a bridge or hauling a vessel upstream (Fig. 

2.16), Magnificent Sites is largely void of human presence. Instead, Sesshū marshalled an 

impressive arsenal of rooftops, walls, towers, and bridges to manifest humanity’s mark on the 

landscape. Egaitsu has remarked on Sesshū’s fascination with the engineering prowess of the 

Ming government, as testified to in Sesshū’s obsession with illustrating the built environment.99 

Shimao Arata has further suggested that the paintings served as a form of pictorial espionage, 

recording aspects of Ming military defense and city planning.100 While it is likely that Sesshū’s 

Magnificent Sites was of general informational interest to his Ōuchi patrons, his sketchy 

renderings and sometimes-awkward perspectival treatment of images would indicate that the 

painting was not conceived as viable visual intelligence (Fig. 2.17).   

 Walled cities and arched bridges span the vast horizontal expanse of Magnificent Sites 

with little consideration on the part of the painter for the composition’s unwieldly length or the 

flagging interest of a prospective viewer. In the first scene of Zhenjiang, Sesshū carefully 

rendered landscape elements, fleshing out the moist ink layers of the mountains and dotting the 

hillsides with scrubby patches of foliage. As Egaitsu has observed, Sesshū progressively 

abbreviated these contextualizing landscape features. By the end of the scroll, mountains are 

 
99 Egaitsu, “Sesshū no Chūgoku shinkei,” 34.  
 
100 Shimao Arata, “Sesshū: ‘Sansui chōkan’ izen,” Kokka 1275 (2002): 36.  
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reduced to broad dashes of the brush (Fig. 2.18).101 Characterized by loose brushwork, 

Magnificent Sites thus evinces the impression that it is a series of sketches jotted down in the 

course of travel. In contrast to this, Sesshū’s pair of paintings of Kinzan ji (i.e. Jinshan si) 金山

寺図 and Aiōji (i.e. Ayuwang si) 阿育王山寺図 (both in a private collection, Fig. 2.19) are 

formal portraits of their respective temple complexes. Sesshū presented each site in rigid 

frontality and with crystalline detail.102  

In the context of Chinese art history, Magnificent Sites shares some affinities with the 

tradition of riverscape paintings. In Magnificent Sites disparate locales are connected by the 

horizontal progression of waterways, a feature that defines the genre of riverscape painting. The 

handscrolls Shu River 蜀川圖卷 (Freer Gallery of Art) and Ten-thousand Li Along the Yangzi 

River 長江萬里圖卷 (Freer Gallery of Art) epitomize the riverscape genre in Chinese art.103 

Both paintings have been re-attributed from famous early masters (Li Gonglin 李公麟 [ca. 1049-

1106] and Ju Ran 巨然 [act. 960-86], respectively) to the Southern Song period (1127-1279). As 

in Magnificent Sites, the river in the Song paintings is the artery that connects various passages 

of the handscroll. Sesshū’s use of textual labels to mark administrative units and natural features 

is also a convention observed in the Song paintings. Unlike Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites, however, 

the Song riverscapes are grandiose panoramas. Towering mountain formations engulf the 

diminutive city walls and pitched-roof dwellings. Islands, such as Jinshan and Jiaoshan, appear 

 
101 Egaitsu, “Sesshū no Chūgoku shinkei,” 34.  
 
102 These paintings both bear Sesshū’s signature. The composition of Jinshan si is dated to 1472 (文明 4). They are 
not, however, widely believed to be authentic paintings by Sesshū, but rather close copies.  
 
103 In his article, Egaitsu cites both these paintings as potential models for Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites. See Egaitsu, 
“Sesshū no Chūgoku shinkei,” 31.  
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like small rocks in the bed of the mighty river (Fig. 2.20). In these works, the Song painters’ 

primary intention lay in conveying the awe-inspiring aspect of nature, the force to which the 

structures of man throughout the landscape were inevitably subjugated.  

In Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites, on the other hand, the natural components of landscape 

painting – the rivers, mountains, trees, etc.– assume a decidedly secondary position in the 

painting. In its emphasis on the built environment, Magnificent Sites is more accurately 

characterized as a series of cityscapes. In this sense, Sesshū’s representation of land in 

Magnificent Sites was governed by a distinct set of artistic and conceptual concerns that set it 

apart from other landscapes in his oeuvre. I propose that it was the culture of the local gazetteer 

that shaped Sesshū’s conception of “place” as he envisioned it in Magnificent Sites.  

An interesting entry point through which to assess the mediation of gazetteers in painterly 

depictions of “place” is found in Wu Zhen’s Eight Views of Jiahe, a painting discussed above 

and which bears Jin Shi’s calligraphy (Fig. 2.7). Jiahe 嘉禾, an alternative appellation for Jiaxing 

Prefecture 嘉興府, Zhejiang, was the native home of both the work’s creator, Wu Zhen, and later 

collector, Yao Shou. As the title of the painting suggests, Wu Zhen depicted eight scenic locales 

in the vicinity of his hometown. In the eleventh month of 1344 (至正 4) Wu Zhen inscribed the 

following preface on his painting:   

Among scenic sites, only the Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang are worthy of this status, 
their reputation reaching far and wide. [However] only “Autumn Moon Over Lake 
Dongting” and “Evening Rain on the Xiao and Xiang” [are scenes of the Xiao and 
Xiang]. The remaining six views are all places in the surrounding area. [Yet] I believe 
that these six sites should be among the eight views [of the Xiao and Xiang]! Jiahe is my 
hometown. Can it be that Jiahe alone does not have any sites or texts worthy of selection? 
I casually read an illustrated gazetteer and thus obtained eight views that are capable of 
matching the appeal of the Xiao and Xiang. I took up my brush and painted these sights, 
and also gathered some comments to accompany the pictures. I imitated the song lyrics 
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that Pan Lang (d. 1009) wrote about the sites of Qiantang to the Jiuquan zi melody and 
inscribed these on my painting.104  

 
勝景者，獨瀟湘八景得其名，廣其傳，唯洞庭秋月、瀟湘夜雨，餘六景皆出於瀟湘

之接境，信乎其真為八景者矣。嘉禾，吾郷也。豈獨無可攬可采之景與典，閒閲圖

經，得勝景八，亦足以梯瀟湘之趣，筆而成之，圖拾俚語，倚錢塘潘閬仙酒泉子曲

子寓題云。 

In his preface, Wu Zhen relates that he consulted an illustrated gazetteer, or tujing 圖經, 

in the creation of his painting. Wu Zhen’s use of the term tujing was likely an archaicizing 

allusion to an early precursor of the full-fledged local gazetteer genre. These geographical works 

were combinations of illustrations/maps (tu) and explanatory texts (jing). Documents with this 

word as part of their title appear as early as the Eastern Han dynasty (25-220) but did not flourish 

until the Sui (581-618) and Tang (618-907) dynasties, peaking in popularity in the Northern 

Song dynasty (960-1127). During these three periods, the imperial court required the submission 

of tujing from regional administrative units on a periodic basis for the compilation of central 

government records. In the late Northern Song, the difang zhi 地方志, or local gazetteer, began 

to assume a codified structure and soon surpassed other geographical texts in prominence.105  

In Eight Views of Jiahe, Wu Zhen included titles for the scenic spots and a small preface 

for each scene explicating its geographic position in Jiaxing. Within each scene he also marked 

temples, bridges, and other features in clear regular script 楷書. From the Song dynasty onwards, 

highly legible script based on the handwriting of such famous figures as Ouyang Xun 歐陽詢 

(557-641) and Yan Zhenqing 顏真卿 (709-85) became the standard for printing textual 

 
104 For a transcription of Wu Zhen’s preface on the painting see Yu, Shuhua tiba ji, vol. 7, 432 (1a).  
 
105 For the historical development of tujing and the local gazetteer see Huang Wei et al., Fangzhi xue (Shanghai: 
Fudan daxue chuban she, 1993), 138-144, and James M. Hargett, “Local Gazetteers and their Place in the History of 
Difangzhi Writing,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 56, no. 2 (1996): 409-417. 
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explanations that accompanied illustrations in gazetteers.106 With its titles, explanatory prefaces, 

labeled features, and poems, Wu Zhen’s painting evokes in pictorial terms the concept of “place” 

as it was textually constructed in the local gazetteer. Entries for various sites in local gazetteers 

were routinely demarcated with titles in large script, followed by a description of the site’s 

geographical location within the administrative unit, enumeration of the built features at the site, 

and often concluded with a selection of poems that honored the site in a more lyrical fashion. Wu 

Zhen’s Eight Views of Jiahe ingeniously collapsed the textual gazetteer and pictorial painting 

into one unified format.   

The manner in which Wu Zhen rendered the pictorial components of his Eight Views of 

Jiahe also echoes the textual treatment of sites in the local gazetteer. Each locale is presented in 

the painting, as in the gazetteer, as a discrete entity defined by the individual features, man-made 

and natural, that occupy its territory (Fig. 2.21). In the painting, landscape features serve only as 

the setting for architectural structures or as markers of notable natural landmarks. The textual 

components of the painting bookend each pictorial component, rendering the painting as an 

episodic, rather than continuous, vision of “place” similar to that found in the gazetteer. 

Although Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites does not incorporate the same degree of textuality as Wu 

Zhen’s Eight Views of Jiahe, its attention to the infrastructural profile of each location, 

particularized by the inclusion of identifying labels, and its compartmentalized presentation of 

each site suggest that Sesshū’s painting adhered to a set of guiding principles in conceptualizing 

“place” similar to that of Wu Zhen’s paintings.   

 
106 Li Jierong, “Wu Zhen ‘Jiahe bajing tu’: Jieyu ditu yu shanshui hua zhi jian,” Gudai huihua shi yanjiu 14 (2015):  
51-52.  
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Wu Zhen’s desire to establish eight scenic views for his hometown on the model of the 

famous Xiao and Xiang theme, and his use of an illustrated gazetteer to do so, was an impulse 

symptomatic of its time. As Peter Bol has demonstrated, the Southern Song period witnessed a 

shift in social context that transformed the nature of the gazetteer vis-à-vis its textual precursors. 

Unlike earlier geographical texts which were compiled at the behest of the central government, 

the local gazetteer in the late Song and beyond became the purview of local elites and officials, 

that is, members of the literati class.107 The initiative to compile often began with a local official, 

while the painstaking work of material collection, writing, and editing fell to local literati. In the 

process of publishing a gazetteer, these men partook in the writing and reclaiming of their local 

history and identity. As Peter Bol has said of the historical Wuzhou prefectural gazetteer, 

“Despite the differences between editions, the history of the Wuzhou prefectural gazetteer is a 

history of the increasing importance of the local elite and their place in history.”108   

 It was likely among the local elite of Ningbo, and of the other destinations at which the 

Ōnin delegation stopped, that Sesshū encountered local gazetteers. In fact, in the first month of 

1468, shortly after Sesshū arrived in China, Liu Yu 劉釪 (jinshi 1454), a native of Anfu County 

安福縣, Jiangxi, wrote a preface for a new Ningbo gazetteer that was to be published that year. 

Liu Yu had received his jinshi degree in the same class as Fang Kui 方逵, the Prefectural 

Magistrate of Ningbo when Sesshū arrived in the city. After taking office, Fang Kui requested 

that Liu Yu compose a preface for the 1468 edition. In his preface, Liu recounts that a man by 

the name of Yang Shi 楊寔 (juren 1441), a native of Ningbo and a retired instructor at 

 
107 Bol, “The Rise of Local History,” 47.  
 
108 Ibid., 51. 
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government-sponsored Confucian schools, had overseen the compilation of the 1468 edition.109 

Interestingly, Yang Shi and Sesshū’s associate Jin Shi surely knew one another as both men 

hailed from Yin County and sat for the juren degree in the provincial seat at Hangzhou in 1441 

(正統 6). Thus, a local gazetteer was compiled, published, and possibly in the possession of a 

figure like Jin Shi during the period when Sesshū was in China.  

As Joseph Dennis has discussed in his research on the writing, publishing, and reading of 

gazetteers in imperial China, by the fifteenth century this form of local history targeted a broad 

reading audience and circulated widely in local and non-local environments.110 Officials, 

scholars, teachers, and travelers alike consulted gazetteers for practical knowledge about new 

administrative posts to which they had been assigned, for information about famous sites to 

which they were traveling, or simply for general interest. After the publication of a gazetteer, the 

woodblocks of the latest edition were frequently stored in the local government office 衙門 

where they could be reprinted on demand by private individuals or institutions.111 Compilers like 

Yang Shi sought out earlier editions of a particular gazetteer, as well as other historical material 

relating to the region, in the library collections of local families.112 This process allowed for the 

creation of up-to-date content and meant that the compiling of a gazetteer involved community-

wide cooperation, especially among the class of local elite. Travelers could purchase copies of 

local gazetteers as reference for their journey, while newly appointed officials viewed gazetteers 

 
109 Yang Shi, Siming junzhi, prefatory vol., in Mingdai Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 6 (Ningbo: Ningbo chuban she, 2013), 6 
(1b).  
 
110 Joseph R. Dennis, Writing, Publishing, and Reading Local Gazetteers in Imperial China 1100-1700 (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2015), 251-252. 
 
111 Ibid., 258.  
 
112 In his preface, Liu Yu notes that Yang Shi diligently consulted prior gazetteers and other historical material for 
the 1468 edition. See Yang, Siming junzhi, prefatory vol., 6 (1b).  
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as indispensable resources for familiarizing themselves with the geography and customs of their 

administrative regions. Prefectural schools also routinely received copies of gazetteers for their 

library holdings.113  

Sesshū likely had the opportunity to consult gazetteers at the homes of literati contacts, at 

government offices, and at local schools. Local literati, such as Jin Shi and Xu Lian, may have 

had copies of gazetteers in their homes, for it was not uncommon for men of letters to print 

personal versions for their own edification or for the compilation of other projects. The famous 

sixteenth-century Japanese monk and ambassador Sakugen Shūryō 策彦周良 (1501-79), for 

example, obtained a gazetteer of Mt. Jinhua 金華山 from a Chinese acquaintance during his 

travel in 1539 (嘉靖 18).114  

With regards to Sesshū’s potential access to gazetteers at educational institutions, the 

monk Shōun of the 1453 Japanese delegation reported visiting the prefectural school in Ningbo 

twice.115 On the southbound journey from Beijing, Shōun further recorded that he went into the 

prefectural school in Huai’an Prefecture 淮安府 and inquired with an instructor regarding the 

etymology of the county’s name, Taoyuan 桃源縣.116 This example is especially interesting as 

Shōun’s curiosity regarding local history would have provided an ideal reason for consulting a 

gazetteer, particularly given the fact that a textual explanation would have most easily facilitated 

interaction between Shōun and his Chinese interlocutor. In relation to Sesshū’s Ningbo cohort, 

 
113 Dennis, Writing, Publishing, and Reading Local Gazetteers, 259.  
 
114 Makita Tairyō, Makita Tairyō chosaku shū, vol. 5, ed. Makita Tairyō chosaku shū henshū i’in kai (Kyōto: Rinsen 
shoten, 2016), 77. This information is also cited in Dennis, Writing, Publishing, and Reading Local Gazetteers, 300. 
 
115 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 42, 60.   
 
116 Ibid., 135.  
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one will recall that Li Duan, the author of a poem to an anonymous Japanese visitor, was a 

highly respected instructor at the Yin County school in Ningbo and thus another figure through 

whom Sesshū may have had access to gazetteers.117  

Importantly, it was not only the manner in which “place” was textually articulated but 

also the way in which it was visualized in the maps and pictures that accompanied gazetteers that 

likely informed Sesshū’s creation of his Magnificent Sites. It has been noted that the illustration 

component (tu) of tujing, the precursor to the gazetteer genre, diminished over time with textual 

components assuming greater importance.118 The local gazetteer, which came to dominate 

geographical texts from the Southern Song dynasty onward, inherited this tendency.  

Nevertheless, illustrations persisted as a characteristic feature of the genre. Compilers frequently 

grouped maps and pictures at the beginning of the gazetteer in an unnumbered volume or in the 

first volume of the text. These illustrations generally belonged to one of two categories, that is, 

map-like diagrams of administrative units or picture-like images of notable sites within the 

administrative unit.  

Both types of gazetteer illustration reflect what Craig Clunas has characterized as a 

“topographical impulse” in Ming culture.119 Representations of land in the Ming dynasty often 

occupied a spectrum between landscape and map, a spectrum that blurred the distinction between 

painting and cartography. Unlike the tradition of cartography in the West, for which there was 

always a high premium placed on empirical precision, maps in China were characterized by a 

hybrid system of perspective, combining cartographic and pictorial elements. In both painting 

 
117 Hu and Li, Yongshang qijiu shi, vol. 5, 252 (25a).  
 
118 Hargett, “Song Dynasty Local Gazetteers,” 40.  
 
119 Craig Clunas, Pictures and Visuality in Early Modern China (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977), 
83.  
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and cartography, these qualities were indicative of a philosophical freedom from objective 

reality.120 As we shall see, Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites likely drew central aspects of its design 

from both the map-diagram and pictorial illustration components of local gazetteers. In other 

words, Magnificent Sites too was thoroughly topographic in its inclination.   

 Compared to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the mid-fifteenth century is 

underrepresented by extant gazetteers, rendering it difficult to identity one-to-one comparisons 

between gazetteer illustrations and Sesshū’s sites. This situation, however, does not rule out the 

likelihood that illustrated gazetteers once existed for many locales from that period, which are 

now preserved only in later editions. Indeed, the lifecycle of a local gazetteer was a lengthy 

process of accretion, supplementation, and redaction over many editions and centuries. 

Paratextual notes referencing prior iterations of the text abound in Ming-period gazetteers. In the 

following discussion, I employ illustrations from gazetteers that date both to the Chenghua era 

and to later reigns to identify the habits of pictorializing “place” that were instrumental in 

Sesshū’s creation of Magnificent Sites.  

 The first type of gazetteer illustration, the map-diagram, likely exerted an important, if 

subtle, effect on Sesshū’s method of representing cityscapes. One such map-diagram of the 

county seat of Gong’an 公安縣, Hubei, from the Chenghua edition (1480 [成化 16]) of the 

Gong’an xianzhi (Gong’an County Gazetteer) 成化重刊公安縣志 exemplifies this type of 

gazetteer illustration (Fig. 2.22).121 The illustration displays a hybrid mode of representation 

 
120 Cordell D.K. Yee, “Chinese Cartography Among the Arts: Objectivity, Subjectivity, Representation,” in The 
History of Cartography (Cartography in the Traditional East and Southeast Asian Societies), vol. 2, bk. 2, ed. J.B. 
Harley and D. Woodward (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 128-169.  
 
121 Liang Shan and Weiqi, Chenghua chongkan Gong’an xianzhi, vol. 1, in Yuan guoli Beiping tushu guan jiaku 
shanben congshu 370 (Beijing: Guojia tushu guan chuban she, 2013), 5 (9a-b). Prefaces composed for earlier 
editions of this gazetteer in 1412 (永樂 10) and 1436 (正統 1) confirm the existence of now-lost precursors to the 
Chenghua edition.  
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combining, as Yee has characterized it, both planimetric and pictorial perspectives.122 While the 

rivers and lakes are depicted from directly overhead like symbols on a map (i.e. planimetric 

perspective), the structures and city wall are represented frontally like motifs in a picture (i.e. 

pictorial perspective).   

In the scene of Zhenjiang from Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites, it is evident how the 

convention of drawing city walls as seen in the map-diagram of Gong’an may have inspired 

Sesshū’s technique for drawing the same structure in his painting (Fig. 2.23). In both renderings, 

the walls consist of a schematic repetition of tooth-like protrusions and striated surfaces that turn 

in space but display no three-dimensional depth in their structures. The walls in both examples 

are treated like bands of paper that surround the city rather than defensive fortresses. The surface 

of the walls in both images is articulated through a repetition of free-hand horizontal stripes, 

meant to suggest the widespread use of brick or stone-tile used to face these structures in the 

Ming dynasty.123 This convention for depicting walls was effective for the map-diagram as it was 

both representative of the structure and easily reproducible. It provided a short-hand method for 

rendering fortresses that likely appealed to Sesshū for use in his extensive Magnificent Sites. In 

Sesshū’s Long Landscape of 1486, one will note that the painter abandoned the abbreviated map-

diagram convention and took particular care to illustrate the dimensionality of the imposing city 

wall, a distinctive motif that brings the grand landscape to its end.  

 Beyond the method of how to depict features of the cityscape, however, map-diagrams 

from gazetteers would also have aided Sesshū in conceiving of the cityscape in holistic pictorial 

 
122 Yee, “Chinese Cartography Among the Arts,” 153.  
 
123 For more information on the construction of masonry city walls in the Ming dynasty see Xue Qiaofeng, “Mingdai 
chengshi zhuanshi chengqiang xiuzhu de shikong guocheng,” Yunnan daxue xuebao (shehui kexue ban) 16 (2017): 
61-68. Xue argues that Zhu Yuanzhang’s need to effectively fortify cities that he captured in the early Ming led to 
the rapid re-building of city walls with brick facing.  
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terms. Map-diagrams conveyed the layout of a city, the relative position of features therein, and 

the spatial distribution of the city across the land. In an era before the proliferation of high-rise 

structures, a map-diagram would have been among the only means of ascertaining the spatial 

qualities of a cityscape. Comparison of a map-diagram of the county seat of Zhenjiang from the 

Wanli edition (1597 [萬曆 25]) of the Zhenjiang fuzhi (Zhenjiang Prefectural Gazetteer) 萬曆重

修鎮江府志 with Sesshū’s scene of Zhenjiang from Magnificent Sites demonstrates the 

functionality of a map-diagram in conceiving of this scene (Fig. 2.24).124 Sesshū managed to 

accurately articulate the convoluted perimeter of the city wall as it traversed the hilly terrain, 

accentuating the place in the northeast side where the wall juts out dramatically in the vicinity of 

Mt. Beigu 北固山. It is hard to imagine how Sesshū could have grasped the spatial distribution 

and shape of the city without the aid of a map-diagram.  

The same may be observed of Sesshū’s illustration of the county seat of Ningbo from 

Magnificent Sites. A map-diagram from the Jiajing edition (1560 [嘉靖 39]) of the Ningbo fuzhi 

(Ningbo Prefectural Gazetteer) 嘉靖宁波府志 reflects the distinctive egg-shaped perimeter of 

the city wall, which Sesshū masterfully captured in his panoramic depiction of the city (Fig. 

2.25). Sesshū’s painting encompasses the sweeping vista from the northern Heyi Gate 和義門 to 

the southernmost of the two eastern gates, Lingqiao Gate 靈橋門, an expanse of the city wall that 

would not have been perceivable in one’s field of vision.  

It was also likely that Sesshū was able to accurately position features and structures of the 

city within the city wall in his painting by using a map-diagram. Indeed, the map-diagram helps 

 
124 Wang Qiao and Wang Yingqi, Wanli chongxiu Zhenjiang fuzhi, prefatory vol., in Nanjing tushu guan cang xijian 
fangzhi congkan 47 (Beijing: Guojia tushu guan chuban she, 2012), 324-325 (2b-3a).  
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one to identify some of the prominent features of Sesshū’s painting that he left unmarked or that 

he labeled cryptically. For example, the anonymous pagoda that looms slightly to the west of 

Lingqiao Gate in Sesshū’s scene is undoubtedly the seven-storied Tianfeng Pagoda 天奉塔, 

located in the same place on the map-diagram (Fig. 2.26). Immediately behind Tianfeng Pagoda 

in Sesshū’s picture lies an expanse of water, which he labeled “South Lake 南湖.” Judging from 

the map-diagram, this body of water in Sesshū’s painting should correspond to Sun Lake 日湖, 

the smaller of Ningbo’s two lakes (Fig. 2.27). A Qing-dynasty text on the people and places of 

Ningbo, Siming tanzhu (Topics of Conversation in Siming) 四明談助, notes that “Sun and Moon 

lakes both originate from Mt. Siming, pooling in the western and southern corners [of the city]. 

The south [lake] is called “Sun Lake” and the west [lake] is called “Moon Lake 日、月二湖，

皆原於四明山，瀦成西南隅。南曰日湖，西曰月湖.”125 Thus, it appears that Sesshū was 

aware of Sun Lake’s location in the southern quadrant of the city and that he also knew the lake 

to be colloquially referred to as “South Lake.”126  

Egaitsu Michihiko has suggested that Sesshū did not distinguish between Sun Lake and 

Moon Lake in his painting of Ningbo because he did not clearly demarcate a boundary between 

them.127 Yet, Sesshū’s reference to Sun Lake as “South Lake” suggests that he was not only 

aware of the distinction, but also of the respective cardinal positions of the lakes in the city. The 

body of water designating the lakes in Sesshū’s painting does appear continuous, beginning 

behind Tianfeng Pagoda and stretching along the south and west side of the city. The gazetteer 

 
125 Xu, Siming tanzhu, vol. 1, 470.   
 
126 Throughout Siming tanzhu, Moon Lake is referred to as “West Lake,” further corroborating the notion that Sun 
Lake was colloquially referred to as “South Lake.” 
 
127 Egaitsu, “Sesshū no Chūgoku shinkei,” 30. 
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map-diagram reveals, however, that from the perspective of Lingqiao Gate, as Sesshū has 

illustrated Ningbo, the lakes should indeed be rendered in an elongated fashion along the 

southeasterly, southerly, and southwesterly perimeter of the city (Fig. 2.28). These are precisely 

the kinds of clues that point to the potential function of map-diagrams in Sesshū’s visualization 

of the city of Ningbo.  

Moreover, the scenes of Ningbo and Zhenjiang from Magnificent Sites demonstrate that 

Sesshū’s paintings were fundamentally conditioned by his personal encounter with the places 

depicted therein. When each scene is compared to corresponding map-diagrams, it is evident that 

Sesshū did not simply conjure a pictorial rendition of the planimetric illustrations, but rather that 

he oriented each scene in his painting to accord with the direction from which he would have 

perceived them in the course of his travels. In gazetteer map-diagrams, it was conventional for 

north to be oriented at the top of the map and south, at the bottom. In Magnificent Sites, however, 

we view the city of Zhenjiang as Sesshū did, sailing eastward on the Yangzi River and beholding 

the city on the south bank. This is the exact inverse orientation of the map-diagram in the 

Zhenjiang fuzhi.  

In the scene of Ningbo, Sesshū similarly rotated the footprint of the city from the map-

diagram in order to reflect the precise view he would have had when the delegation first laid eyes 

on the city. Sesshū depicted Ningbo from approximately the location of the Three River Junction 

三江口, where the Fenghua 奉化江 and Yao 姚江 rivers meet in the northeast and proceed to 

flow around the city like a natural moat (Fig. 2.29). This was the first vantage of Ningbo that the 

Japanese delegations would have seen as they sailed up the Yong River 甬江 from Dinghai 定海, 
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preparing to veer south at the Three River Junction and moor at Lingqiao Gate.128 In fact, Sesshū 

marked a small cluster of boats docked to the west of Lingqiao Gate as “Japanese boat harbor 日

本船津” (Fig. 2.30), a hint that corroborates the notion that this scene captured his memory of 

the delegation’s arrival at Ningbo. 

It is unsurprising that Lingqiao Gate features as the focal point of Sesshū’s scene of 

Ningbo, for this was the gate at which he first docked and through which he first entered the city. 

The Korean official Ch’oe Pu, who found himself stranded on the shores of south China in 1488, 

also remarked on the gates in his first impression of the city. He wrote, “We rowed up to the wall 

of Ning-po Prefecture. The wall was built across the stream, and all the gates of it were double 

and of two stories…All the gates of the wall were arched and had iron doors that would admit a 

single boat.”129 In Magnificent Sites Sesshū has given visual expression to Ch’oe Pu’s 

description of the arched and layered structure of the city gates. Sesshū’s curious identification 

of the bridge that spans the Fenghua River directly in front of Lingqiao Gate as “Boat Bridge 舩

橋” also offers whimsical insight into the nature of his first impressions. The 1468 edition of the 

Siming junzhi reveals that this bridge was composed of tethered boats, hence its name of 

“Floating Bridge 浮橋,” and was reconstructed in 1466, just one year before Sesshū arrived in 

Ningbo.130 The gazetteer’s characterization of the bridge explains Sesshū’s apt use of the term 

“Boat Bridge” in his scene and reveals why this interesting feature warranted inclusion in 

Magnificent Sites.  

 
128 In Shōun nyūmin ki, Shōun records that on the twenty-third day of the fourth month of 1453, “Japan’s second, 
sixth, and eighth vessels arrived for the first time at the Eastern Gate.” See Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 42. 
 
129 Meskill, Ch’oe Pu’s Diary, 68.  
 
130 Yang, Siming junzhi, vol. 4, in Mingdai Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 6, 193 (9b). 
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While the gazetteer map-diagram was instructive in Sesshū’s placement of the city’s 

features in his painting, it was his personal experience that seems to have dictated the selection 

of features for representation. For example, beyond the watchtower of Dongdu Gate 東渡門 in 

his scene of Ningbo Sesshū accurately located the site of Tianning si 天寧寺, a temple 

distinguished by the presence of two pagodas (Fig. 2.31). The monk Shōun of the 1453 

delegation reported visiting this temple in the northwestern area of Ningbo.131 During the early 

Ming, numerous structures at the temple were rebuilt, including an Arhat Hall with new statuary 

in 1464.132 Furthermore, this was also the location where some staff members of the Japanese 

delegations boarded, and it is quite possible that Sesshū was among its residents.133 One might 

thus speculate that the impressive precinct of Tianning si and its status as temporary home to 

members of the Japanese delegation, perhaps even Sesshū himself, prompted the painter to 

include the temple as a prominent site in his scene of Ningbo. Another example that reflects 

Sesshū’s curated selection of sites from the map-diagram for his painting is Siming Station 四明

驛, a courier station perched on an island in Moon Lake (Fig. 2.32). This was the place from 

which the Japanese delegation boarded the boats that would take them to Beijing. In a sense, 

Siming Station marked both the beginning and end of their journey inside China and it is no 

wonder that this site loomed large in Sesshū’s memory.134 

Analysis of the scenes of Zhenjiang and Ningbo from Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites reveals 

how these images were contingent both upon Sesshū’s knowledge of each city as an integrated 

 
131 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 42.  
 
132 Zhang, Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 9, 778 (15b).  
 
133 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 46. Jingqing si 鏡清寺, a temple in the southeastern part of the city, also housed other 
lower-level members of the Japanese delegation.  
 
134 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 60. 
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whole, a knowledge most convincingly imparted by map-diagrams from gazetteers, and upon his 

personal experience at each place. Map-diagrams provided the framework and organization, 

while experience supplied the perspective and content. In this way, the idiosyncratic cityscapes 

of Magnificent Sites transcend their initial identity as banal, repetitive sketches, and instead offer 

insight into the kinds of images that Sesshū utilized in their creation and into hidden dimensions 

of his travel.    

 In addition to map-diagram illustrations, it is also likely that pictorial gazetteer 

illustrations also inspired Sesshū’s scenes in Magnificent Sites. One example of a pictorial 

illustration is found in the Chenghua edition (1477 [成化 13]) of the Xinchang xianzhi (Xinchang 

County Gazetteer) 成化新昌縣志 (Fig. 2.33).135 In this image, the illustration designer rendered 

the river that surrounds this county seat in Zhejiang according to the planimetric perspective of 

the map-diagram, but he wrapped the scene in mountains, imparting it with the appearance of a 

landscape picture. Unlike in the map-diagram, the pitched-roof structures of the pictorial 

illustration are rendered in depth perspective. The simple pyramidal symbol that represents a 

rooftop in the gazetteer illustration is repeated throughout the scene to convey the densely settled 

nature of the city. Sesshū appears to have borrowed this technique of grouping pyramid shapes in 

clusters of two or three to fill out the broad areas of urban territory in Magnificent Sites (Fig. 

2.34).   

In the pictorial illustration from the Xinchang xianzhi, the illustration designer also 

employed a series of conical mountains for the landscape setting. These mountain forms are 

reminiscent of the schematic mountain shapes that Sesshū used to fill in the background areas of 

 
135 Mo Dan and Li Ji, Chenghua Xinchang xianzhi, vol. 1, in Yuan guoli Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 
372 (Beijing: Guojia tushu guan chuban she, 2013), 274 (3a-b). For further information about the compilation 
history of this gazetteer see Dennis, Writing, Publishing, and Reading Local Gazetteers, 64-114.  
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Magnificent Sites (Fig. 2.35). In both the gazetteer illustration and Sesshū’s painting, additional 

landscape elements consist of scrubby vegetation and a few trees rendered in pictorial shorthand. 

In neither case were realistic renderings of topography the goal. Rather, Sesshū followed the 

convention of gazetteer illustrations in which mountain forms largely adhered to a unified 

conical shape regardless of geographical location. As with the technique of rendering city walls, 

these standardized methods of illustrating architectural structures and natural features were easily 

transposable to the woodblock medium. Thus, although Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites is a painted 

work, its forms seem to preserve design elements of printed gazetteer illustrations.   

Another quality that pictorial gazetteer illustrations share with scenes from Sesshū’s 

Magnificent Sites is the presentation of sites at close-range such that their salient features, often 

labeled, could be analyzed and appreciated individually. This method of presenting a site is 

distinct from that seen, for example, in the grand riverscape paintings discussed earlier. In the 

Song dynasty handscrolls, natural and man-made elements in the scene are miniaturized and 

serve only to indicate their presence at the site. In the case of gazetteer illustrations, the focused 

frame on one temple, island, or bridge, for instance, allowed these images to function as guides 

to the site. The reader of the gazetteer could conceivably navigate the buildings and terrain of the 

site with the help of the illustration.  

An illustration of the Descending Rainbow Bridge 垂虹橋 outside the city wall of 

Wujiang 呉江縣 from the Hongzhi edition (1488 [弘治 1]) of the Wujiang xianzhi (Wujiang 

County Gazetteer) 弘治呉江縣志 is a fine comparison to Sesshū’s scene of the same bridge 

from Magnificent Sites (Fig. 2.36).136 Both Sesshū and the illustration designer depicted the 

 
136 Mo Dan, Hongzhi Wujiang zhi, vol. 1, in Zhongguo fangzhi congshu: Huazhong difang 446 (Taipei: Chengwen 
chuban she, 1983), 30-31 (4b-5a).  
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impressive multi-arched bridge from a close distance and slight elevation. By restricting the 

frame of their compositions to focus on the bridge itself, each artist emphasized the bridge’s 

horizontal progression as it emerged from the east gate of the city and stretched along the waters 

of the Grand Canal.137 The side view of the bridge that is displayed in both scenes accentuates 

the graphic interest of its repetitive arches and underscores its achievement as a feat of 

engineering. Although the original bridge, built in the Song dynasty, was constructed of wood 

and subsequently rebuilt in stone in the Yuan dynasty, its exterior was faced anew in brick tile in 

1404 (永樂 2). The gazetteer illustration and Sesshū’s painting reflect this material update in 

depicting the striped pattern representing tiles.138 Although not marked as such, the two-story 

building in the center of the bridge in Magnificent Sites must correspond to the Descending 

Rainbow Pavilion 垂虹亭, the eponymous Song-dynasty landmark on the bridge as it is 

represented in the Wujiang xianzhi.139  

In some cases, pictorial illustrations from gazetteers may have provided Sesshū with the 

iconic image that he wanted, rather than the actual image that he saw. Sesshū’s scene of the 

island temple Jinshan si (Fig. 2.37) in Magnificent Sites was likely motivated by this 

consideration. As Katō Shigeru has ascertained, Sesshū’s inclusion of two pagodas on the island 

was itself an anachronistic reference to the historical temple. Furthermore, although Sesshū 

painted the city of Zhenjiang from the north looking south, as he would have seen it traveling 

east on the Yangzi River, he depicted neighboring Jinshan si from the south looking north. This 

 
137 For a map-diagram showing the bridge and its relationship to the county see Mo, Hongzhi Wujiang zhi, vol. 1, 26 
(2b).  
 
138 For the historical development of the bridge see Xu Shiceng, Jiajing Wujiang xianzhi, vol. 4, in Yuan guoli 
Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 311 (Beijing: Guojia tushu guan chuban she, 2013), 121-124 (7b-14b).  
  
139 Mo, Hongzhi Wujiang xianzhi, vol. 1, 26 (2b).  
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inconsistency in directionality was also likely due to the fact that the southward facing aspect of 

the island best showcased the temple’s plethora of structures, precariously situated on the steep 

terrain of the island.  

In fact, this is the same face of the island that is highlighted in a pictorial gazetteer 

illustration from the Wanli edition (1600 [萬曆 28]) of the Jingkou sanshan quanzhi (Complete 

Gazetteer of the Three Mountains of Jingkou) 萬曆京口三山全志.140 As in Sesshū’s painting, 

the gazetteer illustration strategically oriented Jinshan si to reveal the maximum amount of visual 

information, a necessary condition if the image was to function as a guide for visitors (Fig. 2.38). 

Although, unlike the gazetteer illustration, Sesshū did not include labels for the individual 

structures on the island, we know from a contemporary source that Sesshū used such paintings to 

explain the features of the site to his friends in Japan.  

During his stay in Mino Province in 1481 (文明 13), Sesshū painted a picture of Jinshan 

si for his friend Banri Shūkyū 萬里集九 (1428-after 1503). In an inscription for the painting, 

Banri wrote, “[Sesshū] spread out a sheet of Chinese paper for me and painted a picture of 

Floating Jade (i.e. Jinshan si) with two towering pagodas, Guo Pu’s tomb, and the founder’s hall, 

each one of which he explained to me 余展南紙，作淳【浮】玉之圖，兩塔巍然， 

有郭璞之墓，有裴頭陀之場，翁一々指點.”141  Banri went on to marvel at the fact that 

Sesshū’s explication made him feel as though he had “mounted the back of a mighty golden 

tortoise and was drifting in the misty ocean [to China] 

 
140 Gao Yifu and Xu Guocheng, Jingkou sanshan quanzhi, vol. 1, in Zhongguo fangzhi congshu: Huazhong difang 
459 (Taipei: Chengwen chuban she, 1983), 26-27 (13b-14a).  
 
141 Banri Shūkyū, Banri Shūkyū sakuhin shūi, in Gozan bungaku shinshū, vol. 6, ed. Tamamura Takeji (Tōkyō: 
Tōkyō daigku shuppan kai, 1972), 1024.  
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恰如跨金鰲背上，飄々乎浮游縹緲之間.”142 In this sense, Sesshū’s gazetteer-inspired 

paintings also fulfilled the role of visual guide on Banri’s vicarious journey of the mind.  

In Magnificent Sites, Sesshū portrayed Dinghai, the port city at which the Japanese 

delegations first docked, from a vantage that was also likely conditioned by pictorial gazetteer 

illustrations rather than real life. Sesshū captured the scene of the mouth of the Yong River as it 

emptied into the sea from the south bank of the river, as though he was stationed on the 

promontory of land that was also home to the military watchtower that is represented in the 

foreground of his painting. An illustration from the Jiajing edition (1563 [嘉靖 42]) of the 

Dinghai xianzhi (Dinghai County Gazetteer) 嘉靖定海縣志 depicts Dinghai from a similar 

vantage as that seen in Sesshū’s painting (Fig. 2.39).143 This vantage allowed Sesshū to 

emphasize the dramatic crest of the city wall as it climbed over Mt. Jinzi 巾子山 on the north 

bank of the river. In both the gazetteer illustration and Sesshū’s painting, the scene follows the 

bend of the Yong River along the eastern perimeter of the city and culminates in a depiction of 

Mt. Zhaobao 招寶山. This mountain range at the river’s mouth guarded Dinghai as a natural 

blockade to the incoming tides.144  

Judging from the illustration in the Dinghai xianzhi, the smaller mountain in the 

foreground of Sesshū’s scene is most likely Mt. Zhu 竹山. The Chenghua-era Ningbo jianyao zhi 

(Concise Gazetteer of Ningbo) 寧波簡要志 records that the military garrison established at 

 
142 Ibid. 
 
143 He Yu and Zhang Shiche, Jiajing Dinghai xianzhi, vol. 1, in Tianyige cang Mingdai fangzhi xuankan xubian 29 
(Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 1990), 476-477 (4b-5a).  
 
144 The name “Zhaobao shan” means “the mountain that brings forth treasures” and was a reference to the lucrative 
trade enabled by contact with the Japanese delegations. See Zhang, Jiajing Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 6, 661 (36a).   
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Dinghai included thirteen feng hou 烽堠, or watchtowers. One of these watchtowers stood on 

Mt. Zhu during the time that Sesshū was in Ningbo.145 It is therefore likely that the mounted flag 

and wall-like barricade in Sesshū’s painting symbolize this military defense location (Fig. 2.40). 

Indeed, the gazetteer illustration includes a very similar symbol of a mounted flag to indicate the 

presence of the military watchtower. The symbol in the gazetteer is labeled “feng hou,” 

suggesting that Sesshū’s own label of “fang huo” was a mistaken transcription of the Chinese 

term.146 These watchtowers were of considerable interest to those who came to China’s shores. 

Ch’oe Pu also commented upon them when his boat drifted toward land at Linhai County 臨海

縣, Zhejiang. Of this scene Ch’oe Pu wrote, “When we rode in on the east wind, we saw that on 

top of the mountains there were many beacon towers in a line along the peaks. We were 

overjoyed to have reached the shores of China again.”147  

Pictorial gazetteer illustrations thus likely provided Sesshū with the pictorial vocabulary 

and focused vantage necessary to realize the scenes in his Magnificent Sites. Moreover, these 

illustrations offered the ideal image of iconic sites or notable places in the itinerary. Although 

these illustrations did not necessarily reflect the nature of the scenes as Sesshū would have 

witnessed them during his travel, they had the benefit of explanatory value and preserved a 

vision of the site that best captured its important features.  

This analysis has sought to demonstrate that Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites was a painting of 

hybrid identity. This identity was formed by visual imagery and personal encounter, whether that 

encounter constituted a first impression, a lingering memory, or a piece of acquired knowledge. 

 
145 Huang Runyu and Huang Pu, Ningbo fu jianyao zhi, vol. 3, in Mingdai Ningbo fuzhi, vol. 8 (Ningbo: Ningbo 
chuban she, 2013), 145 (3a).  
 
146 I thank Dr. Huang Youhao of Sun Yat-sen University for bringing this point to my attention.  
 
147 Meskill, Ch’oe Pu’s Diary, 46.  
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Sesshū’s creation of Magnificent Sites thus inaugurated a new process by which Sesshū could 

both conceptualize and represent “place” in his future painting. Before reviewing some of these 

examples, however, I would like to briefly consider the emergence of Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites 

at the same historical moment in China when the genre of travel painting began to flourish.  

As we have seen throughout this chapter, travel was a central theme in the life of Ming 

literati. Those who held official positions, such as Jin Shi, traversed the country from northern to 

southern capital and to many places in between. Those who were committed to scholarly pursuits 

in their hometowns, such as Shen Zhou, wandered more locally, but none less frequently. 

Yongshang qijiu shi contains numerous poems by members of Ningbo’s Lofty Age Society that 

testify to the itinerant lifestyle of its members. Indeed, the relationships that I have reconstructed 

through the mutual record of painting inscriptions were predicated on the movements of their 

authors between places of communal gathering.  

It is therefore natural that it was in the literati sphere surrounding Shen Zhou that travel 

painting laid down its firmest roots. Presaging the rise of travel painting proper, Richard 

Vinograd has noted that scholar-amateur landscape paintings in the Yuan dynasty were, for the 

most part, “not merely generally notable sites or famed scenic spots, but rather local mountains 

and streams, regional vistas, studio environs and village settings, which were closely tied to the 

artist or recipient or both by bonds of ownership, personal association or family history.”148 In 

other words, the literati landscape tradition from the Yuan dynasty onwards began to embody 

aspects of its creator’s or recipient’s personal circumstances, often in its representation of landed 

property. Qian Xuan’s Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains, which was the ground for 

 
148 Richard Vinograd, “Family Properties: Personal Context and Cultural Pattern in Wang Meng’s ‘Pien Mountains’ 
of 1366,” Ars Orientalis, vol. 13 (1982): 11.  
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inscriptions by various literati discussed in this chapter, was, in fact, a depiction of Quan’s own 

retreat.149  

Kenneth Ganza has compellingly proposed that beginning in the mid-fourteenth century a 

distinct genre of travel painting began to emerge in China from within the realm of amateur 

landscape painting. Ganza argues that the defining characteristic of travel painting was a sense of 

travel consciousness, which in some ways anticipated the intellectual tenets of Wang 

Yangming’s 王陽明 (1472-1529) Neo-Confucian philosophy. Both the travel painting genre and 

the forthcoming strain of Neo-Confucian thought valorized the self as the ultimate source of 

knowledge. Early travel paintings, Ganza writes, “represent the artist’s efforts to bridge the gap 

between self and external phenomena… the act of travel itself represents a distinctly active and 

self-reliant way in which to do it.”150 Ganza’s definition of travel painting parallels that of the 

travel record, a genre of writing that encompassed both objective description and subjective 

reflection.151 What distinguished travel painting from other types of painting that depicted 

specific places was the presence, in visual or textual form, of the creator’s consciousness of 

travel.152 In other words, the journey itself had to “command a meaningful part of the viewer’s 

attention.”153    

 
149 Ibid., 12.  
 
150 Kenneth Ganza, “The Artist as Traveler: The Origin and Development of Travel as a Theme in Chinese 
Landscape Painting of the Fourteenth to Seventeenth Centuries” (PhD diss., Indiana University, 1990), 286. 
ProQuest (9030415).  
 
151 Ibid., 28-29. 
  
152 Ibid., 10-11. 
  
153 Ibid., 66.  
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Works by the early Ming physician and amateur artist Wang Lü王履 (b. 1332), Shen 

Zhou’s teacher Liu Jue, and Shen Zhou himself all conform to Ganza’s definition of the 

emerging travel genre in Ming painting. In such works as Famous Sites Along the Two Rivers 兩

江名勝圖冊  (Shanghai Museum), an album attributed to Shen Zhou, one observes strikingly 

similar habits of representation to those seen in Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites.154 Shen’s painting of 

the Descending Rainbow Bridge, for example, shares the schematic clarity of form and focused 

composition that characterizes Sesshū’s rendition of the scene. Shen’s scene of Yangzhou from 

this album, with its clustered gabled roofs and flattened city wall, is also highly reminiscent of 

Sesshū’s cityscapes in Magnificent Sites (Fig. 2.41). Each artist has foregrounded the built 

environment and resorted to a pictorial economy of form that speaks to the shared visual culture 

from which they arose.  

For Ganza, the subjective component of Shen’s album would be found in the poetic 

inscriptions by the artist that accompany each scene. This was the register of the album that 

conveyed the travel consciousness that lay at the heart of the travel painting genre. While 

Sesshū’s Magnificent Sites lacks poetic inscriptions, do not the traces of Sesshū’s painting that 

encode elements of his personal experience qualify Magnificent Sites as a subjective visual 

account of Sesshū’s travel and thus as a travel painting in its own right? In this sense, Sesshū’s 

introduction of a new genre of “place painting” to medieval Japan through his creation of 

Magnificent Sites was intimately related to the rise of travel painting in contemporary China.   

 
154 I had the opportunity to examine this work in-person at the Shanghai Museum. The album consists of ten leaves. 
Shen’s poems for each leaf are accompanied by five others, including those by Wen Jia 文嘉 (1501-83), Yin Dou 殷
都 (jinshi 1583) and Wang Shizhen 王世貞 (1526-90). Since all three figures were active in the mid to late sixteenth 
century the presence of their poems alongside Shen’s poems problematizes the authenticity of the set. Nevertheless, 
the album could very well represent a copy of an original Shen Zhou work.  
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There is no doubt that Sesshū was an inveterate traveler. Even after returning to Japan, 

Sesshū did not cease in his wanderings. He roamed Kyūshū 九州 and Iwami 石見 (in modern-

day Shimane Prefecture), ventured east to Mino 美濃 (in modern-day Gifu Prefecture), and 

perhaps returned to Okayama 岡山, the place of his birth, to die. A handful of paintings, either 

copies or originals, bear witness to the newfound interest Sesshū had cultivated of representing 

the places to which he traveled. These works include Chinda Falls 鎮田滝図 (copy by Kano 

Tsunenobu, Kyōto National Museum, Fig. 2.42), The Yōki Hermitage 楊岐庵図 (copy by Kano 

Tsunenobu, Tōkyō National Museum, Fig. 2.43), Grounds of Tōfukuji 東福寺伽藍図 (Tōfukuji, 

Fig. 2.44), and, most famous of all, Amanohashidate 天の橋立図 (Kyōto National Museum, Fig. 

2.45). These paintings all represent places once visited by Sesshū, though the process by which 

he formulated each work warrants further research. While Chinda Falls and The Yōki Hermitage, 

both preserved in copies by Kano Tsunenobu, convey an impression of immediacy, as though 

Sesshū sketched the scenes from life, Grounds of Tōfukuji, in its comprehensive and 

diagrammatic appearance, suggests the mediation of other types of visual material.155  

 
155 The Chinda Falls are located in Ōita, northern Kyūshū. Sesshū resided in northern Kyūshū for a period after he 
returned from China. It was there that he established his first Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting around 
1476. Anecdotes concerning Sesshū’s travel in this area abound in the region even today. Several extant gardens in 
Ōita, for example, are attributed to Sesshū. Yōki Hermitage has been traditionally known by the generic title 
Mountain Temple 山寺図. Mention of this painting in the anthology of the monk Ōsen Keisan 横川景三 by the 
name “Yōki Hermitage,” however, confirmed that the painting depicts a residence of this name that was built by the 
young monk Shungaku Jusū 春岳寿崇 in Mino Province. Shungaku was a monk of Shōhōji 正法寺 in Mino. It was 
likely through Banri and others associated with Shōhōji that Sesshū was invited to celebrate the establishment of 
Shungaku’s Yōki Hermitage, the occasion that resulted in his creation of this painting. For a review of the 
historiography of this painting see Takahashi Noriko, “Yamadera mohon [sakuhin kaisetsu],” in Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku, 143-145. Sesshū’s Grounds of Tōfukuji bears a long inscription by Ryōan 
Keigo that is dated to 1505 (永正 2). Ryōan served as abbot of Tōfukuji and was also the author of the record for 
Sesshū’s second Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting. As I noted in Chapter One, Sesshū’ was closely 
associated with monks affiliated with Tōfukuji during his time in Kyōto and it is quite likely that he also studied in 
the sphere of Neo-Confucian scholarship that was centered at the temple.  
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Even in the case of Amanohashidate, a national treasure and arguably the most studied 

painting in Sesshū’s oeuvre, the method by which Sesshū conceived of the large composition 

remains an intriguing mystery. Illustrating the sandbar that spans Miyazu Bay 宮津湾 north of 

Kyōto, Sesshū’s Amanohashidate depicts one of Japan’s three most celebrated scenic sites. As 

with Sesshū’s scenes of Ningbo, Zhenjiang, Wuxing, Shaoxing, Dinghai, etc., in Magnificent 

Sites, there is no vantage on land from which Sesshū could have seen Amanohashidate as he 

depicted it in his painting.156 Rather, Sesshū must have had other means by which to 

conceptualize and pictorialize the scenic area as an integrated whole.  

Furthermore, as in the scenes of Magnificent Sites, Amanohashidate reveals Sesshū’s 

accurate grasp of the relative position of features surrounding the pine-dotted sandbar. 

Nevertheless, the painting also displays Sesshū’s process of suturing together sites that he 

rendered from various directions, distances, and perspectives.157 Scholars have noted, for 

example, that the painting employs a distinctive centrifugal perspectival system, whereby the 

areas at the center of the painting represent foreground scenes, and areas at the periphery of the 

painting represent more distant scenes.158 Moreover, as in the scene of Jinshan si from 

Magnificent Sites, Sesshū’s representation of the mountain range on the Kurita Peninsula 栗田半

島 and the islands in the bay beyond are geographically inconsistent with the directionality and 

orientation of the central portion of the painting.159  

 
156 Takamizawa Akio, “Sesshū hitsu Amanohashidate zu ni tsuite,” Bijutsushi 107 (1979): 1.  
 
157 Takamizawa, “Sesshū hitsu Amanohashidate zu ni tsuite,” 1, and Nakashima Toshio, “Watashi no kaishaku,” 
Tenkai toga 4 (2001): 4-5.   
 
158 Takamizawa, “Sesshū hitsu Amanohashidate zu ni tsuite,” 8.  
 
159 Nakashima “Watashi no kaishaku,” 4-5.   
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Careful attention to the represented sites in Amanohashidate, just as in the scene of 

Ningbo from Magnificent Sites, illuminates clues that shed light on the nature, and even purpose, 

of Sesshū’s travel to the area. Egaitsu Michihiko has noted, for example, that the environment 

around Kono Shrine 籠神社, consisting of an extensive network of temples, is rendered in the 

most detail and constitutes the focal point of the painting.160 This observation substantiates the 

hypothesis that the painting was commissioned by a patron related to the Kono Shrine and that 

Sesshū’s travel to the area was originally motivated by his connection to that religious 

network.161  

Understanding of the process through which Sesshū created Magnificent Sites, a process 

that was predicated on personal experience and preexisting imagery, may help to unravel the 

mysteries surrounding Sesshū’s creation of his subsequent “place paintings” in Japan. 

Specifically, this avenue of research could be greatly enriched by examination into maps or other 

representations of related sites, such as those found in shrine and temple mandala, that may help 

to recover the lost sources of Sesshū’s inspiration. What is most significant, however, is the fact 

that Sesshū appears to have been the first painter in Japan to conceive of a genre of painting that 

could illustrate “place” in a manner that embodied personal experience in its forms and 

composition.  

 The inclination to paint places of personal experience is not identifiable in Sesshū’s pre-

China painting career. Magnificent Sites thus marked the birth of a new type of “place painting” 

 
160 Egaitsu Michihiko, “Amanohashidate zu [sakuhin kaisetsu],” in Sesshū Tōyō: “Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū 
zuroku, 192.  
 
161 Nakashima Junji, in identifying that Amanohashidate was once in the collection of Taiseiin 大聖院, a temple 
affiliated with Kono Shrine, proposed that a monk named Chikai 智海was the work’s patron. See Nakashima Junji, 
“Shinkei no shinjitsu: Sesshū hitsu ‘Amanohashidate zu’ no seiritsu ni tsuite,” Museum 472 (1990): 16.  
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that Sesshū would pioneer in his native Japan. The other “place paintings” in his oeuvre – 

Chinda Falls, The Yōki Hermitage, Tōfukuji Complex, and Amanohashidate – were all likely the 

result of influential commissions by patrons who were aware of Sesshū’s unique reputation as an 

artist who could represent “place” in this fashion. It was the fundamental notion that painting 

thus rendered harnessed something of the creator’s agency – the authenticity and spirit of lived 

experience – that made Sesshū’s place painting attractive to his patrons and enduring in its 

appeal. Like Sesshū’s self-inscriptive habit, his embrace of “place painting” after his return from 

China signaled a transformation in the way that he related to his craft. To be a painter was to 

assert the “self” in his work and to imbed his own footprints in the world of his paintings.  
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Part II – Spheres of Culture 
 
Chapter 3: Sesshū and the Court 
 
 
I. Introduction  

 
From the time that Sesshū arrived in Beijing in the winter of 1467, he was no doubt 

intrigued by the thought of the bustling painting academy that lay ensconced behind the imperial 

palace walls. It is unclear how Sesshū gained access to the academy. I have proposed in Chapters 

One and Two that Yao Kui, the powerful minister whose rapport with the Chenghua emperor 

made him among the sovereign’s most trusted counselors, or even perhaps the Ningbo literati Jin 

Shi, with his personal connections at court, were instrumental in facilitating Sesshū’s entrée into 

this milieu. That Sesshū trained with painters of the Chenghua academy is conveyed in his own 

words on the 1495 Splashed-ink Landscape. There, Sesshū wrote:  

I once went to the Great Country of Song (i.e. China), traveling northward across the 
Great River (i.e. the Yangzi River) and through the outlying regions of Qi and Lu (i.e. 
Shandong Province), until I reached Luo (i.e. the capital, Beijing), where I  sought out 
painters. However, [I found] that those who were truly skilled at painting were rare. At 
that time Chang Yousheng and Li Zai were famous. [I] studied with [them] and [they] 
transmitted the techniques of color and ink [to me].1 
 
余曾入大宋國，北涉大江，經齊魯郊，至于洛，求畫士。雖然揮染清抜之者稀也。

於茲長有聲、李在二人得名。相隨傳設色之旨，破墨之法兮。 
 

This passage of Sesshū’s preface has historically raised questions as to the dates of activity and 

identities of the painters with whom Sesshū personally studied, issues that I will address in the 

course of this chapter. It suffices to note here that Sesshū’s own words from this inscription, 

combined with his quartet of paintings titled Landscapes of the Four Seasons 四季山水図

 
1 For my complete annotated translation and transcription of this text see Appendix I.10.  
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(hereafter Four Seasons, Tōkyō National Museum, Fig. 3.1), provide sufficient evidence of this 

unique opportunity.2  

Sesshū’s creation of the Four Seasons was remarkable in the context of fifteenth-century 

Japanese landscape painting. With each painting measuring about one and a half meters in 

height, Sesshū’s landscape quartet far exceeded in scale the work of contemporary landscapists 

in Japan. Beyond the scale of the format, the monumentality of the mountain forms in Sesshū’s 

Four Seasons also distinguished his paintings from those of his Japanese contemporaries, whose 

paintings retained a more intimate atmosphere. A comparison of Sesshū’s Four Seasons with a 

painting titled Small Scene of Lakes and Mountains 湖山小景図 (Kyōto National Museum, Fig. 

3.2) by a little-known contemporary of Sesshū named Shōkei 松谿 (act. mid-15th century) makes 

clear the dramatic differences in each painter’s approach to the landscape. Both Sesshū and 

Shōkei undertook these paintings in the 1460s. Where Shōkei’s scene conveys compositional 

expansiveness and spatial recession, Sesshū’s paintings evince compositional compression and 

spatial distortion. Shōkei’s brushwork achieves delicacy and lyricism, whereas Sesshū’s 

brushwork strives for boldness and clarity. Shōkei’s scene offers the viewer’s mind scope to 

roam through its mountains, while Sesshū’s paintings confront the viewer with a daring sense of 

immediacy.  

Even comparison of the Four Seasons with Sesshū’s early paintings, such as Landscape 

(Nezu Art Museum, Fig. 3.3), underscores the clear transformation in Sesshū’s stylistic 

 
2 Sesshū signed each painting with “Tōyō, the Zen monk from Japan 日本禅人等楊,” a clear indication that the 
Four Seasons were painted outside of Sesshū’s home country. While most Sesshū scholars believe that Sesshū likely 
painted the Four Seasons in the Ming academy, Ōnishi Hiroshi has suggested otherwise. Ōnishi argues that Sesshū 
completed the paintings for a southern urban-elite audience or patron outside of the imperial setting. While Ōnishi’s 
attempt to shift the terms of the discussion surrounding the Four Seasons from one that has been predominately 
stylistic to one that focuses on social context is admirable, the duration of Sesshū’s study at the court and the style of 
the paintings indicate that the imperial academy is the most plausible environment for the creation of the Four 
Seasons. See Ōnishi Hiroshi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 6,” Gekkan hyakka 473 (2002): 47- 48.  
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approach. In the early work, an expanse of water and banks of fog articulate the transition into 

depth, whereas in the Four Seasons layered forms flatten the pictorial field and inhibit a 

naturalistic sense of spatial recession. Sesshū’s brushwork in the early painting is tentative and 

soft, qualities that stand in stark contrast to the confident and emphatic brushwork that 

characterizes the Four Seasons.  

These brief comparisons highlight the unique pictorial identity of Sesshū’s Four Seasons 

within the landscape tradition of his own time and place. Although unique in medieval Japan, 

Sesshū’s Four Seasons are perhaps the most consolidated reflection of his engagement with 

Ming dynasty pictorial culture. It is in a close analysis of the Four Seasons that one uncovers the 

relevance of Sesshū’s training in the imperial academy for his stylistic maturation and for the 

future of the landscape genre in Japanese art.   

Before examining these works in detail, however, it is necessary to establish a field of 

artistic actors whom we can verify were active at the imperial academy while Sesshū was in 

China. Consideration of the extant paintings ascribed to these painters is instructive in 

elucidating the array of subjects and styles that characterized the mid-fifteenth century academy 

and shaped Sesshū’s training in that sphere. Because Li Zai 李在 and “Chang Yousheng 長有

聲” are the only two figures whom Sesshū noted in his preface, it is also imperative to assess the 

historical conditions under which they may have interacted with Sesshū at the academy, and the 

implications of that interaction for Sesshū’s painting.    

While the nature, and indeed the very existence, of an institution that can be called a 

painting academy in the Ming dynasty has historically vexed scholars of Chinese art, more recent 

research has lifted the veil of mystery that once surrounded this topic. Such work has brought 

into high relief the system and people that formed this entity in the Ming dynasty. In particular, 
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the documentary research of Hou-mei Sung, Shan Guoqiang, and Zhao Jing in their respective 

book-length studies on the subject have contributed invaluable information about the Ming 

academy and its painters, especially with regard to its institutional structure and system.3 This 

important research has made possible a more rigorous examination of Sesshū’s experience in the 

Chenghua academy.4  

From the founding reign of the Hongwu emperor 洪武皇帝 (r. 1368-98) there is already 

evidence that painters served the Ming court in Nanjing, largely to provide the decoration of 

palace buildings and the execution of imperial portraits. It is not until the reign of the Yongle 

emperor 永樂皇帝 (r. 1403-24), however, that there emerges a clearer picture of the Ming 

painting academy. From this period onward, the Ming academy was a hybrid institution that 

borrowed its administrative system from various government agencies. The complex institutional 

identity of the Ming academy has contributed to the confusion and doubt among modern scholars 

as to its existence as an autonomous entity.5 Shan and Zhao have systematically demonstrated, 

 
3 Hou-mei Sung, The Unknown World of the Ming Court Painters (Taipei: Liberal Arts Press, 2006), Zhao Jing, 
Mingdai huayuan yanjiu (Hangzhou: Zhejiang daxue chuban she, 2014), and Shan Guoqiang and Zhao Jing, 
Mingdai gongting huihua shi (Beijing: Gugong chuban she, 2015). See also Hou-mei Sung, “The Formation of the 
Ming Painting Academy,” Ming Studies 29 (1990): 30-55. The research of the three authors mentioned here is in 
turn indebted to the seminal contributions to the field of Ming court painting by Yu Jianhua, Suzuki Kei, and Mu 
Yiqin. Examples of their work in this field are Yu Jianhua, Zhongguo huihua shi (xia) (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 
1984), Suzuki Kei, “Min no ga’in ni tsuite,” Bijutsushi 60, no. 4 (1966): 95-106, and Mu Yiqin, Mingdai yuanti 
Zhepai shiliao (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin meishu chuban she, 1985). 
 
4 An exhibition held at the Nezu Museum in 2005 was the first exhibit to treat the subject of Sesshū and Ming 
painting in a focused fashion. The exhibited works were limited to paintings in Japanese collections, which 
precluded a comprehensive representation of the fifteenth-century Ming academy. Nonetheless, the exhibition 
offered an excellent opportunity to see Ming paintings preserved in Japan alongside some of Sesshū’s most famous 
works. An essay by Itakura Masa’aki in the accompanying exhibition catalog treats the subject of Sesshū’s exposure 
to Ming painting in a general way. See Itakura Masa’aki, “Seika gadan to Sesshū,” in Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, ed. 
Nezu bijutsukan, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Nezu bijutsukan, 2005): 15-24.  
 
5 James Cahill, for example, expressed an ambivalent attitude regarding the organization of the academy, especially 
in its early form, writing, “The impression one receives from a variety of written sources is of a loose, scarcely 
organized body of artists of varying skills and a diversity of stylistic backgrounds, creating paintings as the need 
arose or the whim of the emperor and his ministers dictated.” See James Cahill, Parting at the Shore: Chinese 
Painting of the Early and Middle Ming Dynasty, 1368-1580 (New York: John Weatherhill, Inc., 1978), 8. Harrie 
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however, that this institutional complexity, paired with a paucity of contemporary records, belie 

what was in actuality a finely calibrated and robustly functional academy system. At its zenith, 

the Ming academy exceeded even the Song academy in scale.6  

Two conclusions from Shan’s and Zhao’s research are especially meaningful for this 

study of Sesshū. First, contrary to previous assumptions, the Chenghua emperor’s reign (1465-

87) was the golden age of the Ming academy.7 During the late years of the Chenghua period 

there were upward of a thousand ranked and un-ranked painters active at the court.8 It was also 

during this period that court painters enjoyed unprecedented promotions in rank and imperial 

favor. Two Chenghua-era artists obtained positions equivalent to rank 2a正二品,the second 

highest level, in the official nine-level system 九品.9 Second, assiduous inspection of the Ming 

Shilu (Veritable Records of the Ming) 明實錄 of the various reigns reveals that a number of court 

 
Vanderstappen also questioned the existence of the academy in the early and middle Ming in his  article “Painters at 
the Early Ming Court and the Problem of a Ming Painting Academy,” Monumenta Serica 15 (1956): 259-302.   
 
6 Shan and Zhao note that statistical projections, accounting for non-ranked and entry-level court painters, for the 
Chenghua reign demonstrate that the number of painters in the Ming academy far surpassed that of the Song. See 
Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 101, 105.  
 
7 It had been previously believed that the Xuande period (1426-35) witnessed the most flourishing era for the Ming 
painting academy. This idea was largely rooted in the mistaken association of numerous court painters with this 
reign in later Ming and Qing texts on painting. The fact that the Xuande emperor was the first Ming ruler to evince a 
personal interest in art and painting also likely led later commentators to associate his reign with that of the famed 
Northern Song emperor and aesthete Hui Zong 徽宗 (r. 1100-1126). See Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua 
shi, 28.  
 
8 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 105.  
 
9 The first of these painters is Zhang Qi 張玘, who was promoted to Senior Commander in Chief 都指揮使 in the 
Embroidered Uniform Guard 錦衣衛 at the end of 1484 (成化 20). The second painter of this rank was Ni Duan 倪
端, who was promoted to the same position in the following year (成化 21). See Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting 
huihua shi, 253. 
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painters who were once thought to have been exclusively or primarily active during the Xuande 

period (1426-35) were still active in later reigns, even up to and during the Chenghua reign.10  

These two points sharpen our perspective on the environment and people that Sesshū 

encountered in Beijing. With regards to the artistic environment that Sesshū witnessed in the 

capital, Shi Shouqian has characterized the Chenghua period as a transitional point in the history 

of the academy, a time by which the academy’s prime had passed and during which it would be 

replaced in cultural force by the Wu School 呉派 of painting in Suzhou.11 According to Shi, 

Sesshū perceived the diminishing relevance of the academy in the cultural landscape of the times 

and ultimately rejected it as the primary artistic environment within which to orient his craft.12 In 

light of what is now known of the academy’s development in the fifteenth century, this 

characterization is oversimplified and inaccurate. Far from witnessing the nascent stages of its 

decline, Sesshū was immersed in the Ming academy during its most flourishing years. 

Examination of the painters who occupied the fifteenth-century Ming academy enables the most 

precise insight into the sources of Sesshū’s stylistic transformation, a transformation manifested 

in his Four Seasons quartet.   

 

 

 

 

 
10 This point is cogently argued by Zhao Jing in his article titled “‘Ming shilu’ suojian Mingdai gongting huajia 
huikao,” Yishu shi yanjiu 13 (2011): 419-448.  
 
11 Shi Shouqian, “Pekin wo kyozetsu suru: Sesshū nyūmin toki no Soshū gadan,” in Ninpō no bijutsu to kaiiki kōryū, 
ed. Higashi Ajia bijutsu bunka kōryū kenkyū kai (Fukuoka: Chūgoku shoten, 2009), 127-128.  
 
12 Ibid., 141.  
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II. Sesshū and the Chenghua Academy Painters 

 

Although the Yongle emperor is known foremost as a military man, contemporary 

records indicate his explicit intent to establish a court painting academy on the model of the 

illustrious Song precedent. The first inklings of this desire can be discerned as early as 1404 (永

樂 2), when the emperor gathered a corps of skilled calligraphers for his Hanlin Academy, 

another institution revived from Song times. On this occasion, the emperor commanded his 

official Huang Huai 黃淮 (1367-1449) to select those who excelled in painting, for he wished to 

“emulate [the model] of recent times in establishing a painting academy in the inner court又欲

仿近代設畫院于内廷.” 13 In order to bring his fledgling academy into the institutional fold of 

the inner court, the Yongle emperor reestablished the Office of Imperial Accouterments 御用司

as an inner court agency under the direct control of this office and its eunuchs. The Yongle 

emperor delegated management of the new painting academy to eunuchs of the inner court.14 In 

1426 (宣德元年), the Xuande emperor elevated this agency to the level of a Directorate 監, 

renaming it the Directorate for Imperial Accoutrements 御用監, one among twelve eunuch-

managed bureaus of the inner court.15 Unlike the ministries and agencies of the civil bureaucracy 

 
13 Huang Huai, Huang Wenjian gong jie’an ji, vol. 9, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, jibu 27 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 
1996), 50 (16a). Also cited in Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 25. Hou-mei Sung believes that 1414 (
永樂 12) marked the official founding of the academy, when the Yongle emperor bestowed the painter Guo 
Wentong 郭文通 with a new name and the title Director of the Work Project Office 營繕所丞. In this year, court 
painters accompanied the emperor on his second trip to Beijing. They would remain there until the capital was 
officially moved to Beijing in 1421. See Hou-mei Sung, “Rediscovering Zhang Jin and the Ming Painting 
Academy,” Archives of Asian Art 63, no. 2 (2013): 179-180.  
 
14 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 26. In addition to management of the academy, the Directorate for 
Imperial Accoutrement was responsible for supplying the court and imperial household with items deemed 
necessary for daily life, such as furniture, lacquer objects, fine wood, and ivory.  
 
15 Ibid., 29.  
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(i.e. the outer court), the agencies of the inner court answered only to the emperor and thus 

boasted immense autonomy and power of administration.  

It was not sufficient, however, for the academy to have an administrative home. They 

also needed an internal hierarchy by which to appoint ranks, titles, and salaries. Entry-level 

painters who had performed well enough to win the emperor’s attention were given titles of 

positions within the Work Project Office 營繕所, a sub-division of the Ministry of Works 工部. 

When a painter had advanced further, his titles transitioned to those of positions in the 

Embroidered Uniform Guard 錦衣衛, an elite inner-court agency that served as the personal 

security force for the throne.16 Although the Embroidered Uniform Guard was an inner-court 

agency, its titles and rank system were akin to those of the various military units.17 Within the 

Embroidered Uniform Guard court painters could be promoted through ten stages of 

advancement, ranging from positions graded at the 6b through 2a levels.18 Despite the fact that 

some court painters carried titles from the Embroidered Uniform Guard, their day-to-day 

activities bore no relationship to those men who served in this security force and who were not 

painters. In other words, the painters’ titles were positions in name and rank only.  

Bestowing high-ranking court painters with this honor had many advantages. It allowed 

the emperor to integrate court painters into a system that mimicked the structure of the Ming 

 
16 Ibid., 106-108. There were, of course, some exceptions to this practice, but the occasional appearance of different 
titles was likely due to a painter’s having some special status or background. For example, some painters carried 
titles associated with other military units, indicating that they had come from families that belonged to those units. 
The first painter to be given status in the Embroidered Uniform Guard was Xu Ying 徐英 in 1404 (永樂 2).  
 
17 For a recent study of the Embroidered Uniform Guard see Caose Fengyan, Huangdi shenbian ren 001: Jinyi wei 
(Taipei: Taihai chuban she, 2017).  
 
18 After the middle of the Jiajing period (1522-66), court painters largely ceased to receive appointments in the 
Embroidered Uniform Guard. Instead, they were given nominal titles from the civil bureaucracy. See Shan and 
Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 106-107.  
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military units. This permitted painters to pass their titles and benefits to their sons in a hereditary 

fashion, as was the custom for military officers, ensuring a constant stream of artists to fill the 

court’s needs. The fact that the Embroidered Uniform Guard was not a military agency, but an 

agency of the inner court, meant that painters could be recruited and promoted entirely at the 

discretion of the emperor and his trusted eunuchs in the Directorate of Imperial Accoutrements. 

Because court painters carried the same titles assigned to members of the emperor’s personal 

body guard, they also had unfettered access to the emperor, an important consideration for those 

who instructed the emperor in painting or who frequently painted in the imperial presence.19 

Although Ming court painters are famously associated with the Embroidered Uniform Guard, it 

must be emphasized that the vast majority of Ming academy painters carried no title or rank 

throughout their careers.20  

As Hou-mei Sung has shown, many Ming court painters hailed from military or civilian 

artisan backgrounds.21 Painters entered the court through recommendation by well-placed civil 

officials or with the support of powerful eunuchs. One of the defining features of the Ming 

academy is the fact that the fates of painters were heavily influenced by the notorious direct 

imperial decree 傳奉 system. This system did not originate with the Chenghua emperor, but it 

was frequently employed by him. Direct imperial decree by the emperor enabled powerful 

eunuchs and other officials to bypass the ministries of the outer court in determining promotions 

 
19 Zhao, Mingdai huayuan yanjiu, 104-106. Zhao notes that the bestowal of military titles on court painters was not a 
Ming innovation, but had also existed as a practice in the Tang (618-907) and Song (960-1279) dynasties.  
 
20 I thank Professor Zhao Jing for bringing this point to my attention during our discussion at Zhejiang University in 
March 2018.  
 
21 Sung, Unknown World of the Ming Court Painters, 35-58. See also Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 
111.  
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or demotions.22 Entries from the Xianzong shilu demonstrate that this was the method by which 

court painters were promoted and demoted en masse, granted inheritable privileges, and 

approved for retirement. In light of this information, it is clear that despite their humble origins, 

court painters in general, and titled painters in particular, served entirely at the pleasure of the 

inner court and the emperor.  

By at least the Tianshun reign (1457-64), the physical footprint of the painting academy 

was located at the Renzhi Hall 仁智殿, a building situated behind the Wuying Hall 武英殿 on 

the western side of the central Fengtian Hall 奉天殿 and courtyard in the Forbidden City (Fig. 

3.4). This is where the majority of the Ming court painters practiced their craft, and the function 

of the building was primarily devoted to their activities.23 The Wenhua Hall 文華殿 and the 

Wuying Hall, pendant complexes on the east and west of the Fengtian Gate 奉天門, respectively, 

were also locations to which higher-level court painters were assigned, though each of these 

buildings served important roles outside of the academy.24 As we will recall from Chapter One, 

Shōun’s account of the 1453 Hōtoku delegation reported that the delegation staff advanced as far 

as the Fengtian Gate on multiple occasions. The Renzhi Hall, headquarters of the painting 

academy, was located just over the western wall of the plaza between the Fengtian Gate and the 

 
22 Zhao, Mingdai huayuan yanjiu, 125-126.  
 
23 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 40-43.  
 
24 Ibid., 43. In these two halls the emperor convened with his ministers and the empress granted audience to the 
wives of officials. Additionally, each hall also had more specialized functions. Shan and Zhao speculate that un-
ranked or entry-level painters worked in the Renzhi Hall, whereas only those of Embroidered Uniform Guard status 
served in the Wuying and Wenhua halls.  See Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 52-53.  
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Fengtian Hall and thus in close proximity to the area in the palace most frequented by the 

Japanese delegations. Sesshū’s apprenticeship in the academy likely occurred in this hall.25  

Various textual sources shed light on the painters of the Chenghua academy. Lin Luo 林

洛, courtesy name 字 Shi Zhan時詹, was a landscapist who hailed from Putian County 莆田縣, 

Fujian. According to Minshu (Book of Min) 閩書,Lin was summoned to the court in 1462 (天順

6), and at the beginning of the Chenghua reign (ca. 1465) was given official status and 

appointment to the Renzhi Hall. Min Daji (Great Record of Min) 閩大記 further relates that he 

retired at seventy years of age. We can thus conclude that Lin Luo was in the academy when 

Sesshū was in Beijing from 1468 to 1469.26  In the same year, the imperial academy also 

recruited Lin Luo’s fellow townsman Xu Boming 許伯明, who specialized in birds, flowers, 

rocks, and bamboo.27  

Zhan Linning 詹林寧, courtesy name Bitai 必泰, was yet another Fujian native in the 

early Chenghua academy. It has been widely noted that the Ming academy was dominated by 

painters from Zhejiang and Fujian. The Chenghua academy, in particular, seems to have been 

highly populated by painters from Fujian. Minshu records that Zhan Linning entered the 

academy during the Tianshun reign (1457-64) and that in 1465 (成化元年) he received the title 

 
25 Professor Zhao Jing has alerted me to the existence of an otherwise unknown court painter named Zou Bangzhen
奏邦楨 who painted a portrait for a Korean diplomat at the Government Office of the Jade Canal玉河官舍 in 1627 
(天啓 7). The name “Government Office of the Jade Canal” is likely a reference to the Southern Guesthouse in 
Beijing, where Sesshū and the Ōnin delegation also stayed. The case of Zou Bangzhen indicates that court painters 
may also have interacted with members of visiting delegations at the official guesthouses. See Zhao Jing, “Mingdai 
gongting huajia de gouchen,” Meishu yanjiu 172 (2017): 21.   
 
26 Mu, Mingdai yuanti zhepai shiliao, 40-41.  
 
27 Ibid., 41.  
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Crafts Institute Vice Commissioner 文思院副使 and an appointment to the Renzhi Hall.28 Like 

Lin Luo and Xu Boming, Zhan Linning was serving in the Renzhi Hall while Sesshū was an 

apprentice in the academy.  

Unfortunately, there are no attributable extant paintings by these three Fujian artists. 

Zhan Linning is mentioned in the Qing text Peiwen zhai shuhua pu (Record of Paintings and 

Calligraphy in the Peiwen Studio) 佩文齋書畫譜 as excelling in landscape compositions with 

figures and pavilions 山川樓閣人物之類  for which he used light and dark shades of ink to 

render atmospheric perspective 遠近濃淡.29 The specificity of this comment, particularly the 

identification of landscapes with pavilions and figures, calls to mind the compositions of the 

Yuan dynasty professional painter Sun Junze 孫君澤 (act. first half of 13th century). Extant 

paintings by Sun indicate that his style was an amalgamation of motifs and techniques associated 

with the Southern Song court painters Ma Yuan 馬遠 (act. ca. 1160- after 1225) and Xia Gui 夏

珪 (act. ca. 1195-1230). Sun Junze’s approach was distinct from the Song tradition in including 

large foreground figures and ornate architecture. As I will discuss in part four of this chapter, the 

various artistic means through which Ming academy painters revived and altered Song 

academicism would play a central role in Sesshū’s training at the court. Even in the absence of 

extant works, the documentary record concerning Zhan Linning suggests that he practiced a neo-

academicism that was associated with the Southern Song academy.  

There are other verifiable Chenghua academy painters for whom paintings do exist 

testifying to the popularity of Song academicism in the mid-century academy. The most 

 
28 Ibid., 40.  
 
29 Wang Yuanqi et al., Peiwen zhai shuhua pu, vol. 56, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 821 (Taipei: Taiwan 
shangwu yinshu guan, 1986), 399 (26b-27a).  
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important among these painters was Xia Kui 夏葵 (act. 15th century). The Yingzong shilu reveals 

that Xia Kui, courtesy name Tinghui 廷暉,entered the court in the fifth month of 1460 (天順 4) 

and that he was from an artisan background.30 Xia Kui and his brother Xia Zhi 夏芷 (act. 15th 

century) were both pupils of the great early Ming professional painter Dai Jin 戴進 (1388-

1462).31 Like their teacher, the Xia brothers hailed from Qiantang and were raised in the 

professional painting tradition of Zhejiang. After the demise of the Southern Song academy, the 

artistic legacies of Ma Yuan and Xia Gui were perpetuated by professional painters in Hangzhou, 

foremost among them Sun Junze.32 Xia Kui’s sole extant works, Visiting Dai Kui on a Snowy 

Night雪夜訪戴逵圖 and Watching the Waterfall  觀瀑圖 (both in the Art Institute of Chicago, 

Fig. 3.5) indicate that Xia was an academy painter who practiced Song academic revivalism.  

In these two paintings Xia Kui combined mountain, rock, tree, and foliage forms derived 

from Ma-Xia paintings with liberal ink wash and translucent coloration. The compositions are 

rendered in a gentle hand that displays neither the terseness of line and form found in authentic 

works by Ma Yuan and Xia Gui, nor the crystalline precision of those that characterize the 

 
30 Li Xian, Chen Wen, and Pengshi, Yingzong rui huangdi shilu, vol. 315 (乙巳 day) (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiu lishi 
yuyan yanjiu suo, 1966), 6595 (6a).  
 
31 It is unclear whether or not Xia Kui’s brother, Xia Zhi, was a court painter. He is known to have collaborated with 
Li Zai and Ma Shi on a handscroll illustrating Tao Yuanming’s Homecoming Ode (Liaoning Prefectural Museum). 
Huashi huiyao (Essentials of Painting History) 畫史繪要 identifies Xia Zhi as a pupil of Dai Jin but does not touch 
upon his court career. According to Lang Ying’s account of Dai Jin, after Dai Jin’s paintings were rejected at court, 
Xia Zhi and Dai Jin stole Buddhist ordination certificates and fled home to Hangzhou. Ming hualu (Record of Ming 
Painting) 明畫錄 further relates that Xia Zhi died young. See Mu, Mingdai yuanti zhepai shiliao, 72, and Mary Ann 
Rogers, “Visions of Grandeur: The Life and Art of Dai Jin,” in Painters of the Great Ming: The Imperial Court and 
the Zhe School, ed. Richard Barnhart, with essays by Mary Ann Rogers and Richard Stanley-Baker, exh. cat. 
(Dallas: Dallas Museum of Art, 1993), 141.  
 
32 Richard Barnhart notes that Xia Wenyan’s Tuhui baojian (Precious Mirror of Painting) 圖繪寶鑑 includes a list 
of at least seven professional landscapists who were followers of Ma Yuan and Xia Gui after the fall of the Song. 
The only painter among these for whom a body of extant works remains, however, is Sun Junze. See Richard 
Barnhart, “The Foundations of Ming Painting: A Lost Horizon: Painting in Hangzhou After the Fall of the Song,” in 
Painters of the Great Ming: The Imperial Court and the Zhe School, 25.  
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paintings of Sun Junze. Another painting titled Facing the Moon 對月圖 (National Palace 

Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.6) may also represent Xia Kui’s hand as it displays the same qualities of 

form and brushwork.33 Xia Kui’s paintings provide rare insight into the nature of Song academic 

revival as it was undertaken by painters who were active at the court while Sesshū was in 

Beijing. As such, these paintings will be important benchmarks for charting the stylistic origins 

of Sesshū’s Four Seasons.  

Zhou Wenjing 周文靖 (act. 15th century), courtesy name Shuli 叔理, also entered the 

Ming academy with Xia Kui in 1460.34 Zhou is an example of a court painter who came to the 

academy from outside the artisan class. He first held a position in the court as a Yinyang School 

Geomancer 陰陽學訓術. This background explains why Zhou entered the academy with a 

higher-level stipend than Xia Kui, who came from an artisan background.35 Like Lin Luo, Xu 

Boming, and Zhan Linning, Zhou Wenjing came from Fujian and was likely serving in the 

Renzhi Hall when Sesshū was in the academy.36 Although Zhou Wenjing has long been 

identified as a Xuande academy painter, the Yingzong shilu demonstrates that he first entered the 

academy in 1460 and that he was active in the Tianshun (1457-64) and Chenghua reigns (1465-

87).37  

 
33 This painting has historically been attributed to Ma Yuan. Richard Barnhart has advocated for the work’s 
reattribution to Xia Kui or a painter in his circle. See Barnhart, “Introduction: The Ming Academy and the Zhe 
School,” in Painters of the Great Ming: The Imperial Court and the Zhe School, 14.  
 
34 Li et al., Yingzong rui huangdi shilu, vol. 315 (乙巳 day), 6595 (6a).  
 
35 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 86.  
 
36 This observation is based upon Zhou’s signature on the painting Zhou Maoshu Gazing at Water Lilies (collection 
unknown). The signature dates the painting to 1463 (天順 7) and indicates that at the time Zhou was serving in the 
Renzhi Hall.  
 
37 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 224.  
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A handful of extant works can be attributed to Zhou based upon the presence of his 

signatures and seals.38 Among these, Zhou Maoshu Gazing at Waterlilies周茂叔望蓮圖  

(collection unknown, Fig. 3.7), dated to 1463, and A Celebration of the New Year 歳朝圖

(Shanghai Museum, Fig. 3.8) convey Zhou’s purist approach to Southern Song revivalism. James 

Cahill has even written of the former painting, “It is an impressively old-fashioned work, which, 

if it lacked the dated inscription, would doubtless be assigned by its style to an earlier 

period…The forms of the picture are incompletely defined and suggestive, their contours 

subdued… the artist paints as if nothing of significance had occurred in this style between the 

Southern Song and 1463.”39 Although Zhou Wenjing’s paintings are distinguished by a 

particularly lyrical quality that aligns them with the painting traditions of Xia Gui and Ma Yuan, 

there are distinctive characteristics that mark the paintings as products of the fifteenth century. 

Like Xia Kui’s paintings, Zhou’s extant works help clarify how Chenghua academy painters 

reimagined the stylistic legacy of the Southern Song masters, a matter of great relevance for 

Sesshū’s academy project, Landscapes of the Four Seasons.  

The popularity of styles associated with Ma Yuan and Xia Gui at the Chenghua academy 

is further hinted at in the documentary record concerning the painter Ni Duan 倪端 (act. 15th 

century). Ni Duan, courtesy name Zhongzheng 仲正, came from a military family in the Imperial 

Insignia Guard 金吾衛. Like Zhou Wenjing, Ni Duan has commonly been mistaken as a Xuande 

academy painter. Ni’s activity at the Ming court spanned the late Zhengtong (1435-49) to 

 
38 For a full list of paintings attributed to Zhou Wenjing see Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 224. 
 
39 Cahill, Parting at the Shore, 53.  
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Zhengde reigns (1506-21).40 Although Ni Duan’s name is not nearly as familiar today as those of 

Dai Jin or Li Zai, he was one of the highest-ranked court painters in the history of the Ming 

academy.41 By the time Sesshū arrived in Beijing, Ni Duan was already a middle-ranking painter 

in the Embroidered Uniform Guard. His rise through the ranks via direct imperial decree was 

meteoric, reflecting his high standing in the eyes of the Chenghua emperor.  

The late Ming text Huashi huiyao (Essentials of Painting History) 畫史會要 relates that 

in landscape painting Ni Duan studied Ma Yuan.42 Ni’s extant works do not reflect this stylistic 

inclination with the same concision or eloquence as the paintings by Xia Kui and Zhou Wenjing. 

Nevertheless, Ni’s Liu Biao Inviting the Recluse Pan Degong to Leave the Mountain 聘龐圖 

(The Palace Museum, Beijing, Fig. 3.9) exhibits some traces of Ma Yuan’s style in the 

silhouetted needle peak at right, the graceful lines of the pine at bottom-left, and the 

concentration of motifs in one-corner of the composition. In the clear individuation of foliage 

and the densely applied small axe-cut strokes in the foreground and middle-ground rockery, 

however, there is more of Li Tang’s 李唐 (ca. 1070s – 1150s) legacy than that of Ma Yuan in 

Ni’s painting. I will reserve further discussion of this point for part four of the chapter. Here it 

suffices to note that the style of Li Tang and his followers, the Yan brothers (Yan Ciping 閻次平 

[act. ca. 1160s -80s] and Yan Ciyu 閻次于 [act. ca. 1160s -80s]), constituted a primary pillar of 

Song revivalism at the Ming court. This element of fifteenth-century academy style would also 

have a profound effect on Sesshū’s painting.  

 
40 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 263. The first appearance of Ni Duan’s name in the Ming shilu is 
from 1456 when he was appointed to Company Commander in the Embroidered Uniform Guard 錦衣衛百戸. 
 
41 Ibid., 264. In 1485 (成化 21) the Chenghua emperor promoted Ni Duan to the lofty rank of  Guard Commander in 
the Embroidered Uniform Guard 錦衣衛指揮使.  
 
42 Mu, Mingdai yuanti zhepai shiliao, 29.  
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In the field of animal and avian subjects, Zhou Quan 周全 (d. 1487) and Yin Xie 殷偕 

(act. ca. 1430s -1504) were the stars of the Chenghua academy while Sesshū was in Beijing. 

Zhou Quan, a specialist in horse painting (Fig. 3.10) and an adopted son of the powerful 

Vietnamese eunuch Jin Ying 金英 (1394-1456), entered the academy before 1456 (景泰 7) and 

served until 1486 (成化 22).43 The bird-and-flower painter Yin Xie belonged to a family of 

whom three generations served as Ming court painters.44 Like Ni Duan, the Yin clan painters 

came from a military family in the Front Guard Unit of the Imperial Garrison府軍前衛. In 1460 

(天順 4) Yin Xie inherited his father Yin Shan’s 殷善 (act. ca. 1410s-1460s) title of Vice 

Commander指揮同知 and remained active at the court until 1504 (弘治 17). When Sesshū was 

in the capital, Yin Xie was already a high-ranking member of the academy.  

Yin Xie’s Flowers and Birds 花鳥圖 (Nanjing University, Fig. 3.11) is an illuminating 

comparison to Sesshū’s Birds and Flowers of the Four Seasons四季花鳥図 screens (Kyōto 

National Museum, Fig. 3.12). The composition of Yin Xie’s painting features the curved trunk of 

a Chinese pear-leaf crabapple, its bleached white roots clinging like claws to a cluster of rocks in 

the foreground. Abutting the tree, a small waterfall cascades from a cleft in the mountain. The 

mountain is defined only on the right side of the composition by a wall of rock, its upper limits 

ascending beyond the top edge of the painting. Several species of birds engage in cacophonous 

dialogue with one another among the branches and fruit.  

 
43 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 236-237. Zhou Quan’s name first appears in the Ming shilu in 1456 
when he was appointed to Company Commander in the Embroidered Uniform Guard 錦衣衛白戶. In 1486 the 
Chenghua emperor permitted Zhou’s nephew to inherit his rank.  
 
44 Hou-mei Sung, “The Three Yin Masters of the Ming Court: Yin Shan, Yin Xie and Yin Hong,” Artibus Asiae 58, 
no. 1/2 (1998): 95, and Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 230-231.  
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The arrangement of this scene resonates with the vignette that occupies the first two 

panels of the right-hand screen of Sesshū’s painting (Fig. 3.13). In his screens, Sesshū reversed 

the placement of the tree and waterfall in Yin Xie’s painting and exchanged the fruit tree for an 

aged pine. The central magpie of Yin Xie’s work becomes a red-crested crane in Sesshū’s 

screen, its crimson cap echoed in the striking red color of the nearby camellia blossoms. Both 

scenes share the dramatic technique of compositional cropping such that neither the mountain 

backdrops nor the twisting trunks are seen in their entirety, creating a sense that the viewer is in 

close proximity to the avian protagonists and sheltered by the overhanging boughs. The 

treatment of the gnarled trunks with their clearly delineated contours, shaded along the edges to 

create a sense of volume, is also similar in the two works. Both Yin Xie and Sesshū used 

emphatic, large axe-cut strokes to render the sheer surface of the rocks and applied white and 

colored pigment thickly to allow the birds, fruits, and flowers to stand-out against the 

monochromatic palette of their natural setting.   

A similar painting, Flowers and Birds 花鳥圖 (Yabumoto Kōzō collection), by Yin Xie’s 

son Yin Hong 殷宏 (1460s-1520s) reveals that the cropped waterfall and tree combination was a 

favored compositional device among the Yin family painters (Fig. 3.14). Yin Hong’s painting is 

an even closer comparison to the corresponding vignette in Sesshū’s screen. As in Yin Hong’s 

painting, the waterfall of Sesshū’s work is seen partially through the dramatic curve of the trunk. 

The protruding and pointed edge of the overhanging cliff occupies a second layer of 

compositional space between the pine and waterfall. This layering of motifs creates a complex 

field of intersecting vectors that ultimately flattens the pictorial plane and negates any 

naturalistic perception of depth. The schematic and regularized treatment of the axe-cut strokes 

on the foreground rock in Yin Hong’s painting betray the early sixteenth-century origins of the 
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work. Nevertheless, in light of the existence of Yin Xie’s painting, we can hypothesize that 

Sesshū’s approach to bird-and-flower painting was informed by the Yin clan’s interpretation of 

the genre.   

  With the exception of Li Zai 李在 and Zhang Qi 張玘 (act. 15th century), both of whom 

will be addressed in part three below, the above discussion has enumerated the main members of 

the Chenghua academy during Sesshū’s stay in Beijing. While the landscape masters are of most 

relevance to Sesshū’s training in the academy, I have here sought to demonstrate the potential 

influence of the bird-and-flower painter Yin Xie on Sesshū’s expositions in the genre. This 

discussion has also shown that among the Chenghua academy painters as a whole there was a 

marked interest in Song revivalism, a phenomenon that would have important implications for 

Sesshū’s Four Seasons and for the future trajectory of Sesshū’s stylistic maturation. While the 

Song academy loomed large in the artistic consciousness of the Chenghua academy painters, my 

analysis of Sesshū’s Four Seasons indicates that the stylistic profile of the Chenghua academy 

was more heterogenous than the emphasis upon Song revivalism would suggest. Before 

embarking on that topic, however, let us first consider the remaining Chenghua academy painters 

Li Zai and “Chang Yousheng” with whom Sesshū claimed to have studied. 

 

III. Li Zai and “Famous Chang” 

 

In the absence of conflicting historical fact, there is no reason to doubt that Sesshū 

studied directly with Li Zai and “Chang Yousheng 長有聲” at the Chenghua academy. The 

intentionality with which Sesshū stated this fact in his 1495 preface is self-evident, for he wrote, 

“[I] studied with [them] (i.e. Li Zai and Chang Yousheng) and [they] transmitted the techniques 
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of color and ink [to me] 相隨傳設色之旨，破墨之法兮.” In Sesshū’s preface, the expression 

“to follow 相隨” does not imply to abstractly “follow” in the sense that he modeled his style on 

their paintings, but rather that he accompanied them in mastering these techniques. Furthermore, 

it is not necessary to strictly associate Sesshū’s mastery of coloration and ink with each painter, 

respectively.45 It is probable that Sesshū used these terms to indicate the range of painting 

technique he learned under their tutelage. Similarly, Sesshū’s invocation of these two painters’ 

names does not preclude his interaction with other painters in the academy. Li Zai and “Chang 

Yousheng” were undoubtedly prominent representatives of the academy during Sesshū’s 

apprenticeship and therefore warranted special mention in his text. The veracity of Sesshū’s 

testimony thus hinges upon clarifying the possibility that Li Zai was active in the Chenghua 

reign (1465-87) and illuminating the potential identity of the heretofore mysterious “Chang 

Yousheng”.    

Like so many of the other Chenghua painters, Li Zai, courtesy name Yizheng 以政, was a 

native of Fujian. Historical sources pertaining to Li Zai are vague regarding his period of activity 

as a painter.46 Like Dai Jin, Li’s name does not appear in the Ming shilu, a circumstance that by 

no means rules out his identity as a court painter but which does render ambiguous the 

chronology of his career at the court. The Huashi huiyao and Ming hualu report that Li Zai was 

recruited into the academy during the reign of the Xuande emperor (1426-35).47 As we have 

 
45 Watada Minoru has previously made this point. See Watada Minoru, “Sesshū nyūmin: Hitori no gasō ni okotta 
tokushu na jiken,” Bijutsu kenkyū 381 (2004): 11.  
 
46 In a two-part article, Shimada Hidemasa has extensively reviewed the primary sources for Li Zai’s biography. See 
Shimada Hidemasa, “Risai ni tsuite: Denki hen,” Kokka 1278 (2002): 5-15.  
 
47 Zhu Mouyin, Huashi huiyao, vol. 4, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 816 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu 
guan, 1986), 525 (21a), and Xu Mi, Ming hualu, vol. 2, in Mingdai zhuanji congkan 72 (Taipei: Mingwen shuju, 
1991), 45.  
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witnessed in the case of Zhou Wenjing and Ni Duan, however, later texts were frequently 

mistaken in their assignment of painters to the Xuande academy.  

One Ming writer and official, Lu Shen 陸深 (1477-1544), does imply that Li Zai was a 

court painter of the Xuande era. In his Chunfeng tang suibi (Jottings of the Spring Breeze 

Pavilion) 春風堂隨筆 Lu wrote, “Among the painters of our dynasty, Dai Jin of Qiantang was 

the greatest. Xuanmiao (i.e. the Xuande emperor) enjoyed painting and was blessed by heaven 

with skill in painting. Painters-in-attendance of the time included Xie Tingxun (i.e. Xie Huan), 

Ni Duan, Shi Rui, and Li Zai, all of whom are renowned 本朝畫手當以錢唐戴文進為第一，宣

廟喜繪事，御製天縱。一時待詔有謝廷循、倪端、石鋭、李在皆有名.”48  

Another account of Dai Jin’s life composed by the Ming collector Lang Ying 郎瑛 

(1487-1566) differs, however, in situating Li Zai in the generation of painters who followed Dai 

Jin. In his Qixiu leigao (Manuscript of Seven Categories) 七修類稿 Lang recounted, “After the 

master’s (i.e. Dai Jin) passing, there were several scores of people who were celebrated for their 

painting skill: Li Zai’s and Zhou Chen’s landscapes, Lin Liang’s and Lü Ji’s avian subjects, Du 

Jin’s and Wu Wei’s figures… 先生歿後，顯顯以畫名世者，無慮數十。李在、周臣之山

水，林良、呂紀之翎毛，杜菫、呉偉之人物…”49 Dai Jin died in 1462 (天順 6), thus Lang’s 

identification of Li Zai as a prominent painter after Dai’s death places Li’s prime period of 

activity after the Xuande period.  

 
48 Lu Shen, Yanshan waiji, vol. 5, in Siku tiyao zhulu congshu, zibu 34 (Beijing: Beijing chuban she, 2010), 31 (1a). 
 
49 Lang Ying, Qixiu leigao, vol. 6 (of Qixiu xugao), in Yuan guoli Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 534 
(Beijing: Guojia tushu guan chuban she, 2013), 387 (12a).  
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A collaborative handscroll by Li Zai, Ma Shi 馬軾, and Xia Zhi 夏芷 on the theme of 

Tao Yuanming’s Homecoming Ode 歸去來辭 (Liaoning Prefectural Museum, Fig. 3.15) has 

further complicated our understanding of the chronology of Li Zai’s career. On the fifth scene of 

the nine-scene handscroll Li Zai signed his composition and included a stem-branch date of 

jiachen 甲辰. In the fifteenth century, the years 1424 (永樂 22) and 1484 (成化 20) both had this 

designation, indicating that Li and his colleagues collaborated either in the early decades or late 

decades of the century. Because of Li’s association with the Xuande academy from Lu Shen’s 

writing, as well as the perpetuation of this information in later Ming and Qing texts, scholars 

have tended to accept the 1424 date as more probable.50 Li’s primary identity as a Xuande 

academy painter has therefore led some scholars to doubt the possibility that he would have still 

been alive, or painting at the court, when Sesshū was in Beijing.51  

  The question is thus whether Li Zai was, in fact, a Xuande painter as Lu Shen claimed in 

his Chunfeng tang suibi. In his text, Lu Shen also listed Xie Huan, Ni Duan, and Shi Rui as 

“renowned” painters of the reign. Xie Huan 謝環, courtesy name Tingxun 廷循, likely entered 

the academy during the Yongle reign and was a favorite painter of the Xuande emperor. His 

prominence in the Xuande academy is without question and this fact can be corroborated by 

 
50 Kathleen Liscomb points out that Ming hualu states that Xia Zhi, a collaborator on the scroll, died young, thus 
making the 1484 date for Homecoming Ode dubious. She does acknowledge, however, that the paintings by the 
three artists may have been solicited at different times. See Kathlyn Liscomb, “A collection of Painting and 
Calligraphy Discovered in the Inner Coffin of Wang Zhen (d. 1495 CE),” Archives of Asian Art 47 (1994): 17-18. 
Shimada, on the other hand, believes that the 1484 date is possible if we accept that Li Zai was active in the period 
after Dai Jin. See Shimada, “Risai ni tsuite: Denki hen,” 11-12 
 
51 In recent times, the art historians Shimao Arata and Itakura Masa’aki have expressed this doubt. See Shimao 
Arata, “Sesshū to Mindai kaiga: Kiretsu to dōchō,” in Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 13, and Itakura Masa’aki, “Mingdai 
qianqi huatan yu Xuezhou,” in Mingdai Zhepai huihua guoji xueshu yantao hui lunwen ji, ed. Zhejiang sheng bowu 
guan (Hangzhou: Zhejiang renmin meishu chuban she, 2012), 285.  
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contemporary records.52 Lu Shen, however, inaccurately identified Ni Duan as a Xuande-era 

painter. As mentioned above, Ni Duan was born in the Xuande period and was first active in the 

capital in the late Zhengtong reign (i.e. 1448/1449). His name does not appear in the Yingzong 

shilu until 1456, and he remained at the academy until 1509. Given these dates, it is impossible 

that Ni Duan was a painter in the Xuande academy.53  

It is also highly unlikely that Shi Rui, the third painter listed along with Xie Huan and Ni 

Duan in Lu Shen’s account, was a Xuande academy painter. Shi Rui, courtesy name Yiming 以

明, was a native of Hangzhou, known for his expertise in blue-and-green landscapes. Several 

paintings by Shi Rui are known today, such as Landscape with Buildings and Figures 樓閣人物

山水圖 (private collection, Japan, Fig. 3.16).54 As Shimada Hidemasa has importantly noted, a 

painting titled Searching for Flowers 探花圖 (Hashimoto Taitsu collection, Japan, Fig. 3.17) 

bears Shi’s seals and can be dated to around 1469 (成化 5). Suzuki Kei identified the recipient of 

the painting as a man named Gu Yuqing 顧餘慶 (b.1441), who sat for the provincial-level exams 

in Zhejiang in 1469. Shi Rui made the painting to wish Gu luck in the exams. One of the three 

seals that Shi Rui impressed on this painting indicates that Shi was a ranked painter in the 

Embroidered Uniform Guard at the time he made the work for Gu Yuqing.55 If Shi Rui was 

 
52 For information about Xie Huan’s biography and his career in the Xuande academy see Hou-mei Sung, “From the 
Min-Che Tradition to the Che School (Part 2) Precursors of the Che School: Hsieh Huan and Tai Chin,” Gugong 
xueshu jikan 7 (1989): 1-2.  
 
53 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 262-265. In his article on Li Zai, Shimada also noted this 
discrepancy in Lu Shen’s account, but he cited only Ni Duan’s 1480 promotion as evidence of the painter’s activity. 
See Shimada, “Risai ni tsuite: Denki hen,” 12.  
 
54 For a list of paintings attributed to Shi Rui see Cahill, Parting at the Shore, 26.  
 
55 Suzuki Kei, Mindai kaiga shi kenkyū: Seppa (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigaku tōyō bunka kenkyū jo, 1968), 323. The seal 
in question, which reads “Jinyi wei zhihui 錦衣衛指揮,” could refer to three different ranks in the Embroidered 
Uniform Guard, making it difficult to ascertain Shi Rui’s actual rank.  
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active in the academy as late as 1469 it is improbable that he was a well-established painter in 

the Xuande academy. 

Therefore, I believe that Shimada Hidemasa is correct in questioning the authority of Lu 

Shen’s text as a reliable source of information for Li Zai’s identity as a Xuande academy 

painter.56 Lu Shen’s misapprehension of the period of activity of two of the three painters he 

enumerated along with Li Zai casts strong suspicion on his knowledge of the Ming academy and 

its painters. Lu’s status as an official in the court does not render the tenuousness of his 

knowledge regarding court painter’s implausible. The calligrapher and scholar-official Zhu 

Yunming 祝允明 (1461-1527), for example, inscribed a painting of fish by the Chenghua-era 

painter Liu Jie 劉節 (act. 15th century) and pondered, “[I] know Jie (i.e. Liu Jie) was a member 

of the court, but I do not know of which reign. I would guess either that of Xuande or Yingzong 

知節為官司人，未知何朝，意宣、英也.”57 Zhu clearly did not realize that the painter was 

man of his own time! 

 The remaining evidence concerning Li Zai supports the assertion that he was active well 

beyond the Xuande period. A stele consecrated in the fourth month of 1447 (正統 12) to 

commemorate the completion of a Daoist temple dedicated to Zhenwu 真武, the god of the 

north, is irrefutable evidence that Li Zai was not only still alive in the 1440s, but furthermore that 

he was still an active painter in the academy (Fig. 3.18). This temple was sponsored by the 

eunuch Wang Jin 王謹 (act. 15th century), who began construction on the site of his villa in 1443 

 
56 Shimada, “Risai ni tsuite: Denki hen,” 12.  
 
57 Zhu Yunming, Huaixing tangji, vol. 24, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1260 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu 
yinshu guan, 1986), 702 (18a-19b). I am grateful to Professor Zhao Jing of Zhejiang University for alerting me to 
this example.  
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(正統 8). At this time, Wang Jin was the Director of Imperial Accouterments 御用監太監, the 

agency that oversaw the painting academy, and thus he had the best human resources of the 

academy at his disposal. The 1447 stele includes the names of multiple court painters who were 

involved in the decoration of Wang Jin’s temple. Li Zai’s name appears etched into the stele 

alongside those of Xie Huan, Wan Qing 宛清, Zhang Jing 張靖, and Zhang Lun 張倫.58  

As Shan Guoqiang and Zhao Jing have noted, the 179 names etched into the stele were 

arranged according to their hierarchal status, with higher-ranking figures located in the center of 

the stele and lower-ranking figures occupying positions that spread laterally to the right and left 

from the center.59 In this schema, Xie Huan’s name is found four spaces closer to the center of 

the stele than Li Zai, whose name appears on the outer-right edge. In fact, Li Zai’s name is the 

last in the group of court painters, suggesting that he was the lowest ranking among them. The 

stele thus demonstrates that Li Zai was a relative junior in the academy vis-à-vis Xie Huan and 

the other painters who participated in Wang Jin’s temple project.60 Nevertheless, the fact that Li 

Zai was selected from the academy in the 1440s to work on the project, and that he is honored by 

name on the stele, is clear indication of his distinguished reputation in the academy.  

With regards to the dates of Li Zai’s activity, Itakura Masa’aki has also identified a poem 

that the official Yue Zheng岳正 (1418-72) composed for a painting by Li Zai around 1464 (正

統 9). Li Zai’s painting was in the possession of a man named Ye Sheng 葉盛 (1420-74) when 

 
58 Shan and Zhao were the first to publish this stele rubbing in connection to the Ming academy. See Shan and Zhao, 
Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 248-250.  
 
59 Ibid., 249.  
 
60 Sung proposes that Xie Huan died sometime after 1452. See Sung, “From the Min-Che Tradition to the Che 
School,” 2.  
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Yue Zheng wrote his verse. In Yue’s poem he referred to “caressing the ink of twenty-years ago 

摩挲二十年墨,” leading Itakura to conclude that Li Zai made the painting in the 1440s.61  

Furthermore, Li Zai is also represented by two paintings (Fig. 3.19) in a handscroll of 

paintings that was unearthed from the Ming merchant Wang Zhen’s 王鎮 (1424-95) tomb. 

Inscriptions within the scroll indicate that the paintings were likely solicited in 1446 (正統 11) 

during the occasion of a farewell gathering for a man named Zheng Jun 鄭均 (act. first half of 

the 15th century) as he was preparing to leave Beijing for his hometown in Jiangsu Province.62 

Both Yue Zheng’s poem and the tomb scroll paintings corroborate the 1447 stele in 

demonstrating that Li Zai was still busily engaged in painting in the mid to late 1440s.  

 If Li Zai were at his prime in the 1440s then it is entirely possible that he was still alive 

and working in the academy when Sesshū arrived in Beijing in late 1467. The Homecoming Ode 

scroll with its date of either 1424 or 1484 remains to be reconciled, but I propose that either date 

is possible given Li Zai’s confirmed period of activity. If he collaborated with Ma Shi and Xia 

Zhi on the painting in 1424, then Li Zai was likely a very young man at the time, perhaps in his 

early twenties. By 1447, when he was working at the Zhenwu temple, he would have been a 

middle-aged man in his forties. In 1467, Li would have been in his sixties, an academy veteran in 

a suitable position to mentor younger painters, including Sesshū.  

 Conversely, if Homecoming Ode was produced in 1484, then one may presume that in 

the 1440s Li was a relatively new member of the Zhengtong academy. By the 1460s he would 

 
61 Itakura, “Seika gadan to Sesshū,” in Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 16-17.  
 
62 Ibid., 17. Kathlyn Liscomb has written about the Wang Zhen tomb discoveries in her article “A collection of 
Painting and Calligraphy Discovered in the Inner Coffin of Wang Zhen (d. 1495 CE),” 6-34. A farmer discovered 
the tomb in 1982 in Huaian County, Jiangsu. The occupant of the tomb, Wang Zhen, was found with a total of 24 
paintings and one piece of calligraphy mounted as two scrolls under each of his armpits.  
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have been in his middle-age years. In the 1480s, as an elderly man, he collaborated with Ma Shi 

and Xia Zhi on the handscroll painting. This trajectory aligns with Lang Ying’s claim that Li was 

active in the generation after Dai Jin’s death in 1462. In the absence of further information about 

his artistic collaborators, Ma Shi and Xia Zhi, it is difficult to further refine the dating of the 

Homecoming Ode painting. Although Minghua lu states that Xia Zhi “died young 早逝,” this 

same text, as we have seen, is characterized by numerous inaccuracies regarding Ming court 

painters and is thus not sufficient evidence to rule out the 1484 date.63 Works by Xia Zhi are 

found in the Wang Zhen tomb handscroll, indicating that he was active at least until the 1440s.64  

The other collaborator on the Homecoming Ode scroll, Ma Shi, courtesy name Jingzhan 

敬瞻, was an Erudite of the Water Clock in the Directorate of Astronomy 欽天監漏刻博士. 

Shan and Zhao do not consider him to have been a member of the painting academy, as he never 

held any titles that would suggest that role, but he did evidently paint, sometimes in the company 

of court painters.65 In 1449 (正統 14) Ma Shi accompanied a military expedition to subdue 

rebellions in Guangdong Province, for which his skills in interpreting oracles proved efficacious, 

resulting in his promotion.66 Itakura has also identified a textual reference to Ma Shi in the 

collected writings of Yue Zheng, the author of the poem for Li Zai’s painting. In 1457 (天順元

年), when Yue was demoted to Vice Prefect of Qinzhou 欽州同知, Guangxi, Ma Shi was the 

 
63 For the record regarding Xia Zhi in Minghua lu see Mu, Mingdai yuanti zhepai shiliao, 72. 
 
64 Itakura, “Seika gadan to Sesshū,” in Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 17.  
 
65 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 129-130. Not only did Ma Shi work with Li Zai on the 
Homecoming Ode, but he was also among the painters who contributed to the paintings in the Wang Zhen tomb 
handscroll. See Liscomb, “A collection of Painting and Calligraphy Discovered in the Inner Coffin of Wang Zhen,” 
6-34.  
 
66 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 130.  
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only friend who bid Yue farewell with a poem.67 This clue thus confirms that Ma Shi was still 

alive, and active in Beijing, until the late 1450s. In conclusion, the confirmed dates of activity for 

Li Zai, Xia Zhi, and Ma Shi in the 1440s and 1450s all suggest that the Homecoming Ode 

painting could date to 1424 or 1484, and that neither date rules out the feasibility of Li Zai still 

being in the academy when Sesshū was in Beijing.  

The argument that Li was too elderly or could not have been in the academy for such a 

long duration simply does not stand up to historical fact. The Chenghua-era painter Ni Duan was 

in the academy for some sixty years.68 Yin Xie, another painter who was in the academy while 

Sesshū was in Beijing, served for at least forty-four years, and likely much longer if one includes 

the years before he inherited his father’s title in 1460.69 In summation, there is no evidence, even 

in the form of the Homecoming Ode painting, to demonstrate that Li Zai was not active in the 

Chenghua academy while Sesshū was in the capital. In fact, Li’s established dates of activity in 

the 1440s confirm the inherent tenuousness of Lu Shen’s assertion that he was a prominent 

Xuande academy painter and prove that Li was painting in the academy well beyond that early 

period.70 Indeed, Sesshū’s 1495 preface should be considered corroborating evidence in the 

debate concerning the length of Li Zai’s career.  

The identity of “Chang Yousheng,” the second painter Sesshū mentioned by name in his 

1495 preface, is a matter of greater speculation. It is quite probable that Sesshū mistakenly 

remembered and recorded the painter’s surname as “Chang 長”instead of  “Zhang 張,” a much 

 
67 Itakura, “Seika gadan to Sesshū,” in Mindai kaiga to Sesshū, 17.  
 
68 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 262-263.  
 
69 Ibid., 230-231.  
 
70 This argument is in alignment with Shimada’s assertion. See Shimada, “Risai ni tsuite: Denki hen,” 12.  
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more likely surname.71 The appellation “Yousheng 有聲” was not likely to have been Zhang’s 

name, but a descriptive term chosen by Sesshū to characterize the painter’s fame (“you sheng,” 

meaning “of repute”).72 It is doubtful that painter Zhang used the term “you sheng” as a 

sobriquet, which would have been unabashedly self-aggrandizing for a cultural context in which 

most such adopted names were self-effacing in nature. The simplest explanation is that after 

almost thirty years Sesshū could not fully remember the painter’s name, so he referred to him in 

his preface as “Famous Chang.”  

Yet another rationale for supposing that Sesshū mistakenly recorded the painter’s 

surname as “Chang” rather than “Zhang” is the fact that three generations of painters from the 

Zhang clan served the Ming painting academy at the highest levels in the Embroidered Uniform 

Guard. The Zhang clan came from a Shandong military artisan family. Altogether, Zhang Jing 張

靖 (act. late 14th- mid-15th century), Zhang Qi 張玘 (ca. 1439-1505), and Zhang Jin 張錦 (1450s 

-1520s) worked as painters in the academy from the Zhengtong (1435-49) to the Zhengde reigns 

(1506-21).73 The Tuhui baojian xuzuan (Sequel to Precious Mirror of Painting) 圖繪寶鑑續纂

reports that the Zhang family specialized in Buddhist and Daoist figural painting in the manner 

of the Tang master Wu Daozi 呉道子 (ca. 650-after 758). The lone extant work by Zhang Jin, 

 
71 “Chang 長” is a much less common surname than “Zhang 張.” Watada Minoru has also proposed that the painter 
was surnamed “Zhang.” See Watada, “Sesshū nyūmin,” 10-11.  
 
72 Ibid., 10.  
 
73 Hou-mei Sung introduced the Zhang clan and the only known painting by Zhang Jin in the Cincinnati Art 
Museum in her article “Rediscovering Zhang Jin and the Ming Painting Academy,” Archives of Asian Art 63, no. 2 
(2013): 179-187. Shan and Zhao also discuss the Zhang-family painters in their book Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 
247- 256.  
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Daoist Immoral Han Xiangzi Walking Across the Ocean 韓湘子渡海圖 (Cincinnati Art 

Museum, Fig. 3.20), reflects the Zhang clan’s expertise in the figure genre.  

Zhang Jing, the first of the Zhang clan to serve the court, was involved in the mural 

project at Fahai si 法海寺. His name is etched into a stele that was consecrated in the tenth 

month of 1443 (正統 8) to commemorate the construction of the temple.74 At the time that Zhang 

Jing was working at Fahai si he was probably an un-ranked member of the Ming academy. His 

name also appears on the 1447 stele at the Zhenwu temple built by the eunuch Wang Jin (Fig. 

3.21).75 Zhang’s name is located closer to the center of the stele than Li Zai, indicating that he 

was of higher standing in the academy at the time. The 1447 stele indicates that Zhang Jing and 

Li Zai must have known one another since they worked together on the Zhenwu temple project. 

Zhang Jing received his first ranked title of Battalion Commander in the Embroidered Uniform 

Guard 錦衣衛千戸 in 1456 (景泰 7).76 In that same year, Ni Duan and Zhou Quan, Sesshū’s 

fellow painters in the Chenghua academy, were promoted to Company Commander in the 

Embroidered Uniform Guard 錦衣衛百戸, one level junior to Zhang Jing. 

By 1477 (成化 13), Zhang Jing’s grandson, Zhang Qi, had been appointed Assistant 

Commander in the Embroidered Uniform Guard 錦衣衛指揮簽事. Zhang Qi rapidly advanced 

through the system by direct imperial decree, reflecting his status as one of the Chenghua 

emperor’s favorite painters. In 1484 (成化 20) Zhang Qi and Ni Duan were honored with the 

 
74 Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 248.  
 
75 Ibid., 249-250.  
 
76 Sung, “Rediscovering Zhang Jin,” 182. Sung writes that in 1485 (成化 21) Zhang Jing, the patriarch of the Zhang 
clan of painters, was still alive and demoted to a lower rank. Shan and Zhao, however, contest this interpretation, 
arguing that the painter of the same name who appears in the Xianzong shilu from that year must be a different 
person. See Shan and Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 253.  
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title Senior Commander in Chief in the Embroidered Uniform Guard 錦衣衛都指揮使, the 

highest rank ever bestowed on Ming academy painters. Although Zhang Qi suffered a demotion 

at the beginning of the Hongzhi emperor’s reign (1487-1505), he remained active in the academy 

until 1499 (弘治 12), at which time he retired and was replaced by his own son Zhang Jin.77   

Zhang Qi’s name first appears in the Xianzong shilu in 1477 (成化 13), but it is very 

likely that he was already in the academy in the early years of the Chenghua emperor’s reign. 

The Xianzong shilu reveals that Zhang Qi was born with the qualifications to inherit his father’s 

or grandfather’s military titles. Nothing is known of Zhang Qi’s father, the missing link between 

Zhang Jing and Zhang Qi. Shan and Zhao speculate that he may have died prematurely, and thus 

passed on his title to Zhang Qi at a young age. It is also possible that Zhang Qi inherited his first 

title directly from his grandfather Zhang Jing.78  

In light of the continuity and prominence of the Zhang clan in the fifteenth-century 

academy, I propose that Sesshū’s “Famous Chang” was none other than Zhang Qi, the second 

Zhang painter to serve the court in the Ming dynasty. When Sesshū arrived in Beijing in late 

1467, Zhang Qi was probably still a young man who had recently inherited his position in the 

Embroidered Uniform Guard. Zhang Qi surely knew Li Zai, as the latter had been a colleague 

and collaborator of Zhang Qi’s grandfather, Zhang Jing. The height of Zhang Qi’s fame came at 

the end of the Chenghua reign, but the fact that the young painter already had standing in the 

Embroidered Uniform Guard would have been sufficient to secure his reputation in the academy 

 
77 At the beginning of his reign, the Hongzhi emperor attempted to rectify the excesses of his father’s reign by 
implementing more stringent regulations regarding the promotion and demotion of officials by direct imperial 
decree. As a result of this policy, a large number of court painters, including Zhang Qi, were demoted. See Shan and 
Zhao, Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 254.  
 
78 Ibid., 253-254.  
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and in the eyes of Sesshū, accounting for Zhang’s designation in Sesshū’s 1495 preface as 

“Famous Chang.” Sesshū’s other instructor, Li Zai, had no such rank even though he was a 

considerably older man at the time.  

The only known extant painting by a member of the Zhang clan is Zhang Jin’s Daoist 

Immortal Han Xiangzi Walking Across the Ocean (see Fig. 3.20).79 In this painting, Zhang Jin 

rendered the immortal’s face with a sensitivity that reflects the Zhang masters’ training as 

portraitists.80 Compared to the calligraphic flurry of drapery and more schematic portrayal of 

faces seen in paintings by another Chenghua academy figural painter, Liu Jun 劉俊 (act. second 

half of 15th century), Zhang Jin’s use of contour lines is restrained and delicate. Similar qualities 

of refined execution characterize the mural paintings at Fahai si, an unsurprising observation 

given the fact that Zhang Jing, the patriarch of the Zhang clan, was involved in the temple 

project.  

To explore Sesshū’s exposure to the Zhang-family figural style, one can compare a 

distinctive painting by Sesshū titled God of Longevity Among Plum Blossoms 梅潜寿老図

(Tōkyō National Museum) with an image of Somachattra 月盖老人 from Fahai si (1443) and 

Zhang Jin’s later Daoist Immortal Han Xiangzi Walking Across the Ocean (Fig. 3.22). The 

protagonist in Sesshū’s God of Longevity Among Plum Blossoms is similar to the figure from the 

Fahai si mural in its iconography, portraying an aged man with a scraggily beard. Both works 

also display the same detailed and naturalistic approach to figural painting. Painted after the 

Fahai si murals and Sesshū’s God of Longevity Among Plum Blossoms, Zhang Jin’s Daoist 

 
79 Hou-mei Sung introduced this painting in her article “Rediscovering Zhang Jin,” 179-187.  
 
80 Ibid., 181-183. The entry for Zhang Jin in Tuhui baojian xuzuan notes that Zhang Jin’s great-great grandfather, 
Zhang Jing, was especially skilled in portraits.  
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Immortal Han Xiangzi Walking Across the Ocean seems to represent a later phase in the same 

tradition. The Daoist immortal’s face in Zhang Jin’s work, etched with fine lines to express 

wrinkles, recalls the sensitive treatment of facial features in the Fahai si paintings and in 

Sesshū’s composition. The masterful execution of such challenging features as the eyes and 

hands in each of these three works lends the figures an intensity of expression and elegance of 

bearing that is suggestive of a common stylistic tradition.   

Zhang Qi’s impressive rank and lineage and Li Zai’s veteran status made them ideal 

representatives of the Chenghua academy in Sesshū’s 1495 preface. When Jin Shi, Sesshū’s 

Ningbo contact, was at the imperial college in Beijing between 1441 and 1448, Li Zai and Zhang 

Jing were in the prime of their careers, painting for imperial temple projects and in other non-

official contexts. In this same period, Jin Shi was appointed to the Wenhua Hall, one of the three 

locations where court painters carried out their work. It is thus not farfetched to suppose that Jin 

Shi himself knew these painters and was involved in Sesshū’s introduction to the court.  

In Chapter Two I have already noted that Jin Shi was a friend of the acclaimed bamboo 

painter and scholar-official Xia Chang. Xia Chang was a close friend of Dai Jin, whose pupil Xia 

Kui entered the academy shortly before Sesshū arrived in Beijing. Through these various 

connections therefore we gain a clearer picture of the social forces that coalesced within and 

across different cultural settings to make Sesshū’s unique opportunities in China possible. The 

potential interconnectedness of Sesshū’s social network in China contributes to a growing body 

of evidence that, as Stephen Little has written of the professional painter Qiu Ying 仇英 (ca. 

1494-ca. 1552), “the lack of clear boundaries between social classes and different schools of 

painting” in the early to middle Ming dynasty “points to a considerably more complex reality 
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than many conventional art histories of the period would have us believe.”81 It is apparent, for 

example, that various early Ming court painters, including Dai Jin and Li Zai, were capable of 

painting in what have traditionally been characterized as “amateur” modes and that they engaged 

with members of the scholar-official class through communal gatherings and poetic composition. 

One must therefore consider the possibility that Sesshū’s access to the realm of professional 

painting at the court in Beijing was facilitated by his literati contacts and that his own 

consciousness of Ming painting was informed by a broad understanding of painting modes that 

transcended the artificial dichotomies of professional versus amateur, or court painter versus 

literati painter.  

In the final section below, I analyze Sesshū’s Landscapes of the Four Seasons to reveal 

how Sesshū’s immersion in the Chenghua academy would profoundly shape his work in the 

landscape genre. In the mid-fifteenth century, the Chenghua academy was populated by painters 

whose painting practice was informed by a diverse range of styles and techniques, marked both 

by revivalism and innovation. It was this artistic environment that laid the foundation for 

Sesshū’s future artistry.  

 

IV. Landscapes of the Four Seasons  

 

In Sesshū’s oeuvre, Landscapes of the Four Seasons (hereafter Four Seasons) are the 

most eloquent testimony of the painter’s exposure to Chinese court painting of the fifteenth 

century (see Fig. 3.1). Not only do each of the four hanging scrolls have a striking signature – 

“Tōyō, the Zen monk from Japan日本禅人等楊” – demonstrating that Sesshū painted them 

 
81 Stephen Little, ed., Where the Truth Lies: The Art of Qiu Ying, exh. cat. (Los Angeles; London: Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art; Prestel Publishing Ltd., 2020), 27.  
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outside his homeland, but they also bear two Chinese collectors’ seals that originated in Ming 

prince households.82 A dated inscription written on the dowel of the winter scene, discovered 

during conservation in 2000, reveals that the set had been brought to Japan by 1689 (元禄 2).83  

The Four Seasons are so distinctive in the context of Muromachi painting that in the 

early decades of the twentieth century scholars were unsure of their country of origin. The early 

twentieth-century compendiums of Japanese art Shinbi taikan (Selected Relics of Japanese Art) 

新美大観 and Tōyō bijutsu taikan (Masterpieces Selected from the Fine Arts of the East) 東洋

 
82 As early as 1922, scholars knew of the existence of one of the collector’s seals on Sesshū’s Four Seasons. This 
was the Guangze wang fu zhenwan 光澤王府珍玩 (Precious Ornament of the Household of the Prince of Guangze) 
seal. As Stephen Allee, associate curator for Chinese painting and calligraphy at the Freer Gallery, has shown, 
Guangze was a minor hereditary princedom during the Ming dynasty, which existed from 1487 until 1610, and was 
subordinate to the Prince of Liao 遼王. The first Prince of Guangze was Zhu Chongrang 朱寵瀼 (r. 1487-1546). He 
was enfeoffed by his father, Prince of Liao Zhu Enji 朱恩鑙 (r.1480-95), with a new appanage and the title of Prince 
of Guangze in 1487. Zhu Chongrang held this position until 1546. He was followed by three descendants who also 
held the title until 1610. The Guangze seal that appears on the Four Seasons could not have been applied to the 
paintings until 1487, when Zhu Chongrang was invested as the first Prince of Guangze. The painting Knick-knack 
Peddler and Playing Boys (Freer Gallery of Art), traditionally attributed to Li Gonglin, also bears the Guangze wang 
fu zhenwan seal, suggesting that this seal was applied to other paintings in the Guangze princely household 
collection. I am deeply grateful to Stephen Allee for sharing with me his unpublished documentation report, from 
which this information has been drawn. Stephen Allee, “Freer Gallery of Art Documentation Report: ‘Knick-knack 
Peddler and Playing Boys’ Traditionally attributed to Li Gonglin (ca. 1049-1006)” (unpublished manuscript, March 
27, 2006), Microsoft Word file. There are no other known paintings with the Guangze collector seal. Stephen Allee 
has further alerted me to the fact that there is reason to believe that the Guangze seal on Knick-knack Peddler and 
Playing Boys is different from that impressed on Sesshū’s Four Seasons. In 2002 Shimao Arata reported that the 
second collector’s seal on the Four Seasons, which had remained illegible before this time, likely reads Jingnan 
wenxian shizhang (Hereditary Seal of the Documentary Collection of Jingnan). See Shimao Arata, “Sesshū: ‘Sansui 
chōkan izen,” Kokka 1275 (2002): 36. This seal is also likely related to the imperial Liao appanage. In 1392, the 
Hongwu emperor enfeoffed his fifteenth son, Zhu Zhi 朱植 (r. 1378-1424), as the first Prince of Liao on the 
northeast border of the Ming territory. In 1404, after Yongle’s usurpation of the throne, the Liao appanage was 
transferred to Jingzhou Prefecture 荊州府 in Hubei. Seven decedents of Zhu Zhi inherited the Prince of Liao title 
and resided in Jingzhou. Watada Minoru has thus posited that the Jingnan wenxian shizhang seal originated in the 
household of the Princes of Liao, though it is unclear which of its members would have used this seal and at what 
points in time. See Watada, “Sesshū nyūmin,” 20. Although it is unclear how Sesshū’s Four Seasons left the court 
and fell into the hands of the Liao princes, one can tentatively speculate that the set may have been given to the 
Prince of Guangze by his father or elder brother, both Princes of Liao in Jingzhou, from their painting collections. 
At some point after 1487, Zhu Chongrang then impressed his own Guangze collector seal on the paintings. For a 
broader discussion of Ming princely households and their cultural activities see Craig Clunas, Screen of Kings: 
Royal Art and Power in Ming China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2013).  
 
83 Hata Yasunori, “Shiki sansui zu [sakuhin kaisetsu],” in Sesshū Tōyō: “Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku, ed. 
Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 130.  
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美術大観 ascribed the works to painters other than Sesshū.84 In 1922, Fujikake Shizuya 

proposed that the high quality and unique style of the paintings was evidence of their true 

identity as Ming paintings.85 In the 1930s, however, Tani Shin’ichi advocated for their status as 

paintings that Sesshū had copied from compositions he had seen in Ming China.86 The 

association between the Four Seasons and Sesshū gathered ground through the wartime period 

and was sustained in the post-war period by such scholars as Matsushita Taka’aki, Shimada 

Shūjirō, and Kumagai Nobuo.87 Fujikake, Tani, Matsushita, Shimada, and Kumagai all noted the 

stylistic affinity of these paintings with Ming dynasty landscapes. Their comments in this regard, 

however, invoked only a vague association with “Zhe school 浙派” style, citing Dai Jin and Li 

Zai as two figures for comparison, but with little elaboration. 

In 1987 Watanabe Akiyoshi shifted the stylistic framework for understanding the Four 

Seasons away from Ming painting, asserting their primary stylistic relationship to Xia Gui and 

his Yuan successor Sun Junze.88 Shimao Arata has interpreted the Four Seasons as representing 

a tradition that prefigured the Ming “Zhe school,” situated somewhere between Sun Junze and 

Dai Jin.89 Hata Yasunori has also characterized the Four Seasons as emblematic of Song 

 
84 Shinbi taikan associated the paintings with “Tōyō,” who was then believed to be a pupil of Sesshū, whereas Tōyō 
bijutsu taikan attributed them to Sessō Tōyō, who at the time was thought to be a separate painter. See Hata, “Shiki 
sansui zu [sakuhin kaisetsu],” in Sesshū Tōyō: “Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu 
bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 130.  
 
85 Fujikake Shizuya, “Minga shunkei sansui shūkei sansui zukai,” Kokka 382 (1922): 321-322.  
 
86 Tani Shin’ichi, “Muromachi jidai Karae ron: Chūsei ni okeru Shina ga no kanshō no ichisetsu,” Bijutsu kenkyū 52 
(1936): 144.  
 
87 Matsushita Taka’aki, “Sesshū to shiki sansui,” Kokka 700 (1950): 195-196, Shimada Shūjirō, “Shiki sansui zu,” 
Kokka 700 (1950): 207-208, and Kumagai Nobuo, Sesshū Tōyō (Nihon bijutsu sōsho 4) (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigaku 
shuppan kai, 1958), 96.  
 
88 Watanabe Akiyoshi, “Nihon Zenjin Tōyō hitsu ‘Shiki sansui zu’ no chōbō,” Museum 439 (1987): 10-11.  
 
89 Shimao, “Sansui chōkan izen,” 32-34.  
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revivalism in the Ming, particularly in Sesshū’s use of color to convey the passage of the four 

seasons and the time of day.90 Watanabe, Shimao, and Hata were all correct in their assessments 

of the significance of Song academicism, not only for Sesshū’s Four Seasons, but also for the 

field of Ming court painting more generally. Nevertheless, the limitations of their arguments 

were due, as were those of the earlier group of scholars, to a lack of clarity and explication with 

regards to what exactly constituted “Zhe School,” or Ming court style, to begin with, notably 

identification of the diversity of its precursors and the nature of its transformation over time. This 

approach could only result in piecemeal analysis of the qualities that united and differentiated 

Song and Ming academicism, thus obscuring the relationship between Sesshū’s Four Seasons 

and the painting of his contemporaries at the Ming court.  

Below, I analyze the Four Seasons through a tripartite rubric of style, divided into 

composition, motifs, and brushwork. By examining the four paintings according to this stylistic 

rubric, one is best able to identify the contemporaneous points of reference and trace preceding 

traditions in a clear and systematic fashion. Moreover, this approach also illuminates the 

important, but often dismissed, issue of how the techniques Sesshū deployed in the Four Seasons 

were adapted into his painting repertoire in the post-China years. It has been argued that the Four 

Seasons represent the apogee of Sesshū’s painting ability, a height of technical skill and 

masterful execution that he would never fully attain afterward.91 This notion, I believe, has 

tended to isolate the Four Seasons as a hermetically sealed artifact in Sesshū’s oeuvre, 

evocatively symbolic of its time and place, but formally dissociated from the larger body of his 

painting. For each rubric of style, I thus demonstrate the ways in which the Four Seasons were 

 
90 Hata Yasunori, “Sesshū sansui ga shōkō: Nyūmin no koten no gakushū,” Bijutsu gaku 18 (1996): 21-42.  
 
91 See Shimao, “Sansui chōkan izen,” 31, and Watada, “Sesshū nyūmin,” 2-3.  
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not only remarkable feats in their own right, but also laid the foundation for what was yet to 

come.  

Each of the four paintings is on the theme of a different season, arranged from right to 

left as spring, summer, autumn, and winter. “Spring” and “Winter,” with their mountain edifices 

weighted to the right and left, respectively, bracket “Summer” and “Autumn” (see Fig. 3.1). The 

central peaks of “Summer” and “Autumn” visually ground the quartet. As a whole, the set is 

pleasingly symmetrical, while each painting is also sufficiently self-contained to be admired 

individually. A similar compositional unity across multiple scrolls is evident in Landscapes of 

the Four Seasons 四季山水圖 (Klaus F. Naumann collection, Fig. 3.23), which bear spurious 

“Ma Yuan” signatures but are surely late Yuan or early Ming in origin.92 In both sets of four 

seasons paintings, the motifs across the outer edges of each painting are not continuous, yet there 

are sufficient intimations of connectivity, in the rise and fall of distant mountains or the contours 

of foreground boulders, to give an impression of intentional visual unity. The rarity of complete 

extant sets of four seasons paintings from the Ming and earlier periods renders both Sesshū’s 

paintings and the anonymous set as representative examples of how painters created four seasons 

paintings to function in concert and independently.  

The seasonal markers of each scene from Sesshū’s Four Seasons are subtle, rewarding 

close viewing and sensitivity to natural phenomenon. In “Spring,” a gentleman astride a donkey 

and his youthful attendant depart an elegant hall (Fig. 3.24). They are bound for a rustic pavilion 

located in the deep middle-ground of the painting, which is surrounded by a grove of blossoming 

white plum. Gnarly trunked plum trees in similar states of bloom guide them from the hall, 

behind the massive foreground rock, and up the mountain path to their destination. Here, we 

 
92 Richard Barnhart, “The Landscape Masters of the Hongzhi and Zhengde Courts,” in Painters of the Great Ming: 
The Imperial Court and the Zhe School, 255.  
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imagine, they will enjoy a picnic among the blossoms. Dots of green pigment interspersed 

among dots of white pigment, which represent plum flowers, suggest that the trees have begun to 

leaf out, indicating the temporal advancement from late winter to full-fledged spring. The gentle 

haze of the season hovers around the distant hills and at the top edge of the painting like a crown 

of atmosphere.  

In “Summer,” a second gentleman basks in the shady reprieve of a covered bridge over 

the rushing torrent of a waterfall (Fig. 3.25). Perhaps he and his attendant have just completed a 

visit to the temple complex at the towering pinnacle of the mountain. The arduous journey has 

necessitated a cool-down by the splashing water of the falls. Sesshū conveyed the heavy air of 

summer by depicting dense fog banks that rise along the mountains in the mid-day heat.  

In “Autumn,” the gentleman protagonist is no longer to be found, his singular presence 

replaced by a bustling village sequestered between hillocks and large boulders (Fig. 3.26). A 

wine shop with its characteristic flagpole in the foreground marks an otherwise unclear access to 

the village beyond. In the village, two figures greet each other outside a shop, while another 

figure peers directly at the viewer through the parted curtains of a window. At the back edge of 

the village, a man with a walking stick sits in a thatched-roof pavilion contemplating the 

elaborate multi-story structure in the deep middle ground. One can barely make out the forms of 

two figures, engaged in conversation or a meal, inside the second story of this mist-shrouded 

structure. The only suggestion of autumn is in the ochre-tinted foliage of a tree growing from a 

rock on the right-hand edge of the painting.  

In “Winter,” seasonality is made explicit in the stark whiteness of a snow-blanketed 

world, rendered in the absence of ink or color on the silk ground. A servant hurries home to the 

balustraded dwelling in the central foreground amid flurries of snow, huddled under his 
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oversized umbrella (Fig. 3.27). Across the choppy water, a fishing village and boat lie in quiet 

solitude. A lone figure is visible through a window. The reeds that shelter the fishing vessel have 

turned brown and brittle in the cold. Only the verdure of the imposing pine tree in the foreground 

relieves the oppressive grey of winter.93  

 In the tripartite rubric of style, let us begin with the qualities of composition. In this 

context, I use the term “composition” to refer to the arrangement of motifs and organization of 

pictorial space in the paintings. Composition is the most natural starting point in analyzing the 

trifecta of style, as it is the first component one perceives when viewing a painting and is also the 

first consideration for a painter before he adds motifs and brushwork.  

Sesshū’s Four Seasons are first and foremost distinguishable from his earlier work, and 

the work of other Japanese painters in the first half of the fifteenth century, in their achievement 

of monumentality. It is the presence of towering mountain facades, particularly in the centralized 

peaks of “Summer” and “Autumn,” that generates this impression. Sesshū achieved 

monumentality in his mountain forms through effective employment of “high distance 高遠” 

perspective, one of three distance perspectives articulated by the Northern Song court painter 

Guo Xi 郭熙 (after 1000 - ca. 1090). According to Guo, “Looking up to the mountain’s peak 

from its foot is called high distance…The appearance of high distance is lofty grandness.”94 In 

Sesshū’s Four Seasons, the sense of vertical thrust and looming mass effectively convey 

 
93 For Hata Yasunori’s detailed analysis of Sesshū’s use of colored pigments to illustrate not only seasonality, but 
also the varying qualities of light throughout the course of a day see Hata, “Sesshū sansui ga shōkō,” 21-54.  
 
94 This passage comes from Guo Xi’s Linquan gaozhi (Lofty Record of Forests and Steams) 林泉高致, a text 
compiled by the painter’s son, Guo Si  郭思. The translation is from Susan Bush and Hsio-yen Shih, Early Chinese 
Texts on Painting (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2012), 168-169. The other two perspectival distances 
discussed by Guo Xi are deep distance 深遠 and level distance 平遠. Guo Xi used all three distance perspectives in 
Early Spring (National Palace Museum, Taipei), which is dated to 1072.  
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monumental scale as in Guo Xi’s Early Spring 早春圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 

3.28).  

As Wen Fong has noted of the Northern Song landscapist Fan Kuan’s 范寬 (act. ca. 990-

1030) Travelers Among Streams and Mountains 谿山行旅圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, 

Fig. 3.29), the Song painter’s foundational approach to the monumental mountain template was 

additive, with each sequential passage of the painting occupying parallel vertical planes. Yet, the 

effect nevertheless mimics “a natural vision that collects landscape forms in a unified spatial 

continuum.”95 The attempt to thus evoke a realistic grandeur of scale through the use of high 

distance perspective was part of the Northern Song painters’ projection of the landscape as a 

vision of the cosmos as a “complex hierarchically ordered paradigm of human society.”96  

Suzuki Kei has convincingly demonstrated that painters in Zhejiang and Fujian provinces 

in the Yuan and early Ming dynasties resurrected the monumental mountain tradition of the 

Northern Song, a tradition that came to be referred to as the Li-Guo manner (so called for Li 

Cheng 李成 [919-67] and Guo Xi), as a central tenant of their own regionalized landscape 

style.97 Painters from these two provinces dominated the Ming academy from its inception, 

making clear how and why the stylistic characteristics of the Zhejiang and Fujian region had 

such an outsized effect on court painting in the Ming dynasty. 

 
95 Wen C. Fong, “Pictorial Representation in Chinese Landscape Painting,” in Images of the Mind: Selections from 
the Edward L. Elliot Family and John B. Elliot Collections of Calligraphy and Painting at the Art Museum, 
Princeton University (Princeton, NJ: The Art Museum, Princeton University, 1984), 20. 
 
96 Wen C. Fong, “Monumental Landscape Painting,” in Possessing the Past: Treasures from the National Palace 
Museum, Taipei, ed. Wen C. Fong and James C.Y. Watt, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996), 
126.  
 
97 Suzuki, Mindai kaiga shi kenkyū, 41.  
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The Li-Guo style was originally transplanted from the north to these southern provinces 

when the Southern Song court established their capital in Hangzhou.98 After the generation of Li 

Tang 李唐 (ca. 1070-1150s), a transitional Northern-Southern Song painter, however, the 

masters of the Southern Song academy relinquished monumentality in favor of lyrical 

compositions featuring gentle hills and distant silhouetted peaks. Nevertheless, the imperial Li-

Guo manner lived on in the fertile regions of the Jiangnan and was ironically revived by painters 

of decidedly literati backgrounds such as Zhao Mengfu 趙孟頫 (1254-1322), Tang Di 唐棣 

(1287-1355, Fig. 3.30), Zhu Derun 朱德潤 (1294-1365), and Cao Zhibai 曹知白 (1272-1355, 

Fig. 3.31).99  

At the same time, in the realm of professionalized painting in Zhejiang and Fujian, 

ateliers of Buddhist painting drew freely from both Northern and Southern Song academy 

traditions when including landscape elements in their figural works. In paintings-within-

paintings (Fig. 3.32), for example, Suzuki Kei has identified a conservative preservation of the 

Li-Guo monumental landscape style among professionalized painters who did not specialize in 

the landscape genre.100 In the artistic environment of the south, specifically in the provinces of 

Zhejiang and Fujian, both amateur and professional painters in the Yuan and early Ming 

dynasties thus perpetuated the monumental landscape tradition of the Northern Song academy. It 

is no coincidence that this same region also gave rise to the great landscape painters of the Ming 

academy.     

 
98 Ibid., 70.  
 
99 As James Cahill has noted, although Tang Di served as a painter-in-attendance to the Yuan court between 1310 
and 1320, his painterly status, like that of Zhao Mengfu, was neither entirely professional nor entirely amateur. See 
James Cahill, Hills Beyond a River: Chinese Paintings of the Yuan Dynasty (1279-1368) (New York: Weatherhill, 
1976), 78.  
 
100 Suzuki, Mindai kaiga shi kenkyū, 116.  
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One such master was the Fujian-native Li Zai, a painter with whom Sesshū studied in the 

Chenghua academy. The compositional traits of Sesshū’s Four Seasons reflect the revival of 

Northern Song monumentality that is seen in Li Zai’s landscapes. Li’s Landscape 山水圖 

(Tōkyō National Museum), for example, features a dominating central peak, drawn in high 

distance perspective, which ascends in a zig-zagging fashion like the central mountain in 

Sesshū’s “Summer” (Fig. 3.33). The brushwork used to describe the mountain surfaces is 

entirely different between the two paintings, but the conception and execution of monumentality 

through high distance perspective is the same. Several other landscapes with mountain villages 

that can be attributed to Li Zai or his pupils demonstrate the prevalence of this monumental 

mountain template in the fifteenth-century academy (Fig. 3.34). All these works ultimately 

derived their compositional inspiration from Guo Xi’s Early Spring (see Fig. 3.28), a landscape 

teeming with geological forms that appear to coil in space like writhing dragons. The mountain 

backdrop in a narrative painting by the Chenghua academy painter Ni Duan, Liu Biao Inviting 

the Recluse Pan Degong to Leave the Mountain (see Fig. 3.9), is so similar in its monumental 

geological formation to the paintings attributed to Li Zai that one is tempted to speculate that Ni, 

like Sesshū, trained under Li Zai’s supervision.  

On the other hand, Sesshū’s “Spring” and “Winter” paintings from the Four Seasons 

represent a modified approach to the monumental Li-Guo manner that was likely initiated at the 

Ming academy by Dai Jin.101 In these scenes, Sesshū transplanted the towering mountains to one 

side of the painting, opening up the sky to either the right or left (Fig. 3.35). This decision 

necessitated the inclusion of weighty, horizontally oriented motifs in the bottom half of the 

paintings to counterbalance the asymmetry. Dai Jin used this technique in his Spring Landscape 

 
101 Cahill, Parting at the Shore, 50.  
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春圖山水圖 and Winter Landscape 冬景山水圖 (both in the Kikuya collection, Fig. 3.36). 

Although only the pair remains, they were once presumably the exterior pendant paintings of a 

set like Sesshū’s Four Seasons. In Spring, Dai Jin placed an oversized boulder in the immediate 

foreground and anchored it on either side with a bridge and pine tree. The horizontal thrust of the 

water-spanning bridge and laterally extended pine branches counteracts the decentralized 

verticality of the mountain. In his “Spring,” Sesshū also utilized massive boulders and a path at 

lower left to achieve the same effect of harmonious asymmetry. Various paintings attributed to 

Dai Jin exhibit this new manipulation of the monumental landscape formula (Fig. 3.37).  

 It is important to acknowledge, however, that the monumentality of Sesshū’s Four 

Seasons, like many landscapes produced in the fifteenth-century Ming academy, is compromised 

by the painter’s abandonment of naturalistic spatial treatment and tendency toward over-filled 

pictorial planes. Already among the Yuan inheritors of the Li-Guo manner, there appears a lack 

of interest in capturing natural forms in their organic states.102 Instead, painters inspired by the 

Li-Guo tradition began to revel in the pure effects of brush and ink. 

In Cao Zhibai’s Clearing After Snow on Mountain Peaks (see 3.31), for example, the 

painter convincingly rendered the receding horizontal plane of water from the foreground shore 

to the base of the background mountains. Cao achieved this recession through the steady 

reduction in size of trees and architectural motifs and the masterful articulation of the 

meandering shoreline. In the mountains themselves, however, Cao lost the earthy dimensionality 

and organic integration of Guo Xi’s peaks in Early Spring (see Fig. 3.28), an effect Wen Fong 

has characterized as a “dramatic interpenetration of solids and voids.”103 In Cao’s painting, he 

 
102 Suzuki, Mindai kaiga shi kenkyū, 61.  
 
103 Fong, “Pictorial Representation in Chinese Landscape Painting,” 47.  
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expressed the mountain forms in successions of contour lines, generating a series of overlapping 

shapes of ambiguous spatial relationship. The mountains in Cao’s painting fill up the entire 

width of the composition and block any perception of the world beyond. The overall effect 

flattens the upper half of the painting, giving the natural scene an appearance of formal 

abstraction.  

 These qualities would be ever more exaggerated in the hands of early Ming court painters 

like Dai Jin. Suzuki Kei has speculated that the southward movement of the Song court and the 

attendant geographical displacement of court painters from the rugged geological environment of 

the north contributed to a declining sensitivity among artists to the naturalism that was originally 

inherent to the monumental landscape tradition.104 Neither, however, did post-Song practitioners 

of Song academicism maintain the idealization of nature found in the poetically succinct 

paintings of Southern Song academy painters like Ma Yuan and Xia Gui. The momentum of the 

Song tradition drove increasingly toward an understanding of landscape as an arena for the 

exploration of brushwork and form.  

Dai Jin’s Landscape 山水圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.38) is an excellent 

example to illustrate this point. Here, Dai Jin brought the primary motif of the painting, a 

pavilion over the water, close to the foreground plane, thus eliminating the need to convey 

spatial recession between the foreground and middle ground. The spatial relationship between 

the pavilion and the background mountains is unclear. Both areas appear as overlapping shapes 

rather than motifs situated in a three-dimensional environment. The towering mountains become 

a canvas for wash and frenetic brushwork that energize the pictorial field but leave it void of 

modeled masses. As James Cahill has commented on this work, “The painting is composed in 

 
104 Suzuki, Mindai kaiga shi kenkyū, 70.  
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large units, none dominant; they lock together and echo each other in shape for a unity that does 

not depend on well-defined spatial relationships” but rather on “effective organization of the 

painting surface.”105  

These compositional traits are readily identifiable in Sesshū’s Four Seasons (Fig. 3.39). 

Sesshū’s use of large boulders in the immediate foreground, directly abutting path, tree, village, 

and water motifs, obscures spatial transitions between the foreground and middle-ground scenes. 

Sesshū employed a multitude of diagonal vectors, created by the intersecting contour lines of 

hillocks, rocks, and shoreline, which divide the compositions into a matrix of fragments. These 

are the interlocking units of Cahill’s description. The contours of these fragments lie in stark 

juxtaposition to one another with little suggestion of volume or space to differentiate the planes 

of the landscape and mass that they demarcate. As a whole, Sesshū’s Four Seasons can be read 

as a series of overlapping and interlocking shapes into which Sesshū layered motifs. This 

geometric organization of the pictorial field stands in contrast to the “visual macrostructure” of 

Northern Song landscapes, which displayed an illusion of spatial depth and recession.106 Unlike 

in Song landscapes, the scenes of Ming landscape painting often unfold in a narrow band 

between the mountain backdrops and the foreground boulders, as though a stage set for a play.   

The conceptualization of composition as a matrix of shapes rather than spatial planes is 

also evident in paintings by Li Zai and his colleague Ma Shi. Like Sesshū’s “Spring” and 

“Summer,” Li Zai’s Snowy Landscape雪景山水圖 (private collection) begins in the foreground 

with a large boulder topped by trees (Fig. 3.40). The donkey, rider, and attendant grouping in 

Li’s Winter Landscape is reminiscent of the figures in the bottom left-hand section of Sesshū’s 

 
105 Cahill, Parting at the Shore, 50.  
 
106 Fong, “Monumental Landscape Painting,” 22.  
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“Spring.” The path of Li Zai’s figures through the snow-blanketed landscape is even more 

uncertain than the route of Sesshū’s figures, for whom the path reappears behind the massive 

boulder. There is no such navigable route for Li Zai’s protagonists to bring them from the 

foreground to the cliff-side path that hugs the mountain. The monumental Li-Guo mountain 

template in Li’s Snowy Landscape dissolves into a pile of abstract forms. Like Sesshū 

delineating the winding mountain paths in his “Spring” and “Autumn,” Li Zai attempted to 

render recession in the meandering flow of the mountain waterfall in the middle ground. For both 

artists, however, these concessions to naturalism were insufficient to overcome the 

overwhelmingly two-dimensional quality of the pictorial field. Both Sesshū’s and Li Zai’s 

paintings lack a sense of penetration in depth or convincing corporality of form.  

A painting by Ma Shi titled Valley Village in Spring 春塢村居圖 (National Palace 

Museum, Taipei) is an illuminating compositional comparison to Sesshū’s “Autumn” (Fig. 3.41). 

In each painting, intersecting contour lines that delineate mountains and hills bisect two areas of 

a village, partially obscuring the aspect of the village behind flattened rock shapes. These 

dramatic diagonal vectors are the primary organizational structure of the pictorial field and are 

echoed in the surrounding rock formations. Banks of fog conveniently hide areas of spatial 

transition, while silhouetted peaks convey far distance.  

The spatial organization of a painting by the Chenghua academy painter Zhou Wenjing, 

Visiting Dai on a Winter Evening 雪夜訪戴圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei), represents a 

potential model for Sesshū’s “Winter” painting in his Four Seasons set (Fig. 3.42). Sesshū’s 

“Winter” permits greater penetration in depth due to the inclusion of an expanse of water and 

open sky. Like Zhou Wenjing, Sesshū used ink wash to highlight the “whiteness” of the un-

painted snow. Sesshū also used the same one-corner arrangement as Zhou, in which a plane of 
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water articulates the transition between the foreground and middle-ground scenes. The 

compositional template for these winter scenes appears to have been established in the Song 

dynasty, or shortly thereafter, and is reflected in a painting attributed to Xia Gui titled Snowy 

Landscape 雪景山水圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.43). In this work, the painter’s 

masterful leveraging of the inked silk in the upper right-hand quadrant of the painting, combined 

with his nuanced diminution of ink tonality in the layered peaks, creates a palpably icy 

atmosphere. One can envision this world continuing endlessly into the watery depths beyond the 

fishing village in middle ground.  

Sesshū and Zhou Wenjing used this compositional template for their winter scenes but 

included hills and a village in the middle right-hand areas of their paintings, thus truncating the 

sense of spatial depth achieved in the earlier painting attributed to Xia Gui (Fig. 3.44). Zhou’s 

soft brushwork and evocative handling of mist are more subtle than Sesshū’s rigid articulation of 

motifs, yet both works exhibit a distinctive predilection to inundate the pictorial space with 

forms. This quality is characteristic of numerous fifteenth-century Chinese landscapes and is yet 

another reason that pictorial space is ironed flat in so many of these works. What could have 

been rendered as lyrical recession into the unknown depths of a wintry night in Sesshū’s and 

Zhou’s paintings is reduced to an assemblage of vertically stacked units.  

Comparison of Sesshū’s pre-China and post-China landscapes highlights the influence of 

the compositional habits we have observed in the paintings of Dai Jin, Li Zai, Ma Shi, and Zhou 

Wenjing on Sesshū’s approach to painting. Sesshū’s Landscape 山水図 (Nezu Museum, Fig. 

3.45), a work that is thought to date to his early “Sessō” period, is a miniaturized vignette of the 

kind seen in paintings by Sun Junze. In Sesshū’s painting, a man is seated in an elegant pavilion 

by the water, his boat docked at a shoal nearby. A stately pine canopies the pavilion. Its 
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attenuated branches gesture toward the mist-shrouded trees and mountains on the opposite shore. 

The “one corner” compositional arrangement appears to be inspired by the paintings of Ma Yuan 

and Xia Gui, while the large foreground boulder recalls the paintings of Sun Junze. In a 

departure from the Four Seasons, Sesshū placed this foreground motif in the Nezu Landscape at 

a greater distance from the viewer, giving the impression that the waterside pavilion is 

surrounded by space. Across the water, the diluted ink of the shoreline ebbs and flows, deftly 

conjuring the image of receding inlets. The billowing fog on the opposite shore, though rendered 

in a somewhat plasticized fashion, hints at a distance beyond that which is depicted in the 

painting.  

In contrast to this early work, Sesshū’s famous Winter Landscape 冬景山水図 (Tōkyō 

National Museum, Fig. 3.46) is arguably the artist’s most masterful implementation of the 

compositional techniques he had acquired in China. In Winter Landscape Sesshū accentuated the 

painting’s jigsaw-like pattern of interlocking shapes with a bold, dark contour line. The middle 

ground rockery, hanging cliff, temple hall, and twin peaks are all sequentially layered one on top 

of the other, flattening the composition into an abstracted design. Perhaps troubled by the level 

of abstraction, Sesshū added a mirage-like mountain shadow behind the temple hall in an attempt 

to bestow his painting with a superficial sense of depth.  

The most remarkable quality of Winter Landscape, however, is the aggressive fissure that 

cuts through the upper-middle area of the painting like a scar. This fissure constitutes the edge of 

a hanging cliff. There is nothing spatially illusionistic or representational about this line. It exists 

as a jarring assertion of the artist’s brush. For most of its length, Sesshū included only a little 

wash in the night sky to differentiate the distinct spatial planes and textural surfaces of each half 

of the painting that represent middle ground verses background, and rock versus sky. 
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The hanging cliff device is a common feature of fifteenth-century landscapes and 

represents one means by which Ming painters created innovative spatial effects in their 

compositions. A painting attributed to the early court painter Shang Xi 商喜 (act. early 15th 

century), Laozi Passing the Barrier 老子過關圖 (Atami Art Museum, Fig. 3.47), is one such 

example of a Ming painter employing the hanging cliff. With regards to this painting, James 

Cahill has remarked on the firmly bounded forms “used to enclose a shallow stage for action.”107 

This comment resonates with my earlier characterization of compositional space in Ming 

landscapes as resembling the limited confines of a stage. Here, the hanging cliff is responsible 

for compressing compositional space, sandwiching the action of the painting into an artificially 

narrow corridor in which individual motifs take center stage.  

In this sense, the hanging cliff device was well-suited as a landscape element in figural or 

narrative scenes. The collaborative Homecoming Ode handscroll by Li Zai, Ma Shi, and Xia Zhi 

exhibits the hanging cliff used to this effect as a visual foil for the figure of Tao Yuanming and 

his companions (see Fig. 3.15). In Homecoming Ode, the hanging cliff functions as a backdrop 

against which, or around which, figures from the narrative appear, disappear, and interact with 

one another, as they would on a theatrical stage. Even Dai Jin occasionally used the hanging cliff 

in his work, though its function seems to have been more intended to enhance monumentality 

than to showcase figures and action (Fig. 3.48). In Watching the Waterfall (Art Institute of 

Chicago, see Fig. 3.5) by Dai Jin’s pupil Xia Kui, this Chenghua academy painter repurposed the 

hanging cliff as the compositional anchor for his waterfall, imbuing the scene with grandeur 

while also foregrounding the figures who admire the falls.  

 
107 Cahill, Parting at the Shore, 26.  
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Sesshū’s attraction to the hanging cliff motif is apparent in his repeated use of the device 

in handscroll, hanging scroll, and even screen formats (Fig. 3.49). It is a particularly distinctive 

feature of his Small Landscape 山水小巻図 (Kyōto National Museum) and Long Landscape 山

水長巻図 (Mōri Family Museum), which I will discuss at greater length in Chapter Five. Indeed, 

the hanging cliff would become one of the iconic components of Sesshū’s mature style.  

Next, we will consider the nature and role of motifs in Sesshū’s Four Seasons. In the 

context of Ming court painting, motifs often served the purpose of narrative and didactic themes 

that were intended to flatter the throne.108 An example we have already encountered, Liu Biao 

Inviting the Recluse Pang Degong to Leave the Mountain (The Palace Museum, Beijing, see Fig. 

3.9), by the Chenghua academy painter Ni Duan, illustrates the Three Kingdom period (220-65) 

story of inspector Liu Biao who repeatedly implored the recluse Pang Degong to serve in 

government. In Ni’s painting, Liu Biao is shown meeting Pang in the mountains, the noble 

recluse dressed in rustic clothing and leaning on his hoe. Liu, donning an official’s cap, extends 

the plaque of imperial summons. The specificity of the iconography and the familiarity of the 

figural grouping would have enabled knowledgeable viewers of the time to readily identify its 

subject matter. The motifs thus support the theme of imperial sagacity in the solicitation of 

virtuous talent.  

Apart from paintings like Ni Duan’s that contained specific narratives, the Ming academy 

also produced an abundance of landscape paintings that were embedded with what one might call 

generic “human-interest” motifs such as those related to fishermen, farmers, or elegant recluses. 

These motifs were largely figural or architectural in nature and did not necessarily have 

 
108 For an essay on this subject see Richard Barnhart, “Function, Subject, and Symbol in Ming Court Painting,” in 
Painters of the Great Ming: Imperial Court and the Zhe School, 89-126.  
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associations with particular historical or mythical stories. The symbolic function of these motifs 

in paintings that were executed for the emperor operated on a more general register of meaning 

in which a landscape and all its constituent motifs were envisioned as a utopian microcosm of the 

imperial realm. 

 The potential precariousness, however, of such paintings in the capricious environment 

of the Ming court is nowhere better demonstrated than in the anecdote concerning Dai Jin’s 

rejection from the Xuande academy. According to Lang Ying, the jealous court painter Xie Huan 

identified two subjects of anti-court sentiment in a suite of four seasons paintings that Dai had 

presented at court. One was the representation of the slandered official Qu Yuan 屈原 (340-278 

BCE) and the other, the seven worthies crossing the pass to flee a chaotic political situation.109 A 

similar account of the same episode by Lu Shen relates that one of Dai Jin’s offensive paintings 

was on the theme of a solitary fisherman on an autumn river, in which Dai Jin had audaciously 

painted the fisherman in a red robe, a color of garb reserved for ministers at the court.110 As a 

result of this incident, Dai Jin was reportedly expelled from the academy. As the authors of Dai 

Jin’s biographies tell us, any manner of offensive or seditious subjects could be willfully read 

into the standard stock of painting motifs. Cahill has noted that Dai Jin’s period of activity at the 

court coincided with the production of paintings that contained such generic motifs.111  

The motifs in Sesshū’s Four Seasons similarly fall into the category of generic motifs. 

While the presence such motifs in landscapes had a long history in Chinese court painting – one 

need only think of the charming mule caravan in Fan Kuan’s 范寬 (act. ca. 990-1030) Travelers 

 
109 Lang, Qixiu leigao, vol. 6, 387 (11b).  
 
110 Lu, Yanshan waiji, vol. 5, 31 (1a). 
 
111 Cahill, Parting at the Shore, 47.  
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Among Streams and Mountains (National Palace Museum, Taipei, see Fig. 3.29) – early Ming 

painters like Dai Jin significantly enlarged the size of these motifs. In so doing, Ming painters 

asserted humanity’s presence in the landscape and thus recalibrated the pictorial importance of 

these elements vis-à-vis the landscape itself. A fine comparative work to Sesshū’s “Summer” 

from the Four Seasons is Dai Jin’s Landscape (National Palace Museum Taipei, see Fig. 3.39). 

Both paintings take retreat from the summer heat as their theme. The human protagonists are part 

of a monumental vision of nature, expressed in stunning mountain facades that recall the Li-Guo 

tradition.  

Contrary to painters of the Northern Song, however, Dai Jin and Sesshū painted figures 

and surrounding architectural structures in a proportionally oversized fashion. This oddity of 

scale disrupts the naturalism and monumentality of the landscapes. Rather than placing the large 

figures in the foreground plane of the painting, which would alleviate the sense of scale 

disparity, each painter situated the water-spanning pavilions with figures solidly in the middle 

ground. This placement draws the viewer’s attention into the central area of the painting, 

occupied by the figural groupings, and diminishes interest in the foreground and background 

scenes, which now seem to primarily exist as visual supports for the middle-ground motifs.   

Dai Jin’s fondness for large, expressive figures can perhaps be traced to the work of the 

Yuan-dynasty professional painter Sheng Mou 盛懋 (ca. 1300-60). Sheng’s Pleasant Summer in 

a Mountain Retreat山莊夏景圖 (The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art), shares its summer retreat 

theme with Dai Jin’s and Sesshū’s paintings (Fig. 3.50). Also similar among the three works is 

the inclusion of large-sized figures who are framed by the monumental landscape setting. Each 

painter situated their carefully drawn pavilions far up in the middle ground of their paintings, 

distinctly disproportionate to the mountains above.  
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Another feature of fifteenth-century Ming court painters’ use of motifs with parallels in 

Sesshū’s Four Seasons is, to borrow Cahill’s terminology, an “episodic treatment” of figures and 

architecture.112 Whereas Northern or Southern Song landscapists judiciously selected motifs that 

contributed just enough content to conjure a certain environment or mood, Ming court painters 

were predisposed toward overelaboration of such motifs. They employed them in their paintings, 

sometimes arbitrarily, as individual pockets of visual interest. An ideal illustration of this point 

can be made through a comparison of two similar paintings, one attributed to Ma Yuan and the 

other most certainly a Ming copy, both titled A Banquet by Lantern Light 華燈侍宴圖 (both in 

the National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.51). 

 Each painting depicts an elegant gathering in the glow of lanterns at dusk with a 

courtyard of plum trees, dancing figures, and a banquet hall as the main motifs. In the genuine 

Song painting, Ma Yuan extended his repertoire of motifs beyond these central ones to include a 

pair of down-swept pines, a grove of bamboo, and the silhouettes of distant mountains. The 

remaining compositional space is entrusted to evening fog and the wanderings of one’s 

imagination at twilight. In the spuriously signed painting, on the other hand, the artist has filled 

the once mist-laden passage of sky to the upper-left of the banquet scene with a grouping of 

roofs, coniferous trees, and superfluous mountain silhouettes. These extra motifs, which are less 

beautifully rendered than those in the foreground, distract the viewer’s attention from 

contemplation of the lanternlight festivities. This additive approach to motifs – a more-is-more 

attitude to painting – splinters the distilled lyricism of the authentic Ma Yuan scene.113  

 
112 Cahill, Parting at the Shore, 27.  
 
113 For James Cahill’s comparison of the two paintings see his discussion in Possessing the Past: Treasures from the 
National Palace Museum, ed. Wen C. Fong and James C.Y. Watt, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 1996), 184-185.  
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The episodic elaboration of motifs in Sesshū’s Four Seasons is most apparent in 

“Autumn” and “Winter.” In “Autumn” (Fig. 3.52) the wine shop in the immediate foreground is 

upstaged by the neighboring village. At least five figures and a donkey are visible, creating a 

lively atmosphere that is somehow at odds with the seemingly sequestered location of the hamlet 

in a mountain cleft. On the edge of the village, another figure rests in a thatched-roof pavilion, 

appearing to be only a few steps away from the residences of the hamlet. The scene attains a 

further degree of congestion in the intimation of yet another site of human habitation, indicated 

by the presence of a two-story structure in the far middle ground. In this building, two figures sit 

in conversation before a decorative screen. As if the threads of visual interest were not 

sufficiently diverse, Sesshū included a final character at the upper-right, that of a woodcutter 

making his way down from the central mountain on a treacherous path. Rather than follow the 

route of a navigable path, as was de rigueur for traversable landscapes of the Song period, the 

viewer’s gaze is here guided through the painting by virtue of its motifs.  

In Sesshū’s “Winter” (Fig. 3.53), too, various motifs are scattered over the landscape. In 

the foreground, a servant hastens home to the nearby hall that peeks out from behind the jutting 

cliff. On the opposite shore, a different setting unfolds. Thatched roofs and moored boats mark 

the site of a bucolic fishing village. A thicket of bamboo separates the fishing village from 

another, more formal, group of buildings, including a hall with double eaves, perhaps 

representing a temple complex. At the base of the mountains and nestled among the barren 

willow branches there is an additional structure, identifiable only by its pyramidal roof crowned 

with a fancy finial.  

Sesshū’s predilection for numerous and varied motifs is traceable to the paintings of his 

contemporaries in the Ming academy, notably his teacher Li Zai. Li’s Mountain Village (Palace 
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Museum Beijing) exhibits the same episodic treatment of architectural groupings seen in 

Sesshū’s “Autumn” from the Four Seasons (Fig. 3.54). These groupings are placed sequentially 

in each pictorial plane and do more than any other device to lead the viewer’s gaze through the 

landscape. Interestingly, Li’s foreground village, like Sesshū’s, is squeezed between massive 

boulders that partially obscure its appearance. This technique allowed each painter to suggest the 

existence of more motivic content without actually depicting it in its entirety. In both paintings, 

different environments of common life, from hamlet to monastery, are shown abutting one 

another in a utopic vision of humanity. As in Sesshū’s scene, the minutia of Li Zai’s village 

imbues his painting with charm. One delights in beholding the village dog as he lies by the 

window and a grandmother who strolls with her young charge. Even the decorative screen in the 

foreground pavilion of Li’s painting, which appears to be brushed with calligraphy, is found in 

the second story of the middle-ground building in Sesshū’s “Autumn” painting (Fig. 3.55). What 

this abundance of motifs sacrifices in pictorial unity and refined atmosphere it makes up for in 

joyful whimsy.  

It is unsurprising that individual motifs from Sesshū’s Four Seasons can be identified in 

the paintings of Ming court artists, who used these motifs as interchangeable units to create a 

never-ending repertoire of new vignettes. I have already mentioned the decorative calligraphic 

screen in Li Zai’s Mountain Village as a possible precedent for a similar motif in Sesshū’s 

“Autumn” painting. A well-known painting by Dai Jin, Evening Return from a Spring Outing 春

遊晚歸 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.56), also includes the blossoming-plum-

ensconced pavilion of Sesshū’s “Spring” and the double-story hall among trees from Sesshū’s 

“Autumn.”  
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The individualized nature of these motifs impedes them from being visually integrated 

into their respective compositions. Neither Dai Jin nor Sesshū consistently heeded a standard 

method of rendering perspective in Chinese painting whereby close motifs are rendered in darker 

ink and distant motifs, in lighter ink. Dai painted the grand two-story building in his Evening 

Return from a Spring Outing, for example, in a tonality of ink that is little differentiated from 

that used for the wall and gate of the foreground residence. Similarly, Sesshū’s rustic pavilion 

among plums in “Spring” exhibits the same ink tonality as the foreground building. Thus, clarity 

of form and detailed articulation seem to have been more important considerations than the 

creation of a unified and convincing pictorial world.  

Yet another characteristic of the Ming painters’ treatment of motifs is a general disregard 

for relative scale, a quality that is also evident in Sesshū’s Four Seasons. In Sesshū’s “Autumn,” 

for instance, he exaggerated the size of the woodcutter, who should appear so miniscule at that 

distance as to be undiscernible. The depiction of pilgrims in a painting now attributed to Li Zai, 

Elegant and Lofty Mountain Villa 山莊高逸 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.57), is a 

fine comparable example to Sesshū’s woodcutter. Although Li Zai diminished the forms of the 

pilgrims vis-à-vis foreground figures, the rate of proportional size reduction is not in keeping 

with the degree of compositional depth. This is not to say that Dai Jin, Li Zai, and Sesshū did not 

make any concessions to perspective in their treatment of motifs. The three artists did attempt to 

convey depth in lightening the ink tonality of tree foliage in areas of the middle ground and 

background, for example. Nevertheless, it is clear that these painters embraced motifs as 

independent loci of visual interest that could be used to express depth perspective, if so desired, 

or simply lodged into their compositions at will for pictorial diversity.  
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 The adaptability and diversity of pictorial motifs as they were utilized by Ming court 

painters would leave a lasting impression on Sesshū’s painting even after he returned to Japan. 

Such pre-China compositions as Landscape (Kyōto National Museum, Fig. 3.58), inscribed by 

Ryōkō Shinkei, or Landscape 山水図 (Nezu Art Museum, Fig. 3.59) reflect Sesshū’s restrained 

use of motifs in his early painting career. Sesshū’s post-China paintings, on the other hand, like 

the Small Landscape 山水小巻 (Kyōto National Museum) and the Long Landscape 山水長巻 

(Mōri Family Museum), are replete with pictorial details, rendering both handscrolls as 

repositories of Sesshū’s favored motifs.   

It is not only in the extensive handscroll format, however, that this change in Sesshū’s 

approach to painting is detectable. Gazing from a Lakeside Pavilion in Spring (Kikkawa 

shiryōkan), a painting attributed to Sesshū and inscribed by the ambassador of the Ōnin mission, 

is an excellent case study through which to use the painter’s treatment of motifs as a benchmark 

to date the work.114 Gazing from a Lakeside Pavilion in Spring shares a compositional template 

with Sesshū’s pre-China Landscape (Nezu Art Museum) (Fig. 3.60). In the latter work, dating to 

Sesshū’s early “Sessō” phase, the motif palette includes a figure inside a pavilion sheltered by a 

pine tree. Additionally, there is a boat in the water below the pavilion, along with a few 

deciduous trees and a cluster of boulders.  

 
114 This painting bears no signature or seals but is believed to be by Sesshū’s hand due to its stylistic affinity with 
other paintings in his oeuvre. There also exists an almost identical painting to Gazing from a Lakeside Pavilion in 
the Chicago Art Institute, which is similarly attributable to Sesshū. The Chicago Art Institute work is on silk, 
whereas Lakeside Pavilion is on paper. Otherwise the details of the two paintings are the same. Itō Kōji has written 
about this painting, also advocating for the possibility that it dates to the period immediately after Sesshū returned to 
Japan when he and Tenyo Seikei would have been together in Akamagaseki. See Itō Kōji, “Kikkawa shiryō kan zō 
‘Kotei shunbō zu’ no chakusan jiki,” Shinano 63, no. 12 (2011): 957-968.   
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In Gazing from a Lakeside Pavilion in Spring, which I propose dates to Sesshū’s post-

China years, Sesshū elaborated upon the same subject as the Nezu Landscape by adding to and 

diversifying his motifs. In Lakeside Pavilion, three red-blossoming plums join the pine and 

deciduous trees of the Nezu Landscape. The foreground path in Lakeside Pavilion leads not only 

to the waterside pavilion, but also onward to another group of tile-roof buildings behind a bend 

in the road. The waterside structure in Lakeside Pavilion is located adjacent to a sturdily 

constructed stone-faced patio, from which one of the plum trees grows. Across the bay, which in 

the Nezu Landscape features only cloud-enveloped mountains, a five-story pagoda rises on the 

horizon, its bells tossed by the spring breeze. In this way, awareness of Sesshū’s subtle yet 

deliberate expansion of his motivic repertoire can shed light on the respective phases of his 

painting career. It is most certain that Lakeside Pavilion dates to after Sesshū’s period of study at 

the Ming academy.  

 In both the areas of composition and motifs, one can perhaps identify the socio-political 

prerogatives of the Ming court painters’ imperial patrons. An anecdote regarding the Yongle 

emperor and the painter Guo Chun 郭純 (1370-1444), for example, sheds light on the tendency 

of Ming court painters to crowd their compositions. According to a record in the writings of the 

Ming official Ye Sheng 葉盛 (1420-74), the Yongle emperor favored the work of Guo Chun 

because his compositions were pleasingly cluttered, a quality that was perceived to be 

auspicious.115 It is possible that the Yongle emperor’s aesthetic preference for full compositions 

initiated the trend among Ming court painters to employ the compositional strategies discussed 

above, generating profusion over emptiness and restriction over expansiveness. Another avenue 

 
115 Ye Sheng, Shuidong riji, vol. 3, in Yuan guoli Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 553 (Beijing: Guojia 
tushuguan chuban she, 2013), 113 (9b-10a). For further discussion of this subject see Chapter Five.  
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of inquiry that may help to explain conceptions of space in Ming court painting is the important 

role that theater played in Ming cultural history, particularly at the court. It is difficult to gauge 

the extent to which such historical factors informed fifteenth-century court painting, but the 

appearance of common compositional traits in Sesshū’s Four Seasons reaffirms the distinctive 

transformations that Ming court painters wrought on preceding traditions.  

The Ming court painters’ episodic treatment of motifs can similarly be contextualized 

within the aesthetic predilections of imperial patrons. Shi Shouqian has discussed how the 

plebeian taste of the early Ming emperors conditioned art production and appreciation of the 

period.116 A record regarding a colophon by the founding Hongwu emperor on a painting 

attributed to the Song court painter Xia Gui in the imperial collection reflects the Ming 

emperor’s approach to connoisseurship. This colophon is distinguished by its single-minded 

focus on enumerating the motifs of the painting, creating a textual inventory of its contents, 

rather than providing any commentary of an intellectual nature.117 From this clue we have 

corroborating information to demonstrate that Ming court painters were likely habituated to 

producing landscapes that were full of genre-esque motifs, for it was these symbols of “common 

life” that appealed to the emperor’s vision for the landscape. For the Ming imperium, the painted 

landscape was not an expression of philosophical or metaphysical truth, but rather a 

representation of an idealized realm.  

In some respects, however, the visual effects of Ming courtly landscapes seem to have 

inadvertently subverted their ideological goals. If the monumental landscapes of earlier times 

 
116 Shi Shouqian, “Mingdai huihua zhong de diwang pinwei,” Wenshi zhexue bao 40 (1993): 13.  
 
117 Taizu Zhu Yuanzhang, Daming taizu huangdi yuzhi ji, vol. 16, in Yuan Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben 
congshu 692 (Beijing: Guojia tushu guan chuban she, 2013), 313. Shi Shouqian also cites this example in footnote 
20 of his article “Mingdai huihua zhong de diwang pinwei,” 13.  
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were, as Wen Fong has argued, a symbolic cosmic vision of man’s harmonious existence in a 

vast, but orderly universe, then the Ming painter’s resurrection of monumentality served an 

inverse purpose.118 The Ming painters’ manipulations of the pictorial field distorted the three 

distance perspectives utilized by Song masters, resulting in confrontational mountain forms that 

create forebodingly closed spatial structures. Ming painters subverted the illusion of a spatial 

continuum, seeking not continuity but fracture. The compositional traits of Sesshū’s Four 

Seasons and those of the landscapes of his Chenghua-era contemporaries create a visual world 

that is inherently uncertain and destabilized. It is this tension between symbolic utopianism and 

visual discord that gives Ming court landscape its distinctive pictorial identity, an identity that 

remains intact in Sesshū’s Four Seasons.  

Finally, let us examine the third component of this stylistic analysis, brushwork. 

Compared to the areas of composition and motifs, in which we have observed a syncretic 

amalgamation of Ming and pre-Ming sources, Sesshū’s brushwork in the Four Seasons reflects a 

more direct transmission of brush modes that originated with the Southern Song court painters 

Ma Yuan and Xia Gui. As in their approach to composition, the early to middle Ming court 

painters were responsible for a great revival of Song academicism in the stylistic matter of 

brushwork. The professional painters Yan Ciping 閻次平 (act. ca. 1160s -80s) and Yan Ciyu 閻

次于 (act. ca. 1160s -80s), as well as Sun Junze and Liu Yao 劉耀 (act. middle to late 14th 

century), continued the tradition of academicism in the manner of the Southern Song masters.119   

 
118 Fong, “Monumental Landscape Painting,” 121.  
 
119 Richard Stanley-Baker has written about the enigmatic figure Liu Yao, for whom no known reliably attributable 
paintings exist.  Stanley-Baker argues that Liu’s painting manner is reflected in the work of the Hongzhi academy 
painter Zhong Li and in some paintings produced in Japan during the Muromachi period. See Richard Stanley-
Baker, “Some Proposals Concerning the Transmission to Muromachi Japan of Styles Associated with Painters from 
Chekiang of the Late Yuan and Early Ming: With Particular Reference to the Sources of Styles Favored in the 
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  From the perspective of brushwork, Sesshū’s Four Seasons exhibit two salient 

characteristics. First, Sesshū used wash freely and abundantly, not only in areas of the sky, but 

also to color the facades of rocks and mountains (Fig. 3.61). Second, in the Four Seasons Sesshū 

was restrained in his application of texture strokes, and those that he did employ he rendered in a 

gentle manner that seems to fuse stroke and wash (Fig. 3.62). In these two respects, Sesshū’s 

interpretation of Southern Song academy brushwork is markedly different from that found in the 

work of some of his contemporaries at the Ming court. In two of Li Zai’s scenes from the 

Homecoming Ode painting, for example, the Ming painter densely applied texture strokes to the 

land masses. Li executed these axe-cut strokes with greater force and speed than those seen in 

Sesshū’s Four Seasons. They exhibit the calligraphic quality of “flying white 飛白,” which 

lends the rocks a coarse surface texture (Fig. 3.63).  

In Shi Rui’s Xuanyuan Seeking the Dao 軒轅問道圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, 

Fig. 3.64) one similarly finds brushwork that produces a highly rough texture. The painter 

applied a thick distribution of staccato chisel-like marks to render the pock-marked rocks. Both 

Shi Rui and Li Zai used minimal wash to modulate the stark tonal contrast between implied areas 

of light and shadow. The brushwork that characterizes Li Zai’s and Shi Rui’s paintings is also 

found in the landscape elements of paintings by earlier court painters like Shang Xi and Xie 

Huan. This manner of brushwork finds its roots in the tradition of Li Tang and his followers and 

bears little formal relationship to the styles of Ma Yuan and Xia Gui. In this sense, Sesshū’s 

Four Seasons exhibit a distinct mode of Southern Song brushwork, the inspiration for which one 

must search for elsewhere among the painters of the Ming academy.  

 
Hung-chih Academy,” in Chūgoku kaiga shi ronshū: Suzuki Kei sensei kanreki ki’nen, ed. Suzuki Kei sensei kanreki 
ki’nen kai (Tōkyō: Yoshikawa kōbun kan, 1981): 73-96.   
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The landscapes of Dai Jin reflect the painter’s propensity to employ broad swaths of wash 

to fill in mountain forms. In Evening Return from a Spring Outing (National Palace Museum, 

Taipei, see Fig. 3.56) and Spring Mountains in Layered Verdure (Shanghai Museum, see Fig. 

0.13), Dai relied on ink-wash to articulate his peaks. Over the wash, Dai used a few non-descript 

linear marks and dabs of the brush to create the slightest impression of texture. This effect of 

wash, accented by minimal strokes, is very similar to Sesshū’s treatment of the mountain faces in 

his “Spring,” “Summer,” and “Autumn” paintings from the Four Seasons (Fig. 3.65). Both 

painters used scrubby clusters of trees and vegetal dotting in deeper saturations of ink to give 

definition to the pinnacles of their peaks. As Chen Fangmei has observed of Dai’s work, the 

expansive areas of wash in the mountain forms inevitably contribute to a flattening of the 

pictorial plane.120 In Sesshū’s Four Seasons, too, the predominately wash-based treatment of the 

mountains makes them appear more like elegant silk screens than hulking masses. Even on the 

large foreground boulders, Sesshū used texture strokes judiciously, preferring that the rocks 

mirror the mountains in their washed-based technique.    

The texture strokes that Sesshū employed in the Four Seasons belong to the category of 

axe-cut strokes. These strokes, which are further divided into large axe-cuts and small axe-cuts, 

are named for their textural effect, which resembles a segment of stone hacked across its planar 

surface with an axe. As early as the Yuan dynasty, commentators on painting considered the 

Northern Song-Southern Song transitional court painter Li Tang李唐 (ca. 1070s – 1150s) to be 

the originator of axe-cut texture strokes.121 The large axe-cut strokes that Sesshū employed in the 

foreground boulders infuse a degree of diversity into his brushwork repertoire in the Four 

 
120 Chen Fangmei, “Dai Jin yanjiu” (master’s thesis, National Taiwan University, 1973), 93.  
 
121 Suzuki, Mindai kaiga shi no kenkyū, 25. 
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Seasons but are not descriptive or naturalistic enough to overcome the flattening effect of wash. 

This phenomenon characterizes the larger development of the large axe-cut stroke from its most 

sophisticated use by Xia Gui in the Southern Song to its most highly schematized forms in the 

work of the Hongzhi and Zhengde academy landscapists Zhong Li 鍾禮 (act. late 15th - early 16th 

centuries) and Wang E 王諤 (act. late 15th - mid-16th century). Between these two poles, 

Sesshū’s brushwork in the Four Seasons represents the mid-fifteenth-century phase of the 

evolution of this texture stroke. Close comparison of the stroke’s morphology in Song dynasty 

works, in paintings by Sesshū’s contemporaries in the Chenghua academy, and in the paintings 

of the Hongzhi/Zhengde academy landscapists demonstrates how texture strokes alone can 

visually narrate a history of style.122    

Xia Gui’s Landscape 山水図 (Tōkyō National Museum, Fig. 3.66) conveys how a Song 

master wielded the large axe-cut stroke. In this painting, the side of the rock that faces the viewer 

on the foreground plateau is articulated through several oblique applications of a broad brush. 

This movement created the striped passage of ink (reminiscent of “flying white” in calligraphy) 

that describes the sheer surface of the rock as though it had been cleanly hacked with an axe. The 

area of “flying white” in the stroke, composed of fine striations of ink and blank ground, 

represents the play of light and shadow as the sun reflects off the raw stone. In a painting on silk, 

such as this work, the ink lies on the surface of the fibers, requiring a more delicate touch and 

greater dilution with water than would be necessary for the same mark on paper. There is, as 

 
122 In this notion, I am guided by Joan Stanley-Baker’s concept of “brush behavior,” as put forth in her article “Ruhe 
yong bimo xingwei lai duandai,” in Mingdai Zhepai huihua guoji xueshu yantao hui lunwen ji, ed. Zhejiang sheng 
bowu guan (Hangzhou: Zhejiang renmin meishu chuban she, 2012), 65-76.   
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Cahill has noted, a pleasing suppleness to the Song painter’s handling of texture strokes in a 

small scene like this.123  

Another work attributed to Xia Gui, Pure and Remote Views of Mountains and Streams 

溪山清遠圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.67), also represents a skillful handling of 

the large axe-cut stroke. Here, the paper ground required a drier brush and more overt execution 

of texture strokes than is witnessed in the Tōkyō National Museum Landscape. Silvery strands of 

“flying white” are individually more perceptible than in the Tōkyō National Museum Landscape 

but are still well integrated along the extended line of initial contact between brush and paper. 

The painter systematically repeated the axe-cuts across the rock surfaces with careful 

consideration as to the consistency of directionality and logic of placement. This masterful 

execution lulls the eye into perceiving these marks not as the traces of a brush but rather as the 

natural facets of the mountains and rocks. Expertly wielded, the axe-cut stroke was superbly 

capable of molding rock in a convincing illusion of three-dimensional space. The juxtaposed 

areas of dense and light texturing indicate planes of shadow behind protruding areas of full light-

exposure. As Suzuki Kei has observed, the authentic rock forms of the Southern Song masters 

virtually shimmer in the glistening sun in a way that later practitioners would never be able to 

achieve.124  

By the time of the Yuan professional painter Sun Junze, the mesmerizing naturalism of 

Xia Gui’s brushwork had already been lost. Whereas the Song painter had managed to conceal 

the agency of his brush, post-Song painters practiced along an inverse trajectory, progressively 

laying bare the artifice and expressiveness of Xia’s brushwork. In his pair of paintings titled 

 
123 Cahill, Parting at the Shore, 47.  
 
124 Suzuki, Mindai kaigashi no kenkyū, 75.  
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Pavilions Amid Landscape 楼閣山水図 (Seikadō Bunko Art Museum, Fig. 3.68) Sun Junze used 

an upright brush to impart a medium-weight contour line to his forms. As a result, Sun’s forms 

have a highly pictorial and plasticized quality. They are delineated shapes filled in with 

texturizing brushwork, as opposed to volumetric masses modeled by brushwork. These qualities 

of Sun’s brushwork would have a profound influence on the development of Southern Song 

brushwork in the Ming academy.  

The brushwork parallels between Sun’s Pavilions Amid Landscape and Sesshū’s Four 

Seasons are readily apparent (Fig. 3.69). Like Sun, Sesshū used a medium-weight contour line to 

outline boulders, mountains, and trees, inside of which he applied wash and strokes. Close 

inspection of Sesshū’s Four Seasons reveals, however, that Sesshū’s contour lines demonstrate 

greater variety in thickness than those in Sun’s painting. This quality of Sesshū’s brushwork 

eases the taught crispness of the forms as they are found in Sun’s paintings. Sun Junze’s and 

Sesshū’s liberation from achieving effects of dimensionality transformed the role of ink tonality 

from one that captured light and shadow into one that experimented with visual effects of 

gradation. Sun dyed the top protruding point of his rocks with darkly saturated ink, allowing the 

tonality to fade in an ombre fashion down the remaining plane of the rock. This is the same 

abstracted conceptualization of refracted light that one finds in Sesshū’s foreground boulders in 

the Four Seasons. The natural principle that dictated that the top horizontal plane of a rock lay in 

shadow, with its vertical face drenched in light, is simplified in the work of both painters into a 

flattened and showy demonstration of tonality modulation. In Sun’s paintings, the axe-cut stroke 

has already begun its process of schematization, evoking more a linear pattern than a naturalistic 

surface.  
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In Sesshū’s Four Seasons, the ombre effect on the rocks is gradual, providing a pleasing 

contrast of tonality that is dramatic but not jarring. The large axe-cut strokes in the foreground 

boulders of the “Spring” and “Summer” paintings have broad, rounded heads. Each mark is 

clearly the result of separate points of brush contact and thus the strokes lack the impression of 

being fused along an extended line as they do in Xia Gui’s work. Compared to Sun’s strokes, 

Sesshū’s axe-cuts are stubby in length, narrowing rapidly from the broad point of initial contact 

to a trail of wispy lines. The speed and force with which they were applied to the silk was 

measured and gentle.  

Sesshū’s soft approach to the brushwork vocabulary of the Southern Song academy is 

identifiable in the paintings of Chenghua academy artists who were at the court during Sesshū’s 

residence in Beijing. Zhou Wenjing’s Zhou Maoshu Gazing at Waterlilies (collection unknown), 

for example, shares brushwork characteristics with Sesshū’s Four Seasons (Fig. 3.70). Like 

Sesshū, Zhou Wenjing used the axe-cut stroke sparingly and subordinated it to the more 

important role of wash. The visual distinction between texture strokes and wash is blurred in 

areas of both Sesshū’s and Zhou’s paintings as linear marks dissolve into pools of ink. Each 

painter applied texture strokes in a deliberate fashion, but they are not yet highly regularized in 

length and position as to be considered thoroughly schematic.   

Another painting by Zhou Wenjing, Visiting Dai on a Winter Evening (National Palace 

Museum, Taipei, see Fig. 3.42), exemplifies how a similar arsenal of brushwork could be 

adapted to winter scenes, which require a more austere aesthetic. On the rocks and mountainside, 

Zhou dispersed small linear flicks of the brush, accented throughout with vegetal dots. Sesshū 

replicated this technique in his “Winter” painting from the Four Seasons (Fig. 3.71). There, 

Sesshū composed similarly sharp, staccato strokes that echo the spiky branches of the scene’s 
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leafless trees. In a snowy scene such as this, these choppy strokes effectively convey a feeling of 

compacted iciness. 

The Chenghua academy painter Xia Kui’s only known pair of extant paintings reflect a 

similar interpretation of Southern Song brushwork as that showcased in Zhou Wenjing’s 

paintings and in Sesshū’s Four Seasons (Fig. 3.72). In Xia Kui’s Viewing a Waterfall (Art 

Institute of Chicago) he used a thick yet relaxed contour line that imparts the same bluntness of 

form that is evident in Sesshū’s Four Seasons. The typology of texture strokes evident in the 

work of both painters is also similar, featuring dark, broad dabs of an oblique brush with trailing, 

comet-like tails. As in Sesshū’s Four Seasons, these texture strokes are arranged in Xia Kui’s 

painting with a degree of randomness that spares them from appearing too much like a pattern. 

Furthermore, Sesshū and Xia Kui used the same methods for depicting tree foliage in the 

tradition of Xia Gui. One variety of tree is rendered with repeated dabs of ink, overlaid with 

translucent green pigment, while a different species is built up from oblong shapes colored in 

with ochre pigment. The thumb-like profile and blue coloration of the silhouetted peaks in the 

distance are also similar between the two contemporaneous painters.  

The commonalities between paintings of the Chenghua academy painters and Sesshū’s 

Four Seasons with regards to brushwork in the Southern Song tradition are particularly evident if 

their renditions of the axe-cut stroke are compared to those of the later Hongzhi and Zhengde 

academy landscapists. The court painter Zhong Li, who likely entered the Ming academy 

sometime after 1490 (弘治 3), is today known by several extant works, including a painting 

titled Scholar Viewing a Waterfall 學士觀瀑圖 (Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fig. 3.73).125 In 

 
125 For information about Zhong Li’s biography and his period of activity at the academy see Shan and Zhao, 
Mingdai gongting huihua shi, 370.  
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Zhong Li’s modulated ink tonalities and loose contour lines one observes the legacy of such 

Chenghua academy painters as Zhou Wenjing and Xia Kui. Compared to his Chenghua-era 

predecessors, however, Zhong employed axe-cut strokes in greater abundance and with a 

standardization of form that presages its degeneration. Indeed, other paintings by Zhong Li, such 

as Spring Landscape 春景山水圖 and Winter Landscape 東京山水圖 (both in Konchi’in, Fig. 

3.74) or Snowy Landscape 雪景山水圖 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.75) reflect how 

hardened and raw the axe-cut stroke would eventually become.   

Wang E, a contemporary of Zhong Li and a painter of the late Hongzhi and Zhengde 

academies, was famously hailed as the second coming of Ma Yuan by the Hongzhi emperor.126 

In Wang’s Snowy Peaks and High Wind  雪嶺風高 (Idemitsu Museum, Fig. 3.76) and Crossing 

a Stream to Visit a Friend 畫溪橋訪友 (National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.77) axe-cut 

strokes are reduced to successions of spindly lines, commencing with nail-head-like marks. Each 

line is easily discernable as an independent mark and together they resemble the teeth of a fine 

comb. This regularity, achieved through thin, elongated lines and an insistently parallel structure, 

characterizes the late phase of the axe-cut stroke’s morphology in the hands of Ming court 

painters.  

The brushwork affinities between Sesshū’s Four Seasons and the paintings of Xia Kui 

and Zhou Wenjing thus clarify the state of Southern Song brushwork during the Chenghua era.   

In the mid-fifteenth century, the tradition of Southern Song brushwork relied extensively on 

wash, particularly for rendering mountain facades. Painters applied large axe-cut strokes 

selectively. These texture strokes had long lost their representational capacity to convey natural 

 
126 Barnhart, “The Landscape Masters of the Hongzhi and Zhengde Courts,” in Painters of the Great Ming: The 
Imperial Court and the Zhe School, 260.  
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materials, but they had yet to be completely regularized into the rigid and abstract patterns that 

characterize the brushwork of late fifteenth and sixteenth-century academy painters.  

Sesshū’s mastery of revivalist Southern Song brushwork at the Chenghua academy is 

evident in the confidence and sureness of purpose with which he executed later paintings. 

Conversely, in examples of Sesshū’s pre-China work, such as Landscape (Nezu Art Museum, 

see Fig. 3.45) or Landscape (Kyōto National Museum, see Fig. 3.58), Sesshū rendered texture 

strokes tentatively. In these early paintings Sesshū conceived of texture strokes as generic linear 

marks rather than as the result of more sophisticated manipulations of the angle and direction of 

the brush. The placement of texture strokes on the rocks in these paintings is naïve and random. 

These qualities suggest that Sesshū’s initial forays into brushwork, and texture strokes in 

particular, were based on copying models without a firm grasp of technique.  

Interestingly, however, Sesshū’s post-China brushwork also developed along lines that 

reflect another dimension of his training at the Ming academy. In Sesshū’s Birds and Flowers of 

the Four Seasons screens (Kyōto National Museum, see Fig. 3.12), for example, his masterful 

rendering of rock surfaces suggests that he was also exposed to the revival of the Li Tang 

tradition at the Ming academy, which I earlier noted is exemplified in paintings by Shang Xi, Xie 

Huan, and Li Zai, among others. In his screens, Sesshū used a dry brush with great speed and 

force to render the texture strokes on the rocks. The contour lines are heavier and more angular 

than in Four Seasons. These differences in technique can be partially explained by the large 

format of the screens, which required a bold approach. Nevertheless, these same brushwork 

tendencies can be observed in other paintings in Sesshū’s oeuvre, such as the Long Landscape 

(Mōri Family Museum, Fig. 3.78) and Winter Landscape (see Fig. 3.46). The geological motifs 

in these works demonstrate Sesshū’s inclination toward greater geometricization in his forms and 
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more emphatic expression in his brushwork. These are the qualities of brushwork shared by 

Ming academy painters in their revival of the Li Tang landscape style.  

Li Tang’s Wind in the Pines Amid Ten Thousand Valleys 萬壑松風圖 (National Palace 

Museum, Taipei, Fig. 3.79) illustrates the Song painter’s preference for densely applied small 

axe-cut strokes and angular rock profiles. The sheer quantity of Li’s small axe-cut strokes 

conjures the image of highly faceted stone. The short vertical length of the stroke (hence its 

name) in repeated succession produces a hash-mark pattern across the mountains. As Suzuki Kei 

has noted, Li Tang’s brushwork was among the main styles adopted by professional painters in 

ateliers of Buddhist painting in Zhejiang from the Song to the Ming dynasties. Thick webs of 

small axe-cuts frequently appear on rockery in Buddhist figural works of this period, such as 

Zhou Jichang’s 周季常 Lohan in Meditation Attended by a Serpent 洞中入定 (Museum of Fine 

Arts Boston, Fig. 3.80). The appearance of Li Tang’s brushwork in the paintings of professional 

Zhejiang artists suggests how this brushwork entered the Ming academy, for numerous painters 

from this region were recruited to paint for the court in the fifteenth century.  

An example through which to briefly assess Sesshū’s participation in the Ming 

academy’s revival of Li Tang is found in his favored use of an obliquely angled “L” shaped 

stroke to articulate the surfaces and edges of cliffs. This form likely originated in the perceived 

perpendicular interaction of Li Tang’s small axe-cut strokes, which over time became 

abbreviated into the linearly conceived “L” shape. Zhou Jichang’s Lohan in Meditation 

demonstrates this effect (see Fig. 3.80). Here, the oblique “L” shaped stroke describes both the 

multitudinous facets on the rock and its profile view.  

Some Ming academy painters, especially those who employed the hanging cliff motif 

discussed earlier, appear to have found the “L” shaped stroke effective as a means of pictorially 
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evoking the surface irregularities of cliffs. As a brushwork motif, this stroke is found in paintings 

by Shang Xi, Xia Zhi, and Shi Rui (Fig. 3.81). The court painters who worked on the Fahai si 

murals also employed the oblique “L” shaped stroke to render the terrestrial components of their 

divine landscapes (Fig. 3.82). In Sesshū’s post-China oeuvre, the oblique “L” shaped stroke 

appears frequently, from his Thirty-three Kannon paintings to the Long Landscape (Fig. 3.83). 

Indeed, in the iconic hanging cliff of Sesshū’s Winter Landscape (Tōkyō National Museum, see 

Fig. 3.46) it is his free-hand brushwork in this manner that creates the dance of lines and dots 

that transcend their time in evincing modern abstraction.   

When analyzed through the tripartite stylistic framework of composition, motifs, and 

brushwork, Sesshū’s Four Seasons is the ideal matrix in which to observe how contemporary 

habits of painting at the Ming academy emerged from a confluence of tradition and innovation. 

The stylistic habits of Chenghua academy painters would provide the foundation for Sesshū’s 

Four Seasons and his later paintings. The stylistic commonalities between Sesshū’s Four 

Seasons and the paintings of his fellow academy painters coalesce around a common departure 

from reality and retreat into imagination. Space is flattened, motifs are obtrusive, and brushwork 

is self-conscious. In these ways, Ming court paintings lay bare the artifice of the painter’s brush, 

drawing our attention to technique rather than effect. Thus, we become more conscious of the 

agency of the artist’s brush as a tool of painterly experimentation. Sesshū’s post-China paintings 

inherited these stylistic traits that convey artifice and agency, two qualities that would come to 

define his inimitable style in medieval Japan.   

Just as Sesshū was emboldened to take up the habit of inscription on his paintings during 

his time in China, I would also argue that the painter’s embrace of lengthy, assertive signatures 

was inspired by his tenure at the Ming academy. While Song court painters applied discreet and 
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sometimes hidden signatures on their paintings, high ranking Ming court painters brushed their 

names in large script (Fig. 3.84). Though many Ming court painters are little-known today, their 

contemporary repute is conveyed in their proud flaunting of official titles and ranks in the 

context of the painting signature. These signatures were usually conspicuously positioned in the 

upper or lower margins of the painting and often accompanied by large seals. Sesshū’s signatures 

and seals on the Four Seasons resemble in scale and placement those of his Ming academy 

contemporaries (Fig. 3.85).  

Upon his return to Japan, Sesshū often signed important paintings with a bold signature 

that included his title “First Seat of Tiantong” and his age (Fig. 3.86).127 It is as though Sesshū 

substituted the grandiose military titles of the Ming court painters with his own illustrious 

Buddhist title. Sesshū’s signing practice was perfectly in-keeping with that of the Ming court 

painters, for in both cases the signature was a hallmark of one’s status as a professional painter. 

The conveyance of title, rank, and age on a painting established the painter’s artistic credentials 

for his patrons. In his use of such signatures, Sesshū was unique among contemporary Japanese 

artists who served as painters-in-attendance. Josetsu, Shūbun, and Oguri Sōtan 小栗宗湛 (act. 

1462-81) left no signatures or seals on their paintings. As a result, attributing paintings to these 

artists is dependent on style or other textual information. Although other professional Japanese 

artists occasionally signed their work, this was primarily done as a mark of religious devotion or 

studio affiliation rather than as an expression of individual identity. 128 Like his self-inscriptions, 

 
127 Sesshū’s post-China paintings that include such signatures include Landscape in the Manner of Gao Kegong 
(1474, Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum), the Long Landscape (1486, Mōri Family Museum), Tenjin in Court 
Attire (1493, Yamaguchi Art Prefectural Museum), Splashed-ink Landscape (1495, Tōkyō National Museum), and 
Huike Offering his Severed Arm to Bodhidharma (1496, Sainenji). 

128 As early as the twelfth century, there is evidence of professional Buddhist sculptors signing their works. The 
concealed locations of these signatures, however, and the spiritual implications of writing one’s name on or in the 
body of a sacred icon rendered this act of inscription, even on the part of the maker, more devotional than self-
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Sesshū’s bold painting signatures were a new expression of his identity as a painter. In this 

respect, Sesshū would have a profound influence on later professional painters of the Unkoku, 

Hasegawa, and Kano schools, who would similarly employ signatures as a mark of personal 

identity and artistic genealogy.129 

 Thus, Sesshū’s experience in the Chenghua painting academy was not only 

transformative for his artistry, but also for shaping his conception of how to inhabit the role of 

professional artist. For Sesshū, the journey to China was a process of artistic maturation in many 

ways. Sesshū’s exposure to diverse visual material expanded his pictorial horizon and sparked 

his painterly creativity. His encounter with fellow artists – amateurs and professionals alike – 

similarly unveiled a new world of possibilities for painter-hood. From both perspectives, Sesshū 

 
assertive. Mizuno Keisaburō has written about an inscription made by the Buddhist sculptor Unkei 運慶on the top 
of the lotus base for a sculpture of the Vairocana Buddha, which Unkei completed in 1176. As Mizuno notes, this 
inscription is the earliest known example of a sculptor writing his own name on his work. As he goes on to explain, 
however, other examples from around the same time, as well as examples from the subsequent Kamakura period 
(1185-1333), indicate that a sculptor’s inclusion of his name was often conflated with his identity as a devotee, that 
is, as an individual among a group of people who wished to form a spiritual bond with the statue. A sculptor’s 
application of his name to his work also carried connotations that implied that the act of artistic creation was a 
means of accruing karmic merit. In this sense, there is an important distinction between the signing practice of 
earlier Buddhist sculptors and the signature habits of later professional painters like Sesshū. See Mizuno Keisaburō, 
Toda Teisuke, and Takashina Shūji, “Geijutsuka no shomei,” in Unkei to Kaikei: Kamakura no kenchiku chōkoku 
(Nihon bijutsu zenshū), vol. 10 (Tōkyō: Kōdansha, 1991), 183-185. Artists of the long-lived Takuma atelier 宅間派

of Buddhist painters, particularly Takuma Eiga 宅間栄賀 (act. 14th century), are similarly known to have applied 
signatures to their paintings. As Gratia Cassandra Williams has pointed out in the case of Eiga, however, extant 
signatures display a considerable degree of variation indicating that they were likely applied to paintings of the 
Takuma atelier by various hands and thus functioned more as a label for the Takuma workshop rather than as an 
expression of individual identity on the part of a single painter. See Gratia Cassandra Williams, “Takuma Eiga: A 
Revisionist Analysis of a Fourteenth-Century Buddhist Painter” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 2006), 74. 
ProQuest (3209354). In addition to Takuma Eiga, the later Kichizan Minchō (1353-1431), a professional painter of 
Buddhist figures at Tōfukuji, also has four extant works that bear signatures. Given that Minchō is believed to have 
led an atelier at Tōfukuji it is possible that his signatures, like those of Takuma Eiga, also functioned primarily as 
markers of the studio.  
 
129 For a discussion of the signing practice of painters in these ateliers see Yukio Lippit, “The Birth of Japanese 
Painting History: Kano Artists, Authors, and Authenticators of the Seventeenth Century” (PhD diss., Princeton 
University, 2003). ProQuest (3067157).  
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returned from China a changed artist, and the future of Japanese painting would be changed in 

turn.  
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Part III – The China Legacy  
 
Chapter 4: The Politics of Prayer 

 

I. Introduction 

 

Seventeen years after his return from China, Sesshū had resettled in Yamaguchi, Suō 

Province (present-day Yamaguchi City, Yamaguchi Prefecture) and established his second 

Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting 天開図画楼.1 In the late summer or early fall of 1486 

(文明 18), Sesshū’s friend and fellow-monk Ryōan Keigo 了庵桂悟 (1425-1514) composed a 

record for Sesshū’s new painting studio, relating the idyllic environs of the painter’s home 

secluded among strange rocks and a meandering stream.2 Here, Ryōan informs us, Sesshū passed 

his days in the company of friends, burning incense and gathering flowers from his garden. 

Ōuchi Masahiro 大内政弘 (1446-95), leader of the Ōuchi clan, even called upon the painter 

there, the sole contemporaneous glimpse of their artist-patron relationship. In the twelfth month 

of this year, Sesshū would complete his magnum opus, the Long Landscape 山水長図巻 

(formally known as Handscroll Landscape of the Four Seasons 四季山水図巻,Mōri Family 

 
1 Sesshū’s first Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting was located in Bungo 豊後 (present-day Ōita Prefecture) 
in northern Kyūshū. The monk Baifu Ryōshin 呆夫良心 (d. 1478), who accompanied Sesshū on the Ōnin mission, 
wrote a record to commemorate Sesshū’s first studio. For my annotated translation and transcription of Baifu’s 
record see Appendix I.6.  
 
2 For my annotated translation and transcription of Ryōan’s record see Appendix I.8. Ryōan left Kyōto for Suō on 
the eighth day of the sixth month of 1486. By at least the eighth month he had arrived in Suō. A reference in 
Ryōan’s record to escaping the heat and enjoying the cool suggests that he composed the record for Sesshū in the 
summer of 1486 shortly after he arrived in Suō. In 1486, when Ryōan came to Suō, he was the abbot of Tōfukuji. 
For more information regarding Ryōan’s activities in Suō in 1486 see Itō Kōji, “Ōuchi shi no Nichimin bōeki to 
Sakai,” Hisutoria 161 (1998): 47-70. For Ryōan’s biography see Tamamura Takeji, Gozan sensō denki shūsei 
(shinsō han) (Kyōto: Shibun kaku, 2003), 711-712.  
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Museum). The culmination of that artistic project marked the end of a year that was replete with 

events and ceremonies that elevated the Ōuchi clan’s status as a regional political power.  

The Long Landscape and its implications for the promotion of Ōuchi kingship is the 

subject of this dissertation’s final chapter. In this penultimate chapter, I examine a much less 

well-known artistic project upon which Sesshū also embarked in 1486, a set of Thirty-three 

Kannon 三十三観音図 paintings (hereafter Thirty-three Kannon). These paintings, illustrating 

scenes from the “Universal Gate 普門品” chapter of the Lotus Sutra 妙法蓮華經, depict the 

thirty-three manifestations assumed by the bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara (Jp. Kannon, Ch. 

Guanyin) to save mankind from a host of natural and man-made calamities. Sesshū’s set of 

thirty-three paintings is today known through eight copies and two copy-sketches, all of which 

were based upon his now-lost originals. Because these extant works have been considered to be 

copies, they have received comparatively little scholarly attention. Bearing faithful transcriptions 

of Sesshū’s signature, however, these paintings offer valuable insight into the nature of Sesshū’s 

artistic production in his later years and provide material through which to understand Sesshū’s 

role as painter-in-attendance to the Ōuchi.  

Moreover, in the context of this dissertation, the Thirty-three Kannon, along with the 

Long Landscape of the final chapter, constitute two case studies through which to evaluate the 

ramifications of Sesshū’s China experience. While Chapters Two and Three analyzed painting 

case studies directly associated with his China sojourn, Chapters Four and Five excavate the 

significance of Sesshū’s experience from paintings that were produced long after his return. In 

this and the following chapter, I argue that Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon and the Long 

Landscape were the result of Sesshū’s exposure to similar types of visual material during his 

travel. Each project was indelibly conditioned by the iconographic and symbolic significance of 
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the source material in contemporary China, enabling Sesshū to create customized expressions of 

cultural and political authority for his Ōuchi patrons.  

 The painting case studies of the final two chapters thus reveal how Sesshū operated as a 

cultural manager for the Ōuchi household, contributing to and enhancing their particular 

ideology of kingship through his craft. As I have discussed in the preceding chapters, Sesshū was 

likely already fulfilling this role as a member of the Ōnin tribute trade delegation, a mission that 

was largely conducted under Ōuchi administration. As a member of the administrative staff-cum 

-painter, Sesshū was no doubt involved in the active acquisition of paintings and other art objects 

that were of commercial and cultural interest to his Ōuchi patrons. Indeed, as I will argue in the 

final two chapters, Sesshū’s exposure to and acquisition of the visual material that was the basis 

for his Thirty-three Kannon and Long Landscape projects during the course of his travel was 

likely not a coincidental occurrence, but rather a proactive process as part of his professional role 

as cultural manager for the Ōuchi. 

 Scholars have long been plagued by a lack of concrete information concerning Sesshū’s 

exact status as a painter in fifteenth-century Japan. Ryōan Keigo’s reference to Ōuchi Masahiro’s 

visits to Sesshū’s studio is the only direct evidence of their artist-patron relationship. 

Nevertheless, Sesshū’s residence in Suō in the 1480s and his completion of two major artistic 

projects in 1486 certainly points to the Ōuchi household as his primary patronage base. As with 

other monk-painters of his time, Sesshū had only a modest standing in the Zen bureaucracy – 

that of shika 知客 or Guest Prefect – a fact that has tended to bely and overshadow his high-

profile activities as a painter for the Ōuchi clan. In the absence of further documentary evidence, 

it is Sesshū’s paintings, first and foremost, that testify to the nature of these activities and to his 

artistic engagement with his regional patrons. 
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  As the only painter-in-attendance of his generation, or of any generation in fact, to travel 

to China, Sesshū was in a unique position to curate the cultural profile of the Ōuchi household 

according to the most up-to-date and authoritative visual traditions on the continent. In this 

context, the Thirty-three Kannon, I argue, served as a literal and figurative backdrop for the 

performance of Ōuchi statecraft. In his creation of the Thirty-three Kannon, Sesshū leveraged a 

pictorial culture that resonated with political symbolism both at home and abroad, and thus 

conceived of a new mode of cultural legitimization.  

 

II. Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon and the Minchō Precedent 

 

Each of the eight extant painting copies and two sketch copies of Sesshū’s Thirty-three 

Kannon illustrate different prose, verse, or manifestation sections from the twenty-fifth chapter 

of the Lotus Sutra, also known as the “Universal Gate” chapter or the “Avalokiteśvara Chapter.”3 

The painting copies from Sesshū’s set include the following scenes from the “Universal Gate” 

chapter: “Drowning in a Turbulent River” (previously Mōri Family Museum, whereabouts 

currently unknown, Fig. 4.1), “Shipwreck in the Land of Demons” (private collection), “Falling 

from Mount Sumeru” (Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum, Fig. 4.2), “ Attack by Poison and 

Sorcery” (Kyūshū National Museum, Fig. 4.3), “Avalokiteśvara as Isvara” (Yamaguchi 

Prefectural Art Museum), “Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana” (Tōkyō National Museum, Fig. 4.4), 

“Avalokiteśvara as Landlord” (private collection, Fig. 4.5), and “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” 

(Tōkyō Fine Arts University Museum, Fig. 4.6). Additionally, two copy-sketches of Sesshū’s 

 
3 Over time, the twenty-fifth chapter of the Lotus Sutra also came to be referred to independently as the “Guanyin 
jing 觀音經” (Jp. “Kannon kyō”), or the “Avalokiteśvara Sutra.”  
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Thirty-three Kannon are included among Kano Tan’yū’s 狩野探幽 (1602-74) Shukuzu 

(Authentication Sketches) 縮図. These are the scenes of “Falling from Diamond Mountain” 

(private collection, Fig. 4.7) and “Attack by Brigands” (private collection, Fig. 4.8) from the 

“Universal Gate” chapter.4 With the exception of Kano Tan’yū’s sketch copies, the painting 

copies, for which dimensions are available, are similar in size, indicating that they are members 

of a single set.5 Six of the eight painting copies bear transcriptions of both Sesshū’s signature and 

his square-intaglio “Tōyō 等楊” seal.6 Among the Tan’yū sketch copies, only “Attack by 

Brigands” includes a transcription of Sesshū’s signature. Sesshū’s signature is consistent across 

all the signed compositions. The signature reads “Sesshū, age sixty-seven 雪舟六十七歳,” thus 

allowing us to date the set to 1486.7  

The extant copies from Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon adhere to the same compositional 

layout composed of a figure of the bodhisattva in the upper half of the painting and an 

illustration based upon the content of the “Universal Gate” chapter in the lower half. 

Extrapolating from the copies, Sesshū likely rendered his paintings in ink on paper with ochre, 

red, and gold pigments.8 Based upon the similarity of contour lines, texture strokes, and 

 
4 I have used Miyeko Murase’s translations of the prose, verse, and manifestation titles from the “Universal Gate” 
chapter when referring to Sesshū’s paintings. See Miyeko Murase, “Kuan-Yin as Savior of Men: Illustration of the 
Twenty-Fifth Chapter of the Lotus Sutra in Chinese Painting,” Artibus Asiae 33, no. 1/2 (1971): 44, 59.  
 
5 Each painting measures about 104 cm by 54 cm.  
 

6 This is the same square-intaglio seal that appears at the end of Sesshū’s Long Landscape. Due to the low quality of 
the image that was available to me, it is unclear whether or not “Shipwreck in the Land of Demons” includes the 
“Tōyō” seal. “Avalokiteśvara as Isvara” contains only the “Tōyō” seal without a signature. 
 
7 The age Sesshū indicated for himself in this signature corresponds to that found in the artist’s signature on the 
Long Landscape, which he dated to the eighteenth year of the Bunmei period (i.e. 1486). 
 
8 In “Falling from Mt. Sumeru” (Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum) and “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” (Kyūshū 
National Museum) the copyists used ochre pigment for the skin tone of the figures and red pigment to highlight the 
bodhisattva’s lips and the Buddha figures in Kannon’s crown. The copyists also used gold pigment to transcribe the 
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signatures between the copies of “Drowning in a Turbulent River,” “Falling from Mt. Sumeru,” 

and the Long Landscape, Egaitsu Michihiko has proposed that the former two works represent 

the earliest copies, perhaps executed shortly after Sesshū’s lifetime.9  

The authorship of three of the painting copies is clear due to the presence of the copying 

artists’ inscriptions. Kano Tsunenobu 狩野常信 (1636-1713) made the copy of “Avalokiteśvara 

as Vaisravana” in 1677 (延宝 5).10 Kano Yoshinobu 狩野美信 (1772-1821) made the copy of 

Sesshū’s “Avalokiteśvara as Landlord.” Yamamoto Shōgetsu 山本勝月 (1873-1936) created his 

copy of Sesshū’s “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” in 1900 (明治 33) based on another copy of the 

original work.11 The copyists and dates of the five remaining copy paintings are unknown. Kano 

Tan’yū’s two sketch copies, “Falling from Diamond Mountain” and “Attack by Brigands,” can 

be dated to 1663 (寛文 3) and 1666 (寛文 6), respectively.  

Kunigō Hideaki first suggested that the copy paintings and sketches reflected the 

existence an original set of thirty-three paintings illustrating the “Universal Gate” chapter when 

he deduced that the iconography of the illustration in the bottom-half of Sesshū’s 

“Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana” closely resembled that of the same scene from a similar set by 

 
sutra passages at the top of each composition and to highlight clouds, elements of Kannon’s dress, and various other 
motifs.  
 
9 Egaitsu Michihiko, “Kannon zu, Kannon zu mohon, Kannon zu mohon [sakuhin kaisetsu],” in Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron 
bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 150.  
 
10 According to Tsunenobu’s inscription, the original painting from which he made his copy was housed at Kakujōin 
覚成院 in Ueno. Another copy of this painting from Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon, dated to 1899 (明治 32), is in 
the collection of Tōkyō Fine Arts University.  
 
11 According to the inscription on the painting, Yamamoto’s copy was based on a pre-existing copy made in 1826 (
文政 9). Additionally, another copy of this painting from Sesshū’s set, dated to 1661 (寛文元年), is contained in 
Kano Tan’yū’s Shukuzu.  
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the Muromachi-period painter Kichizan Minchō 吉山明兆 (1352-1431).12 Minchō, a 

professional painter of Buddhist icons active at Tōfukuji in Kyōto, made a set of Thirty-three 

Kannon paintings (Tōfukuji) around 1412 (応永 19). In 2003, Mibuchi Mihō further observed 

that the similarity between the illustrations in the lower-half of Sesshū’s paintings and those in 

the lower-half of Minchō’s paintings indicates that both painters appear to have consulted the 

same edition of an Illustrated Guanyin Sutra 出相觀音經 produced in Ming China in 1395 (洪

武 28).13  

Examination of the copies of Sesshū’s paintings revealed that his depictions of the 

bodhisattva were more faithful to the illustrations in the 1395 Chinese sutra than were the 

Kannon figures in Minchō’s paintings.14 Minchō’s and Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon sets were 

thus ostensibly based upon the same pictorial model (i.e. the 1395 edition of the Illustrated 

Guanyin Sutra) but were made some seventy-four years apart. This situation posed the 

compelling question as to how, if at all, the two projects were related.   

Two central issues have impeded inquiry into Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon. First, it was 

not until the 2000s that all but one of the eight painting copies were displayed in exhibitions or 

published in exhibition catalogs.15 For many years the scholarly community in Japan was 

 
12 Kunigō Hideaki, “Kannon zu (mohon) [sakuhin kaisetsu],” in Sesshū: Botsugo gohyaku nen tokubetsu ten, ed. 
Tōkyō kokuritsu hakubutsukan and Kyōto kokuritsu hakubutsukan, exh. cat. (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun, 2002), 288.   
 
13 Mibuchi Mihō, “Maruyama Ōykyo hitsu ‘Nanfuku zukan’ to ‘Kannon kyō’, Kannon kyō e: Shussō Kannon kyō 
wo chūshin ni,” Bijutsu ronsō 19 (2003): 89.  
 
14 Ibid.  
 
15 Only “Drowning in a Turbulent River” was included in the 1909 compendium of Sesshū paintings titled Sesshū 
gashū (Collected Paintings of Sesshū) 雪舟画集. This volume indicates that the painting was once in the Mōri 
family collection, however, its current whereabouts are unknown. “Shipwreck in the Land of Demons” is held in a 
private collection. As far as I am aware it has never been published or publicly exhibited. The image I consulted for 
this study was generously provided by Hata Yasunori of the Kyūshū National Museum. In 2002, the national 
museums in Tōkyō and Kyōto displayed “Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana” for the first time on the occasion of the 
Sesshū exhibition commemorating the five-hundredth year anniversary of the artist’s death. In 2006, the Yamaguchi 
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therefore unaware or unfamiliar with these works in Sesshū’s oeuvre. Second, the status of these 

works as copies has unfortunately relegated them to a realm deemed of only secondary 

importance for research. A similar fate has befallen numerous paintings and sketches that purport 

to be copies of original Sesshū paintings, many of which were made by Kano school painters.16 

For the purpose of this study, I am not concerned with ascertaining or comparing the various 

hands of the copyists or venturing to date the un-dated compositions. Rather, I am interested in 

the basic notion that the existence of these copies presents the opportunity to enrich our 

understanding of Sesshū’s painting practice.  

To date, Hata Yasunori has made the most important contributions to the nascent 

historiography of Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon paintings, contextualizing them within the Ōuchi 

clan’s religious agenda in 1486. Specifically, Hata has argued that the set may have played a 

ritual function in the Second Month Rites 二月会 at the Ōuchi family’s tutelary temple, Kōryūji 

興隆寺. In 1486, these rites overlapped with the coming-of-age ceremony for Ōuchi Yoshioki 大

内義興 (1477-1529), which were also conducted at Kōryūji.17 In 2012, Hata authored a lengthier 

article in which he alternatively proposed that the thirty-three paintings served as the ritual icons 

 
Prefectural Art Museum exhibited “Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana,” “Falling from Mt. Sumeru,” and 
“Avalokiteśvara as Minister” as part of their seminal exhibition “The Journey to Sesshū 雪舟への旅.” In 2007 
“Attack by Poison and Sorcery” was first displayed in the exhibition “Culture of Kyōto’s Five Mountain Zen 
Temples 京都五山禅文化展.” Kano Tan’yū’s sketch copies, “Attack by Brigands” and “Falling from Diamond 
Mountain,” were first displayed and published as part of two separate exhibitions in 2007 and 2008, respectively. 
Most recently, Kano Yoshinobu’s “Avalokiteśvara as Landlord” made its public debut at an exhibition of “Sesshū’s 
Buddhist Figural Works 雪舟の仏画” at the Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum in 2019. I am grateful to Egaitsu 
Michihiko for informing me of the emergence of this painting and for kindly sending me a copy of the catalog.  
 
16 The Sesshū photograph files at the Institute for the Research of Cultural Property in Tōkyō 文化財研究所 contain 
numerous examples of Kano-school copies of Sesshū’s work.  
 
17 Hata Yasunori, “Bunmei jūhachi nen no Ōuchi shi to Sesshū,” in Sesshū Tōyō: “Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū 
zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 248.   
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for a Kannon Repentance Rite 観音懺法 that was held for Ōuchi Norihiro 大内教弘 (1420-65) 

on the anniversary of his passing (i.e. on the third day of the ninth month) in 1486.18  

Hata’s argument was based upon a clue from the dedicatory text appended to the 1395 

edition of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, which Sesshū had ostensibly used as the model for his 

paintings. The dedicatory text of the Chinese sutra invoked prayers for the devotee’s rebirth into 

the Western Pure Land, a suggestion that the original function of the 1395 Illustrated Guanyin 

Sutra was related to salvation-based rites such as a repentance rite.19 Further corroborating 

Hata’s proposed role of Sesshū’s paintings in a Kannon repentance rite was the fact that 

Minchō’s Thirty-three Kannon paintings of 1412 are confirmed to have been used in a Kannon 

repentance rite conducted at Tōfukuji in 1466.  

 Expanding upon Hata’s analysis of the dedicatory texts appended to the Chinese sutra, in 

this chapter I contend that the proliferation of Illustrated Guanyin Sutras in Ming China signified 

more than just the universal desire in the pre-modern East Asian world for absolution from sin 

and liberation from the cycle of saṃsāra (i.e. rebirth). I demonstrate that these illustrated texts 

are likely among the visual artifacts born of the system of imperially sponsored Buddhism during 

the Ming dynasty. As such, the sutras embodied the political authority of the Ming regime as it 

was both upheld and transgressed.  

Given Sesshū’s experience in China, it is necessary to reconsider his Thirty-three Kannon 

paintings as operating within an interregional ideology of kingship, an ideology that drew its 

foundational legitimacy from the Ming imperium. As a painter who had been to China and 

 
18 Hata Yasunori, “Sesshū no Kannon hensō zu wo megutte,” in Ronshū – Tōyō Nihon bijutsushi to genjō: 
Mitsumeru, mamoru, tsutaeru, ed. Tōyō Nihon bijutsushi to genjo henshū i’in kai (Tōkyō: Chikurinsha, 2012), 106-
107. 
 
19 Ibid.  
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trained in the Ming academy, Sesshū was in a unique position to bring this ideology of kingship 

to bear on the artistic programs of his Ōuchi patrons. In so doing, Sesshū was able to position his 

regional lords as competitive contenders for political power in a period of political instability. 

Before pursuing this point further, however, it is necessary to trace the pictorial and functional 

relationship between Minchō’s and Sesshū’s paintings so as to understand their significance in 

the domestic environment of fifteenth-century Japan.  

 About a year before Sesshū departed for China, on the tenth day of the second month of 

1466 (文正元年), a Kannon Repentance Rite was held in the abbot’s quarters 方丈 of Tōfukuji 

in Kyōto. On this occasion, the shogun Ashikaga Yoshimasa 足利義政 (r. 1449-73) was in 

attendance. Yoshimasa had called at the abbot’s quarters before the commencement of the rite to 

burn incense in front of thirty-three paintings of Kannon.  In the Inryōken nichiroku (Diary of the 

Inryōken Cloister) 蔭涼軒日録, the administrative record of this sub-temple at Shōkokuji, the 

thirty-three painting set is recorded as being by the hand of the monk-painter Kichizan Minchō.20 

Minchō’s extant set of Thirty-three Kannon, still housed at Tōfukuji and dated to 1412, is 

thought to be the same set that was employed in the repentance rite of 1466.21 This entry from 

Inryōken nichiroku is the first known reference in the textual record to Minchō’s Kannon set. 

 
20 Kikei Shinzui, Inryōken nichiroku, in Zōho zoku shiryō taisei, vol. 21, ed. Takeuchi Rizō (Kyōto: Rinsen shoten, 
1978), 83.  
 
21 The 1412 date is found in an inscription affixed to the back of the painting depicting “Avalokiteśvara as the 
Pratyeka-buddha.” This inscription was likely removed from the original mounting and pasted on to the current 
mounting when the works were restored in 1673 (延宝元年). The name of the set’s patron, Zen’ei 善英, is inscribed 
on the back of the “Pratyeka-buddha” painting. Zen’ei is also named as the patron of the set in an inscription at the 
bottom of the painting “Menace of Thunder and Storm.” Thirty-one of the extant paintings are thought to date to 
1412, while two compositions in the extant set were re-painted by Kano Sansetsu in 1647 (正保 4). See Igarashi 
Kōichi, “Tōfukuji zō sanjūsan Kannon zō,” Bijutsushi ronsō 11 (1995): 197-198.  
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The corresponding paintings housed at Tōfukuji are the oldest known example of a thirty-three 

Kannon set in Japan.22 

The art historian Igarashi Kōichi was the first to identify the fact that the scenes in the 

bottom-half of Minchō’s Thirty-three Kannon were copied from the illustrations found in a 1395 

edition of a Chinese Illustrated Guanyin Sutra (Fig. 4.9).23 In the upper-half of his paintings, 

Minchō replaced the bodhisattva figures from the Chinese sutra with his own series of white-

robed Kannon, seated in rocky grottos or gliding on lotus petals in the ocean. Tatehata Atsuko 

has convincingly argued that Minchō’s substitution of the Chinese Guanyin figures with the 

white-robed Kannon reflects the popularity of this iconography for the bodhisattva in 

contemporary Japan. The white-robed Kannon was associated with the philosophy of 

contemplative enlightenment as expounded in the Śūraṅgama Sutra 大佛頂首楞嚴經, a text that 

was widely read and studied among Zen monks in fifteenth-century Japan.24 Tatehata thus 

proposed that Minchō’s paintings reflected a synthesis of doctrinal and iconographical content 

from the Lotus Sutra and the Śūraṅgama Sutra.25  

Minchō’s and Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon each convey their respective artist’s 

adherence to different aspects of the 1395 Illustrated Guanyin Sutra (Fig. 4.10). While Sesshū 

exactly replicated the bodhisattva figures from the 1395 sutra, he exercised greater liberty in 

altering pictorial details of the narrative scenes that accompany the bodhisattva figures in the 

 
22 Ibid., 44. In his article, Igarashi notes that he had not identified any such sets of Kannon paintings in China. See 
Igarashi, “Tōfukuji zō sanjūsan Kannon zō,” 203.  
 
23 Ibid., 200.  
 
24 Tatehata Atsuko, “Tōfukuji zō Minchō hitsu sanjūsan Kannon zu ni kansuru ichi kōsatsu,” De Arute 26 (2010): 
55. Kurihara Nakamichi has similarly demonstrated how the Śūraṅgama Sutra influenced the reception of Kannon 
in Five Mountain Zen culture. See Kurihara Nakamichi, “Gozan bungaku to Kannon shinkō,” Buzan kyōgaku taikai 
kiyō 6 (1978): 187-189.  
 
25 Tatehata, “Tōfukuji zō Minchō hitsu sanjūsan Kannon zu ni kansuru ichi kōsatsu,” 55. 
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Chinese sutra and which occupy the bottom-half of his paintings. Minchō, on the other hand, 

entirely replaced the bodhisattva figures from the 1395 sutra but faithfully preserved the 

narrative scenes.  

For example, in the scene of “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” as it is found in the 1395 

Illustrated Guanyin Sutra and in Minchō’s Thirty-three Kannon, the figure upon whom an 

attempt at poisoning has been made is shown in profile seated at a table with his hands clasped in 

supplication to the bodhisattva. The bodhisattva comes to the man’s aid by causing his assailant, 

also present in the scene, to be struck by poisoning as a form of karmic retribution. Although 

Sesshū clearly based his “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” on the same illustration from the 1395 

sutra, he adjusted the positioning of the figures such that the victim is shown facing the viewer, 

his hand hovering over the table to conjure the spell that causes his assailant to fall ill. 

Nevertheless, despite these changes to the narrative scene, Sesshū copied the original image of 

the bodhisattva from the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, which is shown donning an ornate crown and 

seated in the meditation mudra posture.  

Perhaps the most telling distinction between Minchō’s and Sesshū’s paintings is the 

absence or presence of the sutra text. Minchō, although he assiduously copied the narrative 

illustrations from the 1395 sutra, did not include the corresponding textual excerpts from the 

Illustrated Guanyin Sutra as part of his compositions.26 Sesshū, on the other hand, used gold 

pigment to transcribe the exact content of the textual passages from the 1395 sutra in vertical 

columns above each Kannon figure like shimmering canopies. Sesshū took pains to replicate the 

highly legible and neatly brushed forms of the regular-script characters as they are found in the 

Illustrated Guanyin Sutra. Sesshū’s selection of gold pigment for the textual components of his 

 
26 Minchō’s paintings do include titles for each scene in the upper right-hand corner of the compositions, but the 
sutra text is omitted.  
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Thirty-three Kannon evoked the materiality of Buddhist sutras in which the text is often 

composed in gold.  

  A comparison of Minchō’s and Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon highlights two salient 

points. Sesshū preserved two significant features of the Chinese sutra model, that is, the 

bodhisattva iconography and the sutra text, both elements that Minchō omitted. Furthermore, 

Sesshū’s fidelity to the figural iconography and textual excerpts of the 1395 Illustrated Guanyin 

Sutra indicates that he could not have produced his Thirty-three Kannon from knowledge of 

Minchō’s paintings alone. In other words, he must have had access to the Chinese sutra itself. 

The ritual function of Minchō’s Thirty-three Kannon may have inspired the Ōuchi’s 1486 

commission of Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon. As noted above, the Inryōken nichiroku reveals 

that Minchō’s Thirty-three Kannon were employed as the ritual icons for a Kannon Repentance 

Rite that was held at Tōfukuji in 1466. The origins of the Kannon Repentance Rite can be traced 

to the Chinese Song dynasty Tiantai masters Zhili 智禮 (960-1028) and Zunshi 遵式 (963-

1032), who each formulated separate liturgical texts based upon the Rites for the Lotus Samādhi 

Repentance法華懺議 established by the Sui-dynasty master Zhi Yi 智顗 (538-97).27  

According to a 1499 (明応 8)entry in the administrative diary Rokuon nichiroku (Diary 

of the Rokuon) 鹿苑日錄 , the Rinzai Zen monks Seisetsu Shōchō清拙正澄 (1274-1335), Musō 

Soseki夢窗疎石 (1275-1351) and Sekiryō Ninkyō石梁仁恭 (1266-1334) first adopted the 

Chinese repentance texts and arranged them for the Kannon Repentance Rite as it would be 

practiced in Japan. Sekiryō Ninkyō died in 1334 (建武元年), therefore the establishment of the 

 
27 Chun Fang-yü, The Chinese Transformation of Avalokiteśvara (New York: Columbia University Press, 2001), 
268-269, and Tatehata Atsuko, “‘Kannon senpō’ so no seiritsu to hatten ni kansuru ichi kōsatsu: Kyōten, shiki shidai 
no hikaku, bunseki wo chūshin ni,” Hanazono daigaku kokusai Zengaku kenkyū ronsō 7 (2012): 167. 
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liturgical tradition for the Kannon Repentance Rite in Japan may be dated to the late thirteenth or 

early fourteenth centuries.28 In fact, an anecdote from Musō Soseki’s life relates that in 1301 (正

安 3), when he was a young monk of twenty-seven, he attended a Kannon Repentance Rite at 

which an ink-painting of Kannon was hung as the ritual icon.29  

Although the Kannon Repentance Rite originated in the Tiantai sect, in Japan it was 

subsumed within the ritual purview of the Zen sect, particularly that of the Rinzai Five Mountain 

temples. Tatehata Atsuko has conducted extensive research on the development of the Kannon 

Repentance Rite in Japan, especially regarding its patronage by the Ashikaga shoguns.30 The 

earliest documentary evidence of Ashikaga patronage of the rite is found in the diary of the monk 

Gidō Shūshin 義堂周信 (1325-88) from the years 1381 (弘和元年) and 1382 (弘和 2). These 

entries do not specifically identify the repentance ritual as a Kannon Repentance Rite, but the 

fact that Ashikaga Yoshimitsu 足利義満 (r. 1368-94) held both rites in the Kannon Hall 観音殿

of his shogunal residence, and conducted them on the eighteenth day of the first month (i.e. a day 

in the ritual calendar associated with Kannon), strongly suggests that the ritual was dedicated to 

this bodhisattva.31  

In 1417 (応永 24), Ashikaga Yoshimochi 足利義持 (r. 1394-1423) mandated that the 

Kannon Repentance Rite be held on the eighteenth day of every month in the Kannon Hall of his 

 
28 Tatehata, “‘Kannon senpō’ so no seiritsu to hatten ni kansuru ichi kōsatsu,” 163.  
 
29 Ibid.  
 
30 For Tatehata’s thorough identification of textual references to the Kannon Repentance Rite in the Muromachi 
period see her article “Tōfukuji zō Minchō hitsu sanjūsan Kannon zu ni kansuru ichi kōsatsu,” 61-63.  
 
31 Ibid., 61.  
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Muromachi Residence室町殿.32 In the fourth month of the following year (i.e. 1418), the 

shogunate sponsored a large-scale Kannon Repentance Rite that involved some 333 monks from 

Nanzenji 南禅寺 to pray for rain during a period of severe drought.33 In the eleventh month of 

1418 (応永 25), Yoshimochi hosted yet another grand rite of this nature at Ishiyamadera 石山寺

to simultaneously commemorate the thirteenth death anniversary of his mother and to pray for 

relief of the emperor’s mental distress brought about by the appearance of ghosts in the imperial 

palace.34  

 It was also during Yoshimochi’s tenure that the shogunate began to sponsor Kannon 

Repentance Rites at the imperial palace. Monks from Shōkokuji presided over such rites at the 

Sentō Palace 仙洞御所 in 1424 (応永 31) and 1425 (応永 32).35 Yoshimochi’s brother, 

Ashikaga Yoshinori 足利義教 (r. 1429-41), hosted a Kannon Repentance Rite in 1432 (永享 4) 

to pray for the recovery of swords that had mysteriously disappeared in the palace. This was also 

a large affair, spanning seven days and involving one hundred monks from Shōkokuji 相国寺.36 

Some years later, in 1436 (永享 8), Shōkokuji monks officiated another Kannon Repentance Rite 

to beseech heaven for rain.37  

 
32 (Ōei 24. 2.18) Mansai, Mansai jugō nikki (Kyōto teitoku daigaku bunka daigaku sōsho dai 4), ed. Kyōto teitoku 
daigaku bunka daigaku (Kyōto: Rokujō kappan seizō jo, 1918), 217. Also cited in Tatehata, “Tōfukuji zō Minchō 
hitsu sanjūsan Kannon zu,” 62.   
 
33 (Ōei 25.4.29) Gosukōin, Kanmon nikki, vol. 1, in Zushoryō sōkan (Tōkyō: Kunaichō shoryōbu, 2002), 207. Also 
cited in Tatehata, “Tōfukuji zō Minchō hitsu sanjūsan Kannon zu,” 62.  
 
34 (Ōei 25.11.8) Gosukōin, Kanmon nikki, vol. 1, 245. Also cited in Tatehata, “Tōfukuji zō Minchō hitsu sanjūsan 
Kannon zu,” 62.  
 
35 (Ōei 31.6.9) Gosukōin, Kanmon nikki, vol. 3, in Zushoryō sōkan (Tōkyō: Kunaichō shoryōbu, 2006), 41, and (Ōei 
32.4.11) Gosukōin, Kanmon nikki, vol. 3, 114. Also cited in Tatehata, “Tōfukuji zō Minchō hitsu sanjūsan Kannon 
zu,” 62. 
 
36 (Eikyō 4.5.15) Gosukōin, Kanmon nikki, vol. 4, in Zushoryō sōkan (Tōkyō: Kunaichō shoryōbu, 2008), 59.  
 
37 (Eikyō 8.5.29) Gosukōin, Kanmon nikki, vol. 5 in Zushoryō sōkan (Tōkyō: Kunaichō shoryōbu, 2008), 275. 
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Textual sources confirm that the Kannon Repentance Rite was not only reserved for such 

distinct occasions but was also practiced routinely throughout the year on established days each 

month at the Five Mountain temples in Kyōto during the late fifteenth century. A 1487 (文明 19) 

entry from Inryōken nichiroku records that Tenryūji 天龍寺 and Tōfukuji held the rite on the 

eighteenth day of every month, Nanzenji and Shōkokuji, on the seventeenth day, and Kenninji 建

仁寺, on the nineteenth day. Tōfukuji also held the rite on the fifth day of the first month and 

during the Second Month Rites.38  

This information regarding the shogunal sponsoring of the Kannon Repentance Rite in 

the fifteenth century significantly suggests that it was not primarily conducted for mortuary 

purposes. Shogunal mortuary rituals appear to have followed the Rites for the Lotus Samādhi 

Repentance法華懺法, such as those for Yoshimitsu in 1440 (永享 12) and Yoshinori in 1442 

(嘉吉 2).39  The mortuary rites performed at the imperial palace on the death anniversaries of 

past emperors also used the Rites for the Lotus Samādhi Repentance rather than the Kannon 

Repentance Rite.40  

As Tatehata has noted, the above examples of Ashikaga patronage of the Kannon 

Repentance Rite thus point to the ritual as one that was primarily conceived as a shogunal 

 
38 (Bunmei 19.6.23) Kisen Shūshō, Inryōken nichiroku, in Zōho zoku shiryō taisei, vol. 22, ed. Takeuchi Rizō 
(Kyōto: Rinsen shoten, 1978), 509. 
 
39 See reference to these mortuary rites in Tatehata,“Tōfukuji zō Minchō hitsu sanjūsan Kannon zu,” 62. 
Interestingly, the few exceptions to this practice were the repentance rituals held for female members of the 
Ashikaga family, such as those in 1418 (応永 25) and 1480 (文明 12) for Yoshimochi’s and Yoshimasa’s mothers, 
respectively. These were both Kannon Repentance Rites.  
 
40 As Mishima Akiko has noted, from 1386 onward the Rites for the Lotus Samādhi Repentance were performed at 
the court for the mortuary ceremonies of past emperors. During the course of the fifteenth century, the Rites for the 
Lotus Samādhi Repentance replaced the Eight Lectures on the Lotus Sutra法華八講 as the primary ceremony for 
imperial death rites. See Mishima Akiko, “Go senpō no teichaku katei ni miru kōbu ken’i no shudō ken arasoi ni 
tsuite,” Geinō shi kenkyū 162 (2003): 28.  
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sponsored prayer service for the protection of the shogunate, the emperor, and the country at 

large.41 The majority of the documentary references either suggest the rite’s role as a recurring 

apotropaic service on the ritual calendar or as a rite performed to alleviate crisis situations for the 

country, such as natural disasters or distress in the imperium. Ashikaga Yoshimochi’s 

introduction of the Kannon Repentance Rite to the imperial palace in 1424 further reflects the 

identity of the rite as one of shogunal prerogative. A passage from the collected writings of the 

monk Keijo Shūrin 景徐周麟 (1440-1518), which discusses the one-hundredth death anniversary 

of Ashikaga Yoshimitsu in 1507 (永正 4), confirms the close relationship between the shogunate 

and the rite, as well the rite’s political implications. Keijo wrote, “The conducting of this 

repentance rite was not solely to seek blessings for the souls of the deceased, but [also] without 

doubt to deliver the country to safety 則此修懺法，非惟追薦先亡，而致國家於安全者無疑

矣.”42  

Ashikaga patronage of the Kannon Repentance Rite in the fifteenth century thus provides 

a historical context for Minchō’s production of his Thirty-three Kannon paintings in 1412. As 

Tatehata has further pointed out, an important liturgical element distinguished the Japanese 

Kannon Repentance Rite from its continental precursor. As it was formulated in China by the 

monk Zhili, the Guanyin Repentance Rite culminated with the recitation of the Dharani Sutra of 

Invoking Avalokiteśvara Bodhisattva to Dissipate Poison and Harm 請觀世音菩薩消伏毒害陀

羅尼咒經. In Japan, however, medieval performance of the Kannon Repentance Rite ended with 

 
41 Tatehata, “Tōfukuji zō Minchō hitsu sanjūsan Kannon zu,” 60.  
 
42 Keijo Shūrin, Kanrin korō shū, in Gozan bungaku zenshū, vol. 4, ed. Uemura Kankō (Kyōto: Shibunkaku, 1973), 
685. Also cited in Tatehata “Tōfukuji zō Minchō hitsu sanjūsan Kannon zu ni kansuru ichi kōsatsu,” 60.  
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recitation of the twenty-fifth chapter of the Lotus Sutra.43 I propose that this notable liturgical 

variation in the Japanese repentance rite explains why Minchō used the illustrations from the 

1395 Illustrated Guanyin Sutra for his paintings, for the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra was none 

other than the twenty-fifth chapter of the Lotus Sutra.  

In light of these circumstances, Hata Yasunori’s assertion that Sesshū’s Thirty-three 

Kannon were commissioned for a repentance rite in 1486 seems highly plausible. Unlike Hata, 

however, I contend that such a rite was not likely conducted in the context of mortuary rites for 

Ōuchi Norihiro. Ōuchi Masahiro, leader of the Ōuchi clan in 1486, had spent some ten years in 

Kyōto during the Ōnin War (1467-77). It is likely that he knew of the shogunate’s sponsorship of 

the Kannon Repentance Rite and understood its political symbolism. Therefore, I believe it is 

more plausible that the Kannon Repentance Rite for which Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon were 

commissioned featured as part of the Second Month Rites. These rites were held at the Ōuchi’s 

family temple of Kōryūji in 1486. In that year, the political significance of the Second Month 

Rites was enhanced by the concurrent performance of the investiture ceremonies for Ōuchi 

Masahiro’s heir, Yoshioki. I will return to this argument in the final section of this chapter. It is 

first necessary to examine the historical circumstances surrounding the patronage and production 

of Illustrated Guanyin Sutras in the Ming dynasty. In so doing, one can elucidate the 

iconographic and symbolic implications of this visual material for Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon 

project in 1486.  

 

 

 

 
43 Tatehata, “‘Kannon senpō’ so no seiritsu to hatten ni kansuru ichi kōsatsu,” 169. 
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III. The Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in the Ming Dynasty  

 

Not long after the Lotus Sutra was translated into Chinese in the third century CE, 

Avalokiteśvara worship began to develop along its own trajectory, embraced for its perceived 

efficacy in relieving humanity from a host of disasters and calamities.44 As Miyeko Murase has 

discussed, although it is difficult to determine when the twenty-fifth chapter of the Lotus Sutra 

began to separate from its canonical source and be worshipped as an independent sutra, this 

process likely occurred sometime in the late sixth century.45 Already in the sixth-century 

Gaoseng zhuan (Biographies of Eminent Monks) 高僧傳 there are episodes in which the 

“Universal Gate” chapter is recited independently for salvation from danger.46 As Fukuhara 

Yasuko has noted, unlike the recitation of Amitabha’s name, the express purpose of which was 

rebirth in the Western Pure Land, the recitation of the “Universal Gate” chapter was efficacious 

because of its ability to save man from the perils of the sentient world.47 From its origins, then, 

the Avalokiteśvara Sutra, as the independent “Universal Gate” chapter came to be known, was 

well suited to the ideology of statecraft. Worship and recitation of the text served the temporal 

domain over which worldly sovereigns ruled.  

 
44 Kumarajiva’s 406 translation became the standard translation for later Chinese and Japanese copies, but the 
earliest extant Chinese translation is from 286. 
 
45 Murase, “Kuan-Yin as Savior of Men,” 42-43.  
 
46 Fukuhara Yasuko, “Kyūku wo shudai to suru Chūgoku Nihon kodai bukkyō hanga no keifu,” Kagoshima bijutsu 
zaidan nenpō 13 (bessatsu) (1995): 250. 
 
47 Fukuhara, “Kyūku wo shudai to suru Chūgoku Nihon kodai bukkyō hanga no keifu,” 250.  
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The earliest known illustrated version of the Avalokiteśvara Sutra (Fig. 4.11), which I 

will refer to hereafter as the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra,48 is in the Stein collection at the British 

Museum and may date to the late ninth or early tenth century.49 The creator of this small booklet 

executed the hand-drawn illustrations and text in two tiers, with images occupying the top tier 

and text occupying the bottom tier. The illustrations are simple in nature, consisting of a few 

lively figures in each scene with just enough descriptive motifs to convey the content of each 

passage from the sutra. Murase has observed similarities between depictions of the bodhisattva in 

the Stein sutra and at the Dunhuang caves, suggesting that the sutra illustrations may have 

constituted models by which artists at the caves generated new imagery of the bodhisattva.50  

Illustrated Guanyin Sutras began to be produced in woodblock print in the Song dynasty 

(960-1279). Fukuhara has identified two extant Song-dynasty Illustrated Guanyin Sutras that 

date to 1013 (大中祥符 6) and 1116 (天慶 6).51 A painted Japanese handscroll (Fig. 4.12) in the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, dated to 1257 (正嘉元年), also preserves the iconography of a 

printed Song-dynasty Illustrated Guanyin Sutra. In the Metropolitan Museum handscroll, the 

text of the sutra is interspersed with thirty-four illustrations.52 An inscription at the end of the 

scroll reveals that the painting was copied from a Chinese woodblock-printed sutra produced in 

 
48 Illustrated versions of the “Universal Gate” chapter from the Lotus Sutra are cataloged in museum collections and 
referred to in books under various titles. In order to avoid confusion, I will refer to these works of Chinese 
provenance as Illustrated Guanyin Sutras throughout this text.  
  
49 For a complete discussion of the sutra’s contents see Murase, “Kuan-Yin as Savior of Men,” 39-74. 
 
50 Ibid., 43.  
 
51 Fukuhara, “Kyūku wo shudai to suru Chūgoku Nihon kodai bukkyo hanga no keifu,” 255.  
 
52 For more information about this handscroll see Narasaki Muneshige, “Shinshuttsu esō Kannon kyō no kenkyū,” 
Kokka 715 (1951): 353-374. 
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1208 (嘉定元年) in Songjiang County 松江縣, Jiangsu Province.53 The extant body of Ming 

dynasty Illustrated Guanyin Sutras, to be discussed next, share some of their iconographic traits 

with the Metropolitan Museum scroll, suggesting that the resurgence of the genre in the late 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was likely based on this preceding pictorial tradition.54   

Extant material evidence indicates that the Ming dynasty witnessed a flourishing 

production of Illustrated Guanyin Sutras.55 At least ten dated editions, in either print or painting 

formats, survived into the twentieth century. These editions, referred to by their reign periods, 

are as follows: Hongwu 28 (1395, print),56 Yongle 21 (1423, print),57 Xuande 7 (1432, print),58 

 
53 The inscription states that Qian Zhonghu 錢仲虎 bought a painted Illustrated Guanyin Sutra from the monk Zhiye 
至叶 and subsequently had it copied onto woodblocks and printed. The inscription is dated to the fifteenth day of the 
first month of 1208. See Narasaki, “Shinshuttsu esō Kannon kyō no kenkyū,” 353.  
 
54 Kusaka Murin identified an undated printed version of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in the collection of Ryūkoku 
University in Kyōto as a possible Yuan-dynasty edition. This assertion was based on the fact that a Yuan dynasty 
reign title (Zhihe 致和) appears in reference to a street name in an inscription on the sutra. This evidence alone 
seems too weak to date the edition, as a street in Ming-period Beijing could very well have maintained a name tied 
to a Yuan reign. Further examination is necessary to determine the dating of this edition. My inspection of the 
undated edition, however, revealed that it is identical to the Xuande 7 (1432) edition, indicating that it may more 
convincingly be dated to the Ming dynasty. See Kusaka Murin, “Hokke kyō no eiri hankyō ni tsuite,” Ōtani gakuhō 
20, no. 4 (1939): 479-480.  
 
55 For an excellent overview of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutras, particularly the Ming editions, see Miya Jirō, 
“Shussō Kannon kyō no sho mondai,” Jissen joshi daigaku bigaku bijutsushi gaku 4 (1989): 82-101.  
 
56 A volume of this edition was previously in the Kuroda Genji 黒田源次 (1886-1957) collection in Japan. Its 
whereabouts are currently unknown and other copies of this edition are unknown to me. For complete images, see 
Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: Maruzen kabushiku kaisha, 1944). This edition 
was produced as an accordion-fold book. Also cited in Miya, “Shussō Kannon kyō no sho mondai,” 83, and “Hata, 
“Sesshū no Kannon hensō zu wo megutte,” 102.   
 
57 A volume of this edition was previously in the Kuroda Genji collection in Japan. The copy in Kuroda’s collection 
is now housed at the Harvard Art Museum (object number 1984.374). Incomplete images of the sutra are available 
online in the museum’s digital archive. The sutra appears to have been originally produced as an accordion-fold 
book but has been re-mounted as a handscroll. Also cited in Miya, “Shussō Kannon kyō no sho mondai,” 83, and 
Hata, “Sesshū no Kannon hensō zu wo megutte,” 104. I am grateful to Laura Post for helping me to obtain complete 
images of this edition.  
 
58 A volume of this edition was previously in the Kuroda Genji collection in Japan. Its whereabouts are currently 
unknown and other copies of this edition are unknown to me. Also cited in Miya, “Shussō Kannon kyō no sho 
mondai,” 83. For complete images see Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: Maruzen 
kabushiku kaisha, 1944). This edition was produced as an accordion-fold book.  
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Xuande 7 (1432, painting),59 Xuande 7 (1432, painting),60 Xuande 8 (1433, print),61 Chenghua 7 

(1471, painting),62 Chenghua 21 (1485, print),63 Wanli 9 (1581),64 and Wanli 30 (1602).65 

Among these editions, the Xuande 7 (1432) and Chenghua 21 (1485) print editions contain 

illustrations that combine content from the “Universal Gate” chapter with scenes of Sudhana’s 

pilgrimage from the Flower Garland Sutra 華嚴經 (Fig. 4.13). These two editions thus represent 

a distinct, though related, iconographic tradition from that of the remaining eight Ming editions. 

Three of the Ming editions, two from Xuande 7 (1432) and one from Chenghua 7 (1471), are 

line-drawn 白描 versions, rendered in gold pigment on indigo-dyed paper (Fig. 4.14). The 

 
59 This line-drawn edition is held in the collection of Harvard Art Museum (object number 1926.46). Complete 
images can be found online in the museum’s digital archive. This edition was produced as an accordion-fold book.  
 
60 This edition is identical to the version of the same year in the Harvard Art Museum collection (see note 57). This 
volume is in the National Palace Museum, Taipei. For complete images see Guoli gugong bowu yuan, ed., Miaofa 
lianhua jing tezhan tulu, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli gugong bowu yuan, 1994), 120-132. This edition was produced as 
an accordion-fold book.  
 
61 A volume of this edition was previously in the Yamada Bunsho collection in Japan. Kusaka Murin believed this to 
be the largest of the extant Ming editions. This edition had the greatest influence in Japan. Multiple re-cuttings were 
made in the Edo period. For Edo-period copies of this edition see Kusaka Murin, Shinshū shi no kenkyū (saihan) 
(Kyōto: Rinsen shoten, 1975), 794. In his 1951 article, Narasaki Muneshige also noted that a copy of the Xuande 8 
edition was in Tokushi Yūshō’s collection. See Narasaki, “Shinshuttsu esō Kannon kyō no kenkyū,” 361. Also cited 
in Miya, “Shussō Kannon kyō no sho mondai,” 83, and Hata, “Sesshū no Kannon hensō zu wo megutte,” 104. The 
images that I consulted for this study are from a 1650 re-cutting made in Japan and kept at Omiya Library, Ryūkoku 
University, Kyōto. This edition was produced as an accordion-fold book.  
 
62 This line-drawn edition is housed in the collection of the Anhui Prefectural Museum. Hata Yasunori noted this 
edition in his article “Sesshū no Kannon hensō zu wo megutte,” 104. For complete images see Zhongguo gudai 
shuhua jianding zu, ed., Zhonggguo gudai shuhua mulu, vol. 12 (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 1993), 209-210. This 
edition was produced as an accordion-fold book.  
 
63 A collection for this edition is unknown. One image from this edition can be found in Aoyama Shin, ed., Shina ko 
hanga zuroku, vol. 12 (Tōkyō: Bijutsu konwakai, 1932), plate 5. This edition was produced as an accordion-fold 
book. Also cited in Miya, “Shussō Kannon kyō no sho mondai,” 83.  
 
64 According to Kusaka Murin’s 1939 article, a volume of this edition was in the collection of Nabata Ōjun名畑応

順 (1895-1977). Two images from this edition can be found in Kusaka, “Hokke kyō no eiri hankyō ni tsuite,” 17-18. 
This edition was produced as an accordion-fold book.  
 
65 A collection for this edition is unknown. Two images can be found in Zhou Shaoliang, “Mingdai huangdi, guifei, 
gongzhu yinshi de jiben fojing,” Wenwu 8 (1987): 8. This edition was produced as an accordion-fold book.  
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Hongwu 28 (1395) edition is the earliest dated edition and the presumed model for both 

Minchō’s and Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon.  

My analysis of images from the Ming editions confirms that all eight sutras with content 

solely from the “Universal Gate” chapter belong to a common iconographic tradition and 

generally share the same internal structure. Each sutra begins with an illustrated frontispiece 

(Fig. 4.15) depicting Shakyamuni preaching, followed by forty illustrations interspersed with the 

text of the “Universal Gate” chapter, and ends with an image of the guardian deity Skanda 韋馱 

(Fig. 4.16).66 With the exception of the Yongle 21 (1423) edition, all the extant versions are 

mounted as accordion-fold books, a common mounting format for Buddhist texts in the Ming 

dynasty. The Yongle 21 (1423) edition was originally mounted in this format but was later 

remounted as a handscroll. Due to the inaccessibility of some images from the extant sutras, and 

the multitude of editions in question, a thorough comparison of the Ming sutras remains beyond 

the scope of this study. Nevertheless, comparison of the scenes that correspond to the extant 

copies of Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon from five of the extant Illustrated Guanyin Sutras allows 

for some conclusive observations.  

The Hongwu 28 (1395) edition is distinguished by numerous esoteric multi-armed and 

multi-faced Guanyin figures who occupy the upper register of each scene (Fig. 4.17). In fact, 

eighteen of the forty Guanyin figures in this edition assume esoteric forms. The Yongle 21 

(1423) print edition and the Chenghua 7 (1471) painted edition are nearly identical in Guanyin 

forms and narrative vignettes, indicating that the Chenghua-era painted edition was likely 

derived from the earlier Yongle printed version (Fig. 4.18). The Guanyin figures from these two 

editions are notably smaller in scale in relation to the narrative vignettes than those found in the 

 
66 The frontispiece of the Chenghua 7 (1471) edition appears to have been removed from its original position and 
appended to the end of the sutra following the illustration of Skanda.  
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other editions. The two Xuande 7 (1432) painted editions are also identical in Guanyin forms and 

vignettes, suggesting that they were made as multiple copies in the same year. The Xuande 8 

(1433) print edition shares various iconographic similarities with the Hongwu 28 (1395), Yongle 

21 (1423) and Xuande 7 (1432) editions, although the most iconographic overlap is with the 

Hongwu 28 (1395) edition. The Xuande 8 (1433) print edition also contains one unique 

illustration that is not found in any of the other editions.67 

With regards to the narrative vignettes in the lower register of the scenes, the Hongwu 28 

(1395), Yongle 21 (1423), Chenghua 7 (1471), Xuande 7 (1432), and Xuande 8 (1433) editions 

have some differentiating factors, such as the arrangement and number of figures and the 

selection of motifs. These differences, however, constitute minor alterations likely made for the 

sake of visual variety. The overall pictorial style, composition, and conception of the illustrations 

is consistent among the various Ming editions.  

Although a comprehensive comparison of the Song dynasty Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in 

the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the extant Ming editions may reveal further insights, here I 

will briefly address only their pictorial discrepancies (Fig. 4.19). Unlike in the Song version, the 

motifs in the narrative vignettes from the Ming editions have been crowded into the foregrounds 

of the scenes, lending each illustration a sense of visual immediacy that no doubt appealed to the 

pious devotee. In comparison to the Guanyin figures in the Song version, the Guanyin figures in 

the Ming editions were made larger and more prominent, underscoring their status as beneficent 

saviors. As Robert Mowry and Nancy Berliner have noted of the Yongle 21 (1423) edition, 

“While illustrating passages of the text, these illustrations are distinctive in illustrating genre 

 
67 This scene is “Shipwreck in the Land of Demons.” Unlike the corresponding illustrations in the other Ming 
editions, which depict a ship on a stormy sea, the illustration in the Xuande 8 edition consists of a Guanyin figure 
seated inside a circle composed of dharani script.  
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details from contemporary everyday life, rather than the ornate paradises of the buddhas.”68 

Indeed, each scene from the Ming Illustrated Guanyin Sutras is a source of visual information 

concerning the trappings of life, dress, and material culture in the Ming dynasty. As Mowry and 

Berliner have further commented, in this sense the sutra illustrations bear strong similarities to 

images found in printed novels and dramas of the period.69  

Interestingly, Sesshū largely maintained these period characteristics of the Ming 

Illustrated Guanyin Sutras in his Thirty-three Kannon, namely the dominant Guanyin figures and 

the lively narrative detail (Fig. 4.20). As I previously noted, Sesshū’s paintings are most closely 

related to the Hongwu 28 (1395) edition in their iconography. This is apparent in the fact that 

Sesshū closely reproduced the Guanyin figures from the Hongwu edition (Fig. 4.21). These 

bodhisattva figures are primarily distinct from those in the other Ming editions by virtue of their 

esoteric iconography. The iconography of the Guanyin figures is, in fact, the most variable 

component among the various Ming editions.  

In Sesshū’s “Falling from Mt. Sumeru” and “Falling from Diamond Mountain,” however, 

there is some evidence to suggest that Sesshū also consulted the Yongle 21 (1423) edition, or a 

close iteration. In “Falling from Mt. Sumeru,” Sesshū depicted the villain, who pushes the 

devotee off the edge of a precipitous cliff, with his arms raised high above his head as though to 

emphasize the force of the deadly thrust (Fig. 4.22). This is the same dramatic posture in which 

the illustrator of the Yongle 21 (1423) sutra drew the corresponding figure in his scene. In the 

Hongwu 28 (1395) edition, on the other hand, the figure stands with his arms lowered by his 

sides.  

 
68 Marsha Weidner, ed., Latter Days of the Law: Images of Chinese Buddhism 850-1850, exh. cat. (Lawrence, 
Kansas, and Honolulu: Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas, and University of Hawaii Press, 1994), 309. 
 
69 Ibid. 
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In a similar vein, the falling figure in Sesshū’s “Falling from Diamond Mountain” is 

shown sprawled in mid-air with his hands flailing helplessly, the same position adopted by the 

victim in the corresponding scene from the Yongle 21 (1423) sutra. Conversely, the plunging 

figure in the Hongwu 28 (1395) edition assumes a kneeling stance (Fig. 4.23). Because the 

Yongle 21 (1423) and Chenghua 7 editions (1471) are alike in their iconography, these details 

are also shared between Sesshū’s painting and the Chenghua version, the edition that is 

chronologically most proximate to the period of Sesshū’s sojourn. Tellingly, Minchō’s renditions 

of these scenes comply with the iconography of the Hongwu 28 (1395) edition. This observation 

indicates that Minchō used the Hongwu 28 edition as his sole pictorial source, whereas Sesshū 

likely had access to other versions.  

It is illuminating, too, to inspect the extant Ming editions for clues regarding the nature of 

their production, patronage, and function. The Hongwu 28 (1395) edition, the earliest known 

Ming version, ends with two pages of dedicatory texts and images (Fig. 4.24). The primary 

inscription, circumscribed by a decorative border, relates that the Buddhist acolyte Fu Zhi 福智 

of Yingtian Prefecture 應天府 (modern-day Nanjing) commissioned, financed, and distributed 

the printed sutra. His dedication is dated to the sixteenth day of the fifth month of 1395 (洪武 

28). The dedicatory text offers prayers for humanity’s repentance for sins 懺除三障罪, 

maintenance of peace and stability in the sentient world 現世護安隠, and swift rebirth in the 

Pure Land 往生極樂邦. The text beseeches Guanyin for mercy, thus confirming that the 

dedication text was directly related to the subject of the illustrated sutra. 

To the right of the primary dedication is another dedication accompanied by two vertical 

columns of Guanyin images each ringed by twenty small circles. The secondary inscription 

reiterates the efficacy of the sutra in protecting the petitioner in the temporal world and in 
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ensuring release from the cycle of rebirth. More significantly, however, this text conveys the 

intended function of the sutra as an object of recitation. For every fifty volumes of intonation, the 

devotee or reciter is instructed to darken one circle around the small Guanyin images. The text 

informs us that upon the completion of five thousand volumes of intonation the sutra will attain 

its spiritual efficacy. The second dedicatory text and encircled Guanyin images offer insight into 

the practical use of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra as a guide to recitation and perhaps as an object 

that would have featured in this capacity as part of a communal religious ceremony. The 

dedications are too generic to confirm the nature of such a ceremony, but the fact that the 

primary inscription refers to repentance suggests that the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra may have 

been employed in a Guanyin Repentance Rite. The identity of Fu Zhi, the sutra’s patron, is 

unknown, but he was likely a lay devotee, or a monk acting on behalf of a lay devotee.  

 The Xuande 7 (1432) print edition, which combines imagery from the Lotus Sutra and 

the Flower Garland Sutra, bears an identical dedicatory text to the Hongwu 28 (1395) edition.70 

The commissioner is identified as a figure by the name of Zhi Kai 智凱 of Shuntian Prefecture 

順天府 (modern-day Beijing). The reappearance of this dedicatory inscription indicates that 

there may have existed a standardized template into which an individual’s name could be 

inserted to indicate their sponsorship of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra or the religious ceremony 

in which it would be employed. The uniformly high quality and stylistic similarity between the 

two editions with these dedicatory inscriptions further suggests that they likely emerged from the 

same production environment.  

 
70 For an image of the sutra dedication text see Henmi Baiei, ed., Manmō hokushi no shūkyō bijutsu, vol. 8 (Tōkyō: 
Maruzen kabushiku kaisha, 1944), 115.  
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The Xuande 8 (1433) print edition, like the Hongwu edition, also includes a section of 

figures and circles to keep track of recitations.71 This feature, combined with the nature of the 

sutra’s dedicatory text, points to its identity as a sutra that was used in a rite sponsored by a lay 

devotee. The dedicatory text at the end of the sutra replicates in printed fashion the semi-cursive 

script of the sutra’s donor. This was a man by the name of Fan Fuqi 范福奇, who financed the 

printing of the sutra and composed its dedication on the fifteenth day of the first month of 1433.  

The Yongle 21 (1423) edition provides another glimpse into the socio-cultural identity of 

the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in the Ming dynasty. A dedicatory inscription appended to the end 

of the sutra dates the edition to the seventeenth day of the seventh month of 1423 (Fig. 4.25). 

According to the content of the dedication, a Buddhist devotee named Zhao Yong 趙庸 and his 

wife sponsored the printing of one hundred volumes of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra from the 

Linde Workshop 林德坊 in Daxing County 大興縣, Shuntian Prefecture. The informal nature of 

Zhao Yong’s dedication indeed suggests that this was a privately commissioned project.  

This interpretation is confounded, however, by the presence of a frontispiece on the 

Yongle 21 (1423) edition that takes the form of an imperial dragon stele cartouche 龍牌, 

inscribed with an imperial dedication (Fig. 4.26). The cartouche is adorned with the royal 

emblems of five-clawed dragons and the seal-script character for “Imperial Treasure 御寶.” The 

brief inscription appeals to heaven for eternal consolidation of the imperial domain and 

everlasting glory for the throne 皇圖永固帝, 道遐昌. These features of the Yongle-period 

Illustrated Guanyin Sutra seem to contradict Zhao Yong’s dedication by identifying the sutra as 

an imperial commission. In fact, very similar dragon stele cartouches are found on other sutras 

 
71 For an image of the sutra dedication text see Miya, “Shussō Kannon kyō no sho mondai,” 86.  
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that were produced in the imperial sphere. The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch 六祖壇經, 

for example, which was compiled in the Hongwu emperor’s 洪武皇帝 (r. 1368-98) Southern 

Tripitaka 南藏, includes a similar dragon stele cartouche adorned with three five-clawed dragons 

and an identical inscription (Fig. 4.27). The Nianfo famen wangsheng xifang gongju 念佛法門往

生西方公據, published in 1416 (永樂 14) by the Monks Registrar at the Ming court, contains a 

different version of the dragon stele cartouche, decorated with only two dragon motifs and 

swirling clouds (Fig. 4.28). Again, however, the text of the dedication matches that found in the 

cartouche at the beginning of the Yongle 21 (1423) edition of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra.   

 The two Xuande 7 (1432) painted editions corroborate the notion that the imperial court 

was involved in the production of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in sumptuous line-drawn 

versions. Both editions from that year are dated to the seventh day of the fourth month and are 

identical in their pictorial content. The version in the Harvard Art Museum is enclosed in a 

yellow silk cover, further intimating its royal provenance.72 A line-drawn Perfection of Wisdom 

Sutra 般若波羅蜜多經 (Fig. 4.29), once part of a larger set of sutras commissioned by the court 

during the Yongle (1403-24) or Xuande (1426-35) reigns, is a comparable example to the 

Xuande-period Illustrated Guanyin Sutras in terms of materiality and pictorial style.  

Both of the Xuande 7 painted versions were also designed with five-clawed dragon 

cartouches and matching imperial dedications (Fig. 4.30). The lengthy inscription reads:  

The Six Directions being pure and tranquil, the Seven Rulers are in harmony and order. 
The rain and sun coming according to their seasons, a myriad of things are abundant and 
plentiful. The people being in peace and harmony, the Nine Profundities are glowing and 
bright. All have ascended to a golden age, sowing vast fields of good karma. The 
benevolence of those in high position extending far, discordance and disruption are 
extinguished and disappear. The estates behaving honorably with loyalty and devotion, 

 
72 Weidner, ed., Latter Days of the Law: Images of Chinese Buddhism 850-1850, 313.  
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the people enjoy compassion and mercy. The officials being pure and their policies 
peaceful, the court cases are brief and punishment is abandoned. Cultivation being 
practiced and the customs beautiful, the great Dao is fulfilled. All who are born into this 
world can reach the state of Buddhahood. The seventh year of Xuande (1432), fourth 
month, seventh day.73  
 
六合清寧，七政順序，雨賜時若，萬物阜豐，億兆康和，九幽融郎，均躋壽城，漙
種福田，上善攸臻，障礙消釋，家榮忠孝，人樂慈良，官清政平，訟簡刑措，化行

俗羙，泰道咸亨，凡厥有生，俱成佛果 宣德七年四月初七日。 

The text appeals to heaven for harmony in the natural world, the wellbeing of the emperor’s 

subjects, and upright governance by his court. This dedication text, framed by the distinctive 

dragon stele cartouche, is found on other sutras sponsored by imperial patrons, such as the 

Flower Garland Sutra華嚴經, with a preface dated to 1419 (永樂 17), which is included in the 

Yongle emperor’s 永樂皇帝 (r.1403-24) Northern Tripitaka 北藏 (Fig. 4.31). An imperial 

print of the Lotus Sutra, dedicated on the first day of the fifth month of 1476 (成化 12) and with 

prefaces composed by the Chenghua emperor 成化皇帝 (r. 1465-1487), also bears the dragon 

stele cartouche and the same dedicatory text as the Xuande 7 editions of the Illustrated Guanyin 

Sutra (Fig. 4.32).  

The movement of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra across what appear to be imperial and 

non-imperial realms, in both print and painting, is further demonstrated in the existence of the 

Chenghua 7 (1471) painted edition, which appears to be an imperial line-drawn rendition of the 

Yongle 21 (1423) printed edition. Furthermore, although the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra 

experienced great popularity in the fifteenth century, two Wanli era (1573-1620) editions 

 
73 Translation by Karen Mack and Pan Anyi from Weidner, ed., Latter Days of the Law: Images of Chinese 
Buddhism 850-1850, 313. 
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demonstrate that imperial patronage of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra persisted into the sixteenth 

and early seventeenth centuries.74  

The prevalence of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra as an object of imperial and non-imperial 

patronage during the Ming, with remarkable iconographic and stylistic continuities across 

patronage bases and media, supports the supposition that Sesshū saw and acquired such visual 

material while he was residing in China. Sesshū’s role as a cultural manager for the Ōuchi on the 

Ōnin mission renders the journey to China as the most convincing context for Sesshū’s contact 

with this material and for his familiarization with its cultural significance.75 Indeed, the 

circulation of this imagery within the disparate spheres of elite and commoner religious life 

likely reflects the distinctive nature of the Buddhist institution as it was restructured and 

administered by the Ming imperium.  

In 1382 (洪武 15) the founding Hongwu emperor issued an edict mandating that all of 

the empire’s Buddhist temples be formally designated as one of three groups based on their 

 
74 On an auspicious day in the fourth month of 1581 (萬曆 9), the mother of the Wanli emperor 萬曆皇帝 (r. 1573-
1620), Empress Dowager Xiaoding孝定皇太后 (d. 1614), commissioned a printed Illustrated Guanyin Sutra. 
Interestingly, the dedicatory text appended to this edition reveals that it was a republishing or, perhaps more 
accurately, a re-cutting of blocks of a prior edition. Kusaka Murin introduced this edition in his article “Hokke kyō 
no eiri hankyō ni tsuite,”17-18. In his article, Kusaka noted that this version also included a section at the end with 
lotus pedestal designs surrounded by circles for recitation. The latest known Ming edition of the Illustrated Guanyin 
Sutra, dated 1602 (萬曆 2), similarly bears an imperial inscription purportedly composed by the Wanli emperor 
himself. The sutra was evidently among a set of 5048 volumes dedicated on an auspicious day in the second month 
for the protection of the emperor’s body and health. Zhou Shaoliang introduced this edition in his article “Mingdai 
huangdi, guifei, gongzhu yinshi de jiben fojing,” 8-11. 
 
75 While there remains the possibility that Sesshū accessed a version of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in Japan, it is 
more probable that he acquired the model for his 1486 paintings while traveling in China. A set of Thirty-three 
Kannon paintings in the collection of the Fujita Art Museum, dated to 1443 (嘉吉 3), are ostensibly based upon 
Minchō’s paintings and were dedicated to a temple in Ōmi Province named Shōrenji 勝蓮寺. The existence of these 
paintings suggests that the imagery of Minchō’s paintings was disseminated beyond the Five Mountain temple 
community in Kyōto, yet it is quite likely that the model for the 1443 set was Minchō’s paintings themselves and not 
the Chinese sutra. As I have shown, Sesshū’s creation of the Thirty-three Kannon set, on the other hand, required 
consultation of the Chinese sutra itself. For more information about the 1443 set see Nara kokuritsu hakubutsukan, 
ed., Kokuhō no dendō: Fujita bijutsukan ten – Yōhen Tenmoku chawan to bukkyō bijutsu no kirameki, exh. cat. 
(Nara: Asahi shinbun sha, 2019), 241-242.  
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sectarian and functional identities.76 These were the Chan 禪, Jiang 講, and Jiao 教 Buddhist 

communities. The Chan group and their temples served the Chan sect. The Jiang group and their 

temples served various non-Chan sects, including Hua Yan 華嚴, Tian Tai 天台 and Fa Xiang 法

相. Jiang communities were responsible for the study and promulgation of the Buddhist canon. 

Of most relevance to this study, however, were the Jiao monks and temples, whose role was to 

conduct prayer services and rituals on behalf of the general populace.77  

Ryūchi Kiyoshi has speculated that almost half of all the officially recognized monks 

during the Ming dynasty belonged to the Jiao community.78 This is a clear indication of the 

extent to which the performance of ritual, even at the grass-roots level, was integrated into the 

institutional fold of state-sponsored religion during the Ming dynasty. Indeed, the Hongwu 

emperor’s 1382 edict attempted to regulate a large and assorted group of figures who in 

preceding times had catered to the religious needs of the common people in their conducting of 

various rites and rituals. Their designation as one of three government sanctioned monastic 

groups in the Ming thus led to the unprecedented professionalization of this heretofore 

amorphous population of religious practitioners.79  

Monks of the Jiao community were also referred to as “Yoga Monks 瑜伽僧,” a term 

originating in the tradition of esoteric Buddhism.80 Among Chan, Jiang, and Jiao monks, the 

 
76 He Xiaorong, Mingdai Beijing fojiao siyuan xiujian yanjiu, vol. 1 (Tianjin: Nankai daxue chuban she, 2007), 152.  
 
77 Ibid., 139.  
 
78 Ryūchi Kiyoshi, “Mindai no Yuga kyō sō,” Tōhō gakuhō 11, no.1 (1940): 409.  
 
79 Chen Yunü, “Mingdai Yujia jiaoseng de zhuanzhi hua ji qi jingchan huodong,” Xin shiji zongjiao yanjiu 3, issue 1 
(2004): 51-52.  
 
80 As Chen Yunü explains, the esoteric Yoga tradition in China developed from the Tang dynasty onwards and 
incorporated many syncretic elements from Daoism and Shamanism. The term “Yoga” appears in different Buddhist 
traditions, but as it was applied to the monastic group of the Ming dynasty it alluded to the esoteric tradition. See 
Chen, “Mingdai Yujia jiaoseng,” 45, 41.  
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Jiao Yoga Monks were responsible for quelling calamities and natural disasters, aiding in acts of 

repentance, and pacifying spirits of the deceased through the performance of prayers and rites. 

Their daily activities were thus closely aligned with the salvation-based Pure Land faith of the 

common people. As Ma Xiaofei has discussed, the founding Hongwu emperor had experienced 

life as a monk and therefore keenly recognized the importance of ritual practitioners in the lives 

of the populace, as well as the immense influence such monks could exert on their local 

communities.81 The founding emperor’s attempt to institutionalize grass-roots religion by 

bestowing it with unprecedentedly equal standing alongside the Chan and Jiang communities 

was thus both an appeal to the commoner class from which the founding emperor himself had 

risen and also a means of controlling their potentially subversive forces.  

The founding Ming emperor believed that if the class of Yoga Monks was to serve the 

faith of the people under the auspices of the imperium, their services and ritual execution had to 

be codified from the top down. In 1382, the Hongwu emperor invited the monks Xingguo 行果

and Rujin 如錦 to Nengren si 能仁寺 in Nanjing to establish the ritual protocol for Jiao temples 

throughout the country. In the following year, the Monks Registrar established a standard 

guideline for Jiao monks. These monks were summoned to the capital on a regular basis where 

their knowledge of protocol was evaluated through exams.82 According to the regulations of the 

state-sponsored Buddhist institution in the Ming dynasty, Jiao temples and their Yoga Monks 

had the sole authority to conduct sutra recitations and other Buddhist rites for the populace. This 

regulation endeavored to prevent lay people from posing as ordained monks for personal 

financial gain.  

 
81 Ma Xiaofei, “Mingdai sengguan zhidu yanjiu” (PhD diss., Shandong University, 2014), 22.  
 
82 Du Changshun, “Mingchao gongting yu fojiao guanxi yanjiu” (master’s thesis, Ji’nan University, 2005), 36. 
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Shenming fojiao bangce (Declaration of Buddhist Regulations) 申明佛教榜冊, which 

was issued in 1391 (洪武 24), clearly stipulated the compensation rates that Yoga Monks could 

charge for their services and ritual accoutrements, including ritual objects and sutras. An entry 

from the proclamation reads: 

Yoga Monks have already entered their respective institutions and formed ecclesiastical 
communities. [They] respond to the [needs] of the common people and their financial 
compensation is assessed according to the number of days and the number of monks 
[who participate in the service]. For each day [of service] a monk receives five-hundred 
wen.83   

 
瑜伽僧旣入佛刹，已集成衆，赴應世俗，所酬之資，驗日驗僧。毎一日每一僧錢五

百文。 

Shenming fojiao bangce goes on to enumerate a list of Buddhist sutras that could be employed by 

Yoga Monks for recitation, along with their respective costs per set. The proclamation relates 

that one-third of these funds went to the monastic leaders of the service, while the remaining 

two-thirds were equitably divided among the rest of the monastic participants.84  

Given these circumstances, it is quite likely that the Hongwu 28 (1395) and Xuande 7 

(1432) printed editions of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra were produced for rites that were 

conducted by Jiao monks as part of the state-regulated Buddhist institution. This scenario would 

explain why the dedicatory inscriptions adhered to each sutra were identical, perhaps a 

standardized method of inscribing the patron’s identity into the otherwise un-customized sutras. 

The inclusion of the small Guanyin figures and circles at the end of each sutra would have been a 

highly practical means of ensuring that Yoga Monks completed the correct number of requested 

recitations.  

 
83 Ge Yinliang, Jinling fancha zhi, vol. 2, in Jinling quanshu, jiabian, fangzhi lei, zhuanzhi 7 (Nanjing: Nanjing 
chuban she, 2013), 235 (17a). 
 
84 Ibid., 235-236 (17a-b).  
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At the imperial court there existed a parallel system to the Jiao community for fulfilling 

ritual requirements. The three locations for the performance of Buddhist rites in the imperial 

palace were collectively known as the Three Sutra Bureaus (Sanjing chang) 三經廠, including 

the Han Sutra Bureau (Hanjing chang) 漢經廠, the Foreign Sutra Bureau (Fanjing chang) 番經

廠, and the Tibetan Sutra Bureau (Xitianjing chang) 西天經廠. The Han Sutra Bureau performed 

non-esoteric rites, while the Foreign Sutra and Tibetan Sutra bureaus were the centers for 

esoteric and Tibetan Buddhist rituals. Monks from temples in the capital were summoned to the 

imperial palace to train eunuchs in the performance of sutra recitations and other rites in these 

three bureaus. Though non-ordained, these eunuchs even donned the garb of their monastic 

teachers when they performed religious services for the emperor.85 Interestingly, in the case of 

the Han Sutra Bureau, there is at least one instance during the Tianshun reign (1457-64) during 

which the sitting abbot of Da Xinglong si, who was concurrent head of the Monks Registrar, 

oversaw the instruction of eunuchs at the court.86 It is possible that Lu’an Chunzhuo, the abbot of 

Xinglong si with whom Sesshū interacted in 1468, was charged with a similar task. As He 

Xiaorong has pointed out, the Three Sutra Bureaus and their staff of eunuchs thus functioned in a 

parallel fashion to the Jiao temples and Yoga Monks within the context of the imperial palace.87  

The Directorate of Ceremonials 司禮監 was one of two administrative bodies at the court 

that managed imperial publications, the other being the Directorate of Education 國子監. It was 

the Tripitaka Bureau大藏經廠, overseen by the eunuch-run Directorate of Ceremonials,that 

 
85 He, Mingdai Beijing fojiao siyuan xiujian yanjiu, vol.1, 139-142.  
 
86 Ibid., 140.  
 
87 Ibid.  
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produced the sutras that were employed for imperial Buddhist rites. Located in the northwest 

corner of the Forbidden City, the Tripitaka Bureau was staffed by a corps of craftsmen who 

worked on a variety of imperial publications, including Buddhist and Daoist texts.88 Between 

1420 and 1440, this bureau produced and published the Yongle emperor’s Northern Tripitaka.89  

One can hypothesize that the line-drawn Xuande 7 (1432) and Chenghua 7 (1471) 

editions of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, which bear signs of imperial patronage by the presence 

of dragon stele cartouches and imperial dedications, emerged from the imperial sutra workshops 

at the Ming court and were used in Guanyin-related rites held in the Three Sutra Bureaus. The 

existence of two Wanli-era editions of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra demonstrate that, in addition 

to luxurious hand-drawn versions, the court sutra workshops also made high-quality woodblock 

print versions.  

The striking continuities in style, format, and iconography between the imperial and non-

imperial versions further suggest that the imagery of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in the Ming 

dynasty originated in the workshops of the imperial court. As we have seen, the Ming imperium 

attempted to exert great institutional control over the religious practice of the common people by 

codifying the ritual activities of the Yoga Monks. As Shenming fojiao bangce indicates, Yoga 

Monks and their affiliated Jiao temples provided the necessary textual and material components 

for lay-sponsored recitations and rites. Given the level of central government involvement in the 

activities of the Yoga Monks, it is quite probable that the sutras employed by Yoga Monks were 

 
88 Zhang Lian, Mingdai zhongyang zhengfu chuban yu wenhua zhengce yanjiu (Taipei: Huamulan wenhua chuban 
she, 2006), 20.  
 
89 Ibid., 23.  
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produced in the imperial workshops or in commercial workshops that had permission to re-cut or 

re-print imperial woodblocks.90  

Such a scenario may, in fact, help to resolve the puzzling case of the Yongle 21 (1423) 

edition, which bears evidence of having been issued in both commoner and imperial editions. I 

would suggest that this edition first existed as an imperial production, either line-drawn or 

printed, and was subsequently re-issued by the Linde workshop for Zhao Yong’s religious 

offering. As Robert Mowry and Nancy Berliner have noted of the Yongle edition, “the 

inscription at the end of the sutra does not state that Zhao Yong and his family gave money for 

the carving of blocks, only that they paid for printing 100 copies.”91 An understanding of the 

institution of imperial Buddhism in the Ming, in which even commoners practiced religion under 

government regulation, aids in conceiving of how imperial and non-imperial material culture 

converged in such a pronounced manner.  

This democratization of the material trappings of faith in the Ming dynasty was perhaps 

an ironic outcome of the Ming emperors’ thirst for absolute control over Buddhist institutions. In 

an attempt to standardize and integrate all levels of practice, from imperial rituals in the Three 

Sutras Bureaus to sutra recitations financed by individual commoners, the Ming imperium 

enabled the visual culture associated with this institution to circulate widely in society, in both 

regulated and surely un-regulated ways. The imagery of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in the 

Ming dynasty can thus be understood as a representation of imperial authority, whether 

effectively implemented or audaciously subverted.  

 
90 In regard to a printed Flower Garland Sutra, for example, Marsha Haufler has noted that “imperial editions of 
printed texts were copied soon after their first publication and these printed copies were widely circulated.” See 
Craig Clunas and Jessica Harrison-Hall, eds., Ming: 50 Years That Changed China, exh. cat. (London: British 
Museum Press, 2014), 216. 
  
91 Weidner, ed., Latter Days of the Law: Images of Chinese Buddhism 850-1850, 311.  
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In this historical context, and with seven editions of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra 

surviving from the fifteenth century alone, it is not hard to imagine that Sesshū would have at 

least encountered such an object during his travels, and, more likely, copied or acquired a version 

that would become the basis for his Thirty-three Kannon. Japanese delegations visited numerous 

Buddhist temples throughout their itinerary. As this examination has elucidated, the Illustrated 

Guanyin Sutra was produced in both elite and plebian environments. Printed versions, produced 

in multiple copies, likely remained at temples throughout the provinces. The monk Shōun of the 

preceding 1453 delegation described an occasion in Beijing when he was presented with a recent 

translation of a Hua Yan school sutra.92 A few days later, a monk of the Caodong Chan sect at 

Da Xinglong si gifted Shōun the Heart Sutra with his own annotations.93 These are two 

examples that illustrate the exchange of Buddhist material between Japanese delegation members 

and their Chinese interlocutors. It is also possible that Sesshū received a copy of an Illustrated 

Guanyin Sutra from the abbot Lu’an, since the head of the Monks Registrar is known to have 

been involved with the performance of Buddhist ceremonies in the palace.  

There is furthermore ample reason to believe that Buddhist rites, and their attendant 

material culture, flourished in the very period during which Sesshū traveled to China with the 

Ōnin mission. The Chenghua emperor was an especially ardent patron of Buddhism, particularly 

of the esoteric practices of the Tibetan tradition, which reached a peak of imperial favor during 

his reign.94 As he did with his court painters, the Chenghua emperor flagrantly utilized the 

 
92 Shōun Zuikin, Shōun nyūmin ki: Nihon sō no mita Mindai Chūgoku (Tōyō bunkō 798), ed. Murai Shōsuke and 
Suda Makiko (Tōkyō: Heibonsha, 2010), 119.   
 
93 Shōun, Shōun nyūmin ki, 120.  
 
94 For the first focused study of the Chenghua emperor’s patronage of Tibetan Buddhism see He Xiaorong, “Lun 
Ming Xianzong chongfeng Zangchuan fojiao,” Chengda lishi xuebao 30 (2006): 139-177.  
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system of direct imperial decree 傳奉 to reward and promote Daoist clerics and Buddhist monks, 

bloating the ranks of their respective registrars.95  

In the fourth month of 1468, Yao Kui, the Minister of Rites who had directed Sesshū to 

paint a wall in the Ministry of Rites, submitted a memorial to the throne beseeching the 

Chenghua emperor to take seriously his responsibility of producing an heir. Officials like Yao 

Kui feared that because the early months of that year had witnessed a series of odd natural 

phenomenon, heaven was indeed manifesting displeasure. In his eloquent memorial, Yao Kui 

obliquely warned that the securing of an imperial heir depended upon the emperor’s concerted 

efforts to distribute his attention equitably across his harem and was not a matter that could be 

simply entrusted to prayers to the Buddha.96  

By the ninth month of 1468, while Sesshū and the Ōnin delegation were still residing in 

Beijing, a representative of the Six Offices of Scrutiny 六科  presented yet another memorial 

indicating that the situation had only worsened in the intervening months. This memorial 

reiterated many of Yao’s points concerning the disturbing pattern of cosmological phenomenon, 

but also pointedly addressed the emperor’s patronage of Buddhism. The memorial, in part, reads:   

The imperial court maintains excessive faith in Buddhist monks. Whenever there is an 
imperial birthday or period of mourning, limitless funds are expended on the conducting 
of useless ceremonies. Moreover, the Tibetan [monk] Zhashiba and others are bestowed 
with the “Dharma King” title and given generous compensation, go out riding in 
elaborate imperial carriages, and are escorted by imperial military guards. The support 
and treatment they enjoy surpasses that of the imperial princes. [We] request that your 
Highness strip [such monks] of these titles and dispatch them back to their home regions, 
thereby retrieving their compensation to aid the starving populace. Furthermore, [we 
implore your Highness to] mandate that temples may not request to hold ceremonies and 
conduct rituals…Currently, the court and the people are both financially strained. This is 
undoubtedly due to the unrestrained bestowal of rewards, as well as [your Highness’s] 

 
95 He, Mingdai Beijing fojiao siyuan xiujian yanjiu, vol.1, 207.  
 
96 Liu Ji, Xu Pu, and Liu Jian, Xianzong chun huangdi shilu, vol. 53 (甲辰 day) (Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiu lishi 
yuyan yanjiu suo, 1966), 1073-1074 (5a-b).  
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excessive hobbies. In some cases, this is the printing and distribution of ritual texts, in 
other cases, the transcription of Buddhist sutras, the painting of icons, or the production 
of precious jeweled objects.97  

朝廷於僧徒，過於信持。每遇生、愍之辰，輙費無限之資財，建無益之齋醮，而西

番劄實巴等，又加以法王名號，賞賚隆厚，出乘梭轎，導用金衛仗，其所奉養過於

親王。乞革去法王等號，發回本國，追回賞賜，以賑饑民。仍敕寺觀不得請建醮修

齋…今則公私俱困矣。蓋由賞賚無節，玩好太多。或印施經懺，或填寫佛經，或為

繪畫之像，或造寶石之具。 
 
This memorial, in conjunction with Yao’s earlier submission, paints a vivid picture of the 

heightened political tensions that characterized the emperor’s relationship to his civil 

bureaucracy in the year that Sesshū apprenticed in the imperial academy. Dust storms, severe 

temperature fluctuations, shooting stars, and drought, exacerbated by the inability of the imperial 

harem to produce an heir and the Chenghua emperor’s own proclivities, resulted in much 

Buddhist activity that involved performing rites and producing sutras. The squandering of 

government finances on Buddhist practice was an issue of dire concern to court officials who 

cared for the wellbeing of the people and the future of the imperial line.  

Moreover, since the Xuande era (1426-35), the annexing of land and levying of taxes in 

the form of corvée labor had led large populations of displaced farmers to seek their livelihoods 

in the mountainous hinterlands of Shaanxi, Henan, and Hubei provinces. The land there was 

fertile and uncultivated. It was also an area that was only loosely incorporated into the 

jurisdiction of the imperial court and thus ripe for peasant rebellions and evasion of government 

regulations. Peasant uprisings in the region erupted in the early years of the Chenghua emperor’s 

reign and continued throughout the period that Sesshū was in China. This crisis surely 

contributed to intensified religious supplication by the throne for divine intervention. 

Furthermore, as I explained in Chapter One, Empress Dowager Qian passed away in the sixth 

 
97 Ibid., vol. 58 (己巳 day), 1178 (4b).  
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month of 1468, shortly after Sesshū visited Lu’an at Da Xinglong si. Imperial deaths such as this 

inaugurated a prolonged and officially mandated period of mourning, accompanied by various 

Buddhist ceremonies that were conducted at temples throughout the capital.98  

 The circumstances of the early years of the Chenghua emperor’s reign, and those of the 

year 1468 more specifically, demonstrate that it was a time of fervent imperial patronage of 

Buddhism. This patronage manifested itself in the zealous creation of tangible expressions of 

piety, notably, as the court memorials inform us, the printing and distribution of texts and sutras. 

The existence of two editions of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra from the Chenghua period perhaps 

alludes to these historical circumstances. In the political environment of the Ming court in 1468 

it is thus highly probable that Sesshū had the opportunity to acquire a version of the Illustrated 

Guanyin Sutra. While it is puzzling that the iconography of Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon 

adhered to the earlier Hongwu edition (1395), rather than a Chenghua edition, I propose it is 

more likely that the Hongwu edition was still circulating in the Chenghua period. The esoteric 

characteristics of the iconography of the Hongwu edition, which Sesshū carefully preserved in 

his Thirty-three Kannon paintings, would have been apropos for the Buddhist climate of the 

Chenghua period.  

 The Ming emperors perpetuated the religious practice of their Mongol predecessors in 

embracing and promoting Tibetan Buddhism. Although many leaders of the Tibetan Buddhist 

community were forced to flee Beijing during the Yuan-Ming transition, the roots of the Tibetan 

tradition had taken strong hold in the soil of the north and were easily revived in the subsequent 

 
98 As Professor He Xiaorong mentioned to me during our meeting in Tianjin in February 2018, although the Ming 
shilu do not include explicit references to the Buddhist ceremonies that were held upon the passing of dowager 
empresses, there are many examples that can be found with regard to deceased empresses, allowing one to 
extrapolate that a similar ritual protocol likely existed for dowager empresses. 
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phase of Ming rule.99 The early Ming emperors, including Hongwu, Yongle, and Xuande, all 

showed great favor toward the Tibetan sects, frequently inviting clerics to Beijing and granting 

them lofty honorary titles and status. These emperors also received personal religious instruction 

from Tibetan monks and conducted various esoteric ceremonies inside the palace under their 

auspices. This behavior, as Marsha Haufler has stated, “confirmed the emperor’s identity as a 

cakravartin, or Buddhist ideal universal ruler, thus internationalizing his indigenous mandate of 

heaven.”100  

 Due to the strong influence of Tibetan Buddhism at the early Ming court, Himalayan 

styles of representation assumed an important role in the development of Buddhist art in the 

fifteenth century. Artisans from Tibet may have remained in Beijing after the fall of the Yuan 

where they became integral members of the subsequent Ming imperial workshops.101 These 

Himalayan modes of representation and iconography found expression in the ornate decoration 

of Buddhist figures, naturalistic modeling of the body, and proliferation of multi-armed and 

multi-faced deities.102 These qualities are reflected in bronze Buddhist statuary of the early Ming 

reigns and find pictorial counterpoints in the Ming editions of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra (Fig. 

4.33). Not only are the ornate renderings of drapery, crowns, and jewelry for the Guanyin figures 

from the illustrated sutras similar to the sculptural examples, so too are the broad, fleshy 

depictions of the bodhisattva’s face with highly arched brows and small, delicate lips. These 

stylistic characteristics informed Sesshū’s depiction of the bodhisattva in his Thirty-three 

 
99 He, Mingdai Beijing fojiao siyuan xiujian yanjiu, vol. 1, 163.  
 
100 Clunas and Harrison-Hall, eds., Ming: 50 Years That Changed China, 232.  
 
101 Ibid., 234.  
 
102 Ibid.  
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Kannon and thus reflect the contemporary popularity of Tibetan imagery during the Chenghua 

reign. 

 Indeed, the Chenghua emperor was second only to the Zhengde emperor 正德皇帝 (r. 

1506-21) in his enthusiastic support of the Tibetan sects.103 Throughout his twenty-two year 

reign, the Chenghua emperor hosted numerous Tibetan monks at his court, including two figures 

who were bestowed the eminent title of “Dharma King 法王” during the period when Sesshū 

was in China.104 In 1468, the court urged the Chenghua emperor to expel Tibetan monks from 

the capital, an act the sovereign feared would alienate the Tibetans and thus damage diplomatic 

relations.105 In the tenth month of that year, minister Yao Kui even memorialized the throne 

regarding the phenomenon of Chinese monks posing as Tibetan clerics in order to gain imperial 

favor.106  

 Moreover, the Chenghua emperor’s particular fondness for the Tibetan tradition is 

conveyed in his frequent sponsoring of esoteric and tantric rites, not only in the designated 

Foreign Sutras Bureau of the court, but also in his personal quarters.107 For these favors, the 

Chenghua emperor gave his Tibetan masters a host of privileges, including those to which they 

were fundamentally not entitled, such as ownership of land.108 The Chenghua emperor also 

supported the building of temples for Tibetan monks in and around the capital. One such temple, 

 
103 He, “Lun Ming Xianzong chongfeng Zangchuan fojiao,” 141. 
 
104 Ibid., 142-143. In total, thirteen monks were given this title during the Chenghua emperor’s reign, far more than 
in previous reigns.  
 
105 He, Mingdai Beijing fojiao siyuan xiujian yanjiu, vol. 1, 213. 
 
106 Ibid., 213-214. 
 
107 He, “Lun Ming Xianzong chongfeng Zangchuan fojiao,” 150-151.  
 
108 Ibid., 154. Some monks were even exempted from paying taxes on this land.  
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the Pagoda Garden of the Western Hills西山塔院, was in the midst of construction in 1468 

when Yao Kui successfully convinced the Chenghua emperor to abandon the project.109  

 In light of the Chenghua emperor’s intense devotion to Tibetan Buddhism, it is likely that 

the imagery of the Hongwu 28 (1395) Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, with its particular emphasis on 

esoteric iconography, persisted into the later decades of the fifteenth century and found particular 

favor during the Chenghua period. It may have been reprinted or reproduced in versions that are 

now lost. Thus, Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon did not necessarily preserve the “outdated” 

imagery of Minchō’s set (i.e. the iconography of the Hongwu 28 edition), but rather projected an 

entirely au courant image of imperial Buddhism in mid-fifteenth century China.   

Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon departed from Minchō’s paintings in presenting the subject 

matter of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra anew as an expression of kingship modeled on the Ming 

imperium. In the final section of this chapter, I explore how the genealogical traditions and 

Kannon worship of the Ōuchi clan, Sesshū’s patrons, corroborates the notion that Sesshū’s 

Thirty-three Kannon set was envisioned as a powerful and alternative symbol of political 

legitimacy vis-à-vis the central authority of the Ashikaga shogunate.   

  

 
109 He, Mingdai Beijing fojiao siyuan xiujian yanjiu, vol. 1, 215.  
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IV. The Ōuchi, Kannon Worship, and the Politics of Prayer 

 

Since at least the mid-fourteenth century, the Ōuchi clan of western Japan had 

worshipped the Myōken deity 妙見菩薩 at their tutelary temple, Kōryūji 興隆寺.110 By 1392 (明

徳 3), the documentary record contains evidence that the Ōuchi conceived of Myōken as their 

clan’s tutelary deity, and thus as a protector of the Ōuchi’s administrative territory.111 The 

Second Month Rites 二月会, held annually at Kōryūji, culminated on the thirteenth day of the 

second month with a ceremony conducted before the Myōken deity, who was housed at the 

Upper Shrine 上宮 within the temple complex.112 Such was the sanctity of the Upper Shrine at 

Kōryūji that only monks from the temple could enter this precinct. The area was even off limits 

to the ruling head of the Ōuchi household.113 

In the years 1459 (長禄 3) and 1486 (文明 18), however, exceptions were made to this 

regulation for the coming-of-age ceremonies for Ōuchi Masahiro 大内政弘 (1446-95) and 

Ōuchi Yoshioki大内義興 (1477-1528), respectively. On these two occasions, the child heirs, in 

the company of monks from the temple, performed a sacred rite before the Myōken deity, thus 

signifying the sacred designation and divine recognition of their legitimacy as inheritors of the 

 
110 Hirase Naoki, “Ōuchi shi no Myōken shinkō to Kōryūji nigatsu e,” Yamaguchi ken monjo kan kenkyū kiyō 17 
(1990): 19. 
 
111 Hirase Naoki, “Muromachi ki ni okeru Ōuchi shi no Myōken shinkō to sosen densetsu,” Shirin 97, no. 5 (2014): 
38.  
 
112 For more information about the Second Month Rites at Kōryūji see Hirase, “Ōuchi shi no Myōken shinkō to 
Kōryūji nigatsu e,” 13-34, and Ōta Junzō, “Ōuchi shi to Hikami zan nigatsu e shinji to tokusei,” in Kyūshū chūsei 
shakai no kenkyū, ed. Watanabe Sumio sensei koki ki’nen jigyō kai (Ōita, Kyūshū: Watanabe Sumio sensei koki 
ki’nen jigyō kai, 1981), 205-242.  
 
113 Hirase, “Ōuchi shi no Myōken shinkō to Kōryūji nigatsu e,” 20-21.  
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Ōuchi domain. The coming-of-age ceremonies for Masahiro and Yoshioki were overlaid onto the 

ritual schedule of the Second Month Rites. During the ceremony, the young Masahiro and 

Yoshioki received a sacred cloth on a Sakaki branch and prayed for their own longevity, as well 

as the quelling of disaster and evil forces within their clan’s territory.114  

Myōken is a syncretic deity of Buddhist and Daoist origins in China who was 

conceptualized as a deification of the North Star 北辰. Myōken had been worshipped in Japan 

since the Heian period (794-1185) as a member of the esoteric Buddhist pantheon.115 In the 

medieval period, Myōken gained in popularity among the hereditary military clans for his 

perceived efficacy in delivering victory in battle. The Shimōsa Chiba clan 下総千葉氏 of eastern 

Japan is one prominent example of a medieval daimyō who had venerated the Myōken deity 

since the Kamakura period (1185-1333).116 An extant thirteenth-century wood sculpture of the 

Chiba Myōken reveals that this family worshiped a Daoist incarnation of the deity, shown riding 

astride a turtle (Fig. 4.34).117 The Daoist association of this iconography is due to the remarkably 

similar appearance of this form of Myōken with Daoist representations of Xuanwu 玄武, the 

cosmological god of the north, who was frequently personified as a militaristic figure standing 

on the shell of a snake-entwined turtle.  

 
114 Ibid., 26. 
 
115 Ibid., 20. 
  
116 For more information about the Chiba clan’s worship of Myōken see Miyahara Satsuki, “Chiba shi no Myōken 
shinkō to bōsō no shinbutsu,” in Bōsō no kami to butsu: Heisei jūichi nendo aki ki tokubetsu ten, ed. Chiba shi 
bijutsukan, exh. cat. (Chiba: Chiba shi bijutsukan, 1999), 21-24. 
 
117 According to Hirase, this Daoist form of Myōken likely came to Japan from China in the late thirteenth century. 
See Hirase, “Muromachi ki ni okeru Ōuchi shi no Myōken shinkō to sosen densetsu,” 40. 
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There is strong reason to believe that the Ōuchi clan also worshipped this Daoist 

incarnation of the Myōken deity. In 1487 (文明 19) Ōuchi Masahiro issued an edict prohibiting 

the killing of tortoises, turtles, and snakes in the precincts of Kōryūji. These creatures were 

considered divine servants of Myōken, who occupied the spiritual heart of the Ōuchi’s tutelary 

temple.118 Furthermore, from the time of Ōuchi Norihiro 大内教弘 (1420-65), three generations 

of Ōuchi leaders bestowed upon their chosen heirs the name “Kidōmaro 亀童丸,” the first 

character of which means “turtle.” As Hirase Naoki has significantly noted, the Chiba clan 

similarly adopted the character for “turtle” in the appellations for their child heirs, further 

suggestion that the Ōuchi, like the Chiba, worshipped a Daoist incarnation of Myōken.119 By 

naming their heirs in this fashion, the Ōuchi granted the incumbent head of the household with 

the divine status of Myōken, endowing him with authority to participate in the coming-of-age 

ceremony at Kōryūji and protecting him from harm until he reached maturity.120  

An anonymous painting of Myōken (Kōryūji, Fig. 4.35), attributed to the Sesshū school, 

depicts the god as a sage-like gentleman. Myōken is shown with bald forelock and long hair, 

sitting on a rock beneath a pine tree. The deity looks down at a turtle and snake in the lower 

right-hand corner of the painting.121 This painting likely dates to after Sesshū’s time but is 

nonetheless an insightful glimpse into the Ōuchi’s religious belief. In conjunction with the other 

clues, this painting further corroborates the hypothesis that the Ōuchi venerated a Daoist form of 

 
118 Kanaya Masato, “Ōuchi shi ni okeru Myōken shinkō no danpen,” Yamaguchi ken monjo kan kiyō 19 (1992): 24-
25.  
 
119 Hirase, “Muromachi ki ni okeru Ōuchi shi no Myōken shinkō to sosen densetsu,” 51.  
 
120 Kanaya, “Ōuchi shi ni okeru Myōken shinkō no danpen,” 31.  
 
121 I wish to thank Professor Ide Seinosuke of Kyūshū University for bringing this painting to my attention and for 
providing me with his own images of the work. I also benefited greatly from the opportunity to view this painting in-
person at Kōryūji with Professor Ide and Dr. Fukuda Yoshiko of the Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum.  
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Myōken, as the figure of the deity closely resembles contemporaneous (i.e. Ming-period) 

depictions of the Chinese god of the north (Fig. 4.36).122   

The commonalities between Chiba and Ōuchi Myōken worship are significant to this 

study because the Chiba clan appears to have historically worshipped Myōken as a manifestation 

of the Eleven-headed Kannon 十一面観音.123  In a variant text of Heikei monogatari (The Tale 

of the Heikei) 平家物語, known as Genpei tōjōroku (Battle Account of the Genpei) 源平闘諍録, 

dating to the fourteenth century, the Chiba Myōken deity is identified as a manifestation 垂迹 of 

the Eleven-headed Kannon.124 Miyahara Satsuki has noted that although later documents and 

illustrated handscrolls indicate that the Chiba Myōken was also associated with the Seven 

Medicine Buddhas 七仏薬師, the Chiba clan continued to worship Myōken as a manifestation of 

Eleven-headed Kannon into the fifteenth century.125 The presence of the Chiba clan in northern 

Kyūshū, dating back to the appointment of Chiba Tsunetane 千葉常胤 (1118-1201) as shugo 守

護 of Kyūshū in 1184 (元暦元年), further posits a close geographical relationship between the 

Ōuchi and Chiba clans that may further explain the commonalities in their Myōken faith.126 In 

 
122 For more examples of Ming-period paintings of the God of the North, as well as Japanese paintings inspired by 
the Chinese works, see Saitō Ryūichi, ed., Dōkyō no bijutsu, exh. cat. (Ōsaka: Ōsaka shiritsu bijutsukan, 2009), 193-
196.  
 
123 Hata Yasunori pointed to the potential significance of this connection for Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon in his 
article “Bunmei jūhachi nen no Ōuchi shi to Sesshū,” 248.  
 
124 Miyahara, “Chiba shi no Myōken shinkō to bōsō no shinbutsu,” 22.  
 
125 Ibid.  
 
126 Hirase Naoki, “Kōryūji no Tendai mikkyō to ujigami = Myōken no henshitsu,” Yamaguchi kenshi kenkyū 2 
(1994): 114-115.  For further reading regarding the Chiba clan’s relocation to Kyūshū in the Kamakura period see 
Chiba shiritsu kyōdo hakubutsukan, ed., “Kyūshū Chiba shi (Munetane / Tanesada) to Ogi no jisha,” in Chiba shi 
kankei shiryō chōsa hōkoku sho (so no ichi): Kengai Chiba shi ichizoku no dōkō (Chiba: Chiba shiritsu kyōdo 
hakubutsukan, 1990), 1-3.  
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this regard, Ōuchi Myōken worship embodies important insights for the nature of Ōuchi Kannon 

worship and thus also for an interpretation of Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon. 

  The origins of the Ōuchi clan can be traced to their status as regional administrators for 

the imperial court during the Heian period (794-1185). By the late fourteenth century, the head 

of the Ōuchi family, Ōuchi Yoshihiro 大内義弘 (1356-99), had begun to promulgate his claim to 

Korean ancestry. Yoshihiro went so far as to request from the royal Joseon 朝鮮 court 

documentation proving his descent from the Baekje 百済 imperial line and a plot of land, 

symbolic of his genealogical roots on the Korean peninsula.127  

One version of the Ōuchi ancestor legend is included in a record pertaining to Ashikaga 

Yoshimitsu’s 足利義満 (r.1368-94) tour of the western provinces in 1389 (康応元年), known 

as Rokuon’in saikoku gekō ki (Record of Rokuon’in Visiting the Western Provinces) 鹿苑院西国

下向記. The portion of this record that contains the Ōuchi ancestor legend is thought to date to 

the Bunmei period (1469-87).128 According to this account, Prince Rinshō (K. Prince Imseong, 

577-657) 琳聖太子, the third son of King Wideok of Baekje 威德 (r. 554-598), prayed to meet a 

living Kannon Bodhisattva 生身の観音. During the reign of Empress Suiko 推古天皇 (r. 592-

628), Prince Rinshō traveled across the sea to Japan where his prayer was answered in the form 

of an audience with Prince Shōtoku 聖徳太子 (574-622), whom the Korean prince venerated as 

a living Kannon. Together the two princes discussed the meaning of the Lotus Sutra.129  

 
127 Suda Makiko, “Muromachi ki ni okeru Ōuchi shi no tai Chōsen senzo kan no keisei,” Rekishi gaku kenkyū 761 
(2002): 6.  
 
128 For Hirase Naoki’s discussion of the dating of this record see his article “Muromachi ki ni okeru Ōuchi shi no 
Myōken shinkō to sosen densetsu,” 43-44.  
 
129 Yamaguchi ken, ed., Rokuon’in saikoku gekō ki, in Yamaguchi kenshi shiryōhen chūsei 1 (Yamaguchi: 
Yamaguchi ken, 1996), 673-674.   
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After Prince Rinshō’s death, the Tatara Shrine 多々良宮 was erected on the spot where 

he was believed to have alighted on the shores of Japan in Suō Province. The shrine housed three 

deities, including Myōken, Prince Shōtoku, and Prince Rinshō. At the Tatara Shrine, Prince 

Shōtoku was worshipped as a manifestation of the Eleven-headed Kannon, just as Prince Rinshō 

had venerated the prince upon his arrival in Japan.130 This version of the Ōuchi ancestor tale 

illuminates the significance of Prince Shōtoku as a living Kannon in the Ōuchi’s genealogical 

history, for it was the bodhisattva that provided the divine inspiration for the Ōuchi’s progenitor 

to leave Korea and settle in Japan.   

The most well-known account of the Ōuchi’s ancestor legend is that related in Bunmei 

jūhachi nen jūgatsu nijūnana nichi Ōuchi shi kefu utsushi (Copy of the Genealogical Record of 

the Ōuchi Family from the Twenty-seventh Day of the Tenth Month of Bunmei Eighteen) 文明十

八年十月二十七日大内氏家譜写 (hereafter Ōuchi shi kefu). This record was composed in the 

tenth month of 1486 under the auspices of Ōuchi Masahiro, Sesshū’s patron.131 Unlike the earlier 

Ōuchi ancestor tale recorded in Rokuon’in saikoku gekō ki, this version of  Ōuchi genealogy 

emphasized the role of Myōken, who had featured in the earlier narrative as only one of the 

deities enshrined in the Tatara Shrine after Prince Rinshō’s death. According to Ōuchi shi kefu, 

in the seventeenth year of Empress Suiko’s reign (i.e. 609) a star descended onto a pine tree on 

the shores of Suō Province, shining brightly for seven days and nights without ceasing. The 

people of the province thought it a strange phenomenon, so they consulted an oracle. The oracle 

reported that a prince from another land was to arrive in Japan. The North Star had descended 

 
130 Ibid., 674.  
 
131 The original text of this record is no longer extant, but Edo-period transcriptions can be found in several sources. 
I have consulted the transcription in Yamaguchi ken monjo kan, ed., Bōchō jisha yūrai, vol. 3 (Yamaguchi: 
Yamaguchi ken monjo kan, 1983), 310-311.  
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from the sky to foreshadow his arrival and protect the prince during the course of his journey. 

Ōuchi shi kefu goes on to explain that Prince Shōtoku, who was born to bring about the 

flourishing of the Buddhist law, was none other than the bodhisattva Kannon in living form. 

When Prince Rinshō heard of this he was elated. He had long desired to worship a living 

bodhisattva, so he set about right away to prepare his ships for departure.132  

Ōuchi shi kefu represents the product of Ōuchi Masahiro’s skillful merging of his 

family’s genealogy and spiritual ideology. Here, Masahiro elevated the profile of his tutelary 

deity Myōken by identifying the deity as the divine prophesier and protector of Prince Rinshō, 

the family’s founding ancestor. Prince Shōtoku, as a living body of the bodhisattva Kannon, was 

the reason for Prince Rinshō’s settlement in Japan, an event that was foreshadowed by Myōken’s 

appearance as a prophetic star in the sky. As Hirase Naoki and Itō Kōji have both remarked, the 

role of Prince Shōtoku in the Ōuchi’s ancestor tale reflects the pervasiveness of Prince Shōtoku 

worship in the medieval period.133  

In fact, the Ōuchi’s ancestor tale recalls a specific event from Prince Shōtoku’s life as it 

is related in the tenth-century text Shōtoku taishi denryaku (Brief Biography of Prince Shōtoku) 

聖徳太子傳略. In 597, when Prince Shōtoku was twenty-six years old, the Baekje prince Asa 阿

佐太子 obtained an audience with the Japanese prince. On this occasion, Prince Asa worshipped 

Prince Shōtoku as a manifestation of the World-Saving Kannon 救世観音. This anecdote from 

Shōtoku taishi denryaku is among the earliest examples of the association between Prince 

Shōtoku and the World-Saving Kannon, and one that would have a lasting influence on the 

 
132 Ibid., 310-311.  
 
133 Hirase, “Kōryūji no Tendai mikkyō to ujigami = Myōken no henshitsu,” 113, and Itō Kōji, “Chūsei saikoku 
shoshi no keifu ninshiki,” in Kyōkai no aidentiti, ed. Kyūshū shigaku kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Iwata shoin, 2008), 120-
121.  
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reception of the prince into the medieval period.134 The resonance between the circumstances of 

Prince Asa and Prince Rinshō suggests that the Ōuchi crafted their genealogical origin story on 

the model of Prince Shōtoku’s biography as a means of enhancing their own Baekje heritage.  

In composing Ōuchi shi kefu Ōuchi Masahiro thus projected an identity for his clan that 

drew its power from the synergistic forces of ancestry and faith. The bodhisattva Kannon was 

central to this identity. The Ōuchi’s invocation of Prince Shōtoku in their ancestor tale posited 

the bodhisattva as the raison d’être of their genealogical origin. Kannon was the divine purpose 

and driving force of Prince Rinshō’s life and thus of the Ōuchi clan as a whole. At the same time, 

the conceptualization of Myōken as a manifestation of the Eleven-headed Kannon enabled the 

syncretic figure to be seamlessly integrated into the fabric of Ōuchi genealogy as the clan’s 

tutelary deity. Just as the Myōken star had protected Prince Rinshō as he crossed the sea, so too 

did the Myōken deity protect all subsequent generations of the Ōuchi family from his spiritual 

home in the Upper Shrine at Kōryuji. In the transcendent power of the bodhisattva Kannon, 

ancestry and faith thus converged in a newly conceived narrative of Ōuchi identity.  

Other historical materials allow for insight into the nature of Ōuchi Kannon worship. As 

Hata Yasunori has observed, in 1484 (文明 16) the Shingon monk Chikai 智海 (act. 15th 

century) transcribed the Ten Great Vows 十大願 of Kannon as enumerated in The Vast, Perfect, 

Unobstructed Dharani Sutra of the Great Compassionate Heart Taught by the Thousand-handed 

and Thousand-eyed One 千手千眼廣大圓滿無礙大悲心陀羅尼經 (hereafter Dharani Sutra of 

the Great Compassionate Heart) and presented it to Ōuchi Masahiro.135 Chikai evidently knew 

of Masahiro’s faith in the thousand-armed Kannon and exhorted him to recite the vows.  

 
134 Hayashi Mikiya, Taishi shinkō: So no hassei to hatten (Tōkyō: Hyōron sha, 1972), 45-46.  
 
135 Hata Yasunori, “Bunmei jūhachi nen no Ōuchi shi to Sesshū,” 248.  
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Chikai first met Masahiro when the latter was residing in Kyōto during the Ōnin War. 

Chikai, who had lived at Kōmyōbuji 光明峰寺 in the capital, aided Ōuchi Masahiro in 

performing Buddhist rites on the battlefield. In the wake of Kōmyōbuji’s destruction, Chikai 

astutely identified Masahiro as a benefactor upon whom he could rely for support. Chikai thus 

accompanied Masahiro on his return to Suō in 1477 (文明 9), where he would act as a spiritual 

advisor to the Ōuchi leader.136 

Entries pertaining to Chikai’s activities in Suō from Kujōke monjo (Records of the Kujō 

Family) 九条家文書  indicate that the monk was deeply involved in Ōuchi religious affairs until 

at least 1486.137 After returning with Masahiro to Suō, Chikai was granted permission to proceed 

to the Upper Shrine at Kōryūji and to recite the Golden Light Sutra 金光明經, a text strongly 

associated with state protection, in front of the Myōken deity every month.138 Although 

Masahiro’s regulations for Kōryūji prohibited monks from outside the temple from entering the 

sacred precincts of the Upper Shrine, Masahiro made an exception for Chikai, who had already 

demonstrated the efficacy of his religious powers on the battlefield. As Hirase has argued, the 

entries in Kujōke monjo make clear that Chikai’s recitation of  the Golden Light Sutra in the 

presence of the Myōken deity assumed the character of a countrywide prayer service, for Chikai 

appealed to Myōken not only for protection of the Ōuchi clan, but also for the Ashikaga 

shogunate in the capital and the country at large.139  

 
136 Hirase, “Kōryūji no Tendai mikkyō to ujigami = Myōken no henshitsu,” 115.  
 
137 Ibid., 118.  
 
138 Ibid. 
 
139 Ibid., 118.  
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This example can be understood as part of the Ōuchi’s cultivation of their own brand of 

“kingship 帝王学,” a notion put forth by the scholar Kanaya Masato to characterize the 

significance of Kōryūji and Myōken for Masahiro’s vision of a Ōuchi political and spiritual 

universe.140 The historian Mori Shigeaki has similarly discussed the role of the Yinyang master 

Akimune 在宗 (act. 15th century), who, like Chikai, followed Masahiro to Suō after the Ōnin 

War. Akimune also promoted the ideology of Ōuchi kingship, projecting the regional daimyō as 

alternative sovereigns and guarders of the country in his performance of rites that were normally 

the prerogative of the imperial court and the shogunate in Kyōto.141 Masahiro’s successful 

petition for imperial recognition of his tutelary temple in the eighth month of 1486 and his 

consolidation of Ōuchi shi kefu in this year were thus all part of a concerted effort to elevate the 

status of the Ōuchi family not just as a regional daimyō, but as legitimate contenders for political 

authority in the fractured political landscape of post-Ōnin War Japan.  

Amid these various machinations, Ōuchi Masahiro commissioned Sesshū to paint the 

Thirty-three Kannon. Given that Kōryūji played such an important role in the Ōuchi’s Myōken 

faith (i.e. Myōken was worshipped at the Upper Shrine) and in the perpetuation of the Ōuchi’s 

family line (i.e. it was the location of Ōuchi investiture ceremonies), I propose that Sesshū’s 

Thirty-three Kannon were used in a Kannon Repentance Rite held during the Second Month 

Rites, concurrent with Yoshioki’s coming-of-age ceremony, in 1486. The centrality of Chikai to 

Masahiro’s religious practice suggests that he may have presided over the Kannon Repentance 

Rite at Kōryuji in 1486. 

 
140 Kanaya, “Ōuchi shi ni okeru Myōken shinkō no danpen,” 33-34.  
 
141 Mori Shigeaki, “Ōuchi shi to inyō dō,” Nihon rekishi 583 (1996): 9.  
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 Moreover, the evidence concerning Chikai’s knowledge of Ōuchi Masahiro’s worship of 

the Thousand-armed Kannon further suggests that this repentance rite was liturgically distinct 

from that performed by the shogunate in Kyōto. The Thousand-armed Kannon features as the 

ritual focus for The Great Compassion Repentance Rite 大悲懺法, a variation of the Kannon 

Repentance Rite, that was formulated by the Chinese monk Zhili 智禮 (960-1028). Intonation of 

the Ten Great Vows, which we will recall Chikai implored Masahiro to recite, was also a central 

component of Zhili’s repentance liturgy.142 Sesshū’s preservation of the esoteric iconography of 

the Ming dynasty Illustrated Guanyin Sutra in his Thirty-three Kannon may be circumstantial 

evidence to suggest that the central icon of the set was a painting of the Thousand-armed 

Kannon, a deity who originated in the esoteric tradition.   

A letter in the collection of the Yamaguchi Prefectural Archive written by Mori Narinao 

毛利就直 (d. 1710) to Awaya Narisada 栗屋就貞 (d. 1701) indicates that a temple by the name 

of Manganji 満願寺 in Suō once possessed a painting by Sesshū of the Thousand-armed 

Kannon.143 According to the letter, a prior abbot of Manganji had taken Sesshū’s painting to the 

capital in Edo, along with other items from the temple. The painting subsequently fell into the 

hands of a figure by the name of Asonuma Nariharu 阿曽沼就春. Nariharu’s possessions 

subsequently went to the Mōri clan upon his death. In 1682 (天和 2) Manganji was destroyed by 

fire. The temple sought to retrieve Sesshū’s painting from the Mōri family to replace the icon 

that had been lost in the flames. Although the precise dating of these events remains ambiguous, 

 
142 For more information on the Great Compassion Repentance Rite see Chun, The Chinese Transformation of 
Avalokiteśvara (New York: Columbia University Press, 2001), 263-292.  
 
143 As far as I am aware, this letter has not been discussed or published elsewhere. It is included in Mōri ke monjo 毛
利家文書 at the Yamaguchi Prefectural Archive. 
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the general contours of the letter suggest that Sesshū’s painting was in Manganji’s collection in 

the sixteenth century.144 It is tempting to speculate that this painting may have been the central 

icon for Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon, which, I have proposed, were employed in The Great 

Compassion Repentance Rite at Kōryuji in 1486.  

These observations regarding the central icon of Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon and the 

nature of the potential repentance rite in which they were used remain speculative. Nevertheless, 

such a scenario would unite the evidence surrounding Ōuchi Myōken worship at Kōryuji, 

Masahiro’s veneration of the Thousand-armed Kannon, and the monk Chikai’s role in 

promulgating the Ōuchi’s ideology of kingship. The evidence of Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon 

paintings suggests that, like the Ashikaga shogunate, the Ōuchi employed the paintings as the 

visual backdrop for repentance rites that were charged with political connotations of sovereign 

power.  

Sesshū’s manipulations of the imagery from the Chinese Illustrated Guanyin Sutra as 

found in Minchō’s 1412 paintings, manipulations I have argued were made possible by Sesshū’s 

access to the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra during his travel in China, purposefully recast the 

Chinese imagery to enhance the Ōuchi’s political profile. In so doing, Sesshū at once 

appropriated a symbol of shogunal authority for the Ōuchi while also replacing that symbol with 

a new source of political legitimacy. This artistic sleight of hand was fundamentally driven by  

Sesshū’s awareness of the Illustrated Guanyin Sutra as an embodiment of kingship, a source of 

political legitimization that derived from the association of this visual material with the Ming 

imperium and the institution of state-controlled Buddhism in fifteenth-century China. As a 

 
144 I am deeply grateful to Dr. Tomohiro Nishita and Dr. Suda Makiko of the Historiographical Institute at the 
University of Tōkyō for helping me to interpret the script of the letter and to ascertain its meaning. Dr. Nishita also 
kindly sent me further information about the temple and the historical figures involved.   
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cultural manager for the Ōuchi, Sesshū thus offered more to his patrons than simply his painting 

services. As this case study has shown, Sesshū gave the Ōuchi a unique access to continental 

cultural capital, a resource for political enhancement that Sesshū alone among his painting peers 

was capable of bestowing.  
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Part III – The China Legacy  
 
Chapter 5: The Political Landscape 
 

I. Introduction 

 

At some sixteen meters in length, Sesshū’s Long Landscape 山水長巻 (formally known 

as Handscroll Landscape of the Four Seasons 四季山水図巻, Mōri Family Museum, Fig. 5.1) is 

the painter’s magnum opus.1 The presence of the traveler throughout the painting, and the sense 

of movement implied in the handscroll format, renders the scroll a virtual allegory of Sesshū’s 

own journey. The painting bears Sesshū’s signature, seal, and a date of 1486 (文明 18), and is 

further distinguished as the first composition in the artist’s oeuvre to reveal his age at the time of 

its completion (sixty-seven years) (Fig. 5.2).2 Since its creation, the work has been maintained in 

superb condition, preserving vibrant hues of blue, green, ochre, and red.3 The painting also 

 
1 The Long Landscape is in ink and colors on paper and its dimensions are 40.8 cm by 1602.3 cm. According to a 
conservation report completed in 2004, the sixteen sheets of paper that make up the painting portion of the scroll are 
composed of bamboo pulp. During the Muromachi period, virtually all bamboo paper was imported from China. The 
seventeenth sheet of paper that bears Sesshū’s signature is qualitatively different from the other sheets, but its 
material composition is unclear. See Hata Yasunori, “Shiki sansui zukan [sakuhin kaisetsu],” in Sesshū Tōyō: 
“Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron 
bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 151. 
 
2 The signature on the Long Landscape reads: “Written by old man Sesshū Tōyō, the First Seat of Tiantong, at sixty-
seven years on the kahei day of the eighteenth year of the Bunmei era 文明十八年嘉平日天童前第一座雪舟叟等

楊六十有七歳筆受.” The signature is followed by a square intaglio seal reading “Tōyō 等楊.”  
 
3 The colors appear to be vegetal pigments, but no chemical analysis of the pigments has been conducted to confirm 
this hypothesis. 
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boasts a water-tight provenance.4 All these factors have secured the painting’s preeminent place 

in the history of Japanese art.5  

At the painting’s outset, a gentleman and his boy attendant ascend a winding path 

through the mountains. They will traverse sleepy fishing villages, mist-shrouded temples, lush 

forests and fields, and mystical caves, before their wanderings end in the quietude of a snow-

blanketed city. Their experience is both spatial and temporal, spanning wide swaths of water and 

land, as well as the passage of the seasons. Alternating scenes of cascading foreground rockery 

and open water conjure a dynamic compositional rhythm, while vegetal dotting and texture 

strokes enliven the surfaces of boulders and cliffs. Coniferous and deciduous trees demarcate the 

transitions between scenes and propel the visual momentum with their leaning, attenuated 

branches. Throughout the painting, traces of humanity rise and fall like the melody of a musical 

score - in the lively mountain market, the breeze-filled sails of fishing boats, and the ringing of 

pagoda chimes tossed by the wind.   

The fame and beauty of the Long Landscape belie the mystery surrounding the context 

and meaning of its production. Sesshū used the term kahei 嘉平 in his signature at the end of the 

painting. The term kahei (Ch. jiaping) refers to the laji rite 臘祭, a ceremony held in the twelfth 

month of the lunar calendar to honor the ancestors. The art historian Kageyama Sumio has thus 

proposed that Sesshū’s use of this term points to the Long Landscape’s identity as a work that 

 
4 The provenance of the Long Landscape is remarkably traceable as it has never been sold on the art market. For 
information about the provenance of the Long Landscape see Kageyama Sumio, “‘Sansui chōkan’ no denrai to 
mohon, soshite chōkan e,” Tenkai toga 2 (2000): 28-44, and Watada Minoru, “Sesshū hitsu sansui chōkan no idō: 
‘Meihin’ no kachi keisei,” in Mono, hōbutsu, bijutsu hin, bunkazai no idō ni kansuru kenkyū: Kachi kan no henyō to 
shakai (kadai bango 4201009 Heisei 14-17 nendo kagaku kenkyū hi hojo kin kipan kenkyū (A) kenkyū seika hokoku 
sho), ed. Nakamura Teruo (Tōkyō: Bunkazai kenkyū jo, 2003), 75-100.  
 
5 In 1951 the Japanese government designated the scroll as a national treasure.  
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celebrated the Ōuchi clan ancestors and expressed Sesshū’s gratitude toward the Ōuchi family 

for their long-time patronage.6 Indeed, in 1486, the year of the Long Landscape’s creation, Ōuchi 

Masahiro 大内政弘 (1446-95) was particularly committed to honoring the legacies of his 

deceased relatives.  

In the sixth month of 1486, for example, Masahiro successfully obtained a posthumous 

elevation in court rank for his late father, Ōuchi Norihiro 大内教弘 (1420-65). This act paved 

the way for Masahiro to apotheosize his father’s spirit at the Tsukiyama Shrine 築山祠 in the 

eighth month. In 1486, as part of Masahiro’s religious program to deify his father, he also 

ordered his retainers to conduct ceremonies at the mortuary temples of other Ōuchi ancestors on 

the anniversaries of their deaths. Kageyama thus surmised that Sesshū’s dedication of the Long 

Landscape in the final month of 1486 was intimately related to the Ōuchi clan’s year-long 

program of ancestral commemoration.7  

Some scholars have looked to another aspect of Sesshū’s signature on the Long 

Landscape to suggest that the painting was further endowed with a particular Buddhist 

significance. In 1941, Tanaka Toyozō identified the etymology of the term “hijutsu 筆受,” 

literally “to receive with the brush,” which Sesshū used as the final two characters in his 

signature on the painting. According to Tanaka, this distinctive expression, not found on any 

other paintings, historically referred to the translation and interpretation of Sanskrit sutras into 

Chinese.8 Based upon this clue, Shimao Arata has proposed that Sesshū’s Long Landscape was a 

 
6 Kageyama, “‘Sansui chōkan’ no denrai to mohon,” 39. 
 
7 Ibid. As Watada Minoru has further noted, the laji festival was conducted on the third day corresponding to the 
fifth heavenly stem (i.e. wu, 戊) after the winter solstice, which in 1486 would have been the fifteenth day of the 
twelfth month. See Watada, “Sesshū hitsu sansui chōkan no idō,” 76. 
 
8 Tanaka Toyozō, “Sesshū monshin,” Gasetsu 57 (1941): 690.  
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dedicatory offering to the Ōuchi clan’s tutelary temple, Kōryūji 興隆寺, based upon the 

medieval practice of offering large-scale sutras or handscrolls to shrines and temples.9  

Tanaka also noted, however, that the religious term “hijutsu” may have carried a more 

secular meaning in the context of artistic production. Just as the “sutra interpreter 筆受者” 

crafted the meaning of a Sanskrit sutra into a cogent and graceful Chinese translation, so too did 

Sesshū transform Chinese painting models in his creation of the Long Landscape.10 In 1958, 

Kumagai Nobuo reinforced this interpretation in claiming that the Long Landscape signified 

Sesshū’s “translation 翻訳” of the style of the Chinese Southern Song court painter Xia Gui 夏珪 

(act. ca. 1195-1230).11 

Indeed, much of the historiography surrounding the Long Landscape converges on the 

notion that whatever its production context or meaning, the Long Landscape represents the most 

rigorous exposition of Xia Gui’s style in the history of Japanese painting.12 Judging from the 

mention of attributed paintings in fifteenth-century texts, Xia Gui was among the most admired 

historical Chinese painters in Muromachi Japan. Yamashita Yūji has attempted to categorize the 

pictorial evidence of Xia Gui’s legacy in medieval Japan by identifying two primary groups of 

Xia Gui-associated paintings that appear to have exerted influence on fifteenth-century Japanese 

 
9 Shimao Arata, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan” fūkei emaki no sekai de asobō (Tōkyō: Shōgakukan, 2001), 79. 
 
10 Tanaka, “Sesshū monshin,” 691.  
 
11 Kumagai Nobuo, Sesshū Tōyō (Nihon bijutsushi sōsho 4) (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigaku shuppan kai, 1958), 178. 
 
12 Shimada Shūjirō, for example, has characterized the Long Landscape as a “free copy 自由模写” of Xia Gui 
models. See Shimada Shūjirō, Shimada Shūjirō chosaku shū: Nihon kaigashi kenkyū (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu 
shuppan, 1987), 506. Hata Yasunori, borrowing Shimada’s notion of a “free copy,” has argued that Sesshū 
incorporated themes related to West Lake and the Eight Views of the Xiao and Xiang into a fundamentally Xia Gui-
style composition. See Hata Yasunori, “Sansui chōkan kenkyū: So no ‘katachi’ to ‘imi’ wo megutte,” Tenkai toga 2 
(1998): 3-26.  
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painters, including Sesshū.13 More specifically, Hata Yasunori has argued that the stylistic 

association of Sesshū’s Long Landscape with Xia Gui bestowed the handscroll with the status of 

an “imperial painting 皇帝の絵画.” Xia Gui served the Song emperors Ningzong 寧宗皇帝 (r. 

1194-1224) and Lizong 理宗皇帝 (r. 1224-64) as a painter-in-attendance and as such his 

paintings were the ultimate examples of imperially commissioned art. According to Hata, the 

prestige of the Long Landscape, and indeed that of other handscroll landscapes associated with 

Xia Gui’s style in Muromachi Japan, thus derived from the symbolic connotations of Song 

dynasty kingship.14  

Yet, by the period of Sesshū’s lifetime Xia Gui was a distant historical figure. Despite the 

Song painter’s fame, only a handful of extant paintings are considered authentic works by the 

master and even these are sources of disagreement among scholars of Chinese painting.15 As the 

scholarship on Xia Gui’s reception in medieval Japan has made clear, however, Xia Gui’s name 

and perceived stylistic repertoire remained important benchmarks for artistic production. The 

presence of four fan-shaped paintings in Sesshū’s oeuvre, two of which he explicitly ascribed to 

the inspiration of Xia Gui, testify to this point. Examination of Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode fan 

paintings illuminates several points regarding the relevance of the Song painter to Sesshū’s 

artistic practice.  

 
13 Yamashita Yūji, “Kakei to Muromachi suibokuga,” in Nihon bijutsushi no suimyaku, ed. Tsuji Nobuo sensei 
kanreki ki’nen kai (Tōkyō: Perikansha, 1993): 817.  
 
14 Hata Yasunori, “Bunmei jūhachi nen no Ōuchi shi to Sesshū,” in Sesshū Tōyō: “Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū 
zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō kōron bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 250-
251. For Hata’s broader discussion of the reception and symbolism of Southern Song court painting in Muromachi 
Japan see Hata Yasunori, “Muromachi jidai no Nansō intaiga ni taisuru ninshiki wo megutte,” Bijutsushi 156 
(2003): 413-426.  
 
15 Three paintings that are generally accepted as authentic works by Xia Gui are Sailboat in Rainstorm 風雨行舟圖

(Museum of Fine Arts, Boston), Landscape 山水圖 (Tōkyō National Museum), and Twelve Views of Landscape 山
水十二景圖卷  (Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art).   
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First, the stylistic resonance of the motifs, brushwork, and spatial techniques in the four 

fan-shaped paintings with scenes in the Long Landscape indicates that Sesshū conceived of the 

Long Landscape within a stylistic framework that he self-identified with the name of Xia Gui. 

Second, of the twelve fan-shaped paintings in Sesshū’s oeuvre, four are in the self-identified Xia 

Gui style, more than any other painter’s style that is represented in the fan series. This fact 

highlights the significance of the Xia Gui style in Sesshū’s painting practice and, by extension, 

the popularity of the Xia Gui style within the larger painting environment of fifteenth-century 

Japan. Third, comparison of an authentic painting by Xia Gui with Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode fans 

reveals the stylistic discrepancies between works by the historical Xia Gui and Sesshū’s Xia Gui 

renditions.  

 Xia Gui’s Sailboat in Rainstorm 風雨行舟圖 (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Fig. 5.3) 

and Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui (Spring) 倣夏珪山水図 (春)  (private collection, Fig. 

5.4), one of the fan-shaped paintings attributed to Sesshū, share a similar compositional 

arrangement consisting of a large foreground rock with trees by the water and a background of 

mountains.16 The remaining stylistic qualities of the two paintings, however, are quite different. 

While Xia Gui’s painting appears to have light shades of colored pigment (ochre and potentially 

blue), Sesshū’s painting preserves vibrant hues of blue, green, ochre and white. Xia Gui’s 

painting includes a minimal motivic repertoire, including one building, deciduous trees, and a 

 
16 In 2017, the Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum held an exhibition in honor of the “re-discovery” of this work 
that originated in Sesshū’s fan series. The painting was once in the collection of the railroad magnate Matsumoto 
Matsuzō (1870-1936) but was sold on the art market in 1935. After 1935, its whereabouts were unknown until 2017 
when a private collector entrusted the painting to the Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum. For a discussion of the 
painting’s provenance and other matters pertaining to Sesshū’s fan series see Egaitsu Michihiko and Kawano 
Michitaka, eds., Sesshū hakken! Ten: Sesshū Tōyō hitsu “Hō Kakei sansui zu,” exh. cat. (Yamaguchi: Sesshū 
hakken! ten jikkō iinkai, Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan, 2017). Although there is some disagreement regarding the 
seasonal identification of the new fan, Egaitsu Michihiko has proposed that the prominent presence of plum trees 
indicates spring. See Egaitsu Michihiko and Kawano Michitaka, eds., Sesshū hakken! Ten, 53.  
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sailboat. Sesshū’s painting, on the other hand, has a more expansive motivic cast, including three 

figures, a bamboo grove, a wine shop, a brushwood fence, a plum tree, and reeds.  

Brushwork further sets the two paintings apart. Xia Gui’s painting displays a soft, supple 

contour line that fuses with areas of wash in some sections of the scene. Sesshū’s painting 

employs an upright, angular contour line that asserts a graphic appeal independent of its 

representational function. While Xia Gui used a minimal number of small axe-cut texture strokes 

in his rocks, Sesshū rendered his rocks with highly faceted surfaces and abundant, broad axe-cut 

strokes. Finally, with regards to spatial construction, the rock promontory in Xia Gui’s painting 

is set at a slight distance from the viewer. The placement of the sailboat in middle ground 

provides a smooth perception of depth recession between foreground and background. In 

Sesshū’s painting, however, rockery at the lower edge of the painting generates a claustrophobic 

sense of spatial compression between viewer and foreground. Mountain silhouettes abut directly 

on the foreground motifs, thus eliminating any sense of a middle-ground space.  

Sesshū’s inclusion of the self-identified Xia Gui style compositions in his fan series 

indicates that Xia Gui was among the painters represented in Sesshū’s stylistic modal repertoire. 

As the above comparison has made clear, however, the slippage between the style of the 

historical painter and Sesshū’s modal version of that painter renders the concept of “modal 

painting” problematic as an explanatory framework. One will recall from the introduction to this 

dissertation that the practice of modal painting emerged in Japan in the latter half of the fifteenth 

century and referred to a system whereby professional painters in the employ of the shogunate 

were given painting commissions according to a “mode” – a combination of motivic, brushwork, 

and spatial qualities – associated with a limited group of historical Chinese painters. As Yukio 

Lippit has written, “Modal painting was crucial to the domestication of Chinese pictorial habits 
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in the archipelago, for the most sought-after ink painters in medieval Japan were those who had 

both mastered these habits and were able to move comfortably within networks that enabled 

them.”17 

 Despite the prominence modern scholars have afforded to the concept of modal painting 

in the Muromachi period, there has heretofore been minimal consideration of how modes 

developed in fifteenth-century Japan and how they were mobilized in practice. This neglect is 

largely due to the fact that there is scant material evidence to illustrate the phenomenon of modal 

painting. In fact, Sesshū’s fan-shaped compositions are the most complete evidence by which to 

gauge both the existence of such a system and the sources of its formation. The Long Landscape, 

in displaying the Xia Gui mode as it was conceptualized and executed by Sesshū, provides a rare 

and ideal arena in which to investigate how Sesshū formulated his Xia Gui mode and what 

paintings were involved in this process.  

The Long Landscape thus offers a unique opportunity to observe the modal system in 

historical action, and to interrogate the processes of its formation, employment, and function. 

Ultimately, this analysis demonstrates that by virtue of his role in the Ōnin tribute trade mission 

and his training at the Ming imperial academy, Sesshū was instrumental in determining how 

Muromachi Japan perceived and perpetuated the artistic legacy of this renowned Chinese painter. 

It was Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode, synthesized in the Long Landscape, that would establish the most 

authoritative pictorial vocabulary and visual semantics for the Chinese painter in the future of 

Japanese painting.  

 

 

 
17 Yukio Lippit, Painting of the Realm: The Kano House of Painters in 17th-Century Japan (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2012), 118. 
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II.  Sesshū’s Xia Gui Mode  

 

In its sheer length, the Long Landscape provides the most extensive insight into the 

nature of Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode. At the beginning of the composition, a gentleman with a 

walking staff, accompanied by a child attendant, traverses mountain steps that lead around a 

colossal hanging cliff. In the valley below the hanging cliff is a building complex, likely a temple, 

nestled amidst pine trees. Beyond the valley temple looms another hanging cliff in front of which 

two figures cross a stone bridge. To the left of the stone bridge is a grove of pines growing from a 

rock plateau. The trees on the outer edges of the grove bend away from the center. Another cliff 

descends from the sky. A deciduous tree grows from the hanging cliff and dangles over a 

neighboring fishing village. The village is ensconced in withered reeds and two figures can be seen 

seated face-to-face in the window of a dwelling. Fishing boats congregate in the water beside the 

village. Fisherman have hung their clothing and rain wear to dry in the boats. On the edge of the 

group of fishing boats is a larger vessel, likely a merchant ship, loaded with cargo.  

The fishing village opens into a wide expanse of pale blue water marked with gentle 

ripples. In the distance rises a dramatic mountain range rendered in ombre silhouette. Two boats, 

their sails filled with wind, skim across the water. A rock plateau, pockmarked with circular 

corrosions, brings the water vista to a close and harkens the appearance of another hanging cliff. 

In the mountain, two figures sit inside the opening of a cave. Again, a pine growing from the rock 

leans leftward motioning us onward, its boughs bedecked with moss and vines. The tree directs us 

to a second temple marked by the imposing presence of a towering pagoda. A grove of pines 

sprouting from a rock plateau makes another appearance and divides the valley and mountain 
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areas of the temple complex. On the edge of the temple complex, an open-air pavilion sits perched 

on a promontory with a spectacular view of the water beyond. A hanging cliff bookends the 

temple scene. In a second fishing village that occupies the left bank of the water we see a 

brushwood gate and piles of hay. Outside the village, two figures cross an arched bridge in front 

of rice paddies.  

Further along, a donkey, rider, and attendant appear to make their way to a mountain-top 

temple. Yet another hanging cliff signals the visual crescendo of the Long Landscape. This is a 

dramatic cave scene crowned by an inverted “V” shaped opening in the rock. Plums and other 

trees grow from the apex of the cave and shade a bustling village below. A dense fog bank marks 

the transition out of the surreal cave village to the final scene of the painting. Here, an impressive 

city wall, surmounted by double-eaved structures, stretches to the end of the composition. Behind 

the city, snow-blanketed mountains and an evening sky bring the Long Landscape to a peaceful 

close. A final hanging cliff with protruding rockery and a dangling barren tree halt our 

progression any further. Only the presence of a winding path around this cliff hints at the realm 

beyond.  

In its masterful visual pacing, the Long Landscape evokes in visual terms the cadence of 

a musical score, its scenes, like movements, slowly building toward a thrilling climax only to 

descend once more into gentle resolution. In its pictorial structure, the Long Landscape is 

undoubtedly Sesshū’s most sophisticated experiment in the Xia Gui mode. Two additional 

handscroll paintings in his oeuvre, however, reflect what were likely the necessary precursors to 

the fully integrated composition evident in the Long Landscape.  

The first of these is colloquially referred to as the Small Landscape 山水小巻 (formally 

known as Handscroll Landscape of the Four Seasons, Kyōto National Museum, Fig. 5.5), 
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measuring about four and a half meters shorter in length than the Long Landscape.18 At the 

beginning of the Small Landscape a donkey, rider, and attendants prepare to cross a rustic bridge 

over a stream that is flanked by willows and plum trees. Their destination appears to be a 

waterside wine shop surrounded by blossoming trees. On a rock plateau across the stream from 

the wine shop, two figures sit among flowering boughs. A hanging cliff leads us into the 

mountains where a pass is visible in the valley. Just beyond the mountain pass, a farmer labors in 

the rice paddies with his water buffalo. A second hanging cliff marks the end of this scene, which 

emerges into the open area of a fishing village. A pine grove on a rock plateau rises vertically 

from the bottom edge of the painting. Beyond, two additional hanging cliffs bracket a valley 

temple among pines.  

From here the Small Landscape expands into open water bounded only in the distance by 

mountain silhouettes. One boat with a wind-filled sail speeds across the water. Two figures look 

out over the scene from a rock promontory. The viewer then enters the cave scene of the Small 

Landscape, which shelters a man and his attendant as they view a waterfall from a gazebo. Pine 

trees hang from the apex of the inverted “V” shaped opening of the cave, partially obscuring the 

circular corrosions that pattern its interior. Outside the cave, a scrubby bamboo grove surrounds 

the rooftops of a group of dwellings by the water. Another expanse of pale blue water leads to a 

final scene of snow-covered mountains.  

A third handscroll landscape by Sesshū in the Xia Gui mode is preserved only in a 

seventeenth-century copy by Unkoku Tōji  雲谷等爾 (1615-71) (hereafter Tōji Copy, Kikuya 

 
18 The Small Landscape is in ink and colors on paper and its dimensions are 21.5 cm by 1151.5 cm. The attribution 
of this work to Sesshū is based upon the presence of a square double-bordered relief “Sesshū 雪舟” seal, as well as 
an authentication note appended to the end of the scroll by Kano Yasunobu 狩野安信 (1614-85). 
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family collection, Fig. 5.6).19 In 1658 (万治 1), the Daitokuji monk Seigan Sōi清巖宗渭 (1588-

1662) authored an inscription for the Tōji Copy. Seigan’s inscription reads:  

In recent times there have been many masters who gained fame in painting, [but] Sesshū alone 
is exceptional. Hokkyō Unkoku Tōji has carried forward Sesshū’s tradition. One day [Tōji] 
copied Sesshū’s landscape composition and made a large scroll, which [he] bestowed upon his 
pupil Tōban. Unrolling the scroll and looking upon it, [my] eyes traverse a thousand li without 
taking a single step. With regards to the genius [Sesshū] has transmitted, it lies in nothing but 
the brush that forgets the hand and the hand that forgets the intention.20 
 
近來以畫得名於當世者有諸師，獨以雪舟為尤。雲谷等爾法橋張恢其門風，一日謄寫

雪舟之所圖山水，作鉅軸，授令弟等璠。舒而見之，不移一步縱千里目。至其授受之

妙，在筆忘手，手忘意而已。 
 

Unkoku Tōji was the second son of Unkoku Tōeki 雲谷等益 (1591-1644) and the 

grandson of Unkoku Tōgan 雲谷等顏 (1547-1618), the artist upon whom Mōri Terumoto 毛利

輝元 (1553-1625) would bestow the Long Landscape in 1593 (文禄 3). Seigan’s use of the term 

“tōsha 謄写”in his colophon for the Tōji Copy indicates that this painting was a close copy of 

Sesshū’s original painting. As such, the Tōji Copy represents the third version of a handscroll 

landscape in the Xia Gui mode in Sesshū’s oeuvre.  

The Tōji Copy begins with a dramatic inverted “V” shaped cave, in front of which a 

figure with a walking staff crosses a stone bridge. A cascading waterfall occupies the interior of 

the cave. The gentlemen’s attendant appears further along the mountain path as he heads toward 

an open-air pavilion perched on a rocky promontory that overlooks the water. A hanging cliff 

descends from the sky beyond the promontory. On the left bank of the lake or river, a valley 

temple lies amidst pines. At slightly higher ground, figures gaze out over the water from a 

 
19 The Tōji Copy is ink and colors on paper and its dimensions are about 30 cm by 1365 cm. Matsushita Taka’aki 
first introduced the Tōji Copy in his article “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” Museum 75 (1957): 17-19. 
Due to the stylistic similarity between the Tōji Copy and Sesshū’s Landscapes of the Four Seasons (Ishibashi 
Museum), Matsushita proposed that Sesshū made the original painting shortly after he returned from China.  
 
20 For a transcription of Seigan’s colophon see Matsushita, “Sesshū sansui zukan (Unkoku Tōji mo),” 17.  
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thatched-roof pavilion that is flanked by leaning coniferous trees. Across the water a 

congregation of fishing boats is moored among reeds. A donkey, rider, and attendants emerge 

from the village and traverse a bamboo grove. In the distance, a fishing boat with open sail darts 

across the water.  

Beyond a pair of hanging cliffs, plum trees grow on a rock plateau. A woodcutter passes 

two haystacks. This scene opens onto a vista in which a stream recedes into an area of mist-

obscured trees. A rustic bridge leads to a second cave, overhung with plum trees. A fisherman 

suspends a net into the water from his protected position inside a thatch fishing shelter. The Tōji 

Copy emerges into a broad watery expanse once more, dotted with a temple and several fishing 

villages. The painting ends with a final temple complex amid snow and an enormous jutting rock 

that bookends the painting.  

These three handscrolls allow us considerable insight into the characteristics that defined 

Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode. In terms of coloration, each painting is distinguished by the same palette 

of vibrant pigments, including blue, green, ochre, and red.21 Pale blue is the most prominent 

color in the palette, employed widely in areas of water, in boulders, and in mountain silhouettes. 

Green is used throughout the paintings to either fill in foliage shapes or to layer over inky 

patches of foliage and pine needles. Ochre is found in the boulders and other rockery, often 

juxtaposed against blue hues in the rocks. Sesshū also utilized ochre to accent architectural 

details and figures’ dress. Red is used sparingly in the three paintings, predominantly to indicate 

blooming flowers on trees or for clothing.  

In terms of motifs or motif units, there are twenty-one items that are shared among either 

all or two of Sesshū’s three Xia Gui mode handscrolls. For a table that shows the complete set of 

 
21 In addition to these four colors, the Small Landscape also includes white pigment, likely made of ground shell 
powder, or gofun胡粉.  
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shared motifs see Appendix IV.5. Among the most prominent motifs found in all or two of the 

three paintings are the inverted “V” shaped cave opening (Long Landscape [“L”], Small 

Landscape [“S”], Tōji Copy [“T”], Fig. 5.7), the donkey, rider, and attendant(s) (L,S,T, Fig. 5.8), 

the valley temple amidst pines (L,S,T, Fig. 5.9), the snow-covered mountain range (L,S,T, Fig. 

5.10), the open-air pavilion on a promontory (L,T, Fig. 5.11), two-figures seen through the 

window of a house (L,S, Fig. 5.12), rice paddies (L,S, Fig. 5.13), and the enormous protruding 

rock that bookends the painting (L,T, Fig. 5.14).  

Sesshū’s three Xia Gui mode handscrolls further display very similar types of brushwork. 

Most distinctive is the large axe-cut stroke used to texture boulders and cliff faces (Fig. 5.15). In 

many areas, emphatic axe-cut strokes blend and bleed into sections of wash. Sesshū used wash 

extensively to fill in mountain and rock forms and to articulate ethereal mountain silhouettes. An 

upright and angular contour line gives shape to the motifs throughout the paintings, while lively 

vegetal dots energize natural forms (Fig. 5.16). Sesshū’s rock and tree repertoire is also 

consistent across the three paintings. With regards to rocks, these forms include plateau-style 

rocks (large and ascending with planar top surfaces), large angular boulders, hanging cliffs, and 

slender finger-like mountain silhouettes (Fig. 5.17). Sesshū’s Xia Gui trees include pinwheel 

pines, feathery-needle pines, bottlebrush pines, broad-leaf deciduous trees, willows, and 

blossoming fruit trees (Fig. 5.18).  

Finally, Sesshū’s three Xia Gui mode handscrolls are all defined by a common approach 

to spatial arrangement. This approach is characterized by alternating scenes of compressed 

foreground motifs and open water vistas. Sesshū used hanging cliffs to demarcate compressed 

foreground scenes from open water scenes, the latter of which display a sense of deep recession. 
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The abrupt and dramatic transitions between these two types of scenes lends the paintings a 

surreal and even cinematic quality. 

The stylistic characteristics of Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode that I have outlined here can be 

readily recognized in the four fan-shaped compositions that Sesshū identified as being in his Xia 

Gui mode. Hanging cliffs, for example, appear in the two fan-shaped paintings that represent 

autumn and winter (Figs. 5.19 and 5.20). Sesshū’s axe-cut strokes and vibrant coloration are 

particularly well showcased in the spring scene from the set (see Fig. 5.4). Even individual 

motifs, such as the rice paddies or temple amidst pines, make an appearance in the Xia Gui mode 

fans (autumn and summer, respectively, Figs. 5.19 and 5.21). Based upon the fan-painting 

compositions, a patron could ascertain what a final commission in Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode would 

look like. If Sesshū’s fan paintings represent modal samples, his three handscrolls represent 

complete modal paintings.  

The Small Landscape and Tōji Copy do not contain evidence of their production dates, 

but it is possible to hypothesize that they preceded the Long Landscape. This hypothesis is based 

upon the observation that the Long Landscape is not only the grandest in scale among the three 

scrolls, but also that it demonstrates the most polished and integrated combination of the 

aforementioned stylistic traits. The most significant point with regards to Sesshū’s three Xia Gui 

mode scrolls, however, is that they constitute a distinct combination of stylistic qualities 

(including coloration, motifs, brushwork, forms, and spatial structure) that are not identifiable in 

Sesshū’s pre-China paintings. Indeed, Sesshū is not known to have made any paintings in the 

lateral handscroll format before he returned from China in 1469. These observations suggest that 

the China experience was key to Sesshū’s formulation of his Xia Gui mode. 
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In the following section, I identify four different painting templates that emerged in the 

fifteenth century, associated with the Song court painters Xia Gui and/or Ma Yuan 馬遠 (act. ca. 

1190-1225), in order to trace the specific sources for the Xia Gui mode that Sesshū pioneered 

upon his return home. These templates would also form the basis for the Xia Gui mode works of 

other painters in Japan in the decades after 1469. In his 1993 article, Yamashita Yūji proposed 

that painters in fifteenth-century Japan had knowledge of two groups of Xia Gui paintings, a 

“large scroll group” and a “small scroll group.”22 While Yamashita’s research sought to clarify 

the nature of Xia Gui-attributed paintings that were known in medieval Japan, his conclusion 

was hindered by two main factors.  

First, each of Yamashita’s groups was defined by Xia Gui-attributed paintings that date to 

the Song dynasty or shortly thereafter. Second, his two-group framework did not neatly account 

for extant paintings that deviated from certain traits of the two-group scrolls, or which did not 

bear clear attribution to the Southern Song painter. Both obstacles were the result of Yamashita’s 

strong focus on the historical figure of Xia Gui himself, and on a belief that the consciousness of 

Xia Gui in Muromachi Japan was necessarily mediated, in a pictorial sense, by paintings that 

reflected the reality of authentic Xia Gui paintings.  

In the discussion that follows, I put forth an alternative framework that posits four 

primary painting templates, that is, different combinations of scenes and motifs, created by Ming 

painters as arenas for the development of a distinctly new interpretation of the historical styles of 

Xia Gui and his imperial academy colleague Ma Yuan. Analysis of these contemporaneous 

Chinese paintings reveals a synergy of format, subject matter, and mode that would reflect and 

shape a new discourse surrounding the legacy of the imperial Song painters in the Ming dynasty. 

 
22 Yamashita, “Kakei to Muromachi suibokuga,” 816-817.  
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It was both the pictorial and symbolic qualities of this Ming Ma-Xia mode that would ultimately 

determine Sesshū’s approach to and execution of the Long Landscape.  

 

III. The Ming Dynasty Ma-Xia Mode  

 

As with the Illustrated Guanyin Sutras discussed in the preceding chapter, extant material 

evidence indicates that handscroll landscapes associated with the Southern Song painters Ma 

Yuan and Xia Gui were particularly favored in the early to middle Ming dynasty. This 

phenomenon is significant in light of the fact that it was only after Sesshū returned from Ming 

China that he began to formulate a self-identified Xia Gui mode, a style that he would 

experiment with most extensively in the handscroll format. Based upon my examination, there 

were at least four distinct painting templates in which Ming dynasty painters created handscroll 

landscapes that stylistically evoked the painting traditions of Ma Yuan and Xia Gui. In using the 

term “painting template” I refer to a distinct series of scenes and motivic combinations that 

constitute one pictorial composition.  

Template one of the Ming Ma-Xia mode is comprehensively represented by a work titled 

Grand View of Rivers and Mountains 江山勝覽圖卷 (hereafter Grand View, Freer Gallery of 

Art, Fig. 5.22). This painting is in ink and colors on silk and bears a spurious “Ma Yuan” 

signature.23 An inscription by the early Ming official Jin Youzi 金幼孜 (1366-1431) on the 

painting also falsely attributes the work to Ma Yuan. Nevertheless, the apocryphal story in Jin’s 

 
23 Grand View measures 64.5 cm by 1282 cm. The partially effaced signature on the painting reads: “Second month 
of spring, third year of Shaoxi, Minister Ma Yuan, painter-in-attendance and recipient of the golden belt, paints 
Grand View of Rivers and Mountains by imperial decree紹熙三年春二月，待詔賜金帶臣馬遠奉旨畫江山勝覽.” 
The reign date in the signature corresponds to 1192. Yamashita identified this as a “large scroll group” painting in 
his article. See Yamashita, “Kakei to Muromachi suibokuga,” 816.   
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inscription suggests that the painting was made in the early decades of the fifteenth century. I 

will discuss Jin’s inscription on Grand View in more detail in the final section of this chapter. In 

addition to Grand View, template one is also represented by a painting titled Ten Thousand Li of 

the Yangzi River 長江萬里圖卷 (hereafter Ten Thousand Li, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fig. 

5.23) in ink and colors on silk. Although it is likely that Ten Thousand Li was originally a single 

scroll, it is now divided into two scrolls. In contrast to Grand View, Ten Thousand Li bears a 

spurious “Xia Gui” signature.24 The affinities in coloration, motifs, and brushwork between 

Grand View and Ten Thousand Li enable the latter to be similarly dated to the fifteenth century.25  

Ming Ma-Xia mode template one consists of ten scenes. These can be characterized as 

follows: 1) donkey, rider, and attendant crossing a bridge, 2) docked boats and fisherman, 3) 

waterside village, 4) valley temple amidst pines, 5) transitional mountain path, 6) Daoist temple, 

7) open water, 8) figures viewing a cave, 9) covered bridge, and 10) valley temple amidst pines. 

Each scene contains a range of motifs and/or motif units that are consolidated in Appendix IV.1. 

Grand View includes all ten scenes of template one, while Ten Thousand Li is lacking scenes one 

and ten. Additionally, there are some minor variations in motifs between Grand View and Ten 

Thousand Li. For example, in scene eight of Grand View, the figures are viewing a waterfall in 

the cave, whereas in Ten Thousand Li the figures are looking into what appears to be an empty 

 
24 The first scroll of Ten Thousand Li measures 59.4 cm by 521.7 cm and the second scroll, 59.4 cm by 487.7 cm. 
The spurious signature reads: “Xia Gui 夏珪.” I thank Hu Zhimin at the University of Tōkyō for bringing this 
painting to my attention.  
 
25 Hu Zhimin of the University of Tōkyō has written about the Grand View painting and argues that it dates to 
sometime after 1515. Hu’s assertion is based upon what she believes to be a stylistic affinity between Grand View 
and paintings by the court painter Wang E 王諤, who was active at the imperial academy in the early decades of the 
sixteenth century. Hu also believes that Ten Thousand Li dates to the sixteenth century. Based upon my own 
examination of both works, however, I do not consider her stylistic analysis convincing enough to date both works 
to the sixteenth century. Furthermore, the presence of Jin Youzi’s inscription on Grand View, and the nature of its 
content, supports an early fifteenth-century dating for the work. See Hu Zhimin, “Long Landscape Scrolls in the 
Style of Hsia Kuei Produced in the Mid-Ming: Grand View of Rivers and Mountains Held by the Freer Gallery of 
Art,” Transactions of the International Conference of Eastern Studies 63 (2018): 42-66.  
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cave. The mountain-top temple, also found in scene eight, is depicted without a pagoda in Grand 

View and with a pagoda in Ten Thousand Li. These differences indicate that the relationship 

between Grand View and Ten Thousand Li is not that of copies, but rather two different 

iterations of the same template.  

It is important to note that Ming Ma-Xia mode template one derived the latter half of its 

scenes (scenes six through ten) from the handscroll titled Pure and Remote Views of Streams and 

Mountains 溪山清遠圖  (hereafter Pure and Remote Views, National Palace Museum, Taipei, 

Fig. 5.24), a work traditionally attributed to Xia Gui, but which likely dates to the late thirteenth 

or early fourteenth centuries.26 While the general compositions of scenes six through ten in 

template one were clearly drawn from Pure and Remote Views, the Ming-period paintings of 

template one include more abundant and diverse motifs. Certain features of the scenes from Pure 

and Remote Views are also emphasized in the template one paintings, notably the vignette of 

figures viewing a cave. In Pure and Remote Views two figures stand by the imposing cliff in 

which a modest sized cave is created by abutting edges of rock. In Grand View and Ten 

Thousand Li, however, the Ming artists have greatly enlarged the mouth of the cave into a gaping 

triangular shape.  

 
26 This painting is the earliest extant example of a monumental landscape handscroll attributed to Xia Gui. Scholars 
of Chinese painting disagree, however, regarding the work’s authenticity and dating. Okumura Ikurō, who observed 
the work in Beijing before its removal to Taiwan, evaluated the painting as a later copy. See Okumura Ikurō, “Kakei 
hitsu Keizan seien zu ni oite,” Hōun 14 (1935): 59. Suzuki Kei believed it to be a Yuan-period tracing copy of an 
original Xia Gui composition. See Suzuku Kei, “Hsia Kuei and the Pictorial Style of the Southern Sung Court 
Academy,” in Proceedings of the International Symposium on Chinese Painting, ed. National Palace Museum 
(Taipei: National Palace Museum, 1970), 432. James Cahill, on the other hand, accepted the painting as a late work 
by Xia Gui. See James Cahill, “The Imperial Painting Academy,” in Possessing the Past: Treasures from the 
National Palace Museum, Taipei, ed. Wen C. Fong and James C.Y. Watt, exh. cat. (New York: Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1996), 187. Pure and Remote Views was the base painting for Yamashita’s “large scroll group.” See 
Yamashita, “Kakei to Muromachi suibokuga,” 816.  
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Other stylistic features distinguish Pure and Remote Views from the template one 

paintings. While Pure and Remote Views is monochromatic, template one paintings employ blue, 

green, and ochre colored pigments. The axe-cut strokes of Pure and Remote Views are measured 

and texturally descriptive, whereas in the template one paintings they are mannered and 

decorative in effect. These stylistic differences with regards to motifs, coloration, and brushwork 

support the notion that Pure and Remote Views is an earlier work associated with Xia Gui, born 

of a period before Ma-Xia mode template one was devised.  

 The second template in which Ming painters practiced the Ma-Xia mode is represented 

by a painting titled High Mountains and Long Rivers 山高水長圖卷 (hereafter High Mountains, 

Guangzhou City Art Museum, Fig. 5.25). This painting, in ink and colors on paper, bears the 

signature of the famed fifteenth-century professional painter Dai Jin 戴進 (1388-1462).27 

Template two of the Ming Ma-Xia mode is further replicated in three additional extant 

handscrolls. Two of these paintings, Rivers and Mountains Without End 江山無盡圖卷  

(hereafter Rivers and Mountains, Liaoning Prefectural Museum, Fig. 5.26) and Superior Views of 

One Thousand Peaks 千巖竟秀圖卷 (hereafter Superior Views, Liaoning Prefectural Museum, 

Fig. 5.27), are by anonymous Ming painters.28 Rivers and Mountains does not include a 

signature, but an inscription appended to the end of the painting, jointly authored by a group of 

eighteenth-century officials, informs us that an old title label on the work spuriously attributed 

the painting to Xia Gui. Superior Views, on the other hand, has an inauthentic “Ma Yuan” 

signature. The third extant painting of template two is titled Clear Distance of Rivers and 

 
27 High Mountains measures 50 cm by 2073 cm. The Dai Jin signature reads: “Dai Jin of Qiantang錢唐戴進.”  
 
28 Rivers and Mountains measures 46.2 cm by 1631.5 cm. Superior Views measures 54.6 cm by 1514 cm. Both 
paintings are in ink and color on silk.  
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Mountains 江山清遠圖卷 (hereafter Clear Distance, National Palace Museum, Taipei, Fig. 

5.28). This painting, in ink and colors on silk, claims to be by the renowned literati painter Shen 

Zhou 沈周 (1427-1509), though the painting is more likely a copy of a Shen Zhou original.29  

 Although the final segment of Dai Jin’s High Mountains, the representative painting of 

template two, shows evidence of having been re-painted, the remainder of the painting is not 

suspicious with regards to the Dai Jin attribution.30 Indeed, textual and painting evidence testifies 

to the fact that Dai is known to have painted handscroll landscapes of this nature.31 Thus, the 

 
29 Clear Distance measures 60 cm by 1586 cm. In the putative colophon by Shen Zhou, the painter states that this 
painting was an amalgamation of “long handscrolls 長卷” he had seen by Ma Yuan and Xia Gui. Issues internal to 
the colophon text indicate, however, that it is likely a spurious inscription. The colophon relates that Shen Zhou once 
visited the home of Qian Fu 錢福, where he saw paintings by Xia Gui and Ma Yuan. Shen goes on to lament that 
works by the Song masters were rare at the time (i.e. in the fifteenth century). One day many years later, Shen 
Zhou’s friend Wu Kuan 呉寬 brought paintings to Shen’s Bamboo Manor residence. Shen was amazed to find that 
these were the very paintings he had seen at Qian’s residence years ago. To commemorate this felicitous occurrence, 
Shen created a work that combined the Ma Yuan and Xia Gui paintings into one composition. Qian Fu’s tomb 
epitaph reveals that he died at forty-four years of age in 1504, meaning that he was born in 1461. Shen Zhou’s 
colophon is dated to 1493 and claims that Shen saw the paintings at Qian’s house twenty years prior (i.e. ca. 1473). 
This would make Qian only thirteen years at the time of their meeting. This oddity in the chronology thus casts 
doubt on the authenticity of the Clear Distance inscription by Shen Zhou. For Qian’s tomb epitaph see Qian Fu, 
Qian taishi hetan gao, appended vol., in Siku quanshu cunmu cong shu, jibu 46 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 1996), 271-272 
(1a-4b). For a transcription of the painting’s colophon see He Yanquan, Chen Jiejin, and Chen Yunru, Ming si dajia 
tezhan: Shen Zhou, exh. cat. (Taipei: Guoli gugong bowu yuan, 2014), 316. Nevertheless, Shen Zhou did evidently 
own a long handscroll that later Ming commentators ascribed to Xia Gui, suggesting that Shen Zhou may well have 
made such a painting during the course of his career. In his catalog of paintings, the Ming connoisseur Zhang Chou 
張丑 (1577-1643) recorded a painting with the title Streams and Mountains Without End 溪山無盡圖 by Xia Gui in 
the Shen-family collection. See Zhang Chou, Qinghe shuhua fang, vol. 10, in Siku tiyao zhulu congshu, zibu 52 
(Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 1996), 583 (38a-39a). 
 
30 My inspection of the painting when it was exhibited in its entirety in Guangzhou in the winter of 2016 revealed 
that the final three contiguous sheets of paper that constitute the painting display a decidedly inferior hand. Thus, the 
signature of Dai Jin, located on the last painting sheet, is likely not original. The painting’s attribution to Dai Jin has 
been contested over the years. In 1988, however, specialists from the Authentication Commission for Ancient 
Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy 中國古代書畫鑑定組織 determined that the attribution to Dai Jin was reliable, a 
conclusion further substantiated by the Chinese art historian Yang Renkai. See Yang Renkai, “Gudai huihua shi 
shang de yi zhuang gong’an: Dui liangjuan chuanshi ‘Jiangshan wujin tu’ de bianxi,” in Yang Renkai shuhua 
jianding ji, ed. Zhang tongbiao (Zhengzhou: Henan meishu chuban she, 1998), 131. 
 
31 The Ming politician Wang Shizhen 王世貞 (1526-90), for example, owned a long landscape scroll by Dai Jin, 
which he recorded in his collected writings under the title of Grand Views of Mountains and Streams 江山勝覽圖. 
See Wang Shizhen, Yanzhou shanren xugao, vol. 169, in Siku tiyao zhulu congshu, ji bu 22 (Beijing: Beijing chuban 
she, 2010), 390 (2a-b). A painting by Dai titled Vast Views of Rivers and Mountains (Cheng Te-k’un collection) 
displays three different modes in the handscroll format, the last of which is the Ming Ma-Xia mode.  
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close stylistic affinity between Dai’s High Mountains and the two anonymous paintings in the 

Liaoning Prefectural Museum (Rivers and Mountains and Superior Views) indicates that the 

latter two works also likely date to the fifteenth century. Clear Distance, attributed to Shen Zhou, 

is stylistically distinct from the other paintings of template two. Although the sequence of scenes, 

motifs, and forms are alike between Clear Distance and the three other template two paintings, 

the approach to brushwork in Clear Distance deviates in its highly linear quality, resembling in 

textural effect hemp-fiber strokes rather than the ubiquitous large axe-cut strokes found in the 

other template two paintings.  

 Template two is most comprehensively displayed in Dai Jin’s High Mountains. The 

template includes nine scenes as follows: 1) mountainous scenery, 2) valley temple amidst pines, 

3) riverside village, 4) open water with fishing boats, 5) covered bridge, 6) cave waterfall, 7) 

towering mountains, meandering stream, and mist-obscured trees, 8) colossal cliff with waterfall, 

and 9) precipitous mountains crowned with pines. Among the four template two works, Rivers 

and Mountains, Superior Views, and Clear Distance lack scene one. Superior Views also does 

not include scene nine. As with the template one paintings, there are minor differences in the 

individual motifs found in each of the nine scenes. For example, in scene two of High Mountains 

and Rivers and Mountains there is a conspicuous dead tree growing from behind a boulder. In 

the other two paintings of template two – Superior Views and Clear Distance – this same tree is 

depicted alive. For a complete enumeration and comparison of the motifs found in each of the 

nine scenes of the template two paintings see Appendix IV.2.  

Although Ma-Xia mode paintings of templates one and two are represented by extant 

Chinese works, templates three and four are only preserved by evidence from fifteenth-century 

Japan. In fact, template three is known primarily from an anonymous copy of a 1471 (文明 3) 
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copy, by Sesshū, of a putative Xia Gui painting. The current whereabouts of this painting, which 

I will refer to as the 1471 Sesshū Copy, are unknown and its complete likeness is ascertainable 

solely from black-and-white photographs that were taken in 1956 at the Institute for the Research 

of Cultural Properties in Tōkyō (Fig. 5.29).32 The attribution of this copy to Sesshū is derived 

from the painter’s inscription at the end of the painting, which reads: “I copied this small Xia Gui 

landscape scroll for my pupil who has been studying painting [with me] here for some years, 

Bunmei 3, mizunoetatsu year, eighth month, first day 予写夏圭山水小軸，以為画法者於茲有

年，今付之干【于】小子。文明三， 壬辰，八月初吉.”33  

Ma-Xia mode template three is represented by the 1471 Sesshū Copy. As far as I am 

aware, Ming Ma-Xia mode template three exists partially in only one other form, a mysterious 

painting in Japan that has been traditionally attributed to Oguri Sōtan 小栗宗湛 (1413-81), a 

contemporary of Sesshū in Kyōto. I will refer to this second template three work of Japanese 

origin as the Sōtan Scroll (private collection, Fig. 5.30).34 Template three paintings include 

seventeen scenes, the first twelve of which correspond to accompanying poetic titles that are 

 
32 Shimao Arata has discussed this painting in detail in his article “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui zu 
kan,” Bijutsu kenkyū 367 (1997): 140-151. The photographs from the Institute for the Research of Cultural 
Properties exhibit horizontal bands at the top and bottom edges of the handscroll, indicating that the now-lost work 
was a copy of Sesshū’s copy.  
 
33 As Shimao has pointed out, Bunmei 3 (文明 3), the year of Sesshū’s inscription, corresponds to 1471, yet the 
heavenly stem mizunoetatsu 辰壬, which accompanies the year in the inscription, corresponds to the following year, 
1472. It is unclear why and when this mistake was made. See Shimao “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō sansui 
zu kan,” 140. The painting upon which Sesshū based his copy included a Xia Gui signature and a colophon by the 
Yuan-dynasty official and connoisseur Ke Jiusi 柯九思 (1290-1343). Given the style of the painting, however, these 
two inscriptions are most certainly spurious.  
 
34 The Sōtan Scroll is in ink and colors on paper and its dimensions are 19.5 cm by 548.6 cm. There is no signature 
or seal on the painting. The attribution to Sōtan is derived from an authentication slip by Kano Yasunobu that 
accompanies the painting.  
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found in the 1471 Sesshū Copy.35 The scenes of template three are as follows: 1) “Searching for 

spring at the willow bank 柳岸尋春,” 2) “Wine shop flag among peach trees 桃崦輕帘,” 3) 

“Cottages by the spring stream 春溪小築,” 4) “Pine ravine and rushing current 松壑飛湍,” 5) 

“Brisk crossing at the clear stream 清谿脱渡,” 6) “Retreat among the bamboo 竹嶋幽居,” 7) 

“Southern pass through the mountain 山腹南關,” 8) “Clear stream at misty dawn 煙曉清流,” 9) 

“Layered verdure among cliff fissures 層崖口翠,” 10) “Ancient temple in snow 雪埋古刹,” 11) 

“Gazing from a pine grove 松林凝望,” 12) “Returning sails on the river 江上歸帆,” 13) hanging 

cliff with bamboo grove, 14) cave waterfall, 15) open water, 16) plum grove, and 17) village 

scene at cliff’s end. For a complete enumeration of the motifs found in the seventeen scenes of 

Ma-Xia mode template three see Appendix IV.3.  

The Sōtan Scroll includes only six of the seventeen scenes from template three. Scene 

four (“Pine ravine and rushing current”) is missing from the Sōtan Scroll, creating an obvious 

break in the composition between scene three (“Cottages by the spring stream”) and scene five 

(“Brisk crossing at the clear stream”) of template three. Judging from the Sōtan Scroll, the 

painting on which Sesshū based his 1471 copy was likely also rendered in fresh hues of blue, 

green, and ochre. Furthermore, the stylized method of rendering axe-cut strokes, as well as the 

use of the hanging cliff device, evident in both the 1471 Sesshū Copy and the Sōtan Scroll 

demonstrates that Ma-Xia mode template three shares stylistic traits with Ma-Xia mode 

templates one and two and thus likely emerged in the fifteenth-century as a third compositional 

formula for painting in this mode. 

 
35 Shimao has argued that the 1471 Sesshū Copy did not likely represent a single painting model because the twelve 
poetic titles are clustered in the first three-fifths of the painting. See Shimao “Zuhan kaisetsu: Futatsu no Kakei yō 
sansui zu kan,” 142. I would suggest, however, that the painting upon which Sesshū based his copy may have had 
more than twelve labels, some of which Sesshū did not finish inscribing on his copy.  
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Like template one, which I noted derived half of its scenes from an earlier painting 

associated with Xia Gui (i.e. Pure and Remote Views), template three also seems to have been a 

Ming dynasty reinvention of a composition by Xia Gui. The composition in question is titled 

Twelve Views of Landscape 山水十二景圖卷 (Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Fig. 5.31) and is 

among the few extant works that is reliably attributed to the Song painter. The Song painting and 

Ming Ma-Xia mode template three share only the concept of a handscroll landscape divided into 

scenes by poetic titles. The titles themselves, as well as the pictorial content of the individual 

scenes, is different between the Song painting and the Ming Ma-Xia mode template.36 

Nevertheless, Ma-Xia mode template one and template three provide insight into how Ming 

painters manipulated the compositional formulas of earlier paintings associated with Xia Gui in 

their creation of a new Ma-Xia mode.  

 The final, and most elusive, Ma-Xia mode template that emerged in the fifteenth century 

must be reconstructed from a textual description. In Muromachi Japan, a painting of template 

four was referred to as the Xia Gui Painting of the Realm 夏珪国本 and was a prized work in the 

Ashikaga collection of the late fifteenth century, having been only mentioned in a record from 

the 1480s. This record, known Byōbu gakki (Record of Screen Painting) 屏風画記,was written 

by the monk Shōjū Ryūtō 正宗龍統 (1429-98).37 In this record, Shōjū describes in meticulous 

 
36 Twelve Views of Landscape (Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art) includes scenes corresponding only to the last four of 
the twelve poetic titles. The Qing dynasty painting text Nansong yuan hualu (Record of Painting of the Southern 
Song Academy) 南宋院畫錄 includes reference to this painting and allows us to ascertain the poetic titles that are 
not included in the extant painting. See Li E, Nansong yuan hua lu xiaoshi tu jian, ed. Hu Xiaohan and Hu Yizhi 
(Hangzhou: Zhejiang renmin meishu chuban she, 2015), 204. Yamashita categorized this work as a “small scroll 
group” painting. See Yamashita, “Kakei to Muromachi suibokuga,” 816.  
 
37 Byōbu gakki is included in Shōjū Ryūtō’s collected writings titled Tokubi chōhei sō (Anthology of the Long and 
Worn Out Broom) 禿尾長柄帚 in Gozan bungaku shinshū, vol.  4, ed. Tamamura Takeji (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigaku 
shuppan kai, 1970), 100-104. The text is also transcribed with some annotations in Tsukahara Akira, “Shōjū Ryūtō 
‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” Bijutsushi kenkyū 27 (1989): 105-125.  
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detail a pair of six-panel screens painted by the curatorial monk Geiami 藝阿弥 (1431-85). 

Shōjū’s record indicates that Geiami based his screen paintings on an illustrious painting, 

thought to be by Xia Gui, in the shogunal collection. The description of Geiami’s screens in 

Byōbu gakki is the only clue as to the existence or likeness of the Xia Gui Painting of the 

Realm.38 Although Byōbu gakki does not explicitly state that the Xia Gui Painting of the Realm 

was a handscroll, the length and detail of Shōjū’s record suggest that only a large handscroll 

painting could have accommodated such a quantity and diversity of visual imagery. 

 Given that Ma-Xia mode template four must be analyzed solely within the textual 

parameters of the Byōbu gakki, it is only possible to firmly ascertain its distinctive motivic 

qualities and not its coloration, brushwork, or spatial techniques. Shōjū’s description of the 

painting’s motif vignettes is sufficient, however, to hypothesize that the Xia Gui Painting of the 

Realm did, in fact, represent a Ma-Xia mode template that was distinct from the other templates 

discussed thus far. The original sequence of scenes in template four is also impossible to 

confirm, as it must be remembered that Shōjū’s record was a description of Geiami’s screens, 

which, in turn, were based on the Xia Gui Painting of the Realm. It is clear, however, that 

Geiami’s screens were organized according to the theme of the four seasons. For the sake of 

structure, I have listed the ascertainable motifs in the Xia Gui Painting of the Realm and, by 

extension, in Ma-Xia mode template four according to this thematic rubric in Appendix IV.4.  

 As in the case of template three, there is one Japanese painting, which likely dates to the 

sixteenth century, that appears to preserve iconic scenes from the template four Xia Gui Painting 

 
38 Geiami himself was referred to by a high-ranking monk of his time as the “Painter of the Realm 國手,” an 
indication of his standing within the shogunal painting sphere. The monk who referred to Geiami as such was Ōsen 
Keisan 橫川景三 (1429-93) in his inscription on Geiami’s Viewing a Waterfall 観瀑図 (Nezu Art Museum). For a 
discussion of this painting see Kawai Masato, “Geiami Kanpaku zu,” Kokka 1391 (2011): 46-49.  
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of the Realm. This work bears the seals of the little-known painter Geiai 藝愛 (act. ca. 16th 

century), a mysterious figure who may have been the pupil of Oguri Sōtan.39 I will refer to this 

painting as the Geiai Scroll (Fig. 5.32). Comparison of the Geiai Scroll with the textual 

description of Ma-Xia template four from Byōbu gakki makes clear that the former was not a 

faithful replication of the latter. Nevertheless, striking similarities in motivic vignettes between 

the two paintings strongly suggest that the Geiai Scroll drew inspiration from Ma-Xia mode 

template four. The most striking motivic similarities are found in scenes of two figures 

picnicking in a cave and of figures dining at a long table in a village.40 The description of both 

motif vignettes from Byōbu gakki finds almost exact pictorial expression in the Geiai Scroll.  

It is difficult to determine if the Xia Gui Painting of the Realm of template four was 

stylistically akin to the paintings of the other three Ming Ma-Xia mode templates in terms of 

brushwork or spatial construction. Nevertheless, the fact that it likely entered Japan in the latter 

half of the fifteenth century and that it shares certain motif units with the other three Ming 

 
39 For a discussion of Geiai, his extant paintings, and his painting style see Matsushita Taka’aki, “Gajin Geiai ni 
tsuite,” in Tayama Hōnan sensei kakō ki’nen ronbun shū, ed. Tayama Hōnan sensei Kakō ki’nen kai (Tōkyō: 
Tayama Hōnan sensei Kakō ki’nen kai, 1963), 638-647. Matsushita explains that according to Kano Einō’s Honchō 
gashi (History of Painting of the Realm) 本朝画史 Geiai is identified as the sobriquet of a painter by the name of 
Sōritsu, who was thought to be Oguri Sōtan’s son. To Matsushita’s knowledge, however, there were no paintings 
with Sōritsu’s signature accompanied by the “Geiai” seal. Matsushita thus proposed that Geiai was a separate 
painter, primarily active in the sixteenth century, who was likely associated with Sōtan and his lineage at Daitokuji.  
 
40 In the spring panels of Geiami’s screens, Shōjū described the following scene: “In front of a dwelling someone 
has placed long benches, on which two people sit facing one another to drink. In between them a long table has been 
set up, on which have been arranged drinking vessels and plates, as well as wine jars and bowls… a servant carries 
the basin and exits [the dwelling]. A dog walks in front of him屋前置長床，兩人對酌，中設長機，布置飲器食

器及瓶甌…奴擎盆而出，犬先之.” See Shōjū, Tokubi chōhei sō, 101. Shōjū also gave the following description of 
a cave picnic scene from the spring panels: “In front of the doors [inside the cave] is a figure accompanied by a 
companion to whom he talks. They use rocks as seats. One child attendant stands beside them holding a cup of wine 
that he is about to offer [to his master]. Another attendant fans the flames of the brazier to warm the wine. Beside 
the brazier a stone platform has been set up. On this is placed a wine jar. Another child attendant arranges three or 
four small dishes and heaps them with refreshments 門前有主客，偶而語者，以石為床，一童傍立，持蓋

【盞】將薦，一童據爐煽火沙【炒】斛溫酒，爐畔設石盤，盤上安皤罌，一童排三四楪，盛以嘉肴.” See 
Shōjū, Tokubi chōhei sō,100. 
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templates strongly suggests that it was also a Ming dynasty painting and not an authentic work 

by Xia Gui.41 Indeed, there is no pictorial evidence that Japanese painters in the first half of the 

fifteenth century were employing the distinctive stylistic traits found in the four Ming Ma-Xia 

mode templates before Sesshū traveled to China. This observation thus highlights the likelihood 

that it was, in fact, Sesshū who obtained examples of the four templates during his training at the 

imperial academy. As I will demonstrate in the following section, these templates were the 

source for Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode, a genetically close relative of the Ming Ma-Xia mode.   

 

IV. Sesshū and the Ming Ma-Xia Mode Connection  

 

Sesshū’s three handscrolls in the Xia Gui mode all drew stylistic characteristics from the 

four Ming Ma-Xia mode templates discussed in the preceding section. These stylistic 

 
41 Scholars have proposed that a reference to a Xia Gui painting in the 1437 Muromachi dono gyōkō okazariki 
(Record of the Muromachi Palace Décor for the Imperial Visitation) 室町殿行幸御餝記 (hereafter Okazari ki) 
corresponds to the work that Shōjū would later refer to in his Byōbu gakki as the Xia Gui Painting of the Realm. See, 
for example, Hata, “Muromachi jidai no Nansō intaiga ni taisuru ninshiki wo megutte,” 28. The Okazari ki relates 
details of the shogunal residence decoration on the occasion of the visitation of emperor Go Hanazono 後花園 
(r.1428-64) in the tenth month of 1437 (永享 9). On this occasion, a painting unceremoniously recorded as “Scroll - 
Xia Gui 軸物−夏圭” occupied the built-in desk of the Hashidate-no-ma room 橋立之間. Unlike the majority of 
other paintings enumerated in the Okazari ki, this Xia Gui scroll is referred to without an honorific prefix (i.e. 御絵) 
or specification of subject matter. Furthermore, the Xia Gui scroll in question is the only painting from the 
decoration record that is accompanied by a notation regarding its provenance outside of the shogunal collection, 
having been presented to the shogun by an unidentifiable donor. While other decorative objects in the interior 
display, such as incense burners and paper weights, were given to the shogun by outside parties for the imperial 
visitation, all of the other high-profile paintings listed in the record were sourced from the shogun’s personal 
collection. For these reasons, it is unlikely that the reference to the Xia Gui painting in the 1437 imperial visitation 
record corresponds to the Xia Gui Painting of the Realm, a work that was deemed of immense cultural importance in 
the shogunal collection. For a transcription of the Okazari ki see Satō Toyozō, “Shōgun ke ‘gonari’ ni tsuite (ni): 
Ashikaga Yoshinori no ‘Muromachi dono’ to shin shiryō ‘Muromachi dono gyōkō okari ki’ oyobi ‘zakka shitsu in’,” 
Kinko sōsho 2 (1975): 463-490. Furthermore, the Gomotsu on’e mokuroku (Inventory of Paintings in the Shogunal 
Collection) 御物御画目録, a list of prized paintings in the shogunal collection that was compiled around 1465, does 
not include mention of paintings attributed to Xia Gui that match the prominence or description of the Xia Gui 
Painting of the Realm or the painting upon which the 1471 Sesshū Copy was based. Therefore, there is little 
evidence to demonstrate that either painting was in Japan before the return of the Ōnin delegation in 1469.  
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characteristics include coloration, motifs, brushwork, forms, and spatial techniques.42 Therefore, 

the Small Landscape, the Tōji Copy, and the Long Landscape not only share their subject matter 

(i.e. mountain and water landscape) and format (i.e. handscroll) with the Ming paintings, but it is 

also evident that Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode was indebted to the Ming Ma-Xia mode embodied in 

the four templates. 

With regards to coloration, Sesshū’s Small Landscape, Tōji Copy, and Long Landscape 

borrowed their vibrant color palette from paintings that belong to templates one, two, and three. 

Due to the invasive measures necessary to sample pigments from paintings, the chemical 

composition of the pigments in the Long Landscape have never been scientifically evaluated. 

The translucent, bright quality of the colors suggests, however, their origin from vegetal 

materials. The fresh, translucent quality of the pigments in Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode handscrolls is 

remarkably similar to the appearance of the colors in Ming Ma-Xia mode paintings.  

The application and distribution of color is also alike in Sesshū’s paintings and the 

Chinese paintings. Extensive use of pale blue is found in the upper quadrant of rocks, generally 

suggesting surfaces less illuminated by the sun, as well as in mountain silhouettes and areas of 

water. Green is layered over foliage forms, from pine clusters to bamboo, and infuses the 

paintings with a sense of fresh, natural growth. Ochre is more subtly employed, most noticeably 

in the lower quadrant of the rocks to indicate areas bathed in light, but also in man-made 

features, such as boats and thatched-roof dwellings. Red is somewhat harder to detect in the 

Chinese scrolls, but Sesshū most certainly added dots of red in the Small Landscape and Long 

Landscape to indicate blooming flowers and to color the dress of figures (Fig. 5.33). 

Additionally, in the Small Landscape it is also apparent that Sesshū utilized white, most probably 

 
42 Because template four is known only from a textual description, we can only ascertain the nature of its motifs.  
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made of ground shell powder 胡粉, to evoke white plum blossoms (Fig. 5.34). From the 

perspective of color, Dai Jin’s High Mountains (template two) is the best comparison to Sesshū’s 

Xia Gui scrolls, as all four paintings are on paper and thus maintain the integrity of their 

pigments more faithfully than the works on silk (Fig. 5.35).  

In Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode color was an essential component of style. Although some of 

the paintings that are thought to date to the period before Sesshū went to China demonstrate a 

similar use of color, none display the same saturation or vibrancy of color as is evident in his Xia 

Gui mode handscrolls. Rarely do photographic replications, even those of extremely high 

definition and quality, convey the true nature of color in paintings. Although difficult to 

demonstrate through photographic images, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the most 

noticeable feature of the Long Landscape, when one beholds it in person at the Mōri Family 

Museum in Yamaguchi, is the striking coloration, a feature that bound Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode to 

its Chinese counterpart, the Ming Ma-Xia mode. To the central blue-green-ochre palette of the 

Chinese paintings, however, Sesshū added red and white.  

 From a set of forty-two distinct motifs that are found in one or more of the four Ming 

Ma-Xia mode templates, Sesshū’s Long Landscape contains twenty-six of the same motifs, the 

Small Landscape, twenty-one, and the Tōji Copy, nineteen.  For a chart that enumerates all the 

shared motifs between the four Ma-Xia mode templates and Sesshū’s three Xia Gui mode 

handscrolls see Appendix IV.5. Here, I will elucidate only a selection of notable motifs and motif 

units that illustrate the relationship between Sesshū’s compositions and the four templates. In the 

first group are motif units from one or more of the four templates that are found across all three 

of Sesshū’s paintings. The most significant motif units in this group are: boats with wind-filled 
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sails (templates 2,3,4, Fig. 5.36), a valley temple amidst pines (1,2,3, Fig. 5.37), an inverted “V” 

shaped cave opening (1,2,3, Fig. 5.38), and a group of pines with a leaning tree (1,2,3, Fig. 5.39).  

Among this group, the inverted “V” shaped cave opening warrants special mention as an 

iconic feature of Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode that was clearly drawn from the Ming Ma-Xia mode 

templates (see Fig. 5.38). In template one paintings, the cave opening is a relatively minor 

component of the overall composition, as it is shown within the context of the entire cliff that 

surrounds it. Nevertheless, the cave’s status as a focus of visual interest in template one vis-à-vis 

the role of the cave in the earlier Pure and Remote Views, the Xia Gui-attributed painting upon 

which this scene from template one was based, is made clear in the exaggerated height of the 

cave opening, the placement of seated figures in front of the cave, and the inclusion of a 

cascading waterfall. These characteristics of the cave vignette from template one are not found in 

the same scene from Pure and Remote Views. Thus, template one seems to represent the first 

phase of the Ming painter’s manipulation of imagery that was associated with Xia Gui. What was 

only an area of minimal visual interest in Pure and Remote Views becomes in the Ming template 

a vignette in which the viewer, too, wishes to stop and admire the mystical cave and its waterfall.  

In template two, the Ming painter has preserved the scene of two figures seated before a 

cave waterfall from template one. Yet, he has ingeniously transformed the motif unit by zooming 

in on the figures and cave such that the cliff of template one is no longer visible within the 

picture frame. Instead, the viewer is led into a cavernous foreground world structured by the 

dramatic arch of the massive cave. The seated figures are dwarfed by the enlarged cave and 

waterfall motifs. We, like the onlooking figures, are left in awe of the sheer scale of the cave and 

its perceived proximity.  
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In template three, the Ming painter has now adopted the structuring device of the inverted 

“V” shaped cave as a novel motivic frame that can be customized with different arrangements of 

motifs, in this case a stone bridge instead of seated figures. As in template two, a waterfall 

occupies the cave in template three, crashing down amongst rocks scarred with large circular 

corrosions. In both templates two and three, trees and mossy vegetation grow around the opening 

of the cave and at its apex, partially obscuring the interior. 

Sesshū’s three Xia Gui mode handscrolls reflect his fascination with the cave motif. In 

the Tōji Copy, Sesshū appears to have borrowed the cave vignette from template three but has 

included a figure with a staff who crosses the stone bridge. In the Small Landscape, one again 

finds the familiar inverted “V” shaped cave opening of templates two and three. In a bizarre 

experiment with the motif unit, Sesshū removed the bridge and placed a thatched-roof open-air 

pavilion inside the cave. In Sesshū’s painting, a man sits inside the pavilion and watches the 

waterfall in the company of his child attendant, a motif arrangement that partially evokes the 

cave scene as it is found in template two with the seated figures.  

By 1486, Sesshū had devised an even bolder rendition of this iconic motif unit from the 

Ming Ma-Xia mode. Perhaps inspired by his placement of the pavilion inside the cave in the 

Small Landscape, Sesshū made the cave scene in the Long Landscape a setting for a bustling 

village. One of the village buildings in the Long Landscape, like the pavilion of the Small 

Landscape, is lodged inside the cave, its door overhung by a sharp protrusion of rock. Instead of 

a waterfall, Sesshū engineered a steep staircase inside the cave. Through the circular corrosions 

in the rock and the crowning foliage, we see stooped figures making their way up the precipitous 

staircase in the Long Landscape. Although Sesshū repurposed the inverted “V” shaped cave 

opening as a framing device for a village rather than a waterfall, he masterfully maintained the 
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sense of immediacy and dynamic energy imparted by the stage-like foreground scene that Ming 

painters pioneered in Ma-Xia mode template two.  

As this example of the cave motif has demonstrated, Sesshū’s three paintings reflect the 

process by which he adopted and transformed a motif unit from the Ming Ma-Xia mode and 

reinvented it as a striking hallmark of his own Xia Gui mode. The morphological affinity 

between the cave opening in the Long Landscape and that found in templates two and three is 

strong visual evidence to support the notion that Sesshū had direct exposure to paintings made 

according to these templates while he was in China. The visual impact and drama of the cave 

motif evidently appealed to Sesshū’s inclination toward powerful artistic expression.  

The second group of shared motifs are those from one or more of the four templates that 

are found in two of Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode handscrolls. Notable motifs and motif units from this 

group include: two figures seated face-to-face in the window of a dwelling (templates 1,3,4, Fig. 

5.40), an open-air pavilion on a promontory (1,2, Fig. 5.41), rice paddies (1,4, Fig. 5.42), a large 

protruding cliff that bookends the final scene of the painting (2,3, Fig. 5.43), and a grove of pines 

growing on rocks (2,3, Fig. 5.44). Notably, Sesshū used all six of these motifs in the Long 

Landscape, further indication that the Long Landscape is the most comprehensive consolidation 

of the Xia Gui mode in Sesshū’s oeuvre.   

Among these motifs, the large protruding cliff that bookends the final scenes of templates 

two, three, the Tōji Copy, and the Long Landscape is perhaps the most distinctive (see Fig. 5.43). 

This protruding cliff is a version of the hanging cliff, a feature of the Ming Ma-Xia mode to 

which I will return shortly. As in templates two and three, the final protruding cliff in Sesshū’s 

paintings is differentiated from other hanging cliffs in that trees grow dangling from its surface. 

This motif brings a definitive end to each of the compositions, neatly bookending the lengthy 
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passages of scenery that precede it. Like the inverted “V” shaped cave opening, the final 

protruding cliff is compelling evidence of Sesshū’s consultation of paintings that belonged to 

Ming Ma-Xia mode templates two and three.  

Finally, the third group of shared motifs consists of motivic features from one or more of 

the four templates that are found in only one of Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode paintings. The most 

unique among these motifs or motif units are: a merchant ship with cargo (template 4, Fig. 5.45), 

a mountain temple at the peak (1,2,4, Fig. 5.46), a cave scene with figures inside (1,4, Fig. 5.47), 

a rush hat and raincoat on a pole (1,3,4, Fig. 5.48), a willow-shaded bridge (3, Fig. 5.49), a wine 

shop amid blossoming fruit trees (3,4, Fig. 5.50), a pass through the mountain (3,4, Fig. 5.51), a 

water buffalo (1,4, Fig. 5.52), a fishing shelter with suspended net (1,4, Fig. 5.53), and a 

meandering stream and mist-shrouded trees (1,2,3, Fig. 5.54). In total, the Long Landscape has 

seven motifs from the four Ming Ma-Xia mode templates that are not found in either of his other 

Xia Gui mode scrolls. 

 The motifs from the four Ma-Xia mode templates that appear in only one of Sesshū’s 

handscrolls are among the most unique of all the motifs from the Chinese paintings. For 

example, the merchant ship with cargo is a motif that Shōjū carefully described in Byōbu gakki. 

Therein, Shōjū wrote, “the merchant ship is unmoored, its mast whistling in the wind. There are 

two deckhands who arrange the things on board 商舶解纜，桅竿嘯空, 舟人兩枚，立備舟

具.”43 From Shōjū’s description, it can be surmised that the merchant ship was an important 

motif that Geiami appropriated from the Xia Gui Painting of the Realm, the painting that 

represents the fourth Ma-Xia mode template. None of the other three Chinese templates include 

this motif, but it does appear in Sesshū’s Long Landscape. Sesshū’s painting even includes two 

 
43 Shōjū, Tokubi chōhei sō, 102.  
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deckhands visible on the ship. The identity of the vessel as a merchant ship is reflected in the 

unique nature of the items onboard, namely what appear to be two plants. Interestingly, the Geiai 

Scroll, which shows strong correlation with template four, also includes the merchant ship motif, 

complete with miscellaneous cargo and plant (Fig. 5.55).  

 The third group of shared motifs, that is, motifs from the four templates that appear in 

only one of Sesshū’s scrolls, also points to the particularly close relationship between template 

three and Sesshū’s Small Landscape. For the Small Landscape, Sesshū borrowed the willow-

shaded bridge with donkey and rider (Fig. 5.49), the wine shop amid blossoming fruit trees (Fig. 

5.50), and the pass through the mountain (Fig. 5.51) from template three, none of which appear 

in the Long Landscape or the Tōji Copy. It is thus possible to conclude that a painting of the 

template three type was close at hand while Sesshū was crafting the Small Landscape.  

 The motifs that are unique to the Tōji Copy further strengthen the evidence regarding 

Sesshū’s knowledge of the four Ma-Xia mode templates. From templates one and four, for 

example, Sesshū borrowed a motif of a fishing shelter, from which a fisherman suspends a long 

net, for use in the Tōji Copy (Fig. 5.53). Another striking resonance between the Tōji Copy and 

the Ma-Xia mode templates is a scene of a meandering stream receding among mist-shrouded 

trees, a motif unit that appears in templates one, two, and three (Fig. 5.54). Although the Tōji 

Copy is the least well-known among Sesshū’s Ma-Xia mode handscrolls, this analysis reveals 

that Sesshū conceived of the painting as he did of the Small Landscape and the Long Landscape, 

that is, as an opportunity to experiment with the Ming Ma-Xia mode templates in forging his 

own Xia Gui style. 

In general, the motifs that Sesshū appropriated from the four Ma-Xia mode templates 

reflect a larger trend in Ming landscape painting toward genre-like scenes that reveled in 
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humanity’s presence in the landscape. Unlike the earlier Pure and Remote Views, Sesshū’s Xia 

Gui mode paintings, like the Ming Ma-Xia mode templates, include numerous figures, from 

traveling gentlemen to fishermen. Architectural features abound representing a spectrum of 

social spheres. These include rustic pavilions, tile-roof temples, city walls, and thatch-roof 

cottages. Agricultural endeavors are also well represented in scenes of rice paddies, haystacks, 

and water buffalo. Whimsical concessions to an interest in the affairs of man are found in genre 

motifs that infuse the paintings with worldly charm, such as a rush raincoat and hat hung on a 

boat pole to dry or two friends in conversation inside a village dwelling. Few of these motifs are 

found in the earlier Pure and Remote Views, indicating that they were likely the invention of 

Ming painters who sought to create a diverse and lively Ma-Xia style conforming to the tastes of 

the time.  

Furthermore, although Sesshū replicated some motif units closely – such as the willow-

shaded bridge with donkey and rider, or the meandering stream among mist-shrouded trees – he 

also adapted certain motifs so as to maintain the inspiration of the Ming templates while 

simultaneously exercising his creative impulse. For example, template three contains a scene in 

which a gentleman and his attendant descend a winding mountain path. Rather than transpose 

this motif unit directly from template three to his paintings, however, Sesshū played with the 

orientation of the figures and the directionality of the path. Variations of this motif unit are found 

in the Tōji Copy and in the Small Landscape, but it is in the Long Landscape that this singular 

motif unit takes pride of place (Fig. 5.56). In the Long Landscape, Sesshū used this motif in the 

first scene of the scroll and enlarged the size of the figures in comparison to those in his other 

handscrolls. Their foregrounded placement in center-stage of the first scene suggests that the 
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painting was indeed conceived as a pictorial journey, thus establishing a loose narrative 

framework within which to understand the landscape’s progression.  

 Another innovation in Sesshū’s approach to the Ming Ma-Xia mode lies in his emphasis 

on seasonality. The only template to evince particular concern with seasonality is template 

three.44 In template three, aspects of the work’s twelve poetic titles allude to the four seasons, 

such as “Searching for spring by the willow bank” and “Ancient temple in snow.” All three of 

Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode handscrolls include seasonal markers, notably blossoming spring 

flowers, cooling summer waterfalls, browning fall leaves, and snow-covered mountains.  

Yet, Sesshū challenges the viewer to decipher the logic of his seasonal presentation. In 

the Long Landscape, the attenuated branches of a plum tree near the beginning of the scroll and 

the snowy mountains at the end of the scroll suggest that the painting depicts a typical seasonal 

cycle from spring to winter. However, Sesshū’s evocation of summer and fall are extremely 

subtle, detectable only in a summer scene of fishing and in one or two autumn trees with 

browning foliage. More confounding is the iconic market scene in the cave, which appears just 

before the final winter scene. In this scene, Sesshū painted several striking trees that are flecked 

with red and green dots. The trunk and branch formation of the trees resembles plum, yet their 

position in the scroll corresponds to the fall season. Are they red autumn foliage instead of 

blossoming plums? Conversely, perhaps Sesshū wished to create a reverse seasonal order 

beginning with fall, followed by summer, then spring, and finally winter.  

It also possible that Sesshū intended for the market cave scene to invoke a more symbolic 

association, that is, the utopian realm of Tao Yuanming’s 陶淵明 (ca. 365-427) Peach Blossom 

 
44 In Ten Thousand Li, a painting of template one, there is a plum tree in the final scene of the painting. Due to the 
absence of other seasonal markers, the appearance of the plum in this painting appears to be a motivic aberration 
rather than an explicit allusion to seasonality.  
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Spring 桃源郷.45 Perhaps the flowering trees in the Long Landscape are not plum but peach. 

This identification would explain the illogical placement of what appears to be a spring scene out 

of its seasonal sequence. The sequestered village in the shadow of the cave, as well as the 

mystical connotations of the cave itself, further allude to this potential symbolism. For now, this 

hypothesis must remain speculative, but it is possible that further research on the subject of the 

Peach Blossom Spring narrative in Muromachi cultural history could help to substantiate this 

observation regarding the Long Landscape.  

Sesshū’s two sets of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (Tōkyō National Museum and 

Ishibashi Museum), as well as his seasonally inflected Xia Gui mode fan compositions, 

demonstrate that the passage of the seasons was a theme of considerable interest to the painter. 

As discussed in Chapter Three, there is material and textual evidence to indicate that landscape 

quartets were produced in the Ming imperial academy, particularly by the painter Dai Jin. 

Although Sesshū’s Landscapes of the Four Seasons (Tōkyō National Museum) do not reflect the 

Ming Ma-Xia mode per se, but rather a more eclectic array of styles and techniques that were 

employed by Ming court painters, it does seem that Sesshū adopted the seasonal themes of those 

paintings as a central characteristic of his Xia Gui mode.  

 With regards to ink-work, brushwork, and forms, Sesshū’s three Xia Gui mode 

handscrolls also betray their close relationship to the Ming Ma-Xia mode. As in templates one, 

two, and three, wash plays an important role in Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode. It is used extensively 

 
45 In his monograph on the painting, Shimao notes that the secluded nature of the scenes in the Long Landscape 
seems to evoke an ideal world such as that represented by Peach Blossom Spring, but he does not bring this 
observation to bear on the cave village scene. See Shimao, Sesshū no “Sansui chōkan,” 83. Similarly, Agnese 
Hajima has discussed the association between the fisherman and fishing village tropes and the story of Peach 
Blossom Spring, suggesting that Sesshū’s scenes of fishing life may have been generally intended to denote Tao 
Yuanming’s narrative. She also does not, however, specifically look to the blossoming flowers in the cave village 
scene as evidence of this point. See Agnese Hajima, “Sesshū ‘Sansui chōkan’ ni okeru teikei to itsudatsu: Gyoshi, 
gyoson, fune no bamen wo chūshin ni,” Kotoba to bunka 8 (2007): 11.  
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throughout these paintings to fill in mountain forms and to articulate mountain silhouettes. In 

middle-ground mountains, wash is applied in broad gradated swaths, whereas in background 

mountain silhouettes it assumes a graceful ombre effect. In general, wash is the predominant 

method of articulation for middle-ground and background mountains both in the Ming paintings 

and in Sesshū’s handscrolls. Texture strokes are applied sparingly and are largely reserved for 

foreground rockery.  

 Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode handscrolls also display a similar approach to the large axe-cut 

stroke as those seen in templates one, two, and three (Fig. 5.57). These axe-cut strokes are broad, 

swift, and stylized. In many areas, the tails of the axe-cut strokes blend into sections of wash, 

thus diffusing their textural impact. Indeed, in contrast to the large axe-cut strokes seen in Pure 

and Remote Views, the Ming Ma-Xia mode axe-cut that Sesshū adopted functions primarily to 

generate stark tonal contrast rather than to create a sense of surface contour and dimensionality. 

Nevertheless, Sesshū’s employment of the axe-cut stroke in his Xia Gui mode 

handscrolls displays more force and energy than is evident in the Ma-Xia mode templates (Fig. 

5.58). These qualities are largely due to Sesshū’s denser application of axe-cut strokes, combined 

with linear hatch marking, and use of an oblique “L” shaped mark to convey the highly faceted 

nature of the rock surfaces. To this plethora of texturization, Sesshū added profuse vegetal dots 

to further enliven the surface of his paintings. These qualities of Sesshū’s texture strokes are 

more akin to the brushwork that is traditionally associated with the Song painter Li Tang 李唐 

(ca. 1070s-1150s) and his followers. With regards to brushwork, too, Sesshū thus manipulated 

the Ming Ma-Xia mode to suit his own aesthetic vision for his emerging Xia Gui idiom.  

Sesshū and the painters of the Ming Ma-Xia mode used a thick, blunt contour line to 

outline forms. In all manner of forms, from rocks to trees, this contour line asserts its own 
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graphic independence and does not feign the illusion of merging naturally with the material it is 

meant to describe. The primary forms that this contour line gives shape to are also alike between 

Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode paintings and the Ming Ma-Xia mode templates. For trees, these forms 

include what I characterize as pinwheel pines (Fig. 5.59), feathery pines (Fig. 5.60), bottle-brush 

pines (Fig. 5.61), and broad-leaf deciduous trees (Fig. 5.62). For rocks and mountains, the form 

repertoire consists of ascending plateau rocks with planar tops (Fig. 5.63), large, upright angular 

boulders (Fig. 5.64), mountain silhouettes (Fig. 5.65), and hanging cliffs (Fig. 5.66).  

To the forms of the Ma-Xia mode templates, Sesshū added an abundance of plum trees, 

perhaps because of his particular interest in the theme of seasonality. With regards to rock forms, 

Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode handscrolls demonstrate his proclivity toward the plateau rock, the 

angular boulder, and the hanging cliff. All three rocks forms would become hallmarks of 

Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode. Sesshū’s Winter Landscape (from the Winter and Autumn Landscapes 

pair 秋冬山水図, Tōkyō National Museum, Fig. 5.67), for example, owes its modernist appeal to 

the prominent hanging cliff that occupies the upper half of the painting. Sesshū’s newly-emerged 

fan composition in the Xia Gui mode is similarly dominated by a huge angular boulder, washed 

with blue and ochre pigments, that anchors the foreground scene of the small painting (see Fig. 

5.4).  

Finally, Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode paintings also derived their spatial arrangement from 

Ming Ma-Xia mode templates two and three. Although in terms of coloration, motifs, 

brushwork, and forms, Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode was based upon all four Ma-Xia mode templates, 

the approach to spatial construction evident in his paintings specifically drew upon only two of 

the four identifiable templates. Template one paintings (see Figs. 5.22 and 5.23) are 

characterized by the same conservative arrangement of compositional space that is found in the 
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earlier Pure and Remote Views (see Fig. 5.24). This arrangement is defined by an alternating 

sequence of land and open water. The scenes of land are depicted far enough away from the 

viewer that the entire height of cliffs and peaks is visible within the picture frame, and the motifs 

therein are miniaturized by the landscape. Overall, this compositional scheme reflects a sense of 

spatial expansiveness, particularly in scenes of open water where the horizon seems to recede 

into infinity. This observation concerning spatial arrangement further corroborates the notion that 

template one represents a formative stage in the Ming artist’s transformation of earlier styles 

associated with Xia Gui. In template one, the stylistic elements of coloration, motifs, and 

brushwork had already been updated, but spatial construction still adhered to preceding models.  

 By the time Ming painters had developed templates two and three, their conception of 

spatial construction had changed dramatically (see Figs. 5.25-5.28). Now, scenes of open water 

were interspersed with scenes of land, rendered so as to appear at varying distances from the 

viewer. Some scenes, such as those at the beginning of template two High Mountains, are 

reminiscent of Pure and Remote Views, as entire mountain formations are visible within the 

picture frame. As the painting progresses, however, the land scenes become increasingly 

foregrounded such that in the iconic cave waterfall scene we can no longer see anything above 

the apex of the cave. The figures and other individual motifs are enlarged to enhance the 

zoomed-in effect of the scene. Hanging cliffs bracket either side of the stage-like cave and render 

illogical the transition between the foreground cave scene and the subsequent middle-ground 

landscape scene. Dai Jin, in his template two High Mountains, persisted in disrupting spatial 

logic by inserting a surreal hanging cliff that descends from the sky like a gigantic pillar. The 

final bookending protruding rock, one of the notable motifs mentioned above, is a version of the 

hanging cliff that further confounds natural spatial principles. Ming Ma-Xia mode templates two 
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and three are thus characterized by the painters’ manipulation of the viewer’s perceived distance 

from the forms in the paintings, generating a sense of spatial dislocation.   

It was these qualities of spatial construction that inspired Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode. All 

three of his Xia Gui mode handscrolls employ hanging cliffs and accompanying scenes of highly 

foregrounded content. In fact, the Long Landscape includes eight hanging cliffs that Sesshū used 

to segment his painting into self-contained scenes like the movements of a symphony. The 

hanging cliff sacrificed compositional unity, but imparted pictorial drama and syncopated visual 

rhythm.  

As this analysis has demonstrated, Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode was inherently conditioned by 

paintings belonging to one of four painting templates. Ming painters developed these templates 

as the framework in which to reinvent Song stylistic traditions as a new Ma-Xia mode. In light of 

the absence of paintings in Japan that reflect the consolidated influence of the Ming Ma-Xia 

mode before the mid-fifteenth century, it stands to reason that paintings belonging to these four 

templates were not imported to Japan until the return of the Ōnin mission in 1469. As a member 

of the Ōnin mission and a trainee in the Ming imperial painting academy, Sesshū was in a unique 

position to learn this new mode and to introduce it to Muromachi Japan. The stylistic qualities of 

the Ming Ma-Xia mode would become ingrained in Sesshū’s painting practice as the foundation 

for his Xia Gui mode and serve as stylistic inspiration for the remainder of his life.  

By the mid-1470s, the Ming Ma-Xia mode templates were likely known to painters in 

Kyōto. A handscroll by the little-known painter Isshi Kii 一枝希維 (act.15th century) (Kyōto 

National Museum, Fig. 5.68), which was brought to China on the 1476 (文明 8) tribute trade 

mission and inscribed by Sesshū’s Ningbo contact Jin Shi, contains visual evidence of Isshi’s 
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knowledge of the four templates.46 Isshi’s painting includes four motif units from the Ming Ma-

Xia mode templates, namely boats with wind-filled sails (templates 2,3,4), a valley temple 

amidst towering pines (1,2,3), a figure with staff and attendant on a mountain path (3,4), and 

meandering stream with mist-shrouded trees (1,2,3). Although little is known about Isshi’s 

activities as a painter, Ebine Toshio has proposed that he was a pupil of Oguri Sōtan, a painter-

in-attendance to the Ashikaga shogunate and a contemporary of Sesshū.47  

Indeed, the existence of the Sōtan Scroll also points to the circulation of at least template 

three in the capital in the latter half of the fifteenth century. One will recall that the Sōtan Scroll 

is an incomplete copy of the 1471 Sesshū Copy, the benchmark painting for Ma Xia mode 

template three. The attribution of this painting to Sōtan, however, remains tenuous as there are 

no other extant paintings firmly attributed to the painter. The evidence contained in Shōjū’s 

Byōbu gakki further confirms that at some point in the 1480’s the shogunal curator and painter 

Geiami made his screens based upon the Xia Gui Painting of the Realm, the work that I have 

argued is the sole evidence of template four.48 Thus, a painting of template four was presumably 

known in the capital by the early 1480s.  

 
46 The Isshi Scroll is in ink on paper and its dimensions are 20.5 cm by 462 cm. A remarkable and diminutive 
inscription by the painter at the beginning of the scroll relates that he entrusted his painting to a member of the 1476 
diplomatic delegation to China. In China, this intermediary, a man by the name of Shin Gorō 新五郎, requested 
inscriptions for Isshi’s scroll from Sesshū’s Ningbo contact Jin Shi and another as-of-yet unidentified Ningbo man 
by the name of Yuan Yingxiang 袁應驤.  
 
47 According to Ebine, Isshi Kii was a monk at Yōshun’an 陽春庵 in Sakai and likely belonged to the Daitokuji 
lineage of Yōsō Sōi 養叟宗頤. Because Sōtan had also studied with Yōsō Sōi, Ebine has proposed that Isshi may 
have been Sōtan’s pupil. See Ebine Toshio, “Ninpō no bunjin to Nihon jin: Jūgo seiki ni okeru,” Tōkyō kokuritsu 
hakubutsu kan kiyō 11 (1975): 235. For a transcription of Jin’s and Yuan’s inscriptions see Shimada Shūjirō and 
Iriya Yoshitaka, eds., Zenrin gasan: Chūsei suibokuga wo yomu (Tōkyō: Mainichi shinbun sha, 1987), 337-342. 
 
48 In Byōbu gakki Shōjū relates that Geiami spent a year completing his screens based upon the Xia Gui Painting of 
the Realm and that he died shortly thereafter. Because Geiami died in 1485 we can surmise that he made the screen 
paintings in the early 1480s. Shōjū, Tokubi chōhei sō, 100. 
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These clues allude to the circulation of the Ming Ma-Xia mode templates in Kyōto during 

Sesshū’s lifetime, though it is readily apparent that among his contemporaries Sesshū was the 

most active in adopting and creatively adapting this mode. It is also quite possible that Sesshū’s 

paintings in the Xia Gui mode were known to painters in Kyōto and influenced their work.49 

Sesshū’s three extant Xia Gui mode handscrolls perhaps represent only part of what may have 

been a much longer and larger-scale process of incorporating the Ming Ma-Xia mode into his 

painting as a new Xia Gui mode in Muromachi Japan.  

 

V. Remnant Mountains and Leftover Waters  

  

Why then did the Ōuchi commission Sesshū to undertake the ambitious Long Landscape 

project in his Xia Gui mode in 1486? As we saw in Chapter Four, 1486 marked a crucial moment 

of political maneuvering on the part of Sesshū’s Ōuchi patrons. Having emerged from the 

darkness of the Ōnin War, Ōuchi Masahiro turned his efforts to the elevation and assertion of his 

clan’s status within the fractured political landscape. Over the course of 1486, Masahiro not only 

succeeded in restoring his father’s status and securing his deification, but also oversaw the 

elaborate ceremonies to install his son Yoshioki 大内義興 (1477-1528) as the next head of the 

clan. In the same year, Masahiro also obtained imperial recognition for the family’s tutelary 

 
49 Although it is unclear if Sesshū himself ever went to Kyōto after his return from China in 1469, there is evidence 
that his paintings were brought from his base in southwestern Japan to the capital and other areas. In 1486, for 
example, Kikō Daishuku records a painting that he owned by Sesshū, which was presumably sent from Yamaguchi 
to Sakai, where Kikō was residing at the time. Genryū Shūkei also inscribed colophons on a quartet of Landscapes 
of the Four Seasons by Sesshū that were brought to him in 1489 by a representative of the Ōuchi in Kyōto. In 1493, 
Ten’in Ryūtaku inscribed a poem on a fan painting of West Lake, which Ten’in explicitly stated Sesshū sent to him 
in Kyōto.  
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temple and consolidated the Ōuchi’s genealogical history. The year 1486 thus witnessed 

numerous events that conveyed the Ōuchi’s cultural aspirations and soaring political ambitions.  

In this vein, Hata Yasunori has previously advocated for the Long Landscape’s 

association with Chinese kingship based upon its stylistic evocation of the imperial court painter 

Xia Gui. Hata notes that although the Long Landscape was not a Chinese “imperial painting” it 

served as a proxy for such a painting by Xia Gui because it supposedly resembled, and even 

surpassed, works of this kind in the Ashikaga shogunal collection.50 As was the case for the 

Thirty-three Kannon, the Ōuchi laid claim to the same prestigious source of political 

legitimization by appropriating a shogunal symbol of cultural authority. While I believe that Hata 

is correct in claiming that Sesshū’s Long Landscape functioned as an emblem of kingship, I 

contend that for both projects in 1486 it was a distinctly Ming mode of kingship that the 

paintings embodied for their Ōuchi patrons. This distinction is significant because it enables one 

to contextualize the Long Landscape within the period of its creation, rather than within an 

ahistorical or generalized framework of meaning.  

In this chapter, I have demonstrated that the style reflected in Sesshū’s Long Landscape 

is not the style of the Song dynasty Xia Gui, nor of an ambiguously defined Ming version of Xia 

Gui, but a distinct Ming dynasty reinvention, and often wholesale transformation, of stylistic 

qualities more or less associated with the Southern Song academy. Sesshū’s Long Landscape 

perpetuated this new Ma-Xia mode. Because the stylistic characteristics of Sesshū’s Xia Gui 

mode in the Long Landscape were thoroughly informed by contemporaneous artistic styles, it is 

necessary to similarly evaluate the extent to which the mode’s message and meaning were also 

mediated by the contemporary reception of Ma Yuan and Xia Gui in fifteenth-century China.  

 
50 Hata, “Bunmei jūhachi nen to Sesshū,” 250-251.  
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In the final section of this chapter, I argue that the Long Landscape was conceived by 

Sesshū and his patrons as a commemorative painting that celebrated the Ōuchi clan’s political 

prominence as a pictorial allegory of the Ōuchi’s territorial authority. From their residential base 

in Suō, the Ōuchi managed a vast territory in southwestern Honshū and northern Kyūshū. The 

Ōuchi also controlled Hakata 博多, the largest port in medieval Japan. During the Second Month 

Rites at their tutelary temple, which coincided with the investiture ceremony for Yoshioki in 

1486, the monks of the temple and Ōuchi clan retainers prayed to the Myōken deity for 

protection of their domain. As for any political entity, the Ōuchi’s administrative territory was 

among the most important manifestations of their political status. The symbolic connotations of 

the Long Landscape as an expression of territorial power derived from a new discourse that 

developed in the Ming imperial sphere with regards to the Southern Song court painters. During 

this period, I argue, the Ming imperium employed the literary trope of  “remnant mountains and 

leftover waters 殘山剩水” to transform the Southern Song artistic legacy into a vehicle for 

political commentary.51  

As applied to the Southern Song painters, the expression “remnant mountains and 

leftover waters” first appeared in the sphere of the Yongle emperor in an account recorded by the 

statesman and bibliophile Ye Sheng 葉盛 (1420-74). Ye Sheng was a contemporary of Sesshū 

and worked under the supervision of Yao Kui in the Ministry of Rites when the Ōnin delegation 

 
51 In his article on the consciousness of Southern Song academy painting in Muromachi Japan, Hata Yasunori has 
noted use of the term “remnant mountains and leftover waters” in the writings of Ming dynasty commentators. Hata 
employs this evidence to assert his larger claim that even in the Ming dynasty landscape paintings by Ma Yuan and 
Xia Gui were understood as products of Song imperial commissions and as reflections of the Southern Song court’s 
territory. In the discussion that follows, I take a different tack in interpreting the term as a trope that enabled the 
Ming imperium to reinvent the pictorial legacy of Ma Yuan and Xia Gui for their own political means, through the 
medium of the handscroll landscape. See Hata, “Muromachi jidai no Nansō intaiga ni taisuru ninshiki wo megutte,” 
437.  
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was in Beijing.52 Thus, it is quite possible that Ye even interacted with the Ōnin delegation, as 

his ministry was responsible for hosting visiting envoys. The account concerning the Yongle 

emperor is recorded in Ye’s Shuidong riji (East of the Water Diary) 水東日記, a valuable source 

of information concerning the political institutions in Beijing and at the northern frontier. Ye’s 

account is as follows: 

Fan Qidong said [to me], “With regards to calligraphy, Chang gong (Chang Ling, i.e. the 
Yongle emperor) admires only Shen Du of Yunjian. In regard to painting, [the emperor] 
most loves Guo Wentong of Yongjia. This is because Du’s calligraphy is plump and 
smooth, and the arrangement of Guo’s landscapes is dense. In speaking of Ma Yuan and 
Xia Gui, [the emperor] always denounced them saying, ‘their landscapes are the remnant 
mountains and leftover waters, the remains of the Song’s diminished empire. What can 
be gained from that?’”53 
 
范啓東言：“長公於書獨重雲間沈度，於畫最愛永嘉郭文通。以度書豐腴溫潤，郭

山水布置茂密故也。有言夏珪、馬遠者，輒斥之曰：‘是殘山剩水，宋僻安之物

也，何取焉？’” 

 

Ye Sheng’s source for this information, Fan Qidong 范啓東, was the early Ming court 

painter Fan Xian 范暹 (act. 15th century), a specialist in avian subjects, who served the imperial 

painting academy from the Yongle (1403-24) to the Chenghua (1465-87) reigns.54 Fan’s 

 
52 Ye was promoted to Right Vice Minister of the Ministry of Rites 禮部 in 1467 (成化 3), the year that Sesshū 
arrived in China. See Carrington L. Goodrich and Chaoying Fang, eds., Dictionary of Ming Biography 1368-1644, 
vol. 2 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976), 1580.  
 
53 Ye Sheng, Shuidong riji, vol. 3, in Yuan guoli Beiping tushu guan jiaku shanben congshu 553 (Beijing: Guojia 
tushuguan chuban she, 2013), 113 (9b-10a).  
 
54 Despite his long tenure in the academy, Fan never received a ranked position or official title. Nevertheless, Fan’s 
lack of institutional distinction did not hamper his social life, for he is known to have fraternized with influential and 
learned figures at the court. Thus, it is quite probable that Fan was in a position to share this information with Ye 
Sheng. For Fan’s painting career see Shan Guoqiang and Zhao Jing, Mingdai gongting huihua shi (Beijing: Gugong 
chuban she, 2015), 25. With regards to Fan’s social connections at court see, for example, an inscription that Yang 
Shiqi 楊士奇 (1365-1444) wrote for a painting in Fan’s personal collection and a poem that Liu Pu 劉溥 authored 
for the painter when he returned home to Kunshan for mourning. See Yang Shiqi, Dongli xuji, vol. 57, in Jingyin 
Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1239 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu guan, 1986), 447 (17a-b), and Liu Pu, Caochuang 
ji, vol. 2, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, jibu 32 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 1996), 386 (24b). Ye Sheng’s relationship to 
Fan can be confirmed by inscriptions and poems that Ye made for the painter, which are recorded in Ye’s anthology. 
See Ye Sheng, Luzhu tanggao, vols. 3 and 6, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, jibu 35 (Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 1996), 
212 (22a), 295 (33a). 
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comment regarding the Yongle emperor’s aesthetic predilections has already been cited in 

Chapter Three as a context in which to understand the crowded and compressed spatial 

arrangements that characterize many court paintings of the fifteenth century.55 The totality of Ye 

Sheng’s account indicates, however, that the emperor’s preference was not purely aesthetic, but 

also possessed a pointed political rationale.  

According to Fan Xian, the Yongle emperor symbolically equated compositional density 

with political strength. In other words, painting functioned as visual metaphor. The emperor’s 

pejorative evaluation of the paintings of Ma Yuan and Xia Gui collapsed art and history into one 

register of signification. Onto the diminutive, “one-corner” paintings associated with the Song 

painters, the Ming ruler projected a rhetoric of inherent weakness and inevitable defeat. The 

trope of “remnant mountains and leftover waters” was the ideal conceptual medium through 

which to unite political critique and painting history, for the expression invoked landscape 

imagery as an expression of the Southern Song’s diminished territorial purview after their defeat 

by the Jurchen in 1127.56  

 
55 The painter with whom the Yongle emperor was reportedly besotted was Guo Chun 郭純 (1370-1444), 
customarily referred to by his courtesy name Wen Tong 文通. During the reign of the Yongle emperor, Guo was 
among the first painters recruited for the new painting academy. Little can be gleaned of Guo Chun’s painting style 
save for a work in the blue-and-green mode titled Red Cliff 赤壁圖 (Beijing City Cultural Properties Bureau). For 
Guo Chun’s biography see his tomb inscription by Huang Huai in the latter’s Huang Wenjian gong jie’an ji, vol. 6, 
in an early Ming edition held by the National Central Library of Taiwan, pages 12a-14a. Complete images of this 
edition are available in the library’s online historical archive database, accessed March 25, 2020, 
http://rbook2.ncl.edu.tw/Search/SearchDetail?item=714bc0af100949c4b4e81cda607f4e0efDQ2MzY30&image=1&
page=&whereString=IEBDcmVhdGVyX05hbWUgIum7g-
a3riIg0&sourceWhereString=ICYgQHNvdXJjZV9zb3VyY2UgICLlj6TnsY3lvbHlg4_mqqLntKLos4fmlpnluqsi0&
SourceID= . 
 
56 With the defeat of the Northern Song court in Kaifeng and the capture of emperor Huizong 徽宗 (r. 1100-26), the 
Song dynasty lost their territory north of the Huai River 淮河. As Patricia Ebrey has written, “For the rest of the 
twelfth century the overriding concern of Song officials and intellectuals was regaining what they still saw as the 
heartland of China, the land where all major dynasties had had their capital and where the tombs of all prior Song 
emperors were located.” See Patricia Buckley Ebrey, The Cambridge Illustrated History of China (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996), 150.  
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The Tang poet Du Fu 杜甫 (712-70) appears to have coined the terms “remnant 

mountains” and “leftover waters” in a group of ten poems collectively titled “Accompanying 

Zheng Guangwen to Visit General He’s Estate陪鄭廣文游何將軍山林.”57 In this original 

context, the expression carried no political connotations. Du Fu simply used the terms to describe 

the striking scenery of the region near Mt. Jie Shi 碣石山 in Hebei Province. In the Song 

dynasty, writers and poets employed the expression in various literary capacities, but it was not 

mobilized as an overt form of political critique, nor applied to art historical matters.58 In the late 

Southern Song and Yuan dynasties, the expression found new purpose as a literary trope that 

triggered feelings of nostalgia and lamentation among “leftover subjects 遺民” who remained 

loyal to the Song ruling family in the wake of the Mongol conquest.59 The association between 

the trope of “remnant mountains and leftover waters” and the Song-Yuan transition persisted into 

the fifteenth century in the writing of such Ming officials as Cheng Minzheng 程敏政 (1445-99) 

in the preface to his Song yimin lu (Record of the Leftover Subjects of the Song) 宋遺民錄.60  

 
57 The poem in which these terms appears is as follows: 剩水滄江破，殘山碣石開。 綠垂風折芛，紅綻雨肥

梅。銀甲彈箏用，金魚換酒來。興移無酒掃，隨意坐莓苔.See Qiu Zhao’ao, Dushi xiangzhu, vol. 1, ed. Yu 
Guolin and Liu Ming (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 2015), 131-132,  
 
58 According to Guo Zhida,it was Song Qi宋祁 (998-1061), the poet and co-author of the Xin Tangshu (History of 
the Later Tang) 新唐書, who re-discovered the expression of “remnant mountains and leftover waters” in the 
Northern Song. See Guo Zhida, Jiujia jizhu Du shi, vol. 18, in Dushi congkan diyi ji 1, vol. 3 (Taipei: Taiwan 
datong shuju, 1974), 1276 (20b). Examples of Song-period usage of the expression can be found in Chen Fuliang, 
Zhizhai ji, vol. 4, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1150 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu guan, 1986), 527 
(12a), Fan Chengda, Shihu jushi shiji, vol. 18, in Sibu congkan, jibu 1182 (Shanghai: Shangwu yinshu guan, 1922), 
6b-7a, Yang Wanli, Chengzhai ji, vol. 4, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1160 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu 
guan, 1986), 44 (16a), and Du Fan, Du qingxian ji, vol. 3, in Songji zhenben congkan, vol. 78 (Beijing: Xianzhuang 
shuju, 2004), 372-373 (2b-3a). 
 
59 Examples of Yuan-period usage of the expression can be found in Chen Zhu, Bentang ji, vols. 20, 46, 78, in 
Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1185 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu guan, 1986), 98 (7b), 219 (1a-b), 407 (12a-
b), and Xiong He, Wuxuan ji, vol. 8, in Jingyin Wenyuan ge siku quanshu 1188 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu 
guan, 1986), 835-836 (8b-10b).  
 
60 Chen Minzheng, Song yimin lu, prefatory vol., in Songshi ziliao cuibian disi ji, vol. 10 (Taipei: Wenhai chuban 
she, 1981), 8 (2a). 
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According to Ye Sheng’s account, the Yongle emperor seems to have inaugurated a new 

role for the trope in the early Ming, one that not only shifted its frame of reference from the 

Song-Yuan transition to the Northern Song- Southern Song transition, but which also realigned 

its usage from one that was primarily literary to one that was fundamentally art historical in 

nature. Just as Ming painters transformed the artistic tradition of the Song painters into a new 

Ming Ma-Xia mode, so too did the trope of “remnant mountains and leftover waters” provide the 

Yongle emperor with the metaphorical means to transform the Southern Song painters’ legacy 

into a symbol of political strength. In this sense, the creation of the Ming Ma-Xia mode was a 

reflection of and response to the contemporary reception of these historical painters in the Ming 

dynasty. The development of the Ming Ma-Xia mode thus marked a new semantics for Song 

academy painting in the history of Chinese art.  

The refashioning of the tragic Southern Song legacy, exemplified by the trope of 

“remnant mountains and leftover waters,” through a politically enhancing Ming Ma-Xia painting 

mode is nowhere better demonstrated then in Grand View, the representative painting of Ming 

Ma-Xia mode template one. The inscription on Grand View, written by the Hanlin Academician 

翰林學士 Jin Youzi 金幼孜 (1368-1431), reads as follows61:  

 
61 Jin Youzi hailed from Xin’gan County 新淦縣, Linjiang Prefecture 臨江府, Jiangxi. He came from a long line of 
erudite men, including his father who retired from government service to teach at the prefectural school during the 
Hongwu reign. From his youth, Jin demonstrated particular inclination to the study of the Chunqiu (Spring and 
Autumn Annals) 春秋, a field in which he would eventually tutor the young Hongxi 洪熙皇帝 emperor. In 1400 (建
文 2) Jin passed the jinshi exam and was appointed to the Office of Scrutiny for Revenue 戸科. When the Yongle 
emperor ascended the throne, Jin was among the first group of scholars appointed to the Hanlin Academy 翰林院

and then promoted to the Grand Secretariat 內閣. There he served with other illustrious officials including Huang 
Huai 黃淮 (1366-1449), Yang Shiqi 楊士奇 (1365-1444), and Yang Rong 楊榮 (1370-1440). In this position, Jin 
garnered the trust of the Yongle emperor, accompanying him on his northern expeditions and surveys of Beijing. In 
fact, Jin was present during the 1413 to 1414 survey, during which the court painters from Nanjing, including Guo 
Chun, traveled with the emperor to the site of the Beijing palace. For Jin Youzi’s biography see his funerary stele 
inscription by Yang Rong in Yang Wenmin gong ji, vol. 17 (1515 [正德 10] edition in the National Central Library 
of Taiwan), 19b-23a.  
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In the ninth month, autumn, of the thirteenth year of Hongwu’s reign, the future emperor 
(i.e. Zhu Di, the Yongle emperor) was in Beiping and had just arrived at his residence 
when a eunuch of the old Yuan palace presented to him this grand scroll of rivers and 
mountains. The emperor’s family rejoiced, for [the painting seemed] entirely to constitute 
a divine omen that the emperor would one day possess all under heaven. In modesty, the 
emperor had the painting returned and ceased to amuse himself [with it]. Twenty-seven 
years elapsed and the divine prediction was indeed born out. The emperor first presented 
this painting to his trusted officials during a large celebratory banquet. Thereupon [the 
emperor] ordered Youzi to write an inscription at the edge of the painting. [I, Youzi] 
respectfully wrote, “When Ma Yuan was in the imperial academy, he was, together with 
Li Tang and Xia Gui, one of three towering peaks, against whom no one before or after 
could compare. Looking back [on these painters], one laments the Song’s lost territory, 
for that which [they] painted was merely the remnant mountains and leftover waters. 
Therefore, at that time there was the expression ‘one-corner Ma.’ A large scroll like this 
was surely without equal in his lifetime. This very silk, reaching four zhang in length, is 
rare and could not exist outside the palace. One will recall that by the reign of Guangzong 
(1189-1194), [the Song] was already established as a court of limited power. Yet the 
emperor and his officials still harbored the will [to restore the lost] rivers and mountains. 
[This desire] was entrusted to the tip of the painter’s brush, and thus how well suited [this 
painting] is for the current time as an auspicious token of our sovereign’s ascension to the 
throne and designation as the son of heaven. I have been graced with the opportunity to 
behold this magnificent work and append my name at the end of the scroll. There can be 
no greater honor than this! In deference, I prostrated myself and recorded these words. 
Xingchou year of the Yongle reign, eighth month, first day. Respectfully inscribed by Jin 
Youzi, concurrently appointed Grand Minister in the Wenyuan ge and Hanlin 
Academician.  
 

洪武十三年秋九月，皇帝龍潛北平， 甫就邸， 有元宮監以此江山巨卷進。后宮懽

慶，咸卜為有天下之瑞。聖謙不居，却而弗玩。越二十有七年，鼎卜既定，大酺群

臣，始出示閣臣，敕臣幼孜題字卷端，謹案：“馬遠在宋畫院中，與李唐，夏珪，

三峰並峙，前後無倫。顧其感慨偏安，所畫只殘山賸水62，故時有“馬一角”之

稱。似此鉅製，當是其生平有一無二者。即此匹絹，長至四丈，有奇亦非御府不能

有也。遐想宋至光宗朝，小朝廷之勢已定，而其君若臣囊括江山之志，尚寄毫端，

而適為今日吾皇膺圖受錄之符。臣幸獲奇觀，附名卷末，可勝榮幸！謹拜手稽首以

紀始末。永樂辛丑秋八月一日文淵閣大學士直閣事兼翰林學士臣金幼孜敬書。 
	
In this inscription, Jin Youzi fabricated a story regarding the painting’s origins that 

posited it as an authentic work by Ma Yuan. In that context, Jin interpreted the painting as an 

expression of political aspiration, for the painted landscape was the only “territory” that the Song 

 
62 Use of the character 勝 instead of 剩 is observed in other examples. In Jiujia jizhu Du shi, Guo Zhida explains 
that剩 was a common variant of 勝. See Guo, Jiujia jizhu Du shi, vol. 18, 1276 (20b).  
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court could hope to reclaim after their defeat by the Jurchen. This narrative lent itself to Jin’s real 

motive, that is, to cast the painting as a sign that ceremoniously foreshadowed the Yongle 

emperor’s successful coup d’état.  

Indeed, the Yongle emperor is infamous for engaging in such acts of apocryphal story 

spinning in an attempt to legitimize his unscrupulous rise to power.63 It is highly unlikely that a 

painting such as Grand View was ever retrieved from the Yuan imperial palace for the future 

emperor. Rather, as the style of the painting suggests, it was most certainly an elaborate 

composition commissioned from among the ranks of court painters who served the Yongle 

emperor in the earliest incarnation of the Ming painting academy. It is notable that Jin’s 

colophon ascribed the painting to Ma Yuan rather than Xia Gui, a clear indication that neither 

emperor nor perhaps inscriber was aware of the fact that Ma Yuan’s name was not associated 

with handscroll landscapes of this nature. Yet, this observation supports the notion that historical 

veracity was not the driving force behind the rhetoric of Jin’s inscription. The fantastic story 

provided Jin with a pretense to introduce the trope of “remnant mountains and leftover waters” 

as it was conceptualized in relation to the Song painters and their craft. In so doing, Jin 

ingeniously reframed the symbolism of Grand View from that of failed dynasty to triumphant 

 
63 Other examples of the Yongle emperor’s deployment of artistic projects to legitimize his rule include lavish 
construction of Da Baoen si 大報恩寺 in Nanjing, a temple built to honor his parents and assert his questionable 
identity as the biological child of empress Ma; extensive building on Mt. Wu Dang 武當山 to glorify the god 
Zhenwu 真武, whom the emperor claimed had provided divine protection in his military coup; and his potential 
patronage of a handscroll illustrating Eight Views of Beijing 北京八景圖  as a means of leveraging historical 
precedent to celebrate and justify his establishment of the new capital in Beijing. For a biographical account of the 
Yongle emperor see Henry Tsai, Perpetual Happiness: The Ming Emperor Yongle (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2001). For the Yongle emperor’s patronage of Zhenwu see Shin-yi Chao, Daoist Rituals, State 
Religion, and Popular Practice: Zhenwu Worship from Song to Ming (960-1644) (New York: Routledge, 2011). 
Regarding omens of the Yongle period see Lina Lin, “Gifts of Good Fortune and Praise-Songs for Peace: Images of 
Auspicious Portents and Panegyrics from the Yongle Period,” in Ming China: Courts and Contacts 1400-1450, ed. 
Craig Clunas, Jessica Harrison-Hall, and Luk Yu-ping (London: The British Museum, 2016), 122-133. Kathlyn 
Liscomb has written about the Eight Views of Beijing in her article “The Eight Views of Beijing: Politics in Literati 
Art,” Artibus Asiae 49, no. 1/2 (1988-89): 127-152. Jin Youzi, inscriber of Grand View, had also participated in the 
poetic contributions for the Eight Views of Beijing scroll.  
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empire, a transformation conceptually instantiated in the apocryphal passing of the painting from 

the Yuan court to the future Ming emperor. 

Moreover, Grand View communicated this transformed semantic value in the ideal 

medium – the long handscroll landscape– a perfect visual metaphor for territorial power. The 

political landscape thus imagined partially adhered to the compositional formula of Pure and 

Remote Views, a historical painting that was, in fact, associated with Xia Gui. Yet, Grand View 

was expressed in the new Ma-Xia mode, which departed from its eponymous artistic 

predecessors as much in style as in meaning. The handscroll landscape in the Ming Ma-Xia 

mode could now be mobilized as a tool of political aggrandizement. The mode served as a visual 

allegory for imperial mandate and ensuing political victory. 

The showcasing of the Ming Ma-Xia mode in Grand View for the specific purpose of 

commemorating territorial sovereignty is suggested by the historical context of Jin Youzi’s 

inscription. In 1421 (永樂 19), the year that Jin authored his inscription for Grand View, the 

Yongle emperor officially established the new Ming capital at Beijing. The relocation of the 

capital from Nanjing to Beijing was many years in the making. With the completion of the 

transition in 1421, the Yongle emperor definitively reinforced his territorial claim not only to the 

homeland of the Ming rulers around Nanjing, but also to the North China Plain and the area of 

Beiping 北平, the fiefdom over which he had presided as an imperial prince. 

The handscroll landscape, with its lateral potential for pictorial elaboration, was the ideal 

arena in which to forge the Ming Ma-Xia mode. More so than other formats or genres, the 

handscroll landscape enabled Ming court painters and imperial patrons to appropriate the legacy 

of the Song court painters – their  “remnant mountains and leftover waters” – and to recreate the 

Ma-Xia mode landscape as a figurative representation of empire and as a symbol of sovereignty. 
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Indeed, other painting examples from the Ming dynasty attest to the imperial interpretation of 

pictorial representations of land as proxies for sovereign territory.  

The Ming-period text Jintai jiwen (Accounts of the Golden Terrace) 金台紀聞 by the 

collector and official Lu Shen 陸深 (1477-1544), for example, relates the following anecdote 

concerning the court painter Zhou Wei 周位 (act. early 15th century) and the founding Ming 

emperor Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元璋 (r. 1368-98):  

One day, Taizu (i.e. Zhu Yuanzhang, the Hongwu emperor) ordered [Zhou Wei] to paint 
the rivers and mountains of the empire on the wall of the imperial resting quarters. Yuansu 
(i.e. Zhou Wei) bowed in deference to his sovereign and replied, “I am only moderately 
competent in painting, and am unfamiliar with the rivers and mountains of the empire. 
Your Highness has conquered east and west and is deeply familiar with the state of the 
country. I request that your Highness draw the general likeness, and I will add the finishing 
touches. Thereupon, Taizu wielded his brush, splashing ink here and there, until it was 
done. [The emperor] desired Yuansu to complete the painting, [but] Yuansu, bowing 
beneath the throne, said in exultation, “Your Highness has already settled the rivers and 
mountains. There is nothing more for me to add.” Taizu smiled and nodded in approval.64 
 

太祖一日命畫天下江山圖于便殿壁。元素頓首曰：“臣粗能繪事，天下江山，非臣

所諳，陛下東征西伐，熟知險易，請陛下規模大勢，臣從中潤色之。”太祖即援毫

左右揮灑畢，願元素成之， 元素從殿下頓首賀曰：“陛下江山已定，臣無所措手

矣。”太祖笑而頷之。 

 
This anecdote, whether actual or apocryphal, conveys the perception that grand landscape 

compositions in the imperial sphere were conceived as pictorial expressions of conquered territory. 

Lu Shen’s account even goes so far as to suggest that the emperor alone, as the Son of Heaven, 

possessed the authority to give visual expression to his empire.  

The symbolic association between representations of landscape and territorial sovereignty 

is further reflected in Zhu Yuanzhang’s diplomatic overtures and domestic policy. According to 

Wang Chenghua, in her study of the material culture of Ming emperorship, in 1370 (洪武 3) Zhu 

 
64 Lu Shen, Jintai jiwen, in Guang baichuan xuehai, vol. 2 (Taipei: Xinxing shuju, 1970), 687 (10a).  
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Yuanzhang sent envoys to neighboring tributary states, including Vietnam and Korea, to retrieve 

representations of their landscapes, “a symbolic act that announced that these were territories 

controlled by the Ming.”65 In the same year, the founding emperor decreed that landscape paintings 

be applied to the walls of the City God temples 城隍廟 throughout the empire. Each city god ruled 

over his jurisdiction as a magistrate or prefect and, as such, “the landscapes painted in the temples 

embodied the Ming territory.” 66  While these examples pertain to landscape paintings more 

generally, the Ming Ma-Xia mode, due to its emphatic reversal of the Song legacy of “remnant 

mountains and leftover waters,” was particularly well-suited to the Ming imperium’s political 

agenda of reinforcing their territorial claim to power.  

As a trainee in the Ming imperial painting academy, Sesshū was in a position to see, 

study, and copy Ma-Xia mode works like that represented by Grand View. It was likely in that 

setting that he acquired the paintings that would be imported to Japan and form the basis of his 

Xia Gui mode. It was these same paintings that would shape Muromachi Japan’s reception of the 

Xia Gui tradition more broadly. By virtue of Jin Youzi’s colophon, one can ascertain that Grand 

View was most certainly a painting born of the early Ming academy. While the origin of the other 

paintings that belong to the Ming Ma-Xia mode templates cannot be so clearly confirmed, the 

fact that Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode incorporated elements from all four templates suggests that 

paintings adhering to the other templates were also present at the Ming academy. The political 

connotations of the Ming Ma-Xia mode in the handscroll format, articulated in Jin’s Grand View 

inscription, also point to the imperial painting academy as a likely environment for the 

production of the other Ma-Xia mode templates.  

 
65 Cheng-hua Wang, “Material Culture and Emperorship: The Shaping of Imperial Roles at the Court of Xuanzong 
(r. 1426-35)” (PhD diss., Yale University, 1998), 250. ProQuest (9929761).  
 
66 Ibid.  
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Nevertheless, the existence of Ma-Xia mode template paintings that are by or attributed 

to painters who were also active outside the court, namely Dai Jin (High Mountains) and Shen 

Zhou (Streams and Rivers), simultaneously alludes to the fact that, like the Illustrated Guanyin 

Sutra, the imagery of the Ming Ma-Xia mode templates came to be known and employed beyond 

the imperial sphere. Thus, this case study provides further evidence of the permeability of the 

boundaries of visual culture across social class in the Ming dynasty, a quality that seems to 

characterize cultural history of the period.  

Although, of course, it is possible that Sesshū encountered paintings of the Ming Ma-Xia 

mode templates in other social settings, his extended period of study at the academy suggests that 

this was the most probable location of his exposure and training. At the academy, Sesshū was 

immersed in an environment that was fundamentally conditioned by imperial prerogative and 

governed by imperial ideology. This ideology, and its effective communication through painting, 

was certainly not lost on Sesshū, who, as I have argued, was proactively cultivating his profile as 

a cultural manger on behalf of the Ōuchi. When, in 1486, Sesshū was commissioned to create a 

work worthy of expressing and commemorating the Ōuchi’s political ambitions and 

achievements, there was no more suitable precedent than the grand Ma-Xia mode handscrolls 

produced at the Ming court. By 1486, Sesshū had already adapted the Ming Ma-Xia mode as his 

own Xia Gui mode, a process testified to in his creation of the Small Landscape and the Tōji 

Copy.  

A central component of the Ming court painters’ strategy in transforming the stylistic 

tradition of the Song painters into a Ming Ma-Xia mode that could function effectively as 

political allegory was the inclusion of motifs that do not appear, or appear in a less explicit 

fashion, in earlier paintings like Pure and Remote Views. The diversity of motifs and motif units 
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evident in the Ming Ma-Xia mode templates indicates that the painters of these works sought to 

conjure a utopian vision of the landscape that reflected the virtue of the reigning regime. Motivic 

emphasis on the bucolic activities of the common man, productive agricultural industry, and 

flourishing religious institutions, suggests that these landscapes were not merely abstract 

expressions of political power. They were conceived as idealized representations of the Ming 

realm as the emperors sought to behold it, free of discontent and abounding in peace and 

prosperity.  

Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode thus offered an apropos medium for promoting the Ōuchi’s own 

political ambitions. The Ōuchi clan was distinguished among other powerful lords 守護 of the 

period for having secured their control over and maintained power in the extensive provincial 

territories under their administrative jurisdiction.67 The Ōuchi achieved this geographical breadth 

of power by astute management of their relations with local proprietors (kokujin) 国人 of the 

provinces. As Kawai Masaharu has explained, the Ōuchi cultivated the loyalty of the kokujin by 

privately confirming landholdings.68 Ōuchi clan leaders also appointed kokujin families in their 

provinces as local deputies and administrators and required the participation of these families in 

the religious ceremonies at Ōuchi family temples and shrines, particularly for the Second Month 

Rites. Ōuchi Norihiro, Sesshū’s first Ōuchi patron, consolidated and promulgated the Ōuchi shi 

kakegaki (Ōuchi House Laws), which reinforced the political ties between the domanial capital at 

 
67 Miyagawa Mitsuru, with Cornelius F. Kiley, “From Shōen to Chigyō: Proprietary Lordship and the Structure of 
Local Power,” in Japan in the Muromachi Age, ed. John Whitney Hall and Toyoda Takeshi (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1977), 89. As Miyagawa Mitsuru has emphasized, however, the Ōuchi’s 
political domains did not represent their full proprietary possession of all the territories therein. 
 
68 Kawai Masaharu, with Kenneth A. Grossberg, “Shogun and Shugo: The Provincial Aspects of Muromachi 
Politics,” in Japan in the Muromachi Age, ed. John Whitney Hall and Toyoda Takeshi (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1977), 79.  
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Yamaguchi and the outlying districts of the Ōuchi-controlled provinces. Due to their efforts at 

managing the internal political dynamics of their domain, the Ōuchi were aided by loyal kokujin 

who came to their defense against the shogunate’s attempts to curb Ōuchi power.69 

Through these methods, the Ōuchi established a lord-vassal relationship between 

themselves and the kokujin of their provinces that served to strengthen the Ōuchi’s 

administrative effectiveness and their territorial claim to power. The Thirty-three Kannon project 

of 1486 celebrated the Ōuchi’s political achievements through the prism of religious ceremony 

modeled on Ming kingship. The Long Landscape of the same year honored Ōuchi administrative 

and territorial prowess through the Xia Gui mode handscroll landscape as yet another invocation 

of Ming imperial authority. Just as in the Ma-Xia mode templates, Sesshū’s Long Landscape 

brims with motifs that suggest its status as a pictorial microcosm of an ideal Ōuchi universe, a 

peaceful and prosperous realm immortalized in ink and color. Sesshū enhanced this political 

signification in the seasonal cycle of the painting, which connotes a sense of suspended eternity, 

as well as in the potential allusion to the narrative of Peach Blossom Spring, a long-standing 

symbol of utopia in the East Asian tradition. It is tempting, even, to interpret the figures seen 

inside an elaborate structure behind the city wall at the end of the Long Landscape as 

representing the Ōuchi leadership themselves, ensconced at their residential quarters in 

Yamaguchi.  

The Long Landscape would survive and transcend its powerful Ōuchi patrons. When the 

Ōuchi were extinguished by the Mōri clan in 1555 (弘治元年), their cultural legacy passed into 

new hands. In 1593 (文禄 2), Mori Terumoto 毛利輝元 (1553-1625) bestowed the painter who 

 
69 Ibid., 80.   
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would become known as Unkoku Tōgan 雲谷等顏 (1547-1618) with Sesshū’s Unkoku studio 

and the Long Landscape. While others of Sesshū’s paintings likely passed into Unkoku 

possession at this time, it was the Long Landscape that most potently embodied Sesshū’s absent 

spirit.70 For the Unkoku school, the Long Landscape was not only a valuable source of Sesshū’s 

artistry, but also the substance of his legacy. As Yukio Lippit has stated, “it was the possession 

of the Long Landscape Scroll that ultimately allowed the Unkoku to be recognized as legitimate 

flag bearers of the Sesshū tradition throughout the early modern period.”71 The fact that the Long 

Landscape would come to represent the crowning jewel of Sesshū’s artistic legacy and the most 

authentic manifestation of his craft speaks to the painting’s enduring and unshakeable status in 

the history of Japanese art.  

In this sense, no mode would come to signify Sesshū’s accomplishments or individuality 

more persuasively than his distinctive Xia Gui mode. This mode has defined perceptions of 

Sesshū’s artistic persona and his reception through the many centuries since his passing. The 

Long Landscape thus constitutes more than just the threshold between the Ming Ma-Xia mode 

and Sesshū’s Xia Gui mode; It marked the emergence of Japan’s most enduring mode of all – the 

Sesshū mode. 

 
70 For further discussion of Unkoku Tōgan’s inheritance of the Long Landscape and its significance for the Unkoku 
school see Yukio Lippit, Painting of the Realm: The Kano House of Painters in 17th-Century Japan (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 2012), 40-66.  
 
71 Ibid., 41.  
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Epilogue 
 
 
 
 In the winter of 1490 (延徳 2), at seventy-one years of age, Sesshū painted a self-portrait 

for his pupil Shūgetsu Tōkan 秋月等観 (act. 15th century). In the portrait, Sesshū depicted 

himself in three-quarter profile, hands clasped beneath his robe and outer vestment 袈裟, with a 

distant, unfocused gaze. Sesshū gave his self-portrait to Shūgetsu as an object of artistic 

transmission and as a symbol of Shūgetsu’s qualifications to carry on Sesshū’s legacy.1 Sesshū’s 

self-portrait is today known through various copies, the finest version of which is that in the 

Fujita Art Museum, Ōsaka (Fig. 6.1).   

 The significance of Sesshū’s self-portrait is multi-faceted. It was perhaps the first self-

portrait made by a professional Japanese painter, and one which would mark a landmark moment 

in the history of Japanese art.2 In his self-portrait, Sesshū not only emphasized his status as a 

painter, but also his status as a member of the Zen ecclesiastical community, for he portrayed 

himself in the manner that other painters represented high-ranking monks. Sesshū thus conceived 

of artistic training in terms of spiritual training, a conceptualization reflected in his conferral of 

the portrait on Shūgetsu. Most importantly, however, Sesshū’s self-portrait is the most 

compelling statement of his identity as a painter.  

 
1 For further discussion of the conferral of portraits as symbols of artistic transmission in Muromachi Japan see 
Yukio Lippit, Painting of the Realm: The Kano House of Painters in 17th-Century Japan (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2012), 52.   
 
2 There is a comment in Minchō’s biography from Honchō gashi that he once painted a self-portrait to send to his 
sick mother because he could not leave an important painting project at Tōfukuji. The origins of this information, 
however, are unclear, rendering its veracity questionable. Moreover, even if Minchō did paint a self-portrait for his 
mother, the function was clearly different from that of Sesshū’s 1490 portrait. While Minchō’s painting would have 
fulfilled the personal goal of consoling his ailing mother, Sesshū’s portrait was given to Shūgetsu as a symbol of 
artistic transmission. For Minchō’s biography see Kano Einō, Honchō gashi, vol. 2 (1883 print edition, published by 
Itsuzon shobō, National Diet Library, Japan), 3a.  
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 In both image and word, Sesshū’s self-portrait proclaims that his identity was defined by 

his experience in China. In a radical departure from other medieval Zen portraits, in which the 

sitters are typically depicted with shaven heads, Sesshū chose to picture himself with a unique 

sartorial flourish in the form of his Chinese hat. The black gauze headpiece that Sesshū dons in 

his self-portrait was undoubtedly a souvenir of his journey, perhaps acquired at one of the 

numerous temples visited by the Ōnin delegation. Sesshū’s People of Various Countries 

corroborates the notion that this was a feature of Ming monk garb, for therein Sesshū illustrated a 

“Chinese monk 唐僧” wearing the same hat (Fig. 6.2).  

 Furthermore, Sesshū signed his self-portrait with the iconic signature that he adopted 

after his return home in 1469 – “A self-portrait for Keeper of the Tripitaka Tōkan, by Sesshū, the 

First Seat at Tiantong of Siming, in the winter of my seventy-first year 自筆寫壽像付與等觀蔵

主四明天童第一座雪舟七十一歳之冬.” In conjunction with Sesshū’s sartorial presentation, the 

proud inscription of his title reinforces the role of Sesshū’s China sojourn in defining the 

painter’s identity. Significantly, this identity drew upon Sesshū’s self-identification as both a 

monk and as a professional painter. The self-portrait thus allowed Sesshū to conflate his identity 

as monk-cum-painter, an identity literally and figuratively framed through the trappings of his 

China years. The symbolism of the self-portrait as an object of transmission further amplifies 

Sesshū’s deliberate choices of self-presentation, for this painting would embody the essence of 

Sesshū’s legacy for all those who followed him.  

 This study has shown that Sesshū’s experience in China fundamentally transformed how 

he painted. As I have argued in Chapters One (“The Historical Stage”) and Two (“Sesshū and the 

Literati”) with regards to the painter’s People of Various Countries and Magnificent Sites of 

China, Sesshū’s conceptualization of the act of painting changed as he created works that were in 
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part contingent upon his observations and personal encounters. At the same time, Sesshū’s 

exposure to the Ming literati sphere ignited an awareness of how the process of painting could be 

facilitated and diversified through the use of visual material outside the realm of painting. 

Artistic production conceived of in this holistic fashion – as the subjective trace of experience 

and as a creative amalgamation of visual information– inspired Sesshū to pioneer a new genre of 

painting in Japan, the “place painting,” which would encode artistic agency in a way 

unprecedented in medieval Japan.  

 In Chapter Three (“Sesshū and the Court”) I have demonstrated that beyond his approach 

to painting, Sesshū’s stylistic execution of painting also underwent dramatic transformation. This 

transformation is most comprehensively manifest in Sesshū’s Landscapes of the Four Seasons, a 

quartet that I argue Sesshū created at the imperial painting academy in Beijing. Sesshū entered 

the Ming academy at the height of its activity and at a time when court artists were negotiating 

an artistic middle-ground between the academicism of their Song dynasty predecessors and the 

new aesthetic and conceptual demands of the Ming imperium. In this process, Ming court 

painters looked to the past for formal inspiration, while reinventing qualities of composition, 

motifs, and brushwork to create a distinctive set of stylistic characteristics that would indelibly 

imprint themselves on Sesshū’s Four Seasons. After his return from China, Sesshū’s painting 

would continue to pursue effects of spatial abstraction, motivic diversification, and expressive 

brushwork, all qualities that similarly distinguish the paintings of his Ming academy colleagues. 

Indeed, these stylistic traits became the core of Sesshū’s painting practice and would be 

perpetuated by numerous later painters who sought to invoke Sesshū’s stylistic legacy.  

 In addition to transforming his approach to and execution of painting, Sesshū’s 

experience in China also recalibrated his understanding of how painting could be charged with 
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new meaning in different cultural contexts. This was especially important for Sesshū’s role as a 

cultural manager for the Ōuchi household, a regional military clan that strove to assert their 

authority in the wake of the Ōnin Civil War. In Chapters Four (“The Politics of Prayer”) and 

Five (“The Political Landscape”), I have elucidated the enduring ramifications of Sesshū’s travel 

through consideration of two major painting projects that he completed for the Ōuchi in 1486. 

For both painting case studies, namely Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon and the Long Landscape, 

Sesshū’s exposure to contemporary Chinese visual culture and its socio-political environments 

enabled him to create customized expressions of political power for his regional patrons.  

 Sesshū’s Thirty-three Kannon drew upon a potent symbol of shogunal authority, that is, 

Minchō’s Thirty-three Kannon set, in its promotion of Ōuchi kingship. As the Ashikaga 

shogunate did with Minchō’s paintings, it is highly likely that the Ōuchi employed Sesshū’s 

Thirty-three Kannon paintings in a Kannon Repentance Rite, the purpose of which was to project 

the Ōuchi’s self-perceived status as protectors of the country and as contenders for power in a 

period of diminishing control from the political center. In 1486 the Ōuchi made this claim to 

power through various machinations. Sesshū’s completion of the Thirty-three Kannon set 

elevated the Ōuchi’s kingship ideology in its sophisticated synthesis of clan genealogy and 

religious faith, refracted through the imagery of the Ming dynasty Illustrated Guanyin Sutra. In 

retaining and emphasizing the textuality and iconography of the Ming dynasty Illustrated 

Guanyin Sutra, Sesshū reclaimed this pictorial prototype from the realm of shogunal prerogative 

and recast the thirty-three Kannon subject as an expression of Ōuchi kingship cast in the mold of 

the Ming imperium. Perhaps more so than any other artistic commission, Sesshū’s Thirty-three 

Kannon offers insight into the mechanics of Sesshū’s role as cultural manager for the Ōuchi and 

how this role was fundamentally enhanced by his journey to China.  
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 In the winter of 1486, Sesshū also completed the Long Landscape, arguably the most 

important work in the painter’s oeuvre. In this study, I have posited the Long Landscape as the 

ideal prism through which to understand Sesshū’s engagement in the system of modal painting in 

medieval Japan. Like the other paintings explored in this dissertation, the Long Landscape was 

profoundly mediated by Sesshū’s knowledge of a contemporaneous modal idiom in China – the 

Ming “Ma-Xia mode” – and its pictorial evolution within a group of compositional templates 

that served as the basis for Sesshū’s own Xia Gui mode. It was not only the visual qualities of the 

Ming Ma-Xia mode that would shape Sesshū’s Long Landscape, but also the particular visual 

semantics of this mode in fifteenth-century China. Based upon his training in the Ming academy, 

I argue that Sesshū’s consciousness of the Ming Ma-Xia mode was informed by a new discourse 

surrounding the legacy of the Southern Song court painters in the Ming dynasty. This discourse 

emanated from the imperial sphere and was instrumental in the Ming imperium’s successful 

deployment of the Ma-Xia mode as a tool of political legitimization and aggrandizement. In 

creating the Long Landscape for his Ōuchi patrons, Sesshū thus followed in the steps of the 

Ming court painters who rendered expansive landscapes in the Ma-Xia mode as politicized 

statements of territorial sovereignty. With his brush, Sesshū thus conjured a magnificent vision 

of Ōuchi power, crystalized in the vibrant hues of his masterpiece painting. The Long Landscape 

was not only a testament to the Ōuchi’s cultural stature in fifteenth-century Japan. It was also the 

single most important visual storehouse of Sesshū’s artistry, and indeed emblematic of his 

artistic creation as a whole.  

 It would only be half the story, however, to consider Sesshū’s transformation with 

regards to his artistic output. The experience of traveling to China also inherently changed the 

way that Sesshū would inhabit the profession of painter. As I have argued in Chapter Two, it was 
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Sesshū’s interaction with Jin Shi and the Lofty Age Society that awakened him to the practice of 

self-inscription on his paintings. Sesshū never became a highly accomplished composer of prose 

or verse, but he was remarkably capable of expressing his thoughts in the form of colophons on 

at least two of his extant paintings. In fact, Sesshū was the first professional painter in Japan to 

write anything of a lengthy or self-reflective nature on the surface of his own paintings. It is 

precisely because of Sesshū’s testimony in these inscriptions, coupled with his proactive 

solicitation of others’ commentaries about him, that we know as much as we do about the 

circumstances of his life. Although Sesshū was surely aware of the prolific writing habits of 

monks in the Five Mountain temple environment, some of whom he counted among his closest 

friends, it was in China that he perhaps first encountered how the literati of Ningbo and 

elsewhere combined their proclivities for writing with artistic creation. Whereas Sesshū’s 

painting predecessors and contemporaries in Japan, notably Shūbun and Sōtan, existed only as 

anonymous hands behind the forms of their paintings, Sesshū seems to have returned from China 

with the conviction that to be a painter was to discursively inscribe oneself onto the pages of 

history.  

 Furthermore, as I contend in Chapter Three, Sesshū’s enthusiastic embrace of the 

elaborate signature was likely the result of his training in the Ming academy. Despite their 

obscurity today, high-ranking Ming court painters were bold in the application of their names to 

paintings. The painting signature was the arena in which a court artist could communicate his 

status in the form of vaunted titles and thus establish his credentials as a professional painter of 

the highest order. Sesshū’s invocation of his Buddhist title, brushed confidently in large script on 

his later paintings, echoes the signature practice of Ming court painters. Sesshū’s substitution of 

his Buddhist accolade for the Ming painter’s military rank was a necessary adaptation for his 
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native environment. It is also, however, a behavior that underscores Sesshū’s self-conscious 

identification as a monk-painter, one who, as we have seen, enacted this persona according to the 

normative standards of Zen practice. As he had with the practice of self-inscription, Sesshū’s 

pioneering of the individualized and self-assertive signature would establish yet another index of 

artistic agency for future professional painters in Japan.  

 Sesshū’s self-portraiture, discussed at the beginning of this epilogue, would join his 

inscriptions and signatures as a trifecta of interventions in the profession of painter-hood in 

medieval Japan. All three elements were the result of Sesshū’s travel experience, an experience 

that compelled Sesshū to relativize and ultimately define himself and his artistry vis-à-vis a much 

wider world of cultural practice than that which Muromachi Japan alone could offer. To 

understand the implications of the China years in Sesshū’s life is thus to comprehend most 

lucidly Sesshū’s significance for the history of Japanese art.  

 In a real sense, Sesshū was not only a Japanese painter, but also an interregional actor 

whose artistic practice illuminates the cultural history of the East Asian world in which he lived. 

This is particularly true of fifteenth-century China, the era of the Ming dynasty that is least 

clearly understood from an art historical perspective and still represented by a relative dearth of 

extant documentary material. My examination of Sesshū’s sojourn has thus cast a light on this 

era, bringing into high relief several themes of cultural history from the period.   

 Throughout several case studies of this dissertation we have seen how the tide of 

revivalism in the Ming dynasty manifested itself in society and in art. The social and cultural 

inclinations toward revivalism are seen in the context of this study in the resurgence of localism 

among regional literati groups, represented by Jin Shi and the Lofty Age Society, the founding 

and flourishing of the imperial painting academy at the Ming court, and the attendant 
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commitment among court painters to resurrecting the artistic traditions of their imperial 

predecessors. As a witness to fifteenth-century Ming society, Sesshū too was steeped in this 

culture of revivalism, which manifested in his paintings in ways that need to be carefully 

distinguished from the notion that he was operating within an outdated framework of Chinese 

culture. Recognition of revivalism as an ideological force in Sesshū’s art thus helps to properly 

contextualize the nature of his painting and to identify how revivalism in the Ming was also a 

generative process. The tides of revivalism in literati and court culture in fifteenth-century China, 

for example, led to the birth of the travel painting genre and to stylistic innovation at the Ming 

academy, both phenomena which strongly shaped Sesshū’s experience in each sphere. Sesshū’s 

paintings thus enable us to perceive the dynamics of revivalism in early Ming China and to 

understand how evocation of the past fostered change and diversity in visual culture of the 

period.   

Sesshū’s paintings also underscore the necessity of considering how material culture 

broadly defined is instrumental in understanding Ming dynasty pictorialism. Indeed, the 

preceding historiography of Sesshū’s China trip had largely neglected the lens of material culture 

in elucidating the artistic ramifications of Sesshū’s experience in Ming society. In this study, I 

have expanded the pictorial horizon of Sesshū’s travel to examine the role of such objects as 

gazetteers and sutras, both of which included visual components, in molding Sesshū’s 

consciousness of form, iconography, and signification in his paintings. Although these pictorial 

models are of unknown authorship and variable quality, their wide circulation in Ming society 

testifies to their epistemological value as repositories of cultural history and their contribution to 

the ecosystem of Ming pictorialism. It is thus through a reverse dismantling of form and image in 
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Sesshū’s painting that one excavates the role of such material in giving visual expression to the 

social and political prerogatives of an era. 

 Finally, exploration of Sesshū’s paintings exposes the permeability of boundaries of class 

in the Ming dynasty with regards to artistic production, collaboration, and appreciation. 

Technological advancement in printing and the nascent flourishing of commercial economies 

meant that visual material that had once been the province of the elite few increasingly became 

the attainable property of the many. Moreover, the commoner origins of the Ming ruling family 

also precipitated crosspollination of elite and folk culture, which in turn led to a certain 

democratization of material culture and art. In this study, examination of the Illustrated Guanyin 

Sutra and the Ma-Xia mode handscroll landscapes demonstrates that each of these objects were 

produced both within and outside of the imperial sphere, and thus obtained a high level of 

circulation and social recognition that renders the likelihood of Sesshū’s contact with this 

material during his travels all the more likely. Furthermore, the interconnected nature of Sesshū’s 

social network in China suggests that his own experience of fifteenth-century Chinese art 

transcended traditional classifications of social class and painting style. In this sense, Sesshū’s 

artistry opens a window onto the complex reality of fifteenth-century Ming painting and culture, 

bringing that world into sharper focus and bestowing it with greater clarity.  

 Sesshū’s artistry cut across these thematic realms and is eloquent testimony of these 

cultural phenomena in fifteenth-century China. My study has thus posited Sesshū as a reverse 

lens, illuminating and magnifying not only the culture of medieval Japan, but also that of the 

broader East Asian region. Ultimately, however, it was Sesshū’s transformation of Sinitic 

painting and the profession of painter-hood as a result of his China experience that would 

establish his legacy in the history of Japanese art.  
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Textual and painting evidence points to a group of painters who sought artistic training 

with Sesshū at his studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting in Yamaguchi. These painters, 

including Tōetsu, Shūgetsu, Sōen, Joki, and Shūtoku, hailed from various geographical regions 

and would help to disseminate Sesshū’s painting tradition across the Japanese archipelago. In the 

cases of at least Shūgetsu and Joki, Sesshū’s pupils evidently considered the China journey to be 

an integral part of their master’s legacy, for these painters appear to have emulated their teacher 

in traveling to the continent. Although Sesshū’s direct pupils would not reach his level of artistic 

mastery or obtain his level of fame, they were crucial figures in the engineering and perpetuation 

of Sesshū’s legacy, a legacy that offered distinctly new models for painting and for painter-hood 

alike. 

 Toward the end of the Warring States period in sixteenth-century Japan, the lineage of 

Sesshū’s direct pupils appears to have waned, as did the very existence of the medieval monk-

painter model. In its place, professional lineages of painting would emerge that were structured 

around a family model, based on consanguinity and codified artistic training. Tellingly, three of 

the major ateliers of the early modern period – the Unkoku 雲谷派, Hasegawa長谷川派, and 

Kano 狩野派– would look to Sesshū’s legacy of painting and painter-hood to establish their 

legitimacy as masters of Sinitic modes of painting.  

 Unkoku Tōgan 雲谷等顏 (1547-1618), the progenitor of the Unkoku school of painters, 

established his claim to Sesshū’s legacy through his inheritance of Sesshū’s Long Landscape and 

his Unkoku residence. Tōgan had no identifiable relationship to Sesshū or his direct pupils but 

was conferred Sesshū’s painting and residence in 1593 by Mōri Terumoto 毛利輝元 (1553-

1635), the leader at that time of the military clan that had defeated the Ōuchi in the mid-sixteenth 

century. As Yukio Lippit has argued, Tōgan and his many descendants thoroughly internalized 
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Sesshū’s artistry through study and copy of his masterpiece painting, rendering the Long 

Landscape as the ultimate source of Unkoku school identity.3 Tōgan also asserted his rightful 

claim to Sesshū’s legacy through his creation of a painting lineage that positioned himself as a 

direct “artistic descendent” of the master.4  

 Yet, even painters who had no geographical or historical imperative to revere Sesshū 

evidently did so, a testament to the notion that Sesshū’s legacy carried an aura of authenticity 

and authority that no other medieval painter could match. Hasegawa Tōhaku 長谷川等伯 (1539-

1610), for example, a rival of Tōgan in Kyōto, promulgated his own apocryphal relationship to 

Sesshū in his treatise Tōhaku gasetsu (Tōhaku on Painting) 等伯画説. Tōhaku further used his 

signatures to claim his status as the fifth-generation descendent of the Sesshū lineage.5  

Even the renowned Kano school, whose progenitor Kano Masanobu 狩野元信 (1434-

1530) was a contemporary of Sesshū, could not escape the powerful lure of Sesshū’s legacy. 

From their painting practice to their narration of Japanese painting history, the Kano evinced a 

strong debt to the singular figure of Sesshū. Sesshū’s spirit informed much of the Kano’s 

activities as painters.6 As we have seen in the introduction to this dissertation, the Kano were, in 

fact, heavily responsible for the apotheosis of Sesshū in the Japanese canon.  

 Ultimately, this dissertation was motivated by the seemingly simple question as to why 

Sesshū mattered so much to the painters who came after him and why his legacy has resonated 

 
3 Lippit, Painting of the Realm, 41.  
 
4 Ibid., 59. Known as Gashi tekiden shūha zu (Genealogy of the Painting Master’s Descendants) 画師的伝宗
派図, this chart, which is thought to have been made by Tōgan and recorded by the monk Kōgetsu Sōgan 江月
宗玩 (1574-1643), positioned Tōgan as a direct pupil of Sesshū’s student Shūtoku 周徳.  
 
5 Ibid., 57. 
 
6 For the best discussion of Sesshū’s role in the Kano’s artistic practice and their formulation of a narrative of 
Japanese art see Lippit, Painting of the Realm.   
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so profoundly in the annals of Japanese art. The answer is that Sesshū was bestowed in life with 

the opportunity to experience the world beyond the confines of Okayama, Kyōto, and 

Yamaguchi. Sesshū approached this opportunity with an open-mind and a creative spirit, for his 

painting is proof enough of the varied transformations that ensued. Sesshū returned to Japan as a 

fundamentally new painter, both in theory and in practice. The experience of travel enabled 

Sesshū to assess the cultural standards and practices of Muromachi Japan vis-à-vis those of 

differing sub-cultures on the continent and thereby to achieve a sense of self-awareness as a 

painter and to reinvent his own artistic creation accordingly. It is none other than the confident 

pursuit of innovation and the powerful projection of self-realized identity that have made Sesshū 

the preeminent Japanese artist of the medieval period, a position in which he would unknowingly 

change the future of painting in Japan.  
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Appendix I  
 
Transcriptions and Translations 
 
In English translation 
() and []: Annotations by Steffani Bennett    {}: Paratextual comments in original text   
 
In original text 
(): Paratextual comments            【】: Characters corrected by Steffani Bennett  
 
1. Ryōkō Shinkei 龍崗真圭 (act. at least until 1468),1 Exposition on The Name “Snow 
Boat” 雪舟二字説.2   

 
Signature: “Shinkei, recluse in Suō, in the first month of winter of the first year of the Chōroku 
era (i.e. tenth month of 1457) 長錄元年冬之孟西周隠納真圭” 
Seals: Transcription of a ding-shaped seal reading “Ryōkō 龍崗” 
 
The monk whose imina (i.e. dharma name) is Yō mingles among the gentry by virtue of his skill 
in painting. He also delights in collecting fine calligraphy by ancient masters. He obtained the 
two large characters “Snow Boat” by the hand of Old Man Chushi (i.e. Chushi Fanqi 楚石梵

琦,1296-1370).3 He treasured this [calligraphy] and thus gave himself the sobriquet “Snow 
Boat.” [Sesshū] entreated me to write a commentary. I adamantly declined, but he would not 
cease and came again a while ago with this request. Thereupon, [I relented] and composed the 
following: “Snow blankets the entire natural world and is completely pure in substance like a 
jade vessel that is not sullied by a single speck of dust. [One] observes a boat floating on the 
surface of the water. To the south, north, east and west, it moves constantly without ceasing. If 
tethered, however, it will be still. [One] can liken these [images of “snow” and “boat”] to the 
mind. The uncorrupted purity of snow is like the original nature, or thusness aspect, of the mind. 
The movement and stillness of the boat is like the arising-and-ceasing, or phenomenal aspect, of 
the mind.4 Sesshū, if you proceed with your training and thereupon grasp [these principles] with 

 
1 Ryōkō Shinkei was a Rinzai Zen monk of the Musō lineage. In 1462, Ryōkō became the head of the Rokuon’in 
sub-temple at Shōkokuji. Before this time, in 1458, Ryōkō was in Suō on business relating to a Korea-bound 
delegation to raise funds for the rebuilding of Kenninji. It was during this period of his life that he wrote the name 
commentary for Sesshū. For Ryōkō’s full biography see Tamamura Takeji, Gozan zensō denki shūsei (shinsō han) 
(Kyōto: Shibun kaku, 2003), 714.    
 
2 Sesshū’s name commentary is transcribed in Fukushima Tsunenori, “Shinshuttsu no Chōroku gannen ‘Sesshū niji 
setsu’ ni tsuite,” Tenkai toga 7 (2008): 4.  
 
3 Chushi Fanqi (1296-1370) was a late Yuan dynasty, early Ming dynasty Linji Chan monk from Xiangshan County 
象山縣, Zhejiang Province. He was recruited by the founding Ming emperor Hongwu 洪武皇帝 (r. 1368-98) to 
preside over state Buddhist ceremonies in the vicinity of Nanjing.  
 
4 Ryōkō employs the images of  “snow” and “boat” as metaphors to comment upon the two aspects of the mind 一心

二門, a concept drawn from the text Awakening of Mahayana Faith 大乘起信論. According to this text, the “aspect 
of thusness心真如門” symbolizes purity and enlightenment, while the “aspect of arising and ceasing 心生滅門” 
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your mind and [use them] to command your brush, your painting will progress accordingly. All 
will judge that “what he paints are pictures of the mind.” There are paintings of the divine class 
and excellent class. [Your pictures of the mind] will be both divine and excellent! If [there be 
those] who use the poem by Liu Liuzhou (i.e. Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元,773-819)5 about fishing 
from a solitary boat in snow or the anecdote of Wang Ziyou (i.e. Wang Huizhi 王徽之,d. 388)6 
about riding a boat along the snowy stream to question my explanation of your name (i.e. 
because it does not invoke these two themes), then harshly rebuke them for [such 
interpretations].7 Afterall, the summer insect cannot discuss matters of ice.8 
 
浮屠者諱揚，以能畫與縉紳庶士之輩遊，亦好集昔賢墨妙，得楚石老人所書雪舟二大字，

以寶之，遂自號雪舟。俾予作説，峻拒弗已，昨來又之，仍告焉曰：“夫雪者遍周於器世

界，而表裏純淨，如玉壺之不受一塵也。視舟之泛泛在水也，以南，以北，以東，以西，

恒動弗止，杙而維之亦靜也。譬之一心，雪純淨不塵者，心真如之躰也。舟之恒動儀靜

者，心生滅用之用也。子其只麽参去而後，得之心，以命之筆也，則所畫增進矣，它日人

皆議曰：‘今也子之所畫者心畫也。’畫有神品有妙品，神且妙也矣哉！若或樚柳柳州孤

舟釣雪之句、王子猷溪雪乘舟之故事，以詰予説，子其痛斥之何也。夏虫不可以語冰。”

于時長禄元年冬之孟也 西周隠納真 
 

 
symbolizes delusion and suffering. See Charles A. Muller, “一心二門,” Digital Dictionary of Buddhism, accessed 
March 18, 2020, http://www.buddhism-dict.net.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?q=一心二門.  
 
5 Liu Zongyuan (773-819) was an acclaimed poet and essayist of the Tang dynasty. During his career as a 
government official, Liu was demoted to provincial governor in Liuzhou 柳州, Guangxi Province, and thus came to 
be alternatively called Liu Liuzhou 柳柳州, as Ryōkō refers to him in the name commentary. The poem to which 
Ryōkō refers in the name commentary is Liu’s Snowy River 江雪 (千山鳥飛絕，萬徑人蹤滅，孤舟蓑笠翁，獨

釣寒江雪).  
 
6 Wang Huizhi (d. 388) was a son of the famous Eastern Jin calligrapher Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303-61). Here, Ryōkō 
refers to a famous anecdote concerning Wang Huizhi as recorded in Shishuo xinyu (A New Account of the Tales of 
the World) 世説新語 by Liu Yiqing 劉義慶 (403-44) of the Six Dynasties. In this story, Wang Huizhi impulsively 
decided to visit his friend Dai Andao 戴安道 on a snowy night. Arriving in a small boat at his friend’s residence, 
however, Wang abruptly changed his mind and decided to return home without calling upon Dai.   
 
7 Here Ryōkō acknowledges the fact that both Liu Zongyuan’s poem and the anecdote regarding Wang Huizhi are 
possible interpretations to illuminate the meaning of the name “Snow Boat,” for both the poem and the story involve 
the images of boats and snow. In Ryōkō’s opinion, however, both these literary references were superficial 
explanations compared to his interpretation, which was based upon the Buddhist notion of the two aspects of the 
mind. 
  
8 This is a reference to a passage from the “Autumn Floods 秋水” chapter of Zhuangzi 莊子, which reads: “You 
can’t discuss the ocean with a well frog – he’s limited by the space he lives in. You can’t discuss ice with a summer 
insect – he’s bound to a single season. You can’t discuss the Way with a cramped scholar – he’s shackled by his 
doctrines.” See Zhuangzi, The Complete Works of Zhuangzi, trans. Burton Watson (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2013), 126. Ryōkō’s concluding statement makes clear his judgement that these other interpretations of the 
name “Snow Boat” are those of a philistine.  
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2. Kōshi Ehō 翺之慧鳳 (d. ca. 1465),9 Preface for the Hermitage of Darkness 晦庵序.10 
 
Signature: None 
Seals: None 
 
Master Shōsetsu Kō11 composed a Record of the Cloud Valley.12 [The record] is in the possession 
of its owner (i.e. Sesshū), [and that is how I had the chance] to read it. [Reading it] is like 
entering into the Tripitaka and benefiting [from its teachings]. Regardless of one’s intention [in 
reading it], one is never left with the disappointment of [feeling] that it is lacking in substance or 
interest. From beginning to end it is intricate, leading one to forget all traces of fatigue. How 
abundant [are its teachings]! The master (i.e. Sesshū) entreated me again to expound upon the 
meaning of “Hermitage of Darkness.” Master Zhu (i.e. Zhu Xi 朱熹,1130-1200) of Jian’an 
appeared in the period after the Song court had moved to the south (i.e. in the Southern Song 
dynasty, 1127-1279). His manner was as lofty as Mt. Tai. He overturned the thinking of the 
many scholars that succeeded Confucius in the myriad generations since the Warring States 
period and the Qin and Han dynasties, and thus conceived of new interpretations. [He clarified] 
the philosophy of the noble ancients, as though parting the fog to behold the sky. In the several 
hundred years [since Zhu Xi’s time], eminent and renowned scholars of the Confucian tradition 
have validated that which he validated and refuted that which he refuted. They place him among 
the ranks of the sages of Zou and Lu (i.e. Mencius and Confucius) and look up to [him] like 
[they would look upon] Mt. Tai and the Big Dipper. How exceptional [a sage he was]! The vital 
forces of the three luminaries (i.e. the sun, moon, and stars) and the five sacred mountains13 
coalesced in his person. If this was not the case, how could he have reached such heights? Yet, 
[Zhu Xi] did not flaunt his shining merits, but rather abided in humility as though he was a man 
of inadequate ability. [For this reason] he referred to himself as the “Hermitage of Darkness” and 
retired to the depths of Cloud Valley. Unkoku (i.e. Sesshū) is a great admirer of Master Zhu and 
is one who has cultivated [Zhu Xi’s] teachings in his heart. One need not speak this to know that 

 
9 Kōshi Ehō was a Rinzai Zen monk of the Shōichi lineage. Kōshi resided at Tōfukuji where he studied with the 
famous Neo-Confucian monk-scholar Kiyō Hōshū 岐陽方秀 until the latter’s death in 1424. In 1432, Kōshi 
accompanied a diplomatic delegation to China. For the duration of his life, Kōshi held the position of Keeper of the 
Tripitaka 藏主, a relatively low-ranking position in the Zen bureaucracy. Nevertheless, he was lauded as a 
particularly skilled composer of Chinese prose. For his full biography see Tamamura, Gozan sensō denki shūsei, 
237-238.  
 
10 This text is transcribed in Kōshi Ehō, Kōshi Ehō zenshi bunshū, vol. 1 (1914 tracing copy of Tōfukuji Reiun’in 
manuscript, University of Tōkyō Historiographical Institute), 50a-51a.  
 
11 Shōsetsu was a monk who resided at the Taichiin 大智院 sub-temple of Shōkokuji, where he worked as a zasshō 
雜掌, or representative, on behalf of the Ōuchi clan in the capital. Like so many others of Sesshū’s interlocuters, 
Shōsetsu had studied Neo-Confucianism at Tōfukuji in the tradition of Kiyō Hōshū. Shōsetsu also served as a tokan 
土官 on the Ashikaga vessel of the Ōnin mission. Kōshi’s reference to Shōsetsu having written a record for Sesshū’s 
Unkoku residence indicates that Shōsetsu’s relationship with Sesshū dated to before 1464.  
 
12 Regrettably, Shōsetsu’s record is no longer extant.   
 
13 The five sacred mountains are Mt. Tai in the east (i.e. Shandong Province), Mt. Heng in the south (i.e. Hunan 
Province), Mt. Hua in the west (i.e. Shaanxi Province), Mt. Heng in the north (i.e. Shanxi Province), and Mt. Song 
in the center (i.e. Henan Province).   
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it is true. It so happened that Sesshū presented me with paper and requested I write [this record]. 
Thereupon, I followed [the characters inscribed on] the door placard and extrapolated [on their 
significance] for the master’s (i.e. Sesshū’s) amusement.  
 
松雪果公作雲谷記，屬其主人讀之，如入蔵裏而受用，隨其意，曾無虛乏涸枯之嗟，終始

錯綜，使人忘睠，何其盛乎！主人要更就予述晦庵之義。建安朱夫子，出於趙宗南遷之

後，有泰山巖巖之氣象，截戰國秦漢以來，上下數千歳間諸儒舌頭，躬出新意。聖賢心

胸，如披霧而見太清。數百年後，儒門偉人名流，是其所見，非其所非，置之於鄒魯聖賢

之地位，仰之如泰山北斗，異矣哉！三光五岳之氣，鍾乎是人，不然，奚以致有此乎！然

而不以明而自居謙謙，如不足者，以晦庵称，退而處於雲谷之幽。今雲谷如有慕藺於朱夫

子者，其樹立於内者，不言可知也。偶出紙乞書，輒就扁擴之，為主人之笑。 
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3. Lu’an Chunzhuo 魯庵純拙 (act. 15th century), Parting Preface and Poem for Xuezhou 
(i.e. Sesshū) 送雪舟詩並序.14 

 
Signature: “Inscribed by the abbot of Da Xinglong si, Old Man Chunzhuo Lu’an, in the sixth 
month of the wuzi year of the Chenghua reign (i.e. 1468) 大明成化戊子季夏大興隆寺住山純拙

老人魯庵識” 
Seals: Rectangular intaglio seal reading “Wenzi xingkong 文自性空,” circular relief seal reading 
“Sheng 聖,” square intaglio seal reading “Miaoxi zhi jia 妙喜之家” 
 
The Japanese monk Yang Xuezhou (i.e. Yō Sesshū) is by nature skilled in painting. Pictures of 
Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Arhats, etc., spring into being when he wields the brush and their vitality 
is extremely lifelike. [Sesshū] does not at all consider profit, as he paints for all those who seek 
[his work] and declines no request. Because of this, everyone looks kindly on him. Since last 
year (i.e. 1467) he has been traveling in Siming (i.e. Ningbo), where he ascended to the First Seat 
of Mt. Tiantong (i.e. Tiantong si). Now he has come to the capital to pay tribute and has visited 
me in my quarters. [I] detect that he aspires to the way of the Buddha, so I have composed this 
gāthā verse to give to him, [with the hopes] that it might add some luster to his journey:  
 

The great way of the Buddha is clear and unconcealed, 
What need is there to paint to interpret the Dharma? 
To transmit from mind to mind is to have already encountered the true master.  
For those who possess insight, why not investigate the great way for oneself? 
Two trees emit fragrance to honor the venerable Laurel,15  
And one branch descends in the shadows to touch the Mulberry.16  
May you return home with the song of absolute awakening, 

 
14 What may be the original document that Lu’an gave to Sesshū is housed in the Eisei Bunko Museum in Tōkyō. It 
is mounted as a hanging scroll.  
 
15 The image of trees glorifying the Laurel is obscure in its meaning. Ōnishi Hiroshi has proposed a complex 
interpretation in which the phrase “two trees” refers to the fusang 扶桑 (i.e. a legendary Mulberry tree, a traditional 
symbol of Japan) and the ruomu 若木 trees, located to the east and west of China, respectively. In the Shanhai jing 
(Classic of Mountains and Seas) 山海經, the fusang marks the spot in the east from which the suns are launched into 
the sky, whereas the ruomu in the west is where the suns come to rest each day. Together, the two trees can thus be 
interpreted to represent Japan and China. This interpretation, however, leaves the symbolism of the Laurel tree, and 
its relation to the fusang and ruomu trees, unresolved. See Ōnishi Hiroshi, “Sesshū shiryō wo yomu 4,” Gekkan 
hyakka 471 (2002): 35. Ng Yuk Lan has offered a different interpretation in which the “two trees” refers to the 
divided trunk of a single Laurel, symbolizing the Northern and Southern schools of Chan Buddhism. I have 
consulted with Professor He Xiaorong of Nankai University, a specialist in Ming Buddhism, on this matter, 
however, and he does not believe that the image of the Laurel can be so straightforwardly associated with the sect of 
Chan Buddhism. See Ng Yuk Lan, “Sesshū and Chinese Academic Painting” (master’s thesis, University of Hong 
Kong, 1997), 44-45. Dr. Huang Youhou of Sun Yat-sen University has further alerted me to the literary metaphor of 
“young trees glorifying the Laurel,” which is used to characterize the pride and glory that outstanding progeny bring 
to their fathers and teachers. In this case, perhaps Lu’an’s use of the Laurel image was intended as a patronizing 
comment to the effect that Sesshū’s mastery of the Buddhist way would bring glory to him, and the institution of 
Chan Buddhism, as testimony of the “civilizing” effect of Chinese culture on its neighboring countries.  
 
16 This is a clear reference to Japan, symbolized in traditional Chinese writing by the legendary fusang, or Mulberry 
tree.  
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Where the universe in all its variety will listen to your revelations.  
 
 
 
日本僧揚雪舟者，天性善畫，於佛菩薩羅漢等像，援筆立成，生意逼真。絶無計利，凡求

索者，徧應無拒，故人皆德之。自去歳游四明，陞天童山第一座，茲因朝京，詣余丈室。

察其有志于道，故以山偈為贈，聊以壯行色云： 

 

大道分明不覆藏 

何須描畫作商量 

傳心既遇真師範 

具眼何妨驗大方 

二樹噴香榮老桂 

一枝垂蔭接扶桑 

無生曲調回郷去 

萬象森羅聽舉揚 

 

大明成化戊子季夏大興隆寺住山純拙老人 魯庵 識 
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4. Xu Lian 徐璉 (act. 15th century), Departing Preface and Poem for Yun’gu (i.e. Unkoku) 
送雲谷詩並序.17 

 
Signature: “Written by Xu Lian Xi Xian of Siming in the last ten-day period of the fifth month of 
the jichou year of the Chenghua reign (i.e.1469) 成化五年歳次己丑仲夏下澣四明徐璉希賢書” 
Seals: Gourd-shaped relief seal reading “Dong an 東菴,” square relief seal reading “Siming 
shijia 四明世家,” square relief seal reading “Yuehu dongyuan月湖東院,” square relief seal 
reading “Xushi tushu 徐氏圖書,” ding-shaped relief seal reading “Xixian 喜賢” 
 
Elder Yun’gu (i.e. Sesshū) from Japan is modest and contented with simplicity. He excels at 
poetry and painting, and his nature is such that he desires nothing. In the dinghai year of the 
Chenghua reign (i.e. 1467) [he] accompanied a tribute mission and arrived in Yin (i.e. Ningbo)18 
and I thus had the opportunity to interact with him. [We] found one another to be very congenial 
and were as amicable as though we had been friends our entire lives. [He] has told me that he 
will soon be departing for home. Feeling saddened by his departure, [I] composed a clumsy verse 
of fifty-eight characters19 to express my feelings on the occasion of our parting. [I] humbly hope 
that he will delight in reading it.  
 

Residing on Penglai in Gentle Water Bay,20 
Your elegant demeanor transcends the mortal world. 
Long have I heard of your poetic renown,  
And your paintings, too, in the world abound. 
Having traversed the heights of Vulture Peak with your flying staff,21  
You ride the cup home across myriad li of enormous waves.22   

 
17 The most well-known transcription of Xu Lian’s text is the version that accompanies the Long Landscape in the 
Mōri Family Museum, Yamaguchi Prefecture.   
 
18 “Yin” refers to Yin County 鄞縣, the county seat of Ningbo Prefecture during the Ming dynasty and the city in 
which the Japanese delegations first stayed upon their arrival in China.  
 
19 Xu’s poem consists only of fifty-six characters, not fifty-eight. One might surmise that this was an error made in 
the process of transcription.  
 
20 “Gentle Water Bay 弱水” is a mythical river or bay that came to be a literary allusion to describe distant locations. 
The Northern Song poet Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037-1101) also used the term in combination with the immortal isle of 
Penglai in his poem Miaogao Terrace of Jinshan 金山妙高台 (蓬萊不可到，弱水三萬里). For Tanaka Toyozō’s 
discussion of Xu Lian’s use of these terms see Tanaka Toyozō, “Sesshū to Mindai no bunjin,” Gasetsu 57 (1937): 
216.  
 
21 As Tanaka has noted, Xu Lian’s reference to Vulture Peak may be an allusion to the Flying Peak 飛來峰 in 
Hangzhou, which was thought to have flown to China from Vulture Peak in India. See Tanaka, “Sesshū to Mindai 
no bunjin,” 216. It is clear that Xu Lian used this image to evoke the extensive nature of Sesshū’s travel.  
 
22 Tanaka has further remarked that the expression “ride the cup 踏杯” is based upon the story of the Jin dynasty 
(265-420) monk Beidu heshang 杯渡和尚 who was said to have often rode on a wooden cup across the water. See 
Tanaka, “Sesshū to Mindai no bunjin,” 216-217. In the context of Xu Lian’s poem, the phrase may also be a playful 
allusion to the liberal imbibing of wine that occurred during the delegation’s parting banquet in Ningbo on the eve of 
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I imagine where it is that we will think of one another after parting, 
Like the moon in the sky and the clouds that wreath the mountains.23 

 

日本雲谷長老，沖淡人也，能詩善畫，而性無所嗜。成化丁亥陪貢，至鄞，予獲與之交，

情傾意洽，歡若平生。居無何，言旋言歸，懷不能舍，遂賦拙作五十八字，以道別意，伏

希笑覽:   

 

家住蓬萊弱水灣 

丰姿瀟灑出塵寰 

久聞詞賦超方外 

勝有丹青落世間 

鷲嶺千層飛錫去 

鯨波萬里踏杯還 

懸知別後相思處 

月在中天雲在山 

 

成化五年歳次己丑仲夏下澣四明徐璉希賢書 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
their return journey. I extend my appreciation to Dr. Huang Youhao of Sun Yat-sen University for suggesting this 
interpretation. 
 
23 According to Tanaka, Xu Lian’s lyrical image of the moon and clouds likely derived from a poem that the Tang 
writer Li Ao 李翱 (772-841) composed for the monk Yaoshan chanshi 藥山禪師, in which the latter described the 
all-pervasive nature of the Buddha’s teachings being as self-evident as “clouds in a clear sky and water in a vase 雲
在青天，水在瓶 .” See Tanaka, “Sesshū to Mindai no bunjin,” 217. Xu Lian’s adaptation of Li Ao’s poem not only 
likened himself to Li Ao and Sesshū to Yaoshan chanshi, but also conjured a poignant image to characterize the 
great distance that would separate the friends upon their parting.  
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5. Sesshū Tōyō 雪舟等揚 (1420- ca.1506), Colophon for Landscape in the Manner of Gao 
Kegong 倣高克恭山水図巻.24 

 
Signature: “Sesshū, the First Seat of Mingzhou25 Tiantong of the Great Ming. The last ten days 
of the first month of the sixth year, kinoeuma, of the Bunmei era (i.e. 1474) 文明六年甲午正月

下浣大明明州天童第一座雪舟” 
Seals: Square double-border relief seal reading “Sesshū 雪舟” 
 
I once traveled south26 and saw paintings by well-known masters. Those painters that took 
Yanjing (i.e. Gao Kegong)27 as their teacher were many. Since then, I have also followed this 
trend and painted my landscapes in imitation of Yanjing. My pupil Tōetsu requested a painting 
from me, so I made this and gave it to him. Mr. Xia of Wuxing28 aptly said, “Those painters 
[who have mastered] Gao Yanjing’s manner are few.”29 Tōetsu, be industrious [in the pursuit of 
painting]! 
 
予嘗南遊，看中朝名手畫，以彦敬為師者多矣。爾來予亦從一時之好，凡畫山水則為効顰

于彦敬。吾徒等悅求畫本，仍寫此与之。呉興夏氏良云：“  高彦敬筆意，作者鮮及。”等

悅其勤哉。文明六年甲午正月下浣大明明州天童第一座雪舟 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
24 The painting on which this colophon is recorded is in the collection of the Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum. 
 
25 Mingzhou 明州 is an old name for the Ningbo region that was used in the Tang and Song dynasties. In the Ming 
dynasty, Tiantong si 天童寺 was located in Ningbo Prefecture 寧波府, hence Sesshū’s use of the name “Mingzhou” 
in his signature.   
 
26 In the Muromachi period, it was common for Japanese travelers to characterize the journey to China as “southern 
travel,” as opposed to the term “western travel,” which referred to traveling in the direction of southern Honshū and 
Kyūshū.  
 
27 “Yanjing 彦敬”is the courtesy name 字 of the Yuan-dynasty official and amateur painter Gao Kegong 高克恭 
(1248-1310). For more about Gao Kegong, see section I of the introduction.   
 
28 “Mr. Xia of Wuxing” refers to Xia Wenyan 夏文彦 (act. 14th century), the author of the painting text Tuhui 
baojian (Precious Mirror of Painting) 圖繪寶鑑, completed in 1365. Xia hailed from Wuxing呉興, Zhejiang 
Province.  
 
29 Sesshū’s comment quotes Xia’s Tuhui baojian.  
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6. Baifu Ryōshin 呆夫良心 (d. 1478),30 Record for Studio of the Heavenly Revealed 
Painting 天開図画楼.31 

 
Signature: “Recorded by Anu Baifu Ryōshin on the third day of the third month of the hinoesaru 
year of the Bunmei era (i.e. 1476) 文明丙申三月初三日杏塢呆夫良心誌之”32  
Seals: None 
 
Painter Yō Sesshū has chosen a marvelous piece of land in the north-west corner of Hōfu (i.e. 
Ōita, northern Kyūshū), and built a small pavilion with a door placard that reads “Heavenly 
Revealed Painting.”33 The blue ocean lies in front of [the studio] and layer upon layer of 
mountains lie behind. A remote castle rises to the left, and two streams flow to the right. The 
location and topographic layout [of the site] is dynamic and diverse [in its appearance]. Since 
heaven has preserved a painting of the “Divine Class” (i.e. the “painting” that is nature), why 
should [heaven] not reveal [its painting] in this place? Admiring the scenery from the pavilion 
and comparing it to the traces of the gentleman’s (i.e. Sesshū’s) brush, [I conclude that] the 
former is like a hillock in the midst of Mt. Tai. [Sesshū’s] painting is of the utmost loftiness, 
whereas the real scenery is lowly. How can this be?  The gentleman once traveled south (i.e. to 
China) and I was on the same boat. [We] surveyed the famous mountains and rivers under 

 
30 Baifu Ryōshin’s identity remains mysterious. He appears to have worked as a diplomatic envoy for the 
Hatakeyama clan and was a monk who specialized in medicine. After the Ōnin diplomatic mission, he accompanied 
another mission to Korea in 1473 and a final mission to China in 1477. On the return journey of the 1477 mission, 
Ryōshin’s boat was shipwrecked on Jeju Island and he died by drowning in 1478 before ever making it home to 
Japan. As Murai Shōsuke has noted, the figure identified in the Korean records as Ryōshin’s patron, Hatakeyama 
Yoshikatsu, was not in fact a historical person. Given this fact, it is possible that Ryōshin was involved with one of 
the numerous fraudulent Japanese envoys that were dispatched to Korea under various aliases. See Murai Shōsuke, 
Kokkyō wo koete: Higashi Ajia kaiiki sekai no chūsei (Tōkyō: Azekura shobō, 1997), 224-226. I extend my 
appreciation to Dr. Yonetani Hiroshi for bringing to my attention a number of secondary and primary sources 
concerning the enigmatic figure of Ryōshin.  
 
31 Baifu’s text is transcribed in Isshi Kenbaisen, Zusho kōryakki, vol. 2 (1701 print edition, National Diet Library, 
Japan), 2b-4b. 
 
32 “Anu” is likely a sobriquet that Ryōshin used as an allusion to his identity as a medical monk. “An,” or apricot, is 
a traditional reference to the medical profession in the Chinese tradition. The reference originates with doctor Dong 
Feng 董奉 who lived in reclusion on Mt. Lu during the Three Kingdoms period (220-80). When he cured patients, 
Dong did not request monetary compensation, but rather asked his patients to plant apricot trees, resulting eventually 
in an apricot forest. Over time, the apricot tree thus became a symbol of skillful medical practitioners.  
 
33 The term “Heavenly Revealed Painting 天開圖畫” comes from a poetic couplet by the Northern Song poet Huang 
Tingjian 黃庭堅 (1045-1105) (人得交遊是風月，天開圖畫即江山) in which it was used as an elegant metaphor to 
describe the beauty of nature. Taniguchi Testuo has traced the origin of the term to Huang’s poetry and has 
confirmed that as early as the Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279) it was used as a name to apply to buildings. The 
first such structure, built by Wang Ke 王恪 in Zhenzhou 真州, Jiangsu Province, was eulogized in a preface and 
poem by Wang Zhengji 王正己 and in a record by Hu Hong 胡綋. In comparing Baifu’s record of Sesshū’s studio 
with the poem and record by Wang and Hu, respectively, Tani argues that Baifu was aware of the Song precedents 
and borrowed structural features and rhetorical devices from these Song writings to craft his record for Sesshū. See 
Taniguchi Testuo, “Tenkai togaro ki ni tsuite,” Bukkyō geijutsu 54 (1964): 51. Kumagai Nobuo has also pointed out 
that the term “heavenly revealed painting” is found in the writings of Five Mountain monks before Sesshū chose this 
name for his studio. See Kumagai Nobuo, Sesshū Tōyō (Nihon bijutsushi sōsho 4) (Tokyo: Tokyo daigaku shuppan 
kai, 1958), 119-121.  
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heaven. One by one, [Sesshū] sketched the sites of the prosperous cities, the resplendent 
prefectures, the myriad foreigners in their exotic dress, and all manner of unfamiliar and strange 
things, capturing them with his hand and responding with his mind.34 Therefore, his painterly 
conception is vast and great, and he intuitively comprehends the mastery of it. I have read some 
ancient and recent texts on painting criticism. Even those famous masters of certain generations 
could only paint in one or two styles. With regards to the gentleman’s (i.e. Sesshū’s) method, it 
is not only equipped with a vast array of styles, [but] when [he] sees paintings and copies them 
not one is without striking likeness to the original. [In painting] Daoist and Buddhist figures, [he] 
is somewhat like Wu Daoxuan (i.e. Wu Daozi 呉道子,7th to 8th centuries) of the Han35 and 
Liang Fengzi (i.e. Liang Kai 梁楷,act. first half of 13th century) of the Song. [In painting] 
landscapes, trees, and rocks, he is either in the realm of Ma Yuan (act. ca. 1190-1225) or Xia Gui 
(act. ca. 1195-1230). [For] landscapes that are dripping with ink and naturally elegant, he is in 
the same class as the monk Ruofen of West Lake (i.e. Yu Jian 玉澗, act. mid 13th century). In 
conjuring cloudy mountains and [scenes] that startle the eyes and ears of men, he is equal to Gao 
Yanjing (i.e. Gao Kegong 高克恭, 1248-1310), the grandson of a painter from the western 
regions. [For] waterfowl and mountain beasts he is equal to Yi Yuanji (act. 11th century) of 
Changsha. [In] colored birds and flowers he is akin to Qian Shunju (i.e. Qian Xuan 錢選, ca. 
1235 – before 1307) of Zhaxi (i.e. Huzhou 湖州, Zhejiang Province). [For] dragons, tigers, 
monkeys and cranes, reeds, geese and white heron, he generally studies Fachang {Muqi} (act. 
13th century), [but] does not follow the vulgar elements [of Muqi’s style]. [In] ink demons, 
Zhong Kui, and the like, [his paintings] rise to the level of Gong Cuiyan (i.e. Gong Kai 龔開, 
1222-1307) in their strangeness. In the past (i.e. when Sesshū traveled to China), Grand 
Secretary Yao (i.e. Yao Kui 姚夔, 1414-73) ordered Sesshū to paint the wall of the central hall of 
the Ministry of Rites in Beijing. [Yao Kui] declared, “There are thirty-some foreign countries 
that now send tribute delegations, but I have not seen any paintings like those of this gentleman. 
Furthermore, [because] my ministry oversees the imperial examinations, there is not one of the 
court’s outstanding officials who does not ascend to this hall. On such an occasion, I will call 
everyone’s attention, point to the wall, and proclaim, ‘This is the marvelous painting of the 
Japanese monk Yang Xuezhou. Among our foreign neighbors there is a master like this. If you 
students work diligently, how can you too not obtain this level of mastery?’” This is the great 
praise that [Sesshū] received in China. Based on this account, what current painters of my 
country can rival him? If [Sesshū] lived in the Xuanhe (1119-25) or Shaoxing (1131-62) reigns, 
and was among the academy painters, there is no question that he would be highly renowned. 
Because of this, everyone, from the elite aristocracy to monks and merchants, seeks out some 
trace of his brush. [They] come to him continuously [in search of painting], and [his situation] 
may be likened to the “iron threshold.”36 Indeed, could they [all] have been mistaken [about the 

 
34 This expression (得之于手而應于心) comes from the “The Way of Heaven天道” chapter of Zhuangzi 莊子, in 
which wheelwright Bian explained to Duke Huan the importance of acquiring knowledge through hands-on 
experience. See Zhuangzi, The Complete Works of Zhuangzi, trans. Burton Watson (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2013), 106-107.  
 
35 Baifu was mistaken in identifying Wu Daozi as a painter of the Han. He was actually a Tang dynasty (618-907) 
figure.  
 
36 The “iron threshold” refers to an episode from the life of the Chan monk Zhiyong 智永禪師, who lived during the 
period of the Southern Dynasties (420-589). According to Li Chuo’s 李綽 (act. late 9th-early 10th centuries) 
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level of his talent]? Entering [Sesshū’s] door, [one] catches sight of him seated there with 
pigment cases and brushes scattered all about. There are large paintings and small paintings, 
those on fine silk and those on plain paper, those he has completed and those he has yet to paint. 
Rolled up scrolls fill the space to the rafters and mounted works are hung all over the walls. In 
this manner, he moistens the brush throughout the day, and grinds pigment throughout the 
months. When his will is fatigued and his spirit weary, he leans upon the banister for a while and 
loosens his robe so that he might feel the coolness of the wind. [He] frequently takes rest and 
breathes deeply, so that he can immerse his thoughts further in painting. Thus, the pavilion (i.e. 
Sesshū’s painting studio) borrows from heaven to reveal nature’s painting.37 The gentleman (i.e. 
Sesshū) avails himself of the [scenery surrounding the] studio to enhance the interest of his 
painting. [This statement] would seem to contradict the comparison [I drew] before regarding 
Mt. Tai and the hillock.38 Alas, [we] must await a wiser man [than I] to judge the merits and 
faults of such comparisons. [One] might as well roll up [the painting] and return it to heaven, 
however [in Sesshū’s painting] the memory of it will endure intact to be passed down [to later 
generations] without decaying. According to Sesshū’s painting lineage, he is like the direct 
grandson of Old Man Josetsu and the true son of Shūbun. Blue derives from indigo yet is even 
more vivid than indigo.39 Does this not describe this person (i.e. Sesshū)? With trepidation that 
my ambling and un-erudite record will invite the censure of those who read it, and feeling deeply 
ashamed, I respectfully make this record.  
 
畫師楊公雪舟相攸勝地豊府西北之隅，剏作一小樓，題榜曰天開圖畫。滄海接前，群峰連

後，孤城左聳，二水右流，位置勢排，千變萬態。天即留神品，以不在開張於此境而何

也？顧其以樓上景致而擬此於公之筆跡，則太山之於丘垤之類也。筆跡甚高，而景致弥

低，何豈有然也？公嘗南遊，余亦同舟，歷覽乎天下之名山大川，以都邑之雄富，州府之

盛麗，及九夷八蛮，卉服繩衣，異形奇狀之物，一一摸寫，以得之於手而應心。則其畫意

闊而大者，不言而可知矣。余窃閲古今之畫評，仮雖為一世名工，而僅能一二之樣耳，到

于公之活法，不翅兼備其眾体,看畫臨摸，莫不咄咄逼真也。道釋人物，依俙於漢之呉道

玄，宋之梁風子。山水樹石，或出馬遠，或入夏珪。水墨淋漓,自然有雅趣者，西湖之僧

若芬之流也。掃出雲山，驚動人之耳目者，西域畫者之孫高彦敬之亜也。水禽山獸，則齊
 

Shangshu gushi 尚書故實, Zhiyong was such an excellent calligrapher that people flocked to his house to request 
his writing. Over time, these crowds eroded the raised wooden threshold 門檻 at his residence, so he sheathed the 
threshold in iron to make it more durable. The expression “iron threshold” thus came to characterize the 
phenomenon of large numbers of visitors to one’s residence due to an outstanding talent. See Li Chuo, Shangshu 
gushi, in Wuchao xiaoshuo daguan (Tangren xiaoshuo), vol. 11 (Shanghai: Saoye shanfang, 1926), 7b.  
 
37 In other words, the scenery surrounding Sesshū’s painting studio is likened to a painting produced by nature.  
 
38 At the beginning of his text, Baifu likened the actual scenery surrounding the Heavenly Revealed Painting Studio 
to a hillock in the midst of Sesshū’s painted scenery, which he metaphorically compared to the lofty Mt. Tai. At the 
end of the record, however, Baifu reversed his appraisal, claiming that the supreme painting is that produced by 
heaven in the form of nature. Heaven’s painting is made manifest in the scenery surrounding Sesshū’s painting 
studio and it is by virtue of nature’s painting that Sesshū perfected his craft.  
 
39 This well-known expression comes from the “Exhortation to Learning 勸學” chapter of Xunzi (The Works of 
Master Xun) 荀子 by Xun Kuang荀況 (ca. 312-230 B.C.E.) and is used to characterize the phenomenon of a 
student surpassing his teacher in scholarly excellence. See Xun Kuang, Xunzi, vol. 1, in Sibu congkan chubian, zi bu 
72 (Shanghai: Shangwu yinshu guan, 1929), 4.   
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于長沙之易元吉。花鳥著色，則類于霅溪之錢舜舉。龍虎猿鶴，蘆雁白鷺，粗學法常（牧

溪也），不師其麁惡。墨鬼鍾馗等，頗及於龔翠岩之怪矣。向者，大明國北京禮部院，於

中堂之壁，尚書姚公，命公令畫之，曰：“凡今外蕃重譯入貢者，殆到三十余國，未見如

公之所畫。況又本部司科舉事，則中朝名士，莫不升斯堂者，及是時而召諸生，指壁上必

言，是乃日本上人楊雪舟之墨妙也。外夷猶有斯絶手，二三子何各勤汝之業，以不到斯域

乎？”方於大邦，見加賞嘆如此也。繇是論之，我朝當代之絶手，何人而得出其右？倘雖

生於宣和、紹興之間，而在院人中見称其名，於是絶藝。故上自公侯貴介，下至浮屠氏、

工商之徒，欲求數點之殘墨，而來往踵踵，以銕門限称，亦豈其可誣乎？入戸窺見其席

次，粉奩畫筆，左右雜遝，幅之大者，幅之小者，絹之細者，紙之素者，已畫出者，未畫

出者，卷起充棟，裝潢掛壁。如斯則吮粉終日，研丹涉月，志倦神疲之時，凭欄一拍，披

襟當風，屢蘇息褰肺，以寓意於繪事。然則樓其仮天，以開斯畫本，公其仮樓，以長斯畫

趣，則向之太山丘垤之喩，於理似相戻。暫待明哲之君子，論之優劣者歟！不若卷而歸之

於天，而斯篇之銘，完固垂於不朽矣！仍按公之畫家之系，如拙翁之的孫，而所謂德元文

公之真子也。青出於藍，青於藍，斯人云乎？余之菲言僣作之記，恐抱後誚，慚汗赮面。

謹記。文明丙申三月初三日，杏塢呆夫良心誌之。 
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7. Banri Shūkyū 萬里集九 (1428-after 1503),40 Sesshū’s Painting of Jinshan for Me and 
[My] Accompanying Preface雪舟為余作金山図並敍.41 
 

Signature: None 
Seals: None  
 
Old man Sesshū used his [skill in] painting to go to the Great Ming and left his name on the wall 
of the Ministry of Rites. Is not the old man’s (i.e. Sesshū’s) painting the glory of our realm? 
Although [he] abides by the rules of his craft with regards to the minutia of motifs, he can at 
once turn his power toward the effect [of rendering] startling wind and violent rain. Everyone 
thus remarks that [his painting] is above that of even the divine class. In the autumn of the 
kanotōshi year (i.e. 1481), [we] happened to meet at Reiyaku Temple in Mino Province.42 
[Sesshū] spread out a sheet of Chinese paper for me and painted a picture of Floating Jade (i.e. 
Jinshan si)43 with two towering pagodas,44  Guo Pu’s tomb,45  and the founder’s hall,46 each one 
of which he explained to me. [Sesshū] further said, “The mountain has many date trees, most of 
which are the property of the temple. The lines that read, ‘The sound of oars disrupts the monks’ 
dreams, and the mighty waves startle the Buddha’ are not empty words!”47 Hearing this, I felt 

 
40 Banri began his training as a Rinzai Zen monk of the Shōichi lineage at Tōfukuji but transferred to the Issan 
lineage of Shōkokuji around 1443. At the onset of the Ōnin War and upon the destruction of his sub-temple at 
Shōkokuji, Banri left the capital. Although he returned briefly in 1468, he eventually settled in Mino Province and 
returned to a layman’s life. His exact death date is unknown, but he was active until at least 1503. For Banri’s full 
biography see Tamamura, Gozan zensō denki shūsei, 601-613.   
 
41 Banri’s text is transcribed in Banri Shūkyū, Banri Shūkyū sakuhin shūi, in Gozan bungaku shinshū, vol. 6, ed. 
Tamamura Takeji (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigku shuppan kai, 1972), 1024. 
 
42 Reiyaku is the mountain name of the temple Shōhōji 正法寺, a Zen temple of the Hōtō lineage 法灯派 in Mino 
Province.   
 
43 “Floating Jade,” short for Mt. Floating Jade 浮玉山, is a reference to Jinshan and Jiaoshan, both islands in the 
Yangzi River that were home to temples. Banri thus used the term “Floating Jade” as an elegant reference to Jinshan 
si.  
 
44 As I note in Chapter Two, twin pagodas graced the island temple until 1446, when the entire complex was lost in 
a fire. The pagodas were not rebuilt afterwards and thus were non-existent when Sesshū visited the temple. 
Nevertheless, Sesshū evidently felt that the twin pagodas were iconic historical features of the temple and thus chose 
to include them in all his pictorial renderings of the site, including this painting for Banri.  
 
45 This was the island grave of the Eastern Jin intellectual and writer Guo Pu 郭璞 (276-324), known for his 
commentaries on ancient texts and his expertise in geomancy. Guo offended the Jin general Wang Dun (266-324) in 
one of his divinations and was killed for this transgression.  
 
46 Pei Toutuo 裴頭陀 is identified as the founder of Jinshan si in the 1512 gazetteer Jingkou sanshan zhi 京口三山

志. The founder’s hall was dedicated to him. See Gao Yifu and Xu Guocheng, Jingkou sanshan quanzhi, vol. 1, in 
Zhongguo fangzhi congshu 459 (Taipei: Chengwen chuban she, 1983), 4a.  
 
47 These lines are from a poem about Jinshan si (過櫓妨僧定，驚濤濺佛身) by the Southern Tang poet Sun Fang 
孫魴 (act. 10th century), but were recorded slightly differently by Banri in his poem above. See Ma Ling, Nantang 
shu, vol. 13, in Mohai jinhu 57 (Shanghai: Bogu zhai, 1921), 5.  
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exactly as though I had mounted the back of a mighty golden tortoise and was drifting in the 
misty ocean [to China]. I tentatively composed a poem in response to his, reading: 
 
Long ago the old man traveled south beyond the seas, 
For three years he feasted his eyes upon the mountains [of China]. 
After inscribing his name on the Ministry of Rites of the Spring Wind,48 
The myriad provinces of that realm spread across his painting.  
 
雪舟翁以其藝入大明國，掛名於禮部之壁上，翁之丹青，豈非本朝之光邪？雖守法於寸馬

豆人之毫末，快轉勢於驚風暴雨之機周，僉曰神品上上也。幸丑之秋，解后于東濃之靈藥

精舍，為余展南紙，作淳【浮】玉之圖，兩塔巍然，有郭璞之墓，有裴頭陀之場，翁一一

指點，且曰：“山中多棗木，太【大】半為寺産，櫓過妨僧夢，濤濺驚佛身之句，未為虛

語也。”余聽之，恰如跨金鰲背上，飄飄乎浮游飄渺之間，聊作詩酬之云： 

 

翁昔南遊海外閑 

三年著眼飽看山 

春風禮部題名後 

四百州橫一筆間 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
48 The term “Spring Wind” is often used in the expression “春風得意,” meaning to ride a wave of success. The 
expression traditionally characterized an exam candidate’s acquisition of the highest jinshi degree. The Ministry of 
Rites administered the triennial jinshi examinations. Banri thus playfully likened Sesshū’s painting on the wall of the 
Ministry of Rites with the roster of examination candidates’ names hung in the same location to announce the exam 
results.  
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8. Ryōan Keigo了庵桂悟 (1425-1514),49 Record for Studio of the Heavenly Revealed 
Painting 天開図画楼.50  

 
Signature: Ryōan Keigo, the prior Worthless Master of Tōfukuji of the capital 前洛東慧峰無價

主人了菴桂悟” 
Seals: None 
 
Old Man Unkoku of the Head Seat of Siming Tiantong; imina (i.e. dharma name) Tōyō; gō (i.e. 
sobriquet) Sesshū; family origin in Bicchū (i.e. modern-day Okayama Prefecture); surname Fuji 
(i.e. Fujiwara). Early on [he] was affiliated with Man’nen of the capital {mountain name of 
Shōkokuji} and studied under the monk Shunrin (i.e. Shunrin Shūtō 春林周藤, d. 1463). By 
nature [Sesshū] is honest and circumspect, as well as skilled at painting, having been vouched for 
by the highly capable painter Shūbun. In the fourth year of the Chenghua reign {Chinese reign 
name} [he] went to the Great Ming, where he observed and studied the brush manners of famous 
painters. [He] traveled extensively through nearly all the famous mountains and mighty rivers, 
and with the passing of three frosts (i.e. three winters or three years) returned home. [After his 
return, Sesshū] resided in Bungo (i.e. modern-day Ōita Prefecture). His dwelling had a placard 
that read “Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting.” Is this not erudite? Everyone knows that 
samadhi of the brush [derives from] nothing but the subtlety of playfulness. Later, [Sesshū] came 
to Suō, [where he] acquired land and built his studio anew. Gazing upon it, how much like a 
hamlet it appears. The depth and serenity of the rockery and the swirling waters of the stream are 
just steps away, and the differences with the town are like that between sky and earth. [Here] too 
[Sesshū] hung a placard [reading] “Heavenly Revealed Painting” above the northern wall of his 
small hall. Opening the door, [Sesshū] looks upon the morning sunlight and the evening 
darkness. There are at once clouds and then fog, with hazy mist and enveloping vapor. The wind 
and rain are dark and somber. The snow and moon are luminous and pure. Looking aloft and 
gazing down, [these natural phenomena] constantly replace one another before [our] eyes. How 
can these momentary transformations number only in the tens of millions? However, man does 
not know the ingeniousness of the Heavenly Revealed Painting, [for] it lies not in this (i.e. the 
environment of the studio), but in another [place] (i.e. Sesshū’s paintings). The “opening of 
heaven”51 began with the separation of heaven and earth. It was as though the four seasons of a 

 
49 Ryōan was a Rinzai Zen monk of the Shōichi lineage. Hailing from Ise Province, Ryōan was ordained at Tōfukuji 
in 1440. Between 1478 and 1493, Ryōan was appointed abbot of Tōfukuji multiple times. In 1486, the year he 
composed the studio record for Sesshū, Ryōan travelled to Suō on behalf of Tōfukuji to consult with the Ōuchi 
regarding the temple’s administrative affairs. In 1511, he sailed to China as ambassador of a diplomatic delegation. 
Ryōan died in 1514 at ninety years of age. For his full biography see Tamamura, Gozan sensō denki shūsei, 711-
712.  
 
50 Ryōan’s record is transcribed in Isshi Kenbaisen, Zusho kōryaku ki, vol. 2 (1701 print edition, National Diet 
Library, Japan), 5a-7a.  
 
51 As Hasumi Shigeru has pointed out, Ryōan’s invocation of the notion of the “opening of heaven” likely reflects 
the influence of Daoist philosophy, particularly as articulated in the ancient text Huainanzi 淮南子, on Zen 
discourse of the Muromachi period. See Hasumi Shigeru, Sesshū Tōyō ron: So no ningen zō to sakuhin (Tokyo: 
Chikuma shobō, 1966), 108.  
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year simultaneously manifested in a picture.52 The sky and earth, sun and moon, mountains and 
rivers, grasses and trees, together assume fixed positions [in the universe]. Is this not like a 
painting? The five colors spread across the painting and all creation interconnects into infinity. 
Moreover, the dynamic technique of ink and water, [which involves] daubing [ink] here and 
there, and following the whims of the brush in its divine creation, is unpredictable. I am not 
familiar with painting, [but when I] have some leisure time during [my] travels, [I] frequently 
knock upon the door of the Unkoku residence (i.e. Sesshū’s residence). Unhurriedly and with 
ease, [we] discuss and deliberate upon [matters concerning] foreign lands beyond the sea. 
Recently, [I] was sent a roll of paper, which was a record of the Studio of the Heavenly Revealed 
Painting. Master Kyōrin53 of the capital had inscribed the record. [I] unrolled [the record] and 
read its particulars. The various styles of painting, both modern and ancient, can be consulted in 
records. Emperors, officials, scholars, and religious clerics of the Tang, Song, Yuan, and Ming 
dynasties have classified and elucidated [these records]. The Old Man {Sesshū} established [his 
studio] in the days when he was in Bungo. If Unkoku (i.e. Sesshū) changed the location [of this 
studio] (i.e. from Bungo to Suō) and nothing else, why then does he request me to write about 
the story [of its founding]? Therefore, [I] asked this question of Old Man Unkoku. Before the age 
of the King of the Awe-inspiring Voice (i.e. Bhīshma-garjita-gosa-svara-rāja), in the kalpa of 
nothingness,54 when all things were in their original state and people had incomplete 
understanding, was it not so that heaven opened to instruct people of the time?55 Those who paint 
take the soaring Mt. Sumeru to be a miniscule particle, hold the boundless fragrant ocean56 in a 
single clear drop, and paint a cliff mural [representing] the region of emptiness on a single sheet 
of paper. Tallying the [infinite] minute particles of dust, [painters] pare them down to an inch (-
long tablet) of ink. Engaged all day in painting, [Sesshū] has never embellished his work with 
artifice. Grinding ink over the many years, [his hands] have never been blackened.57 

 
52 Here, Ryōan begins the metaphor that likens the creation of nature to the act of painting.  
 
53 “Master Kyōrin” refers to a figure by the name of Chen Zutian 陳祖田, a doctor of Chinese descent who resided 
in Kyōto. He was acquainted with Keian Genju, Keijo Shunrin, Ōsen Keisan, and Kikō Daishuku, all fellow friends 
of Sesshū. Based upon the fact that Chen wrote an additional record for Sesshū’s studio, it is possible to hypothesize 
that Chen was also a friend of Sesshū.  
 
54 This refers to the period before the King of the Awe-inspiring Voice (Bhīsma-garjita-gosa-svara-rāja), a Buddha 
who appears in the “Never Disparaging” chapter of the Lotus Sutra. In Ryōan’s text, reference to this Buddha 
alludes to a past so remote that it cannot be imagined. Similarly, the “kalpa of nothingness” also emphasizes the 
distant past when the world was in a state of primordial purity. See Charles A. Muller, “威音王已前,” Digital 
Dictionary of Buddhism, accessed March 18, 2020, http://www.buddhism-dict.net.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/cgi-
bin/xpr-ddb.pl?q=威音王已前; Charles A. Muller, “空劫,” Digital Dictionary of Buddhism, accessed March 18, 
2020, http://www.buddhism-dict.net.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/xpr-ddb.pl?q=空劫.  
 
55 Continuing to use the creation of nature as a metaphor for painting, Ryōan advocates for painting as a means of 
revealing spiritual and metaphysical truths.  
 
56 This is the ocean surrounding Mt. Sumeru in the Buddhist tradition.   
 
57 In Ryōan’s opinion, Sesshū’s life-long pursuit of painting has not corrupted or sullied his spiritual attainment. 
Rather, as Ryōan consistently argues throughout the record, Sesshū’s practice of painting has achieved spiritual 
ends. In other words, Sesshū has devoted himself to the path of painting as though it were the path of Zen itself and 
thereby approached the supreme liberation of enlightenment.  
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Consequently, those who reach Unkoku’s venerable age {seventy} are rare. [Sesshū] has 
sequestered himself in a realm between heaven and earth and resides in a quiet corner [of the 
world]. Here [he] made a hall and placed a pavilion. Is [his life] not like Sudhana’s southern 
pilgrimage from the Flower Garland Sutra,58 during which [Sudhana] encountered the fifty-three 
spiritual friends and finally Maitreya, who with one snap of his fingers enabled [Sudhana] to 
enter into the tower containing the adornments of Vairocana?59 Therefore, how can the nature of 
Unkoku’s ultimate liberation be easily comprehendible to the common man? The placard of the 
current residence in which Unkoku lives was given its name when [Sesshū] obtained a printed 
book of Master Zhu (i.e. Zhu Xi 朱熹, 1130-1200) during his travels in China, which he 
carefully wrapped up and brought home. Although the land area is small, the place is pure and 
lofty. Because of this, the Venerable Chief (i.e. Ōuchi Masahiro 大内政弘, 1446-95) 
occasionally ambles around these parts and passes the time in this area. Recluses, officials, and 
other like-minded companions arrive [at his residence] one after the other. The Old Man (i.e. 
Sesshū) takes the bamboo chair and the reed mat as his companions; floor sweeping and incense 
arrangement as his lessons. As [he] picks and waters flowers, the clear stream is his torrent, 
roaring as it flows. The large rocks are [his] mountains, standing tall and lofty. Exotic flowers 
bloom with exquisite beauty. Rare birds and strange beasts, hidden or exposed, fly and call out. 
Brocade scales swim and patterned wings soar in close succession. Perhaps on a summer’s day 
[Sesshū] escapes the heat and enjoys the cool, hosting guests over poetry and wine, as these 
happy times come and go. These are all the happenings within the Studio of the Heavenly 
Revealed Painting. Yea, [among] the clouds and valleys. Whether [he] roams [beyond his home] 
or dwells [within it], [he] seeks nothing. Whether speaking of his paintings or his studio, they are 
both but a drop of ink.60 Unkoku approves of this assessment. In the end, this is the post-face for 
the record of the Studio of the Heavenly Revealed Painting, which [I] composed in the shade of a 
wall.  
 
四明天童首座，雲谷老人，諱等楊，號雪舟，本貫備之中州人，姓藤氏。蚤隸洛之萬年

（相國寺山號），師承春林和尚。天資淳謹，而工於揮洒，親佩能畫師文公券。成化（唐

年號）四年入大明，歷試名家筆法。名山大川，遊殆乎遍四方，更三霜而歸本朝。寓于豐

之後州。其所之宇，榜曰天開圖畫樓，不以博乎？人皆知筆端三昧，有遊戲之妙而已爾。

後來防城郡府，卜地而新築之，望之若村塢然，岩石之幽邃，流泉之營迴，跬步之際，与

城市胥霄壤。亦以“天開圖畫”顏于小閣北墉。開戸而視朝暉夕陰，乍雲乍霧，烟霏嵐

靄，風雨晦冥，雪月晈潔，仰觀俯察，相代于前。斯須變態，豈啻千萬哉！而人未識天開

圖畫之玅，不在此而在彼也。夫天開者，天地開闢為其始也。如稱春秋四時，並彰圖云

 
58 Ryōan refers to the Flower Garland Sutra華嚴經 as the “Zahuayan雜花筵,” which is likely a combination of a 
phonetic rendering of the sutra’s title (“Huayan 花筵” for “Huayan 華嚴”) and the sutra’s nickname of Zahua jing
雜花經.  
 
59 This episode comes from book thirty-nine, “Entry into the Realm of Reality,” of the Flower Garland Sutra, which 
relates the circumstances of Sudhana’s pilgrimage and eventual enlightenment. Ryōan compares Sesshū’s life and 
spiritual journey to that of the boy pilgrim from the sutra. See Thomas Cleary, The Flower Ornament Scripture: A 
Translation of the Avatamsaka Sutra, vol. 3 (Boulder: Shambhala Publications, 1987), 365.  
 
60 Ryōan concludes with a final reference to the entirety of Sesshū’s environs, and by extension the entirety of nature 
and the Buddha’s teachings, being contained within a drop of ink. This notion, too, promotes the inherent spirituality 
involved in the process of artistic creation.  
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者，天地日月，山川草木，公為定位，畫豈然哉？五彩布畫，萬物森羅。況水墨活法，東

塗西抹，隨筆發揮，神工天造，不可測焉。予素昧於繪之事，客遊閑暇，屢扣雲谷關，從

容徐暢，海外異域，討論啇確。昨寄一幀子，乃天開圖畫樓記，洛東釋杏林公，文以題

之。披而讀之詳。夫古今畫學之殊致家法，有傳可觀。唐宋元明帝王、名臣、碩儒、道

釋，品彙而著明。老人（雪舟也）在豐之日所施設也。若是雲谷易地皆然，胡為請予疏述

源委？故質之雲谷老人。威音以前，空劫那畔，物物本然，人人固有仮言，天開以示時人

耶？其圖畫者，百億蘇迷慮，以為一毫芒，無邊香水海，涵作一泓滴，畫虛空際壁，為一

片紙素。微塵點數，削作圭寸。副墨終日秉觚，未曾潤色汚染，陳年磨墨，未曾磷緇。是

故雲谷齒垂者稀（七十歳也）蠖屈乎乾坤之間，燕居乎寂寞之隈，樓于此，閣于此。不是

雜花筵中，善財南詢，遇著五十三不請之親友，末上於慈氏一彈指頃，得入之門戸乎？然

則雲谷罷参大休歇之場，豈凡小所得而窺哉？雲谷乃今所居之扁，南遊之日，獲朱夫子印

本，十襲以還，仍命之。地雖褊小，域稱清高。由是賢太守時時周旋于此，消搖於此，野

客官僚、好事之儔接踵而至。老人竹掎蒲團為侶，掃地裝香為課。採花汲水，水之清者為

之激，湍則鳴。石之巨者為之崖，立則聳。異卉奇葩，窮妍逞美。珍禽怪獸，隱顯蜚鳴。

錦鱗游泳，粉翅聯翩。或朱夏青晝，辟署納涼，主賓唱酧，風月往來。皆是天開圖畫中一

事。惟雲惟谷。出亦無心，処亦無心。圖畫云，樓閣云，齊是一點水墨。雲谷頷之。終為

天開圖畫樓之後記，漫書于壁陰。前洛東慧峰無價主人了庵桂悟 
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9. Ten’in Ryūtaku 天隱龍澤 (1422-1500),61 Inscription for Fan Painting of West Lake 題扇

面西湖図.62 
 
Signature: None 
Seals: None  
 
There are three “West Lakes,” namely those in “Hang” (i.e. Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province), “Hu” 
(i.e. Huzhou, Zhejiang Province) and “Hui” (i.e. Huizhou, Guangdong Province). The lake at 
Hangzhou is the finest of them all. The circumference of the lake is some thirty li and travelers to 
the site were vexed by this fact. Master Su of the Hanlin Academy (i.e. Su Shi 蘇軾, 1037-1101) 
constructed a long causeway that gave access to Jingci and Lingyin temples. He interspersed 
willows and hibiscus along the causeway such that it appeared as brilliant as a brocade. The sites 
of the lake were thus all the more beautiful and the routes to them much shorter. Travelers were 
delighted about this. [Su Shi] himself composed a poem comparing the lake’s beauty to that of 
Xi Shi 西施 (act. ca. 450 BCE), who looked lovely regardless of whether her make-up was light 
or heavy.63 Su further remarked, “West Lake is to Hangzhou as are the features to a person’s 
face.”64 Ah, how like Master Su to personify the scenery! When the monk-painter Sesshū 
traveled south (i.e. to China) he visited West Lake on multiple occasions. Wielding his brush, 
Sesshū painted the dynamic conditions [of the lake] with clear skies and wondrous rain. I relied 
on an intermediary to request a painting of the lake, whereupon [Sesshū] painted one on plain 
silk and sent it from Suō. I admired the painting constantly in order to conjure in my [own 
imagination] the beautiful scenery of Hang (i.e. Hangzhou). Between heaven and earth, what 
greater joy is there than this? Wherever did attendant Hōei65 obtain this painting? This depiction 
of West Lake on a fan exemplifies the notion that fine painting is permeated with a numinous 
spirit, capable of sprouting wings and becoming an immortal! 
 

 
61 Ten’in was a Rinzai Zen monk of the Issan lineage. He began his training at Kenninji, but left Kyōto during the 
Ōnin War. After this time, he resided at many temples throughout Japan, and eventually rose to the abbotship of 
Kenninji in 1482. This is the position Ten’in held when he wrote this inscription for the fan painting. Ten’in died in 
1500. For his full biography see Tamamura, Gozan zensō denki shūsei, 476-478.  
 
62 Ten’in’s inscription is transcribed in Ten’in Ryūtaku, Suichiku shinjo shū, in Gozan bungaku shinshū, vol. 5, ed. 
Tamamura Takeji (Tōkyō: Tōkyō daigaku shuppan kai, 1971), 217.  
 
63 Xi Shi is known as a historical Chinese paragon of beauty. King Gou Jian of Yue 越王勾踐 gave her as a 
concubine to King Fucha of Wu 呉王夫差. Ten’in here refers to the second of two poems by Su Shi collectively 
titled Two Verses From Drinking on the Lake, Starting Clear and Followed by Rain 飲湖上初晴后雨二首 (水光瀲

灩晴方好，山色空濛雨亦奇，欲把西湖比西子，淡妝濃抹總相宜). See Su Shi, Su Dongpo quanji, vol. 1, ed. 
Wang Wengao and Tang yunzhi (Zhuhai: Zhuhai chuban she, 1996), 381.  
 
64 This famous expression comes from a memorial (乞開西湖狀) that Su submitted to the throne in 1089 beseeching 
the government to irrigate West Lake (杭州之有西湖，如人之有眉目，蓋不可廢也). See Su Shi, Jingjin Dongpo 
wenji shilue, vol. 34, ed. Lang Huaxuan and Long Shizhou (Beijing: Xinhua shudian, 1957), 586.  
 
65 I have not been able to identify this figure. The last section of Ten’in’s inscription is cryptic, as it appears that the 
fan upon which he inscribed this colophon was not the painting of West Lake that he requested from Sesshū, but 
rather a fan in the possession of a figure named Hōei. Hōei’s fan evidently reminded Ten’in of his own painting of 
West Lake.  
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西湖有三，曰杭、曰湖、曰惠，以航為第一也。環湖則三十里，而遊人患之。翰林蘇公，

築長堤以通淨慈、靈隱之前，揷之以芙蓉楊柳，望之則爛然如錦繡，景弥勝，路弥近，遊

人喜之。自作詩譬之淡粧濃抹西施，又曰：“杭之有西湖，如人有眉目。”指境為人，有

蘇公乎哉！畫僧雪舟，南遊之日，屢遊西湖，執筆自寫晴好雨奇變態。予介人求一本，於

是圖於絹素，自防晝寄之，予起臥對之，以彷想余杭勝概，天地之間，別有何樂乎？鳳裔

侍者，從何得之，以上於扇面，所謂名畫通靈，羽化登仙者乎！ 
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10. Sesshū Tōyō 雪舟等楊 (1420-1506), Self-preface for Splashed-ink Landscape 破墨山水

図自序.66  
 
Signature: “Written by Old Man Sesshū of the First Seat of Siming67 Tiantong at seventy-six 
years of age in the second ten-day period of the last month of spring of the kinotō year of the 
Meiō era (i.e. the third lunar month of 1495) 明應乙卯季春中澣日四明天童第一座老境七十

六翁雪舟書” 
Seals: Ding-shaped relief seal reading “Sesshū 雪舟,” square intaglio seal reading “Tōyō 等楊”  
 
The Tripitaka Keeper Sōen of Sagami Province has studied painting with me for several years 
and his brush has already come to master certain models. He is absorbed in this art, and his 
motivation is particularly strong.68 This spring he announced that he would be returning home 
and said, “I wish to receive one of your paintings by which to transmit your craft like a family’s 
green felt.”69 He came to me requesting this for several days. Although my eyesight is failing and 
my mind is aged, and I did not know what to make, I relented to his request. Thereupon, [I] 
picked up my worn-out brush, dashed some light ink, and presented it to him with these words: 
“I once went to the Great Country of Song (i.e. China), traveling northward across the Great 
River (i.e. the Yangzi River) and through the outlying regions of Qi and Lu,70 until I reached 
Luo,71 where I  sought out painters. However, [I found] that those who were truly skilled at 
painting were rare. At that time, Chang Yousheng and Li Zai were famous. [I] studied with 

 
66 Sesshū’s wrote his self-preface above the Splashed-ink Landscape, which is housed in the Tōkyō National 
Museum.  
 
67 “Siming” was also a classical reference to Ningbo Prefecture in the Ming dynasty. The appellation derives from 
the Siming mountain range 四明山, from which, it is said, the “four luminaries 四明” (i.e. the sun, moon, stars, and 
constellations) can be clearly seen.  
 
68 The term “benrei 勉勵” in this context may refer either to Sesshū’s encouragement of Sōen or to Sōen’s self-
encouragement (i.e. self-motivation). If the former, then a period should be inserted between游意於茲藝 and 勉勵
尤深也, indicating the changing subject. If the latter, then a comma between the two clauses will suffice. I have 
chosen to follow Shimao Arata and Watada Minoru in their interpretations of the latter meaning. See Shimao Arata, 
“‘Haboku sansui zu’ no ga to shi,” Tenkai toga 3 (2000), 32, and Watada Minoru, “Sesshū jijo wo yomu,” in Sesshū 
Tōyō: “Sesshū e no tabi” ten kenkyū zuroku, ed. Yamaguchi kenritsu bijutsukan Sesshū kenkyū kai (Tōkyō: Chūō 
kōron bijutsu shuppan, 2006), 258.  
 
69 The term “green felt” to mean family heirloom comes from the biography of Wang Xianzhi 王獻之 (344-88), son 
of the famous calligrapher Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303-361), and is recorded in the Jinshu (History of the Jin Dynasty) 
晉書. According to this anecdote, thieves entered Wang’s residence and took all his possessions save for the mat of 
green-dyed felt upon which he was reclining. Wang asked the thieves if they could not spare this humble item that 
had been in the family for many years. Hearing this, the thieves relinquished everything and fled. See Fang 
Xuanling, Jinshu, vol. 80, in Sibu beiyao (shibu) (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju, 1930), 7a.  
 
70 “Qi 齊”and “Lu 魯” were two feudal states in the region of Shandong during the Zhou Dynasty 周朝 (1122-256 
BCE) and as such became classical names for this area and its culture.   
 
71 Sesshū used an abbreviation of the name Luo Yang 洛陽, the capital of China during the Eastern Zhou, Eastern 
Han, Wei, and Western Jin dynasties, as an archaicized reference to the second Ming capital at Beijing. 
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[them] and [they] transmitted the techniques of color and ink [to me].72 After several years I 
returned home. I was deeply aware of the fact that when my painting teachers Josetsu and 
Shūbun created their models they always took up the way of those who had come before them, 
not daring to alter [the paintings of their predecessors]. Having seen and traveled through China 
and Japan, I have come to especially respect the lofty talent of these two gentlemen. I thus fulfil 
my pupil’s request and humbly write this inscription.  
 
相陽宗渕藏主，從余學畫有年，筆已有典刑，游意於茲藝，勉勵尤深也。今春告歸，謂

曰：“願獲翁一圖，以欲為我家箕裘青氊。”數日於余責之。雖余眼昏心耄，不知所以

製，逼于其志。輒拈禿筆，洒淡墨與之，曰：“余曾入大宋國，北涉大江，經齊魯郊，至

于洛，求畫士。雖然揮染清抜之者稀也。於茲長有聲、李在二人得名。相隨傳設色之旨，

破墨之法兮。數年而歸本邦也。熟知吾祖如拙、周文兩翁，製作楷模，皆一承前輩作，敢

不增捐也。歷覽支矮之間，而彌仰兩翁心識之高妙者乎。”應子之求，不顧嘲書也。 明

應乙卯季春中澣日四明天童第一座老境七十六翁雪舟書焉。 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
72 I have rendered the term “broken ink 破墨” from the preface simply as “ink.” As Yukio Lippit has noted, the term 
is not to be confused here with the technique of “splashed ink 潑墨,” which was sometimes referred to as “broken 
ink.” In this context, Sesshū seems to have used the expression “broken ink” to refer more generally to painting in 
ink, as opposed to painting in colored pigment. See Yukio Lippit, “Of Modes and Manners in Japanese Ink Painting: 
Sesshū’s Splashed Ink Landscape of 1495,” The Art Bulletin 94, no. 1 (2012): 55. 
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11. Kano Ikkei 狩野一渓 (1599-1662), Biography of Sesshū from Tansei jakuboku shū 
(Collection of Japanese Painters) 丹青若木集 (compiled between 1624 and 1662).73 

 
Signature: None 
Seals: None  
 
Sesshū Yō Chibin, sobriquet Tōyō, also named Biyō, excels in calligraphy and painting. He 
studied extensively with Shūbun and his fame spread far and wide. He is a monk of the lineage 
of Musō, founder of Tentoku’in at Tōfukuji in the capital. Musō [also] founded Unkokuji in 
Danyō. When Sesshū resided there (i.e. at Unkokuji) he took the sobriquet “Unkoku.” He paints 
Buddhist and Daoist figures, landscapes, flowers and fruits, birds and animals, fish, insects, and 
shells, as well as pine and bamboo, plum and orchid, or monkeys and cranes, herons and geese, 
lotus and reeds, in color and in ink, etc. His brush is dynamic and refined, and not one [form] is 
lacking in exquisiteness. When he makes ink paintings of dragons and tigers it is quite as though 
they are alive. He is particularly excellent at [painting] Buddhist icons. His paintings in ink alone 
are rare. [Sesshū] went to Ming (i.e. China) to pursue Buddhism and traveled to Tiantong shan, 
where he was invested with the office of the First Seat. The era was that of the Ming dynasty and 
Chang Yousheng and Li Zai were masters of equal excellence, yet [Sesshū’s] training far 
exceeded these two teachers. After he returned to Japan, {he resided in} Tsukushi (i.e. northern 
Kyūshū). He constantly mentored youthful pupils, and it is said that he often made small 
paintings to give to them. Although painters today study Sesshū’s [technique] of spirit resonance, 
it is difficult to reach [his level of mastery]. People today greatly adore him, so there exist many 
forgeries [of his work]. His paintings bear his name and seals, and there is not just one [type of] 
seal. The seals read “Tōyō” or “Sesshū.” On the fifteenth day of the third month of Chōroku two 
(i.e. 1458) {in the time of Go Hanazono}, Sesshū received the painting text Manual of the 
Shogunal Attendant from Shūbun at Seishin’in at Nanzenji. In the kinotō year of Meiō (i.e. 
1495), Sesshū was seventy-four years old. That is some 130 years, and more than eighty days, 
prior to today. In the realm of painting, his works have been passed down to this generation. He 
lived for a time in Chōshū (i.e. Nagato, in modern-day northwest Yamaguchi Prefecture). Some 
say he resided in Bingo (i.e. modern-day east Hiroshima Prefecture) and [called himself] Binyō. 
He traveled to Buttsuji in Geishū (i.e. Aki, in modern-day west Hiroshima Prefecture). He also 
went to and from Yamaguchi, Suō (i.e. modern-day Yamaguchi Prefecture).  
 
雪舟楊知賓 號等楊，亦名備楊，善手跡及圖繪。好師周文，其名馳于世。洛下東福寺之

天德院開山無夢派僧也。丹陽雲谷寺者無夢開基也。舟此居座時號雲谷。畫釋道人物、山

水、花菓、鳥獸、魚虫介，及松竹、楳蘭，姑或猿鶴、鷺鴈、荷葦、著色墨畫等。筆力搖

動秀潤，一一無不精妙，作墨畫龍虎宛如生，尤精佛像，所圖水墨希也矣。為法入明，到

天童山，任于第一位，明朝而長有聲与李在二人並馳，師習超過二師遠甚畢。歸朝後筑紫

（庵座），常愛童形，多作小畫与之云云。當代畫家雖學舟之傳神難及，世人甚稱愛之，

故偽者居世多也。畫上名印，印非于一，印字為「等楊」或「雪舟」矣。長祿二年（後花

園院御宇）三月十五日，南泉【禪】寺於描【栖】真院自周文舟被授畫書君台觀，明應乙

 
73 For a transcription of Kano Ikkei’s text see Sakazaki Shizuka, ed., Nihon garan taikan, vol. 2 (Tōkyō: Arusu, 
1929), 925-926. 
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卯，舟七十四歳，自是一百三十余歳八旬有余，圖繪間傳當代，長舟留年，或人舟備後州

庵座，于時備楊云云，藝州佛通寺遊戲，亦周防山口行履。 
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12. Kano Einō狩野永納 (1631-97), Biography of Sesshū from Honchō gashi (History of 
Japanese Painting) 本朝画史 (published in 1693).74 

 
 
Signature: None 
Seals: None  
 
The monk Sesshū, imina Tōyō; also called Bikeisai or Beigan sanshu; family name Ōta; a native 
of Bicchū, Akahama.75 Even now the place where Sesshū was born remains among the fields of 
Akahama. By nature [Sesshū] excelled in painting. He studied with Josetsu and Shūbun and 
mastered their methods. Moreover, he forged his own new style. It is said that when Sesshū 
reached twelve or thirteen years of age, his father entrusted him to the local temple Hōfukuji,76 
where he became the disciple of a certain monk. From the time he was a child, Sesshū loved 
painting and neglected study of the sutras. One morning his teacher became very angry [at 
Sesshū’s neglect of study] and tied Sesshū to a pillar in the hall. The day gradually turned to 
dusk, and the monk-teacher came to pity Sesshū. He went himself into the hall and was about to 
untie Sesshū, when at that moment a mouse ran startled from under Sesshū’s knees. The monk-
teacher was startled too. Concerned that the [mouse] would bite Sesshū, [the monk] ran after it. 
Yet, the mouse did not budge. The monk looked at it incredulously. Sesshū’s tears of anguish 
[from having been tied up] all day had pooled on the [floor of the] hall. Sesshū had used his big 
toe to trace his tears into the form of a mouse on the floorboards. Its appearance so resembled a 
live mouse scampering away. The teacher was then convinced of Sesshū’s skill and thereafter no 
longer prohibited him from painting. In the prime of his life, Sesshū became the pupil of Kōtoku 
zenshi, head of the Monks Registrar at Shōkokuji.77 [Sesshū] also went to Kamakura and trained 
with Gyokuin Eiyo.78 Eiyo wrote a record for Sesshū’s Hut of the Fisherman and Woodcutter, 
which became Sesshū’s studio sobriquet.79 Once, in the kanshō era (1460-66), [Sesshū] boarded 
a sea-going vessel and went to Ming (i.e. China). He ascended Tiantong of Siming and became 
the First Seat. For this reason, he often wrote “First Seat of Siming Tiantong” after his painting. 

 
74 For an annotated transcription of Sesshū’s biography from Honchō gashi see Kano Einō, Honchō gashi: Yakuchū, 
ed. Kasai Masaaki, Sasaki Susumu, and Takei Akio (Kyoto: Dōhōsha, 1985), 202-204.  
 
75 Akahama is located in modern-day Sōja City, Okayama Prefecture.   
 
76 Hōfukuji is a Rinzai Zen temple affiliated with Tōfukuji.  
 
77 This is Shunrin Shūtō 春林周藤 (d.1463), who was the abbot of the Rokuon’in and concurrent head of the Monks 
Registrar from 1447 to 1451.  
 
78 This is the Rinzai Zen monk Gyokuin Eiyo 玉隱永璵 (1432-1534), who was the sixteenth abbot of Kenchōji in 
Kamakura. As Kasai, Sasaki, and Takei point out, however, it is unlikely that Sesshū could have studied with this 
monk. In 1512, Gyokuin wrote a posthumous record for Sesshū, but this appears to be the only connection between 
them. See Kano Einō, Honchō gashi: Yakuchū, ed. Kasai Masaaki, Sasaki Susumu, and Takei Akio (Kyoto: 
Dōhōsha, 1985), 211.  
 
79 This is the inscription that Eiyo wrote in 1512.  
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He was also referred to as “Fusō Shiyō Tōyō.”80 In China, [Sesshū] inquired regarding skilled 
painters of the time. A person of Ming said, “There are not a few skilled painters these days. 
Among them, Mr. Li (i.e. Li Zai) and Mr. Zhang (i.e. Chang Yousheng) are esteemed as a pair of 
masters.” Tōyō looked at the work of these painters and said, “I have traveled a great distance to 
the Country of Ming. My intention was to find painting teachers. Upon seeing the work of these 
two men, [I feel] that they are not sufficient for study. Therefore, there are no painters with 
whom to train in Ming. Only the famous sites of China, the mountains, rivers, pastures, and trees 
are my teachers. This being the case, [I realize that] the master is to be found within myself, and 
not within another. Where else can I search?”81 From this time onward Sesshū was inspired and 
indefatigable, and his paintings became extraordinary. The Ming emperor and his officials all 
praised the beauty of [Sesshū’s paintings] and he subsequently received an imperial decree to 
paint the wall of the Ministry of Rites. Was this not a glorious honor? [Sesshū] once responded 
to a Ming person’s request and painted the three scenic sites of our country, Mt. Fuji, Miho, and 
Seikenji. An erudite scholar of the time, Zhan Zhonghe {Zhan Xi, courtesy name Zhong He, 
sobriquet Tieguan Daoren; excels at calligraphy; famous in the capital} inscribed the top of the 
painting. [This inscription] reads: “The enormous peak, tall and lofty, pacifies the shore, while 
the mythical Mulberry tree serves as a ladder heaven bound. The rock is icy with snow lingering 
until the sixth month; [the mountain’s] shape resembles a lotus shooting up from below. Ancient 
Qingjian (i.e. Seikenji) is a temple wreathed in clouds, where in a hall distant from the mundane 
realm resides an aged monk. Riding the wind, I long to travel east, especially to the Pine Forest 
where [I] shall steal the immortal’s feather gown.”82 Sesshū’s pupil copied the painting and 
inscription to bring back to Japan {after the painting it reads: “By Sesshū’s brush”; at the bottom 
there is a “Tōyō” seal}.83 During the Chenghua reign, Sesshū was preparing to return home. At 
that time, Xu Lian, courtesy name Xixian, of Siming sent him off with a parting poem. [The 
poem] reads, “Residing on Penglai in Gentle Water Bay, your elegant demeanor transcends the 
mundane world. Long have I heard of your poetic renown, and your paintings, too, in the world 
abound. Having traversed the heights of Vulture Peak with your flying staff, you ride the cup 
home across ten-thousand li of enormous waves. I imagine where it is that will we think of one 
another after parting, like the moon in the sky and the clouds that wreath the mountains {after the 
text is written, “Recorded by Xu Lian Xi Xian of Siming in the last ten-day period of the fifth 

 
80 “Fusō (i.e. Mulberry)” is a literary reference to Japan. “Shiyō (Ch. Ziyang)” is a sobriquet of the Northern Song 
Neo-Confucian philosopher Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200). Although there is no direct evidence that Sesshū used this 
sobriquet during his lifetime, it is corroborating information to confirm Sesshū’s abiding interest in Neo-
Confucianism. See Kano Einō, Honchō gashi: Yakuchū, 211-212. 
 
81 As Kasai, Sasaki, and Takei point, out Einō’s comment is based upon the inscription that Genryū Shūkei 彦龍周

興 made for Sesshū’s Four Seasons in 1489. See Kano Einō, Honchō gashi: Yakuchū, ed. Kasai Masaaki, Sasaki 
Susumu, and Takei Akio (Kyoto: Dōhōsha, 1985), 212. See also my discussion of this comment in footnote 41 of 
the introduction.  
 
82 Reference to the feather gown is an allusion to the tale of Hagoromo羽衣, in which a fisherman finds the feather 
gown of a spirit on a tree in Matsubara. The fisherman persuades the spirit to perform a dance for him in exchange 
for return of her gown.  
 
83 This painting is extant in the collection of the Eisei Bunko Museum in Tōkyō. Sesshū could not, however, have 
painted the work for Zhan Zhonghe during his travels, as Zhan was only active in the late fifteenth and early 
sixteenth centuries. It is thus more likely that Sesshū’s pupil Shūgetsu, or another member of a later delegation, 
brought the painting to China and solicited Zhan’s inscription.  
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month of the fifth jichou year of the Chenghua reign}.” [From this] it is clear how much [Xu 
Lian] admired Sesshū. After Sesshū returned to Japan, he lived at Unkokuji in Yamaguchi, Suō. 
For that reason, he went by the name “Unkoku” or used the sobriquet “Studio of the Cloud 
Valley.”84 Sesshū’s achievement of greatness derived from his nature. [He] did not tread in the 
footsteps of the ancient masters, but rather established his own tradition. [He] is especially 
skilled in landscapes, followed by figures. Bird-and-flower paintings follow that. [He] is also 
good at cows and horses, followed by dragons and tigers. In all of his [paintings] of figures, 
cows, and horses, one stroke of his brush brings them into being. This technique started with 
Sesshū. He often likes to paint in ink, and seldom adds color. He values gracefulness above all 
else, therefore he paints the general idea and does not seek form likeness. His brushwork and 
compositional layout are fresh and bold. [His paintings] somewhat lack inkwork,85 but there is 
not a single extant painting [of his] that is not excellent. Whenever he feels like painting, he 
plays a few melodies on the windpipe after having imbibed some wine, or he recites poetry, sings 
songs, and sprawls out leisurely. Then he wields his brush with high spirits, like a dragon in 
water. The arrangement and layout [of his paintings], though sketchy, results in a complete 
whole. The forms and style [of his paintings], though strange, come swiftly forth [from his 
brush]. Sesshū’s elders praised [him] as one who had achieved samadhi in painting. How true 
this is! Yet Sesshū was not self-satisfied with his ability and, moreover, had a modest 
disposition. [Sesshū] was to paint in the residence of the lord (i.e. Ashikaga Yoshimasa 足利義

政, r. 1449-73), [but he instead] recommended Kano (i.e. Kano Masanobu 狩野正信, 1434-
1530) and yielded this commission to him. From this [example], one can perceive Sesshū’s 
[modesty]. In his late years, his painting skill did not diminish, and there still remain paintings 
that [he] made after eighty years of age. Kei Genryū (i.e. Genryū Shūkei), {pupil of Ōsen (i.e. 
Ōsen Keisan)} and Banri (i.e. Banri Shūkyū) {sobriquet Baika Mukinzō} wrote biographical 
accounts for Sesshū, which are known today. In China Sesshū studied color painting with Li Zai 
{his biography appears in Sequel to Precious Mirror of Painting}. There is a portrait of Sesshū 
in the home of a warrior family in Satsuma. It was painted by Shūgetsu (i.e. Shūgetsu Tōkan 秋
月等観). In the portrait Sesshū wears a large vestment on his body and a black gauze hat on [his] 
head. His fingers pluck at the strings of a lute.86 This painting, along with his own half-length 
self-portrait {on this painting it reads, “Sesshū bestowed [this] upon Shūgetsu”} both survive.87  
 
僧雪舟 諱等楊，又稱備溪齋，或稱米元山主，氏小田，備之中州赤浜人也。到今赤浜之

田間，有雪舟所産之地。天性工畫，師如拙及周文，得其法，更出新意。或曰，雪舟及十

二、三歳，其父攜之，投州井山寶福寺，而為一僧弟子。雪舟自幼好畫，不事經卷，一朝

 
84 The veracity of Sesshū’s residence at a temple named Unkokuji is unclear. Furthermore, Sesshū was already using 
the sobriquet “Unkoku” before he departed for China in 1467. See Kano Einō, Honchō gashi: Yakuchū, 2214-15.  
 
85 For a discussion of the term to “lack inkwork 無墨法” see Kano Einō, Honchō gashi: Yakuchū, ed. Kasai 
Masaaki, Sasaki Susumu, and Takei Akio (Kyoto: Dōhōsha, 1985), 215. In general, Einō seems to imply that 
Sesshū’s paintings are characterized more by linear brushwork rather than planar ink application.  
 
86 A painting matching this description, and bearing Sesshū’s signature, is in the collection of the Yamato Bunkakan, 
Nara.  
 
87 This description corresponds to a painting in the Fujita Art Museum, Ōsaka, on which Sesshū recorded that the 
self-portrait was given to his pupil Shūgetsu. The portrait is widely believed to be a later copy.  
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師僧大恕，縛雪舟於堂柱，日漸及暮，師僧又憐之，自到堂上，將解縛索。于時，雪舟膝

下鼠驚走，師僧亦驚騷，恐傷雪舟急逐之，然鼠不動搖，師僧怪見之，雪舟終日愁苦之所

致涙痕滴堂，雪舟自以腳大拇指，點涙畫鼠於堂板，其勢恰似活鼠奔走之題。於是師僧服

其妙，自是後不戒畫。及壯年為相國禪寺左街僧錄司洪德禪師弟子，又赴鎌倉，從建長寺

玉隱永璵，永璵為雪舟作漁樵齋記，即為雪舟別號。曾寛正年中乘海舶入大明，登四明天

童，為第一座，故畫後多書四明天童第一座。又稱扶桑紫陽等楊。在明也，問當時能畫

人，明人曰：“今世能畫不乏其人，就中李氏、張氏推為一雙高手。”等楊見其所畫曰：

“我遠遊明國，其志在求畫師，今見二氏跡不足學，然則大明國裏無可師之人，唯明國名

勝之地，山川草木，是我師也。然則師在我，而不在人，豈他求乎？”自是激勵不怠，圖

畫成奇，大明君臣共稱其美，逐奉敕畫禮部院之壁，不又榮乎？曾應明人之請，而畫本朝

之富士、三保、清見三絶景，當時鴻儒詹仲和贊於其上（詹僖字仲和，號鐵冠道人。書法

卓絶，名動京師。）曰：“巨嶂稜層鎮海涯，扶桑堪作上天梯，岩寒六月常留雪，勢似青

蓮直過氐，名刹雲連清建古，虛堂塵遠老禪栖，乘風吾欲東遊去，特到松原竊羽衣。雪舟

弟子寫其圖贊，以歸本朝（畫後書雪舟筆，其下有等楊墨印）。成化年中促歸裝，于時，

四明徐璉字希堅，送別以詩,曰:“家在蓬萊弱水灣，丰姿瀟灑出塵寰, 久用詩賦超方外，

勝有丹青落世間, 鷲嶺千層飛錫去，鯨波萬里踏杯還, 懸知別後相思処，月在中天雲在山

（其後記成化五年歳次己丑夏下澣四明徐璉希堅書）。”其所重可知。歸朝後居周防州山

口雲谷寺，故稱雲谷，或號雲谷軒。至其妙処，則得之天性，不踐古人蹤跡，而既立一

家。尤長於山水，人物次之，花鳥又次之，兼善牛馬，而龍虎次之，凡於人物、牛馬，一

點筆而成，此法始自雪舟，常好水墨，少設丹青，專尚風致，故大抵寫意，不求形似。筆

力位置清氣豪放，聊有無墨法，但傳于世者，無不至妙也。每欲畫微醺後吹尺八數聲，或

吟詩唱歌，箕坐盤薄，及執筆意氣揚揚，如龍之得水，舖排草草而成矣，体製奇奇而出

矣。先輩稱畫中三昧手，宜哉！ 然雪舟不矜其能，又有謙讓之情，公方家金殿畫圖，薦

狩氏而讓之，以此可觀矣。至晚年筆力不衰，八十有余歳後所畫者，今往往有焉。興彦龍

（橫川弟子）、萬里（號梅花無盡藏）為之作傳，今行于世矣。在明日學彩畫法於李在

（其傳出于圖繪寶鑑續篇）。薩州士人家，有舟畫像，秋月所筆也，其像身著九條袈裟，

首戴烏紗巾，手彈琵琶，此圖並自畫半身像（畫後書雪舟付与秋月）亦往往有焉。 
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Appendix II  
 
Timeline and Itinerary of the Ōnin Delegation 

 
 

No. Date Description of Event 

1 
10th month,  
1458  
(長禄 2) 

• A Japanese envoy sent by Ashikaga Yoshimasa arrives in Korea.  
• The envoy seeks assistance from the Joseon court, requesting that they 
act as an intermediary on behalf of Japan, to inquire with the Ming court 
regarding Japan’s dispatch of a tribute trade delegation. 

2 
2nd month,  
1459  
(長禄 3) 

• An imperial edict arrives at the Joseon court from the Chinese Ministry 
of Rites permitting Yoshimasa’s request to dispatch a tribute trade 
delegation. 

3 4th month,  
1459 • The Ming imperial edict arrives in Japan. 

4 
6th month,  
1460  

(寛正元年) 
• Tenyo Seikei is appointed ambassador of the Japanese delegation. 

5 
3rd month,  
1461  
(寛正 2) 

• Ashikaga Yoshimasa dispatches an envoy to the Shimazu domain in 
Kyūshū to arrange for the supply of sulphur, part of the shogunate’s 
tribute gift to the Ming court. 

6 11th month,  
1461  

• Ambassador Tenyo returns to Shinano Province due to the death of a 
patron, thus delaying preparations for the delegation. 

7 1461-1464 • The Kanshō famine further delays preparations for the delegation. 

8 
2nd month, 
1464  
(寛正 5) 

• Zuikei Shūhō is appointed to draft the diplomatic documents. 

9 7th month,  
1464 • Ambassador Tenyo departs Kyōto for Kyūshū. 

10 11
th month,  
1464 

• Ambassador Tenyo arrives in Suō Province, where he meets his friend 
Kōshi Ehō.  

• Ambassador Tenyo may also meet Sesshū at this time. 

11 
5th month,  
1465  
(寛正 6) 

• The Ashikaga shogunate borrows money from Ōuchi Norihiro to cover 
the operating expenses of their vessel in the delegation fleet. 

12 8th month,  
1465 

• Prayers are conducted at Shōkokuji in Kyōto to pray for a safe sea 
passage for the delegation. 

13 9th month,  
1465 

• Ōuchi Norihiro, leader of the Ōuchi clan, dies in Iyo Province.  
• The departure of the delegation is postponed until the following year. 

14 
2nd month,  
1466  

(文正元年) 

• The delegation vessels set sail from Hakata but meet a storm in Yobuko 
Bay.  

• The Ōuchi vessel of the fleet is badly damaged. Members of the 
delegation seek shelter at Azuchi Ōjima off the coast of Kyūshū. 
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No. Date Description of Event 

15 

Post-3rd 
month,  
1467  

(応仁元年/ 

成化 3) 

• The Ōuchi and Hosokawa vessels of the delegation depart Hakata for 
China.  

• At some point this year they arrive at Dinghai, Zhejiang Province.  
• From Dinghai the Japanese delegation moves to Ningbo, where they are 
officially registered at the Maritime Trade Office. 

16 

Winter  
(11th or 12th 
months),  
1467 

• The Ōuchi group (including Sesshū) arrive in Beijing in time for the 
New Year celebration at the court. 

17 
1st month,  
1468  
(成化 4) 

• The Ashikaga vessel of the delegation departs Hakata for China. 

18 4th month,  
1468 

• Minister of Rites Yao Kui submits a memorial to the throne regarding 
the court’s concern for a series of natural disasters and the lack of an 
imperial heir. 

19 5th month,  
1468 

• The Hosokawa group of the Japanese delegation presents horses to the 
Ming court.  

• The Ōuchi group (including Sesshū) may also be present for this 
audience with the Chenghua emperor. 

20 6th month,  
1468 

• Sesshū visits Da Xinglong si in Beijing and receives a parting preface 
and poem from the abbot Lu’an.  

• Interpreter Lin Congjie, a member of the Japanese delegation, submits 
memorials to the throne requesting that he be allowed to return to his 
home in Zhejiang Province.  

• Empress Dowager Qian (Empress Xiaozhuang Rui, imperial consort of 
Zhu Qizhen, i.e. the Zhengtong and Tianshun emperor) dies. 

21 11
th month,  
1468 

• Ambassador Tenyo and the Ashikaga group of the Japanese delegation 
arrive in Beijing and present the tribute documents and gifts to the 
Chenghua emperor.  

• Matō Jirō, a member of the Japanese delegation, fatally wounds a 
Chinese man in the market. 

22 For all or 
part of 1468 

• Sesshū apprentices at the imperial academy of painting in the Forbidden 
City and works on the mural project for the central hall in the Ministry of 
Rites. 
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No. Date Description of Event 

23 
1st month,  
1469  
(成化 5) 

• All three groups of the Japanese delegation celebrate the New Year at 
the court.  

• Ambassador Tenyo negotiates with the Ministry of Rites for increased 
compensation for the Japanese tribute gifts.  

• Ambassador Tenyo and the Ashikaga group of the delegation depart 
Beijing for Ningbo. 

24 2
nd month,  
1469 

• Keian Genju, a member of the Ōuchi group, negotiates with the Ministry 
of Rites for compensation for tribute goods lost in the shipwreck at 
Yobuko Bay in 1466.  

• The Ōuchi group of the Japanese delegation, including Sesshū, depart 
Beijing for Ningbo. 

25 5th month,  
1469 • The literati Xu Lian gives Sesshū a parting preface and poem. 

26 6th month, 
1469 • The Japanese delegation departs China. 

27 7th month,  
1469 

• The Ōuchi ship of the Japanese delegation arrives home to Akamagaseki 
in southwest Honshū. 
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Appendix III  
 
Sesshū’s Literati Network 
 
 
 
Appendix III.1: Sesshū’s literati network in Ming China 
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Appendix III.2: Sesshū’s literati network through painting inscriptions 
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Appendix IV  
 
Ming Ma-Xia Mode Templates 
 
 
Appendix IV.1: Template One 
 
 

 
 

Scenes Motifs
Donkey, rider, & attendent ✓
Rustic bridge ✓
Towering mountain range in background ✓
Meandering stream & mist-shrouded trees ✓
Group of pines w/ leaning tree ✓
Two docked fishing boats ✓ ✓
Two figures walking away from boats ✓ ✓
Fishing boats in background ✓ ✓
Two figures seated face-to-face in window of dwelling ✓ ✓
Woodcutter crossing bridge ✓ ✓
Two pilgrims headed toward mountain temple ✓ (approaching from right of temple) ✓ (approaching from left of temple)
Rice paddies ✓ ｘ (+ two-story structure at lower left)
Water buffalo ✓ ✓

Scene 5: Transitional scene Path through mountains w/ railing ✓ ✓
Courtyard house ｘ ✓
Open-air pavilion ✓ ✓
Woodcutters & dog ｘ ✓
Daoist temple complex ✓ ✓
Crane ✓ ✓
Descending geese ✓ ✓
Congregation of fishing boats ✓ (+ leisure boat) ✓
Rush hat & raincoat on pole ✓ ｘ
Canopied fishing apparatus ✓ ✓
City wall ✓ ✓
Gazebo surrounded by bamboo grove ✓ ✓
People in repose viewing cave ✓ (+ cave waterfall) ✓ (no waterfall)
Mountain temple at peak ✓ (no pagoda) ✓ (+ pagoda)
Inverted "V" shaped cave opening ✓ ✓
Cave scene w/figures inside ✓ ｘ
Boy on water buffalo headed down path ✓ ｘ
Two travelers, one with cart ✓ (cart pushed toward left) ✓ (cart pushed toward right)
Covered bridge ✓ ✓
Wine shop ✓ ✓
Temple and pagoda ｘ ✓
Thatched roof building ｘ ✓
Waterbuffalo ✓ (+ baby buffalo, no field) ✓ (one buffalo & man in a field)
Boats w/ wind-filled sails ｘ ✓
Blossoming plum mingling w/ other foliage ｘ ✓

Scene 10: Temple amid pines Valley temple amidst pines ✓ ｘ Does not contain Scene 10
Blue is most prominent color, used in rocks & background mountain silhouettes ✓ ✓

Ochre used in rocks & details (e.g. architecture & clothing) ✓ ✓
Green used in foliage ✓ ✓
Red used for blossoming trees & details (eg. clothing) ｘ ✓ (Scene 9: blossoming tree)
Vegetal dots ✓ ✓

Widespread use of large axe-cut stroke ✓ ✓

Axe-cut strokes sometimes blend into areas of wash ✓ ✓
Extensive use of wash in background mountains ✓ ✓
Plateau-style rocks (i.e. ascending w/ planar tops) ✓ ✓
Upright & angular foreground rocks (w/ blue, ochre & axe-cut) ✓ ✓

Mountain silhouettes in background ✓ ✓

Pinwheel pines ✓ ✓

Feathery pines ✓ ✓

Bottlebrush pines ✓ ✓

Deciduous trees w/ broad leaves ✓ ✓

Plums ｘ ✓

Visual effect Gentle zig-zag recession pattern between foreground land scenes & open-water scenes ✓ ✓
Distance from viewer Foreground perceived at a consistent distance from viewer throughout the painting ✓ ✓

Scene 4: Valley temple

Scene 6: Daoist temple

Scene 7: Open water 

Scene 8: Cave 

Spatial 
arrangement

Template One

Grand View of Rivers and Mountains 
江山勝覽圖卷 

[Spurious "Ma Yuan" Signature]

Ten-Thousand Li of the Yangzi River 
長江萬里圖卷 

[Spurious "Xia Gui" Signature]

Scenes & 
motifs

Scene 1: Donkey & rider cross 
bridge

ｘ

Does not contain Scene 1

Scene 2: Docked boats & 
fishermen

Scene 9: Covered bridge

Color, 
brushwork 
& forms

Color

Brushwork

Forms

Scene 3: Woodcutter & village 
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Appendix IV.2: Template Two 
 
 

 
 
 

Scenes Motifs

Scene 1: Landscape 

scenery
Fisherman leaving boat & walking to hillside village ✓ ｘ Does not contain Scene 1 ｘ Does not contain Scene 1 ｘ Does not contain Scene 1

Valley temple amidst pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Tree on sloping mountain top ✓ (tree is dead) ✓ (tree is dead) ✓ (tree is alive) ✓ (tree is alive)
Walking figures ✓ (two figures) ✓ (two figures) ✓ (one figure) ✓ (two figures)
Large leaning cliff ✓ (w/ overhanging vegetation) ✓ (w/ overhanging vegetation) ✓ (w/out overhanging vegetation) ✓ (w/ overhanging vegetation)
Mountain village w/ gate ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Haystack ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Open-air pavilion on promontory ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Bridge ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Donkey, rider, & attendant ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Riverside village ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Reeds on bank ✓ ✓ ｘ ✓
Two fishing boats ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Mountain island in background ｘ ｘ ✓ ｘ 
Docked boat ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Figure walking away from boat ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Group of pines w/ leaning tree ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Boats w/ wind-filled sails ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Valley temple amidst pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Covered bridge ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Rocks w/ large circular corrosions ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Inverted "V" shaped cave opening ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Trees growing out of cliff rock in cave ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Bridge ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Two figures in repose viewing the cave waterfall ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Dangling foliage ✓ ✓ ｘ ✓
Towering mountains, meandering stream & mist-

shrouded trees
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Two flying cranes ✓ ✓ ｘ ✓

Valley temple amidst pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Scene 8: Colossal rock 

w/ waterfall
Colossal rock w/ waterfall ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Protruding cliff that bookends the painting ✓ ✓ ✓

Two travelers leaving the final scene ✓ ✓ ✓

Gazebo ✓ ✓ ✓

Blue is most prominent color, used in rocks & 

background mountain silhouettes
✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ (not as much blue)

Ochre used in rocks & details (e.g. architecture & ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Green used in foliage ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Red used in blossoming trees & details (e.g. clothing) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Vegetal dots ✓ ✓ (minor dots) ✓ (minor dots) ｘ 

Widespread use of large axe-cut stroke ✓ ✓ ✓
ｘ (large rocks display hemp-

fiber-like stroke)
Axe-cut strokes sometimes blend into areas of wash ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ 
Extensive use of wash in background mountains ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Plateau-style rocks (i.e. ascending w/ planar tops) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Upright & angular foreground rocks (w/ blue, ochre & 

axe-cut)
✓ ✓ ✓

✓ (rocks display more parallel 
lines than others)

Mountain silhouettes in background ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Pinwheel pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Feathery pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Bottlebrush pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Deciduous trees w/ broad leaves ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Abrupt transitions between highly foregrounded scenes 

& deep distance scenes
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Hanging cliffs delineate dramatic depth transitions ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Distance from viewer
Shifting sense of viewer's perceived distance from  

foreground
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Scene 4: Open water w/ 

boats

Scene 5: Covered 

bridge flanked by 

groves of pine

Scene 6: Figures 

viewing a cave 

waterfall 

Scene 7: Towering 

mountains, 

meandering stream & 

mist-shrouded trees

Spatial 

arrangement

Visual effect

Scenes & 

motifs

Scene 2: Valley temple 

amidst pines

Scene 3: Mountain 

village & riverside 

village

Template Two

High Mountains and Long Rivers 

山高水長圖卷 [Dai Jin]

Rivers and Mountains Without 

End 

江山無盡圖卷

Superior Views of One Thousand 

Peaks 

千巖竟秀圖卷 

Clear Distance of Rivers and 

Mountains 

江山清遠圖卷 [Shen Zhou]

ｘ Does not contain Scene 9
Scene 9: Precipitous 

mountains crowned w/ 

pines

Color, 

brushwork & 

forms

Color

Brushwork

Forms
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Appendix IV.3: Template Three 
 
 

 
 

Template Three

Scenes Motifs
Donkey, rider & attendant ✓
Willow-shaded bridge ✓
Wine shop amid blossoming fruit trees ✓
Docked boat ✓
Meandering stream & mist-shrouded trees (w/ towering mountains) ✓
Haystack ✓
Two figures seated face-to-face in window of dwelling ✓
Bridge to village ✓
Two travelling companions w/ attendant ✓
Winding path ✓
Hanging cliffs ✓
Inverted "V" shaped cave opening ✓
Waterfall in a cave ✓
Trees growing out of cliff rock in cave ✓
Rocks w/ large circular corrosions ✓
Thatched roof gazebo ✓

Scene 5: “Brisk crossing at the clear stream” Open water w/ one boat & people being rowed ✓
Grove of bamboo surrounding buildings ✓
Large leaning cliff from sky ✓
Valley temple amidst pines ✓
Two pilgrims going to the temple ✓
Pass through mountain ✓

Scene 8: "Clear  stream at misty dawn" Meandering stream & mist-shrouded trees ✓
Scene 9: “Layered verdure among cliff Group of pines w/ leaning tree ✓
Scene 10: "Ancient temple in snow" Double-eaved builidng in winter scene ✓
Scene 11: "Gazing from a pine grove" Grove of pines growing on rocks ✓
Scene 12: "Returning sails on the river" Boats w/ wind-filled sails ✓

Bamboo grove surrounding a pavilion ✓
Figure w/ staff & attendant on mountain path ✓
Rocks w/ large circular corrosions ✓
Inverted "V" shaped cave opening ✓
Trees growing out of cliff rock in cave ✓
Blossoming plum beside cave ✓
Hanging cliff ✓

Scene 15: Open water Rush hat & raincoat on pole ✓
Group of plums ✓
Hanging cliff ✓
Bridge ✓

Scene 17: Village scene at cliff's end Protruding cliff that bookends the painting (w/ suspended tree) ✓

Blue is most prominent color, used in rocks & background mountain silhouettes ✓(based on Sōtan Scroll )
Ochre used in rocks & details (e.g. architecture & clothing) ✓(based on Sōtan Scroll )
Green used in foliage ✓(based on Sōtan Scroll )
Red used in blossoming trees & details (eg. clothing) ✓(based on Sōtan Scroll )
Vegetal dots ✓

Widespread use of large axe-cut stroke ✓

Axe-cut strokes sometimes blend into areas of wash ✓
Extensive use of wash in background mountains ✓
Plateau-style rocks (i.e. ascending  w/ planar tops) ✓
Upright & angular foreground rocks (w/ blue, ochre & axe-cut) ✓

Mountain silhouettes in background ｘ 
Pinwheel pines ✓

Feathery pines ✓

Bottlebrush pines ✓

Deciduous trees w/ broad leaves ✓

Willows ✓

Plums ✓

Abrupt transitions between highly foregrounded scenes & deep distance scenes ✓

Hanging cliffs delineate dramatic depth transitions ✓
Distance from viewer Shifting sense of viewer's perceived distance from foreground ✓

Brushwork

Forms

Spatial 
arrangement

Visual effect

1471 Sesshū Copy

Scenes & 
motifs

Scene 1: "Searching for spring at the willow 
bank"

Scene 2: “Wine shop flag among peach trees” 

Scene 3: “Cottages by the spring stream"

Scene 4: “Pine ravine & rushing current” 

Scene 6: “Retreat among the bamboo” 

Scene 7: "Southern pass through the 
mountain" 

Scene 13: Hanging cliff w/ bamboo grove

Scene 14: Cave waterfall

Scene 16: Plum grove

Color, 
brushwork 
& forms

Color
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Appendix IV.4: Template Four 
 
 

 
 

Template Four

Scenes Motifs
Cave scene w/ figures inside (w/ interior doors) ✓
Blossoming plum beside cave ✓
Figures inside cave seated on rocks w/attendants preparing tea & food ✓
Plum trees sheltering building by the bank ✓
Grove of pine trees ✓
A lone figure carrying an oar & returning home from his moored boat ✓
Haystack ✓
Market with outdoor table & benches at which figures sit & drink ✓
Two figures seated face-to-face in window of dwelling ✓
Servant carrying dishes & walking w/ a dog ✓
Two pilgrims carrying staffs ✓
Merchant boat w/ cargo ✓
Leaning pine ✓
Two figures in repose viewing a waterfall ✓
Figure w/ staff & attendant on winding path ✓
Temple & pagoda amid trees ✓
Rice paddies ✓
Water buffalo ✓
Descending geese ✓
Pass through mountain ✓
Congregation of moored fishing boats ✓
Rush hat & raincoat on pole ✓
Boats w/ wind-filled sails ✓
Fishing shelter w/ suspended net ✓
Snow-covered mountain range ✓
Blue is most prominent color, used in rocks & background mountain silhouettes
Ochre used in rocks & details (e.g. architecture & clothing)
Green used in foliage
Red used in blossoming trees & details (eg. clothing)
Vegetal dots

Widespread use of large axe-cut stroke
Axe-cut strokes sometimes blend into areas of wash
Extensive use of wash in background mountains
Plateau-style rocks (i.e. ascending w/ planar tops)
Upright & angular foreground rocks (w/ blue, ochre & axe-cut)

 Mountain silhouettes in background

Pinwheel pines

Feathery pines

Bottlebrush pines

Deciduous trees w/ broad leaves

Willows

Plums ✓

Distance from viewer

Spatial 
arrangement

Visual effect Unknown

Xia Gui Painting of the 
Realm

Scenes & 
motifs

Scene 1: Spring 

Scene 2: Summer 

Scene 3: Autumn

Scene 4: Winter 

Color, 
brushwork & 

forms

Color

UnknownBrushwork

Forms

Pines, but uncertain which 
type

Unknown
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Appendix IV.5: Final Comparison 
 
 

Motif sets Motifs

Congregation of moored fishing boats ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Rush hat & raincoat on pole ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Fishing shelter w/ suspended net ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Reeds on bank ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Boats w/ wind-filled sails ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Merchant boat w/ cargo ✓ ✓ ✓
Mountain temple at peak (sometimes w/ pagoda) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Valley temple amidst pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Donkey, rider & attendant ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Two figures seated face-to-face in window of dwelling ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Woodcutter crossing bridge ✓ ✓
Open-air pavilion on a promontory ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  

City wall ✓ ✓
Covered bridge ✓ ✓
Rice paddies ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Water buffalo ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Mountain village w/ gate ✓ ✓ ✓
Haystack ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Willow-shaded bridge ✓ ✓ ✓
Wine shop amid blossoming fruit trees ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Pass through mountain ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Double-eaved building in winter scene ✓ ✓
Figure w/ staff & attendant(s) on mountain path ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Market w/ outdoor table & benches at which figures sit & drink ✓ ✓
Servant carrying dishes & walking w/ a dog ✓ ✓
Two figures in repose viewing a cave (sometimes  w/ waterfall) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Cave scene w/ figures inside (sometimes w/ interior doors) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Inverted "V" shaped cave opening ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Large leaning cliff from sky ✓ ✓
Rocks w/ large circular corrosions ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Trees growing out of cliff rock in cave ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Tree suspended from cliff w/ dangling foliage ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Protruding cliff that bookends the painting (w/ suspended tree) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Waterfall in a cave ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Blossoming plum beside cave ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Meandering stream & mist-shrouded trees (sometimes w/ towering mountains) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Group of pines w/ leaning tree ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Grove of pines growing on rocks ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Blossoming plum mingling w/ other foliage ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Group of plums ✓ ✓ ✓
Grove of bamboo surrounding buildings ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Snow-covered mountain range ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Blue is most prominent color, used in rocks & background mountain silhouettes ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Ochre used in rocks & details (e.g. architecture & figures' clothing) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Green used in foliage ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Red used for blossoming trees & details (eg. clothing) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓[+white] ✓ ✓ ｘ ｘ 
Vegetal dots ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ 
Widespread use of large axe-cut stroke ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Axe-cut strokes sometimes blend into areas of wash ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Extensive use of wash in background mountains ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Plateau-style rocks (i.e. ascending w/ planar tops) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ ✓
Upright & angular foreground rocks (w/ blue, ochre & axe-cut) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ ｘ ｘ 
Mountain silhouettes in background ✓ ✓ ｘ ｘ ｘ ✓ ｘ ✓ ｘ 
Hanging cliffs ｘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ 
Pinwheel pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ ✓ ✓
Feathery pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ ｘ 
Bottlebrush pines ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Deciduous trees w/ broad leaves ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Willows ｘ ｘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Plums ✓ ｘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ ｘ 
Gentle zig-zag recession pattern between foreground land scenes & open-water scenes ✓ ｘ ｘ ｘ ｘ ｘ ｘ ｘ ✓
Abrupt transitions between highly foregrounded scenes  & deep distance scenes ｘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ 
Hanging cliffs delineate dramatic depth transitions ｘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ 
Foreground perceived at a consistent distance from viewer throughout the painting ✓ ｘ ｘ ｘ ｘ ｘ ｘ ｘ ✓
Shifting sense of viewer's perceived distance from foreground ｘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ｘ 

# of motifs 42 20 18 26 21 26 21 19 14 22 6

48% 43% 62% 50% 62% 50% 45% 33% 52% 14%Perecent of motifs exhibited in each Template / example

Unknown

Brushwork

Forms

Visual effect

Unknown
Distance 

from viewer

Scenes & 

motifs

Color, 

brushwork 

& forms

Spatial 

arrangement

Color

Unconfirmed, 

but likely based 

on Sōtan Scroll

Motif set 1: 

Boats, 

fishermen, 

open-water 

expanses

Motif set 2: 

Temples

Motif set 3: 

Villages, 

paths, 

bridges

Motif set 4: 

Caves, cliffs, 

waterfalls

Motif set 5: 

Trees, 

mountains

Ming Ma-Xia Mode Templates Sesshū's Xia Gui Mode Handscrolls Japanese Handscrolls

Template 

One

Template 

Two

Template 

Three

Template 

Four

Long 
Landscape

Small 
Landscape

Tōji 
Copy

Sōtan 
Scroll

Geiai 
Scroll

Ishii 
Scroll
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album leaf, 28.2 x 116.2 cm, Museum of Huaian County, Jiangsu Province. 
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0.13 Dai Jin, Spring Mountains in Layered Verdure, dated 1449, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 53 

x 141 cm, Shanghai Museum. 
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0.14 Dai Jin, Parting at the Golden Terrace, ca. mid-15th century, ink and light colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 27.8 x 90.7 cm, Shanghai Museum. 
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Part I: Chapter 1: The Historical Stage 
 
 

 
 
1.1 Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), Gazing from a Lakeside Pavilion in Spring, inscribed by Tenyo 

Seikei,15th century, ink and color on paper, hanging scroll, 84 x 36.4 cm, Kikkawa 
shiryōkan, Yamaguchi Prefecture. 
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1.2 Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 

601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.3 Detail: Eunuch figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated to 1501, ink on 

paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.4 [Left] Detail: Tianning si from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original by 

Sesshū), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. [Right] Five-story pagoda at Tianning si. 
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1.5 Entrance to Tiantong si, Zhejiang Province, China. 
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1.6 Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), Aiōji (i.e. Ayuwang si), dated 1472, ink and colors on paper, 
hanging scroll, 84.1 x 105.9 cm, private collection. 
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1.7 Front entrance (left) and Eastern Pagoda (right) at Ayuwang si, Zhejiang Province, China. 
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1.8 Transcription of Xu Lian, Departing Preface and Poem for Yun’gu (i.e. Unkoku, Sesshū), 
original text dated 1469, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 103 x 36.4 cm, Mōri Family Museum, 

Yamaguchi Prefecture. 
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1.9 Transcription of Xu Lian, Departing Preface and Poem for Yun’gu (i.e. Unkoku, Sesshū), 
original text dated 1469, contained in volume titled Zacchaku shū in Mori ke monjo at the 

Yamaguchi Prefectural Archive, Yamaguchi Prefecture.  
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1.10 Xu clan hall, Moon Lake, Ningbo, Zhejiang Province, China. 
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1.11 Detail: Textual label from Sesshū Tōyō, Magnificent Sites of China, 15th century, ink and 

color on paper, handscroll, 28.2 x 735.7 cm, Kyōtō National Museum. 
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1.12 Detail: Scene of Shaoxing from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original 
by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 

William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 
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1.13 Boats on West Lake, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China. 
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1.14 Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), West Lake, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 47 
x 105.3 cm, Seikadō Bunko Art Museum, Tōkyō. 
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1.15 Detail: Treasure Belt Bridge from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China 

(original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 
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1.16 Detail: Scene of Jinshan si from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original 
by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 

William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 
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1.17 Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), Kinzanji, dated 1472, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 
84.1 x 105.9 cm, private collection. 
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1.18 Detail: Scenes of Ganlu si (above) and Jiaoshan si (below) from Anonymous, Sketch of 
Magnificent Sites of China (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, 

handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 
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1.19 The Grand Canal in Yangzhou, Jiangsu Province, China. 
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1.20 Southern Guesthouse as located on a Wanli to Chongzhen (1573-1644) era map of Beijing, 

with annotations by Steffani Bennett 
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1.21 Detail: Donkeys from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, 

handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.22 Detail: Chinese official figure from People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, 
handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.23 Detail: Tibetan monk figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, 
ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.24 Detail: Tibetan monk from Anonymous, Miracles of the Mass of Universal Salvation 
Conducted by the Fifth Karmapa for the Yongle Emperor, ca. 1407, ink and colors on silk, 
handscroll, 66 x 4968 cm, The Tibet Museum, with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  
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1.25 Detail: Hui figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on 
paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.26 Detail: Turpan figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on 
paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.27 Detail: Tartar Mongolian figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 
1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.28 Detail: Jurchen figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on 
paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.29 Detail: “Person of the South” figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 
1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.30 Detail: Elephant from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, 
handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.31 Detail: Figures from Anonymous, Amusements of the Ming Emperor Xianzong at the 
Lantern Festival, ca. 1485, ink and colors on silk, handscroll, 36.7 x 690 cm, National Museum 

of China. 
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1.32 [Left] Imperial garment, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), The Palace Museum, Beijing. [Right] 
Detail: Eunuch figure from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, 

handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.33 Detail: Chinese civil official and wife figures from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various 
Countries, dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.34 Detail: Chinese examination candidates from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, 
dated 1501, ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.35 Detail: Chinese military guard from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, 
ink on paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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1.36 [Left] Photographs of the precincts of Da Xinglong si from the early 20th century. [Right] 
Da Xinglong si as located on a Wanli to Chongzhen (1573-1644) era map of Beijing, with 

annotations by Steffani Bennett. 
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1.37 Lu’an Chunzhuo, Parting Preface and Poem for Xuezhou (i.e. Sesshū), dated 1468, ink on 

paper, hanging scroll, 35.4 x 82 cm, Eisei Bunko Museum, Tōkyō. 
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1.38 Rubbing of stele from Da Xinglong si, erected in 1524. 
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1.39 Rubbing of funerary pagoda inscription for monk Zhigong Lu’an, erected in 1369 or 1429, 
with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  
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1.40 Anonymous, Water Moon Guanyin from Fahai si, completed in 1443, mural painting, 

Beijing. 
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1.41 Details: Figures and architecture from Anonymous, Pleasures in the Imperial Garden, 15th 
century, ink and colors on silk, handscroll, 36 x 670 cm, Baoli Art Museum, Beijing. 
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1.42 Diagram of Sesshū’s portable Buddhist shrine from Zusho kōryaku ki. 
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1.43 Detail: New Year scene from Anonymous, Amusements of the Ming Emperor Xianzong at 
the Lantern Festival, ca. 1485, ink and colors on silk, handscroll, 36.7 x 690 cm, National 

Museum of China. 
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Part II: Chapter 2: Sesshū and the Literati 
 
 

 
 

2.1 Sesshū Tōyō, God of Longevity, 1467-69, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 99.5 x 29.7 cm, 
private collection. 
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2.2 Detail: Signature from Sesshū Tōyō, God of Longevity, 1467-69, ink on paper, hanging 
scroll, 99.5 x 29.7 cm, private collection. 
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2.3 Detail: Face from Sesshū Tōyō, God of Longevity, 1467-69, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 
99.5 x 29.7 cm, private collection. 
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2.4 Jin Shi, Outlined Bamboo,15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 151.3 x 83.3 
cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing. 
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2.5 Qian Xuan, Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains, 13th century, ink and colors on paper, 

handscroll, 29.9 x 98.7 cm, Shanghai Museum. 
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2.6 Detail: Jin Shi’s frontispiece from Qian Xuan, Dwelling in the Floating Jade Mountains, 13th 

century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 29.9 x 98.7 cm, Shanghai Museum. 
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2.7 Wu Zhen,Eight Views of Jiahe, dated 1344, ink on paper, handscroll, 42.6 x 706 cm, 

National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
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2.8 Detail: Jin Shi’s frontispiece from Wu Zhen,Eight Views of Jiahe, dated 1344, ink on paper, 
handscroll, 42.6 x 706 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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2.9 Zhao Mengfu, Content in Poverty, late 13th– 14th centuries, ink and colors on paper, 

handscroll, 27.1 x 100.5 cm, National Place Museum, Taipei. 
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2.10 Detail: Jin Shi’s frontispiece from Zhao Mengfu, Content in Poverty, late 13th – 14th 

centuries, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 27.1 x 100.5 cm, National Place Museum, Taipei. 
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2.11 Detail: Painter’s inscription on Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape in the Manner of Gao Kegong, 
inscription dated 1474, ink on paper, 23.6 x 402.5 cm, handscroll, Important Cultural Property, 

Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum. 
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2.12 Detail: Painter’s inscription on Sesshū Tōyō, Splashed-ink Landscape, inscription dated 
1495, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 148.8 x 32.7 cm, National Treasure, Tōkyō National 

Museum. 
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2.13 Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), Magnificent Sites of China, 15th century, ink on paper, handscroll, 

28.2 x 735.5 cm, Kyōtō National Museum. 
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2.14 Detail: Opening scene from Sesshū Tōyō (attributed, traditionally attributed to Shūgetsu 
Tōkan), Yangzi River, 15th – 16th centuries, ink and color on paper, handscroll, 22 x 770.3 cm, 

Freer Gallery of Art, Charles Lang Freer Endowment, F1970.29.  
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2.15 Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th 
century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow 

Collection, RES.11.5753.  
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2.16 Detail: Figures from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original by Sesshū 
Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, William 

Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 
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2.17 Detail: Architectural features from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China 
(original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, 

Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 
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2.18 Detail: Landscape elements from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China 
(original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, 

Boston, William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 
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2.19 Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), Aiōji (left) and Kinzanji (right), dated 1472, ink and colors on 

paper, each 84.1 x 105.9 cm, hanging scrolls, private collection. 
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2.20 Detail: Jinshan and Jiaoshan from Anonymous (formerly attributed to Ju Ran), Ten-

Thousand Li Along the Yangzi River, mid-12th – early 13th centuries, ink on silk, handscroll, 43.5 
x 1656 cm, Freer Gallery of Art, Gift of Charles Lang Freer, F1911.168. 
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2.21 Detail: One scene from Wu Zhen,Eight Views of Jiahe, dated 1344, ink on paper, 

handscroll, 42.6 x 706 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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2.22 Illustration of the county seat of Gong’an, Hubei Province, from 1480 edition of the 

Gong’an xianzhi (Gong’an County Gazetteer). 
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2.23 Detail: City wall from Anonymous, Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (original by 
Sesshū Tōyō), copy ca. 19th century, ink on paper, handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 

William Sturgis Bigelow Collection, RES.11.5753. 
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2.24 [Above] Illustration of the county seat of Zhenjiang, Jiangsu Province, from the 1597 
edition of the Zhenjiang fuzhi (Zhenjiang Prefectural Gazetteer), with annotations by Steffani 
Bennett. [Below] Detail: Scene of Zhenjiang from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 

2.15), with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  
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2.25 [Above] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo, Zhejiang Province, from the 1560 edition 
of the Ningbo fuzhi (Ningbo Prefectural Gazetteer). [Below] Detail: Scene of Ningbo from 

Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
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2.26 [Left] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo (see 2.25). [Right, above] Detail: Tianfeng 
Pagoda from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). [Right, below] Tianfeng pagoda in 

Ningbo, Zhejiang Province, China. 
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2.27 [Left] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo (see 2.25), with annotations by Steffani 
Bennett. [Right] Detail: Sun Lake from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15), with 

annotations by Steffani Bennett. 
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2.28 [Above] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo (see 2.25), with annotations by Steffani 
Bennett. [Below] Detail: Scene of Ningbo from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15), 

with annotations by Steffani Bennett.   
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2.29 [Above] Detail: Scene of Ningbo from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15), with 
annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Below] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo (see 2.25), 
with annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Right] Three River Junction, Ningbo, Zhejiang Province 

China. 
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2.30 Detail: Japanese boat harbor from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
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2.31 [Above] Detail: Tianning si from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). [Below] 
Pagoda at Tianning si, Ningbo, Zhejiang Province, China. 
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2.32 [Left] Illustration of the county seat of Ningbo (see 2.25), with annotations by Steffani 
Bennett. [Right] Detail: Siming Station from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15), 

with annotations by Steffani Bennett.  
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2.33 Illustration of the county seat of Xinchang, Zhejiang Province, from the 1477 edition of the 

Xinchang xianzhi (Xinchang County Gazetteer). 
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2.34 [Left] Detail: Rooftops from illustration of the county seat of Xinchang (see 2.33). [Right] 

Detail: Rooftops from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
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2.35 [Left] Detail: Mountains from illustration of the county seat of Xinchang (see 2.33). [Right] 

Detail: Mountains from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
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2.36 [Above] Illustration of the Descending Rainbow Bridge from the 1488 edition of the 
Wujiang xianzhi (Wujiang County Gazetteer). [Below] Detail: Descending Rainbow Bridge 

from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
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2.37 Detail: Scene of Jinshan si from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
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2.38 [Above] Illustration of Jinshan si from the 1600 edition of the Jingkou sanshan quanzhi 
(Complete Gazetteer of the Three Mountains of Jingkou). [Below] Jinshan si from Sketch of 

Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
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2.39 [Above] Illustration of a military garrison and watchtower from the 1563 edition of the 
Dinghai County Gazetteer (Dinghai xianzhi). [Below] Detail: Scene of Dinghai from Sketch of 

Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
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2.40 [Above] Detail: Illustration of a military watchtower in Dinghai (see 2.39). [Below] Detail: 
Illustration of a military watchtower in Dinghai from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 

2.15). 
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2.41 [Above] Shen Zhou (attributed), “Yangzhou” from Famous Sites Along the Two Rivers, 15th 
– 16th centuries, ink and colors on silk, album leaf, 42 x 23.8 cm, Shanghai Museum. [Below] 

Detail: Urban scene from Sketch of Magnificent Sites of China (see 2.15). 
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2.42 Kano Tsunenobu, Chinda Waterfall (original by Sesshū Tōyō), ca. 17th – early 18th 

centuries, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 39.8 x 87.6 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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2.43 Kano Tsunenobu, Yōki Hermitage (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy dated 1672, ink on 
paper, hanging scroll, 121.2 x 39.6 cm, Tōkyō National Museum. 
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2.44 Sesshū Tōyō, Grounds of Tōfukuji, inscribed by Ryōan Keigo, inscription dated 1505, ink 

and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 83.4 x 153 cm, Tōfukuji, Kyōto. 
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2.45 Sesshū Tōyō, Amanohashidate, after 1501, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 90.2 x 

169.5 cm, National Treasure, Kyōto National Museum. 
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Part II: Chapter 3: Sesshū and the Court 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 1468-69, ink and colors on silk, hanging 
scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important Cultural Property, Tōkyō National Museum. 
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3.2 Shōkei, Small Scene of Lakes and Mountains, ca. 1464-65, ink and colors on paper, hanging 
scroll, 121.1 x 43.6 cm, Kyōtō National Museum. 
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3.3 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape, pre-1467, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 57.6 x 34.7 cm, 

Nezu Art Museum, Tōkyō. 
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3.4 Three locations of the imperial painting academy on a diagram of the Forbidden City, with 

annotations by Steffani Bennett. 
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3.5 Xia Kui, Visiting Dai Kui on a Snowy Night (left) and Watching the Waterfall (right), ca. 
mid-15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 195.6 x 101.6 cm, Art Institute of 

Chicago, Purchase from R.A. Waller Fund.  
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3.6 Anonymous, Facing the Moon, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 149.7 x 
78.2 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.7 Zhou Wenjing, Zhou Maoshu Gazing at Waterlilies, dated 1463, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 137.7 x 71.7 cm, collection unknown. 
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3.8 Zhou Wenjing, A Celebration of the New Year, ca. mid-15th century, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 137.7 x 71.7 cm, Shanghai Museum 
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3.9 Ni Duan, Liu Biao Inviting the Recluse Pan Degong to Leave the Mountain, 15th century, ink 
and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 163.8 x 92.7 cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing. 
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3.10 Zhou Quan, Shooting Pheasants, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 137.6 
x 117.2 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.11 Yin Xie, Flowers and Birds,15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, Nanjing 
University. 
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3.12 Sesshū Tōyō, Birds and Flowers of the Four Seasons, post-1469, ink and colors on paper, 
pair of six-panel folding screens, each 181.6 x 375.2 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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3.13 [Left] Detail: Crane and pine tree from Sesshū Tōyō, Birds and Flowers of the Four 
Seasons, post-1469, ink and colors on paper, pair of six-panel folding screens, each 181.6 x 
375.2 cm, Kyōto National Museum. [Right] Yin Xie, Flowers and Birds,15th century, ink and 

colors on silk, hanging scroll, Nanjing University. 
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3.14 [Left] Detail: Crane and pine tree from Sesshū Tōyō, Birds and Flowers of the Four 
Seasons, post-1469, ink and colors on paper, pair of six-panel folding screens, each 181.6 x 
375.2 cm, Kyōto National Museum. [Right] Yin Hong, Flowers and Birds, late 15th-early 16th 
centuries, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 129 x 68.1 cm, Yabumoto Kōzō collection, 

Japan. 
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3.15 Li Zai, Ma Shi, and Xia Zhi, Homecoming Ode (seven of nine total scenes), dated 1424 or 
1484, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 27.7 x 736 cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum. 
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3.16 Shi Rui, Landscape with Buildings and Figures, ca.mid-15th century, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 142.8 x 74.8 cm, private collection, Japan. 
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3.17 Shi Rui, Searching for Flowers, ca. 1469, ink and colors on silk, handscroll, 32.7 x 122 cm, 

Hashimoto Taitsu collection, Japan. 
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3.18 Rubbing of a stele listing court painters involved in the mural projects for Zhenwu miao, 
erected in 1447, Beijing, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. 
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3.19 [Above] Li Zai, Cloudy Landscape in the Mi Family Style, ca. 1446, ink on paper, album 
leaf, 28.2 x 116.2 cm, Huaian County Museum, Jiangsu Province. [Below] Li Zai, Daylily, ca. 
1446, ink on paper, album leaf, 28.2 x 51.2 cm, Huaian County Museum, Jiangsu Province. 
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3.20 Zhang Jin, Daoist Immoral Han Xiangzi Walking Across the Ocean, late 15th century, ink 
and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 136.4 x 88.6 cm, Cincinnati Art Museum, Gift of the Duke 

and Duchess of Talleyrand-Perigord, by exchange, 2001.70. 
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3.21 Rubbing of a stele listing court painters involved in the mural project for Zhenwu miao, 
erected in 1447, Beijing, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. 
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3.22 [Left] Sesshū Tōyō, God of Longevity Amid Plum Blossoms, 1468 or later, ink and colors on 
paper, hanging scroll, 127.7 x 62.5 cm, Tōkyō National Museum. [Center] Zhang Jin, Daoist 
Immoral Han Xiangzi Walking Across the Ocean, late 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 136.4 x 88.6 cm, Cincinnati Art Museum, Gift of the Duke and Duchess of 
Talleyrand-Perigord, by exchange, 2001.70. [Right] Anonymous, Somachattra from Fahai si, 

completed in 1443, mural painting, Beijing.  
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3.23 Anonymous, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, ca. late 13th-14th centuries, ink and colors on 
silk, hanging scrolls, each 118 x 54 cm, Klaus F. Naumann collection. 
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3.24 Detail: Figures from “Spring” of Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 1468-69, 
ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important Cultural Property, 

Tōkyō National Museum. 
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3.25 Detail: Figure from “Summer” of Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 1468-69, 
ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important Cultural Property, 

Tōkyō National Museum. 
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3.26 Detail: Village from “Autumn” of Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 1468-69, 
ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important Cultural Property, 

Tōkyō National Museum. 
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3.27 Detail: Figure from “Winter” of Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 1468-69, 
ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important Cultural Property, 

Tōkyō National Museum. 
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3.28 Guo Xi, Early Spring, dated 1072, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 158.3 x 108.1 
cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.29 Fan Kuan, Travelers Among Streams and Mountains, ca. 1000, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 206.3 x 103.3 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.30 Tang Di, Travelers in the Autumn Mountains, after Guo Xi, late 13th – mid-14th centuries, 
ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 151.9 x 103.7 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.31 Cao Zhibai, Clearing After Snow in the Mountains, ca. 1350, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 
129.7 x 56.4 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.32 Detail: Landscape screen painting from Lu Xinzhong, Ten Kings of Hell, ca. 13th century, 
ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, Eigenji, Japan. 
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3.33 [Left] Li Zai, Landscape, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 138.8 x 83.2 
cm, Tōkyō National Museum. [Right] “Summer” from Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four 
Seasons, 1468-69, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 149.2 x 75.7 cm, Important 

Cultural Property, Tōkyō National Museum. 
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3.34 [Left] Li Zai, Mountain Village, 15th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 135 x 76 cm, The 
Palace Museum, Beijing. [Center] Li Zai (attributed), Wide Islet and Distant Peak, 15th century, 
ink on paper, hanging scroll, 165.2 x 90.4 cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing. [Right] Li Zai 

(attributed), Elegant and Lofty Mountain Villa, 15th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 188.8 x 
109.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.35 “Winter” (left) and “Spring” (right) from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1). 
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3.36 [Outside pair] Dai Jin, Winter (left) and Spring (right), early 15th century, ink and colors on 
silk, hanging scrolls, Kikuya collection, Japan. [Inside pair] “Winter” (left) and “Spring” (right) 

from Sesshū Tōyō, Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.37 [Left] Dai Jin, Fishing on the Shores of Wei, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 139.6 x 75.4 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] Dai Jin (attributed), 
Landscape, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 121.3 x 59.6 cm, 

private collection, Japan. 
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3.38 Dai Jin, Landscape, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 184.5 x 
109.4 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.39 [Left] Dai Jin, Landscape, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 
184.5 x 109.4 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] “Summer” from Landscapes of the 

Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.40 [Left] Li Zai, Snowy Landscape, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 121.3 x 59.6 cm, 
private collection, Japan. [Right] “Spring” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.41 [Left] Ma Shi, Valley Village in Spring, ca. mid-15th century, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 178.6 x 112.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] “Autumn” from 

Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1). 
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3.42 [Left] Zhou Wenjing, Visiting Dai on a Winter Evening, mid-15th century, ink and colors 
on silk, hanging scroll, 161.5 x 93.9 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] “Winter” from 

Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.43 Xia Gui (attributed), Snowy Landscape, ca. 13th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 47.6 x 
32.6 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.44 [Left] Zhou Wenjing, Visiting Dai on a Winter Evening, mid-15th century, ink and colors on 
silk, hanging scroll, 161.5 x 93.9 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Center] Xia Gui 
(attributed), Snowy Landscape, ca. 13th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 47.6 x 32.6 cm, 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] “Winter” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 

3.1).  
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3.45 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape, pre-1467, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 57.6 x 34.7 cm, 
Nezu Art Museum, Tōkyō. 
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3.46 Sesshū Tōyō, Winter Landscape, post-1469, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 47.7 x 30.2 cm, 
National Treasure, Tōkyō National Museum. 
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3.47 Shang Xi, Laozi Passing the Barrier,early 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging 
scroll, 61 x 121.3 cm, Atami Art Museum, Japan. 
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3.48 Dai Jin, Searching for the Dao, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging 
scroll, 210.5 x 83 cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing. 
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3.49 [Left] Detail: Hanging cliff from Sesshū Tōyō, Birds and Flowers of the Four Seasons, 
post-1469, ink and colors on paper, pair of six-panel folding screens, each 181.6 x 375.2 cm, 
Kyōto National Museum. [Center] Detail: Hanging cliff from Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape, 
dated1486, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 39.8 x 1580.2 cm, National Treasure, Mōri 

Family Museum, Yamaguchi Prefecture. [Right] Sesshū Tōyō, Winter Landscape, post-1469, ink 
on paper, hanging scroll, 47.7 x 30.2 cm, National Treasure, Tōkyō National Museum. 
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3.50 [Left] Sheng Mou, Pleasant Summer in a Mountain Retreat, 14th century, ink and colors on 

silk, hanging scroll, 121.3 x 57.8 cm, Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art. [Center] Dai Jin, 
Landscape, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 184.5 x 109.4 cm, hanging scroll, 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] “Summer” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 

3.1).  
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3.51 [Left] Ma Yuan, A Banquet by Lantern Light, late 12th-early 13th centuries, ink and some 
colors on silk, hanging scroll, 111.9 x 53.5 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. [Right] 

Anonymous, A Banquet by Lantern Light, ca. 15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 
125.6 x 46.7 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.52 “Autumn” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1), with annotations by Steffani 
Bennett. 
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3.53 “Winter” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1), with annotations by Steffani 
Bennett. 
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3.54 [Left] Li Zai, Mountain Village, 15th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 135 x 76 cm, The 
Palace Museum, Beijing. [Right] “Autumn” from Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.55 [Left] Detail: Calligraphy screen from Li Zai, Mountain Village, 15th century, ink on silk, 
hanging scroll, 135 x 76 cm, The Palace Museum, Beijing. [Right] Detail: Calligraphy screen 

from “Autumn” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.56 Dai Jin, Evening Return from a Spring Outing, early-mid 15th century, ink and colors on 
silk, hanging scroll, 167.9 x 83.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.57 Li Zai (attributed), Elegant and Lofty Mountain Villa, 15th century, ink on silk, hanging 
scroll, 188.8 x 109.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.58 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape, inscribed by Ryōkō Shinkei, pre-1467, ink and colors on paper, 
hanging scroll, 101.2 x 33.5 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
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3.59 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape, pre-1467, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 57.6 x 34.7 cm, 
Nezu Art Museum, Tōkyō.  
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3.60 [Left] Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape, pre-1467, ink and colors on paper, hanging scroll, 57.6 x 
34.7 cm, Nezu Art Museum, Tōkyō. [Right] Sesshū Tōyō (attributed), Gazing from a Lakeside 
Pavilion in Spring, inscribed by Tenyo Seikei,15th century, ink and color on paper, hanging 

scroll, 84 x 36.4 cm, Kikkawa shiryōkan, Yamaguchi Prefecture. 
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3.61 Detail: Wash from “Summer” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.62 Detail: Texture strokes from “Spring” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.63 Detail: Texture strokes from Li Zai, Homecoming Ode, dated 1424 or 1484, ink and colors 
on paper, handscroll, 27.7 x 736 cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum. 
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3.64 Detail: Rockery from Shi Rui, Xuanyuan Seeking the Dao, ca. mid-15th century, ink and 
colors on silk, handscroll, 32 x 151.7 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.65 [Left] Detail: Mountain top from “Summer” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1). 
[Right] Detail: Mountain top from Dai Jin, Evening Return from a Spring Outing, early-mid 15th 
century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 167.9 x 83.1 cm, National Palace Museum, 

Taipei. 
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3.66 Xia Gui (attributed), Landscape,13th century, ink on silk, hanging scroll, 22.5 x 25.4 cm, 
Tōkyō National Museum. 
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3.67 Detail: Rock and cliff from Xia Gui (attributed), Pure and Remote Views of Mountains and 
Streams, ca. 13th-14th centuries, ink on paper, handscroll, 46.5 x 889.1 cm, National Palace 

Museum, Taipei. 
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3.68 Sun Junze, Pavilions Amid Landscape, ca. first half of 13th century, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scrolls, each 141.4 x 59 cm, Seikadō Bunko Art Museum, Tōkyō. 
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3.69 [Above] Detail: Texture strokes from Sun Junze, Pavilions Amid Landscape, ca. first half of 
13th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, each 141.4 x 59 cm, Seikadō Bunko Art 
Museum, Tōkyō. [Below] Detail: Texture strokes from “Spring” (left) and “Summer” (right) of 

Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.70 [Left] Detail: Texture strokes from Zhou Wenjing, Zhou Maoshu Gazing at Waterlilies, 
dated 1463, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, collection unknown. [Right] Texture strokes 

from “Spring” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1). 
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3.71 [Left] Detail: Texture strokes from Zhou Wenjing, Visiting Dai on a Winter Evening, mid-
15th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 161.5 x 93.9 cm, National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. [Right] Detail: Texture strokes from “Winter” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 

3.1).  
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3.72 [Above] Details: Brushwork from Xia Kui, Watching the Waterfall, ca. mid-15th century, 
ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 195.6 x 101.6 cm, Art Institute of Chicago, Purchase from 
R.A. Waller Fund. [Below] Details: Brushwork from “Summer” (left), “Autumn” (center), and 

Spring (right) of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.73 Zhong Li, Scholar Viewing a Waterfall, late 15th-early 16th centuries, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 177.8 x 103.2 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, from the P.Y. and 

Kinmay W. Tang Family Collection, Gift of Oscar L. Tang, 1991, 1991.438.4.  
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3.74 Zhong Li, Spring (left) and Winter (right), late 15th-early 16th centuries, ink and colors on 

silk, hanging scrolls, Konchi’in, Kyōto. 
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3.75 Zhong Li (traditionally attributed to Ma Yuan), Snowy Landscape, late 15th-early 16th 
centuries, ink and color on silk, hanging scroll, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.76 Wang E, Snowy Peaks and High Wind, late 15th-early 16th centuries, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 187 x 98.8 cm, Idemitsu Museum, Tōkyō. 
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3.77 Wang E, Crossing a Stream to Visit a Friend, late 15th-early 16th centuries, ink and colors 
on silk, hanging scroll, 172.1 x 105.8 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.78 Detail: Texture strokes from Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape, dated 1486, ink and colors on 
paper, handscroll, 39.8 x 1580.2 cm, National Treasure, Mōri Family Museum, Yamaguchi 

Prefecture. 
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3.79 Li Tang, Wind in the Pines Amid Ten Thousand Valleys, dated 1124, ink and colors on silk, 
hanging scroll, 188.7 x 139.8 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.80 Detail: Luohan from Zhou Jichang, Luohan in Meditation Attended by a Serpent (from set 
of Five Hundred Lohan), ca. 1178, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 111.5 x 53.1 cm, 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Denman Waldo Ross Collection, 06.288.  
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3.81 [Upper left] Detail: “L” shaped strokes from Shang Xi, Laozi Passing the Barrier, early 15th 
century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 61 x 121.3 cm, Atami Art Museum, Japan. [Upper 
right] Detail: “L” shaped strokes from Xia Zhi, Homecoming Ode, dated 1424 or 1484, ink and 
colors on paper, handscroll, 27.7 x 736 cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum. [Below] Detail: “L” 
shaped strokes from Shi Rui, Xuanyuan Seeking the Dao, ca. mid-15th century, ink and colors on 

silk, handscroll, 32 x 151.7 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3.82 Detail: “L” shaped strokes from landscape scenes from Fahai si, completed in 1443, mural 
painting, Beijing.   
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3.83 [Left] Detail: “L” shaped strokes from Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape, dated 1486, ink and 
colors on paper, handscroll, 39.8 x 1580.2 cm, National Treasure, Mōri Family Museum, 
Yamaguchi Prefecture. [Right] Detail: “L” shaped strokes from Anonymous, “Falling from 
Mount Sumeru” from Thirty-three Kannon (original by Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, 
original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Yamaguchi 

Prefectural Art Museum. 
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3.84 Detail: Signature and seals from Hu Cong, Spring Hunting, ca. early to mid-15th century, 

ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 191 x 122 cm, Baoli Art Museum, Beijing. 
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3.85 [Left] Detail: Signature and seals from Hu Cong, Spring Hunting, ca. early to mid-15th 
century, ink and colors on silk, 191 x 122 cm, hanging scroll, Baoli Art Museum, Beijing. 

[Right] Detail: Signature and seals from “Spring” of Landscapes of the Four Seasons (see 3.1).  
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3.86 Detail: Signature and seal on Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape, dated 1486, ink and colors on 
paper, handscroll, 39.8 x 1580.2 cm, National Treasure, Mōri Family Museum, Yamaguchi 

Prefecture.  
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Part III: Chapter 4: The Politics of Prayer 
 

 
 

4.1 Copyist unknown, “Drowning in a Turbulent River” from Thirty-three Kannon (original by 
Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, 
hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, previously in Mōri Family Museum (whereabouts currently 

unknown). 
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4.2 Copyist unknown, “Falling from Mount Sumeru” from Thirty-three Kannon (original by 
Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, 

hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum. 
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4.3 Copyist unknown, “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” from Thirty-three Kannon (original by 
Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, 

hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Kyūshū National Museum. 
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4.4 Kano Tsunenobu, “Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana” from Thirty-three Kannon (original by 
Sesshū Tōyō), copy dated 1677, original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, hanging 

scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Tōkyō National Museum. 
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4.5 Kano Yoshinobu, “Avalokiteśvara as Landlord” from Thirty-three Kannon (original by 
Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, 

hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, private collection. 
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4.6 Yamamoto Shōgetsu, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Thirty-three Kannon (original by 
Sesshū Tōyō), copy dated 1900, original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, hanging 

scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Tōkyō Fine Arts University Museum. 
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4.7 Kano Tan’yū, “Falling from Diamond Mountain” from Tan’yū shukuzu (original by Sesshū 
Tōyō), copy dated 1667, original dated 1486, ink on paper, handscroll, 28.4 x 3578 cm, private 

collection. 
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4.8 Kano Tan’yū, “Attack by Brigands” from Tan’yū shukuzu (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy 
dated 1666, original dated 1486, ink on paper, handscroll, 28.4 x 3578 cm, private collection. 
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4.9 [Left] Kichizan Minchō, “Drowning in a Turbulent River” from Thirty-three Kannon, set 
dated 1412, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 118.3 x 54.5 cm, Tōfukuji. [Right] 

Anonymous, “Drowning in a Turbulent River” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, 
woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown. 
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4.10 [Left] Kichizan Minchō, “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” from Thirty-three Kannon, set 
dated 1412, ink and colors on silk, hanging scrolls, 118.3 x 54.5 cm, Tōfukuji. [Center] 

Anonymous, “Attack by Poison and Sorcery” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, ink on 
paper, accordion fold book, collection unknown. [Right] Copyist unknown, “Attack by Poison 
and Sorcery” from Thirty-three Kannon (original by Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, 
original dated 1486, ink, colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Kyūshū 

National Museum. 
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4.11 Anonymous, Avalokiteśvara Sutra, late 9th or early 10th centuries, ink and colors on paper, 
booklet, The British Museum. 
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4.12 Anonymous (calligraphy by Sugawara Mitsushige), “Universal Gateway,” Chapter 25 of 
the Lotus Sutra, dated 1257, ink, colors, and gold on paper, handscroll, 24.6 x 934.9 cm, The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, Louisa Eldridge McBurney Gift, 1953, 53.7.3. 
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4.13 Anonymous, Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 1432, woodblock-printed ink on paper, 
accordion-fold book, collection unknown. 
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4.14 [Left] Anonymous, “Falling from Mt. Sumeru” from Guanyin Chapter from an Illustrated 
Lotus Sutra (Miaofa lianhua jing Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin), dated 1432, gold ink on indigo-
dyed paper, accordion-fold book, 33.9 x 1377.6 cm, Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler 
Museum, Gift of Alan Priest, 1926.46. [Right] Anonymous, “Falling from Mt. Sumeru” from 
“The Guanyin Chapter” from the Lotus Sutra, dated 1432, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, 

accordion-fold book, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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4.15 Anonymous, Frontispiece from Guanyin Sutra with an Illustrated Frontispiece (Guanshiyin 
pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed ink on paper, handscroll, Harvard Art 
Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of the Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 

1984.374. 
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4.16 Anonymous, Skanda from Guanyin Sutra with an Illustrated Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa 
pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed ink on paper, handscroll, Harvard Art 
Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of the Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 

1984.374. 
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4.17 Detail: Guanyin figure from Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Illustrated 
Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection 

unknown. 
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4.18 [Left] Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated 
Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed ink on paper, 
handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of Hofer Collection of the 
Arts of Asia, 1984.374. [Right] Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Illustrated 
Guanyin Sutra, dated 1471, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, accordion-fold book, Anhui 

Prefectural Museum. 
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4.19 [Left] Anonymous (calligraphy by Sugawara Mitsushige), “Avalokiteśvara as Isvara” from 
“Universal Gateway,” Chapter 25 of the Lotus Sutra, dated 1257, ink, colors, and gold on paper, 
handscroll, 24.6 x 934.9 cm, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Louisa Eldridge McBurney Gift, 
1953, 53.7.3. [Right] Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Isvara” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, 
dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown. 
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4.20 [Left] Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated 
Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed ink on paper, 
handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of Hofer Collection of the 
Arts of Asia, 1984.374. [Right] Yamamoto Shōgetsu, “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Thirty-
three Kannon (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy dated 1900, original dated 1486, ink, colors, and 

gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Tōkyō Fine Arts University Museum. 
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4.21 [Top, left to right] Details: Kannon figures from “Falling from Mount Sumeru,” 
“Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana,” and “Avalokiteśvara as Minister” from Thirty-three Kannon 
(originals by Sesshū Tōyō), see figs. 4.2, 4.4, 4.6. [Bottom, left to right] Details: Guanyin figures 
from “Falling from Mount Sumeru,” “Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana,” and “Avalokiteśvara as 
Minister” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, 

accordion-fold book, collection unknown. 
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4.22 [Left] Anonymous, “Falling from Mount Sumeru” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 
1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown, with 

annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Center] Copyist unknown, “Falling from Mount Sumeru” from 
Thirty-three Kannon (original by Sesshū Tōyō), date of copy unknown, original dated 1486, ink, 
colors, and gold on paper, hanging scroll, 104 x 54 cm, Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum, 
with annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Right] Anonymous, “Falling from Mount Sumeru” from 
Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, 
woodblock-printed ink on paper, handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, 
Gift of Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 1984.374, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. 
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4.23 [Left] Anonymous, “Falling from Diamond Mountain” from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, 
dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown, with 

annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Center] Kano Tan’yū, “Falling from Diamond Mountain” from 
Tan’yū shukuzu (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy dated 1667, original dated 1486, ink on paper, 
handscroll, 104 x 54 cm, private collection, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. [Right] 
Anonymous, “Falling from Diamond Mountain” from Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated 
Frontispiece (Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed ink on paper, 
handscroll, Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of Hofer Collection of the 

Arts of Asia, 1984.374, with annotations by Steffani Bennett. 
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4.24 Anonymous, Dedicatory texts and images from Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, 
woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, collection unknown. 
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4.25 Anonymous, Dedicatory text from Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated Frontispiece 
(Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed ink on paper, handscroll, 

Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 
1984.374. 
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4.26 Anonymous, Dragon stele cartouche from Guanyin Chapter with an Illustrated Frontispiece 
(Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin jing), dated 1423, woodblock-printed ink on paper, handscroll, 

Harvard Art Museums/ Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Gift of Hofer Collection of the Arts of Asia, 
1984.374. 
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4.27 Anonymous, Frontispiece image and dragon stele cartouche from Platform Sutra of the 
Sixth Patriarch, 1368-1402, Southern Tripitaka edition, woodblock-printed ink on paper, 

accordion-fold book, collection unknown. 
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4.28 Anonymous, Frontispiece and dragon stele cartouche from Nianfo famen wangsheng xifang 
gongju, dated 1416, published by the Monks Registrar, woodblock-printed ink on paper, 

accordion-fold book, collection unknown. 
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4.29 Anonymous, Frontispiece and dragon stele cartouche from the Perfection of Wisdom Sutra, 
1403-35, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, accordion-fold book, 40.5 cm high, private collection. 
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4.30 [Left] Anonymous, Dragon stele cartouche from Guanyin Chapter from an Illustrated Lotus 
Sutra (Miaofa lianhua jing Guanshiyin pusa pumenpin), dated 1432, gold ink on indigo-dyed 
paper, accordion-fold book, 33.9 x 1377.6 cm, Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler 

Museum, Gift of Alan Priest, 1926.46. [Right] Anonymous, Dragon stele cartouche from “The 
Guanyin Chapter” from the Lotus Sutra, dated 1432, gold ink on indigo-dyed paper, accordion-

fold book, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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4.31 Anonymous, Frontispiece and dragon stele cartouche from the Flower Garland Sutra, dated 
1419, Northern Tripitaka edition, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, 35.5 cm 

high, Muban Foundation Collection transferred to the British Library. 
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4.32 Anonymous, Frontispiece and dragon stele cartouche from the Lotus Sutra, dated 1476, 
with preface composed by the Chenghua emperor, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-

fold book, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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4.33 [Left] Anonymous, Bodhisattva Mañjuśrī, ca. 1402-24, gilded bronze, 19 cm high, British 
Museum. [Right] Detail: Avalokiteśvara from Anonymous, “Avalokiteśvara as Vaisravana” from 
Illustrated Guanyin Sutra, dated 1395, woodblock-printed ink on paper, accordion-fold book, 

collection unknown. 
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4.34 Anonymous, Bodhisattva Myōken, dated 1330, wood, Horiuchi jinja, Chiba Prefecture. 
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4.35 Anonymous, Myōken Bosatsu, 16th century, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 79.3 x 
49.6 cm, Kōryūji, Yamaguchi Prefecture.  
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4.36 Anonymous, Xuantian shangdi, 15th-16th centuries, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 

123.6 x 59.1 cm, Nosemi Myōken Shinjoji, Ōsaka. 
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Part III: Chapter 5: The Political Landscape 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

5.1 Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape (formally known as Handscroll Landscape of the Four 
Seasons), dated 1486, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 40.8 x 1602.3 cm, National Treasure, 

Mōri Family Museum.  
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5.2 Detail: Signature from Sesshū Tōyō, Long Landscape, dated 1486, ink and colors on paper, 
handscroll, 40.8 x 1602.3 cm, National Treasure, Mōri Family Museum.  
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5.3 Xia Gui, Sailboat in Rainstorm, ca. 1189-94, ink and colors on silk, round fan, 23.9 x 25.1 
cm, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Special Chinese and Japanese Fund, 12.891. 
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5.4 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui (Spring), 15th century, ink and colors on 

paper, hanging scroll, 30.1 x 30.8 cm, private collection. 
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5.5 Sesshū Tōyō, Small Landscape (formally known as Handscroll Landscape of the Four 
Seasons), 15th century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 21.5 x 1151.5 cm, Kyōto National 

Museum. 
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5.6 Unkoku Tōji, Landscape (original by Sesshū Tōyō, referred to in this chapter as Tōji Copy), 
inscription by Seigan Sōi dated 1658, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, about 30 cm x 1365 

cm, Kikuya family collection. 
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5.7 [From top to bottom] Details: Inverted “V” shaped cave opening from Long Landscape (see 

5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), Tōji Copy (see 5.6).  
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5.8 [From top to bottom] Details: Donkey, rider, and attendant(s) from Long Landscape (5.1), 

Small Landscape (5.5), and Tōji Copy (5.6). 
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5.9 [From top to bottom] Details: Valley temple amidst pines from Long Landscape (5.1), Small 

Landscape (5.5), and Tōji Copy (5.6). 
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5.10 [From top to bottom] Details: Snow-covered mountain range from Long Landscape (see 

5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
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5.11 [From top to bottom] Details: Open-air pavilion on a promontory from Long Landscape (see 
5.1) and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
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5.12 [From top to bottom] Details: Two figures seen through the window of a house from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1) and Small Landscape (see 5.5).  
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5.13 [From top to bottom] Details: Rice paddies from Long Landscape (see 5.1) and Small 

Landscape (see 5.5).  
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5.14 [From top to bottom] Details: Large protruding rock that bookends the painting from Long 
Landscape (see 5.1) and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
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5.15 [From top to bottom] Details: Texture strokes from Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small 
Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6).  
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5.16 [From top to bottom] Details: Vegetal dots from Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small 
Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). 
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5.17 [From top to bottom] Details: Rock and mountain forms from Long Landscape (see 5.1), 

Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6).  
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5.18 [From top to bottom] Details: Tree forms from Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape 
(see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6).  
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5.19 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui (Autumn), 15th century, ink and colors 

on paper, hanging scroll, 28.3 x 31.2 cm, Okayama Prefectural Museum. 
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5.20 Sesshū Tōyō, Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui (Winter), 15th century, ink and colors on 

paper, hanging scroll, 28.3 x 31.2 cm, Okayama Prefectural Museum. 
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5.21 Kano Tsunenobu, Landscape in the Manner of Xia Gui (Summer) (copy after Sesshū Tōyō) 
from Ryūgaki tekagami, 17th century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 32 x 392.5 cm, Tōkyō 

National Museum. 
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5.22 Anonymous, Grand View of Rivers and Mountains, before 1421, ink and colors on silk, 
handscroll, 64.5 x 1282 cm, Freer Gallery of Art, Gift of Charles Lang Freer, F1911.169a-c. 
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5.23 Anonymous, Ten Thousand Li of the Yangzi River, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 
handscrolls, 59.4 x 521.7 cm and 59.4 x 487.7 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art, John Steward 

Kennedy Fund, 1913, 13.220.1/13.220.18. 
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5.24 Xia Gui (attributed), Pure and Remote Views of Streams and Mountains, 13th-14th centuries, 
ink on paper, handscroll, 46.5 x 889.1 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
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5.25 Dai Jin, High Mountains and Long Rivers, 15th century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 
50 x 2073 cm, Guangzhou City Art Museum.  
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5.26 Anonymous, Rivers and Mountains Without End, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 

handscroll, 46.2 x 1631.5 cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum. 
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5.27 Anonymous, Superior Views of One Thousand Peaks, 15th century, ink and colors on silk, 

handscroll, 54.6 x 1514 cm, Liaoning Prefectural Museum. 
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5.28 Shen Zhou (attributed), Clear Distance of Rivers and Mountains, 16th century, ink and 
colors on silk, handscroll, 60 x 1586.6 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
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5.29 Anonymous, Copy of Xia Gui Landscape (original by Sesshū Tōyō, referred to in this 
chapter as 1471 Sesshū Copy), original ca. 1471, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, collection 

unknown. 
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5.29 [Continued] Anonymous, Copy of Xia Gui Landscape (original by Sesshū Tōyō, referred to 
in this chapter as 1471 Sesshū Copy), original ca. 1471, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 

collection unknown. 
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5.30 Oguri Sōtan (attributed), Landscape (referred to in this chapter as Sōtan Scroll), 15th 
century, ink and colors on paper, handscroll, 19.5 x 548.6 cm, private collection. 
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5.31 Xia Gui, Twelve Views of Landscape, late 12th-13th centuries, ink on silk, handscroll, 27.94 
x 293.37 cm, The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, William Rockhill Nelson Trust, 32-159/2.   
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5.32 Geiai, Landscape (referred to in this chapter as Geiai Scroll), 16th century, ink and colors on 

paper, handscroll, 39.3 x 1002.7 cm, Agency for Cultural Property, Japan.   
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5.33 [From top to bottom] Details: Red-colored motifs from Small Landscape (top image, see 
5.5) and Long Landscape (bottom two images, see 5.1).  
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5.34 Detail: White-colored motifs from Small Landscape (see 5.5). 
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5.35 [From top to bottom] Details: Coloration of motifs from Dai Jin, High Mountains 
(template one, see 5.25) and Long Landscape (see 5.1). 
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Template four: “[On the river] there is a large boat with its white sail expanded [with wind] as though it is 
flying 江上有軻峨巨艎，彉雲帆而如蜚.”1 

 
5.36 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Boats with wind-filled sails from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.6). [From top to bottom, 
right column] Details: Boats with wind-filled sails from High Mountains and Long Rivers 

(template two, see 5.25) and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
 
 

 
1 Tsukahara Akira, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” Bijutsushi 
kenkyū 27 (1989): 123.  
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5.37 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Valley temple amidst pines from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, 
right column] Details: Valley temple amidst pines from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains 
(template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 

Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29).  
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5.38 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Inverted “V” shaped cave opening from Long 
Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, 
right column] Details: Inverted “V” shaped cave opening from Grand View of Rivers and 

Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), 
and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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5.39 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Group of pines with a leaning tree from Long 
Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, 
right column] Details: Group of pines with a leaning tree from Grand View of Rivers and 

Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), 
and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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Template four: “In the east window there are two people who sit facing one another 東窗座對者二人.”2 
 
5.40 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Two figures in the window of a dwelling from 
Long Landscape (see 5.1) and Small Landscape (see 5.5). [From top to bottom, right column] 
Details: Two figures in the window of a dwelling from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains 

(template one, see 5.22) and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
 

 
 
 

 
2 Tsukahara, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” 122.  
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5.41 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Open-air pavilion on a promontory from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1) and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] Details: 
Open-air pavilion on a promontory from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template 

one, see 5.22) and High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25). 
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Template four: “On the outside [of the path] is the river and on the inside, mountain fields, of which there 

are several hundred qing  外江水內山田，田數百頃.”3 
 
5.42 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Rice paddies from Long Landscape (see 5.1) and 

Small Landscape (see 5.5). [Right] Detail: Rice paddies from Grand View of Rivers and 
Mountains (template one, see 5.22). 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
3 Tsukahara, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” 123. 
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5.43 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Large protruding rock that bookends the painting 
from Long Landscape (see 5.1) and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] 

Details: Large protruding rock that bookends the painting from High Mountains and Long Rivers 
(template two, see 5.25) and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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5.44 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Grove of pines growing on rocks from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1) and Small Landscape (see 5.5). [From top to bottom, right column] 
Details: Grove of pines growing on rocks from High Mountains and Long Rivers 
(template two, see 5.25) and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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Template four: “The merchant ship is unmoored, its mast whistling in the wind. There are two deckhands 
who arrange the things on board 商舶解纜，桅竿嘯空, 舟人兩枚，立備舟具.”4 

 
5.45 Detail: Merchant ship with cargo from Long Landscape (see 5.1). 

 
4 Tsukahara, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” 122. 
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Template four: “Precipitous peaks stand grandly…there is placed [among the peaks] a large temple. Six stories 

of a pagoda that emerges from the forest are revealed 尖山威立…置大精盧，塔之出林表者六重.”5 
 

5.46 [Left] Detail: Mountain temple at the peak from Long Landscape (see 5.1). [From top to 
bottom, right column] Details: Mountain temple at the peak from Grand View of Rivers and 
Mountains (template one, see 5.22) and High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 

5.25). 
 
 

 
5 Tsukahara, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” 122. 
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Template four: “There is a gaping cave. In the cave there is a door that can be opened and closed. Pines 
and assorted trees twist and bend, concealing the entry [to the cave]…In front of the door is a gentleman, 
who is accompanied by another person to whom he talks有呀焉之洞，洞有門可開闔，松與雜樹，屈

曲蔽門…門前有主客，偶而語者.”6 
 
5.47 [Left] Detail: Cave scene with figures from Long Landscape (see 5.1). [Right] Detail: Cave 

scene with figures from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22). 
 
 

  

 
6 Tsukahara, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” 121.  
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Template four: “Beneath the awning there was a person who had erected a pole on which to hang a rush 

raincoat and hat蓬底有人，立一竿掛蓑笠.”7 
 

 5.48 [Left] Detail: Rush hat and raincoat on a pole from Long Landscape (see 5.1). [Top to 
bottom, right column] Detail: Rush hat and raincoat on a pole from Grand View of Rivers and 

Mountains (template one, see 5.22) and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
 
 
 

 
 

 
7 Tsukahara, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” 123. 
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5.49 [Above] Detail: Willow-shaded bridge from Small Landscape (see 5.5). [Below] Detail: 

Willow-shaded bridge from 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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5.50 [Above] Detail: Wine shop amid blossoming fruit trees from Small Landscape (see 
5.5). [Below] Detail: Wine shop amid blossoming fruit trees from 1471 Sesshū Copy 

(template three, see 5.29). 
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Template four: “Two steep mountains embraced a pass. On top of the pass was a hall以兩嶮擁一關，關

上有樓.”8 
 

5.51 [Above] Detail: Pass through the mountain from Small Landscape (see 5.5). [Below] Detail: 
Pass through the mountain from 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 

 
 
 

 
8 Tsukahara, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” 123. 
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Template four: “A buffalo with a calf 犍佩黃犢.”9 
 

5.52 [Above] Detail: Water buffalo from Small Landscape (see 5.5). [Below] Detail: Water 
buffalo from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22). 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
9 Tsukahara, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” 123. 
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Template four: “A long-roped net for deep fishing is tied to a post. The fisherman is inside a circular hut 

to keep an eye out for any movement一柱繫長繩深魚罛，人在圓盧，以闚伺.”10 
 
5.53 [Above] Detail: Fishing shelter with suspended net from Tōji Copy (see 5.9). [Below] 

Detail: Fishing shelter with suspended net from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template 
one, see 5.22). 

 
 

 
 

 
10 Tsukahara, “Shūshō Ryūtō ‘Byōbu gakki’ ni okeru Geiami hitsu shiki sansui zu byōbu ni tsuite,” 123. 
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5.54 [Left] Detail: Meandering stream and mist-shrouded trees from Tōji Copy (see 5.9). [From 
top to bottom, right column] Details: Meandering stream and mist-shrouded trees from Grand 
View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers 

(template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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5.55 [Left] Detail: Merchant ship from Long Landscape (see 5.1). [Right] Detail: Merchant 
ship from Geiai Scroll (see 5.32). 
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5.56 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Gentleman and attendant on a mountain path 
from Long Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [Right] 
Detail: Gentleman and attendant on a mountain path from 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 

5.29). 
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5.57 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Rock forms from Long Landscape (see 5.1), 

Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] Details: 
Rock forms from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains 
and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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5.58 Detail: Large axe-cut strokes from Long Landscape (see 5.1). 
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5.59 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Pinwheel pines from Long Landscape (see 5.1), 
Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] Details: 
Pinwheel pines from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High 

Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 
5.29). 
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5.60 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Feathery pines from Long Landscape (see 5.1), 
Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] Details: 

Feathery pines from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High 
Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 

5.29). 
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5.61 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Bottle-brush pines from Long Landscape (see 
5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] 
Details: Bottle-brush pines from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), 
High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template 

three, see 5.29). 
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5.62 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Broad-leaf deciduous trees from Long Landscape 
(see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, right 
column] Details: Broad-leaf deciduous trees from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains 

(template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 
Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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5.63 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Plateau rocks with planar tops from Long 
Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, 
right column] Details: Plateau rocks with planar tops from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains 
(template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 

Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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5.64 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Large, upright angular boulders from Long 

Landscape (see 5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, 
right column] Details: Large, upright angular boulders from Grand View of Rivers and 

Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), 
and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 5.29). 
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5.65 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Mountain silhouettes from Long Landscape (see 
5.1), Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] 
Details: Mountain silhouettes from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 
5.22), High Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy 

(template three, see 5.29). 
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5.66 [From top to bottom, left column] Details: Hanging cliff from Long Landscape (see 5.1), 
Small Landscape (see 5.5), and Tōji Copy (see 5.29). [From top to bottom, right column] Details: 

Hanging cliff from Grand View of Rivers and Mountains (template one, see 5.22), High 
Mountains and Long Rivers (template two, see 5.25), and 1471 Sesshū Copy (template three, see 

5.29). 
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5.67 Sesshū Tōyō, Winter Landscape, 15th century, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 47.7 x 30.2 cm, 
National Treasure, Tōkyō National Museum. 
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5.68 Isshi Kii, Landscape, inscription dated 1476, ink on paper, handscroll, 20.5 x 462 cm, 

Kyōtō National Museum. 
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Epilogue 
 

 
 
6.1 Copyist Unknown, Self-portrait (original by Sesshū Tōyō), copy undated, original dated 
1490, ink and colors on silk, hanging scroll, 59.1 x 28.2 cm, Fujita Art Museum, Ōsaka. 
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6.2 Detail: Chinese monk from Sesshū Tōyō, People of Various Countries, dated 1501, ink on 

paper, handscroll, 27.9 x 601.3 cm, Kyōto National Museum. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 


